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SERIES 2+ FLASH MEMORY CARDS 
40 MEGABYTES 

IMC040FLSP 

Single Power Supply Operation • Revolutionary Architecture 

Automatically Reconfigures for 3.3V - Pipelined Command Execution 

and 5V Systems - Write During Erase 
- Series 2 Command Superset 

150 ns Maximum Access Time with 
50 ,..,A Typical Deep PowerDown 13 MBIS Read Throughput • 

• High Performance Random Writes • State-of~the-Art 0.6 ,..,m ETOX IV Flash 

- 0.85 MBIS Sustained Throughput Technology 

- 1 KB Burst Write @ 10 MBIS • 1 Million Erase Cycles per Block 

• PCMCIA 2.01 JEIDA 4.1 Compatible • 640 Independent Lockable Blocks 

• PCMCIA Type 1 Form Factor 

Intel's Series 2+ Flash Memory Card sets the new record for high-performance disk emulation and XIP 
applications in mobile PC's and dedicated equipment. Manufactured with Intel's DD28F032SA 32-Mbit 
FlashFile™ Memory, this card takes advantage of a revolutionary architecture that provides innovative capa
bilities, low power operation and very high read/write performance. 

The Series 2 + Card provides today's highest density, highest performance non-volatile read/write solution for 
solid-state storage applications. These applications are further enhanced with this product's symmetrically 
blocked architecture,extended MTBF, low power 3.3V operation, built-in Vpp generator, and multiple block
locking methods. The Series 2 + Card's dual read and write voltages allow interchange between 3.3V and 5V 
systems. 

290512-2 

ETOX and FlashFile™ are trademarks of Intel Corporation. 
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Order Number: 290512-001 6-1 
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SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARD 

PRODUCT OVERVIEW 

The 40 Megabyte, Series 2 + Flash Memory Cards 
contain a flash memory array that consists of 10 
DD28F032SA TSOP . memory devices. Each 
DD28FO~2SA, encapsulating two 28F016SA devic
es, contains sixty-four diStinct, individuaIlY-Elrasable, 
64 Kbyte blocks; therefore, the cards contain 640 
device blocks: 

The Series 2 + Card offers additional product fea
tures to those of the Series 2 Card product family 
(refer to ,the iMC002FLSA, iMC004FLSA, iMC010FL
SA, and iMC020FLSA data sheets). Some of the 
more notable card-level enhancements inClude: sin
gle power supply operation at either 3.3V or 5V and 
page buffers to increase write performance. 

The card incorporates Vee and Vpp detect circuitry, 
referred to as SmartPower, to sense the voltage lev
el present at the card interface. The card's control 
logic automatically configures its circuitry and the 
DD28F032SA memory array accordingly. The Card 
Information Structure reports that the card is 3.3V or 
5V compatibl,e. The card also detects the presence 
of 12V on the socket Vpp pin and passes this supply 
to each DD28F032SA. When 12V is unavailable, the 
card generates the required Vpp via its integrated 
Vpp-generation circuitry, whether Vee is 3.3V or 5V. 

At the device level, internal algorithm automation al
lows write and block erase operations to be execut
ed using a two-write command seqlJence in the 
same way as the 28F008SA FlashFiI~ memory in the 
Series 2 Card. A superset of commands and addi
tional performance enhancements have been added 
to the basic 28F008SA command-set: 

• Page buffer writes to flash result in 4 times 
faster writes than Series 2 Cards. 

• Command queuing permits the devices to re
ceive new commands during the execution of the 
current command. 

• Automatic data writes during erase allows the 
DD28F032SA to perform write operations to one 
block of memory while performing ,an erase on 
another block. 

• Software locking of memory blocks provides a 
means to selectively protect code or !iata within 
the card. 

• Erase all unlocked blocks provides a quick and 
simple method' to sequentially erase, the blocks 
within a DD28F032SA. 

Each block of the DD28F032SA can be written and 
erased a minimum ,of 100,000 cycles. The Series 
2 + Card can achieve 1 million Block Erase Cycles 
by providing wear-leveling a:igorithmsand graceful 
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bl6ck retirement. These techniques, analogous to 
those used in hard disk drives, have already been 
employed in many flash file systems. ' 

The Series 2 + Card has two means for p.utting its 
flash devices into a Deep-Sleep mode for reduced 
power consumption: 1)Write to the card's PCMCIA
compatible Configuration and Status Register, to ac
tivate a Reset-PowerDown to all devices simulta
neously; 2) Issue a command to individual devices, 
referred to as the software-Controlled Deep-Sleep 
mode. Using this approach, the device will retain 
status register contents and finish any operation in 
progress. 

The carciJ achieves its PCMCIA-compatible word
wide access by pairing the DD28F032SA devices re
sulting in an accessible memory block size of 
64 KWords. The card's decoding logic (contained 
within its ASICs) allows the system to write or read 
one word at a time, or one byte at a time by refer- • 
encing the high or low byte. Erasure can be per
formed on the entire. block pair (high and low device 
block simultaneously) or on the high or low byte por
tion separately. Although the DD28F032SA supports 
byte or word-wide data access, the byte interface 
was utilized within the card to allow the delivery of 
higher performance benefits (such as the doubling 
of the effective page buffer size). ' 

The Series 2 + Card's ASICs also contain the Card 
Information Structure and the Component Manage
ment Registers that provide five control functions
Ready-Busy mode selection, software-controlled 
write protection, card status, voltage-control and 
status, and soft reset. 

The memory, card interface supports the Personal 
Computer Memory Card Industry Association 
(PCMCIA 2.01) and Japanese Electronics Industry 
Development Association (JEIDA 4.1) 68-pin card 
format. The Series 2 + Flash Card meets all 
PCMCIAI JEIDA Type 1 mechanical specifications, 

SERIES 2 + CARD ARCHITECTURE 
OVERVIEW 

As depicted in Figure 1, the Series 2 + Card con
sists of three major functional elements-the 
DD28F032SA Flash Memory array, card control log
ic and SmartPower circuitry. The card control logic 
handles the interface between the flash memory ar
ray and the host system's PCMCIA signals. The 
SmartPower circuitry provides the card's integrated 
Vpp generator and a means for detecting the sock
et's voltage levels. 



SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARD 
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Figure 1. Series 2+ Card Block Diagram showing Major Functional Elements including the Card's 
Control Logic, Smart Power Circuitry and the DD28F032SA Flash Memory Components 
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SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARD intel® 
The Series 2+ Card signals pomplywith the PCMCIA specification, as shown in Table 1. Table 2 describes the 
functionality of these signals. 

Table 1. Series 2+ Flash Memory Ca~d Signals 

Pin Signal I/O Function Active Pin . Si~nal I/O Function Active 

1 GND Ground 35 GND' ~round 

2 D03 I/O Data Bit 3 36 CD1# 0 Card Detect 1 LOW 

3 D04 I/O Data Bit 4 37 0011 1/0 Data Bit 11 

4 005 I/O Data Bit 5 38 0012 1/0 Data Bit 12 

5 DOs I/O Data Bit 6 39 0013 1/0 Data Bit 13 

6 007 I/O Data Bit 7 40 0014 1/0 Data Bit 14 

7 CE1# I Card Enable 1 LOW 41 0015 1/0 Data Bit 15 

8 A10 I Address Bit 10 42 CE2# I Card Enable 2 LOW 

9 OE# I Output Enable LOW 43 VS1 0 Voltage Sense 1 

10 A11 I Address Bit 11 44 RFU Reserved 

11 As ( I Address Bit 9 45 RFU Reserved 

12 As I Address Bit 8 46 A17 I Address Bit 17 

13 A13 I Address Bit 13 47 . A1S I Address Bit 18 

14 A14 I Address Bit 14 48 A1S I Address Bit 19 

15 WE# I Write Enable LOW 49 A20 I Address Bit 20 

16 RDY/BSY# Ready-Busy LOW 50 A21 I Address Bit 21 

17 Vee Supply Voltage 51 Vee Supply Voltage 

18 VPP1 Supply Voltage 52 VpP2 $upply Voltage 

19 A1S I Address Bit 16 53 A22 I Address Bit 22 

20 A15 I Address Bit 15 54 A23 I Address Bit 23 

21 A12 I Address Bit 12 55 A24 I Address Bit 24 

22 A7 I Address Bit 1 56 A25 Address Bit 25 

23 As I Address Bit 6 57 VS2 0 Voltage Sense 2 N.C. 

24 A5 I Address Bit 5 58 RST I Reset HIGH 

25 A4 I Address Bit 4 59 WAIT# 0 Extend Bus Cycle LOW 

26 A3 I Address Bit 3 60 RFU Reserved 

27 A2 I Address Bit 2 61 REG# I Register Select LOW 

28 A1 I Address Bit 1 62 BVD2 0 Batt. Volt Det 2 

29 Ao I Address Bit 0 63 BVD1 0 Batt. Volt Det 1 

30 000 1/0 Data BitO 64 DOs 1/0 Data Bit 8 

31 001 1/0 Data Bit 1 65 DOs 1/0 Data Bit 9 

32 002 1/0 Data Bit 2 66 0010 1/0 Data Bit 10 

33 WP 0 Write Protect HIGH 67 CD2# 0 Card Detect 2 LOW 

34 GND Ground 68 GND Ground 
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infel~ SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARD 

Table 2. Series 2 + Flash Memory Card Signal Descriptions 

Symbol Type Description 

Ao-A25 I ADDRESS INPUTS: Ao through A25 are address bus lines which enable direct 
addressing of 64 megabytes of memory on a card. Ao is not used in word 
access. A25 is the most significant bit. 

000-0015 I/O DATA INPUT/OUTPUT: 000 through 0015 constitute the bidirectional data 
bus. 0015 is the most significant bit. 

CE1#,CE2# I CARD ENABLE 1,2: CE1 # enables even bytes, CE2# enables odd bytes. 
Multiplexing Ao, C01 # and C02# allows 8-bit hosts to access all data on 000 
through 1?07. 

QE# I OUTPUT ENABLE: Active low signal gating read data from the memory card. 

WE# I WRITE ENABLE: Active low signal gating write data to the memory card. 

ROY/BSY# 0 READY/BUSY OUTPUT: Indicates status of internally timed erase or write 
activities. A high output indicates the memory card is ready to accept accesses. 
A low output indicates that a device(s) in the memory card is(are) busy with 
internally timed activities. -

C01#,C02# 0 CARD DETECT 1, 2: These signals provide for correct card insertion detection. 
They are positioned at opposite ends of the card to detect proper alignment. The 
signals are connected to ground internally on the memory card and will be 
forced low whenever a card is placed in the socket. The host socket interface 
circuitry shall supply 10K or larger -pull-up resistors on these Signal pins. 

WP 0 WRITE PROTECT: Write Protect reflects the status of the Write"Protect switch 
on the memory card. WPset high = write protected, providing internal hardware 
write lockout to the flash array. 

VPP1, VPP2 WRITE/ERASE POWER SUPPLY: (12V nominal) for erasing memory array 
blocks or writing data in the array. They must be 12V to perform an erase/write 
operation, when not using the card's integrated Vpp generator; These signals 
"lay be disconnected but are required for ExCA compliance. 

Vee , CARD POWER SUPPLY: (3.3V/5V nominal) for all internal Circuitry. 

GNO I GROUND for all internal circuitry. 

REG# I REGISTER SEI.,ECT: provides access to Series 2 + Flash Memory Card 
registers and Card Information Structure in the Attribute Memory Plane. 

RST I RESET from system, active high. Places card in Power-Ori Oefault State. 

WAIT# 0 WAIT: (Extend Bus Cycle) Used by Intel's I/O cards and is driven high. 

BV01, BV02 0 BATTERY VOLTAGE DETECT: Upon completion of the power On reset cycle, 
these signals are driven high to maintain SRAM-card compatibility. 

VS1, VS2 0 VOLTAGE SENSE: Signals notify the host socket of the card's Vee 
requirements. VS1 is grounded and VS2 open indicates a 3.3V /5V card as 
depicted in the CIS; .-

RFU RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE. 

N.C. NO INTERNAL CONNECTION. Pin may be driven or left floating. 
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SERIES 2+ FLASH MEMORY CARDS 
4 and 20 Megabytes 

iMC004FLSp, iMC020FLSP 

Single Power Supply Operation • Revolutionary Architecture 

Automatically Reconfigures for 3.3V - Pipelined COmmand Execution 

and 5V Systems - Write During Erase 
- Series 2 Command Superset 

150 ns Maximum Access Time with 
12 ,..,A Typical' Deep Powerdown 13 MBtS Read Throughput • 

High Performance Random Writes • State-of-the Art 0.6 ,..,m ETOX IV FlllSh 

- 0.85 MBtS Sustained Throughput Technology 

-1 KB Burst Write @ 10 MBtS • 1 Million Erase Cycles per Block 

PCMCIA2.0tJEIDA 4.1 Compatible • 320 Independent Lockable Blocks 

PCMCIA Type 1 Form Factor 

Intel's Series 2 + Flash Memory Card' sets the new record for high-performance disk emulation and XIP 
applications in mobile PC's and dedicated equipment. Manufactured with Intel's 28F016SA 16-Mbit 
FlashFile™ Memory, this card takes advantage of a revolutionary architecture that provides innovative capa
bilities, low power operation andvery,high read/write performance. 

The Series 2+ Card provides today's highest density, highest p(:lrformance non-volatile read/write solution for 
solid-state storage applications. These applications are further enhanced with this product's symmetrically 
blocked architecture, extended MTBF, low power 3.3V operation, built-in Vpp generator, and multiple block
locking methods. The Series 2 + Card's dual read and write voltages allow interchange between 3.3V and 5V 
systems. 

ETOX and FlashFile™ are trademarks of Intel Corporation. 
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SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

,SCOPE OF DOCUMENT 

"the documentation for Intel's Series 2+ Flash 
Memory Card includes this data sheet and a detailed 
design guide. The data sheet provideS all AC and 
DC characteristics (lncliJdin!;ltiming waveforms)ahd 
a convenient reference for the devicecQmmand set 
lind the card's integrated registers (including the 
28F016SA's status registers). The design guide (or
der number 297373-001) provides a complete l;Ie
scription of the methods for using the card. It also 
.col')tains the full list of software algorithms and flow
charts and a section for upgrading from Intel's 'Se
ries 2 Flash Memory Cards. 

PRODUCT OVERVIEW 

The 4 and 20 Megabyte, Series 2 + Flash Memory 
. Cards cohtain a flash memory array that consists of 
2 to 10 2SF016SA TSOP memory devices, respec
tively. Each 2SF016SA contains 32 distinct, individu
ally-erasable, 64 Kbyte blocks; therefore, the cards 
contain: 64 and 320 device blocks, respectively. 

The Series 2 + Card offers additional product fea
tures to those of the Series 2. Card producUamily 
(refer . to the. iMC002FLSA, .iMCOO4FLSA, 
iMC010FLSA, and iMC020FLSA data. sheets). Some 
of the more notable card-level enhancements in
plude: interchangeable operation at 3.3V or 5V and 
internal Vpp generation. 

The card incorporates Vee detect circuitry, referred 
to as SmartPower, to sense the voltage level pres
ent at the card interface. The card's control logic 
automatically configures its circuitry and the 
2SF016SA memory array accordingly. The Card In
formation Structure reports that the card is 3.3V or 
5V compatible. The card also detects the presence 
of 12V 9n the socket Vpp pin and passes this supply 
to each 2SF016SA. When 12V are unavailable, the 
card generates the required Vpp via its internal Vpp
generation circuitry, whether Vee is 3.3V or 5V. 

At the device level, internal algorithm automation al
lows write and block erase operations to be execut
ed using a, two-write command· sequence in the 
same way as the 2sFoOSSA FlashFile memory in the 
Series 2 Card. A superset of commands and addi-· 
tional. performance enhancements have been added 
to the basic 2SFOOSSA command-set: 

• Page buffer writes to flash results in writes up to 
4 times faster than Series 2 Cards. . 
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• 'Command queuing permits the devices to re-
· ceive new commands during the execution of the 

currel1t command. 

• ~utomatlc data writes during erase allows the 
2SF016SA to perform write operations to one 
block of memory while performing an erase Clri an
other block. 

• Software locking of memory blocks provides a 
means to selectively protect code or data within 
the card. 

· • Erase all unlocked blocks provides a quick and 
simple method to sequentially erase the blocks 
within a 28F016SA. 

The Series 2 + Card has two means for putting its . 
flash devices into· a Deep-Sleep mode for reduced ' 
power consumption: 1) Issue a command to individu
al devices, referred to as the software-controlled 
Deep-Sleep mode. Using this approach the .device 
will retain status register contents and finish any op
eration in progress: 2) Write to the card's PCMCIA
compatible Configuration and Status Register to ac
tivate a Reset-PowerDown to. all devices simulta
neously. 

The card achieves its PCMQIA-compatlble word
wide access by pairing the 2SF016SA devices re
sulting in an accessible memory block size of 
64 KWords. The card's decoding logic (contained 
within its ASICs) allOws the system to write or read 
one word at a time, or one byte at a time by refer
encing the high or low byte. Erasure call be per
formed on the entire block pair (high and low device 
block simultaneously) or on the high 'or low byte por
tion separately. Although the 2SF016SA supports 
byte or word-wide data access, the byte interface 
was utilized within the card to allow the deU)fery 91 
higher performance benefits (such as the doubling 
of t!'leeffective page buffer size): 

The Series 2 + Card's ASICs also contain .the Com
ponent ManagementRegisters that provide fiv8 con~ 
trol . functions-Ready-Busy mode selection, soft
ware-controlled write protection, card status, 
voltage-control and status, and. soft reset. ~. 

· The memory card . interface supports the Personal 
Computer Memory Card Industry Association. 
(PCMCIA 2.01) and Japanese ElectrClnics Industry 
Development Association (,JEIDA 4.1) 6S-pln card 
format. The Series 2 + Flash Card meets all 

· PCMCIAlJEIDA Type 1 mechanical specifications; 



SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

SERIES 2 + ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW 
As depicted in Figure 1, the Series 2 + Card con
sists of three major functional elements-the 
28F016SA Flash Memory array, card control logic 
and SmartPower circuitry. The card control logic 

handles the interface between the flash memory ar
ray and the host system's PCMCIA signals. The 
Smart Power circuitry provides the card's integrated 
Vpp generator and a means for detecting the sock
et's voltage levels. 
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Figure 1. Series 2+ Card Block Diagram Showing 
Major Functional Elements Including the Card's Control Logic, 

Smart Power Circuitry and the 28F016SA Flash Memory Components 
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SERIES 2 + FLASH'MEMORY CARDS 

The Series 2 + Card signals comply with the PCMCIA specification, as shown in Table .1. Table 2 describes the 
functionality of these signals. 

:: 
Table 1. Series 2+ Flash MelTlory Card Signals 

Pin Signal 1/0 Function Active Pin Signal 1/0 Function Active 

1 GND Ground 35 GND Ground 

2 D03 I/O Data Bit 3 36 CD1# 0 Card Detect 1 LOW 

3 D04 I/O Data Bit4 37 DOn I/O Data Bit 11 

4 D05 I/O Data Bit 5 38 D012 I/O Data Bit 12 

5 D06 I/O Data Bit 6 39 D013 I/O Data Bit 13 

6 007 I/O Data Bit7 40 D014 I/O Data Bit 14 

7 CE1# I Card Enable 1 LOW 41 DOt5 I/O Data Bit 15 '. 

8: A10 I Address Bit 10 42 . CE2# I Card Enable 2 LOW 

9 OE# I Output Enable LOW 43 VS1 0 Voltage Sense 1 

10 A11 I Address Bit 11 44 RFU Reserved 

11 A9 I Address Bit 9 45 RFU Reserved 

12 As I Address Bit 8 46 A17 I Address Bit 17 

13 A13 I Address Bit 13 47 A1S I Address Bit 18 

14 A14 I Addressait14 48 A19 I Address Bit 19 

15 WE# I, Write Enable LOW 49 A20 I Address Bit 20 

16 RDY/BSY# Ready-Busy LOW 50 A21 I Address Bit 21 

17 Vee Supply Voltage 51 Vee Supply Voltage 

18 VPP1 Supply Voltage 52 VPf>2 Supply Voltage 

19 A16 I Address Bit 16 53 A22 I Address Bit 22 

20 A15 I Address Bit 15 54 A23 I AddresS Bit 23 

21 A12 I Address Bit 12 55 A24 I Address Bit 24 

22 A7 I Address Bit 7 56 A25 I Address Bit 25 . 

23 A6 I Address Bit 6 57 VS2 0 Voltage Sense 2 N.C. 

24 A5 I Address Bit 5 58 RST I Reset HIGH 

25 A4 I Address Bit 4 59 WAIT# 0 Extend Bus Cycle LOW 

26 A3 I Address. Bit 3 60 RFU Reserved 

27 A2 I Address Bit 2 61 REG # I Register Select LOW 

28 A1 I Address Bit 1 62 BVD2 0 Batt. Volt Det 2 

29 Ao I Address Bit 0 63 BVD1 0 Batt. Volt Det 1 

30 DOo I/O Data BitO 64 DOs I/O Data Bit 8 

31 D01 I/O Data Bit 1 65 D09 I/O Data Bit 9 

32 D02 I/O Data Bit 2 . , 66 DO 10 I/O Oata.Bit 10 

33 WP 0 Write Protect HIGH 67 CD2# : 0 Card Detect 2 LOW 

34 GND Ground 68 GND Ground 
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intel~ SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY -CARDS 

Table 2. Series 2 + Flash Memory Card Signal Descriptions 

Symbol Type Description 

Ao-A25 I ADDRESS INPUTS: Ao through A25 are address bus lines which enable direct 
addressing of 64 megabytes of memory on a card. Ao is not used in word 
access. A25 is the most significant bit. 

000-0015 I/O DATA INPUT/OUTPUT: 000 through 0015 constitute the bidirectional data 
bus. 0015 is the most significant bit. 

CE1#,CE2# I CARD ENABLE 1,2: CE1 # enables even bytes, CE2# enables odd bytes. 
Multiplexing Ao, C01 # and C02# allows a.bit hosts to access all data on OClo 
through 007. 

OE# I OUTPUT ENABLE: Active low signal gating read data from the memory card. 

WE# I WRITE ENABLE: Active low signal gating write data to the memory card. 

ROY/BSY# 0 READY/BUSY OUTPUT: Indicates status of internally timed erase or write· 
activities. A high output indicates the memory card is ready to accept accesses. 
A low output indicates that a device(s) in the memory card is(are) busy with 
internally timed activities. 

C01#, C02# 0 CARD DETECT 1,2: These signals provide for correct card insertion detection. 
They are positioned at opposite ends of the card to detectproper alignment. The 
signals are connected to gro!Jnd internally on the memory card and will be 
forced low whenever a card is placed in the socket. The host socket interface 
circuitry shall supply 10K or larger pull-up resistors on these signal pins. 

WP 0 WRITE PROTECT: Write Protect reflects the status·of the Write-Protect switch 
on the memory card. WP set high = write protected, providing internal hardware 
write lockout to the flash array. 

VPPh VPP2 WRITE/ERASE POWER SUPPLY: (12V nominal) for erasing memory array 
blocks or writing data in the array. They must be 12V to perform an erase/write 
operation, when not using the card's integrated Vpp generator. These signals 
may be disconnected but are required for ExCA compliance. 

Vee CARD POWER SUPPLY: (3.3V /f$V nominal) for all internal circuitry. 

GNO I GROUND for all internal circuitry. 

REG# I REGISTER SELECT: Provides access to Series 2+ Flash· Memory Card 
registers and Card Information Structure in the Attnbute Memory Plane. 

RST I RESET: Active high signal from system for placing card in Power~On Default 
State. 

WAIT# 0 WAIT: (Extend Bus Cycle) Used by Intel's I/O cards and is driven high. 

BV01, BV02 0 BATTERY VOLTAGE DETECT: Upon completion of the power on reset cycle, 
these Signals are driven high to maintain SRAM·card compatibility. 

VS1, VS2 0 VOLTAGE SENSE: Notify the host socket of the card's Vee 'requirements. VS1 
is grounded and VS2 open indicates a 3.3V /5V card as depicted in the CIS. 

RFU RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE. 

N.C. NO INTERNAL CONNECTION. Pin may be driven or left floating. 
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SERIES 2 + :FLASHMEMORV CARDS 

CARD CQNTROL LOGlC 

The.C~rdControl Logic, contained within tWo ASICs, 
handlell.the address decoding. find data control for 
,the Series 2 + Card. The card's Component Man
agement Registers are also contained within the 
Card Control Logic. 

ADDRESS DECODE ,LOGIC 

At the highest level,' the Address Decode section 
determines when to select. the Common Memory 
(REG# = VI H) or Attribute Memory (REG# = VIU 
Planes. Within the Attribute Memory Plane, the ad
dress decode logic determines when to select the 
Card Information Structure (CIS) or Component 
Management Registers (CMR). The CIS is contained 
at even-byte locations beginning at addressOOOOH. 
The CMRs are, mapped at even-byte locations be- . 
ginning at address 4000H as shown in Figure 2. 

DATA CONTROL LOGIC 

As shown in Table 3, data paths and directions are 
selected by the Data Control logic using REG#, Ao. ' 

.'. 'tel" . ' 1ft "'.'" ' 
.1181 ' 
\ .' 

WE#, OE#,CEf#, andCE2# as logic inputs. The 
Data Control logic selects any of the PCMCIAWord. 
Wide, Byte-Wide, lind Odd~Byte modes' for either 
ijeads or Writes to Common or Attribute Memory. All 
accesses to, the Attribute Memory Plane must be 

, made through 07-0; no valid data can be written on 
the high byte. Reads of 015-8 will yield FFH 

ODD,BYTE EVEN BYTE 
MEMORY 
ADDRESS 
1FFFFFH 

004200H 

004000H 

000100H 

OOOOOOH 

Figure 2. Attribute Memory Plane 

Table 3. Data Access Mode Truth Tables 

MODE REG# CE2# CE1# Ao OEiI! WE# VPP2 VPP1 015-8 07-0' 

• ,COMMON MEMORY PLANE 

STANDBY X VIH VIH X X X VPPL VPPL' HIGH-Z HIGH-Z 

BYTE-READ VIH VIH VIL VIL VIL VIH VPPL VPPL HIGH-Z EVEN-BYTE 

VIH VIH VIL VIH " VIL ViH VPPL VPPL HIGH-Z ODD-B'0'E 

WORD-READ " VIH VIL VIL X VIL VIH VPPL VPPL ODD-BYTE EVEN-BYTE 

ODDBYTE READ VIH VIL ¥IH. ' X 'VIL VIH VpPL VPPL ODD-BYTE HIGH~Z 

BYTE,WRITE ' VIH VIH VIL VIL VIH VIL XXX VPPH Xxx EVEN-BYTE 

VIH VIH VIL VIH VIH VIL VPPH XXX XXX ODD-BYTE 

WORD-WRITE VII>! VII_ Vil X, VIH VIL VPPH VPPH ODD-BYTE EVEN-BYTE 

ODDBYTE WRITE VIH VIL VIH X ' ¥IH' VIL VPPH VPPL ODD-BYTE XXX 
ATTRIBUTE MEMORY PLANE 

STAND.BY X VIH VIH X X X VPPL VpPL HIGH-Z " HIGH-Z 

BYTE-READ VIL VIH VIL, ¥IL VIL ,VIH VPPL· VPPL HIGH-Z EVEN-BYTE 

VIL VIH VIL VIH V1L VIH VpPL VpPL HIGH-Z FFH" 

WORD-READ VIL VIL VIL X VIL VIH VpPL VpPL FFH EVEN-BYTE 

ODDBYTE READ VIL VIL VIH ~ VIL VIH VPPL VPPL FFH HIGH-Z 

BYTE WRITE VIL VIH V1L VIL VIH VIL VPPL VpPL XXX EVEN-BYiE 

VIL VIH VIL VIH VIH VIL VPPL VPPL XXX XXX 

WORD-WRITE VIL VIL VIL X VIH VIL VPPL VPPL XXX EVEN-BYTE 

ODDBYTE WRITE VIL VIL V1H X VIH VIL, ' VPPL VPPL XXX XXX' 



COMPONENT MANAGEMENT 
REGISTERS 

The Component Management Registers (CMRs) are 
classified into two categories: those defined by 
PCMCIA R2.0 and those included by Intel to en
hance the interface between the host system and 
the card's flash memory array. The CMRs provide 
five control functions-Ready-Busy Mode selection, 
Voltage Control, Software-controlled Write Protec
tion, Card Status, and Soft Reset. 

Card Register Tables 

4000H-Configuration Option Register 
(PCMCIA) 

BIT 7 SOFT RESET 
1 = Reset to Power On 

State 
o = End Reset Cycle 

BITS 6-0 
- Driven Low 

Default: 02H 

4002H-Configuration and Status Register 
(PCMCIA) 

BIT 2 POWER DOWN 
1 = Force All Devices Into Deep Sleep via the 

Device's RP# Pin. All Device Register 
Contents are Lost. 

o = Power Up Default: OOH 

SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

4100H-Card Status Register 
(Intel-READ ONLY) 

r REsERvEo,l SRESET 1 CMWP 1 PwrOwn 1 CISWP 1 WP 1 ROY IBSY " J 
I 7 I 6 1 5 1 4 1 3 1 2 111 0 J 
BIT 5 SOFT RESET 
- Mirrors the SRESET Bit 

(7) of the Configuration 
Option Register. 

1 = RESET 

BIT 4 COMMON 
MEMORYWP 
- I ndicates the Write 

Protect Status of the 
Common Memory 
Plane, Minus the 
CMCIS. 

BIT 3 POWER DOWN 
- Reflects the PwrDwn 

Bit (2) of the 
Configuration and 
Status Register. 

1 = POWER DOWN 

BIT 2 COMMON 
MEMORY CIS WP 
- I ndicates the Write 

Protect Status of the 
Common Memory CIS. 

1 = WRITE 
PROTECTED 

BIT 1 WRITE PROTECT 
SWITCH 
- Reports the Status of 

the Card's Mechanical 
Write Protect Switch. 

1 = WRITE PROTECT 
SWITCH ON 

BIT 0 READY IBUSY # 
- Mirrors the Card's 

RDY/BSY# Pin 
1 = READY 

Default· 1 H or 3H 

4104H-Write Protection Register (Intel) 

RESERVED' I BL:EN I CM
1
WP I CI:WP I 

BIT 2 BLOCK LOCKING 
ENABLE 
1 = Enable Independent 

28F016SA Block 
Locking. 

o = All Blocks Unlocked. 

BIT 1 COMMON 
MEMORYWP 
1 = Force Common 

Memory, Minus the 
CMCIS, to Write 
Protected Status. 

o = WriteProtect 
According to 
Independent 
27F016S Block 
Locking. 

BIT 0 COMMON 
MEMORY CIS WP 
1 = Force Only the 

Common Memory 
CIS Into Write 
Protected Status. 

o = Write Protected 
According to 
Independent 
28F016SA Block 
Locking. 

Default: 04H 
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SE~IES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

410CH-'Voltage Control Reglster·(lntel) 

BIT 7 Vee LEVEL 
1 - Host Supplying 

3.3V. 
0= Host Supplying 5V. 

BIT 1 Vpp VAblD 
1 = Vpp Between 11.4V 

and 12.6V 
o = Vpp Invalid. 

BIT 0 Vee GENERATION 
1 - Turn on Integrated 

V pp Generator 
o = Turn off Integrated 

. VppGenerator 

Default;. 82H or 02H 

4140H-Ready/Busy Mode Register (Intel) 

RESERVED' I RACK I MODE 

7 I 6 I 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 1·0 

BIT 1 READY 
ACKNOWbEDGE 
- Clear to Set up ROY / 

BSY # Pin. Then Clear 
After Each Becomes 
Ready to Acknowledge 
TranSition. 

BIT 0 ROY IBSY #. MODE 

1 = High Performance 
Mode 

o = PCMCIA Level 
Mode 

Default OOH 

NOTE: 
"Reserved bits should be zero (low) to insure future 
compatability. 

SMART POWER 

The Smart Power circuitry generates and monitors 
the card's programming VOltage. When a host sys
tem does not provide a Vpp supply, the card's inte
grated generator can be switched on via the card's 
Voltage Control Register. The Smart Power circuitry 
also detects the host system's VCC level (3.3V or 
5V) and configures the card's flash mem()ry devices 
accordingly (using the 2BF016SA 3/5# pin as 
shown in Figure 1). 

DEVICE COMMAND SET 

The 28F016SA-based Series 2+ Command Set in
creases functionality over earlier 2BFOOB-based de-
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signs while maintaining backwards compatibility. 
The extended 2BF016SAcommand set supports 
many new features to improve programmability and 
write performance such as: page buffered writing. 
individual block-locking, multiple ROY /BSY # config
urations and device level queuing capabilities. The 
following pages .list the. Series 2 + . command set and 
Bus Cycle Operations overview. 

Series 2 + Command Set 

Code (H) Series 2-Compatible Mode 

00 Invalid/Reserved 

10 Byte Write 

20 Single Block Erase 

40 Byte Write 

50 Clear Status Register 

70 Read Compatible Status Register 

90 Intelligent Identifier 

BO Erase Suspend 

DO Erase Confirm/Resume 

FF Read Array 

Code (H) 
Series 2 + Performance 

Enhancement 

OB Page Buffer Write to Flash 

71 Read Extended Status Registers 

72 Page Buffer Swap 

74 Single Load to Page Buffer 
/ 

75 Read Page Buffer 

77 Lock Block 

BO Abort 

96 RY /BY # Reconfiguration 

97 Status Bits Upload 

A7 Erase All Unlocked Blocks 

EO Sequential Load to Page Buffer 

FO Sleep 



SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

Command Bus Cycle Definitions (28F008SA·Compatlble Mode) 
First Bus Cycle Second Bus Cycle 

Command Data Data 

Read Array 

Intelligent Identifier 

ReadCSR 

Clear Status Register 

Word/Byte WriteS 

Word/Byte Write (Altemate)§ 

Block Erase/Confirm§ 

Erase Suspend/Resume 

ADDRESSES: 
DA = Device Address 
BA = Block Address 
IA = Identifier Address 
WA = Write Address 

§ = Queueable Commands 

NOTES: 

R/W Adrs. 

W 

W 

W 

W 

W 

W 

W 

W 

x8 x16 

DA FFH FFFFH 

DA 90H 9090H 

DA 70H 7070H 

DA 50H 5050H 

WA 40H 4040H 

WA 10H 1010H 

BA 20H 2020H 

DA BOH BOBOH 

DATA: 
AD = Array Data 
CSRD = CSR Data 
10 = Identifier Data 
WD = Write Data 

R/W Adrs. 
x8 

R DA AD 

R IA 10 

R DA CSRD 

W WA WD 

W WA WD 

W BA DOH 

W DA DOH 

1. The CSR is automatically available after the device enters Data Write, Erase or Suspend operations. 
2. This command clears CSR.3, CSR.4 and CSR.5. Also clears GSR.5 and BSR.5 and BSR.2 bits. 

x16 

AD 

10 

eSRD 

WD 

WD 

DODOh 

DODOh 

Notes 

1 

2 
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S~RIES 2 +.FLASH,MEMORY .CARDS intel® 
Command Bus Cycle Definitions (28F016SA Superset Mode) 

. First Bus Cycle 

. Command Data 
R/W Adrs. 

x8' x16 

PAGE BUFFER CONTROL 

Read Page Buffer W OA 75H 7575H 

Page Buffer Swap W DA 12H 7272H 

Single load to Page W DA 74H 7474H 
Buffer 

Sequential load to W DA EOH EOEOH 
Page Buffer 

Page Buffer Write to W DA OCH OCOCH 
Flash Array§ 

READY IBUSY CONFIGURATION 

RY IBY # Pulse·On· W DA 96H 9696H 
Erase§ 

RY/BY# Pulse-On- W DA 96H 9696H 
Write§ 

RY/BY# Enable§ W DA 96H 9696H 

RY IBY # Disable§ W DA 96H 9696H 

WRITE PROTECTION AND DEVICE STATUS 

Lock Blockl Confirm§ W 

Upload Status Bitsl W 
Confirm§ 

ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS 

Read Extended 
Registers 

Erase All Unlocked 
Blocks/Confirm§ 

Sleep 

Abort 

ADDRESSES: 
DA = Device Address 
BA = Block Address 

W 

W 

W 

W 

IA = Identifier Address 
PA = Page Buffer Address 

DA 

DA 

DA 

DA 

DA 

DA 

RA = Extended Register Address 
WA = Write Address 
X = Don't Care 

§ = Queueable CommandS 

NOTES: 

77H 7777H 

97H 9797H 

71H 7171H 

A7H A7A7H 

FOH FOFOH 

SOH SOSOH 

DATA: 
AD 
CSRD 
G/BSRD 
10 
WD 
PO 

Second Bus Cycle Third Bus Cycle 

Data Data Notes 
R/W • Adrs. R/W Adrs • 

x8 x16 x8 x16 

R PA PO PO PO 

1 

R PA PO PDPD 

W DA BCl W DA BCH 2,3 

W AO BC(L,H) W WA BC(H,L) 2,3,4 

W DA 03H 0303H 5 
.' 

W DA 02H 0202H 5 

W DA 01H 0101H 5 

W DA 04H 0404H 5 

W BA DOH DODOH 

W DA DOH DODOH 6 

R RA GSRD/BSRD 7 

W DA 

= Array Data 
= CSR Data 

DOH 

= GSR/BSR Data 
= Identifier Data 
= Write Data 
= Page Buffer Data 

DODOH 

DATA COUNTS: 
WC(L,H) = Word Count (Low, High) 
BC(L,H) = Byte Count (Low, High) 
WD(L,H) = Write Data (Low, High) 

1. This command allows the user to swap between available page buffers (0 or 1). 
2. BCH/WCH must be at OOH for this product because of the 256-byte Page Buffer size AND to avoid writing the Page 
Buffer contents into more than one 256"byte segment within an array block. They are simply shown for Page Buffer expandability. 
3. Page Address and Page Data (whose count is given in cycles 2 and 3) are supplied starting in the 4th cycle (not shown). 
4. AO is automatically complemented to load the second byte of data. 
5. These commands reconfigure RY IBY # output to one of two pulse modes, or they enable and disable the RY IBY # function. 
6. Upon device power-up, all BSR lock bits are locked. The Lock Status Upload command must be written to reflect the 
actual lock bit status. 
7. RA can be the GSR address or any BSR address. 
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DEVICE STATUS REGISTERS 

Each 2BF016SA has three types of status registers: 
the Compatible Status Register, the Global Status 
Register and the Block Status Register. The Com
patible Status register is identical to the 28FOOBSA 
Status Register. The Global Status Register pro
vides queue and page buffer information about each 
device. Each block within the device has a Block 
Status Register assigned to it. The BSR contains the 
Block-Locking Status and other information specific 
to the block being addressed. 

Compatible Status Register (CSR) 

CSR.7 WRITE STATE 
MACHINE STATUS 
1 = Ready 
0= Busy 

CSR.B ERASE SUSPEND 
IIAIYI 
1 = Erase Suspended 
o = Erase in Progress! 

Completed 

CSR.5 ERASE STATUS 
1 = Error in Block 

EraSUre 
o = Successful Block 

Erasure 

CSR.4 DATA-WRITE 
STmlI 
1 = Error in Data Write 
o = Data Write 

Successful 

CSR.S V-SWUS 
1 - Vpp Low Detected, 

Operation Aborted 
0= VppOK 

~ 
Reserved 

Default: BOH 

SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

Global Status Register (GSR) 

GSR.7 WRITE STATE 
MACHINE STATUS 
1 - Ready 
0= Busy 

1 = unA ... ,.nn 

Suspended 
o = Operation in 

Progress! 
Completed 

GSR.5 DEVICE 
OPERATION STATUS 
1 - Opel'ation 

Unsuccessful 
0= Operation 

Successful or 
Running 

G$R.4 DEVICE SLEEP! 
§IIIII! 
1 = Device in Sleep 
o = Device Not in Sleep 

GSR.' QUEUE STATUS 
1 - QueueFull 
o =' Queue Available 

GSR.2 PAGE BUFFER 
AVAILABLE STATUS 
1 - One or Two Buffers 

. Available 
o = No Page Buffer 

Available 

GSR.1 PAGE BUFFER 
IIAIYI 
1 = Selected Page 

Buffer. Ready 
o = Selected Page 

Buffer Busy 

GSR.O PAGE BUFFER 
SELECT STATUS 
1 - Page Buffer 1 

Selected 
o = Page Buffer 0 

Selected 

Default: BEH 
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SERIES 2 + FLA§HMEMORY CARDS 

BloCk Status Register (BSR) 

.as 
7 

BSR.7 BLOCK STATUS. 
1 ';Ready .. . 
0= ,Busy 

BSR.6 BLOCK-LOCK 
STATUS 
1 = . Block Unlocked 
o = Block Locked 

BSR.5BLOCK 
OPERATION STATUS 
1 - Operation 

Unsuccessful 
o = Operation 

Successful or 
Running 

BSR.4BLOCK 
OPERATION ABORT 
STATUS 
1 = Operation Aborted 
o = Operation Not 

Aborted 

BSR.3 QUEUE STATUS 
1 -. Queue Full 
o = Queue Available 

BSR.2 Vpp STATUS 
1 = Vpp Low Detect 
0= VppOK 

BSR.1-0 RESERVED 
Default: COH 

.. 

intel® 
PCMCIA CARD INFORMATION 
STRUCTURE 

The Card Information Structure begins at address 
OOOOOOOH of the card's Attribute Memory 1'lane. It 
contains a variable·length chain of data blocks (tu
ples) that conform to a basic format (Table 4). The 
CIS of the Series 2 + Flash Memory Card is found in 
Table S. 

Table 4. PCMCIA Tuple Format 

BYTES DATA 

0 TUPLE CODE: CISTPL-xxx. The 
tuple code OFFh indicates no more 
tuples in the list. 

1 TUPLE LINK: TPLLlNK. Link to the 
next tuple in the list. This can be 
viewed as the number of additional 
bytes in tuple, excluding this byte. If 
the link field is zero, the tuple body is 
empty; If the link field contains OFFh, 
this tuple is the lasttuple in the list. 

2-n Bytes specific to this tuple. 

Table 5. Series 2 + Tuples 

Address Value Description Address Value Description 

OOH 01H CISTPL DEVICE 1AH 17H CISTPLDEVICEJ 

02H 04H TPLLlNK 1CH 04H TPLLlNK 

04H 57H FLASH 1EH 1FH ROM 

06H 22H 1S0 ns 20H 22H 1S0ns 
2AH 200 ns 22H 01H 2 Kb 

CARD SIZE 
08H OEH 4MB 

24H FFH END OF DEVICE 

4EH 20MB 26H 1DH CISTPLDEVICLOA 

OAH FFH END OF DEVICE 28H OSH TPLLlNK 

OCH 1CH CISTPLDEVICLOC 2AH 02H OTHER CONDITIONS-3 Vee 

OEH OSH TPLLlNK 2CH 17H ROM 

10H 02H . OTHER CONDITIONS-3 Vee 2EH 2AH 200 ns 

12H S7H FLASH 30H . 01H 2Kb 

14H 2AH 200 ns 32H FFH . END OF DEVICE 

CARD SIZE 34H 18H CISTPLJEDEC_C 

16H OEH 4MB 36H 02H TPLLlNK 
4EH 20MB 

38H 89H INTELJ-ID 
18H FFH END OF DEVICE 

3AH AOH 28F016J-ID 

3CH OOH Null Control Tuple 
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SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

Table 5. Series 2 + Tuples (Continued) 

Address Value Description Address Value Description 

3EH 15H CISTPL VERS 1 7CH 65H e 

40H 39H TPLLlNK 7EH 6CH I 

42H 04H TPLLV1_MAJOR 80H 20H SPACE 

44H 01H TPLLV1_MINOR 82H 43H C 

TPLLV1_INFO 84H 4FH 0 
46H 49H I 86H 52H R 
48H 6EH n 88H 50H P 
4AH 74H t 8AH 4FH 0 
4CH 65H e 8CH 52H R 
4EH 6CH I 8EH 41H A 
50H OOH END TEXT 90H 54H T 
52H 53H S 92H 49H I 
54H 32H 2 94H 4FH 0 
56H 45H E 96H 4EH N 
58H 34H 4MB 

32H 20MB 
98H 20H SPACE 

5AH 20H 4MB 
9AH 31H 1 

30H 20MB 9CH 39H 9 

5CH 53H S 9EH 39H 9 

20H SPACE AOH 33H 3 

5EH 57H W A2H 20H SPACE 

20H SPACE A4H 47H G 

60H OOH ENDTEXT A6H 4CH L 

62H 43H C A8H 41H A 

64H 4FH 0 AAH 44H 0 

66H 50H P ACH 45H E 

68H 59H Y AEH 4BH K 

6AH 52H R BOH OOH END TEXT 

6CH 49H I B2H FFH END OF LIST 

6EH 47H G B4H 1AH CISTPLCONF 

70H 4814 H B6H 05H TUPLLlNK 

72H 54H T B8H 01H TPCC_SZ 

74H 20H SPACE BAH 04H TPCC_LAST 

76H 49H I BCH OOH TPCC_RADR 

78H 6EH n BEH 40H TPCC_RADR 
.. 

7AH 74H t 
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SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

Table 5. Series 2 + Tuples. (Continued) 

!Address Value Description Address Value Description 

COH 03H TPCC_RMSK TPCE_PD 

C2H OOH NULL CONTROL TUPLE 102H 79H Vcc PARAMETER SELECTION 
BYTE 

C4H 1BH CISTPLCFTABLE_ENTRY 

C6H 08H TPLLlNK 
104H B5H Vcc = 3.3V 

106H 1EH EXTENSION BYTE 
C8H 01H TPCE_INDEX (01H) 

CAH 01H TPCE_FS (Vcc ONLY) 

TPCE_PD 
CCH 7.9H Vcc PARAMETER SELECTION 

108H '04H Icc STATIC 1 rnA 

10AH 1EH ICC AVERAGE 150 rnA 

10CH 1EH Icc PEAK 150 rnA 

BYTE 10EH 53H Icc PWRDWN 500 /LA 

CEH 55H Vcc NOMINAL VOLTAGE 5V ±5% 110H 1BH CISTPLCFTABLE_ENTRY 

DOH 53H Icc STATIC 500 /LA 112H 10H TPLLlNK 

D2H 1EH ICC AVERAGE 150 rnA 114H 04H TPCE_INDEX (04H) 

D4H 1EH Icc PEAK 150 rnA 116H 02H TPCLFS (Vcc AND Vpp) 

D6H 1BH Icc PWRDWN 200 /LA TPCE_PD 

D8H 1BH CISTPLCFTABLE_ENTRY 118H. 79H Vcc PARAMETER SELECTION 
BYTE 

DAH OFH TPLLlNK 

DCH 02H TPCLINDEX (02H) 
11AH B5H Vcc = 3.3V 

11CH 1EH EXTENSION BYTE 
DEH 02H TPCE_FS (Vcc AND Vpp) 

TPCE_PD 
EOH 79H Vcc PARAMETER SELECTION 

11EH 2BH Icc STATIC 250 /LA . 

120H 06H Icc AVERAGE 100 rnA 

BYTE 122H 06H Icc PEAK 100 rnA 

E2H 55H Vec NOMINAL VOLTAGE 5V ±5% 124H 52H Icc PWRDWN 50 /LA 

E4H 2BH Icc STATIC 250 /LA TPCE_PD 

E6H 06H Icc AVERAGE 100 rnA 126H 79H Vpp PARAMETER SELECTION 
BYTE 

E8H 06H Icc PEAK 100 rnA 
128H 8EH 12.0V ±5% 

EAH 52H Icc PWRDWN 50 /LA 
12AH 7DH NC OK ON STANDBY &PWD 

TPCE_PD 
ECH 79H Vpp PARAMETER SELECTION 12CH 53H IppSTATIC 500/LA 

BYTE 12EH 25H Ipp AVERAGE 20 rnA 

EEH 8EH 12.0V ±5% 130H 25H IppPEAK20 rnA 

FOH 7DH NC OK ON STANDBY & PWD 132H 1BH Ipp PWRDWN 150 /LA 

F2H 53H Ipp STATIC 500 /LA 134H OOH NULL CONTROL TUPI,.E 

F4H 25H Ipp AVERAGE 20 rnA 136H OOH NULL CONTROL TUPLE 

F6H 25H Ipp PEAK 20 rnA 138H 1EH CISTPL DEVICEGEO 

F8H 52H Ipp PWRDWN 50 /LA 13AH 06H TPLLlNK 

FAH 1BH CISTPLCFTABLE_ENTRY 13CH 02H DGTPLBUS 

FCH 09H TPLLlNK 13EH 11H DGTPLEBS 

FEH 03H TPCE_INDEX (03H) 140H 01H DGTPLRBS 

100H 01H TPCE_FS (Vcc ONLY) 142H 01H DGTPLWBS 



Table 5. Series 2 + Tuples (Continued) 

Address Value Description 

144H 01H DGTPLPART= 1 

146H 01H FLASH DEVICE INTERLEAVE 

148H 20H CISTPL MANFID 

14AH 04H TPLLlNK (04H) 

TPLMID_MANF 
14CH 89H LSB 
14EH OOH MSB 

150H 12H 4 MB-150 ns 
42H 20 MB-150 ns 
11H 4 MB-200ns 
41H 20 MB-200 ns 

152H 83H TPLMID_CARD MSB 
84H TPLMID_CARD MSB 

154H 21H CISTPLFUNCID 

156H 02H TPLLlNK 

158H 01H TPLFID_FUNCTION 
(MEMORY) 

15AH OOH TPLFID_SYSiNIT 
(NONE) 

15CH FFH CISTPL-END 
OOH INVALID ECIS ADDRESS 

(15EH-1FEH) 

SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

~ POWER SUPPLY DECOUPLING 

Flash memory power-switching characteristics re
quire careful device decoupling. System designers 
are interested in three supply current issues: stand
by, active and transient current peaks which are pro
duced by rising and falling edges of CE1 # and 
CE2 #. The capacitive and inductive loads on the 
card and internal flash memory device pairs deter
mine the magnitudes of these peaks. 

Three-line control and proper decoupling capacitor 
selection suppress transient voltage peaks. Series 
2 + Cards contain on-card ceramic decoupling ca
pacitors connected between Vee and GND, and be
tween VPP1IVpP2 and GND. 

SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

The card connector should also have a 4.7 ,...F elec
trolytic capacitor between Vee and GND, as well as 
between VpP1IVPP2 and GND. The bulk capacitors 
overcome voltage slumps caused by printed-circuit
board trace inductance, and supply charge to the 
smaller capacitors as needed. 

POWER UP/DOWN PROTECTION 

The PCMCIAlJEIDA specified socket properly se
quences the power supplies and control signals to 
the flash memory card via shorter and longer pins. 
This assures that hot insertion and removal will not 
result in card damage or data loss. 

Each device in the card is designed to offer protec
tion against accidental erasure or writing, caused by 
spurious system-level signals that may exist during 
power transitions. The card will power up into the 
read state. 

A system designer must guard against active writes 
for Vee voltages above VLKO when Vpp is active. 
Since both WE# and CE1 # must be low for a com
mand write, driving either to VIH will inhibit writes. 
With its control register architecture, alteration of de
vice contents only occurs after successful comple
tion of the two-step command sequences. While 
these precautions are sufficient for most applica
tions, an alternative approach would allow Vee to 
reach its steady state value before raising VPP1/ 
VPP2 above Vee + 2.0V. In addition, upon powering 
down, VPP1IVPP2 should be below Vee + 2.0V be
fore lowering Vee. 

NOTE: 
The Integrated Vpp generator defaults to the power 
off condition after reset and system power up. 

HOT INSERTION/REMOVAL 

The capability to remove or insert PC cards while the 
system is powered on (Le., hot insertion/removal) 
requires careful design techniques on the system 
and card levels. To design for· this capability consid
er card over-voltage stress, system power droop 
and control line stability. 
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OPERATION SPECIFICATIONS 

ABSOLUTE· MAXIMUM RATINGS· 

Operating TEilmperature 
During Read .................. 0·Cto +60·C(1) 
During Erase/Write .............. O·C to + 60·C 

Storage Temperature .......... -30·C to + 70·C(2) 

Voltage on Any Pin with 
Respect to Ground ... - 2.0V to + Vee + 2.0V(2) 

Vpp1IVpp2 Supply Voltage with 
RespeCt to Ground . 
during Erase/Write ....... - 2.0V to + 14.0v(2, 3) . 

Vec SupplyVoltage with 
Respect to Ground ............ - 0.5V to + 6.0V 

NOTES: 

intel® 
NOTICE: This data .sheet contains information on 
produCts in the sampling and initial production phases 
of development. The specifications are subject to 
change without notice. Verify with your local Intel 
Sales office that you have the latest data sheet be
fore finalizing a design. 

• WARNING: Stressing the device beyond the "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not recommended and ex
tended exposure beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. 

1. Operating temperature is for commercial product defined by this specification. 
2. Minimum O.C. input voltage is -0.5V. During transitions, inputs may undershoot to 2.0V for periods less than 20 ns. 
Maximum D.C. voltage on output pins is Vee + 0.5V, which may overshoot to Vee + 2.0V for periods less than 20 ns. 
3. Maximum D.C. input voltage on VPP1IVPP2 may overshoot to + 14.0V for periods less than 20 ns. 

OPERAtiNG CONDITIONS 
Symbol Parameter Min Max Units 

Vee3.3 Vee Supply Voltage (5%) 3.0 3.6 V 

Vee5 Vee Supply Voltage (5%) 4.75 5.25 V 

SERIES 2 + DC CHARACTERISTICS, GENERAL 
Symbol Parameter Notes Min Max Units Test Conditions 

ILl Input Leakage Current 1,3 ±1 ±20 p,A Vee = Vee MAX 
VIN = Vee or GND 

ILO Output Leakage Current 1 ±1 ±20 p,A Vee = Vee MAX 
Your = VeeorGND 

VIL Input Low Voltage 1 -0.5 0.8 V Min = - 0.3V for 
3.3VVee 

VIH Input High Voltage 1 0.7Vee Vee +0.3 V Max = Vee + 0.5V 
for 5VVee 

VOL Output Low Voltage 1 0.4 V Max = 0.45V for 5V 
W/IOH = -2.0 mA 

VOH1 Output High Voltage 1 2.4 V 
(@3.3V) 

VOH2 Output High Voltage 1 0.85Vee V IOH = -2.5I"!lA 
(@5.0V) 

VPPL Vpp during Read Only 1,2 0.0 6.5 V 
Operations 
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SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

SERIES 2 + DC CHARACTERISTICS, GENERAL (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Notes Min Max Units Test Conditions 

VPPH Vpp during Read/Write Operations 1 11.4 12.6 V 

VLKO Vee Erase/Write Lock Voltage 1 2.0 V 

NOTES: 
1. Values are the same for byte and word wide modes and for all card densities. 
2. Block Erases/Data Writes are inhibited when Vpp and VPPL are not guaranteed in the range between VPPH and VPPL. 
3. Exceptions: With VIN = GND. the leakage on CE1 #. eE2#. REG#. OE# and WE# will be S:500 ,...A due to internal pull 
up resistors and. with VIN = Vee. RST leakage will be S:500 IJ.A due to internal pull-down resistors. 

SERIES 2+ DC CHARACTERISTICS(1) Vee = 5V, vpp = 12V 

Density xSMode x16 Mode Test Symbol Parameters Notes Units (Mbytes) Typ Max Typ Max Conditions 

leCR Vce Read 4,20 2,3 85 120 rnA Vec = Vee MAX 
Current tcYCLE = 150 ns 

Icew Vee Write 4,20 2,3 85 120 rnA Data Write in 
Current Progrfilss 

lecE Vee Erase 4,20 2,3 75 100 rnA Block (Pair) 
Current Erase in 

Progress 

leesL Vee Sleep 4 12 20 12 20 IJ-A 
Current 

20 20 60 20 60 IJ-A 

Ices Vee Standby 4,20 2,3 61 115 170 210 IJ-A Vec = Vec MAX 
Current Control Signals 

= VIH 

Ippw Vpp Write 4,20 2,3 7 12 14 24 rnA Data Write in 
Current (Vpp = Progress 
VPPH) 

IpPE VPP Erase 4,20 2,3 5 10 10 20 rnA Block (Pair) 
Current (V pp = Erase in 
VPPH) Progress 

IpPSL VppSleep 4 0 0 IJ-A VPP = OV 
Current 

20 0 0 IJ-A 

IpPS1 VPP Standby or 4 2,3 0 0 IJ-A VPP = OV 
Read Current 

20 0 0 IJ-A (Vpp ~ Vce> 

NOTES: 
1. All currents are RMS values unless otherwise specified. Typical Vee = 5V. Vpp = 12V, T = 25°C. 
2. Two devices active in word mode, one device active in byte mode. 
3. Currents are not added in for devices not accessed or in sleep mode. 
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SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARDS inte!® 
SERIES 2 + DC CHARACTERISTICS,CMOS(1} vcc = 5V, vpp= OV·· 

Symbol 
Density x8Mode x16Mode Test 

Parameters Notes Units 
(MBytEls) Typ Max Typ Max Conditions 

ICCR Vcc Read 4,20 2,3,4 86 120 mA Vcc = MAX 
Current \cYCLE = 150 ns 

.Iccw VccWrite 4,20 2,3,5 119 150 mA Data Write in 
Current Progress 

-

ICCE VccErase 4,20 2,3,5 104 150 mA Block Erase in 
Current Progress 

ICCSL Vcc Sleep 4 4 12 20 12 20 p,A 
Current 

20 20 60 20 60 p,A 

Iccs VccStandby 4,20 3,4 61 115 110 250 p,A Vcc = Vcc MAX 
Current Control Signals 

= VIH 
•• Ipp specs not Incluclecl because all Ipp IS derived from Icc via the Internal Vpp Generation Circuitry. 

NOTES: 
1. All currents are RMS values unless otherwise specifiecl. Typical Vcc = 3.3V, Vpp = 12V, T = 25'C. 
2. Two devices active in word mode, one device active in byte mode. 
3. Currents .are not added in for devices not accessed or in sleep mode. 
4. Vpp Generation Circuitry turned off. 
5. Vpp Generatio.n Circuitry turned on. 
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SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

SERIES 2+ DC CHARACTERISTICS(1} vcc = 3.3V, vPP = 12V 

Density .,x8Mode x16Mode Teat 
Symbol Parameters 

(MBytes) 
Notes Units 

Conditions Typ Max Typ Max 

ICCR Vcc Read 4,20 2,3 44 64 rnA Vcc = Vcc MAX 
Current tCYCLE = 200 ns 

Iccw VccWrite 4,20 2,3 36 48 rnA Data Write in 
Current Progress 

ICCE VccErase 4,20 2,3 36 48 rnA Block (Pair) 
Current Erase in 

Progress 

ICCSL VccSleep 4 20 20 p.A 
Current 

20 60 60 p.A 

Iccs VccStandby 4,20 2,3 115 250 p.A Vcc = Vcc MAX 
Current Control Signals 

= VIH 

Ippw VccWrite 4,20 2,3 10 15 20 30 mA Data Write in 
Current (Vpp = Progress 
VPPH) 

IpPE VccErase 4,20 2,3 4 10 8 20 rnA Block (Pair) 
Current (Vpp = Erase in 
VpPH) Progress 

IpPSL VccSleep 4 0 0 p.A VPP = OV 
Current 

20 0 0 p.A 

IpPS1 VccStandby 4 2,3 0 0 p.A Vpp = OV 
or R~ad 

20 0 0 p.A Current (Vpp ::;; 
Vce> 

NOTES: 
1. All currents are RMS values unless otherwise specified. Typical Vee = 3.3V, Vpp = 12V, T = 25°C. 
2. Two devices active in word mode, one device active in byte mode. 
3. Currents are not added in for devices not accessed or in sleep mode. 
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SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

SERIES 2+ DC CHARACTERISTICS(1) vcc = 3;3V, Vpp= OV·· , 

, Density x8Mode. x16Mode 
SYlflbQl Parameter. Note. Unit. 

(""Byte.) Typ Max Typ Max 

ICCR VceRead 4,20 2,3,4 
, , 

44 64 mA 
Current 

I 

Iccw 
, 

VctWrite 4,20 2,3,5 100 177 mA 
Current 

ICCE VccErase 4,20 2,3,5 79 134 mA 
CUrrent 

ICCSL VccSleep .' 4 4 12 20, 12 20 JJ.A 
Current 

20 20 60 20 60 JJ.A 
Iccs VccStandby 4;20 3,4 61 155 110 250 /A:A 

Current 

•• Ipp specs not Included because all Ipp IS derived from Icc via the internal Vpp Generation Circuitry. 

NOTES: 

Te.t 
Condition. 

Vcc = Vcc MAX 
tcVCLE = 200 ns 

Data Write in 
. Progress 

Block (Pair) 
Erase in 
Progress 

.. 

Vcc = Vcc MAX 
Control Signals 
= VIH 

1. All currents are RMS values unless otherwise specified. Typical Vee = 3.3V. Vpp = 12V. T = 25°C. 
2. Two devices active in word mode, one device active in byte mode •. 
3. CurreniS·are not added In for devices not accessed or In t;lleep mode. 
4. Vpp Generation Circuitry tumed off. 
5. Vpp Generation Circuitry tumed on . 
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AC CHARACTERISTICS 

AC Timing Diagrams and characteristics are guaran
teed to meet or exceed PCMCIA Release 2.01 spec-

SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

ifications. No delay occurs when switching between 
the Common and Attribute Memory Planes. 

COMMON AND ATTRIBUTE MEMORY Read-OnlyOperations 

Symbol 150 ns . 200ns 
Parameter Notes Units 

JEDEC PCMCIA Min Max Min Max 

tAVAV tRC Read Cycle Time 150 200 ns 

tA.VQV ta (A) Address Access Time 150 200 ns 

tELQV ta (CE) Card Enable Access Time 150 200 ns 

tGLQV ta (OE) Output Enable Access Time 75 100 ns 

tEHQX tdis (CE) Output Disable Time from CE # 75 90 ns 

tGHQZ tdis (OE) Output Disable Time from OE # 75 90 ns 

tGLQX ten (CE) Output Enable Time From CE # 5 5 ns 

tELQX ten (OE) Output Enable Time from OE # 5 5 ns 

tpHQV Powerdown Recovery to 530 530 ns 
Output Delay. Vcc = 5V 

Powerdown Recovery to 670 670 ns 
Output Delay. Vcc = 3.3V 

tsu (Vce> CE Setup Time on Powerup 0 0 ms i;~ 
!.,,' 
I'"~ 
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I 
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SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

COMMON AND ATTRIBUTE MEMORY Write Operations(1) 

Symbol 150ns 200 ns 
Parameter Notes Units 

JEDEC PCMCIA Min Max Min Max 

tAvAV twc Write Cycle Time 150 200 ns 

tWLWH tw (WE) Write Pulse Width 80 120 ns 

tAvwL tsu (A) Address Setup Time 20 20 ns 

tAVWH tsu (A-WEH) Address Setup Time for WE # 100 140 ns 

tVPWH tvps Vpp Setup to WE# Going High 100 100 ns 

tELWH tsu (CE-WEH) Card Enable Setup Time for WE # 100 140 ns 

tOVWH tsu (D-WEH) Data Setup Time for WE # 50 60 ns 

tWHOX tn (D) Data Hold Time 20 30 ns 

tWHAX trec (WE) Write Recover Time 20 30 ns 

tWHRL WE # High to RDY IBSY # 140 140 ns 

tWHOV1 Duration of Data Write Operation 6 6 JJ-s 

tWHOV2 Duration of Block Erase Operation 0.3 0.3 sec 

tOVVL Vpp Hold from Operation Complete 0 0 ns 

tWHGL th (OE-WE) Write Recovery Before Read 10 10 ns 

tPHWL Powerdown Recovery to WE# Going Low 1 1 us 

NOTE: 
1. Read timing charateristics during erase and data write operations are the same as during read-only operations. Refer to 
AC Characteristics for Read-Only operations. 
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intel· SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

COMMON AND ATTRIBUTE MEMORY CE#-Controlled Write Operations(1) 

Symbol 150ns 2OOn8 
Parameter Notes Units 

JEDEC PCMCIA Min Max Min Max 

tAvAV twc Write Cycle Time 150 200 ns 

tELEH tw(WE) Chip Enable Pulse Width 80 120 ns 

tAVEL tau (A) Address Setup Time 20 20 ns 

tAVEH tau (A-WEH) Address Setup Time for CE # 100 140 ns 

tvPEH tvps Vpp Setup to CE# Going High 100 100 ns 

twLEH tau (CE-WEH) o! Write Enable Setup Time for CE # 100 140 ns 

tOVEH tsu (O-WEH) Data Setup Time for CE # I 50 60 ns 

tEHOX tH (D) Data Hold Time 20 30 ns 

tEHAX tree (WE) Write Recover Time 20 30 ns 

tEHRL C!= # High to ROY IBSY # 140 140 ns 

tEHOV1 Duration of Data Write Operation 9 9 p.s 

tEHOV2 Duration of Block Erase Operation 0.3 0.3 sec 

tavvL Vpp Hold from Operation Complete 0 0 ns 

tEHGL th (OE-WE) Write Recovery Before'Read 10 10 ns 

tpHEL Powerdown Recovery to CE # Going 1 1 p.s 
Low 

NOTE: 
1. Read timing characteristics during erase and data write operations are the same as during read-only operations. Refer to 
AC Characteristics for Read-Only operations. 

ORDERING 'INFORMATION 

iMC020FLSP,SBXXXXX 

WHERE: 
= INTEL FL 

S 
= FLASH TECHNOLOGY 

MC = MEMORY CARD 
= BLOCKED ARCHITECTURE ' 

P = PERFORMANCE 
020 = DENSITY IN MEGABYTES 

(004,020 AVAILABLE) 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

SBXXXXX = CUSTOMER IDENTIFIER 

References , 
Available Documentation 

Document 
SERIES 2 FLASH MEMORY CARD Data Sheet 
SERIES 2 + Flash Memory Card User's Manual 
28F016SA 16 Mbit (1 Mbit x 16, 2Mbit x 8) FlashFile™ Memory Data Sheet 
28F008SA 8 Mb (1 Mb x 8) FlashFile™ Memory Data Sheet 
AP-357 Power Supply Solutions for .Flash Memory 
AP-362 Implementing Mobile PC Designs Using High Density FlashFile™ Components 
AP-377 The 28F016SA Software Drivers 
AP-378 Enhanced Features of the 28F016SA 
ER-31 The 28F016SA FlashFile™ Memory 
ER~33 ETOX IV Flash Memory Technology 

Order Number 
290434 
297373 
290489 
290429 
292092 
292097 
292126 
292127 
294015 ' 
294016 
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NOTE: As shown,.-RP# is generated in the card by the-ASIC by-writing to the appropriate register. 
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SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

POWER-UP/POWER-DOWN 
Symbol 

Parameter Notes Min Max Units 
PCMCIA 

Vi (CE) CE# Signal Level (OV < Vee < 2.0V) 1 0 ViMAX V 

CE# Signal Level (2.0V < Vee < VI H) 1 Vee- 0.1 ViMAX V 

CE# Signal Level (VIH < Vee) 1 VIH ViMAX V 

tsu (Vee) CE # Setup Time 20 ms 

tsu (RESET) CE # Setup Time 20 ms 

tree (Vee) CE # Recover Time 1.0 IJ-s 

tpr Vee Rising Time 2 0.1 300 ms 

tpf Vee Falling Time 2 3.0 300 ms 

tw (RESET) RESET Width 10 IJ-s 

tt, (Hi-Z Reset) RESET Width 1 ms 

ts (Hi-Z Reset) RESET Width 0 ms 

NOTES: 
1. ViMAX means Absolute Maximum Voltage for input in the period of OV < Vee < 2.0V, Vi (CElli) is only OV-ViMAX 
2. The \pr and \pi are defined as "linear waveforms" in the period of 10% to 90% or vice-versa. Even if the waveform is not 
a "linear waveform", its rising and falling time must meet this specification. 

Power-Up/Down Timing for Systems Supporting RESET 

~---+--Vcc 

~ 
~ -CE1, -CE2 
~ It, (Hi-z RESET) --l \w (RESET) 

Hi-z -----------n n 
I RESET ---1 L---

It, (Hi-z RESET) -II-

vcc -----. 

-CEI, -CE2 d l 2V 
,",", ___ l1li ts (Hi-z RESET) . 
~ ______________ H,-z 

290491-5 
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SERIES 2+ FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

CAPACITANCE TA = 25°C. f = 1.0 MHz 

Symbol Pins Typ 
4MB 

Units r---:-.:--
Max 

CIN Ao 15 30 pF 

CIN Address/Control 10 20 pF 

CIN Vcc.VPP 2 2 JA.F 

COUT Output 10 20 pF 
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PACKAGING 

C MIN 

0.294 
(10.0) 

L t 0.008 PMIN& S MIN T& 

3.370 0.394 0.118 0.065 
(85.60) (10.0) (3.0) (1.65) 

11 POLARIZATION KEY LENGTH. 

~ INTERCONNECT AREA TOLERANCE = to.002 
SUBSTRATE AREA TOLERANCE = to.004 

3 MILLIMETERS ARE IN PARENTHESIS O. 

SERIES 2 + FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

Surface A 

11 
T 

P 

-L 
2x T ~ r--

W t 0.004 Xi 0,002 y t 0.002 

2.126 0.039 0.063 
(5..0) (1.00) (1.60) 

290491-6 
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SER1ES 2 + ELASH MEMORY CARDS 

PIN SOCKET CONTACT 

&. PIN/SOCKET CONTACT AREA 

2. MILLIMETERS ARE IN PARENTHESIS 0 
290491-7 
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SERIES 2 FLASH MEMORY CARDS 
iMC002FLSA, iMC004FLSA, iMC010FLSA, iMC020FLSA 

• 2,4, 10 and 20 Megabyte Capacities • Intel FlashFlle™ Architecture 

• PCMCIA 2.0/JEIDA 4.1 S8-Pin Standard • High-Performance Read Access 
- Hardwired Card Information - 200 ns Maximum 

Structure • High-Performance Random Writes 
- Byte- or Word-Wide Selectable - 10 JJ-s Typical Word Write 

• Component Management Registers for • Erase Suspend to Read Command 
Card Status/Control and Flexible - Keeps Erase as Background Task 
System Interface 

• Automatic Erase/Write • Nonvolatility (Zero Retention Power) 

- Monitored with Ready/Busy Output 
- No Batteries Required for Back-up 

• Card Power-Down Modes • ETOXTM III 0.8JJ- Flash Memory 

- Deep-Sleep for Low Power 
Technology 
- 5V Read, 12V Erase/Write 

Applications - High-Volume Manufacturing 

• Mechanical Write Protect Switch Experience 

• Solid-State Reliability 

Intel's Series 2 Flash Memory Card facilitates high-performance disk emulation in mobile PCs and dedicated 
equipment. Manufactured with Intel's ETOXTM 1110.8/.1., FlashFile Memory devices, the Series 2 Card allows 
code and data retention while erasing and/or writing other blocks. Additionally, the Series 2 Flash Memory 
Card features low power modes, flexible system interfacing and a 200 ns read access time. When coupled with 
Intel's low-power microprocessors, these cards enable high-performance implementations of mobile comput
ers and systems. 

Series 2 Cards conform to the Personal Computer Memory Card International Association (PCMCIA 2.01)/ 
Japanese Electronics Industry Development Association (JEIDA 4.1) 68-pin standard, providing electrical and 
physical compatibility. 

Data file management software, such as Microsoft's' Flash File System (FFS), provide data file storage and 
memory management, much like a disk operating system. Intel's Series 2 Flash Memory Cards, coupled with 
flash file management software, effectively provide a removable, all-silicon mass storage solution with higher 
performance and reliability than disk-based memory architectures. 

Designing with Intel's FlashFile Architecture enables OEM system manufacturers to design and manufacture a 
new generation of mobile PCs and dedicated equipment where high performance, ruggedness, long battery 
life and lighter weight are a requirement. For large user groups in workstation environments, the Serie~ 2 
Cards provide a means to securely store user data and backup system configuration/status information. 

ETOX, FlashFile, and i386SL are trademarks of Intel Corporation. 
Microsoft is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 

October 1993 
Order Number: 290434-003 6-37 
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SERIES 2 FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

Table 1. Series 2 Flash Memory Card Pinout 

Pin Signal 1/0 Function Active Pin Signal 1/0 Function Active 

1 GND Ground. 35 GND Ground 

2 003 110 Data Bit 3 . 36 CD1# 0 Card Detect 1 LO 

3 004 1/0 Data Bit 4 37 0011 1/0 Data Bit 11 

4 005 1/0 Data Bit 5 38 0012 1/0 Data Bit 12 

5 006 1/0 Data Bit 6 39 0013 1/0 Data Bit 13 

6 007 1/0 Data Bit 7 40 0014 1/0 Data Bit 14 

7 CE:1# I Card Enable 1 LO 41 0015 1/0 Data Bit 15 

8 A10 I Address Bit 10 42 CE2# I Card Enable 2 LO 

9 OE# I Output Enable LO 43 NC 

10 An I Address Bit 11 44 RFU Reserved 

11 Ag I Address Bit 9 45 RFU Reserved 

12 As I Address Bit 8 46 A17 I Address Bit 17 

13 A13 I Address Bit 13 47 A18 I Address Bit 18 

14 A14 I Address Bit 14 48 A19 I Address Bit 19 

15 WE# I Write Enable LO 49 A20 I Address Bit 20 

16 RDY/BSY# Ready-Busy HIILO 50 A21 I Address Bit 21 

17 Vee Supply Voltage 51 Vee Supply Voltage 

18 VPP1 Supply Voltage 52 VPP2 Supply Voltage 

19 A16 I Address Bit 16 53 A22 I Address Bit 22 

20 A15 I Address Bit 15 54 A23 I Address Bit 23 

21 A12 I Address Bit 12 55 A24 I Address Bit 24 

22 A7 I Address Bit 7 56 A25 No Connect 

23 A6 I Address Bit 6 57 RFU Reserved 

24 A5 I Address Bit 5 58 RST I Reset HI 

25 A4 I Address Bit 4 59 WAIT# 0 Extend Bus Cycle LO 

26 A3 I Address Bit 3 60 ··RFU Reserved 

27 A2 I Address Bit 2 61 REG# I Register Select LO 

28 A1 I Address Bit 1 62 BVD2 0 Batt. Volt Det 2 

29 Ao I Address Bit 0 63 BVD1 0 Batt. Volt Det 1 

30 000 1/0 Data Bit 0 64 DOe 110 Data Bit 8 

31 001 1/0 Data Bit 1 65 DOg 1/0 Data Bit 9 

32 002 1/0 Data Bit 2 66 0010 1/0 Data Bit 10 

33 WP 0 Write Protect HI 67 CD2# O. qard Detect 2 LO 

34 GND Ground 68 GND Ground 
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SERIES 2 FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

Table 2. Series 2 Flash Memory Card Pin Descriptions 

Symbol Type Name and Function 

Ao-A25 I ADDRESS INPUTS: Ao through A25 are address bus lines which enable direct 
addressing of 64 megabytes of memory on a card. Ao is not used in word 
access mode. A24 is the most significant address bit. Note: A25 is a no-connect 
but should be provided on host side. 

000-0015 110 DATA INPUT/OUTPUT: 000 through 0015 constitute the bidirectional data 
bus. 0015 is the most significant bit. 

CE1#,CE2# I CARD ENABLE 1,2: CE1 # enables even bytes, CE2# enables odd bytes. 
Multiplexing Ao, CE1 # and CE2# allows a-bit hosts to access all data on DOo 
through D07. (See Table 3 for a more detailed description.) 

, OE# I OUTPUT ENABLE: Active low signal gating read data from the memory card. 

WE# I WRITE ENABLE: Active low signal gating write data to the memory card. 

RDY/BSY# 0 READY/BUSY OUTPUT: Indicates status of internally timed erase or write 
activities. A high output indicates the memory card is ready to accept 
accesses. A low output indicates that a device(s) in the memory card is(are) 
busy with internally timed activities. See text for an alternate function (READY-
BUSY MODE REGISTER). 

CD1# & C02# 0 CARD DETECT 1, 2: These signals provide for correct card insertion detection. 
They are positioned at opposite ends of the card to detect proper alignment. 
The signals are connected to ground internally on the memory card and will be 
forced low whenever a card is placed in the socket. The host socket interface 
circuitry shall supply 10K or larger pull-up resistors on these signal pins. 

WP 0 WRITE PROTECT: Write Protect reflects the status of the Write-Protect switch 
on the memory card. WP set high = write protected, providing internal 
hardware write lockout to the flash array. 

VpP1, VPP2 WRITE/ERASE POWER SUPPLY: (12V nominal) for erasing memory array 
blocks or writing data in the array. They must be 12V to perform an erase/write 
operation. VPP1 supplies even byte Erase/Write voltage and VPP2 supplies the 
odd byte Erase/Write voltage. 

Vee CARD POWER SUPPLY (5V nominal) for all internal circuitry. 

GND I GROUND for all internal circuitry. 

REG# I REGISTER SELECT provides access to Series 2 Flash Memory Card registers 
and Card Information Structure in the Attribute Memory Plane. 

RST I RESET from system, active high. Places card in Power-On Default State. 
RESET pulse width must be 2 200 ns. 

WAIT# 0 WAIT (Extend Bus Cycle) is used by Intel's I/O cards and is driven high. 

BVD1, BV02 0 BATTERY VOLTAGE DETECT: Upon completion of the power on reset cycle, 
these signals are driven high to maintain SRAM-card compatibility. 

RFU RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE 

NC NO INTERNAL CONNECTION. Pin may be driven or left floating. 
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SERIES 2 FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

00<15,0> bO< IS,S> 

WE# 00<7,0> 

OE# 

ROY!SSY# 
WE# 

RST OE# 

A<2S,0> RY !SY#< 19,0> 

CARD ,RP#<9,0> 
CONTROL 

REG# LOGIC 

CE I# 

CEZ# 

WAIT 

:::Sr BVOZ 

A< 19,0> 

WP CE#<19,0> 

WP 

v~j 2SFOOSSA 2SFOOSSA 

~ AI9 -AO 
oeq-ooo ~ 

~ A19 -Ao 
ceq-oOo --

~ WRITE-PROTECT 

CE# 

'""" 
r- CE# 

RY!BY# f- RY!BY# -f- WE# DEVICE 0 WE# DEVICE 1 - SWITCH 
-f- OE# OE# 

CD 1# RP# RP# 

, GND Vee Vpp , 'GNO Vee Vppz 
CARD 
DETECT 

~ AI9 -Ao I- AI9 -Ao 

CE# oeq-ooo -
~ r- CE# 

007 -000 --
RY!SY# RY!BY# -WE# DEVICE 2 WE# DEVICE 3 

OE# OE# 

RP# RP# 
GNO Vee Vpp , GNO Vee VpP2 

I ! I I ! I 
· . · . . · . 

l 1 
J oeq~DOO J I I 

I oeq~oOo ~J A'9 -AO A'9 -Ao 
- CE# CE# 

- RY!BY# - RY!SY# r--
WE# DEVICE' S WE# DEVICE '9 

- OE# '--- OE# 
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GND 

Vee 

VpPI 
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Figure 1. Detailed Block Diagram. The Card Control Logic Provides 
Decoding Buffering and Control Signals. 
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APPLICATIONS 

Intel's second generation Series 2 Flash Memory 
Cards facilitate high performance disk emulation for 
the storage of data files and application programs on 
a purely solid-state removable medium. File man
agement software, such as Microsoft's Flash File 
System, in conjunction with the Series 2 Flash Mem
ory Cards enable the design of high-performance 
light-weight notebook, palmtop, and pen-based PCs 
that have the processing power of today's desktop 
computers. 

Application software stored on the flash memory 
card substantially reduces the slow disk-to-DRAM 
download process. Replacing the mechanical disk 
results in a dramatic enhancement of read perform
ance and substantial reduction of power consump
tion, size and weight-considerations particularly 
important in portable PCs and equipment. The Se
ries 2 Card's high performance read access time al
lows the use of Series 2 Cards in an "execute-in
place" (XIP) architecture. XIP eliminates redundancy 
associated with DRAM/Disk memory system archi
tectures. Operating systems stored in Flash Memory 
decreases system boot or program load times, en
abling the design of PCs that boot, operate, store 
data files and execute application programs from/to 
nonvolatile memory with put losing the ability to per
form an update. 

File management systems modify and store data 
files by allocating flash memory space intelligently. 
Wear leveling algorithms, employed to equally dis
tribute the number of rewrite cycles, ensure that no 
particular block is cycled excessively relative to oth
er blocks. This provides hundreds of thousands of 
hours of power on usage. 

This file management software enables the user to 
interact with the flash memory card in precisely the 
same way as a magnetic disk. 

For example, the Microsoft Flash File System en
ables the storage and modification of data files by 
utilizing a linked-list directory structure that is evenly 
distributed along with the data throughout the mem
ory array. The linked-list approach minimizes file 
fragmentation losses by using variable-sized data 
structures rather than the standard sector/cluster 
method of disk-based systems. 

Series 2 Flash Memory Cards provide durable non
volatile memory storage for mobile PCs on the road, 
facilitating simple transfer back into the desktop en
vironment. 

SERIES 2 FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

For systems currently using a static RAM/battery 
configuration for data acquisition, the Series 2 Flash 
Memory Card's nonvolatility eliminates the need for 
battery backup. The concern for battery failure no 
longer exists, an important consideration for porta
ble computers and medical instruments, both requir
ing continuous operation. Series 2 Cards consume 
no power when the system is off, and only 5 p.A in 
Deep-Sleep mode (20 Megabyte card). Furthermore, 
Flash Memory Cards offer a considerable cost and 
density advantage over memory cards based on 
static RAM with battery backup. 

Besides disk emulation, the Series 2 Card's electri
cal block-erasure, data writability, and inherent non
volatility fit well with data accumulation and record
ing needs. Electrical block-erasure provides design 
flexibility to selectively rewrite blocks of data, while 
saving other blocks for infrequently updated param
eters and lookup tables. For example, networks and 
systems that utilize large banks of battery-backed 
DRAM to store configuration and status benefit from 
the Series 2 Flash Card's nonvolatility and reliability. 

SERIES 2 ARCHITECTURE 
OVERVIEW 

The Series 2 Flash Memory Card contains a 2 to 20 
Megabyte Flash Memory array consisting of 2 to 20 
28F008SA FlashFile Memory devices. Each 
28F008SA contains sixteen individually-erasable, 64 
Kbyte blocks; therefore, the Flash Memory Card 
contains from 32 to 320 device blocks. It also con
tains two Card Control Logic devices that manage 
the external interface, address decoding, and com
ponent management logic. (Refer to Figure 1 for a 
block diagram.) 

To support PCMCIA-compatible word-wide access, 
devices are paired so that each accessible memory 
block is 64 KWords (see Figure 2). Card logic allows 
the system to write or read one word at a time, or 
one byte at a time by referencing the high or low 
byte. Erasure can be performed on the entire block 
pair (high and low device blocks simultaneously), or 
on the hiQh or low byte portion separately. 

Also in accordance with PCMCIA specifications this 
product supports byte-wide operation, in which the 
flash array is divided into 128K x 8 bit device blocks. 
In this configuration, odd bytes are multiplexed onto 
the low byte data bus. 
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Flgunt2. Memory Architecture. Each Device Pair Consists of Sixteen 64 KWord Blocks. 

Series' 2 Flash Memory Cards offer additional fea
tures over the Bulk Erase Flast) .card prOduct family 
(refer to iMC001 FLKA,. iMC002FLKA and 
iMCP04FLKA data sheets). Some of the more nota
ble enhancements include: high density 'capability, 
erase blocking, internal write/erase automation, 
erase suspension to read, Component Management 
Registers. that provide software control Of device
level functions and a deep-sleep mode. 

Erase blocking facilitates solid-state storage applica
tions by allowing .selective memory reclamation. Mul
tiple 64 Kbyte blocks may be sirnultaneously erased 
within the memory card as long as not more than 
one block per device is erasing. This shortens the 
total time required for erasure, but requires addition
al supply current. A block typically requires 1.6 sec
onds . to erase. Each memory block can be erased 
arid completely written 1'00,000 times. 

Erase suspend allows the system to temporarily in
terrupt a block erase operation. This mode permits 
reads from alternate· device blocks while that same 
device contains an erasing block. Upon cOmpletion 
of the read operation, erasure of the ··suspended 
block must be resumed. 
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.. Write/erase automation simplifies the system soft
ware Interface to the card. A two-step command se
quence initiates write or erase operations and pro
vides additional data security. Internal device circuits 
automatically execute the algorithms. and timinQs 
necessary for data-write or block-erase operations, 
including verifications for long-term data integrity.' 
While perfotming either data-write Or block-erase, 
the memory card interface reflects this by bringing 
its RDY/BSY# (Ready/Busy) pin low. This output 
goes high when the operation completes. This fea
ture reduces CPU overhead and allows software 
polling or. hardware interrupt mechanisms. :Writing 
memory data is achieved in .single byte or word in
crements, typically in 10 p.s. 

I" , 

Read access time is 200 ns or less over the O·C to 
SO·C temperature range. 

The Reset-PowerDowil mode reduces power con
sumption to less than 5 p.A. to help extend battery 
life of portable host systEims. Activated through soft
ware control, this mode optionally affects the entire 
flash array (Global Reset-PowerDown Register) or 
specific device »airs (Sleep Control Register). 

I 



PCMCIA/JEIDA INTERFACE 

The Series 2 Flash Memory Card interface supports 
the PCMCIA 2.01 and JEIDA 4.1 68-pin card format 
(see Tables 1 and 2). Detailed speCifications are de
scribed in the PC Card Standard, Release 2.0, Sep
tember 1991, published by PCMCIA. The Series 2 
Card conforms to the requirements of both Release 
1 and Release 2 of the PC Card Standard. 

Series 2 Card pin definitions are equivalent to the 
Bulk-Erase Flash Card except that ce.rtain No Con
nectsare now used. A22 through A24, RST (Reset), 
and RDY1BSY# (Ready/Busy) have pin assign
ments as set by the PCMCIA standard. 

NOTE: The READY/BUSY signal is abbreviated as 
RDY/BSY# by PCMCIA {card levelj and as 
RY/BY# by JEDEC {component levelj. 

The outer shell of the SerieS 2 card meets all 
PCMCIAlJEIDA Type 1 mechanical specifications. 
See Figure 19 for mechanical dimensions. 

WRITE PROTECT SWITCH 

A mechanical write protect switch provides the 
card's memory array with internal write lockout. The 
Write-Protect (WP) output pin reflects the status of 
this mechanical switch. It outputs a high signal (YOH) 
when writes are disabled. This switch does not lock 
out writes to the Component Management Regis
ters. 

ATrRIBUTE MEMORY PLANE 

NOT USED 

(OOO4200H) 

COMPONENT MANAGEMENT 

REGISTERS 

(OOO4000H) 

NOT USED 

(OOOOODBH) 

HARDWIRED PCMCIA CIS 

(OOOOOOOH) 

Attribute Memory Plane 
accessible with 
REG (pin 61) = VIL 

, , , , , , , , , , , , 

SERIES 2 FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

BATTERY VOLTAGE DETECT 

PCMCIA requires two signals, BVD1 and BVD2, be 
supplied at the interface to reflect card battery con
dition. Flash Memory Cards do not require batteries. 
When the power on reset cycle is complete, BVD1 
and BVD2 are driven high to maintain compatibility. 

CARD DETECT 

Two signals, CD1 # and C02 #, allow the host to de
termine proper socket seating. They reside at oppo
site ends of the connector and are tied to ground 
within the memory card. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The Series 2 Card consists of two separate memory 
planes: the Common Memory Plane (or Main Memo
ryland the Attribute Memory Plane. The Common 
Memory Plane resides in the banks of device pairs 
and represents the user-alterable memory space. 

The Component Management Registers (CMR) and 
the hardwired Card Information Structure (CIS) re
side in the Attribute Memory Plane within the Card 
Control Logic, as shown in Figure 3. The Card Con
trol'Logic interfaces the PCMCIA connector and the 
internal flash memory array and performs address 
decoding and data control. 

COMPONENT MANAGEMENT REGISTERS 

CIS ADDRESS FUNCTION 

4142H - 41 FEH RESERVED 

4140H READY-BUSY MODE (INTEL) 

4136H - 413EH RESERVED 

4130H - 4134H READY-BUSY STATUS (INTEL) 

4126H - 412EH RESERVED 

4120H - 4124H READY-BUSY MASK (INTEL) 

411CH - 411EH RESERVED 

411BH - 411AH SLEEP CONTROL (INTEL) 

4106H - 4116H RESERVED 

4104H WRITE PROTECTION (INTEL) 

4102H RESERVED 

4100H CARD STATUS (INTEL) 

4004H - 40FEH RESERVED 

4002H GLOBAL RESET-PWRDWN (PCMCIA) 

4000H SOFT RESET (PCMCIA) 

290434-2 
INTEL = Performance Enhancement Register 
PCMCIA = Defined InPCMCIA Release 2.0 

Figure 3_ Component Management Registers Allow S/W Control of Components within Card 
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SERIES 2 FtASH MEMORY CARDS 

ADDRESS DECODE 

Address decoding provides the decoding logic for 
the 2 to 20 Device Chip Enables and the elements of 
the Attribute Memory Plane. REG# selects between 
the Common Memory Plane (REG # =. VI H) and the 
Attribute Memory Plane (REG# = Vlt>. 

NOTE: 
The Series 2 Card has active address inputs Ao to , 
A24 implying that reading and writing to addresses 
beyond 32 Megabytes causes wraparound. Further
more, reads to illegal addresses (for example, be
tween 20 and 32 Meg on a 20 Megabyte card) re
turns OFFFFh data. 

The 2SFOOSSA devices, storing data, applications or 
firmware, form the Common Memory Plane ac
cessed individually or as device pairs. Memory is lin
early mapped in the Common Memory Plane. Three 
memory access modes are available when access
ing the Common Memory Plane: Byte-Wide, Word 
Wide, and Odd-Byte modes. 

Additional decoding selects the hardwired PCMCIA 
CIS and Component Management Registers 
mapped in the Attribute, Memory Plane beginning at 
address OOOOOOH. 
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intel® 
The 512 memory7mapped even-byte CMRs arelin~ 
early mapped beginning at address 4000H in the At
tribute Memory Plane. 

DATA CONTROL 

Data Control Logic selects the path and direction for 
accessing the Common or Attribute Memory Plane. 
It controls any of the PCMCIA-defined Word-Wide, 
Byte-Wide or Odd-Byte modes for either'reads or 
writes to these areas. As shown in Table 3, input 
pins which determine these selections are REG#, 
AO through A24, WE#, OE#, CE1#, and CE2#. 
PCMCIA specifications allow only even-byte access 
to the Attribute Memory Plane. 

In Byte-Wide mode, bytes contiguous in software ac
tuallyalternate between two device blocks of a de
vice pair. Therefore, erasure of one device block 
erases every other contiguous· byte. In accordance 
with tl')e PCMCIA standard for memory configuration, 
the Series 2 Card does. not support confining contig
uous bytes within one flash device when in by-S 
mode. 



intel® SERIES 2 FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

Table 3. Data Access Mode Truth Table 

Function Mode REG# CE#2 CE#1 Ao OE# WE# VPP2 VPP1 D15-D8 D7-DO 

COMMON MEMORY PLANE 
, 

STANDBy(1) X H H X X X VPPL(2) VPPL(2) HIGH-Z HIGH-Z 

BYTE READ H H L L L H VPPL(2) VPPL(2) HIGH-Z EVEN-BYTE 

H H L H L H VPPL(2) VPPL(2) HIGH-Z ODD-BYTE 

WORD READ H L L X L H VPPL(2) VPPL(2) ODD-BYTE EVEN-BYTE 

ODD-BYTE READ H L H X L H VpPl.(2) Vppd2) ODD-BYTE HIGH-Z 

BYTE WRITE H· H L L H L VPPH VPPH x EVEN-BYTE , 
H H L H H L VPPH VPPH X ODD-BYTE 

WORD WRITE H L L X H L VPPH VPPH ODD-BYTE EVEN-BYTE 

ODD-BYTE WRITE H L H X H L VPPH VPPL(2) ODD-BYTE X 

ATTRIBUTE MEMORY PLANE 

BYTE READ L H L L L H X(2) X(2) 1'-llGH-Z EVEN-BYTE 

L H L H L H X(2) X(2) HIGH-Z INVALID 

WORD READ L L L X L H X(2) X(2) INVALID EVEN-BYTE 
DATA(3) 

ODD-BYTE READ L L H X L H X(2) X(2) INVALID HIGH-Z 
DATA(3) 

BYTEWRITE· L H L L H L X(2) X(2) X EVEN-BYTE 

L H t. H H L X(2) X(2) X INVALID 
OPERATION(3) 

WORD WRITE L L L X H L X(2) X(2) INVALID EVEN-BYTE 
OPERATION(3) 

ODD-BYTE WRITE L L H X H L X(2) X(2) INVALID X 
OPERATION(3) 

NOTES: 
1. Standby mode is valid in Common Memory or Attribute Memory access. 
2. To meet the low power specifications, Vpp = VPPL; however VPPH presents no reliability problems. 
3. Odd-Byte data are not valid during access to the Attribute Memory Plane. 
4. H = VIH, L = VIL, X -:i Don't Care. 
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PRINCIPLES OF OPERATI9N 

l,nte!'s'Seri~s 2 Fh:1sh Memory Card provides 'electri
cally~alterable, non,volatile, random-access storage. , 
,Individual 28F.008SA devices utilize a Command 
User Interface' ,(CUI) ,and Write State Machine 
(WSM) to simplify bioqk"eras\.lre and data write oper~ 
ations. 

,COMMON MEMORY ARRAY 

Figure 4 ,shows the Common Memory Plane's orga
nization.The first block pair (64 KWords) of Com
mon Memory, referred to, as the Common Memory , 
Card Information Structure Block, optionally extends 
the hardwired CIS in the Attribute Memory Plane for 
additional card information. This may be written dur
ing initial card formatting fot OEM customization~ 
Since this CIS Block is part of Common Memory, it!\ 
data can be altered. Write access to the Common 
Memory CIS Block is controlled by the Write Protect 
Control Register which may be activated by system 
software after power-up. Additionally, \he entire 
Common Memory plane (minus the Common Memo
ry CIS Block) may be'software write protected. Note 
that the Cominon Memory CIS Block is not part of 
the Attribute Memory Plane. Do not bsert REG# to 
access the Common Memory CIS Block. 

Device Pair 9 ' 

Figure 4. Common Memory Plane. Use 
the Optional Common Memory Plane 

CIS for Custom Card Format'lnformation. 

HARDWIRED .. CIS 

The card's structure description resides in the even~ 
byte locations starting atOOOOHand going to the 
CIS en~ing tuple (FNULL)within the Attribute M~mo
ry Plane.' Data included in the hardwired CIS con
sists of tuples. Tuples are a variable-Ie",gthlist of 
data blocks describing 'details such as manufactur
er's hame, the size of each memory device and the 
number of flash devices within the card. 

COMPONENT MANAGEMENT 
REGISTERS (CMRs) , 

The CMRs in the Attribute Memory Plane provide 
special, software-controlled functionality. Card Con~ 
trol Logic includes circuitry to access the CMRs. 
REG (PCMCIA, pin 61) selects the Attribute Memory 
Plane (and therefore 'the CMRs) when eq\.lal to VIL. 

CMRs are' classified into two categories: those de
fined by PCMCIA R2.0 and those included by Intel 
(referred to as Performance' Enhancement Regis
ters) to enhance the interface between the host Sys
tem and the card's .flash memory array. CMRs (See' 
,Figure 3) provide seven control functions-Ready
Busy Interrupt Mode, Device Ready-Busy Status, 
Device Ready-Busy Mask, Reset-PowerDown Con~ 
trol, Software-controlled Write' Protection, Card 
Status and Soft Reset. 

SOFT RESET REGISTER (PCMCIA) 
(CONFIGURATION OPTION) 

The SOFT RESET REGISTER (Attribute Memory 
Plane Address 4000H, Figure 5) is defined in the 
PQMCIA Release 2.0 specification as tlie Configura
tion ,Option Register., 

Bit 1 is the soft reset bit (SRESE'l). Writing a 1 to, 
this bit initiates card reset to the power-on default 
state (see Side Bar page 11). This bit must be 
cleared to use the CMRs or to access the devices. 

SRESET implements in software what the reset pin 
il1,'lplements in hardware. On power-up, the card au
tomiltically assumes default conditions. Similar to 
the reset pin (pin 58), this bit clears at the end of a 
power-on reset cycle or a system reset cycle. 

Bits 0 through 6 are not used by this memory card, 
but power up as zeroes for PQMCIA compatibility; 

(. 



ADDRESS BIT 7 

4000H SRESET 

SER,ES 2 FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

SOFT RESET REGISTER 

(CONFIGURATION OPTION REGISTER) 

(Read/Write Register) 

1 = RESET, CLEAR TO ACCESS CARD 

Figure 5. SOFT RESET REGISTER (PCMCIA). Sets the Memory Card In the Power-On Default State. 

Global Power Down Register (PCMCIA) 
(Configuration and Status) 

The Global Reset-PowerDown Register (Attribute 
Memory Plane Address 4002H, Figure 6) is referred 
to as the Configuration and Status Register in the 
PCMCIA Release 2.0 specification. 

Bit 2 (RP) controls global card power-down. Writing 
a 1 to this bit places each device within the card into 
"Deep-Sleep" mode. Devices in Deep·Sleep are not 
accessible. Recovery from power·down requires 
500 ns for reads and 1 /Ls for writes, 

The RP bit defaults to 0 on card power·up or reset. 
Setting or clearing this bit has no affect on the bit 
settings of the Sleep Control Register. 

The remaining Global Reset·PwrDwn Register bits 
are defined for Intel's family of I/O cards and are 
driven low for compatibility. 

GLOBAL RESET -POWER-DOWN REGISTER 

(CONFIGURATION AND STATUS REGISTER) 

(Read/Write Register) 

1 = POWER OOWN 

Figure 6. GLOBAL RESET-PWRDWN REGISTER (PCMCIA). The RP 
Bit Enables Reset PowerDown of All Flash Memory Devices. 
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CARD STATUS REGISTER 

(Read Only Register) 

ADDRESS BIT? BIT6 BIT5 BIT4 BIT3 BIT2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

4100H ADM ADS SRESET CMWP RP CISWP WP RDY/BSY# 

Figure 7. CARD STATUS REGISTER (Intel) Provides a Quick Review of the Card's Status 

CARD STATUS REGISTER (INTEL) 

The Read-Only, CARD STATUS REGISTER (Attri
bute Memory Plane Address 4100H, Figure 7) re
turns generalized status of the Series 2 Card and its 
CMRs. 

Bit 0 (RDY/BSY#) reflects the card's RDY/BSY# 
(Ready-Busy) output. Software polling of this bit pro
vides data-write or block-erase operation status. A 
zero indicates a busy device(s) in the card. 

Bit 1 (WP) reports the position of the card's Write 
Protection switch with 1 indicating write protected. It 
reports the status of the WP pin. 

Bit 2 (CISWP) reflects whether the Common Memo
ry CIS is write protected using the WRITE PROTECT 
REGISTER, with 1 indicating write protected. 

Bit 3 (RP) reports whether the entire flash memory 
array is in "Deep-Sleep" (Reset-PwrDwn) mode, 
with 1 indicating "Deep-Sleep". This bit reflects the 
RP bit of the GLOBAL RESET-POWERDOWN REG
ISTER: Powering down al/ device pairs individually 
(using the Sleep Control Register), also sets this bit. 

Bit 4 (CMWP) reports whether the Common Memory 
Plane (minus Common Memory CIS) is write protect
ed via the WRITE PROTECT REGISTER with 1 indi
cating write protected. 

Bit 5 (SRESET) reflects the SRESET bit of the SOFT 
RESET REGISTER. It reports that the card isin Soft 
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Reset with 1 indicating reset. When this bit is zero, 
the flash memory array and CMRs may be ac
cessed, otherwise clear it via the SRESET REGIS
TER. 

Bit 6 (ADS, ANY DEVICE SLEEP) is the "ORed" 
value of the SLEEP CONTROL REGISTER. Power
ing down any device pair sets this bit. 

Bit 7 (ADM, ANY DEVICE MASKED) is the "ORed" 
value of the READY IBUSY MASK REGISTER. 
Masking any device sets this bit. 

WRITE PROTECTION REGISTER 
(INTEL) 

The WRITE PROTECTION REGISTER (Attribute 
Memory Plane Address 4104H, Figure 8) selects 
whether the optional Common Memory CIS and the 
remaining Common Memory blocks are write pro
tected (see Figure 4). 

Enable Common Memory CIS write protection by 
writing a 1 to the CISWP Bit (bit 0). 

Enable write protection of the remaining Common 
Memory blocks by writing a 1 to the CMWP Bit (bit 
1 ). 

In the power-on default state, both bits are 0, and 
therefore not write protected. 

Reserved bits (2-7) have undefined values and 
should be written as zeroes for future compatibility, 



SERIES 2 FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

WRITE PROTECTION REGISTER 

(Read/Write Register) 

1 ~ WRITE PROTECT 

Figure 8. WRITE PROTECTION REGISTER (Intel) Eliminates Accidental Data Corruption 

SLEEP CONTROL REGISTER (INTEL) 

Unlike the GLOBAL RESET·POWERDOWN REGIS· 
TER, which simultaneously resets and places all 
flash memory devices into a Deep·Sleep mode, the 
SLEEP CONTROL REGISTER (Attribute Memory 
Plane Address 4118H-411AH, Figure 9) allows se
lective power·down control of individual device pairs. 

Writing a 1 to a specific bit of the SLEEP CONTROL 
REGISTER places the corresponding device pair 
into the "Deep·Sleep" mode. Devices in Deep-Sleep 
are not accessible. On cards with fewer than 
20 Megabytes (10 device pairs), writing a one to an 
absent device pair has no affect and reads back as 
zero. 

This register contains all zeroes (i.e., not in Deep· 
Sleep mode) when the card powers up or after a 
hard or soft reset. Furthermore, the Global Reset· 
PowerDown Register has no affect on the contents 
of this register. Therefore, any bit settings of the 

Sleep Control Register will remain unchanged after 
returning from a global reset and power down (writ· 
ing a zero to the RP bit of the Global Reset·Power
Down Register). 

READY-BUSY STATUS 
REGISTER (INTEL) 

The bits in the Read-only, READY-BUSY Status 
Register (Attribute Memory Plane Address 4130H-
4134H, Figure 10) reflect the status (READY = 1, 
BUSY = 0) of each device's RY /BY # output. A busy 
condition indicates that a device is currently pro
cessing a data-write or block-erase operation. 

These bits are logically "AND-ed" to form the 
Ready/Busy output (ROY /BSY #, pin 16) of the 
PCMCIA interface. On memory cards with fewer 
than 20 devices, unused Device RY /BY # Status 
Register bits appear as ready. 

SLEEP CONTROL REGISTER 

(Read/Write Register) 

1 = SELECTED DEVICE PAIR IN POWER-DOWN MODE AND RESET 

Figure 9. SLEEP CONTROL REGISTER (Intel) Allows Specific 
Devices to be Reset and Put into Power-Down Mode 
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READY-SUSYSTATUS REGISTER 

(Read/Write. Register) 

4132H 

4130H 

15 

DEVICE 

7 

14 

DEVICE 

6 

13 

DEVICE 

5 

DEVICE 

12 

DEVICE 

4 

DEVICE 

11 

DEVICE 

3 

DEVICE 

10 

DEVICE 

2 

DEVICE 

DEVICE 

DEVICE 

8 

DEVICE 

o 

1 = DEVICE READY, 0 = DEVICE BUSY 

Figure 10. READY-BUSY STATUS REGISTER (Intel) Provides 
Operation Status of All Flash Memory Devices 

READY-BUSY MASK REGISTER 
(INTEL) 

The bits of the Read/Write READY-BUSY MASK 
REGISTER (Attribute Memory Plane Address 
4120H-4124H, Figure 11) mask out the correspond
ing "AND-ed" READY-BUSY STATUS REGISTER 
bits from the PCMCIA data bus (ROY /BSY #, pin 16) 
and the CARD STATUS REGISTER RDY/BSY# Bit 
(bit 0). 

In an unmasked condition (MASK REGISTER bits = 
O),any device RY /BY # output going low pulls the 
card's ROY /BSY # output to VIL (BUSY). In this 
case, all devices must be READY to allow the card's 
ROY /BSY # output to be ready (VIH). This is referred 
to as the PCMCIA READY-BUSY MODE. An alter
nate typ~ of READY-BUSY function is described in 
thf/ next section, READY-BUSY MODE REGISTER. 

READY-BUSY MASK 

(Read/Write Register) 

19 18 17 16 

4122H 
DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE 

15 14 13 11 10 9 8 

DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE 
4120H 

7 6 5 4 3 2 0 

1 = MASK ENABLED 

Figure 11. READY-BUSY MASK REGISTER (Intel) Essential for Write Optimization 
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If the READY-BUSY MASK REGISTER bits are set 
to ones (masked condition), the RDY /BSY # output 
and the CARD STATUS REGISTER RDY/BSY# bit 
will reflect a READY condition regardless of the 
state of the corresponding devices. The READY
BUSY MASK REGISTER does not affect the 
READY-BUSY STATUS REGISTER allowing soft
ware polling to determine operation status. 

Unmasked is the default condition for the bits in this 
register. On memory cards with fewer than 20 devic
es, unused device mask bits appear as masked. 

READY-BUSY MODE REGISTER 
(INTEL) 

The READY-BUSY MODE REGISTER (Attribute 
Memory Plane Address 4140H, Figure 12) provides 
the selection of two types of system interfacing for 
the busy-to-ready transition of the card's 
RDY /BSY # pin: 

1. The standard PCMCIA READY-BUSY MODE, in 
which the card's RDY /BSY # signal generates a 
low-t,o-high transition (from busy to ready) only 
after all busy devices (not including masked 
devices) have completed their data-write or block
erase operations. This may result in a long inter
rupt latency. 

2. A High-Performance mode that generates a low
to-high (from busy-to-ready) transition after each 
device becomes' ready. This provides the host 

SERIES 2 FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

system with immediate notification that a specific 
device's operation has completed and that de
vice may now be used. This is particularly useful 
in a file management application where a block 
pair, containing only deleted files, is being erased 
to free up space so new file data may be written.' 

Enabling the HIGH-PERFORMANCE READY-BUSY 
MODE requires a three step sequence: 

1. Set all bits in the READY/BUSY MASK REGIS
TER. This prevents ready devices from triggering 
an unwanted interrupt when step 3 is performed. 

2. Write 01 H to the READY-BUSY MODE REGIS
TER. This sets the MODE bit. 

3. Write 01H to the READY-BUSY MODE REGIS
TER. This clears the RACK bit. 

The MODE and RACK bits must be written in the 
prescribed sequence, not simultaneously. The 
card's circuitry is designed purposely in this manner 
to prevent an initial, unwanted busy-to-ready tran
sition. Note that in Step 2, writing to the RACK bit is 
a Don't Care. 

When the High-Performance Mode is enabled, spe
cific READY-BUSY MASK bits must be cleared after 
an operation is initiated on the respective devices. 
After each device becomes ready, the RDY IBSY # 
pin makes a low-to-high transition. To catch the next 
device's. completion of an operation, the RACK bit 
must be cleared. 

READY-BUSY MODE REGISTER 

(Read/Write Register) 

MODE = READY-BUSY MODE 
o = PCMCIA MODE 
1 = HIGH PERFORMANCE 

RACK = READY ACKNOWLEDGE CLEAR TO 
SET UP RDY IBSY'" PIN, THEN CLEAR AFTER 
EACH DEVICE BECOMES READY TO ACKNOWL
EDGE TRANSITION. 

Figure 12. High Performance Ready-Busy Mode REGISTER (Intel) 
Used to Trigger a Ready Interrupt for Each Device 
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PRINCIPLES OF DEVICE OPERATION 

Individual 28F008SA devices include a Command 
User Interface (CUI) and a Write State Machine 
(WSM) to manage write and erase functions in each 
device block. 

The CUI serves as the device's interface to the Card 
Control Logic by directing commands to the appro
priate device circuitry (Table 4). It allows for fixed 
power supplies during block erasure and data writes. 
The CUI handles the WE# interface into .the device 
data and address latches, as well as system soft
ware requests for status while the WSM is operating. 

The CUI·· itself does not occupy an addressable 
memory locatioh. The CUI provides a latch used to 
store the command and address and data informa-

I tion needed to execute the command. Erase Setup 
and Erase Confirm commands require bothappropri" 
ate command data and an address within the block 
to be erased. The Data Write Setup command re
quires both appropriate command data and the ad
dress of the locati.on to be written, while the Data 
Write command consists of the data to be written 
and the address of the location to be written. 

The CUI initiates flash memory writing and erasing 
operations only when Vpp is at 12V; Depending .on 
the applic?ltion, the system designer may choose to 
make the Vpp power supply switchable (available 
when writes and erases are required) or hardwired to 
VPPH. When Vpp = VPPL, power savings are in
curred and memory contents cannot be altered. The 
CUI architecture provides protection from unwanted 
write and erase operations even when high voltage 
is applied to Vpp. Additionally, all functions are dis
abled whenever Vcc is below the write lockout volt
age VLKO, or when the card's Deep-Sleep modes 
are enabled. The WSM automates the writing and 
erasure of blocks within a device. This on-chip state 
machine controls block erase and data-write, freeing 
the host processor for other tasks. After receiving 
the Erase Setup and Erase Confirm commands from 
the CUI, the WSM controls block-erase, Progress is 
monitored via the device's status register, the card's 
control logic, and the ROY IBSY# pin of the 
PCMCIA interface. Data-write is similarly controlled, 
after destination address and expected data are 
supplied. 

Table 4. Device Command Set 

Bus First BusCcyle Second Bus Cycle 

28F008SA Command(1) Cycles Data Data 
Req'd Operation Addr(2) Operation Addr(2) 

xS Mode x16 Mode xSMod.e x16Mode 

Read Array/Reset 1 Write DA FFH FFFFH 

Intelligent Identifer 3 Write DA 90H 9090H Read IA 110(3) IID(3t 

Read Device Status Register 2 Write DA 70H 7070H Read DA SRD(4) SRD(4) 

Clear Device Status Register 1 Write DA 50H 5050H 

Erase Setup/Erase Confirm 2 Write BA 20H 2020H Write BA DOH DODOH 

Erase Suspend/ 2 Write DA BOH BOBOH Write DA DOH DODOH 
Erase Resume 

Write Setup/Write 2 Write WA 40H 4040H Write WA WD(5) WD(5). 

Alternate Write Setup/Write(6) 2. Write WA 10H 1010H Write WA WD(5) WD(5) 

NOTES: 
1. Commands other than those shown above are reserved by Intel for future device implementations and should not be 

used. I 

2. DA = A device-level (or device pair) address within the card. 
BA = Address within the block of a specific device (device pair) being erased. 
WA = Address of memory location to be written. 
IA = A device-level address; OOH for .manufacturer code, 01 for device code. 

3. Following the intelligent identifier command, two read operations access manufacturer (B9H) and device codes (A2H). 
4. SRD = Data read from Device Status Register. . ., ~ 
5. WD = Data to be written at location WA. Data is latched on the riSing edge of WE#. 
6. Either 40H or 10H are recognized by the WSM as the Write Setup command. 
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Intale 
COMMAND DEFINITIONS 

Read Array (FFH) -

Upon initial card power-up. after exit from the Deep
Sleep modes, and whenever illegal commands are 
given, individual devices default to the Read Array 
mode. This mode is also entered by writing FFH into 
the CUI. In this mode, microprocessor read cycles 
retrieve array data. Devices remain enabled for 
reads until the CUI receives an alternate command. 

, Once the internal WSM has started a block-erase or 
data-write 9peration within a device, that device will 
not recognize the Read Array command until the 
WSM has completed its operation (or the Erase Sus
pend command.is issued during erase). 

Intelligent Identifier (90H) -

After executing this command, the intelligent identifi
er values can be read. Only address Ao of each de
vice is used in this mode, all other address, inputs 
lire ignored [(Manufacturer code = 89H for Ao = 
0), (Device code = A2H for Ao = 1»). The device 
will remain in this mode until the CUI receives anoth- . 
er command. 

This information is useful by system software in de
termining what type of flash memory device is con
tained within the card and allows the correct match
ing of device to write and erase algorithms. System 
software that fully utilizes the PCMCIA specification 
will not use the intelligent identifier mode, as this 
data is available within the Card Information Struc
ture (refer to section on PCMCIA Card Information 
Structure). 

Read Status Register (70H) 

After writing this command, a device read outputs 
the contents of its Status Register, regardless ,of the 
address presented to that device. The contents of 
this register are latched oil the falling edge of, OE # , 
CEl # (and/or CE2#), whichever occurs last in the 
read cycle. This prevents possible bus errors which 
might occur if the contents of the Status Register 
changed while reading its contents. CEl # (and 
CE2 # for odd-byte or word access) or OE # must be 
toggled with each subsequent status read, or the 
completion of a write or erase operation will not be 
evident. This command is executable while the 
WSM is operating, however, during a block-erase or 
data-write operation, reads from the device will auto-

SERIES 2 FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

matically return status register data. Upon comple
tion of that operation, the device remains in the 
Status Register read mode until the CUI receives 
another command. 

The read Status Register command functions when 
Vpp = VPPL or VPPH. 

Clear Status Register (SOH) 

The Erase Status and Write Status bits may be set 
to "1"s by the WSM and can only be reset by the 
Clear Status Register Command. These bits indicate 
various failure conditions. By allowing system' soft
ware to control the resetting of these bits, several 
operations may be performed (such as cumulatively 
writing several bytes or erasing multiple blocks in 
sequence). The device's Status Register may then 
be polled, to determine if an 'error occurred during 
that sequence. This adds flexibility to the way the 
device may be used. 

Additionally, the Vpp Status bit (SR.3) MUST be re
set by system software (Clear Status Register com
mand) before further block-erases are attempted 
(after an error). ' 

The Clear Status Register command functions when 
Vpp = VPPL or VPPH. This command puts the device 

, in the Read Array mode. 

Write Setup/Write 

A two-command sequence executes a data-write 
operation. After the system switches Vpp to VPPH, 
the write setup command (40H) is written to the CUI 
of the appropriate device, followed by a second 
write specifying the address and write data (latched 
on the rising edge of WE#). The device's WSM con
trols the data-write and write verify algorithms inter
nally. After receiving the two-command write se
quence, the device automatically outputs Status 
Register data when read (see Figure 13). The CPU 
detects the completion of the write operation by an
alyzing card-level or device-level indicators. Card
level indicators include the ROY /BSY # pin and the 
READY-BUSY STATUS REGISTER; while device
level indicators include the specific device's Status 
Register. Only the Read Status Register command 
is valid while the write operation is active. Upon 
completion of the data-write sequence (see section 
on Status Register) the device's Status Register re
flects the result of the write operation. The device 
remains in the Read Status Register mode until the 
CUI receives an alternate command. 
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Er.~ Setup/Erase Confirm 
Co."ma,nds (20H)' , " 

Within a device,a two-command sequence initiates 
an erase operation on one device block at a time. 
After the system SWitches Vpp to VpPH, an Erase 
Setup command (20H) prepares the CUI for the 
Erase Confirm command (DOH). The device's WSM 
controls the erase algorithms internally. After receiv
ing the two-command erase sequence, the device 
automatically. outputs Status Register data when 
read (see Figure 14). If, the command after erase 
setup. is not an Erase Confirm command, the CR 
setS the Write Failure !lnd Erase Failure bits of the 
StatUs Register, places the device into the Read 
Status Register mode, and waits for anbther com
mand. The Erase Confirm command enables the 
WSMfor erase (simultaneously closing the address 
latches for that device's block (A16-A19)' The CPU 
detects the completion of the erase operation by an
alyzing card-level or device-level" indicators. Card
level indicators include the RDY/BSY pin and the 
READY-BUSY STATUS RE~ISTER; While device
level 'indicators include the sPecific device's Status 
Register. Only the Read 'Status Register and Erase 
Sus~nd command is valid during an active erase 
operation. Upon completion of the erase sequence 
(see section on Status Register) the device's Status 

, Regi~ter reflects the result of the erase operation. 
The',devlce' remains in the Read Status Register 
mOde until the CUI receives an alternate command. 

The ,two-s~ep block-erase sequence ensures that 
memory contents ai'e not aCCidentally erased. Erase 
'attempts while VPPL < Vpp< VPPH produce spuri
ous results and are not recommended. Reliable 
bloekerasure only occurs when Vpp = VPPH. In the 
absence of this Voltage, memory contents are pro
tec:t$d against erasure. If block e,rase is attempted 
while Vpp = VPPL, the Vpp Status bit will be set to 
u1".' 

When erase completes, the Erase Status bit should 
be checked. If an erase error is detected, the de
vic&'s l?tatus Register should be cleared. The CUI 
remltlne in Read Status Register mode until repeiv
Ing an alternate command. 
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Erase Suspend (BOH)/Erase, Resume ' . 
(DOH) 

Erase Suspend allows block', eraSeintel'ruption . to 
read data from another block of the device or to 
temporarily conserve power for another system op~ . 
eration. Once the erase process starts, writing the 
Erase Suspend command to the CUI (see Figure 15) 
requests the WSM to suspend the erase sequence 
,at a predetermined point i~ the erase algorithm. In 
the erase suspend state, the device continues to 
output Status Register data· when read. 

Polling the device's RY IBY # and Erase Suspend 
Status bits (Status Register) will determine when the 
erase suspend mode is valid. It is important to note 
that the card's ROY IBSY #, pin will also transition to 
VOH and will generate an interrupt if this pin is con
nected ,to a system-level interrupt. At this point, a 
Eiead Array command can be written to the device's 
CUI to read data from blocks other than those 
which are suspended. The only other valid com
mands at this time are Read Status Register (70H) 
and Erase Resume (DOH). If Vpp goes low during 
Erase Suspend, the Vpp Status bit is' se,t in the 
Status Register and the erase operation is aborted. 

The Erase Resume command clears the Erase Sus
pend state and allows the WSM to continue with the 
erase op-eration. The device's RY/BY# Status and 
Erase Suspend Status bitS and the card's READY
BUSY Status Register are automatically lipdated tei 
reflect the erase ,resume condition. The card's ROY I 
BSY# pin also returns to VOL. 

Invalid/Reserved 

These are unassigned commands having the same 
effect. as the Read Array command. Do not issue 
any command other than the valid commands speci
fied above. Intel reserves the right to redefine these 
codes for future functiOnS. . 



DEVICE STATUS REGISTER 

Each 28F008SA device in the Series 2 Card con
tains a Status Register which displays the condition 
of its Write State Machine. The Status Register is 
read at any time by writing the Read Status com
mand to the CUI. After writing this command, all sub
sequent Read operations output data from the 
Status Register, until another command is written to 
the CUI. 

Bit 7-WSM Status 

This bit reflects the Ready/Busy condition of the 
WSM. A "1'~ indicates tl1at read, block-erase or 
data- write operations are available. A "0" indicates 
that write or erase operations are in progress. 

Bit 6-Erase Suspend Status 

If an Erase Suspend command is issued during the 
erase operation, the WSM halts execution and sets 
the WSM Status bit and the Erase Suspend Status 
bit to a "1". This bit remains set until the device 
receives an Erase Resume command, at which point 
the CUI resets the WSM Status bit and the Erase 
Suspend Status bit. 

SERIES 2 FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

Bit 5-Erase Status 

This bit will be cleared to 0 to indicate a successful 
block-erasure. When set to a "1", the WSM has 
been unsuccessful at performing an erase verifica
tion. The device's CUI only resets this bit to a "0" in 
response to a Clear Status Register command. 

Bit 4-WrlteStatus 

This bit will be cleared to a 0 to indicate a successful 
data-)Nrite operation. When the WSM fails to write 
data after receiving a write command, the bit is set 
to a "1" and can only be reset by the CUI in re
sponse to a Clear Status Register command. 

Bit 3-Vpp Status 

During blOck-erase and data-write operations, the 
WSM monitors the output of the device's internal 
Vpp detector. In the event of low Vpp, the WSM sets 
("1 ") the Vpp Status bit, the status bit for the opera
tion in progress (either write or erase). The CUI re
sets these bits in response to a Clear Status Regis
ter command. Also, the WSM RY /BY '* bit will be set 
to indicate a device ready condition. This bit MUST 
be reset by system software (Clear Status Register 
command) before further data writes or block erases 
are attempted. 

DEVICE STATUS REGISTER 
b7 b6 b5 b<4 b3 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 

Vpp Status 
1 Write Status 

I. 1 Erase Status 
Erase Suspend status 

WSW Status 

b2 bl bO 
1 1 1 
1 1 reserved 

1 reserved 

reserved 

290434-16 
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290434-17 

FULL STATUS CHECK 
PROCEDURE 

Vpp Range(5) 

Error 

Data Writ.(6) 
Error 

290434-18 

Bus 
Operation 

Write 

Write 

Read 

Standby 

Bus 
Operation 

Standby 

Standby 

Command 

Write Setup 

'Data Write 

Defaults to 
DeviceSta-
tus Register 
Read Mode 

Cpmmand 

x8Mode 

Data'= 40H 
, Addre$s = Byte , 
Within Card to be 

WrittEin 
Data 10 be Written 
Address = Byte-
Within Card to be 

Written 

Status Register 
Data. Toggle'OE", 
CE1#or CE2#to 

updaie status 
Register 

Check SR Bit 7 
1 = Ready, 
0= Busy 

x8Mode 

Check SR Bit 3 
t = Vpp Detected 

. Low 

CheckSR BH4 
1 = 'Data Wr"e Error 

Figure 13. Device-Level Automated Wrlt,e Algorithm 

NOTES: 
1. Repeat fo~ subsequent data writes. 
2. In addition, the card's R\=ADY-BUSY STATUS REGISTER or the RDY/BSY# pin may be used. 

x18M~ 

.' 

Data =' 4040H· 
Address = Word 
Within Card 10 ~ 

Written 
Data 10 be Written 
Address = Word 
Within Card 10 be 

Written 

Status Register 
Data. ToggleOE# or 

(CE1# andCE2#) 
to update Status 

Registers 

CheckSRBIts 
7 and 15 

1 = Ready, 
0= Busy 

x18Mode 

CheckSR Bits 
3 and 11 

1 = Vpp Detected 
Low 

Check SR Bits 
4 and 12 

1 = Data Write Error 

3. Full device-level status check can be done after each data write or after a sequence of data writes. 
4. Writ~ FFH (or FFFFH) after the last data write operation to reset the device(s) to Read Array Mode. 
5. If a data write operation fails due to a low Vpp (setting SR Bit 3), the Clear Status Register command MUST be. issued 
before further attempts·are allowed by the Write State Machine.. . . 
6. If a data write operation fails during a multiple write sequence, SR Bit 4 (Write Status) will not be cleared until the 
Command User Interface receives the Clear Status Register command. . . 
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Suspend Erese 
loop 

YES 

290434-19 

FULL STATUS CHECK PROCEDURE 

Vpp Rang.(5) 

Error 

Command Sequence 
Error 

Block Era •• (6) 
Error 

290434-20 

Bua 
Operation 

Write 

Write 

Read 

Stendby 

Bus 
Operation 

Standby 

Stendby 

Standby 
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Command xBMocIe xlBMode 

Erase' Date = 20H Date = 2020H 
Setup Address = Block AddteS6 = Block Pair 

Within Card to be Within Card to be 
Erased Erased 

Erase Date = DOH Date = DODOH 
Address = Block Address = Block 
Within Card to be Pair Within Card to 

Erased be Erased 

Delaultsto Stetus Register Stetus Register 
DeviceSia- Date. Toggle OE.oo, Date. Toggle OE # or 
tus Register CEl # OrCE2.oo to (CE1.oo andCE2.oo) 
Read Mode update Stetus \0 update Stetus 

Register. Register 

Check SR Bit 7 Check SR Bits 7 and 15 
1 = Ready, 1 = Ready, 
0= Busy 0= Busy 

Command xBMode x16Mode 

CheckSRBil3 Check SR Bits 
1 = Vpp Detected 3 and 11 

Low Either Bit 1 = Vpp 
Detected Low 

Check SR Bits 4 and 5 Check SR Bits 4, 5, 
Both 1 = Command 12,13 

Sequence Error Alii = Command 
Sequence Error 

Check SR Bit 5 Check SR Bits 
1 = Block Erase 5 and 13 

Error Both 1 = Block 
Er~e Failure 

Figure 14: Device-level Automateci Erase Algorithm 

NOTES: 
1. Repeat for subsequent data writes. 
2. In addition, the card's READY-BUSY STATUS REGISTER .or the RDY/BSY# pin may be used. 
3. Full device-level status check can be done after each block erase or after a sequence of block erases. 
4 .. Write FFH (or FFFFH) after the last block erase operation to reset the device(s) to Ready Array Mode. 
5. If a block erase operation fails due to a low Vpp (setting SR Bit 3), the Clear Status Register command MUST be issued 
before further attempts are allowed by the Write State Machine. 
6. If a block erase operation fails during a multiple block erase sequence, SR Bit 4 (Write Status) will not be cleared until the 
Command User Interlace receives the Clear Status Register command. 
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Sua 
COmmand x8Mode x18Mode , Operallon 

Write Suspend Data = BOH. Data' - BOBOH. 
Erase Address = Desired Address ,i., Desired 

Block to Erase BlOck P8Ir to Erase 
Suspend Suspend 

Read' Status Register Status Register 
Data. Toggle OE#. Data. ToggleOE# or 
CE,# orCE2# to (CE,# andCE2#) 

update Status to updata Status 
Register Register 

Standby Check SR Bit 7 Check SR'Slt7 and 15 

\ 
1 = Ready. 1 = Ready. 
0= Busy 0= Busy 

Standby CheckSR Bit 6 Check SR Bit 6 and 14 
1 = Suspended. 1 = Suspended. 
o = In Progress o = In Progress 

Write RdArray Data = FFH Data = FFFFH 
Cmd 

Read Read Data Read Data 
until finished until finished 

Write Erase Data = DOH. Data = DOOOH. 
Resume Address = Valid Address = Valid 

, Block Address. Block Pair Address, 

Figure 15. Erase Suspend/Resume Algorithm. Allows Reads to Interrupt Erases. 

POWER CONSUMPTIO~ 

STANDBY MODE 

In mostapplications, software will only be acc~ssing 
one device pair at a time. The Series 2 Card IS de
fined to be in ,the standby mode when one device 
pair is in the Read Array Mode while the rem8:ining 
devices are in the, Deep-Sleep Mode. The Sarles 2 
Card's CEI "", and CE2"" input signals must also be 
at VIH.ln standby mode, much of the card's circuitry 
is shut off,substantially reducing power consump
tion. Typical power consumption for a 20 Megabyte 
Series 2 card in standby mode is 65 MA. 

SLEEP MODE 

Writing a "1" to the PWRDWN 'bit of the GLOBAL 
POWERDOWN REGISTER places all FlashFile 
Memory devices into a Deep-Sleep mode. This dis
ables most of the 28F008SA's circl,Jitry and reduces 

. current consumption to 0.2 p.A per device. Addition
ally when the host system pulls ASIC control logic 
high and latches all address and data lines (Le., not 
toggling), the card's total current draw is reduced to 
approximately 5 p.A (CMOS input levels) for a 2? 
Megabyte card. On writing a "0" to the PWRDWN bit 
(Global PowerDown Register) or any individual de
vice pair (Sleep Control Register). a Deep-Sleep 
mode recovery period must be ,allowed for 
28F008SA de'vice circuitry to power bliCk on. 



SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

POWER SUPPLY DECOUPLING 

Flash memory power-switching characteristics re
quire careful device decoupling. System designers 
are interested in three supply current issues-stand
by, active and transient current peaks, produced by 
rising and falling edges of CEl # and CE2#. The 
capacitive and inductive loads on the card and inter
nal flash memory device pairs determine the magni
tudes of these peaks. 

The Flash Memory Card features on-card ceramic 
decoupling capacitors connected between Vee and 
GND, and between VPP1IVPP2 and GND to help 
transient voltage peaks. 

On the host side, the card connector should also 
have a 4.7 J-LF electrolytic capacitor between Vee 
and GND, as well as between VPP1IVPP2 and GND. 
The bulk capacitors will overcome voltage slumps 
caused by printed-circuit-board trace inductance, 
and will supply charge to the smaller capacitors as 
needed. 

POWER UP/DOWN PROTECTION 

Each device in the Flash Memory Card is designed 
to offer protection against accidental erasure or writ
ing, caused by spurious system-level signals that 
may exist during power transitions. The card will 
power-up into the Read Array Mode. 

A system designer must guard against active writes 
for Vee voltages above VLKO when Vpp is active. 
Since both WE# and CEl # (and/or CE2#) must be 
low for a command write, driving either to VIH will 
inhibit writes. With its Command User Interface, al
teration of device contents only occurs after suc
cessful completion of the two-step command se
quences. 

SERIES 2 FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

While these precautions are sufficient for most appli
cations, an alternative approach would allow Vee to 
reach its steady state value before raising VPP1/ 
VPP2 above Vee + 2.0V. In addition, upon power
ing-down, VPP1IVPP2 should be below Vee + 2.0V, 
before lowering Vee. 

HOT INSERTION/REMOVAL 

The capability to remove or insert PC cards while the 
system is powered on (Le., hot insertion/removal) 
requires careful design approaches on the system 
and card levels. To design for this capability consid
er card overvoltage stress, system power droop and 
control line stability. 

A PCMCIAlJEIDA specified socket properly se
quences the power supplies to, the flash memory 
card via shorter and longer pins. This assures that 
hot insertion and removal will not result in card dam
age or data loss. 

PCMCIA CARD INFORMATION 
STRUCTURE 

The Card Information Structure (CIS) starts at ad
dress zero of the card's Attribute Memory Plane. It 
contains a variable-length chain of data blocks (tu
ples) that conform to a basic format as shown in 
Table 5. This section describes each tuple contained 
within the Series 2 Flash Memory Card. 

The Device Information Tuple 

, This tuple (CISTPLDEV = 01 H) contains informa
tion pertaining to the card's speed and size. The Se
ries 2 Card is offered with a 200 nanosecond access 
time. Card sizes range between 2 and 20 Mega
bytes. 

Table 5 Tuple Format 

Bytes Data 

0 Tuple Code: CISTPLxxx. The tuple code OFFH indicates no more tuples in the list. 

1 Tuple Link: TPLLlNK. Link to the next tuple in the list. This can be viewed as the. number of 
additional bytes in tuple, excluding this byte. If the link field is zero, the tuple body IS empty. If the 
link field contains OFFH, this tuple is the last tuple in the list. 

2-n Bytes specific to this tuple. 
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The Device· Geometry Tuple 

This tuple (CISTPLDEVICEGEO =1 EH) is Con
ceptually similar to a DOS disk geometry tuple 
(CISTPLGEOMETRY), except it is not a format
dependent property; this deals with the fixed archi
tecture of the memory device(s). 

Fields are defined as follows: 

DGTPLBU8-Value = n, where system bus width 
= 2(n -1) bYtes. N = 2 for standard PCMCIA Re
lease 1.0/2.0 'cards. 

DGTPL EB8-Value = n, where the memory array's 
physical' memory segments have a minimum erase 
block size of 2(n-1) address increments of 
DGTPLBUS-wide accesses. 

DGTPL RB8-Value = n, where the memory ar
ray's physical memory segments have a minimum 
read block size of 2(n-1) address increments of 
DGTPLBUS-wide accesses. 

DGTPL WB8-Value = n, where the memory ar
ray's physical memory segments have. a minimum 
write block size of 2(n-1) address increments of 
DGTPLBUS-wide accesses. 

DGTPL PART-Value = n, where the memory ar
ray's physical memory segments can have partitions 
subdividing the arrays .in mini~um granularity of 
2(n -1) number of erase blocks. 

FL DEVICE INTERLEAVE-Value = n, where card 
architectures employ a multiple of 2(n-1) times inter
leaving of the entire memory arrays with the above 
characteristics. Non-interleaved cards have values 
n = 1. 

Jedec Programming 
Information Tuple 

This tuple (CIS!TPLJEDEC 18H) contains the 
Intel manufacturing identifier (89H) and the 
28F008SA device ID (A2H). 
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Level 1 Version/Product 
Information Tuple 

This tuple (CISTPLVERI = 15H) contains Level-1-
version COmpliance and card-manufacturer informa
tion. Fields are described as follows: 

TPLLV1 MAJOR-Major version number = 04H. 

TPLLV1 MINOR-Minor version number = 01 Htor 
release 2.0. ' 

TPLLV1 INFO-
Name of manufacturer = intel; 
Name of product = SERIES2c"Card size"; 
Card type = 2; 
Speed = 150 ns or 200 ns 
Register Base = REGBASE4000H 
Test Codes = DBBDRELP 
Legalities = COPYRIGHT intel 

Corporation 1991 

The Configurable Card Tuple 

This tuple (CISTPLCONF = 1AH) describes the 
interface supported by the card and the locations of 
the Card Configuration Registers and the Card Con
figuration Table. 

Fields are described as follows: 

TPCC SZ-,-Size of fields byte = 01 H. 

TPCC LAST-Index number of the last entry in the 
Card Configuration Table = OOH. 

TPCC RADR-Configuration Registers Base Ad
dress in Reg Space = .4000H. 

TPCC RMSK-Configuration Registers Present 
Mask = 03H. 

The End-Of-List Tuple 

The end-of-list tuple (CISTPLEND = FFH) marks 
the end of a tuple chain. Upon encountering this tu
ple, continue tuple processing as if a long-link to .ad
dress 0 of common memory space were encoun~ 
teredo 
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Tupl.e 
Value Description 

Address 
Tuple 

Value Description 
Address 

OOH 01H CISTPLDEV 32H 6CH I 

02H 03H TPLLlNK 34H OOH END TEXT 

04H 53H DEVICE_INFO = 36H 53H S 
FLASH 150 ns 

52H DEVICE_INFO = 
3SH 45H E 

FLASH 200 ns 3AH 52H R 

CARD SIZE 3CH 49H I 

06H 06H 2M 3EH 45H E 
OEH 4M 
26H 10M 40H 53H S 

4EH 20M 42H 32H 2 

OSH FFH ENDOF 44H 2DH -
DEVICE 46H 30H 2M = 0 

OAH 1EH CISTPL 30H 4M = 0 
DEVICEGEO 31H 10M = 1 

OCH 06H TPLLlNK 32H 20M = 2 

OEH 02H DGTPLBUS 4SH 32H 2M = 2 
34H 4M = 4 

10H 11H DGTPLEBS 30H 10M = 0 

12H 01H DGTPLR,BS 30H 20M = 0 

14H 01H DGPLWBS 4AH 20H SPACE 

16H 03H DGTPLPART 4CH OOH END TEXT 

1BH 01H FLDEVICE 4EH 32H CARD TYPE 2 

INTERLEAVE 50H ·41H A = 2M,150 ns 

1AH 1SH CISTPLJEDEC 42H B = 4M;150ns 

1CH 02H TPLLlNK 
45H E = 10M, 150 ns 
5AH Z = 20M, 150 ns 

1EH S9H INTELJ-ID 4SH H = 2M, 200 ns 

20H A2H 2SFOOSJ-ID 49H 1= 4M, 200 ns 
4CH L = 10M, 200 ns 

22H 15H CISTPLVER1 4FH o = 20M, 200 ns 

24H 50H TPLLlNK 

26H 04H TPLLV1 
MAJOR 

2SH 01H TPLLV1 
MINOR 

2AH 69H TPLLV1 INFO 
i 

2CH 6EH n 

2EH 74H t 

30H 65H e 
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Tuple 
Value Description Address 

Tuple Value Description Address 

52H 20H SPACE 96H 69H i 

54H 52H REGBASE-R 98H 6EH n 

56H 45H E 9AH 74H t 

58H 47H G 9CH 65H e 
5AH 42H B 9EH 6CH I 

5CH 41H A AoH 20H SPACE 

5EH 53H S CORPORATION 

60H 45H E A2H 43H C 

62H 20H SPACE A4H 4FH 0 

4000h A6H 52H R 

64H 34H 4 A8H 50H P 

66H 30H 0 iAAH 4FH 0 

68H 30H 0 ACH 52H R 

6AH 30H 0 AEH 41H A 

6CH 68H h BOH 54H T 

6EH 20H SPACE B2H 49H I 

70H 44H D B4H 4FH, 0 

72H 42H B B6H 4EH N 

74H .. 42H B B8H 20H SPACE 

76H 44H D BAH 31H 1 

78H 52H R BCH 39H 9 

7AH 45H E BEH 39H 9 

7CH 4CH L COH 31H. 1 

7EH 50H P C2H OOH END TEXT 

80H OOH END TEXT C4H FFH ENDOF LIST 

COPYRIGHT C6H 1AH CISTPLCONF 
82H 43H C C8H 06H TPLLlNK 
84H 4FH 0 CAH 01H TPCC_SZ 
86H 50H P CCH OOH TPCC_LAST 

, 88H 59H Y CEH OOH TPCC_RADR 
8AH 52H R DOH 40H TPCC_RADR 
8CH 49H I D2H 03H TPCC_RMSK 
8EH 47H G , D4H FFH ENDOF LIST 
90H 48H H D6H FFH CISTPLEND 
92H 54H T D8H OOH INVALID ECIS 
94H 20H SPACE ADDRESS 
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OPERATING SPECIFICATIONS 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS· 

Operating Temperature 
During Read .........•.....•.. 00Cto +60"C(1) 
During Erase/Write •.•.•..•..•..• O"C to + 60"C 

Storage Temperature .•••.•.••.•• - 30·C to + 70"C 

Voltage on Any Pin with 
. Respect to Ground •.•.••.... - 2.0V to + 7.0V(2) 

VPP1IVPP2 Supply Voltage with 
Respect to Ground 
during Erase/Write •....•. - 2.0V to + 14.0V(2, 3) 

Vee Supply Voltage with 
Respect to Ground •..••.•..•.. - 0.5V to + 6.0V 

NOTES: 

SERIES 2 FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

NOTICE: This data sheet contains preliminary infor
mation on new products in production. The specifica
tions are subject to change without notice. Verify with 
your local Intel Sales office that you have the latest 
data sheet before finalizing a design. 

• WARNING: Stressing the device beyond the "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not rscommended and ex
tended 9XfXJSUre beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. 

1. Operating temperature is for commercial product defined by this specification. 
2. Minimum DC input voltage is -0.5V. During transitions,inputs may undershoot to -2.0V tor periods less than 20 ns. 

Maximum DC voltage on output pins is Vee + 0.5V, which may overshoot to Vee + 2.0V for periods less than 20 ns. 
3. Maximum DC input voltage on VPP1IVpP2 may overshoot to + 14.0V tor periods less than 20 ns. 

OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Symbol Parameter I Min Max Unit 

TA Operating Temperature 0 60 ·C 

Vee Vee Supply Voltage (5%) 4.75 5.25 V 

COMMON DC CHARACTERISTICS, CMOS and TTL 

Symbol Parameter Notes Min Typ Max Unit Test Condition 

III Input Leakage Current 1,3 ±1 ±20 ,..,A Vee = Vee Max 
VIN = Vee or GND 

ILO Output Leakage Current 1 ±1 ±20 ,..,A Vee = Vee Max 
VOUT = Vee or GND 

VIL Input Low Voltage 1 -0.5 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage (TTL) . 1 
2.4 Vee + 0.3 V 

Input High Voltage (CMOS) 0.7 Vee Vee + 0.3 

VOL Output Low Voltage 1 Vss 0.4 V Vee = Vee Min 
IOL = 3.2mA 

VOH Output High Voltage .1 4;0 Vee V Vee = Vee Min 
IOH = 2.0mA 

VPPL Vpp during Read Only Operations 1,2 0.0 6.5 V 

VPPH Vpp during Read/Write Operations ·1 11.4 12.6 V 

VLKO Vee Erase/Write Lock Voltage 1 2.0 V 

NOTES: 
1. Values are the same for byte and word wide modes and for all card densities. 
2. Block Erases/Data Writes are inhibited when Vpp and VPPL and not guaranteed in the range between VPPH and VPPL. 
3. Exceptions: With VIN == GND, the leakage on CEl #, CE2#, REG#, OE#, WE#, will be :s; 500 p.A due to internal pullup 
resistors and, with VIN = Vee, RST leakage will be :s; 500 p.A due to internal pulldown resistor. 



SERIES 2 'FLASK MeMOAY cARDS 

DC/CHARACTERISTICS, CMOS 
" .' 

symbol Pilrameter . ! Notes' 
Byte Wide Mode WordWl~e Mode 

Unit Test Condition 
Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

' , 

I,CCR Vee Read Current 1,3 45 85 65 120 mA Vee = Vee Max; 
Contrtjl Signals 
=GND' 

" tcYClE =200 ns, 
IOUT,,;,OmA, 

Iccw Vee Write Current 1,3 35 80 45 110 mA "Data Write 
In Progress 

ICcE Vcc Erase Current 1,2,3 35 80 .45 110 mA Black (Pair) Erase 
in Progress 

lees Vee Standby Current 2 Meg 61 220 61 220 Vce = Vce Max, 

4 Meg 62 222 62 222 
Control Signals 

1,4,6 p.A = VIH 
10Meg 63 230 ,63 230 

20 Meg 65 242 65 242 

leesl Vee Sleep Current 2 Meg 1 22 1 22 

4 Meg 2 25 2 25 
1,4,5 p.A 

10Meg 3 32 ,3 32 

20 Meg 5 44 5 44 

Ippw Vpp,Write 1,3 10 30 20 60 mA Data Write 
Current (Vpp = VPPH) in Progress 

IpPE VppErase 1,3 10 30 20 60 mA Block (Pair) Erase 
Current (Vpp = VPPH) in Progress 

Ippsl.. Vpp Sleep Current 2 Meg 0.2 10 0.2 10 

4 Meg ,0.4 20 0.4 ' 20 
1,5 p.A 

10 Meg 1 50 '1 50 

20 Meg 2 100 2 100 

IpPS1 Vpp Standby or 2 Meg 2.0 20 2.0 20 
Read current 4 Meg 2.2 30 2.2 30 
(Vpp s;: Vce) 1,6 

2.8 
p.A 

10 Meg 60 2.8 60 

20 Meg 3.8 110 3.8 110 

IpPS2 Vpp Standby or 2 Meg 180 400 180 400 " 

Read Current 
4 Meg 180 410 180 410 

(Vpp = Vecl 
10 Meg 

1,6 p.A 
181 440 181 440 ' 

20 Meg 182 4110 182 490 

NOTES: ' 
('Ali 'currents are in RMS un.less otherwise noted. Typical values at Vcc = 5.0V, Vpp = 12.0V, T = 25°C. 
2. The OatS. Sheet specification for ~he ?8FOO8SA in Erase Suspend (lecES) is 5 mA ~pical an,d 10 mA m!lJ( w.iththe deVice 

deselected. If thedevice(s) are read while in Erase Suspend Mode; current draw,is the sum of IcCESand lecR. 
3. Standby or Sleep currents are not included for non-accessed devices. ' 
4. Address and data inputS to card static. Control line voltages equal to VIH or Vll' 
5. All 28F008SA,devices in Deep-Sleep (Reset-PowerDown) mode. 
a. In Byte and Word Mode,all but two devices in peep-Sleep. 
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DC CHARACTERISTICS, TTL 

Symbol Parameter Notes Byte Wide Mode Word Wide Mode Unit Test Condition 
Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

ICCR Vcc Read Current 1,3 70 135 90 170 mA Vee = Vcc Max, 
Control Signals = GND 
tCYCLE = 200 ns, 
lOUT = OmA 

Iccw Vcc Write Current 1,3 60 130 70 160 mA Data Write 
in Progress 

ICCE V CC Erase Current 1,2,3 60 130 70 160 mA Block (Pair) Erase 
in Progress 

Ices Vcc Standby Current 2 Meg Vcc = Vcc Max, 
I---- Control Signals 

4 Meg 
----"- 1,4,6 20 100 20 100 mA =VIH 
10 Meg 
~ 

20 Meg 

ICCSL Vcc Sleep Current 2 Meg \ '---
4 Meg 
~ 1,4,5 20 100 20 100 mA 
10Meg r-----=-
20 Meg 

Ippw VppWrite 1,3 10 30 20 60 mA Data Write 
Current (V pp = V PPH) in Progress 

IpPE Vpp Erase 1,3 10 30 20 60 mA Block (Pair) Erase 
Current (V PP = V PPH) in Progress 

IpPSL Vpp Sleep Current 2 Meg 
!-----'-

0.2 10 0.2 10 

4 Meg 0.4 20 0.4 20 r-----=- 1,5 ,..A 
10Meg 1.0 50 1.0 50 
---'-
20 Meg 2.0 100 2.0 100 

IpPS1 V PP Standby or 2Meg 2.0 20 2.0 20 
Read Current ,----

4Meg 2.2 30 2.2 30 
(Vpp ,;; Vce> ----=. 1,6 ,..A 

10 Meg 2.8 60 2.8 60 - I':' 
20 Meg 3.8 110 3.8 110 

IpPS2 Vpp Standby or 2 Meg 180 400 180 400 
Read Current -

4 Meg 180 410 180 410 
(Vpp = Vce> ---:;. 1,6 ,..A 

10 Meg 181 440 181 440 
-
20 Meg 182 490 182 490 

NOTES: 
1. All currents are in RMS unless otherwise noted. Typical values at VCC = 5.0V, VPP = 12.0V, T = 25'C. 
2. The Data Sheet specification for the 28F008SA in Erase Suspend (lcCES) is 5 mA typical and 10 mA max with the device 

deselected. If the device(s) are read while in Erase Suspend Mode, current draw is the sum of ICCES and ICCR. 
3. Standby or Sleep currents are not included for non-accessed devices. 
4. Address and data inputs to card static. Control line voltages equal to VIH or VIL. 
5. All 28F008SA devices in Deep-Sleep (Reset-PowerDown) mode. 
6. In Byte and Word Mode, all but two devices in Deep-Sleep. 
7. The current consumption from the 28F008SA is insignificant in relation to the ASIC's. I 
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SERIES 2FLASHMEMOAY CARDS intel® 
AC CHARACTERISTICS' 
AC Timing Diagrams and characteristics are guaran
teed to meet or exceed PCMCIA Release 2,0 speci
fications, PCMCIA allows a 300 ns access time for 
Attribute Memory, Note that read and write access 

timings to the Series 2 Fla,sh Memory Card's Com
mon and Attribute Memory Planes are identical at 
200 ns, Furthermore, there is no delay in switching 
between the Common and Attribute Memory Planes: 

COMMON. AND ATTRIBUTE MEMORY, AC CHARACTERISTICS: Read-Only Operations 

Symbol 
Parameter Notes Min Max Unit 

JEDEC PCMCIA 

tAvAV tRC Read Cycle Time 200 I ns 

tAVQV ta (A) . Address Access Time 200 ns 

tELQV ta (CE) Card Enable Access Time 200 ns 

tGLQV ta (OE) Output Enable Access Time 100 ns 

tEHQX tdis (CE) Output Disable Time from CE # 90 ns 

tGHQZ tdis (CE) Output Disable Time from OE # 70 ns 

tGLQX ten (CE) OlJtput Enable Time from CE # 5 ns 

tELQX ten (OE) Output Enable Time from OE # 5 ns 

tAXQX tv (A) Data Valid from Add Change 0 ns 

tRHQV Reset-PwrDwn Recovery to Output Delay 500 ns 

tsu (Vce> CE Setup Time on Power-Up 1 ms 

First Access after Reset 500 ns 
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SERIES 2 FLASHMEMORV CARDS , 
COMMON AND ATTRIBUTE MEMORY, AC CHARACTERISTICS: Write Operatjons(1) 

Symbol 
Parameter Notes Min 

JEDEC PCMCIA 

tAVAV twc Write Cycle Time . 200 

tWLwH tw (WE) Write Pulse Width 120 

tAVWL' tsu (A) Address Setup Time 20 

tAVWH tsu (A-WEH) Address Setup Time for WE # 140 

tVPWH tvps Vpp Setup to WE# Going High ... 100 

tELWH tsu (CE~WEH) Card Enable Setup Time for WE # 140 

tOVWH tsu (D-WEH) Data Setup Time for WE # 60 

tWHOX th (D) Data Hold Time 30 

tWHAX tree (WE) Write Recover Time 30 

tWHRL WE# HightoRDY/BSY# 

. tWHQV1 Duration of Data Write Operation 6 

. tWHQV2 Duration of Block Erase Operation 0.3 

\aWL Vpp Hold from Operation Complete 2 

tWHGL th (OE-WE) Write Recovery before Read 10 

tRHWL Reset-PwrDwn Recovery to WE # Going Low 1 

NOTES: 

Max Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

120 ns 

,""S 

sec 

ns 

ns 

,""S 

1. Read timing characteristics during erase and data write operations are the same as during read-only operations. Refer to 
AC Characteristics for Read-Only operations. 

2. Refer to text on Data-Write and Block-Erase Operations. 

BLOCK ERASE AND DATA WRITE PERFORMANCE 

Parameter Notes Min Typ(3) Max Unit 

Block Pair Erase Time(1) 2 1.6 10 sec 

Block Pair Write Time 2 0.6 2.1 sec 

NOTES: 
1. Individual blocks can be erased 100,000 times. 
2. Excludes System-Level Overhead. 
3. 2S'C, 12.0 Vpp. 
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WRITE VALID 
Vee POWER-UP WRITE DATA WRITE OR ADDRESS" DATA (DATA WRITE) AUTOMATED DATA WRITE 

& STANDBY ERASE SHUP COMMAND OR ERASE CONFIRM COMMAND 'OR ERASE DELAY 

ADDRESSES (A;" ~ A,. )( 'IN 

~ . 
V'H 

CEo (E) 

V'l 

READ STATUS 
REGISTER DATA 

I- \wHGl ·1 
V,H 

DE' (G) 

V,l 

I- tWHQV1.2 .\ 

V'H 

WE' (W) 

V'l 

V'H 

DATA (0/0) 

Vil 

VOH 

ROY /BSY' (R) 

VOL 

V,. 

RP' 

V'l 

l----+f tVPWH 
VpPH 

V (V) VpPl 
PP V1H 

V,l 

NOTE: 

WRITE READ ARRAY 
COMMAND 

By writing the appropriate register, or on power-up, the card control ASIC generates the RP# Signal to the card's devices. 
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SERIES 2 FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

COMMON AND ATTRIBUTE MEMORY, AC CHARACTERISTICS: CE#-Controlled Write Operations(1) 

Symbol 
Parameter Notes Min .Max Unit 

JEDEC PCMCIA 

tAVAV twc Write Cycle Time 1 200 ns 

tELEH tw (WE) Chip Enable Pulse Width 1 120 ens 

tAVEL tsu (A) Address Setup Time 1 20 ns 

tAVEH tsu (A-WEH) Address Setup Time for CE # 1 140 ns 

tVPEH tvps Vpp Setup to CE# Going High 1 100 ns 

tWLEH tsu (CE-WEH) Write Enable Setup Time for CE # 1 140 .... ns 

tDVEH tsu (D-WEH) Data Setup Time for CE# 1 60 ns 

tEHDX th (D) Data Hold Time 1 30 ns 

tEHAX trec (WE) Write Recover Time 1 30 ns 

tEHRL CE # High to RDY IBSY # 1 120 ns 

tEHOV1 Duration of Duration of Data Write Operation 1 6. ""s 
Data Write 

tEHOV2 Duration of Duration of Block Erase Operation 1 0.3 sec 
Erase 

tovvL Vpp Hold from Operation Complete 1,2 0 ns 

tEHGL th (OE-WE) Write Recovery before Read 1 10 ns 

tRHEL Reset-PwrDwn Recovery to CE # Going Low 1 . ""s 

NOTES: , 
1. Read timing characteristics during erase and data write operations are the same as during read-only operations. Refer to 

AC Characteristics for Read.Only operations. 
2. Refer to text on Data-Write and Block-Erase Operations. 
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WRITE VALID 
Vee POWER-UP WRITE DATA WRITE OR ADDRESS & DATA (DATA WRITE) AUTOMATED DATA WRITE 

& STANDBY ERASE SETUP COMMAND OR ERASE CONFIRM COMMAND OR ERASE DELAY 
READ STATUS 

REGISTER DATA 
WRITE READ ARRAY 

COMMAND 

ADORESSES(A;H~ \f ~ 
Vil 

VIH 

WE' (W) 

VIL 

VIH 

OE' (G) 

Vil 

VIH 

CEo (E) 

Vil 

VIH 

DATA (0/0) 

Vil 

VOH 

ROY /BSY' (R) 

VOL 

leHA' 

leHGl 

I. leHOVI,2 

VIH 

RP' 

VIC 

Note: As shown, RP# is generated in the cord by the ASIC by writing to the appropriate register. 

VpPH 

Vpp (V) VPPL 
VIH 

1MMMMI\MMMMI Vil 

NOTE: 

tVPEH 

By writing the appropriate register, or on power-up, the card control ASIC generates the RP# signal to the card's devices. 
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Sj:RIES 2 FLASH MIM()RY CARDS 
\ 

C MIN 

0.294 
( 10.0) 

L t 0.008 PMIN& S MIN T& 

3.370 0.394 0.118 0.065 
(85.60) (10.0) (3.0) ( 1.65) 

&. PO.LARIZATION KEY LENGTH. 

&. INTERCONNECT AREA TOLERANCE = to.002 
SUBSTRATE AREA TOLERANCE = to.OD4 

3 MILLIMETERS AR.E IN PARENTHESIS O. 

Surfaco A 

&. 
T 

P 

--L 
2x T -l r--

W t 0.004 X t 0.002 Y t 0.002 

2.126 0.039 0.083 
(54.0) (1.00) ( i.60) 

Figure 19. Series 2 Flash Memory Card Package Dimensions 
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SERIES 2 FLASH MEMORY CARDS 

--I I-- 0.037 (0.94) MIN 

PIN INSERTION 
290434-25 

Figure 20. Card Connector Socket 

PIN SOCKET CONTACT 

. &. PIN/SOCKET CONTACT AREA 

L1MAX 

0.020 
(0.5) 

2. MILLIMETERS ARE IN PARENTHESIS 0 

L2 

Pin Type-See Table 1 
Detect . 0.059 (1.5) ± 0.039 
General 0.084 (2.1) ± 0.064 
Power 0.098 (2.5) ± 0.078 

L3REF 

0.024 
(0.6) 

Figure 21. Pin/Socket Contact Length with Wipe 

290434-26 
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SERIES 2 FLASH MEMORY CARDS •• " .... +i..I· 
_ ;:~e 

Table 5 Capacitance T A = 25°C f =1 0 MHz , 

Symbol Characteristics 
Comme;clal 

Unit 

CIN Addr~ss/Control Capacitanc~ (Ao;..Ae; CE1 #, CE2#) 

Address/Control Capacitance(A9~A24' all others) 

·Vcc, Vpp 

CaUT Output capacitance 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

iMC020FLSA,SBXXXXX 

WHERE: 

i 
MC 
020 

FL 
S 
A 
SBXXXXX 

= INTEL 
= MEMORY CARD 
= DENSITY IN MEGABYTES 

(002,004,010,020 AVAILABLE) 
= FLAsH TECHNOLOGY 
= BLOCKED ARCHITECTURE 
= REVISION 
= CUSTOMER IDENTIFIER 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
28F008SA FlashFile™ Memory Data Sheet 
iMCOO1 FLKA 1-Mbyte Flash Memory Card 
iMC002FLKA 2-Mbyte Flash Memory Card 
iMC004FLKA 4-Mbyte Flash Memory Card 

Min 

AP-361 "Implementing the Integrated Registers of the Series 2 Flash Memory Card" 
AP-364 "28F008SA Automation and Algorithms" . . 
ER-27 '.'The Intel 28F008SA Flash Memory" 
ER-28 "ETOX III Flash Memory Technology" 

. AP-359 "28F008SA Hardware Interfacing" 
AP-360 "28F008SA Software Drivers" 

REVISION HISTORY 
Number Description 

02 .' Added 150 ns TUPLE, 'Deleted 250 ns TUPLE 

"IIax 

30 pF 

20 pF 

2 p,F 

20 pF 

ORDER NUMBER 
290429 
290399 
290412 
290388 
292096 
292099 
294011 
294012 
292094 
292095 

Corrected Global POWer Register Address to 4002H 
Corrected Write Protection Register Address to 41 04H 
Corrected Ready-BuSy Mode Register Address to 4140H 
Icc Standby Byte Wide Mode MAX/TYP Increased 
Added Power-On Timing Spec 
Added First Access after Reset Spec \ 

Changed Advanced Information to P~eliminary 

03 Added 2 MByte card support 
, Changed write timing waveforms to match PCMCIA 

Changed PowerDown(PWD),to Reset-PowerDown (RP) 
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intel~ 
iMC004.fLKA 

4-MBYTE FLASH MEMORY CARD 

• Inherent Nonvolatlllty (Zero Retention • Write Protect Switch to Prevent 
Power) Accidental Data Loss 
- No Batteries Required for Back-up • Command Register Architecture for 

• High-Performance Read Microprocesssor/Mlcrocontroller 
- 200 ns Maximum Access Time Compatible Write Interface 

• CMOS Low Power Consumption • ETOXTM II Flash Memory Technology 
- 40 mA Typical Active Current (XS) - 5V Read, 12V Erase/Write 
- SOD I-'-A Typical Standby Current - High-Volume Manufacturing 

• Flash Electrical Zone-Erase Experience 

- 2 Seconds Typical per 256 Kbyte • PCMCIA/JEIDA 6S-Pin Standard 
Zone - Byte- or Word-wide Selectable 

- Multiple· Zone-Erase • Independent Software & Hardware 

• Random Writes to Erased Zones Vendor Support 
-10 I-'-s Typical Byte Write -Integrated System Solution Using 

Flash Filing Systems 

Intel's iMC004FLKA Flash Memory Card is the. removable solution for storing and transporting important user 
data and application code. The combination of rewritability and nonvolatility make the Intel Flash Memory Card 
ideal for data acquisition and updatable firmware applications. Designing with Intel's Flash Memory Card 
enables OEM system manufacturers to produce portable and dedicated function systems that are higher 
performance, more rugged, and consume less power. 

The iMq004FLKA conforms to the PCMCIA 1.0 international standard, providing standardization at the hard
ware and data interchange level. OEMs may opt to write the Card Information Structure (CIS) at the memory 
card's address OOOOOH with a format utility. This information provides data interchange functional capability. 
The 200 ns access time allows for "execute-in-place" capability, for popular low-power microprocessors. 
Intel's 4-MByte Flash Memory Card operates in a byte-wide and word-wide configuration providing perform
ance/power options for different systems. 

Intel's Flash Memory card employs Intel'sETOX " Flash Memories. Filing systems, such as Microsoft's· Flash 
File System (FFS), facilitate data file storage and card erasure using a purely nonvolatile medium in the DOS 
environment. Flash filing systems, coupled with the Intel Flash Memory Card, effectively create an all-silicon 
nonvolatile read/write random access memory system that is more reliable and higher performance than disk
based memory systems. 

'Microsoft is a trademark of Microsoft Corp. 

October 1993 
Order Number: 290388-004 6-75 
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1 GNO 18 VPP1 35 GNO 52 VpP2 

2 0 3 19 A16 36 C01* 53 NC 

3 0 4 20 A15 37 0 11 54 NC 

4 0 5 21 A12 38 0 12 55 NC 

5 0 6 22 A7 39 0 13 56 NG " 

6 0 7 23 As 40 0 14 57 NC 

7 CE1# 24 A5 41 0 15 58 NC 

8 A10 25 A4 42 CE2* 59 NC 

9 CE# 26 A3 43 NC 60 NC 

10 A11 27 A2 44 NC 61 REG#1 

11 A9 28 A1 45· NC 62 BV02*2 

12 As 29 Ao 46 A17 63 BV01*2 

13 A13 30 Do 47 A1S 64 Os 

14 A14 31 0 1 48 A19 65 0 9 
15 WE# 32 0 2 49 A20 66 0 10 
16 NC 33 WP 50 A21 67 C02 * 
17 Vee 34 GNO 51 Vee 68 GNO 

NOTES:, 
1. REG# = register memory select = No Connect (NC). unused. When REG# is brought low. PCMCIA/JEIDA stan-
dard card information structure data is expected. This is accomplished by formatting the card with this data. 
2. BVD# = battery detect voltage = Pulled high through pull up resistor. 

Figure 1_ IMC004FLKA Pin Configurations 
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Symbol Type 

Ao-A21 I 

Do-D15 I/O 

CE1#,CE2# I 

OE# I 

WE# I 

VPP1, VPP2 

Vee 

GND 

CD1#,CD2# 0 

WP. 0 

NC 

BVD1#,BVD2# 0 

I 

iMC004FLKA 

Table 1. Pin Description 

Name and Function 

ADDRESS INPUTS for memory locations. Addresses are internally 
latched during a write cycle. 

DATA INPUT/OUTPUT: Inputs data during memory write cycles; 
outputs data during memory read cycles. The data pins are active high 
and float to tri-state OFF when the card is deselected or the outputs 
are disabled. Data is internally latched during a write cycle. 

CARD ENABLE: Activates the card's high and low byte control logic, 
input buffers, zone decoders, and associated memory devices. CE # is 
active low; CE # high deselects the memory card and reduces power 
consumption to standby levels. 

OUTPUT ENABLE: Gates the cards output through the data buffers 
during a read cycle. OE# is active low. 

WRITE ENABLE controls writes to the control register and the array. 
Write enable is active low. Addresses are latched on the falling edge 
and data is latched on the rising edge of the WE # pulse. 

NO.TE: 
With Vpp ,,; 6.5V, memory contents cannot be altered. 

ERASE/WRITE POWER SUPPLY for writing the command register, 
erasing the entire array, or writing bytes in the array. 

DEVICE POWER SUPPLY (5V ± 5%). 

GROUND 

CARD DETECT. The card is detected when CDl # and 
CD2 # = ground. 

WRITE PROTECT. All write operations are disabled with WP = active 
high. 

NO INTERNAL CONNECTION to device. Pin may be driven or left 
floating. 

BATTERY VOLTAGE DETECT. NOT REQUIRED. 
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~ Da-o,s 

I/o tRANS- DO D-r 

!!f..!- CEIVERS WE# 

~ 
AND OE# 

BUFFERS 
.!!:...-
r---

0-0 . ,cr~, 
-= \.. WRITE PROTECT 

AO 

A, -A2, 

CE2# 

Ce:, # 

GND 

SWITCH 
Ao-A17 

ADDRESS 
BUFfERS CEHO # - CEH3 # 

AND 
DECODERS CELo # -CEL3 # 

REG# ---
Co, # 

~ --
CARD DETECT 

BDV, # 

BVD # 

Vee 

BA HERY VOLTAGE 
DETECT 

Vp , 

Vpp 

28F020 

~ Ao-A'7 Do-D-r I-
r- CE# 

ZO 
I- WE# 

r- OE# 
VSS Vee Vpp , 

I I I 
~ Ao-A'7 Do-D-r r-
I- CE# 

r- WE# 

I- OE# 

Vss 

I 

OE# 

Z2 

Vee Vpp , 

I 

• • • 

I 

Figure 2. IMC004FLKA Block Diagram 
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APPLICATIONS 

The iMC004FLKA Flash Memory Card allows for the 
storage of data files and application programs on a 
purely solid-state removable medium. System resi
dent flash filing systems, such as Microsoft's Flash 
File System, allow Intel's ETOX II highly reliable 
Flash Memory Card to effectively function as a phys
ical disk drive. 

User application software stored on the flash memo
ry card substantially reduces the slow disk-DRAM 
download process. Replacing the disk results in a 
dramatic enhancement of read performance and 
substantial reduction of active power consumption, 
size, and weight-considerations particularly impor
tant in portable PCs and equipment. The 
iMC004FLKA's high performance read access time 
and command register microprocessor write inter
face allows for use of the flash memory system in an 
"execute-in-place" architecture. This configuration 
eliminates the need for the redundancy associated 
with DRAM and Disk memory system architectures. 
ROM based operating systems, such as Microsoft's 
MS-DOS ROM Version allow for "instant-on" capa
bility. This enables the design of PCs that boot, op
erate, store data files, and execute application code 
from/to purely nonvolatile memory. 

The PCMCIAlJEIDA 68-pin interface with flash filing 
systems enables the end-user to transport user files 
and application code between portable PCs and 
desktop PCs with memory card Reader/Writers. In
tel Flash Memory cards provide durable nonvolatile 
memory storage for Notebook PCs on the road, fa
cilitating simple transfer back into the desktop envi
ronment. 

l 

iMC004FLKA 

For systems currently using a static RAM/battery 
configuration for data acquisition, the 
iMC004FLKA's inherent nonvolatility eliminates the 
need for battery backup. The concern of battery fail
ure no longer exists, an important consideration for 
portable computers and medical instruments, both 
requiring continuous operation. The iMC004FLKA 
consumes no power when the system is off. In addi
tion, the iMC004FLKA offers a considerable cost 
and density advantage over memory cards based on 
static RAM with battery backup. 

The flash memory card's electrical zone-erasure, 
byte writability, and complete nonvolatility fit well 
with data accumulation and recording needs. Electri
cal zone-erasure gives the designer the flexibility to 
selectively rewrite zones of data while saving other 
zones for infrequently updated I!i>ok-up tables. 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

Intel's Flash Memory Card combines the functionali
ty of two mainstream memory technologies: the re
writability of RAM and the nonvolatility of EPROM. 
The flash memory card consists of an array of indi
vidual memory devices, each of which defines a 
physical zone. The iMC004FLKA's memory devices 
erase as individual blocks, equivalent in size to the 
256 Kbyte zone. Multiple zones can be erased 
simultaneously provided sufficient current f.or the ap
propriate number of zones (memory devices). Note, 
multiple zone erasure requires higher' current from 
both the Vpp and Vee power supplies. Erased zones 
can then be written in bit- or byte-at-a-time fashion 
and read randomly like RAM. Bit level write capabili
ty also supports disk emulation. 
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In the absence of high voltage on the VPP1;2 pins, 
the iMC004FLKA remains in the read-only mode. 
Manipulation of the external memory· card-control 
pin yields the standard read, standby, and output 
disable operations. 

The same read, standby, and output disable opera
tions are available when high voltage is applied to 
the VPP1;2 pins. In addition, high voltage on VPP1;2 
enables erasure and rewriting of the accessed 
zone(s). All functions assoCiated with altering zone 
contents-erase, erase verify, write, and write veri
fy-are accessed via the command register. 

Commands are written to the internal memory reg.is
ter(s), decoded by zone size, using standard micro
processor write timings. Register contents for a giv
en zone serve as input to that zone's internal state
machine which controls the erase and rewrite circuit
ry. Write cycles also internally latch addresses and 
data needed for write and erase operations. With the 
appropriate command written to the register(s), stan
dard microprocessor read timings output zone data, 
or output data for erase and write verification. 

Byte-wide or Word-wide Selection 

The flash memory card can be read, erased. and 
written in a byte-wide or word-wide mode. In the 
word-wide configuration VPPl and/or CEl # control 
the LO-Byte while VPP2 and CE2# control the HI
Byte (Ao = don't care). 

Read, Write, and Verify operations are byte- or word
oriented, thus zone independent. Erase Setup and 
Begin Erase Commands are zone dependent such 
that commands written to any address within a 256 
Kbyte zone boundary initiate the erase operation in 
that zone (or two 256 Kbyte zones under word-wide 
operation). 

Conventional x8 operation uses CEl # active-low, 
with CE2 # high, to read or write data through the 
Do-D7 only. "Even bytes" are accessed when Ao is 
low, corresponding to the low byte of the complete 
x16 word. When Ao is high, .the "odd byte" is ac
cessed by transposing the high byte of the complete 
x16 word onto the Do-D7 outputs. This odd byte 
corresponds to data presented on D8-D15 pins in 
x16 mode. 
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inte!® 
Note that two zones logically adjacent in x1 p mode 
are multiplexed through Do-D7 in x8 mode and are 
toggled by the Ao address. Thus,· zone specific 
erase operations must be kept discrete in x8 mode 
by addressing even bytes only for one-half of the 
zone pair, then addressing odd bytes only for the 
other half. 

Card Detection 

The flash memory card features two card detect pins 
(CD1;2#) that allow the host system to determine if 
the card .is proPElrly loaded. Note that the two pins 
are located at opposite ends of the card. Each CD# 
output should be read through a port bit. Should only 
one of the two bits show the card to be present, then 
the system should instruct the user to re-insert the 
card squarely into the socket. Card detection can 
also tell the system whether or not to redirect drives 
in the case of system booting. CD1;2# is active low, 
internally tied to ground. 

Write Protection 

The flash memory card features three types of write 
protection. The first type features a mechanical 
Write Protect Switch that disables the circuitry that 

. control Write Enable to the flash devices. When the 
switch is activated, the WE# internal to the card is 
forced high, which disables any writes to the Com
mand Register. The second type of write protection 
is based on the PCMCIAlJEIDA socket. Unique pin 
length assignments provide protective power supply 
sequencing during hot inserti.on and removal. The 
third type operates via software control through the 
Command Register when the card resides in its con
nector. The Command Register of each zone is only 
active when VPP1;2 is at high voltage. Depending 
upon the application, the system designer may 
choose to make VPP1;2 power supply switchable
available only when writes are desired. When VPP1;2 
= VPPL, the contents of the register default to the 
read command, making the iMC004FLKA a read
only memory card. In this mode, the memory con
tents cannot be altered. 

The system designer may choose to leave VPP1;2 = 
VPPH, making the high voltage supply constantly 
available. In this case, all Command Register func
tions are inhibited whenever Vee is below the write 
lockout voltage, VLKO. (See the section on Power 
Up/Down Protection.) The iMC004FLKA is designed 
to accommodate either design practice, and to en
courage optimization of the processor-memory card 
interface. 
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BUS OPERATIONS 

Read 

The iMCOO4FLKA has two control functions, both of 
which must be logically active, to obtain data at the 
outputs. Card Enable (CE II) is the power control 
and should be used for high and/or low zone(s) se
lection. Output Enable (OEI1) is the output control 
and should be used to gate data from the output 
pins, independent of accessed zone selection. In the 
byte-wide configuration, only one CE II is required. 
The word-wide configuration requires both CElis ac
tive low. 

When VPP1~ is high (VPPH), the read operations can 
be used to access zone data and to access data for 
write/erase verification. When VPP1~ is low (VpPU, 
only read accesses to the zone data are allowed. 

Output Disable 

With Output Enable at a logic-high level (VIH), output 
from the card is disabled. Output pins are placed in a 
high-impedance state. 

Standby 

With one Card Enable. at a logic-high level, the 
standby operation disables one-half of the x16 out
put's read/write buffer. Further, only the zone corre
sponding to the selected address. within the upper or 
lower CE1~11 bank is active at a time. (NOTE: Ao 
must be low to select the low half of the x16 word 
when CE211 = 1 and CE1 II = 0.) All other zones 
are deselected, substantially reducing card power 
consumption. For deselected banks, the outputs are 
placed in a high-impedance state, independent of 
the Output Enable signal. If the iMC004FLKA is de
selected during erasure, writing, or write/ erase veri

,fication, the accessed zone draws active current un-
til the operation is terminated. 

Intelligent Identifier Command 

The manufacturer- and device-codes can be read 
via the Command Register, for instances where the 
iMC004FLKA is erased and rewritten in a universal 

iMC004FLKA 

reader/writer; Following a write of 90H to a zone's 
Command Register, a read from address location 
OOOOOH on any zone outputs the manufacturer code 
(89H). A read from address 0002H outputs the mem
ory device code (SOH). 

Write 

Zone erasure and rewriting are accomplished via the 
Command Register, when high voltage is applied to 
VPP1~. The contents of the register serve as input to 
that zone's internal state-machine. The state-ma
chine outputs dictate the function of the targeted 
zone. 

The Command Register itself does not occupy an 
addressable memory location. The register isa latch 
used to store the command, along with address and 
data information needed to execute the command. 

The Command Register is written by bringing Write 
Enable to a logic-low level (VIU, while Card En
able(s) is/are low. Addresses are latched on the fall-

. ing edge of Write Enable, while data is latched on 
the rising edge of the Write Enable pulse. Standard 
microprocessor write timings are used. . 

Refer to AC Write Charcteristics and the Erase/ 
Write Waveforms for specific timing parameterS. 

COMMAND DEFINITIONS 

When low voltage is applied to the Vpp pin(s), the 
contents of' the zone Command Register(s) default 
to OOH, enabling read-only operations. 

Placing high voltage on the Vpp pines) enable(s) 
read/write operations. Zone operations are selected 
by writing specifiC data patterns into the Command 
Register. Tables 3 and 4 define these iMC004FLKA 
register commands for both byte-wide and word-
wide configurations. . 

All commands written to the Command Register re
quire that the Zone Address be valid or the incorrect 
.zone will receive the command. Any Command/ 
Data Write or Data Read requires the correct Valid 
Address. 
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Table 2. Bus Operations 

PIns [1,7] [1,71 
, 

Notes AO CE#2 CE#1 OU WE# . Da-D15 Do-D1 
Operation . VPP2 VPP1 

Read (xS) S VPPL VPPL VIL VIH VII. VIL VIH Tri-state Data Out-Even 

~ Read (xS) 9 VPPL VpPL VIH VIH VIL VIL VIH Tri~state Data Out-Odd z 
~ Read (xS) 10 VPPL VPPL X VIL VIH VIL VIH Data Out' Tri-state 
cC Read (x16) , 11 VPPL VPPL X VIL VIL VIL VIH . Data Out Data Out 1&1 a:: 

Output Disable VPPL VPPL X X X VIH VIH Tri-state Tri-state 

Standby VPPL VPPL X, VIH VIH X X Tri-state Tri-state 

Read (xS) 3,S Vppx VPPH VIL VIH VIL VIL VIH Tri-state Data Out-Even 

,Read (xS) 3,9 VpPH VPPl< VIH VIH VIL VIL VIH Tri-state Data Out-Odd 

1&1 
Read (xS) 10 VpPH ·VpPX X VIL VIH VIL VIH Data Out Tri-state 

!:: R~ad (x16) 3,11 VPPH VPPH "X VIL VIL VIL VIH Data Out Data Out a:: 

== 
Write (xS) 5,S VPPX VPPH VIL VIH VIL VIH VIL Tri-state Data In-Even ..... 

Q 

~ Write (xS) 9 VPPH VpPX VIH VIH VIL VIH VIL Tri-state Dat~ In-Odd, 
a:: Write (xS) 10 VPPH· VPPX X .. VIL VIH VIH VIL Data In Tri-state 

Write (x16) 11 VPPH VPPH X VIL VIL VIH VIL Data In Data In 

Standby 4 VPPH VPPH X VIH VIH X X Tri-state Tri-state 

Output Disable VPPH VP~H X X X VIH VIL Tri-state Tri~state 

NOTES: 
1. Refer to DC Characteristics. When VPP1,1.! = VPPL memory contents can be read but not written or erased. 
2. Manufacturer and device codes' may be aCCl;lssed via·a command register write seqUence. Refer to lable 3. All other 
addresses low. .. . 
3. ,Read operations with VPP1,1.!= VPPH may.access array data or the "ntelligent Identifier cades, 
4. WithVpP1,1.!at high voltage, the standby.currentequals Icc +Ipp (standby). 
5. Refer to Table 3 for valid Data-In during a write operation. . 
6. X can be VIL or VIH. . 
7. Vppx == VPPH or VPPL. 
S. This xS operation reads or writes the low byte ofthe·x16 word on 000_7, I.e., Ao low reads "even" byte in xS mode. 
9. This xS operation reads or writes the high byte of the x16 word on 000"7 (transposed from 008-15), l.e./Ao high reads 
"odd" byte in xS mode.. 
to. This xS operation reads or writes the high byte of. the x16 on 008-15. An Is "don't care." 
11. Ao is "don't care," unused in li16 mode. High and low bytes are presented. simultaneously. 
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Table 3. Command Definitions Byte-Wide Mode 

Bus First Bus Cycle Second Bus Cycle 
Command Notes Cycles 

Req'd Operatlon(1) Address(2) Data(3) Operatlon(1) Addres8(2) Data(3) 

Read Memory 1 Write RA OOH 

Read Intelligent 10 Codes 4 3 Write IA 90HT Read 

Set-up Erase/Erase 5 2 Write ZA 20H Write ZA 20H 

Erase Verify 5 2 Write EA AOH Read EA EVO 

Set-up Write/Write 6 2 Write WA 40H Write WA WO 

Write Verify 6 .2 Write WA COH Read WA WVO 

Reset 7 2 Write ZA FFH Write ZA FFH 

Table 4. Command Definitions Word-Wide Mode 

Bus First Bus Cycle Second Bus Cycle 
Command Notes Cycles 

Req'd Operatlon(1) Address(2) Data(3) 

Read Memory 1 Write RA OOOOH 

Read Intelligent 10 Codes 4 3 Write IA 9090H 

Set-up Erase/Erase 5 2 Write ZA 2020H 

Erase Verify 5 2 Write EA AOAOH 

Set-up Write/Write 6 2 Write WA 4040H 

Write Verify 6 2 Write WA COCOH 

Reset 7 2 Write ZA FFFFH 

NOTES: 
1. Bus operations are defined in Table 2. 
2. IA = Identifier address: OOH for manufacturer code, 01 H for device code. 

EA = Address of memory location to be read during enise verify. 
RA = Read Address 
WA = Address of memory location to be written. 
ZA = Address of 256 Kbyte zones involved in erase operation. 
Addresses are latched on the falling edge of the Write Enable pulse. 

Operation(1) 

Read 

Write 

Read 

Write 

Read 

Write 

3. 10 = Data read from location IA during device identification. (Mfr = 89H, Device = BDH). 
EVD = Data read from location EA during erase verify. 
WD = Data to be written at location WA. Data is latched on the rising edge of Write Enable. 
WVD = Data read from location WA during write verify. WA is latched on the Write command. 

Address(2) 

ZA 

EA 

WA 

WA 

ZA 

4. Following the Read inteligent 10 command, two read operations access manufacturer and device codes. 
5. Figure 5 illustrates the Erase Algorithm. 
6. Figure 6 illustrates the Write Algorithm. 
7. The second bus cycle must be followed by the desired command register write. 
8. The Reset command operation on a zone basic, To reset entire Card, requires reset write cycles to each zone. 

I 

Data(3) 

2020H 

EVO 

WO 

WVO 

FFFFH 
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R~ad Command 

While VPP1;2 is high,for erasure and writing, zone 
memory contents can be accessed via the read 
command. The read operation is initiated by writing 
OOH (OOOOH for the word-wide configuration) into the 
zone Command Register(s) .. Microprocessor read 
cycles retrieve zone data. The' accessed zone re
mains enabled for reads until the Command Regis
teres) contents are altered. 

The default contents of each zone;s register(s) upon 
VPP1;2 power-up is OOH (OOOOOH for word-wide). 
This default value ensures that no spurious altera
tion of memory card contents occurs during the 
VPP1;2 power transition. Where the VPP1;2 supply is 
left at VPPH, the memory card powers-up and re
mains enabled for reads until the command Register 
contents of targeted zones are changed. Refer to 
the AC Read Characteristics and Waveforms for 
specific timing parameters. 

Intelligent Identifier Command 

Each zone of the iMC004FLKA contains an Intelli
gent Identifier to ,identity memory card device char
acteristics. The operation is initiated by writing90H 
(9090H for word-wide) into the Command Regis
teres) with Zone Address. Following the command 
write, a· read cycle from address OOOOOH retrieves 
the manufacturer code 89H (8989H for word-wide). 
A read cycle frOm address 0002H returns the device 
code BOH (BOBOH forword-wide). To terminate the 
operation, it is necessary to write another valid com
mand into the register(s). 

Set-up Erase/Erase Commands 

Set-up Erase stages the targeted zone(s) for electri
cal erasure of all bytes in the zone. The set-up erase 
operation is performed by writing 20H to the Com, 
mand Register (2020H for word-wide) with Zone Ad-
dress. . 

To commence zone-erasure, the erase command 
(20H or 2020H) must again be written to the regis
teres). The erase operation begins with the rising 
edge of the Write-Enable. pulse and terminates with 
the rising edge of the next Write-Enable pulse (Le., 
Erase-Verity Command with zone address). 

This two-step sequence of set-up followed by execu
tion ensures that zone memory contents are not ac
Cidentally erased. Also, zone-erasure can only occur 
when high voltage is applied to the VPP1;2 pins. In 
the absence of this high voltage, zone memory con-
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tents are protected against erasure. Refer to AC. 
Erase Characterstics and Waveforms for specific 
timing parameters. 

Erase-Verify Command 

The erase command erases all of the bytes of the 
zone in parallel. .After each erase operation, all bytes 
in .the zone must be individually verified .. In byte
mode operations, zones are segregated by Ao in 
odd and even banks; erase and erase verify opera
tions must be done in complete passes of even
bytes-only then odd-bytes-only. See the Erase Algo
rithm for byte-wide mode. The erase verity operation 
is initiated by writing AOH (AOAOH for word-wide) into 
the Command Register(s). The address for the 
byte(s) to be verified must be supplied as it is 
latched on the falling edge of the Write Enable 
pulse. The Jegister write terminates the erase opera
tion with the rising edge. of its Write Enable pulse. 

The enabled zone applies an internally-generated 
margin voltage to the addressed byte. Reading FFH 
from the addressed byte indicates that all bits in the 
byte are erased. Similarly, reading FFFFHfrom the 
addressed word indicates that all bits in the word are 
erased. 

The erase-verity command must be written to the 
Command Register prior to each byte (word) verifi
cation to latch its' address. The process continues 
for each byte (word) in thezone(s) until a byte (word) 
does not return FFH (FFFFH) data, or the last ad
dress is accessed. 

In the case where the data read is not FFH(FFFFH), 
another erase operation is performed. (Refer to Set
up Erase/Erase.) Verification then reSUmes frOm the 
address of the last-verified byte. (word). Once all 
bytes (words) in the zone(s) have been verified, the 
erase step is complete. ,The accessed zone can now 
be written. At this point, the verity operation is termi" 
natedby writing a valid command (e.g., Write Set
up) to the Command Register. The Erase algorithms 
for byte-wide and word-wide configurations illustrate 
how commands and bus operations are combined to 
perform electrical erasure of the iMC001 FLKA. Re
fer to AC Erase Characteristics and Waveforms for 
specific timing parameters. 

Set-up Write/Write Commands 

Set-up write is a command-only operation that 
stages the targeted zone for byte writing. Writing 
40H (4040H) into the Command Register(s) per
forms the set-up operation. 
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Once the write set-up operation is performed, the 
next Write Enable pulse causes a transition to an 
active write operation. Addresses are internally 
latched on the falling edge of the Write Enable 
pulse. Data is internally latched on the rising edge of 
the Write Enable pulse. The rising edge of Write En
able also begins the write operation. The write oper
ation terminates with the next rising edge of Write 
Enable, which is used to write the verify command. 
Refer to AC Write Characteristics and Waveforms 
for specific timing parameters. 

Write Verify Command 

The iMC004FLKA is written on a byte-by-byte or 
word-by-word basis. Byte or word writing may occur 
sequentially or at random. Following each write op
eration, the byte or word just written must be veri
fied. 

The write-verify operation is initiated by writing COH 
(COCOH) into the Command .Register(s) with the cor
rect address. The register write(s) terminate(s) the 
write operation with the rising edge of its Write En
able pulse. The write-verify operation stages the ac
cessed zone(s) for verification of the byte or word 
last written. The zone(s) apply(ies) an internally-gen~ 
erated margin voltage to the byte or word. A micro
processor read cycle outputs the data. A successful 
comparison between the written byte or word and 
true. data means that the byte or word is successfully 
written. The write operation then proceeds to the 
next desired byte or word location. The Write algoe 

rithms for byte-wide and word-wide configurations il
lustrate how commands are combined with bus op
erations to perform byte and word writes. Refer to 
AC Write Characteristics and Waveforms for specific 
timing parameters. 

Reset Command 

A reset command is provided as a means to safely 
abort the erase- or write-command sequences. Fol
lowing either set-up command (erase or write) with 

I 
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two consecutive writes of FFH (FFFFH for word
wide) will safely abort the operation. Zone memory 
contents will not be altered. A valid command must 
then be written to place the accessed. zone in the 
desired state. 

EXTENDED ERASE/WRITE CYCLING 

Intel has designed extended cycling capability into 
its ETOX II flash memory technology enabling a 
flash memory card with a MTBF that is many times 
more reliable than rotating disk technology. Result
ing improvements in cycling reliability come without 
increasing memory cell size or complexity. First, an 
advanced tunnel oxide increases the charge carry
ing ability ten-fold. Second, the oxide area per cell 
subjected to the tunneling electric field minimizes 
the probability of oxide defects in the region. The 
lower electric field greatly reduces oxide stress and 
the probability of failure. 

WRITE ALGORITHMS 

The write algorithm(s) use write operations of 10 /-Ls 
duration; Each operation is followed by a byte or 
word verification to determine when the addressed 
pyte or word has been successfully written. The ai
gorithm(s) allows for up to 25 write operations per 
byte or word, although most bytes and words verify 
on the first or second operation. The entire se
quence of writing and byte/word verification is per
formed with Vpp at high voltage. 

ERASE ALGORITHM 

The Erase algorithm(s) yield(s) fast and reliable 
electrical erasure of memory contents. The algo
rithm employs a closed-loop flow, similar to the write 
algorithm, to simultaneously remove charge from all 
bits in the accessed zone(s). 

Erasure begins with a read of memory zone con
tents. Reading FFH (FFFFH) data from the ac
cessed zone(s) can be immediately followed by writ
ing to the desired zone(s). 
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Forzo~~$beingerased andrewritten,uniform .and 
reliable .erasure is ensured by first writing all bits in 
the a.cce$~ed zone to their charged state (data = 
OOHbyte~Wide, OOOOOH word-wide). This is accorn
plishe!1,using the write algorithm, in approximately 
four seConds per zone. 

Eraseel(ecution then continues with an initial erase 
openltion.Erase verification (data = FFH byte-wide, 
FFFFH . word-wide) begins at address OOOOOH and 
continue$ through the zone to the last address, .or 
until data other than FFH (FFFFH) is encountered. 

(Note: byte-wide erase operation requires, separate 
even- and odd-address passes to handle the individ
ual256 Kbyte zones.) With each erase operation, an 
increasing number Of bytes or words verify to the 
erased state. Erase efficiency maybe improved by 
storing the address of the . last byte or word verified 
in a register(s). Following the next erase operation, 
verification starts at the stored address location. Fol
low this procedure until all. bytes in the zone are 
eras,ed. Then, re-start the procedure for the next 
zone or word-wide zone pair. Erasure typically oc
curs in two seconds per zone. 

INITIALIZE· SIZE 
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AND NUMBER OF ZONES 
ZONE L = 0 
ZONE H = 1 

Figure 3. Fuil Card Erase Flow 
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(START WRITING Bus 
[IJ 

Operation 
Command Comments 

.L 

l APPLY I Standby Wait for Vpp ramp VPPH [2J 

to VPPH (= 12.0V) (2) 

" I PLSCNT" 0 I Initialize pulse-count 

~ I WRITE SET-UP I Write Set-up Data = 40H 
WRITE C~D + ADDRESS 

Write + Valid Address 

" I WRITE I 
C~D(A/D) Write Write Valid address/data 

l 
fTlWE OUT 1 0 ~S I Standby Duration of Write 

! Operation (twHWH1) 

j, WRITE ,I Write Write(3) Data = COH at Valid 
VERIfY C~D + ADDRESS 

Verify Address; Stops (4) 
... Write Operation I TI~E OUT 6 ~S I 
! 

Standby tWHGL 

I READ DATA I Read Read byte to verify 
FRO~ DEVICE 

Write Operation 
N at Valid Address 

N INC 
VERIFY PLSCNT. Standby Compare data output DATA = 251 

to data expected 
Y Y 

II INCRE~ENT N LAST 
ADDRESS ADDRESS 

? 

Y 

I WRITE I Write Read Data = OOH, rese~s the 
READ C~D register for read 

.L operations. 

I APPLY I I APPLY I Standby Wait for Vpp ramp vpPL [2J VpPL [2J 

+ ! 
to VPPL(2) 

( WRITING ( WRITE 
CO~PLETED ERROR 

290388-4 

NOTES: 
1. CAUTION: The algorithm MUST BE FOLLOWED to 3. Write Verify is only performed after a by1e write oper· 
ensure proper and reliable operation of the device. ation. A final read/compare may be performed (option. 
2. See DC Characteristics for the value of VPPH and al) after the register is written with the Read command. 
VPPL' 4. Refer to principles of operation. 

Figure 4. Write Algorithm for Byte-Wide Mode 
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NOTES: 
1. CAUTION: The algorithm MUST BE FOLLOWED to 
ensure proper and reliable operation of the device. 
2. See DC Characteristics for the value of VpPH and 
VPPL· 

Bus 
Command Comm.nt. 

Operation 

Standby WaitforVpp ramp to VPPH (= 12.0V)(2) 

Use with Write Operation Algorithm 

Initialize even/odd Addresses, Erase Pulse 
Width, and Pulse Count 

Write Set-up Data = 20H + Address 
Erase 

Wr~e Erase Data = 20H + Address 

Standby Duration of Erase operation (tWHWH2) 

Wr~e Erase Addr = Byte to verify; 
Verity(3) Data = AOH; Stops 

Standby Erase Operation(4) tWHGL 

Read Read byte to verify erasure at address 

Standby Compares output to FFH Increment pulse 
count 

Write Reed Data = OOH, resets the register for read 
operations. 

Standby Wait for Vpp ramp to VPPL (2) 

3. Erase Verify is only performed after a chip erasure. A 
final read/ compare may be performed (optional) after 
the register is written with the Read command. 
4. Refer to principles of operation. 

Figure 5. Erase Algorithm for Byte-Wide Mode 
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PLSCNLHI = 0 
PLSCNLLO= 0 
FLAG = 0 

High/Low Byte 
Compare Be Mask 

Subroutine 

Write READ_COM 

Apply VpPL 

290388-6 
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Comments 

Wait for Vpp ramp to VPPH 

ADAS ~ address to write 
W_DAT = data word to write 

Initialize Data Word Variables: 
V -DAT ~ valid data 
W_COM = Write Command 
V_COM ~ Write Verify Command 

PLSCNT _HI ~ HI Byte Pulse Counter 
PLSCNT _LO ~ LO Byte Pulse Counter 
FLAG ~ Write Error Flag 

Write Set-up Command 
Address needs to be Valid 
W~ite 

See Write Verify and Mask Subroutine 

Write Verify Command 

F _OAT ~ flash memory data 

Compare flash memory data to valid data 
(word compare). If not equal, check for 
Write Error flag. If Flag not set, compare 
High and Low Bytes in the Subroutine. 

Check buffer of 1/0 port for more data to write 

Reset device for read operation 

Turn offVpp 

Figure 6. Write Algorithm for Word-Wide Mode 
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W _COIoi = (W _COIoi OR OOFFH) 
LOAT = (LOAT OR OOFFH) 
v _COIoi = (LCOIoi OR OOFFH) 

W _COIoi = (w _COIoi OR FFOOH) 
LOAT=(LOAT OR FFOOH} 
V _COIoi = (v _COIoi OR FFOOH) 

290388-7 

Comments 

To look at the LO Byte, 
Mask' the HI Byte with 
00 

If the LO Byte verifies, 
mask the LO Byte 
commands with the reset 
command (FFH) 

If the LO Byte-does not 
verify, then increment its 
pulse counter and check 
for max count 
FLAG = 1 denotes a LO 
Byte error 

Repeat the sequence for 
the HI Byte' 

FLAG = 2 denotes a HI 
Byte error 
FLAG = 3 denotes both 
a HI and LO Byte errors. 
Flag = 0 denotes no 
max count errors; 
continue with algorithm . 

-Masking can easily and efficiently be done in assembly languages. Simply load word registers with the incoming data 
(F _OAT), the program commands and the verify commands. Then manipulate the HI or LO register contents. 

Figure 7. Write Verify and Mask Subroutine for Word.Wlde Mode 
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NOTE: 

FLAG = 0 
E_COM = 2020H 
V _COM = AOAOH 

290388-8 

X16 Addressing uses A1-A21 only. Ao = 0 throughout word-wide operation. 

IMC004FLKA 

Comments 

Wait for Vpp to stabilize. 

Use Write operation algorithm in xB or x16 
configuration 

Initialize Variables: 
PLSCNT _HI = HI Byte Pulse Counter 
PLSCNT _LO = LO Byte Pulse Counter 
FLAG = Erasure error flag 
ADRS = Address 
E_COM = Erase Command 
V_COM = Verify Command 

Erase Set-up Command 

Start Erasing 

Duration of Erase Operation 

Erase Verify Command stops erasure 

See Block Erase Verify & Mask Subroutine 

When both devices at ADRS are erased, 
F _DATA = FFFFH. If not equal, Increment 
the pulse counter and check for last pulse 

Reset commands default to 
(E-COM = 2020H) (V_COM = AOAOH) 
before verifying next ADRS 

Reset device for read operation 

Turn offVpp 

Figure 8. Erase Algorithm for'Word·Wlde Mode 

1 
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cco'" = (CCO'" or OOFFH) 
V_COM = (V_COM or OOFFH) 

CCOM = (CCOM or FFOOH) 
V_COM = (LCOM or FFOOH) 

290388-9 

Comment. 

This subroutine reads ~he data 
word (F _DATA). It then masks 
the HI or LO Byte of the Erase 
and Verify Commands from 
executing during the next 
operation. 

If both HI and LO Bytes verify. 
thenretum. 

Mask· the til Byte with OOH. 

If the LO Byte verifies erasure. 
then mask· the next erase and 
verify commands with FFH 
(RESEn. 

If the LO Byte does not verify. 
then increment its pulse counter 
and check for max count. FLAG 
= 1 denotes a LO Byte error. 

Repeat the sequence for the HI 
Byte. 

Flag = 2 denotes a HI Byte error. 
Flag = 3 denotes both a HI and 
LO Byte errors. FLAG = 0 
denotes no max count errors; . 
continue with algorithm. 

·Masking can easily and efficiently be done in assembly languages, Simply load word registers with the incoming.data 
(F _DAn. the program commands and the verify commands. Then manipulate the HI or LO register contents. 

Figure 9. Erase Verify and.Mask Subroutine for Word·Wlde Mode 
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SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDEj:lATIONS 

Three-Line Control 

Three-line control provides for: 

, a. the lowest possible power dissipation and. 

b, complete assurance that output bus contention 
will not occur. ' 

To efficiently use these three control inputs, an ad
dress-decoder output should drive CE1 2#, while 
the system's Read signal controls the card OE # sig
nal, and other parallel zones. This, coupled with the 
internal zone decoder, assures that only ,enabled 
memory zones have active outputs, while deselect
ed zones maintain the low power standby condition. 

Power-Supply Decoupllng 

Flash memory, power-switching characteristics re
quire careful device decoupling. System designers 
are interested in three supply current issues-stand
by, active and transient current peaks,' produced by 
falling and rising edges of CE1,,2#' The capacitive 
and inductive loads on the card and internal flash 
memory zones determine the magnitudes of these 
peaks. ' 

Three-line control and proper decoupling capacitor 
selection will suppress transient voltage peaks. The 
iMC004FLKA features on-card ceramic decoupling 
capacitors connected between Vee and Vss, and 
between VPP1IVPP2 and Vss. 

1 

IMC004FLKA 

The card connector, should also have a 4.7 p,F elec
trolytic capacitor between Vee and V ss, as well as 
between VPP1IVPP2 and Vss. The bulk capacitors 
will overcome voltage slumps caused by printed-dr
cuit-board trace inductance, and will supply charge 
to the smaller capacitors as needed. 

Power Up/Down Protection 

The PCMCIAlJEIDAsocket is specified, via unique 
Pin lengths, to properly sequence the power sup
plies to the flash memory card. This assures that hot 
insertion and removal will not.result in card damage 
or data loss. 

Each, zone in the iMC004FLKA is designed to offer 
protection against accidental erasure or writing, 
caused by spurious system-level signals that may 
exist during power transitions. The, card will power
up into the read state. 

A system designer must guard against active writes 
for Vee voltages above VLKO when Vpp is active. 
Since both WE# and CE1 2# must be low for a 
command write, driving either to VIH will inhibit 
writes. With its control-register architecture, altera
tion of zone contents only occurs after successful 
completion of the two-step command sequences. 

While these precautions are sufficient for most appli
cations, it is recommended that Vee reach its steady 
state value before raising VPP1,,2 above Vee + 2.0V. 
In addition,upon powering-down, VPP1,,2 should be 
below Vee + 2.0V, before lowering Vee. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings· 
Operating TemperaMe 

i During Read : ........ , ....•...•. O"C to + 6O"C(1) 
. During Erase/Write ...• ~ .' .....•.• O"C to + sa·C 

Temperature UnderBtas ......... -1 O"C to + 70·C 

Storage Temperature .. -.......... -30·C to + 70·C 
Voltage on Any Pin with . . 

Respect to Ground .......... - 2.0V to + 7.0V(2) 

VPP1IVPP2 Supply Voltage with 
Respect to Ground 
During.Erase/Write ....... - 2.0V to + 14.0V(2, 3) 

Vcc Supply Voltage with .. 
Respectto Ground ..• , .•...• ...: 2.0V to + 7.0V(2) 

NOTICE: This is a.production data sheet, The specifi
cations· are subject to change. without notice. 

• WARNING: Stressing thB device beyond thB "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent c1Bmsge . 
Thf!se are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not recommended and ex~ 
tef1(led exposurs beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device ralisbilily. 

NOTES: 
1. Operating temperature is for colVmercial product defined by this specification. 
2. Minimum DC input voltage is -0.5V. During transitions, inputs may undershoot to -2.0V for periods less 
than 20 ns. Maximum DC voltage on output pin~ is Vcc + 0.5V, which may overshoot to Vee + 2.0V for 
periods less than 20 ns~.· . 
3. Maximum DC input voltage on VPP1IVPP2 may overshoot to + 14.0V for periods less than 20 ns. 

OPERATING CONDITIONS 
Umlts 

Symbol. Parameter Unit Comments 
Min Max 

TA . Operating Temperature 0 60 ·C For Read-Only and 
Read/Write Operations 

Vee Vee Supply Voltage 4.75 5.25 V 

VPPH Active VPP1, VPP2 11.40 12.60 V 
Supply Voltages 

VPPL VPP During Read Only 0.00 6.50 V 
Operations 

DC CHARACTERISTICS-Byte Wide Mode 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Notes Unit Test Conditions 

Min Typical Max 

III Input Leakage Current 1,4 ±1.O ±20 p.A Vec =; Vcc max 
VIN. = Vce or Vss 

ILO Output Leakage Current 1 ±1.0 ±20 p.A Vcc = Vcc max 
VOUT = Vee or Vss 

Iccs Vcc Standby Current 1 0.8 1.6 mA Vcc = Vcc max, CE = Vee ±0.2V 

4 7 rnA CElli = VIH,VCC = Vee max 

ICCl Vcc Active Read Current 1,2 40 70 mA Vee = VecmaxCElII =VIL 
f = 6 MHz, lOUT = 0 mA 

lec2 Vee Write Current 1,2 .5.0 15 mA Writing in Progress 

ICC3 Vec Erase Current 1,2 ~O 20 mA Erasure in Progress 

ICC4 Vec Write Verify Current 1,2 10 20 mA Vpp = VpPH 
Write Verify in Progress 
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DC CHARACTERISTICS-Byte Wide Mode (Continued) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Notes Unit Test Conditions 

Min Typical Max 

Ices Vee Erase Verify Current 1,2 10 20 mA Vpp = VpPH 
Erase Verify in Progress 

Ipps Vpp Leakage Current 1 ±80 /A-A Vpp";: Vee 

IpP1 Vpp Read Current 1,3 0.7 1.6 mA Vpp> Vee 
or Standby Current ±0.08 Vpp ~ Vee 

IpP2 Vpp Write Current 1,3 8.0 30 mA Vpp = VpPH 
Write in Progress 

IpP3 Vpp Erase Current 1,3 10 30 mA Vpp = VPPH 
Erasure in Progress 

IpP4 Vpp Write Verify Current 1,3 3.0 6.0 mA Vpp = VpPH 
Write Verity in Progress 

IpP5 Vpp Erase Verify Current 1,3 3.0 6.0 mA Vpp = VpPH 
Erase Verify in Progress 

Vil Input Low Voltage ~0.5 0.8 V 

VIH InplAt High Voltage 2.4 Vee ± 0.3 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.40 V IOl = 3.2mA 
Vee = Vee min 

VOH1 Output High Voltage 3.8 V IOH = ~2.0 mA 
Vee = Vee min 

VPPl Vpp During Read-Only 0.00 6.5 V Note: Erase/Write are 
Operations Inhibited when Vpp = VPPl 

VPPH Vpp During Read/Write 11.40 12.60 V 
Operations 

VlKO Vee Erase/Write Lock 2.5 V 
Voltage 

NOTES: 
1. All currents are in RMS unlessotherwise noted. Typical values at Vee = 5.0V, Vpp "" 12.0V, T = 25"e. 
2. 1 chip active and 15 in standby for byte-wide mode. 
3. Assumes 1 Vpp is active. 
4. Due to 100 kO pull up resistors, OE#, eE1 #, eE2#. and WE# will exhibit <;; 55 /-LA of additional ILl when VIN = Vss. 

PC CHARACTERISTICS-Word Wide Mode 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Notes Unit Test Conditions 

Min Typical Max 

III Input Leakage Current 1,4 ± 1.0 ±20 /A-A Vee = Vee max 
VIN = Vee or Vss 

IlO Output Leakage Current 1 ±1.0 ±20 /A-A Vee = Vee max 
VOUT = Vee or Vss 

Ices Vee Standby Current 1 0.8 1.6 mA Vee = Vee max, CE# = Vee ±0.2V 

4 7 mA CE# = VIH, Vee = Vee max 
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DC CHARACTERISTICS-Word Wide Mode (Continued) 

Symbol 
. Limits .. 

Parameter Notes Unit Test Conditions 
Min Typical Max 

lee1 Vee Active Read Current 1,2 50 100 mA Vee = Vee max CE# = VIL 
I =.6 MHz, lOUT = 0 mA 

lee2 Vee Write Current 1,2 5.0 25 mA Writing in Progress 

lee3 Vee Erase Current 1,2 15 30 mA Erasure in Progress 

lee4 Vee Write Verily Current 1,2 15 30 mA Vpp = VpPH 
Write Verify in Progress 

lees Vee Erase Verify Current 1,2 15 30 mA Vpp = VPPH 
Erase Verily in Progress 

Ipps Vpp Leakage Current 1 '. ±160 p.A Vpp ~ Vee 

IpP1 Vpp Read Current 1,3 1.5 3.0 mA Vpp > Vee 

or Stam:lby Current ±.16 Vpp ~ Vee 

IpP2 Vpp Write Current 1,3 17 63 mA Vpp = VPPH 
Write in Progress 

IpP3 Vpp Erase Current 1,3 20 60 mA Vpp = VPPH 
Erasure in Progress 

IpP4 Vpp Write Verily Current , 1,3 5.0 12 mA Vpp = VPPH 
Write Verily in Progress 

Ipps Vpp Erase Verily Current 1,3 5.0 12 mA Vpp = VPPH 
Erase Verily in Progress 

VIL Input Low Voltage· -0.5 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.4 Vee ± 0.3 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.40 V IOL = 3.2 mA 
Vee = Vee min 

VOH1 Output High Voltage 3.8 V, IOH = -2.0 mA 
Vee = Vee min 

VpPL Vpp During Read-Only 0.00 6.5 V Note: Erase/Write are 
Operations Inhibited when Vpp = VPPL 

VPPH Vpp During Read/Write 11.40 12.60 V 
Operations 

VLKO Vee Era~e/Write Lock 2.5 V 
Voltage 

NOTES: 
1. All currents are in RMS unless otherwise noted. Typical values at Vee = S.OV, Vpp = 12.0V, T ,; 2S'e. 
2. 2 chips active and 14 in standby for word-wide mode. 
3. Assumes 2 VpPS are active. 
4. Due to 100 k!l pull up resistors, OE#, eE1 #, eE2#, and WE# will exhibit os; S5 fJ-A of additionallu when VIN = Vss. 
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CAPACITANCE T = 25°C, f = 1.0 MHz 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Notes 

Min Max 

CIN1 Address Capacitance 40 

CIN2 Control Capacitance 40 

COUT Output Capacitance 40 

CliO 1/0 Capacitance 40 

AC TEST CONDITIONS 

Input Rise and Fall Times (10% to 90%) ...... 10 ns 

Input Pulse Levels ..........•...... Val and VOH1 

Input Timing Reference Level .......... Vil and VIH 

Output Timing Reference Level ........ Vil and VIH 

AC CHARACTERISTIC5-Read-Only Operations 
Symbol Characteristic Notes 

tAVAv/tRC Read Cycle Time 2 

tElQV/tCE Chip Enable Access Time 2 

tAVQV/tACC Address Access Time 2 

tGLQV/tOE Output Enable Access Time 2 

tElQX/tlZ Chip Enable to Output 2 
in LowZ 

tEHQZ Chip Disable to Output 2 
in HighZ 

tGlQX/tOLZ Output Enable to Output 2 
in Low Z 

tGHQZ/tOF Output Disable to Output 2 
in High Z 

tOH Output Hold from Address, 1,2 
CE II! , or OE II! Change 

tWHGl Write Recovery Time 2 
before Read 

NOTES: 
1. Whichever occurs first. 
2. Rise/Fall Time,;; 10 ns. 

Unit 

pF 

pF 

pF 

pF 

Min 

200 

5 

5 

5 

6 
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Conditions 

VIN =OV 

VIN = OV 

VOUT = OV 

VI/O = OV 

Max Unit 

ns 

200 ns 

200 ns 

100 ns 

ns 

60 ns 

ns 

60 ns 

ns. 

,...s 
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ADDRESSES 

OEM (Gili') 

WE'" (Will') 

DATA (00) 

Vee POWER-UP / 
STANDBY, 

IilGH Z 

5.0V 

Vee j. 
ov 

NOTE: 
CE# refers to CE1. 2#' 

6·98 

DEVICE: AND 
ADDRESS SELECTION OUTPUTS [NASL[O DATA VALID 

ADDRESS STABLE 

1---~-~------C---tAVAV ( .. c) ------------..j 

tWHGl +-----1 

VAllO OUTPUT 

Figure 10. AC Waveforms for Read Operations 

STANDBY/ 
Vee POWER-DOWN 
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AC CHARACTERISTICS-For Write/Erase Operations 

Symbol CharacterIstIc Notes MIn Max UnIt 

tAVAV/tWC Write Cycle Time 1,2 200 ns 

tAVWL/tAS Address Set-up Time 1,2 0 ns 

tWLAX/tAH Address Hold Time 1,2 100 ns 

tovWH/tOS Data Set-up Time 1,2 80 ns 

tWHOX/tOH Data Hold Time 1,2 30 ns 

tWHGL Write RecoverY Time before Read 1,2 6 ,""s 

tGHWL Read Recovery Time before Write 1,2 0 ,...s 

twLOZ Output High-Z from Write Enable 1,2 5 ns 

tWHOZ Output Low-Z from Write Enable 1,2 60 ns 

tELWL/tCS Chip Enable Set-up Time before Write 1,2 40 ns 

tWHEH/tCH Chip Enable Hold Time 1,2 0 ns 

tWLWH/tWP Write Pulse Width 1,2 100 ns 

tWHWL/twPH Write Pulse Width High 1,2 20 ns 

tWHWH1 Duration of Write Operation 1,2,3 10 ,...s 

tWHWH2 Duration of .Erase Operation 1,2,3 9.5 ms 

tVPEL Vpp Set-up Time 1,2 100 ns 
to Chip Enable Low 

NOTES: 
1. Read timing parameters during read/write operations are the same as during read-only operations. Refer to AC Charac
teristics for Read-Only Operations. 
2. Rise/Fall time s; 10 ns. 
3. The integrated stop Umer terminates the write/ erase operations, thereby eliminating the need for a maximum specifica
tion. 

ERASE/WRITE PERFORMANCE 
Parameter Notes Min Typ Max UnIt 

Zone Erase Time 1,3,4 2.0 30 sec 

Zone Write Time 1,2,4 4.0 25 sec 

MTBF 5 10(6) Hrs 

NOTES: 
1. 25°C. 12.0V Vpp. 
2. Minimum byte writing time excluding system overhead is 16,..s (10,..s program + 6,..s write recovery). while maximum is 
400 ,..s/byte (16 ,..S x 25 loops allowed by algorithm). Max chip write time is specified lower than the worst case allowed by 
the write algorithm since most bytes write significantly faster than the worst case byte. 
3. Excludes OOH writing Prior to Erasure. 
4. One zone equals 256 Kbytes. 
5. MTBF - Mean Time between Failure. 50% failure point for disk drives. 

I 
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Vee POWER-UP .t 
STANDBY 

ADDRESSES 

CE# (E#) 

DATA (00) 

5.0V 

Vee 

OV 

NOTE: 

SET-UP WRITE 
COMMAND 

CE# refers to CE1, 2#' 

6-100 

WRITE COMMANO 
LATCH ADDRESS It: DATA " WRITING 

WRITE 
VERIFY 

COMMAND 

Figure 11. AC Waveforms for Write Operations 

WRITE 
VERIFICATION 

STANDBY! 
Vee POWER-OQWN 
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Vee POWER-UP !: 

ADDRESSES 

C[# (EIII) 

0[# (G#) 

WEfil (WII) 

DATA (00) 

s.ov 

V~C 
OV 

NOTE: 

STANoe~ 

SET-UP ERASE 
COWNAND 

CE# refers to CE#1, 2. 
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Figure 12. AC Waveforms for Erase Operations 
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ALTERNATIVE CE #-CONTROLLED WRITES 
Symbol Character,lstlc Notes Min Max Unit 

I : ' 

Write cYcle Time tAVAV 200 ns 

tAVEL .. ' Address Set-up Time 0 ns 

tELAX Address Hold Time 100 ns 

tOVEH Data Set-up Time 80 ns 

tEHOX Data Hold Time 30 ns 

tEHGL Write Recovery Time before Read 6 . p.s 

i tQHEL Read Recovery Time before Write 0 p.s 

twLEL Write Enable Set-Up Time 0 ns 
before Chip-Enable 

. tEHwH Write Enable Hold Time 0 ns 

tELEH Write Pulse Width 1 100 ns 

tEHEL. Write Pulse Width High 20 ns 

tpEL Vpp Set-up Time . 100' ns to Chip Enable Low 

NOTES: . 
1. Chip Enable Controlled Writes: Write operations are driven by the vaiid combination of Chip Enable and Write. Enable. In 
systems where Chip Enable defines the write pulse width (with a longer Write Enable timing wavefbrm) all set-up, hold and 
,inactive Write Enable times' should be measured relative to the Chip Enable waveform. 
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Vee POWER-UP &: 

ADDRESSES 

W[# (E#) 

DATA (DO) 

5.0V 

Vee 

OV 
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COMMAND 
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Vpp ~ 
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NOTE: 
CE# refers to CE1, 2#. 
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Figure 13. Alternate AC Waveforms for Write Operations 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

I 1·IMlel~ioi.IFI(lKIAI islBlxlilxjxi~1 I I , 

~ OiliER IDENTIFIER 

REVISI~N 

ORO-WIDE 
ITECTURE 

ADDI'TIONAL IN.FORMATION 
ER-20, "ETOX II Flash Memory Technology" 

ARCH 

FL= FLASH 

00. =. IIIEGABYTE 
DENS ITY IN IIIEGABYTES 

MC= IIIEIII~RY CARD 

I=IN TEL 

.=p ACKAGE PLACEH~LDER 

RR-SO, "ETOX II Flash Memory Reliability Data Summary" 
AP-343, "Solutions for High Density Applications using. Flash Memory" 
RR-70, "Flash Memory Card Reliability Data Summary" 

REVISION HISTORY 
Number Description 

03 Removed PRELIMINARY 
Removed ExCA Compliance Section 
Clarified need for Valid Address during CommandS" 
Corrected Vpp = VPPH in Erase Algorithm 
Increased ICC2-ICC5 D.C. Current Specifications for 
both Byte-Wide and Word-Wide modes. 
Revised and updated Application Section discussion 
Changed order number 

04 Change signals with "_" to """ 
Change TIC values 
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iMC002FLKA 
2-MBYTE FLASH MEMORY CARD 

• Inherent· Nonvolatillty (Zero Retention • Write Protect Switch to Prevent 
Power) Accidental Data Loss 
- No Batteries Required for Back-up • Command Register Architecture for 

• High-Performance Read Microprocesssor/Mlcrocontroller 
- 200 ns Maximum Access Time Compatible Write Interface 

• CMOS Low Power Consumption • ETOXTM " Flash Memory Technology 
- 25 rnA Typical Active Current (XS) - 5V Read, 12V Erase/Write 
- 400 /-LA Typical Standby Current - High-Volume Manufacturing 

• Flash Electrical Zone-Erase Experience 

- 2 Seconds Typical per 256 Kbyte • PCMCIAlJEIDA 6S-Pln Standard 
Zone - Byte- or Word-wide Selectable 

- Multiple Zone-Erase • Independent Software & Hardware 

• Random Writes to Erased Zones Vendor Support 
-10 /-Ls Typical Byte Write -Integrated System Solution Using 

Flash Filing Systems 

Intel's iMC002FLKA Flash Memory Card is the removable solution for storing and transporting important user 
data and application code. The combination of rewritability and nonvolatility make the Intel Flash Memory Card 
ideal for data acquisition and updatable firmware applications. Designing with Intel's Flash Memory Card 
enables OEM system manufacturers to produce portable and dedicated function systems that are higher 
performance, more rugged, and consume less power. 

The iMC002FLKA conforms to the PCMCIA 1.0 international standard, providing standardization at the hard
ware and data interchange level. OEMs may opt to write the Card Information Structure (CIS) at the memory 
card's address OOOOOH with a format utility. This information provides data interchange functional capability. 
The 200 ns access time allows for "execute-in-place" capability, for popular low-power microprocessors. 
Intel's 2-MByte Flash Memory Card operates in a byte-wide and word-wide configuration providing perform
ance/power options for different systems. 

Intel's Flash Memory card employs Intel's ETOX II Flash Memories. Filing systems, such as Microsoft's· Flash 
File System (FFS), facilitate data file storage and card erasure using a purely nonvolatile medium in the DOS 
environment. Flash filing systems, coupled with the Intel Flash Memory Card, effectively create an all-silicon 
nonvolatile read/write random access memory system that is more reliable and higher performance than disk
based memory systems. 

'Microsoft is a trademark of Microsoft Corp. 

October 1993 
Order Number: 290412-003 6-105 
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IMC002FLKA inte!® 
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FRONT SIDE 
3.4, • 1 

tJ·~ LJ 
68 • 35 

BACK SIDE 

290412-1 

1 GNO 18 VPP1 35 GNO 52 VPP2 
2 03 19 A1S 36 C01# 53 NC 

3 04 20 A15 37 011 54 NC 

4 05 21 A12 38 012 55 NC 

5 Os 22 A7 39 013 56 NC 

6 D7 23 As 40 014 57 NC 

7 CE1# 24 A5 41 015 58 NC 

8 A10 25 ~ 42 CE2# 59 NC 

9 OE# 26 A3 43 NC 60 NC 

10 . A11 27 A2 44 NC 61 REG# 

11 Ag 28 A1 45 NC 62 BV02#2 

12 Aa 29 AO 46 A17 63 BV01#2 

13 A13 30 Do 47 Ala 64 Oa 
14 A14 31 01 48 A19 65 09 
15 WE# 32 02 49 A20 66 010 
16 NC 33 WP 50 NC 67 C02# 

17 Vee 34 GNO 51 Vee 
" 

68 GNO 

NOTES: 
1. REG# = register memory select = No Connect (NCl. unused. When REG;!! is brought low. PCMCIAlJEIOA stan-
dard card information structure data is expected. This is accomplished by formatting the card with this data. 
2. BVO;!! = battery detect voltage = Pulled High through Pull-Up Resistor. 

Figure 1.IMC002FLKA Pin Configurations 
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Table 1. Pin Description 

Symbol Type Name and Function 

Ao-A20 I ADDRESS INPUTS for memory locations. Addresses are internally latched 
during a write cycle. 

Do-D15 I/O DATA INPUT/OUTPUT: Inputs data during memory write cycles; outputs 
data during memory read cycles. The data pins are active high and float to tri-
state OFF when the card is deselected or the outputs are disabled. Data is 
internally latched during a write cycle. 

CE1#,CE2# I CARD ENABLE: Activates the card's high and low byte control logic, input 
buffers, zone decoders, and associated memory devices. CE# is active low; 
CE #. high deselects the memory card and reduces power consumption to 
standby levels. 

OE# I OUTPUT ENABLE: Gates the cards output through the data buffers during a 
read cycle. OE # is active low. 

WE# I WRITE ENABLE controls writes to the control register and the array. Write 
enable is active low. Addresses are latched on the falling edge and data is 
latched on the rising edge of the WE # pulse. 

NOTE: 
With Vpp ::;; 6.5V, memory contents cannot be altered. 

VPP1, VPP2 ERASE/WRITE POWER SUPPLY for vvriting the command register, erasing 
the entire array, or writing bytes in the array. 

Vee DEVICE POWER SUPPLY (5V ±5%). 

GND GROUND 

CD1#, CD2# 0 CARD DETECT. The card is detected at CD1/2# = ground. 

WP 0 WRITE PROTECT. All write operations are disabled with WP = active high. 

NC NO INTERNAL CONNECTION to device. Pin may be driven or left floating. 

BVD1#,BVD2# 0 BATTERY VOLTAGE DETECT. NOT REQUIRED. 
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00-015 
"""'--"'-

%-0,5 

I/O TRANS-
DO-Oj 

~ CEIVERS WE# 
AND 

~ BUFFERS 
OE# 

!i.E..-
r----

'~K ~ \... WRITE PROTECT 
SWITCH 

Ao 

Al -Azo ADDRESS 

CEz # 

CE, # 

GND 

Vee 

VPP 

BUFFERS 
AND 

DECODERS 

REG# 

COl # 

q 
--

CARD DETECT 

BDV1 # 

BVD2 # 

Vee 

BATTERY VOLTAGE 
DETECT 

An-An 

CEHo #-CEH3 # 

CELo #-CEL3 # 

28F020 

~ An-An Do-P7 
- CE# 

ZO 
- WE# 

-- OE# 
Vss Vce VpP1 

I I I 
""" An-A,7 Do-Oj 

.... CE# 

- WE# 

I- OE# 
vss 

I 

Z2 

Vee vpP1 

I 

• • • 

I 

f-< 

-

Figure 2.lMC002FLKA Block Diagram 
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APPLICATIONS 

The iMC002FLKA Flash Memory Card allows for the 
storage of data and application programs on a pure
ly solid-state removable medium. System resident 
flash filing systems, such as Microsoft's Flash File 
System, allow Intel's ETOX II highly reliable Flash 
Memory Card to effectively function as a physical 
disk drive. 

User application software stored on the flash memo
ry card substantially reduces the slow disk-DRAM 
download process. Replacing the disk results in a 
dramatic enhancement of read performance and 
substantial re~uction of active power consumption, 
size, and weight-considerations particularly impor
tant in portables and dedicated systems. The 
iMC002FLKA's high performance read access time 
and command register microprocessor write inter
face allows for use of the flash memory system in an 
"execute-in-place" architecture. This configuration 
eliminates the 'need for the redundancy associated 
with DRAM and Disk memory system architectures. 
ROM based operating systems, such as Microsoft's 
MS-DOS ROM Version allow for "instant-on" capa
bility. This enables the design of systems that boot, 
operate, store data files, and execute application 
code from/to purely nonvolatile memory. 

The PCMCIAlJEIDA 68-pin interface with flash filing 
systems enables the end-user to transport data and 
application code between portables and host sys
tems. Intel Flash Memory Cards provide durable 
nonvolatile memory storage protecting valuable user 
code and data. . 

For systems currently using a static RAM/battery 
configuration for data acquisition, the iMC002FlKA's 
inherent nonvolatility eliminates the need for battery 
backup. The concern of battery failure no longer ex
ists, an important consideration for portable comput
ers and medical instruments, both requiring continu-

I 
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ous operation. The iMC002FLKA consumes no pow
er when the system is off. In addition, the iMC002FL
KA offers a considerable. cost and density advan
tage over memory cards based on static RAM with 
battery backup. 

The flash memory card's electrical zone-erasure, 
byte writability, and complete nonvolatility fit well 
with data accumulation and recording needs. Electri
cal zone-erasure gives the designer the flexibility to 
selectively rewrite zones of data while saving other 
zones for infrequently updated look-up tables, for 
example. 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

Intel's Flash Memory Card combines the functionali
ty of two mainstream memory technologies: the re
writability of RAM and the nonvolatility of EPROM. 
The flash memory card consists of an array of indi
vidual memory devices, each of which defines a 
physical zone. The iMC002FLKA's memory devices 
erase as individual blocks, equivalent in size to the 
256 Kbyte zone. Multiple zones can be erased 
simultaneously provided sufficient current for the ap
propriate number of zones (memory deviCes). Note, 
multiple zone erasure requires higher current from 
both the Vpp and Vee power supplies. Erased zones 
can then be written in bit- or byte-at-a-time fashion 
and read randomly like RAM. Bit level write capabili
ty also supports disk emulation. 

In the absence of high voltage on the VPP1,12 pins, 
the iMCO02FLKA remains in the read-only mode. 
Manipulation of the external memory card-control 
pin yields the standard read, standby, and output 
disable operations. 

The same read, standby, and output disable opera
tions are available when high voltage is applied to 
the VPP1,12 pins. In addition, high voltage on VPP1,12 
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enables. erasure and tewritingof t~e accessed 
zone(s). ~AII functions associated with. altering zone 
contents---erase, erase verify,'write, and write veri-

. fy-are accessed via t!:lecommand register. 

Commands are written to the internal memory regis
ter(s), decoded .by zO,ne size,. using standard micro
processor write timings .. Register.contents. for' a giv
en zone serve as input to that zQne'sinternal state
machine which controls the erase.and rewrite circuit
ry. Write cycles also internally latch addresses and 
data needed for write and erase operations. With the 
appropriate command written to the register(s), stan
dard microprocessor read timings output zone data, 
or output data for erase and writ~ verification. . 

Byte-wide or Word-wide Selection 

The flash memory card can be read, erased, and 
written in a byte-wide or word-wide mode. -In the 
word-wide configuration VPP1 and/or CE1 # control 
the LO-Byte while VPP2 and CE2# control the. HI
Byte (Ao =; don't care): 

Read, Write, and 'Verify operations are byte- or word
oriented, thus zone independent. Erase Setup and 
Begin Erase Commands are zone dependent such 
that commands written to any address within a 256 
Kbyte zone boundary initiate the erase operation in 
that zone (or tWo 256 Kbyte zones under word-wide 
operation). 

Conventional x8 operation uses CEt # active-low, 
with CE2 # high, to read or write data through the 
00-07 only. "Even bytes" are accessed when Ao is 
low, corresponding to. the low byte of the complete 
x16 word; When Ao is high, the "odd byte" is ac-' 
cessed by transposing the high byte of the complete 
x16 word onto the 00-07 'outputs. This odd byte 
corresponds to data presented on 08-015. pins in 
x16 mode. 

!'iote that two zones logically adjacent in x16 mode 
are multiplexed through 00-07 in ic8 mode and are 
toggled by the Ao address. Thus, zone specific 
erase operations must be kept discrete in x8 mode 
by addressing even byte,S only for one-half of the 
zone pair, then addressing odd bytes only for the 
other half. 

6-110 

Card Detection 

The flash memory card features two card detect pins 
. (CD1,t2#) that allow the host system to determiQ~if 
the card is properly lOaded .. Note that the two pins 
are located at opposite ends of the card. Each CD# 
output should be read through a port bit. 'Should only 

. one of the two bits show the card to be present, then 
, the system should instruct the user to re-insert the 

card squarely into the s.ocket. Card detection can 
also tell the system whether or not to redirect drives 
in.the case of system booting. CD1,t2# is active low, 
internally tied to ground. ' . 

Write Protection 

The flash memory card features three types of write 
protection. The first type features a mechanical 
Write P~otect Switch that disables the circuitry that 
control Write Enable to the flash devices. When the 
switch is activated, the WE # internal to the cord is 
forced high, which disables any writes to t!:le Com
mand Register. The second type of write protection 
is based on lhe' PCMCIAI JEIDA socket. Unique pin 
length assignments proVide protective power supply 
sequencing during hot insertion and removal. The 
third type operates via software .control through the 
Command Register when the card resides in its con
nector. The Command ~egister of each zone is only 
active when VPP1;2 is at high voltage. Depending 
upon the application, the system designer may 
choose to. make VPP1j2 power supply switchable
available only when writes are desired. When VPP1,t2 
= VPPL, the contents of the register default to the 
read command, making the iMC002FLKA a read
only memory .card. In this mode, the memory con-
tents cannot be altered. . 

The system designer may choose to leave VPP1,t2 = 
VPPH, making the high voltage supply com~tantly 
available. In this case, all Command Register func
tions are inhibited whenever Vee is below the write 
lockout voltage, VLKO. (See the section on Power 
Up/Down Protection.) TheiMC002FLKAis designed 
to accommodate either design practice, and to en
courage optimization of the processor-memory card 
interface. 
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BUS OPERATIONS 

Read 

The iMC002FLKA has two control functions, both of 
which must be logically active, to obtain data at the 
outputs. Card Enable (CE #) is the power control 
and should be used for high and/or low zone(s) se
lection. Output Enable (OE#) is the output control 
and should be used to gate data from the output 
pins, independent of accessed zone selection. In the 
byte-wide configuration, only one CE # is required. 
The word-wide configuration requires both CE#s ac
tive low. 

When VPP1;2 is high (VPPH), the read operations can 
be used to access zone data and to access data for 
write/erase verification. When VPP1;2 is low (Vppd, 
only read accesses to the zone data are allowed. 

Output Disable 

With Output Enable at a logic-high level (VIH), output 
from the card is disabled. Output pins are placed in a 
high-impedance state. 

Standby 

With one Card Enable at a logic-high level, the 
standby operation disables one-half of the x16 out
put's read/write buffer. Further, only the zone corre
sponding to the selected address within the upper or 
lower CE1;2# bank is active at a time. (NOTE: Ao 
must be low to select the low half of the x16 word 
when CE2# = 1 and CE1 # = 0.) All other zones 
are deselected, substantially reducing card power 
consumption. For deselected banks, the outputs are 
placed in a high-impedance state, independent of 
the Output Enable signal. If the iMC002FLKA is de
selected during erasure, writing, or write/erase veri
fication, the accessed zone draws active current un
til the operation is terminated. 

I 
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Intelligent Identifier Command 

The manufacturer- and device-codes can be read 
via the Command Register, for instances where the 
iMC002FLKA is erased and rewritten in a universal 
reader/writer. Following a write of 90H to a zone's 
Command Register, a read from address location 
OOOOOH on any zone outputs the manufacturer code 
(89H). A read from address 0002H outputs the mem
ory device code (SOH). 

Write 

Zone erasure and rewriting are accomplished via the 
Command Register, when high voltage is applied to 
VpP1;2. The contents of the register serve as input to 
that zone's internal state-machine. The state-ma
chine outputs dictate the function of the targeted 
zone. 

The Command Register itself does not occupy an 
addressable memory location. The register is a latch 
used to store the command, along with address and 
data information needed to execute the command. 

The Command Register is written by bringing Write 
Enable to a logic-low level (Vld, while Card En
able(s) is/are low. Addresses are latched on the fail
ing edge of Write Enable, while data is latched on 
the rising edge of the Write Enable pulse. Standard 
microprocessor write timings are used. 

Refer to AC Write Charcteristics and the Erase/ 
Write Waveforms for specific timing parameters. 

COMMAND DEFINITIONS 

When low voltage is applied to the Vpp pin(s), the 
contents of the zone Command· Register(s) default 
to OOH, enabling read-only operations. 

Placing high voltage on the Vpp pin(s) enable(s) 
read/write operations. Zone operations are selected 
by writing specific data patterns into the Command 
Register. Tables 3 and 4 define these iMC002FLKA 
register commands for both byte-wide and word
wide configurations. 

All commands written to the Command Register re
quire that the zone address be valid or the incorrect 
zone will receive the command. Any Command/ 
Data Write or Data Read requires the correct valid 
address. 
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Table 2~'Bu8 Operations 

"8ead (xS) , .' ,e Vp, p' L VPPL ' \tIL: 'ilH VIL VIL VIH Trj-statlil Dat~ Out-Even 
>~--~~~-+~~~~~+-~~~~~~4-~~+-~~~~+-----~--~----~~ 

£ React (ic8)' 9 VPPL' VPPL VIH VIH VIL VIL; VIH Tri-state Data Out-Odd 

~ Read(X8)i, ·10 VPPL VPPL x' VIL VIH VIL VIHDataOut Tri-state, 

i:i Read (x16) 11 VPPL VPPL X VIL VIL VIL VIH Data Out Data Out 
~~~~~~-+----~~~+-~~--~--~4-~~+-~~~~+-~--~--~~--~~ 

Output Disable VPPL VPPL X X X VIH VIH' Tri-statEiTri-state 

Standby VPPL VPPL X VIH VIH X X, Tri-state Tri~state 

Read (x8) , " 3, 8 VpPX VPPH VIL VIH VIL VIL VIH Tri-state Data Out"Even ' 

Read (x8) 3, 9 VPPH' VpPX VIH VIH VIL VIL VIH Tri-state Data Out-Odd 

~~R_e_a~d~(x_8~) __ -+ __ 1_0-4_V~P~PH~'+-V~PP~X~' ~X-+ __ V~IL~ __ V~IH~ __ V~IL~_V~IH~'~D_a_ta __ O_ut4-T_ri_-s~ta_t_e __ ~ 
~ Read (x16) 3, 11 VPPH VpPH X VIL "IL VIL' VIH Data Out Data Out 
~r---~~~~---+-~~~~--+--~-r~~--~~~+--~---+-~----~ 

Write (x8) 5, 8 VpPX VPPH VIL VIH VIL VIH VIL Tri-state Data In-Even 

~ Write (x8) , 9 VPPH VpPX VIH VIH VIL VIH VIL Tri-state Data In-Odd 
~~--~~--~----+-~~~~r-~--~~~=-+-~~~~r------+--------~ 

Write (x8) , 10 ' 'liP-PH VpPX X VIL ¥IH VIH VIL Data In Tri-state 

Write (x16) 11 VPPH VPPH X VIL VIL 'IIIH VII~. Data In ,Data, In 

Standby 4 VPPH Vp,PH X VIH VII-i X X Tri-state Tri-state 

Output Disable VPPH VPPH X X X VIH VIL Tri-state Tri-state 

NOTES: , 
1. \:Iefer to DC Character:istics. When VPP1j.! = VPPL ~mory contents can be read but not written or erased. 
2. Manufacturer arid device codes may be accessed via a command. register write sequence. Fiefer to Table 3. All other 
addresses low. 

, 3. Read operations with VPP1,.2 = VPPH may ace,ess array data or the Intelligent Identifier codes. 
4. With VPP1,.2 at high, voltage, the standby current equals Icc + Ipp (standby). ' " 
5. Refer to Table ~ for valid Data-In during a write operation. . 
'6. X can be VIL or VIH. 
7. VpPX = VPPH or VPPL· 
S. This xS operation reads or writes the lOw byte of the xi6 word on 000:"7, i.e.; Ao low reads "even" byte in x8 mode. 
9. This xS operation reads or writes the high byte of the x16 word on 000-7 (transposed from DOs..: ts), i.e., Ao high reads 
"odd" byte in xS ,mode. 
10. This xS operalionreadsorwrites,the hlgh,gyte of the xi6 on oo8-,1S. Ao is'''don't care." 
11. Ao is "don't care," unused in x16 mode. Higl:t and low bytes are presented simultaneously. 
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Table 3. Command Definitions Byte-Wide Mode 

Bus First Bus Cycle SeCond Bu. Cycle 
Command Notes Cycles 

Req'd Operatlon(1) Address(2) Data(3) Operatlon(1) Address(2) Data(3) 

Read Memory 2 1 Write RA OOH 

Read Intelligent 10 Codes, 4 3 Write IA 90HT Read 

Set-up Erase/Erase 5 2 Write ZA 20H, Write ZA 20H 

Erase Verify 5 2 Write EA AOH Read EA EVO 

Set-up Write/Write 6 2 Write WA 40H Write WA WO 

Write Verify. 6 2 Write WA COH Read WA WVO 

Reset 2,7,8 2 Write ZA FFH Write ' "lA FFH 

Table 4. Command Definitions Word-Wide Mode 

Bus First Bus Cycle SeCond Bus Cycle 
Command Notes Cycles 

Req'd Operatlon(1) Address(2) Dalai(3) 

Read Memory . 2 1 Write RA OOOOH 

Read Intelligent 10 Codes 4 3 Write IA 9090H 

Set-up Erase/Erase 5 2 Write ZA 2020H 

Erase Verify 5 2 Write EA AOAOH 

Set-op Write/Write 6 2 Write WA 4040H 

Write Verify 6 2 ' Write WA. COCOH 

Reset 2,7,8 2 Write ZA FFFFH 

NOTES: 
1. Bus operations are defined in Table 2. 
2. IA = Identifier address: OOH for manufacturer code, 01 H for device code. 

EA = Address of memory location to be read during erase verify. 
RA ;= Read Address 
WA = Address of memory location to be written. 
ZA = Address of 256 Kbyte zones involved in erase or Reset operations. 
Addresses are latched on the falling edge of the Write Enable pulse. 

Operatlon(1) 

Read 

Write 

Read 

Write 

Read 

Write 

3. 10 = Data read from location.'IA during device identification. (Mfr = 69H, Device = BDH). 
EVD = Data read from location EA during erase verify. 
WD = Data to be written at location WA. Data is latched on the rising edge of Write Enable. 
WVD= Data read from location WA during write. verify. WA is latched on the Write comma!)d. 

Address(2) 

ZA 

EA 

WA 

WA 

ZA 

4. Following the Read IntelligE!nt 10 cOmmand, two read operations access manufacturer and device codes. 
5. Figure 5 illustrates the Erase Algorithm. 
6. Figure 6 illustrates the Write Algorithm. 

Data(3) 

2020H 

EVO 

WO 

WVO' 

FFFFH 

7. The second bus cycle must be followed by the desired command register write. 
6. The Reset command operates on a zone basis: To reset the entire card requires reset write cycles to each :one: 
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Read Command 

While VPP1;2 is high, for, erasure and writing, zone 
memory contents can be accessed via .. the' read 
command. The read operation is initi.ated by writing 
ooH (OOaOH for the word-wide configuration) into the 
zone Command Register(s). Microprocessor read 
cycles retrieve zone data. The aocessed zone re
mains enabled for reads until the Command Regis
ter(s) contents are altered. 

The default contents of each zone's register(s) upon 
VPP1;2 power-up is OOH (OOOOOH for word-wide). 
This default value ensures that no' spurious altera
tion of memory card . contents occurs dl!ring the 
VPP1;2 power transition. Where the VPP1;2 supply is 
left at VPPH, the memory card powers-up and re
mains enabled for reads until the command Register 
contents of targeted zones are changed. Refer to 
the AC Read Characteristics and Waveforms for 
specific timing parameters. 

Intelligent Identifier Command 

E:acti zone of the iMC002FLKA contains an Intelli- '. 
gent Identifier to identify memory card device char
acteristics. The operation is initiated by writing 90H 
(9090H for word-wide) into· the Command Regis
teres) with zone address. Following the command 
write, a read cycle from address OOOOOH retrieves 
the manufacturer code 89.H (8989H for word-wide). 
A read cycle from address 0002H returns the device 
code BOH (BOBOH for word-wide). To terminate the 
. operation, it is necessary to write another valid com
mand into the register(s). 

Set-up Erase/Erase Commands 

Set-up Erase stages the targeted zone(s) for electri- , 
cal erasure of all bytes in the 'zone. The set-up erase 
operation is performed by writing 20H. to the Com
mand Register (2020H for word-wide) with zone ad
dress. 

To commence zone-erasure, the erase command 
(20Hor 2020H) must again be written to the regis
teres) with zone address. The erase operation begins 
with the rising edge of the Write"Eoablepulse and 
terminates with the rising edge ofthe next Write-En
able pulse (Le., Erase-Verify Command with zone 
address). 

This two-step sequence of set-up followed byexecu
tion ensures that zone memory contents are not ac
cidentally erased. Also, zone-erasure can only occur 
when high voltage is applied to the VPP1;2 pins. In 
the absence of this high voltage, zone memory con-
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tents are protected against erasure. Refer to AC 
Erase Characterstics and Waveforms for specific 
timing parameters. 

Erase-Verify Command 

The erase .command erases all of the bytes of the 
zone in paranel. After each erase operation, all bytes 
in the zone must be indiVidually verified. In byte
mode operations, zones are segregated by' Ao in 
odd and even banks; eras~ and erase verifyqpera
tions must be done in complete passes of even
bytes-only then odd-bytes-only. See the Erase Algo
rithm for byte-wide mode. The erase verify operation 
is initiated by writing AOH (AOAOH for word-wide) into 
the Command Register(s). The address for the 
byte(s) to be verified must be supplied as it is 
latched on the falling edge of the Write Enable 
pulse. The register write terminates the erase' opera
tion with the rising' edge of its Write Enable pulse. 

The enabled zone applies an internally-generated 
margirrvoltage to the addressed byte. Reading FFH 
from the addressed byte indicates that all bits. in the 
byte are erased. Similarly, reading FFFFH from the 
addressed word indicates that all bits in the word are 
erased. . 

The erase-verify command must· be written to the 
Command Register prior to each byte (word) verifi
cation to latch its address. The process continues 
for each byte (word) in the zone(s) until a byte (word) 
does not return FFH (FFFFH) data, or the last ad
dress is accessed . 

In the case where the data read is not FFH (FFfFH), 
another erase operation is performed. (Refer to Set
up Erase/Erase.) Verification then resumes from the 
address of the last-verified byte (word). Once all 
bytes (words) in the zone(s) have been verified, the 
erase step is complete. The accessed zone can now 
be written. At this. point, the verify operation is termi
nated.by writing a valid command (e,g., Write Set
up) to the Command Register. The Erase algorithms 
for byte-wide. and word-Wide configurations illustrate 
how commands and bus operations ar'e.combined to 
perform electrical erasure of the iMCC002FLKA. Re
fer to AC Erase Characteristics and. Waveforms for 
specific timing parameters. 

Set-up Write/Write Commands 

Set-up write is a command-only operation that 
stages the targeted zone for byte writing. Writing 
40H (4040H) into the Command Register(s) per
forms the set-up operation. 
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Once the write set-up operation is performed, the 
next Write Enable pulse causes a transition to an 
active write operation. Addresses are internally 
latched on the falling edge of the Write Enable 
pulse. Data is internally latched on the rising edge of 
the Write Enable pulse. The rising edge of Write En
able also begins the write operation. The write oper
ation terminates with the next rising edge of Write 
Enable, which is used to write the verify command. 
Refer to AC Write .Characteristics and Waveforms 
for specific timing parameters. 

Write Verify Command 

The iMC002FLKA is written on a byte-by-byte or 
word-by-word basis. Byte or word writing may occur 
sequentially or at random. Following each write op
eration, the byte or word just written must be veri
fied. 

The write-verify operation is initiated by writing COH 
(COCOH) into the Command Register(s) with correct 
address. The register write(s) terminate(s) the write 
operation with the rising edge of its Write Enable 
pulse. The· write-verify operation stages the ac
cessed zone(s) for verification of the byte or word 
last written. The zone(s) apply(ies) an internally-gen
erated margin voltage to the byte or word. A micro
processor read cycle outputs the data. A successful 
comparison between the written byte or word and 
true data means that the byte or word is successfully 
written. The write operation then proceeds to the 
next desired byte or word location. The Write algo
rithms for byte-wide and word-wide configurations il
lustrate how commands are combined with bus op
erations to perform byte and word writes. Refer to 
AC Write Characteristics and Waveforms for specific 
timing parameters. 

Reset Command 
A reset command is provided as a means to safely 
abort the erase- or write-command sequences. Fol
lowing either set-up command (erase or write) with 
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two consecutive writes of FFH (FFFFH for word
wide) will safely abort the operation. Zone memory 
contents will not be altered. A valid command must 
then be written to place the accessed· zone in the 
desired state. 

EXTENDED ERASE/WRITE CYCLING 

Intel has designed extended cycling capability into 
its ETOX II flash memory technol9gy enabling a 
flash memory card with a MTBF that is many times 
more reliable than rotating disk technology. Result
ing improvements in cycling reliability come without 
increasing memory cell size or complexity. First, an 
advanced tunnel oxide increases the charge carry
ing ability ten-fold. Second, the oxide area per cell 
subjected to the tunneling electric field minimizes 
the probability of oxide defects in the region. The 
lower electric field greatly reduces oxide stress and 
the probability of failure. 

WRITE ALGORITHMS 

The write algorithm(s) use write operations of 10 ,""S 
duration.. Each operation is followed by a byte or 
word verification to determine when the addressed 
byte or word has been successfully written. The al
gorithm(s) allows for up to 25 write operations per 
byte or word, although most bytes and words verify 
on the first or second operation. The entire se
quence of writing and byte/word verification is per
formed with Vpp at high voltage. 

ERASE ALGORITHM 

The Erase algorithm(s) yield(s) fast and reliable 
electrical erasure of memory contents. The algo
rithm employs a closed-loop flow, similar to the write 
algorithm, to simultaneously remove charge from all 
bits in the accessed zone(s). 

Erasure begins with a read of memory zone con
tents. Reading FFH (FFFFH) data from the ac
cessed zone(s) can.be immediately followed by writ
ing to the desired zone(s). 
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For zones. being erased and rewritte,n, uniform and 
reliable erasure is ensured by first writing all bits in 
the accessed zone· to their charged state {data = 
00H byte-wide,OOOOOH word-wide)~ This is accom
plished, using the write algorithm, in approximately 
four seconds per zone. 

EraseexeCiJtic)O .then continues with an initial erase 
operation. Erase verification (data = FFH byte-wide, 
FFFFH word"wide) begins at address OOOOOH and 
continues through the zone to the last address, or 
until data other thanFFH (FFFFH) is encountered. 

inteli® 

(Note:. byte-wide erase operation. requires separate 
even- and odd-address passes to handle the individ
ual 256 Kbyte zones.) With each erase operation, an 
incre.asing number of bytes or words verify to. the 
erased state. Erase efficiency may. be .improvedby 
storing the address of the last byte or word verified 
ina register(s). Following the next erase operation, 
verification starts at the. stored address location. Fol
low this procedure until all. bytes in the· zone.are 
erased. Then, re-start. the procedure for· the next 
zone or word-wide zone pair.· Erasure typically oc· 
curs in two seconds per zone. 

INITIALIZE SIZE 
AND NUMBER Of ZONES 

ZONE L= 0 
ZONEH=I 

290412-3 . 

Figure 3. Full Card Erase Flow 
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( START WRITING Bus [1] Command Comments 
J, Operation 

I APPLY I Standby Wait for Vpp ramp VpPH (2) 

to VPPH (= 12.0V) (2) 

i 
I PLSCNT = 0 I Initialize pUlse-count 

"" I WRITE SET-UP ; I Write Set-up Data = 40H + 
WRITE CWO + ADDRESS 

Write Valid Address 
i 

I WRITE I 
CMD(A/D) Write Write Valid address/data 

J, 
LTIME OUT 10 pSi Standby Duration of Write 

l operation (tWHWH1) 

I WRITE I Write Write(3) Data = COH + Valid Address; 
VERIFY cwo + ADDRESS 

Verify Stops(4) Write Operation 
--l .. 

I TlIolE O.UT 6 pS I 
Standby tWHGL 

l 
t I READ DATA .1 Read Read byte to verify Write 

FROM DEVICE 
Operation at Valid Address 

N 

N INC 
VERIFY PLSCNT, Standby Compare data output 
DATA = 251 

to data expected 
Y Y 

II INCREIolENT N LAST 
ADDRESS ADDRESS 

1 

Y 

l WRITE I Write Read Data = OOH, resets the 
READ.CMO t 

register for read 
J, . operations. 

I APPLY I I APPLY I Standby Wait for VPP ramp vPPL[~) VpPL (2) 

l l to VPPL(2) 

( WRITING ) ( WRITE 
COIolPLETED ERROR 

290412-4 

NOTES: 
1. CAUTION: The algOrithm MUST BE FoLLOWED to 3. Write Verify is only performed after a byte write oper-
ensure proper and reliable operation of the device. ation. A final read/compare may be performed (option-
2. See DC Characteristics for the value of VPPH and al) after the register is written with the Read command. 
VPPL· 4. Refer to principles of operation. 

Figure 4. Write Algorithm for Byte-Wide Mode 
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290412-5 
NOTES: . 
1. CAUTION: The algorithm MUST BE.FOLLOWED to 
ensure proper and reliable operation of the device. 
2. See DC Characteristics for the value of VPPH and 
VpPL· 

.. 
.. 

Bus 
Operation 

Command . Comments 

Standby Wait for Vp.~ ramp to VPPH 
(= 12.0V)< ) 

Use with Write Operation 
Algorithm . 

Initialize even/Odd Addresses, 
Erase Pulse Width, and Pulse 
Count 

Write Set-up Data = 20H + Address 
Erase 

Write Erase Data = 20H + Address 

Standby Duratipn of Erase operation 
(tWHWH2) 

Write Erase Addr=Byte to verify; 
Verify(3) lYata = AOH; Stops 

Standby Erase Operation(4) tWHGL 

Read Read byte to verify erasure at 
address 

Standby Compares output to FFH 
increment pulse cqunt 

Write Read Data = OOH, resets the register 
for read operations. 

Standby Wait for Vppramp to VPPL (2) 

3. Erase Verify is only performed afler a chip erasure. A 
final read/coinpare may be performed (optional) after 
the register is written with the Read command. 
4. Refer to principles of operation. 

Figure 5. Erase Algorithm for Byte-Wide Mode 
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PLSCNT _HI = 0 
PLSCNLLO=O 
FLAG = 0 

High/Low Byte 
Compare &: Mask 

Subroutine 

290412-6 

IMC002FLKA 

Comments 

Walt for Vpp ramp to VPPH 

ADRS = addre •• to write 
W_DAT = data word to write 

Initialize Data Word Variables: 
V_OAT = valid data 
W_COM = Write Command 
V_COM = Wr~e Verify Command 

PLSCNT --HI = HI Byte Pulse Counter 
PLSCNT _LO = LO Byte Pulse Counter 
FLAG = Write Error Flag 
Write Set-up Command 
Address nead. to be Valid 
Write 

See Write Verify and Ma.k Subroutine 

Write Verify Command 

F _OAT = flash memory data 

Compare flash memory data to valid data 
(word compare). If not equal, check for 
Write Error flag; If Flag not .et, compare 
High and Lo,,! Byte. in the Subroutine. 

Check buffer of 110 port for more data to write 

Reset device for read operation 

Turn offVpp 

Figure 6. Write Algorithm for Word·Wlde Mode 
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LDAl,;, (LDAl OR OOFFH) 
ILcoM = (W_COM OR OOFFH) 
V _COM = (V _COM OR OOF'F'H) 

LDAT = ('LOAT OR FFOOH) 
W _COM = (W _COM OR FFOOH) 
V _COM = (LCOM OR FFOOH) 

290412-7 

COlT!ments 

To look at the LO Byte, 
Mask· the HI Byte with 
00 

Ifthe LO Byte verifies, 
mask the LO Byte 
commands. with the reset 
command (FFH) 

If the LO Byte does not 
verify, then increment its 
puise counter and check 
for max count ' 

, FLAG = .1 denotes a LO 
Byte error 

, Repeat the sequence for 
the HI Byte 

FLAG = 2 denotes a HI 
Byte error 
FLAG = 3 denotes both 
a HI and LO Byte errors. 
Flag = 0 denotes no 
max count errors; 
continue with algorithm. 

"Masking can easily and efficiently be done in assembly languages. Simply load word registers with the incoming data 
(F _DAn. the program commands and the verify commands. Then manipulate the HI or LOregister contents. 

Figure 7. Write Verify and Mask Subroutine fen Word-Wide Mode 
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NOTE: 

INITIALIZE: 
PLSCNT _HI = 0 
PLSCNLLO=O 
ADRS = 0 

fLAG = 0 
LCOM=2020H 
V ~COM = AOAOH 

290412-8 

X16 Addressing uses Al-A20 only. Ao = 0 throughout word~wide operation. 

IMCOO2F.LKA 

Commanta 

Wait for Vpp to stabilize. 

Use Write operation algorithm in x8 or x16 
oonflguraiton 

Inllializa Variables: 
PLSCNT -HI = HI Byte Pulse Counter 
. PLSCNT -1.0 - LO Byte Pulse Counter 
FLAG = Erasure error flag 
AORS = Address 
LCOM = Erase Commend 
V_cOM = Verify Command 

Erase Set-up Command 

S1art Erasing 

Duration of Erase Operatiorl 

Erase Verify Command slops erasure 

See Block Eraee Verify & Mask Subroutine 

When both devices at ADRS are eraeed. F _ 
DATA = FFFFH. If not equal. incrementlhe 
,pulse counter and check for last pulse 

Reset oommands delaun 10 
(LCOM = 2020H) (V_COM = AOAOH) 
bsfore verifying ~xt ADRS 

Reset device for read operation 

Tum ofIVpp 
'. 

Figure 8. Erase Algorithm for Word-Wide Mode 
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LeoM" (LCOM or OOffH 
V _COM- IV_COM or OOrrH) 

LCOM = (LCOM or FFOOH) 
V _COM = (V _COM or rfOOH) 

290412-9 

This s,l,Ibro~tine read,s the data 
.word (F _D.a;TA). It then masks 
the HI or LO Byte of the Erase 
,andVerify commands from 
executing during the next 
operatiQn. ", 

If both HI and'LO Bytes verify, 
then return. ' 

Mask' the HI Byte with OOH. 

If the LO Byte verifies erasure, 
then mask" the next erase and 
verify commands with ,FFH 
(RESET). 

If the LO Byte does not verify, 
. then increment its pulse counter 
and check for max count. FLAG 
= 1 denotes a LO Byte error. 

Repeat the sequence for the HI 
Byte. 

Flag =2 dEmotes a HI Byte error. 
Flag = 3 denotes both a HI and 
LO Byte errors. FLAG = 0 
denotes no max count errors; 
continue with algorithm. 

'Masking can easily and effiCiently be done in assembly languages. Simply load word registers with the incoming data 
(F ..,.DA T), the program commands and the verify commands. ·Then manipulate the HI or LO register contents. 

Figure 9. Eras.e Verify and Mask Subroutine ·for Word-Wide Mode 
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SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Three-Line Control 

Three-line control provides for: 

a. the lowest possible power dissipation and. 

b. complete assurance that output bus contention 
will not occur. 

To efficiently use these three control inputs, an ad
dress-decoder output should drive CE1 2#, while 
the system's Read signal controls the card OE # sig
nal, and other parallel zones. This, coupled with the 
internal zone decoder, assures that only enabled 
memory zones have active outputs, while deselect
ed zones maintain the low power standby condition. 

Power-Supply Decoupling 

Flash memory power-switching chara~teristics re
quire careful device decoupling. System designers 
are interested in three supply current issues-stand
by, active and transient current peaks, produced by 
falling and rising edges of CE 1;2 #. The capacitive 
and inductive loads on th!'l card and internal flash 
memory zones determine the magnitudes of these 
peaks. 

Three-line control and proper decoupling capacitor 
selection will suppress transient voltage peaks. The 
iMC002FLKA features on-card ceramic decoupling 
capacitors connected between Vee and Vss, and 
between VPP1IVPP2 and Vss. 

I 
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The card connector should also have a 4.7 ,iF elec
trolytic capacitor between Vee and Vss" as well as 
between VPP1IVPP2 and Vss. The bulk capacitors 
will overcome voltage slumps caused by printed-cir
cuit-board trace inductance, and will supply charge 
to the smaller capacitors as needed. 

Power Up/Down Protection 

The PCMCIAlJEIDA socket is specified, via unique 
Pin lengths, to properly sequence the power sup
plies to the flash memory card. This assures that hot 
insertion and removal will not result in card damage 
or data loss., 

Each zone in the iMC002FLKA is designed to offer 
protection against accidental erasure or writing, 
caused by spurious system-level signals that may 
exist during power transitions. The card will power
up into the read, state. 

A system designer must guard against active writes 
for Vee voltages above VLKO when Vpp is active. 
Since both WE# and CE1 2# must be low for a 
command write, driving either to VIH will inhibit 
writes. With its control register architecture, altera
tion of zone contents only occurs after successful 
completion of the two-step command sequences. 

While these precautions are sufficient for most appli
cations, it is recommended that Vee reach its steady 
state value before raising VPP1;2 above Vee + 2.0V. 
In addition, upon powering-down, VPP1;2 should be 
below Vee, + 2.0V, before lowering Vee. 
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Absolute Maximum Ratings· . 

Operating Temperature 
During Read ...... , ............ O"C to + SO·C(l) 
During Erase/Write .............. O·C to + SO·C 

Temperature Under Bias .. , ...... '- 10·C to + 70"C 

Storage Temperature ............ -30·C to +70·C 
Voltage on Any Pin with 

Respect to Ground .......... - 2.0V to + 7.0V(2) 

VPP1/VPP2 Supply Voltage with 
Respect to Ground 
During Erase/Write ....... - 2.0V to + 14.0V(2,3) 

Vee Supply Voltage with 
Respect to Ground .......... - 2.0V to + 7.0V(2) 

NOTICE:.This is a production data sheet. The specifi
cations are subject to change without notice. 

• WARNING; Stressing the device beyond the "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is riot recommended and ex
tended exposure beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. 

. NOTES: 
1. Operating temperature is. for commercial product defined by this specification. 
2. Minimum DC input voltage is -O.5V. During transitions, inputs may undershoot to - 2.0V for periods less 
than 20 ns. Maximum DC voltage on output pins is Vee + 0.5V, which may overshoot to Vee + 2.0V for 
periods less than 20 ns. 
3. Maximum DC input voltage on VPP1/VPP2 may overshoot to + 14.0V for periods less than 20 ns. 

I 

OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Symbol 
limits ..... Comments Parameter Unit 

Min Max 

TA Operating Temperature 0 SO ·C For Read-Only and 
- Read/Write Operations. 

Vee ... Vee Supply Voltage 4.75 5.25 V 

VPPH . Active VPP1, VPP2 11.40 12.S0 V 
Supply Voltages 

VPPL Vpp During Read Only 0.00 S.50 V 
Operations 

DC CHARACTERISTICS-Byte Wide Mode 

limits 
Symbol Parameter Notes Unit Test Conditions 

Min Typical Max 

III . Input Leakage Current 1,4 ±1.0 ±20 jJ.A Vee = Veernax 
VIN = VeeorVss 

ILO Output Leakage Current 1 ±1.0 ±20 jJ.A Vee'; Vee max 
Your = Vee or Vss 

lees Vee Standby Current 1 0.4 0.8 mA Vee = Vee max 
CE1# = CE2# = Vee±0.2V 

4 7 mA Vee = Vee max 
CEl # = CE2# = VIH 

leel Vee Active Read Current 1,2 25 50 mA Vee = Vee max CE# = VIL 
f = SMHz,lour= 0 mA 

lee2 Vee Write Current 1,2 .5.0 15.0 mA Writing in Progress 

lee3 Vee Erase Current 1,2 10.0 20.0 mA Erasure in Progress 

lee4 Vee Write Verify Current 1,2 10.0 20.0 mA Vpp = VpPH 
Write Verify in Progress 
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DC CHARACTERISTICS-Byte Wide Mode (Continued) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Notes 

Min 
Unit Test Conditions 

Typical Max 

.lee5 Vee Erase Verify Current 1.2 10.0 20.0 rnA VPP = VpPH 
Erase Verify in Progress 

Ipps VPP Leakage Current 1 ±SO p.A Vpp S; Vee 

IpPl Vpp Read Current 1.3 0.4 O.S rnA Vpp> Vee 
or Standby Current ±O.OS Vpp S; Vee 

IpP2 Vpp Write Current 1.3 S.O 30 rnA Vpp = VPPH 
Write in Progress 

IpP3 VPP Erase Current 1.3 10 30 mA Vpp = VPPH 
Erasure in Progress 

IpP4 Vpp Write Verify Current 1.3 2.0 5.0 mA VPP = VPPH 
Write Verify in Progress 

IpP5 VPP Erase Verify Current 1.3 2.0 5.0 rnA Vpp = VPPH 
Erase Verify in Progress 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 O.S V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.4 Vee ± 0.3 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.40 V IOL = 3.2mA 
Vee = Vee min 

VOHl Output High Voltage 3.S V IOH = -2.0 mA 
Vee = Vee min 

VpPL Vpp During Read-Only 0.00 6.5 V Note: Erase/Write are 
Operations Inhibited when VPP = VPPL 

VPPH VPP During Read/Write 11.40 12.60 V 
Operations 

VLKO Vee Erase/Write Lock 2.5 V 
Voltage 

NOTES: 
1. AII.currents are in RMS unless otherwise noted. Typical values at Vee = 5.0V. Vpp = 12.0V. T = 25'e. 
2. 1 chip active and 7 in standby for byte-wide mode. 
3. Assumes 1 Vpp is active. 
4. Due to 100 k!l pull up resistors OE#. eEl #, eE2# and WEll' will exhibit :S: 55 /LA of additionallu when VIN = Vss. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS-Word Wide Mode 

Limits 
SYrnbol Parameter Notes Unit Test Conditions 

Min Typical Max 

III Input Leakage Current 1.4 ±1.0 ±20 p.A Vee = Vee max 
VIN = Vee or VSS 

ILO Output Leakage Current 1 ±1.0 ±20 p.A Vee = Vee max 
VOUT = Vee or VSS 

. Ices Vee Standby Current 1 0.4 O.S mA Vee = Vee max 
CEl # = CE2# = Vee ± 0.2V 

4 7 mA Vee = Vee max 
CEl # = CE2# = VIH 

I 
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DC CHARACTERISTICS-Word Wide Mode (Continued) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Notes 

Min Typical Max 

leel Vee,Active Reac:iCurrent 1,2' 40 80, 
:; 

lee2 Vee Write Current 1,2 7.0 25 

Iccs Vee Era,e Current 1,2 15 30 ' 

ICC4 Vee Wr;ite Verify Current 1; 2 1~ 30 

ICC5 Vee Erase VerifY Current 1,2 10 30 

Ipps Vpp Leakage Current 1 ±80 

IpPl Vpp Read Current 1,3 0.7 1.6 

or Standby Current ±0.16 

IpP2 Vpp Write Currem 1,3 16 60 
(,,' 

Ipps Vpp Erase Current 1,3. 20 60 

IpP4 Vpp Write Verify Current 1,3 5.0 12 

IpP5 VPP Erase Verify Current 1,3 ,5.0 12 

Vil Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.4 Vee.± 0.3. 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.40 

VOHl Output High Voltage 3.8 

VPPl VPP During Read·Only 0.00 8.5 
Operations , 

VPPH ' VPP During Read/Write 11.40 12.60 
Operations 

VlKO Vee Erase/Write Lock 2.5 
,Voltage 

Unit 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

p.A 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

mA 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

•-n'" ... +~ .. I. : "'Ere 

Test Conditions" 

Vee = VeemaxCE# = VIL 
f = 6 MHz, lOUT =0 mA 

Writing in Progr~ 

Erasure in Progress 

Vpp == VPPH 
Write Verify in Progress 

VPP = VPPH 
erase Verify in Progress 

VppS: Vee 

Vpp> Vee 

VPP s: Vee 

Vpp = VPPH 
Write in Progress 

Vpp = VpPH 
Er8$ure in Progress 

VPP = VPPH 
Write Verify in Progress 

VPP = V;PPH 
Er~e Verify in Progress 

10l = 3.2mA 
Vee = Vee min 

10H = - 2.0 inA 
Vee = Vcc min 

NQte: Erase/Write are 
Inhibited when VPP = VPPl 

NOTES:. .' . 
1. All currents are in RMS unless otherwise noted. Typi~ values at Vcc'= 5.0V. Vpp = 12.0V. T = 25°C. 
2. 2 chips active and 6 in standby for word-wide mode. 
S. Alisumes2 Vpps are active. ' 
4. Due to 100 kG pun up resistors 01;:#. CEl #. CE2# and WE# will exhibit s: 55 ""A of additionallu when VIN = Vss. 
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CAPACITANCE T = 2S0C, f = 1.0 MHz 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Notes Unit Conditions 

Min Max 

CIN1 Address Capacitance 40 pF VIN = OV 

CIN2 Control Capacitance 40 pF VIN = OV 

COUT Output Capacitance 40 pF VOUT = OV 

CliO 1/0 Capacitance 40 pF VIIO = OV 

AC TEST CONDITIONS 

Input Rise and Fall Times (10% to 90%) ...... 10 ns 

Input Pulse Levels ................. VOL and VOH1 
Input Timing Reference Level .......... VIL and VIH 
Output Timing Reference Level ........ VIL and VIH 

AC CHARACTERISTIC8-Read-Only Operations 
Symbol Characteristic Notes Min Max Unit 

tAVAV/tRC Read Cycle Time 2 200 ns 

tELQV/tcE Chip Enable Access Time 2 200 ns 

tAVQV/tACC Address Access Time 2 200 ns. i: 

tGLQV/toE Output Enable Access Time 2 100 . ns 

tELQX/tLZ Chip Enable to Output ·2 S ns 
in LowZ 

.-tEHQZ Chip Disable to Output 2 60 ns 
in HighZ 

tGLQX/toLZ Output Enable to Output 2 S ns 
in LowZ 

tGHQZ/tDF Output Disable to Output 2 60 ns 
I: in HighZ , 

toH Output Hold from Address, 1,2 S ns ., 
; 

CE;II, or OE;II Change i 

twHGL Write Recovery Time 2 6 ,...s 
before Read 

NOTES: 
1. Whichever occurs first. 
2. Rise/Fall Time S; 10 ns. 

I , . I 

! 

I 

I 
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ADDRESSES 

Vee POWER-Upl 
STANDBY 

DEVICE AND 
ADDRESS SELECTION OUTPUTS ENABLED DATA VALID 

AD~RESS STABLE 

!-------------tAVAv (Ioc) --"'-....,..~-------.J 

,STAND8Y/ ' 
, Vee POWER-DOWN 

r-------~~ ~--~--~ 
CEO (EO) 

OEO (Go) 

IwHGL+-----i 

WEO (W.) 

OATA (00) VALID OUTPUT 
IoiIGH Z 

I----.. VQV (tACe) -----I 

!5.DV 

V~~ J 
290412-10 

NOTE: 
CE#refers to CE1, 2#. 

Figure 10. ~C Waveforms for ~ead Operations 
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AC CHARACTERISTICS-For Write/Erase Operations 

Symbol Characteristic Notes Min Max Unit 

tAVAV/tWC Write Cycle Time 1,2 200 ns 

tAVWL/tAS Address Set-up Time 1,2 0 ns 

tWLAX/tAH Address Hold Time 1,2 100 ns 

tOVWH/tOS Data Set-up Time 1,2 80 ns 

tWHOX/tOH Data Hold Time 1,2 30 ns 

tWHGL. Write Recovery Time before Read 1,2 6 J.ts 

tGHWL Read Recovery Time before Write 1,2 0 J.ts 

twLOz Output High-Z from Write Enable 1,2 5 ns 

tWHOZ Output Low-Z from Write Enable 1,2 60 ns 

tELWL/tCS Chip Enable Set-up Time before Write 1,2 40 ns 

tWHEH/tCH Chip Enable Hold Time 1,2 0 ns 

tWLWH/tWP Write Pulse Width 1,2 100 ns 

tWHWL/tWPH Write· Pulse Width High 1,2 20 ns 

tWHwH1 Duration of Write Operation 1,2,3 10 J.ts 
, 

tWHWH2 Duration of Erase Operation 1,2,3 9.5 ms 

tVPEL Vpp Set-up Time 1,2 100 ns 
to Chip Enable Low 

NOTES: 
1. Read timing parameters during read/write operations are the same as during read-only operations. Ref;r to A.C. Charac
teristics for Read-Only Operations. 
2. Rise/Fall time,:; 10 ns. 
3. The integrated stop timer terminates the write/erase operations, thereby eliminating the need for a maximum specifiction. 

ERASE/WRITE PERFORMANCE 
Parameter Notes Min Typ Max· Unit 

Zone Erase Time 1,3,4 2.0 30 sec 

Zone Write Time 1,2,4 4.0 25 sec 

MTBF 5 106 Hrs 

NOTES: 
1. 25'C, 12.0VVpp. 
2. Minimum byte writing time excluding system overhead is 16 p.s (10 p's program + 6 !'is write recovery). while maximum is 
400 p.s/byte (16 P.s x 25 loops allowed by algorithm). Max chip write time is specified lower than the worst case allowed by 
the write algorithm since most bytes write significantly faster than the worst case byte. 
3. Excludes OOH writing Prior to Erasure. 
4. One zone equals 256 Kbytes. 
5. MTBF - Mean Time between Failure, 50% failure point for disk drives. 

I 
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Vee POWER-UP a: 

ADDRESSES 

CE# ([#) 

0[# (G#) 

DATA (00) 

s.ov 

Vee 

ov 

NOTE: 

STANDBY 
SET-UP WRITE 

COtolMAND 

GE# refers to GE1, 2#' 
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WRITE COloitAANO 
LATCH' ADDRESS a: DATA WRITING 

WRITE 
VERIFY 

COMMAND 

Figure 11. AC Waveforms for Write Operations 

WRITE 
VERIFICATION 

STANDBY / 
Vee' POWER-DOWN 

290412-11 
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Vee POWER-UP &: 
STANDBY 

ADDRESSES 

CE# (E#) 

WE# (W#) 

DATA (DO) 

s.ov 

Vee 

OV 

12.0V 

Vpp 

VpPL 

NOTE: 

SET-UP [RASE 

COIoCWAND 

tVPEL 

CE# refers to CE1. 2#. 

ERASE COWWAND ERASING 

ERA.SE 
VER1F'Y 

COWMAND 

Figure 12. AC Waveforms for Erase Operations 

[RASE 
VERIFICATION 

IMC002FLKA 

STANDBY / 
Vee POWER-DOWN 

290412-12 
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ALTERNATIVE CE#-CONTROLLED WRITES 
" 

Symbol , ',,' '\ " Characterls~lc ' , Notes Min Max Unit 

'tAVAV ' ' 

-" .. 
Write'byCie Time ,~oo "',' ns 

\ 

A~re$~set,u~ Time', ' ' " ,\ 
0 tAVEL , ns 

" 

tELAX Address Hold Time too ns 

, tOVEH Data Set-up Time " 
, 80_ ns 

tEHOX Data Hold Time '" " 30 ns 

tEHGl. Write Recovery Time before Read 6, ' ,...S 

'tGHEL Read Recovery Time before Write, 0 ,...S 

tWLEL Write Enable Set-Up Time 
0 ns 

before Chip-Enable " 

tEHWH Write Enable Hold Time 0 ns 

tELEH Write Pulse Width 1 100 ns 

tEHEL Write Pulse Width High ,20. ns 

tpEL Vpp Set-up Time 
100 ns 

to Chip Enable Low 

NOTES: , , ,,'" " 
1. Chip Enable COntrolled Writes: Write operations are driven by the valid combination of Chip Enable and Write Enable. In 
systems where Chip Enable defines the write pulse width (with a longer Write Enable timing waveform) all set-I,IP. hold and 
inactive Write Enable times should be measured relative to the Chip Enable waveform. 
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Vee POWER-UP a: 

ADDRESSES 

DATA (DO) 

s.ov 

Vee 

ov 

STANDBY 

HIGH Z 

SET-UP PROGR.N 
COWIoiAND 

12.011 

. . ttVPEL 

Vpp ~ 

NOTE: 
CE# refers to CE1, 2#. 

PROGRAt.! 
PROGRAM COMMAND VERIFY 

LATCH A.DDRESS II: DATA PROGRAW",UNG COMMAND 

1=-+--~f ~H'H~H 

PROGRAM 
VERIFICATION 

Figure 13. Alternate AC Waveforms for Write Operations 
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STANDBY/ 
Vee POWER-DOWN 

290412-13 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

M 0 A S X X 

I '~:'"'" IDENTIFIER 

A = REVISION 

K = WORD..,WIDE 
ARCHITECTURE 

FL= FLASH 

002 = 2 MEGABYTE 
DENSITY IN MEGABYTES 

MC = MEMORY CARD 

i = INTEL 

PACKAGE PLACEHOLDER 
290412-14 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
ER-20, "ETOXTM II Flash Memory Technology" 
RR-BO, "ETOXTM II Flash Memory Reliability Data Summary" 
AP-343, "Solutions for High Density Applications using Flash Memory" 

REVISION HISTORY 

Number Description 

-002 - Removed Preliminary 
- Removed ExCA Compliance Section 
- Clarified need for Valid Address during commands 
- Corrected Vpp = VPPH in Erase Algorithm 

ORDER NUMBER 
294005 
293002 
292079 

- Increased ICC2-lcC5 D.C. current specs for both Byte Wide and Word Wide modes 
- Revised and Updated Application Section discussion 
- Changed order number 

-003 - Change Signal with Bar to # 
- Changed TIC Values 
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iMC001FLKA 
1·MBYTE FLASH MEMORY CARD 

• Inherent Nonvolatillty (Zero Retention • Write Protect Switch to Prevent 
Power) Accidental Data Loss 
- No Batteries Required for Back-Up • Command Register Architecture for 

• High-Performance Read Mlcroprocessor/Mlcrocontroller 
- 200 ns Maximum Access Time Compatible Write Interface 

• CMOS Low Power Consumption • ETOXTM II Flash Memory Technology 
- 25 mA Typical Active Current (X8) - 5V Read, 12V Erase/Write 
- 400 p.A Typical Standby Current - High-Volume Manufacturing 

• . Flash Electrical Zone-Erase Experience 

- 1 Second Typical per • PCMCIAlJEIDA 68-Pin Standard 
128 Kbyte Zone - Byte- or Word-Wide Selectable 

-Multiple Zone Erase> 128 KB/s • Independent Software & Ha.rdware 

• Random Writes to Erased Zones Vendor Support 
-.- 10 p.s Typical Byte Write -Integrated System Solution Using 

Flash Filing Systems , 

Intel's iMC001 FLKA Flash Memory Card is the removable solution for storing and transporting important user 
data and application code. The combination of rewritability and nonvolatility make the Intel Flash Memory Card 
ideal for. data acquisition and updatable firmware applications. Designing with Intel's Flash Memory Card 
enables OEM system manufacturers to produce portable and dedicated function systems that are higher 
performance, more rugged, and consume less power. 

The iMC001 FLKA conforms to the PCMCIA 1.0 international standard, providing compatibility at the hardware 
and data interchange level. OEMs may opt to write the Card Information Structure (CIS) at the memory card's 
address OOOOOH with a format utility. This information provides data interchange functional compatibility. The 
<200 ns access time allows for "execute-in-place" capability, for popular low-power microprocessors. Intel's 
1-Mbyte Flash Memory Card operates in a byte-wide and word-wide configuration providing performance/pow
'er options for different systems. 

Intel's Flash Memory card employs Intel's ETOXTM II Flash Memories. Filing systems, such as Microsoft's· 
flash File System (FFS), facilitate data file storage and card erasure using a purely nonvolatile medium in 
the DOS environment. Flash filing systems, coupled with the Intel Flash Memory Card,· effectively create an 
all-silicon nonvolatile read/write random access memory system that is more reliable and higher performance 
than disk-based memory systems. 

·Microsoft is a trademark of Microsoft Corp. 

October 1983 
Order Number: 290398-004 6-135 
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I. 
r-t 3.3* 0;1 inin 
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34. , . . FRONT SIDE . 1 

t:J~.U· 
68 • . BACK SIDE . . 35_ 

, 290399-1 

1 GNO 18 ' VPP1 35 GNO 52 VPP2 
2 03 19 A16 36 C01# 53 NC 
3 04 20 At5 37 011 54 NO 
4 05 21 A12 38 012 55 NC 
5 06 22 A7 39 013 66 NC 
6 07 
7 CE1# 

23 ~ 
24 A5 

40 014 
41 015 

57 NC 
58 NC 

8 A10 25 ~ 42 CE2# 59 NC 
9 OE# 
10 A11 

26 Aa 
27 A2 

43 NC 
44 NC 

60 NC 
61 REG#1 

11 A9 
12 Ae 

28 A1 
29 Ao 

45 NC 
46 A'7, 

62 BV02#2 
63 BV01#2 

13 A13, 30 Do 47 A1e 64 , De 
14 A14 
15 IWE# 
16 NC, 

31 01 
32 02 
33 WP I 

48 A19 
49 NC 
50 NC 

65 09 
66 010 
67 . C02* 

17 Vee 34 GNO 51 Vee 68 GNO 

NOTES: ' 
1. REG# = register memory Select :, No Connect (NC), unused. When REG.# is brought low, PCMCIAlJEIOA stim

,dard card infOrmation structure 'data is expected. This is accomplished by formatting the card with this data. 
2. BVO# =' battery detect voltage = Pulled high through pull-up resistor. 

Figure 1. IMC001FLKA Pin Configuration 
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Table 1. Pin Description 

Symbol Type Name and. Function 

Ao-A19 I· ADDRESS INPUTS for memory locations. Addresses are internally latched 
during a write cycle. 

00-0 15 1/0 DATA INPUT/OUTPUT: Inputs data during memory write cycles; outputs 
data during memory read cycles. The data pins are active high and float to tri-
state OFF when the card is deselected or the outputs are disabled. Data is 
internally latched during a write cycle. 

CE1#,CE2# I CARD ENABLE: Activates the card's high and low byte control logic, input 
buffers, zone decoders, and associated memory devices. CE # is active low; 
CE# high deselects the memory card and reduces power consumption to 
standby levels. 

OE# I OUTPUT ENABLE: Gates the cards output through the data buffers during a 
read cycle. OE# is active low. 

WE# I WRITE ENABLE controls writes to the control register and the array. Write 
enable is active low. Addresses are latched on the falling edge and data is 
latched on the rising edlle of the WE # pulse. 
NOTE: With V pps 6.SV, memory contents cannot be altered. 

VPP1, VPP2 ERASE/WRITE POWER SUPPLY for writing the command register, erasing 
the entire array, or writing bytes in the array. 

Vee DEVICE POWER SUPPLY (SV ±S%). 

GNO GROUND 

C01#,CO#2 0 CARD DETECT: The card is.detected when C01 # and CO#2 = ground. 

WP 0 WRITE PROTECT: All write operations are disabled with WP = active high. 

NC NO INTERNAL CONNECTION to device. Pin may be driven or left floating. 

BV01#,BV02# 0 BATTERY VOLTAGE DETECT: Not Required. 
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00-0,5 ...::.-..:.;:.. 08-0,5 ' 

I/o TRANS~ Oo-~ " 

~ CEIVERS WE" , 
AND 

.2¥!- aUFFERS 
OE# 

" ~ I, ' ,,' 

" 
"', '"", 

Vce, 

~, 

\.. WRITE PROTECT - SWITCH 

An \ 

A, -A,g ADDRESS 

CE2 # 
BUFFERS 

AND 

CE, # DECODERS 

REG# 

Co, # 

:;:q 
'-

GND 

Vee 
V 

v 

CARD DETECT 

BDV,# 

BDV # 

Vee 

BATTERY VOLTAGE 
DETECT 

Ao-A,,& 

CEHo#-CEH3 # 

CELo # -eEl3 # 
I 

-
~ 
I-

i-

I-

~ 

i-

I-

i-

28F'010 

Ao-A,s Do-~ 

CE# 
ZO 

WE# 

OE# 

Vss Vee Vpp , 

I 1 r 
Ao-A,s Do-~' 

CE#' 

WE# 

OE# 
Vss 

I 

Z2 

Vee Vpp , 

I 

• • • 

I 

r-
, ,,' 

I-

Figure 2.IMC001FLKA Block Diagram 

" 

" 

( 

'" 

" 

28F'010 

~ Ao-A,s Da-0,5 

CE# 
Zl 

- WE# 

OE# 

Vss Vec , VpP2 

I' 1 1 
Ao-A,s 08-0,5 

~ CE# 

WE# 

- OE# 
Vss 

I 

Z3 

Vee VpP2 

I 

• • • 

I 

, 

-

-
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APPLICATIONS 

The iMC001 FLKA Flash Memory Card allows for the 
storage of data and application programs on a pure
ly solid-state removable medium. System resident 
flash filing systems, such as Microsoft's Flash File 
System, allow Intel's ETOX II highly reliable Flash 
Memory Card to effectively function as a physical 
disk drive. 

User application software stored on the flash memo
ry card substantially reduces the slow disk-DRAM 
download process. Replacing the disk results in a 
dramatic enhancement of read performance and 
substantial reduction of active power consumption, 
size, and weight-considerations particularly impor
tant in portables and dedicated systems. The 
iMC001 FLKA's high performance read access time 
and command register microprocessor write inter
face allows for use of the flash memory system in an 
"execute-in-place" architecture. This configuration 
eliminates the need for the redundancy associated 
with DRAM and Disk memory system architectures. 
ROM based operating systems, such as Microsoft's 
MS-DOl5 ROM Version allow for "instant-on" capa
bility. This enables the deSign of systems that boot, 
operate, store· data files, and execute application 
code from/to purely nonvoh~tile memory. 

The PCMCIAlJEIDA 68-pin interface enables the 
end-user to transport data and application code be
tween portables and host systems. Intel Flash Mem
ory Cards provide durable nonvolatile memory stor
age protecting valuable user code and data. 

For systems currently using a static RAM/battery 
configuration for data acquisition, the 
iMC001 FLKA's inherent nonvolatility eliminates the 
need for battery backup. The concern for battery 
failure no longer exists, an important consideration 
for portable computers and medical instruments, 
both requiring continuous operation. The 

I 
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iMC001 FLKA consumes no power when the system 
is off. In addition, the iMC001 FLKA offers a consid
erable cost and density advantage over memory 
cards based on static RAM with battery backup. 

The flash memory card's electrical zone-erasure, 
byte writability, and complete nonvolatility fit well 
with data accumulation and recording needs. Electri
cal zone-erasure gives the deSigner the flexibility to 
selectively rewrite zones of data while saving other 
zones for infrequently updated look-up tables, for 
example. 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

Intel's Flash Memory Card combines the functionali
ty of two mainstream memory technologies: the re
writability of RAM and the nonvolatility of EPROM. 
The flash memory card consists of an array of indi
vidual memory devices, each of which defines a 
physical zone. The iMC001 FLKA's memory devices 
erase as individual blocks, equivalent in size to the 
128 Kbyte zone. Multiple zones can be erased 
simultaneously provided sufficient current for the ap
propriate number of zones (memory devices). Note, 
multiple zone erasure requires higher current from 
both the Vpp and Vee power supplies. Erased zones 
can then be written in bit- or byte-at-a-time fashion 
and read randomly like RAM. Bit level write capabili
ty also supports disk emulation. 

In the absence of high voltage on the VPP1/2 pins, 
the iMC001 FLKA remains in the read-only mode. 
Manipulation of the external memory card-control 
pins yields the standard read, standby, and output 
disable operations. 

The same read, standby, and output disable opera
tions are available when high voltage is applied to 
the VpP1/2 pins. In addition; high voltage on VPP1/2 
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enables erasure and rewriting of the accessed 
zone(s). All functions associated with altering zone 
contents-erase, erase verify, write, and write veri
fy-are accessed via the command register. 

Commands are written to the internal memory regis
ter(s), decoded by zone size, using standard micro
processor write timings. Register contents for a giv
en zone serve as. input to that zone's internal state
machine which -controls the erase and rewrite circuit
ry. Write cycles also internally latch addresses and 
data needed for write and erase operations. With the 
appropriate command written to the register(s), stan
dard microprocessor read timings output zone data, 
or output data for erase and write verification. 

Byte-Wide or Word-Wide Selection 

The flash memory card can be read, erased, and 
written in a byte-wide or word-wide mode. In the 
word-wide configuration VPP1 and/or CE1 # control 
the LO-Byte while VPP2 and CE2# control the HI
Byte (Ao = don't care). 

Read, Write, and Verify operations are byte- or word
oriented, thus zone independent. Erase Setup and 
Begin Erase Commands are zone dependent such 
that commands written to any address within a 128 
Kbyte zone boundary initiate the erase operation in 
that zone (or two 128 Kbyte zones under word-wide 
operation). 

Conventional x8 operation uses CE1 # active-low, 
with CE2 # high, to read or write data through the 
00-07 only. "Even bytes" are accessed when Ao is 
low, corresponding to the low byte of the complete 
x16 word. When Ao is high, the "odd byte" is ac
cessed by transposing the high byte of the complete 
x16 word onto the 00-07 outputs. This odd byte 
corresponds to data presented on 08-015 pins in 
x16 mode. 

Note that two zones logically adjacent in x16 mode 
are multiplexed through 00-07 in x8 mode and are 
toggled by the Ao address. Thus, zone specific 
erase operations must be kept discrete in x8 mode 
by addressing even bytes only for one-half of the 
zone pair, then addressing odd bytes only for the 
other half. 

Card Detection 

The flash memory card features two card detect pins 
(CD1/2#) that allow the host system to determine if 
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the card is properly loaded. Notethat the two.pios 
are located at opposite ends of the card. Each CD # 
output should be read through a port bit Should only 
one of the two bits show the card to be present, then 
the system should instruct the user to re-insert the 
card squarely into the socket. Card detection can 
also tell the system whether or not to redirect drives 
in the case of system booting. CD112 # is active low, 
internally tied to ground. 

Write Protection 

The flash rnemory card features three types of write 
protection. The first type features a mechanical 
Write Protect Switch that disables the circuitry that 
control Write Enable to the flash devices. When the 
switch is activated, the WE # internal to the card is 
forced high, which disables any writes to the Com
mand Register. The second type of write protection 
is based on the PCMCIAI JEIDA socket. Unique pin 
length assignments provide protective power supply 
sequencing during hot insertion and removal. The 
third type operates via software control through the 
Command Register when the card resides in its con
nector. The Command Register of each zone. is only 
active when VPP1I2 is at high voltage. Depending 
upon the application, the system designer may 
choose to make VPP1/2 power supply switchable
available only when writes are desired. When 
VPP1/2 = VPPL, the contents olthe.register default 
to the. read command, making the iMC001 FLKA a 
read-only memory card. In this mode, the memory 
contents cannot be altered. 

The system designer may choose to leave VPP1I2 = 
VpPH, making the high voltage supply constantly 
available. In this case, all Command Register func
tions are inhibited whenever Vee is below the write 
lockout voltage, VLKO. (See the section on Power 
Up/Down Protection.) The iMC001 FLKAis designed 
to accommodate either design practice, and to en
courage optimization of the processor-memory card 
interface. 

BUS OPERATIONS 

Read 

The iMC001 FLKA has two control functions, both of 
which must be logically active, to obtain data at the 
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outputs. Card Enable (CE #) is the power control 
and should be used for high and/or lowzone(s) se
lection. Output Enable (OE #) is the output control 
and should be used to gate data from the output 
pins, independent of accessed zone selection. In the 
byte-wide configuration, only one CE# is required. 
The word-wide configuration requires both CE # S ac
tive low. 

When VPP1/2 is high (VPPH), the. read operations 
can be used to access zone data and to access data 
for write/erase verification. When VPP1/2 is low 
(VppLl, only read accesses to the zone data are al
lowed. 

Output Disable 

With Output Enable at a logic-high level (VIH), output 
, from the card is disabled. Output pins are placed in a 

high-impedance state. 

Standby 

With one Card Enable at a logic-high level, the 
standby operation disables one-half of the x16 out
put's read/write buffer. Further, only the zone corre
sponding to the selected address within the upper or 
lower CE1,2# bank is active at a time. (NOTE: Ao 
must be low to select the low half of the x16 word 
when CE2# = 1 and CE1 # = 0.) All other zones 
are deselected, substantially reducing card power 
consumption. For deselected banks, the outputs are 
placed in a high-impedance state, independent of 
the Output Enable signal. If the iMC001 FLKA is de
selected during erasure, writing, or write/ erase veri
fication, the accessed zone draws active current un
til the operation is terminated. 

Intelligent Identifier Command 

The manufacturer- and device-codes can be read 
via the Command Register, for instances where the 

. iMC001 FLKA is erased and rewritten in a universal 
reader/writer. Following a write of SOH to a zone's 
Command Register, a read from address location 
OOOOOH on any zone outputs the manufacturer code 
(aSH). A read from address 0002H outputs the mem
ory device code (B4H). 
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Write 

Zone erasure and rewriting are accomplished via the 
Command Register, when high voltage is applied to 
VPP1/2. The contents of the register serve as input 
to that zone's internal state-machine. The state-ma
chine outputs dictate the function of the targeted 
zone. 

The Command Register itself does not. occupy an 
addressable memory location. The register is a latch 
used to store the command, along with .address and 
data information needed to execute the command, 

The Command Register is written by bringing Write 
Enable to a logic-low level (VILl, while Card En
able(s) is/are low. Addresses are latched on the fail
ing. edge of Write Enable, while data is latched on 
the rising edge of the Write Enable pulse. Standard 
microprocessor write timings are used. 

Refer to AC Write Characteristics and the Erase/ 
Write Waveforms for specific timing parameters. 

COMMAND DEFINITIONS 

When low voltage is applied to the Vpp pins(s),. the 
contents of the zone Command Register(s) default 
to OOH, enabling read-only operations. 

Placing high voltage on the Vpp pin(s) enable(s) 
read/write operations. Zone operations are selected 
by writing specific data patterns into the Command 
Register. Tables 3 and 4 define these iMC001 FLKA 
register commands for both byte-wide and word
wide configurations. 

All commands written to the Command Register re
quire that the zone address be valid or the incorrect 
zone will receive the command; Any Command/ 
Data Write or Data Read requires the correct valid 
address. 
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Table 2. Bus Operations 

Pins [1,71 [1,71 
Notes Ao CE2# CE1# OE# WE# Da-D15 DC)"""D7 

Operation VpP2, VPP1 

Read (x8) 8 VPPL VpPL VIL VIH VIL VIL VIH Tri-state Data Out-Even 

t Read (x8) 9 VPPL VPPL VIH VIH VIL VIL VIH Tri·state Data Out-Odd 

<? Read (x8) 10 VPPL VPPL X VIL VIH VIL VIH Data Out Tri-state 
i Read (x16) 11 VPPL VPPL X VIL VIL VIL VIH Data Out Data Out CII 
ex:: 

Output Disable VpPL VpPL X X X VIH VIH Tri-state Tri-state 

Standby VpPL VPPL X VIH VIH X X Tri-state Tti-state 

Read (x8) 3,8 VPPX .VPPH VIL VIH VIL VIL VIH Tri-state Data Out-Even 

Read (x8) 3,9 VPPH VPPX VIH VIH VIL VIL VIH Tri-state Data Out-Odd 

Read (x8) 10 VpPH VPPX X VIL VIH VIL VIH Data Out Tri-state 

~ Read (x16) 3,11 VPPH VpPH X VIL VIL VIL VIH Data Out Data Out 

:it Write (x8) 5,8 Vppx VpPH VIL VIH VIL 'VIH VIL Tri-state Data In-Even .... 
" Write (x8) 9 VpPH Vppx VIH VIH VIL VIH VIL Tri-state Data In-Odd :g 
ex:: Write (x8) 10 VPPH VpPX X VIL VIH V!H VIL Data In Tri-state 

. Write (x16) 11 VpPH VPPH X VIL VIL VIH VIL Data In Data In 

Standby 4 VPPH VpPH X VIH VIH X X Tri-state Tn-state 

Output Disable VpPH VpPH X X X VIH VIL Tri-state Tri-state 
NOTES. 
1. Refer to DC Characteristics. When VPP1/2 = VPPL memory contents can be read but not written or erased. 
2. Manufacturer and device codes may be accessed via a command register write sequence. Refer to Table S.AII other 
addresses low. . . . 
S. Read operations with VpP1/2 = VPPH may access array data or the Intelligent Identifier codes. 
4. With VPP1/2 at high voltage, the standby current equals Icc + Ipp (standby). 
5. Refer to Table :3 for valid Data-In during. a write operation. 
6. X can be VIL or VIH. 
7. Vppx = VpPHor VPPL. 
S. This xS operation reads or writes the low byte of the x16 word on 000-7, i.e., Ao low reads "even" byte in xS mode. 
9. This xS operation reads or writes the high byte of the x16 word on 000-7 (transposed from 008-15), i.e., Ao high reads 
"odd" byte in xS mode. 
10. ThisxS operation reads or writes the high byte of the x16 on 008-15. Ao is "don't care". 
11. Ao is "don't care". unused in x16 mode. High and low I;ly.tes are presented simultaneously. 
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Table 3. Command Definitions Byte·Wlde Mode 

Bus 
First Bus Cycle Second Bus Cycle 

Command Notes Cycles 
Aeq'd Operatlon(1) Address(2) Data(3) Operatlon(1) Address(2) 

Read Memory 1 Write RA OOH 

Read Intelligent 4 3 Write IA 90H Read 
Identifier Codes 

Set·Up Erase/Erase 5 2 Write ZA 20H Write. ZA 

Erase Verify 5 2 Write EA AOH Read EA 

Set-Up Write/Write 6 2 Write WA 40H Write WA 

Write Verify 6 2 Write WA COH Read WA 

Reset 7 2 Write ZA FFH Write ZA 

Table 4. Command Definitions Word·Wlde Mode 

Bus 
First Bus Cycle Second Bus Cycle 

Command Notes Cycles 
Aeq'd Operatlon(1) Address(2) Data(3) 

Read Memory 1 Write RA OOOOH 

Read Intelligent 4 3 Write IA 9090H 
Identifier Codes 

Set-Up Erase/Erase 5 2 Write ZA 2020H 

Erase Verify 5 2 Write EA AOAOH 

Set-Up Write/Write 6 2 Write WA 4040H 

Write Verify 6 2 Write WA COCOH 

Reset 7 2 'Write ZA FFFFH 

NOTES: 
1. Bus operations are defined in Table 2. 
.A= . I r f r f t r f r i 2 I Ident.f e address. OOH 0 manu ac u er code. 01 H 0 dev ce code 
EA = Address of memory location to be .read during erase verify. 
RA = Read Address 
WA = Address of memory location to be written. 
ZA = Address of 128 Kbyte zones involved In erase operation. 
Addresses are latched on the falling edge of the Write Enable pulse. 

Operatlon(1) 

Read 

Write 

Read 

Write 

Read 

Write 

3. ID = Data read from location IA during device indentiflcation. (Mfr = 89H. Device = B4H). 
EVD = Data read from location EA during erase verify. 
WD = Data to be written at location WA. Data is latched on the rising edge of Write Enable. 
WVD = Data read from location WA during write verify. WA is latched on the Write command. 

Address(2) 

ZA 

EA 

WA 

WA 

ZA 

4. Following the Read IntelligentlD command. two read operations access manufacturer and device codes. 
5. Figure 5 illustrates the Erase Algorithm. 
6. Figure 6 illustrates the Write Algorithm. 
7. The second bus cycle must be followed by the desired command register write. 
8. The Reset command operation on Zone Basic to Reset entire Card. requires reset Write cycles to each zone. 

I 

Data(3) 

20H 

EVD 

WD 

WVD 

FFH 

Data(3) 

2020H 

EVD 

WD 

WVD 

FFFFH 
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Read Command 

While VPP.112 is high, for erasure and writing,zone 
memory contents can be accessed via the read 
command. The. read. operation. is initiated by writing 
OOH (OOOOH for the wor"d-wide configuration) intothe 
zOne Command Register(s). Microprocessor read 
cycles retrieve zone data. The accessed zone re
mains enabled for reads until the Command Regis
teres) contents are altered. 

The default contents of each zone's register(s) upon 
VpP1/2 power-up .. is OOH (OOOOOH for wOrd-wide). 
This default value ensures that no spurious altera
tion of memory card contents occurs during the 
VPP1/2 power transition. Where the VPP1/2 supply is 
left at VPPH, the memory card powers. up and re
mains enabled for reads until the command Register 
contents of targeted zones are changed. Refer to 
the AC Read Characteristics and Waveforms for 
specific timing parameters. 

Intelligent Identifier Command 

Each zone of the iMC001 FLKA contains an Intelli
gent Identifier to identify memory card .device char
acteristics. The operation is initiated by writing 90H 
(9090H for word-wide) into the Command Regis
teres) with zone address. Following the command 
write, . a read. cycle from address OOOQOH retrieves 
the manufacturer code 89H (S989H for word-wide). 
A read cycle from address 0002H rElturns the device 
code B4H (B4B4H for word-wide). To terminate the 
operation, it is necessary to write another valid com
mand into the register(s). 

Set-Up Erase/Erase Commands 

Set-Up Erase stages the targeted zone(s) for electri
cal erasure of all bytes in the zone. The set-up erase 
operation is performed by writing 20H to the Com
mand Register (2020H for word-wide) with zone ad
dress. 

To commence zone-erasure, the erase command 
(20H or 2020H) must again be written to the regis
teres) with zone address. The erase operation begins 
with the rising edge of the Write-Enable pulse and 
terminates with the rising edge of the.next Write-En
able pulse (Le., Erase-Verify Command). . 

This two-step sequence of set-up followed by execu
tion ensures that zone memory contents are not ac
cidentally erased. Also, zone-erasure can only occur 
when high voltage is applied to the VPP1/2 pins. In 
the absence of this high voltage, zone memory con
tents are· protected against erasure. Refer to AC 
Erase Characteristics and Waveforms for specific 
timing parameters. 
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Erase-Ver'ifyCommand 

The erase command erases all of the bytes of the 
zone in par~lIleL After each erase operation', all bytes 
in the .. zonemust be individually verified .. In byte
mode operations, zones are· segregated by Ao in 
odd and even banks; erase. and erase verify opera
tions must be done in complete passes of even~ 
bytes-only then odd-bytes-only. Se.e the Erase Algo
rithm for byte-wide mode. The erase verify operation 
is initiated by writing AOH (AOAOH for word-wide) into 
the Command Register(s). The address for the 
byte(s) to be verified must be supplied as it is 
latched on the falling edge of the Write Enable 
pulse. The register write terminates the erase opera
tion with the rising edge of its Write Enable pulse. 

The enabled zone applies an internally-generated 
margin voltage to the addressed byte. Reading FFH 
from the addressed byte indicates that all bits in the 
byte are erased. Similarly, reading FFFFH from the 
addressed word indicates that all bits in the word are 
erased. 

The erase-verify command must be written to the 
Command Register prior to each byte (word) verifi
cation to latch its address. The process continues 
for ea.ch byte (word) in the zone(s) until.a byte (word) 
does not return FFH (FFFFH) data, or the last adc 

dress is accessed. . 

In the case where the data read is not FFH (FFFFH), 
another erase operation is performed. (Refer to Set
Up Erase/Erase.) Verification then resumes from the 
address of the last-v~rified byte (word). Once all 
bytes (words) in the zone(s) have been verified, the 
erase step is Complete. The .accessed zone can now 
be written. At this point, the verify operation istermf
nated by writing a valid command (e.g., Write Set
Up) to the Command Register. The Erase algorithms 

. for byte-wide and word"wide configurations illustrate 
how commands and bus operations are combined to 
perform electrical. erasure of the iMC001 FLKA. Re
fertoAC Erase Characteristics and Waveforms for 
specific timing parameters. 

Set-Up Write/Write Commands 

Set-Up write is a command~only ()peration that 
stages the targeted zone for byte writing. Writing 
40H (4040H) into the. Command Flegister(s) per
forms the set-up operation. 

I 



Once the write set-up operation is performed, the 
next Write Enable pulse causes a transition to an 
acti)le write operation. Addresses are internally 
latched on the falling edge of the Write Enable 
pulse. Data is internally latched on the rising edge of 
the Write Enable pulse. The rising edge, of. Write En
able also begins the write operation. The write oper
ation terminates with the next rising edge of Write 
Enable, which is used to write the verify command. 
Refer to AC Write Characteristics and Waveforms 
for specific timing parameters. 

Write Verify Command 

The iMC001 FLKA is written on a byte-by-byte or 
word-by-word basis. Byte or word writing may occur 
sequentially or at random. Following each write op
eration, the byte or word just written must be veri
fied. 

The write-verify operation is initiated by writing COH 
(COCO H) into the Command Register(s) with correct 

. address. The register write(s) terminate(s) the write 
operation with the rising edge of its Write Enable 
pulse. The write-verify operation stages the ac
cessed zone(s) for verification of the byte or word 
last written. The zone(s) apply(ies) an internally-gen
erated margin voltage to the byte or word. A migro
processor read cycle outputs the data. A successful 
comparison between the written byte or word and 
true data means that the'byte or word is successfully 
written. The write operation then proceeds to the 
next desired byte or word location. The Write algo
rithms for byte-wide and word-wide configurations il
lustrate how commands are combined with bus op
erations to perform byte and word writes. Refer to 
AC Write Characteristics and Waveforms for specific 
timing parameters. 

Reset Command 

A reset command is provided as a means to safely 
abort the erase- or write-command sequences. Fol
lowing either set-up command (erase or write) with 
two consecutive writes of FFH (FFFFH or word
wide) will safely abort the operation. Zone memory 
contents will not be altered. A valid command must 
then be written to place the accessed zone in the 
desired state. 

EXTENDED ERASE/WRITE CYCLING 

Intel has designed extended cycling capability into 
its ETOX II flash memory technology enabling a 
flash memory card with a MTBF that is many times 
more reliable than rotating disk technology. Result
ing improvements in cycling reliability come with-

I 
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out increasing memory cell size or complexity. First, 
an advanced tunnel oxide increases the charge car
rying ability ten-fold. Second, the oxide area per cell 
subjected to the tunneling electric field minimizes 
the probability of oxide defects in the region. The 
lower electric field greatly reduces oxide stress' and 
the probability of failure. 

WRITE ALGORITHMS 

The write algorithm(s) use write operations of 10 ,...S 
duration. Each operation is followed by a byte or 
word verification to determine when the addressed 
byte or word has been successfully written. The al
gorithm(s) allows for up to 25 write operations per 
byte or word, although most bytes and words verify 
on the first or second operation. The entire se
quence of writing and byte/word verification is per
formed with Vpp at high voltage. 

ERASE ALGORITHM 

The Erase algorithm(s) yield(s) fast and reliable 
electrical erasure of memory contents. The algo
rithm employs a closed-loop flow, similar to the write 
algorithm, to simultaneously remove charge. from all 
bits in the accessed zone(s). 

Erasure begins with a read of memory zone con
tents. Reading FFH (FFFFH) data from the ac
cessed zone(s) can be immediately followed by writ
ing to the desired zone(s). 

For zones being erased 'and rewritten, uniform and 
reliable erasure is ensured by first writing all bits in 
the accessed zone to their charged state (data = 
OOH byte-wide, OOOOOH word-wide). ThiS is accom
plished, using the write algorithm, in approximately 
two seconds per zone. 

Erase execution then cQntinues with an initial erase 
operation. Erase veification (data = FFH byte-wide, 
FFFFH word-wide) begins at address OOOOOH and 
continues through the zone to the last address, or 
until data other than FFH (FFFFH) is encountered. 
(Note: byte-wide erase operation requires separate 
even- and odd-address passes to handle the individ
ual128 Kbyte zones.) With each erase operation, an 
increasing number of bytes or words verify to the 
erased state. Erase efficiency may be improved by 
storing the address of the last byte or word verified 
in a register(s). Following the next erase operation, 
verification starts at that stored address location. 
Follow this procedure until all bytes in the zone are 
erased. Then, re-start the procedure for the next 
zone or word-wide zone pair. Erasure typically oc
curs in one second per zone. 
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INITIALIZE SIZE 
AND !ilUMBER OF ZONES 

ZONE L=O 
ZOI!E H = 1 

Figure 3. Full Card Erase Flow 
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BUI Command Comments Operation 

Standby Wait for Vpp Ramp 
to VpPH (= 12.0V)<2) 

Initialize Pulse-Count 

Write Set·Up Data = 40H + 
Write Valid Address 

Write Write Valid Address/Data 

Standby Duration of Write 
Operation (twHWH1) 

Write Write(3) Data = COH + Valid 
Verify Address; Stops(4) 

Write Operation 

Standby twHGl, 

Read Read Byte to Verify Write 
Operation at, 
Valid Address 

Standby Compare Data Output 
to Data Expected 

Write Read Data ... OOH, 
Resets the Register for 
Read Operations 

Standby Wait for Vpp Ramp 
toVPPL(2) 

NOTES: 
1. CAUTION: The algorithm MUST BE FOLLOWED to ensure proper and reliable operation of the device. 
2. See D.C. Characteristics for the value of VPPH and VpPL. 
3. Write Verify is only performed after a byte write operation. A final read/compare may be performed (optional) after the 
register is written with the Read command. I 

4. Refer to principles of operation. 

Figure 4. Write Algorithm for Byte-Wide Mode 
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Bu. Command Comment. Operation 

Standby' Wait for Vpp Ramp 
to VPPH (= 12.0V)(2) 

Use Write Operation 
Algorithm 

Initialize Even/Odd 
Addresses, 

I . Erase Pul$e Width, 
and Pulse Count 

, 

Write Set-Up Data = 20H + Address 
Erase 

Write Erase Data = 20H + Address 

Standby Duration of Erase 
,'Operation (twHWH2) 

Write Erase Addr = Byte to Verify; 
Verify(3) Data = AOH; Stol?s 

Standby Erase Operation(4) twHGL 

Read Read Byte to VerIfy 
Erasure at Address 

Standby Compare Output to FFH 
Increment Puhle Count 

Write Read Data = OOH, Resets the 
Register for Read 
Operations 

Standby . Wait for Vpp Ramp 
to VPPL(2), 

290399-5 

NOTES: . " 
1. CAUTION: The algorithm MUST BE FOLLOWED to ensure Proper and reliable operation of the device. 
2. See DC Characteristics for the value of VPPH and VPPL. 
3. Erase Verify is only performed after chip erasure. A final read/compare may be performed (optional) after the register, 
is written with the Read' command. . 
4. Refer to principles of operation. 

Figure 5. Erase Algorithm for Byte-Wide "'ode 
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PLSCNT _HI = 0 
PLSCNT _LO = 0 
fLAG = 0 

High/Low Byte 
Compare &: Mask 

Subroutine 

290399-6 
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Comments 

Wait for Vpp ramp to VPPH 

ADRS = Address to Write 
W_DAT = Data Word toWrite 

Initialize Data Word Variables: 
V_OAT = Valid Data 
W_COM = Write Command 
V_COM = Write Verify Command 
PLSCNT _HI = HI Byte Pulse Counter 
PLSCNT _LO = LO Byte Pulse Counter 
FLAG = Write Error Flag 

Write Set·Up Command 
Address needs to be Valid 

Write 

See Write Verify and Mask Subroutine 

Write Verify Command 

F _OAT = Flash Memory Data 

Compare Flash Memory Data to Valid Data 
(Word Compare). If Not Equal, Check for 
Wr~e Error Flag. If Flag Not Set, Compare 
High and Low Bytes in the Subroutine. 

Check Buffer of I/O Port for More Data to 
Write. 

Reset Device for Read Operation. 

Turn offVpp. 

Figure 6. Write Algorithm for Word· Wide Mode 
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LDAT;(LDAT OR OOFFH) 
W_COM= (W_COM OR OOFFH) 
v _COM = (v _COM OR OOFFH) 

V_OAT =(V _OAT OR FFOOH) 
W_COM; (W_COM OR FFOOH) 
V _COM; (v _COW OR FFOOH) 

290399-7 

Comments 

To Look at the LO Byte, Mask" the 
HI Byte with 00. 

If the LO Byte Verifies, Mask the 
LO Byte Commands with the Reset 
Command (FFH) 

If the LO Byte Does Not Verify, 
then Increment its Pulse Counter 
and Check for Max Count. 
FLAG = 1 Denotes a LO Byte 
Error. 

Repeat the sequence for the HI 
Byte. 

FLAG = 2 Denotes a HI Byte 
Error. FLAG = 3 Denotes both a HI 
and LO Byte Errors. FLAG = 0 
Denotes No Max Count Errors; 
Continue with Algorithm. 

"Masking can easily and efficiently be done in assembly languages. Simply load word registers with the incoming data 
(F _DAn. the program commands and the verify commands. Then manipulate the HI or LO register contents . 

. Figure 7. Write Verify and Mask Subroutine for Word·Wide Mode 
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NOTES: 

INITIALIZE: 
PLSCNT _HI = 0 
PlSCNT _lO = 0 
ADRS = 0 

flAG = 0 
LCOM = 2020H 
V _COM = AOAOH 

290399-8 

x16 Addressing uses At-At9 only. Ao = 0 throughout word-wide operation. 

IMC001FLKA 

Commenta 

Wa~ for Vpp to stabilize. 

Use Write Operation Algor~hm in x8 or xtS 
Configuration. 

Initialize Variables: 
PLSCNT _HI = HI Byte Pulse Counter 
PLSCNT _LO = LO Byte Pulse Counter 
FLAG = Erasure Error Flag 
ADRS = Address 
LCOM = Erase Command 
V_COM = Verify Command 

Erase Set·Up Command 

Start Erasing 

Duration of Erase Operation. 

Erase Verify Command Stops Erasure. 

See Block Erase Verify and Mask Subroutine 

When Both Devices at ADRS Are Erased, F _ 
DATA = FFFFH. If Not Equal, Increment the 
Pulse Counter and Check for Last Pulse. 

Reset Commands Defau" to 
(E_COM = 2020H) (V_COM = AOAOH) 
before Verifying Next ADRS. 

Reset Device for Read Operation. 

Turn OffVpp. 

Figure 8. Erase Algorithm for Word·Wlde Mode 
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LCOIA = (LCOIA or OOFFH) 
V_COlA = (V_COlA or OOFFH) 

LCOIA = (LCOIA or FFOOH) 
V_COlA = (V _COlA or FFOOH) 

290399-9 

Comments 

This s!Jbroutine Reads the 
Data Word (F _PAT A). It tnen 
masks the HI or LO Byte of the 
Erase and Verify CommanQ~ 
from Executing during the Next 
Operation. 

If both HI and LO Bytes Verify, 
then Return. 

Mask" the HI Byte with OOH. 

If the LO Byte Verifies Erasure, 
then Mask" the Next Erase 
and Verify Commands with 
FFH (RESET). 

If the LO Byte Does Not Verify, 
then Increment its Pulse 
Counter and Check for Max 
Count. FLAG = 1 Denotes a 
LO Byte Error. . 

Repeat the Sequence for the 
HI Byte. 

FLAG = 2 Denotes a HI Byte 
Error. FLAG = 3 Denotes both 
HI and LO Byte Errors. FLAG 
= 0 Denotes no Max Count 
Errors; Continue with 
Algorithm. 

-Masking can easily and efficiently be done in assembly languages. Simply load word registers with the incoming data 
(F _OAT), the program commands and the verify commands. Then manipulate the HI or LO register contents. 

Figure 9. Erase Verify and Mask Subroutine for Word-Wide Mode 
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SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Three-Line Control 

Three-line control provides for: 

a. the lowest possible power dissipation and, 

b. complete assurance that output bus contention 
will not occur. 

To efficiently use these three control inputs, an ad
dress-decoder output should drive CE1,2#, while the 
system's Read signal controls the card OE# signal, 
and other parallel zones. This, coupled with the in
ternal zone decoder, assures that only enabled 
memory zones have active outputs, while deselect
ed zones maintain the low power standby condition. 

Power-Supply Decoupling 

Flash memory power-switching characteristics re
quire careful device decoupling. System designers 
are interested in three supply current issues-stand
by, active and transient current peaks, produced by 
falling and rising edges of CEl/2#' The capacitive 
and inductive loads on the card and internal flash 
memory zones determine the magnitudes of these 
peaks. 

Three-line control and proper decoupling capacitor 
selection will suppress transient voltage peaks. The 
iMC001 FLKA features on-card ceramic decoupling 
capacitors connected between Vee and Vss, and 
between VPP1IVPP2 and Vss. 

I 
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The card connector should also have a 4.7 /A-F elec
trolytic capacitor between Vee and Vss, as well as 
between VPP1IVpP2 and Vss. The bulk capacitors 
will overcome voltage slumps caused by printed-cir
cuit-board trace inductance, and will supply charge 
to the smaller capacitors as needed. 

Power .Up/Down Protection 

The PCMCIAlJEIDA socket is specified, via unique 
Pin lengths, to properly sequence the power sup
plies to the flash memory card. This assures that hot 
insertion and removal will not result in card damage 
or data loss. 

Each zone in the iMC001 FLKA is designed to offer 
protection against accidental erasure or writing, 
caused by spurious system-level signals that may 
exist during power transitions. The card will power
up into the read state. 

A system designer must guard against active writes 
for Vee voltages above VLKO when Vpp is active. 
Since both WE# and CE1, 2# must be low for a 
command write, driving either to VIH will inhibit 
writes. With its control register architecture, altera
tion of zone contents only occurs after successful 
completion of the two-step command sequences. 

While these precautions are sufficient for most appli
cations, it is recommended that Vee reach its steady 
state value before raising VPPl/2 above Vee + 
2.0V. In addition, upon powering-down, VPPl/2 
should be below Vee + 2.0V, before lowering Vee. 
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A13S0LUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS· 

Operating Temperature 
During Read .................. o·c to + 60·C(1) 
During Erase/Write .........•.... O·C to + 60·C 

temperature under Bias ......... -1 O·C to + 70·C 

Storage Temperature ...........• - 30·C to + 70·C 

Voltage on Any Pin with 
Respect to Ground .......... - 2.0V to + 7.0V(2) 

VPP1IVPP2 Supply Voltage 
with Respect to-Ground 
during Erase/Write ....... - 2.0V to + 14.0V(2, 3) 

Vee Supply Voltage with 
Respect to Ground .......... - 2.0V to + 7.0V(2) 

NOTES; 

NOTICE: This is a production data sheet. The specifi
cations are subject to change without notice. 

• WARNING: Stressing the device beyond the "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not recommended and ex
tended exposure beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. 

1. Operating temperature is for commercial product defined by this specification. 
2. Minimum De input voltage is -0.5V. During transitions, inputs may undershoot to -2.0V for periods less than 20 ns. 
Maximum De voltage on output pins is Vee + 0.5V, which may overshoot to Vee + 2.0V for periods less than 20 ns. 
3. Maximum De input voltage on VPP1IVPP2 may overshoot to + 14.0V for periods less than 20 ns. 

OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Symbol Parameter limits Unit Comments 
Min Max 

TA Operating Temperature 0 60 ·C For Read-Only and 
Read/Write Operations 

Vee Vee Supply Voltage 4.75 5.25 V 

VPPH Active VPP1. VpP2 11.40 12.60 V 
Supply Voltages 

VPPL Vpp during Read Only 0.00 6.50 V 
Operations 
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DC CHARACTERISTICS-Byte Wide Mode , 
Limits 

:1(: 

Symbol Parameter Notes Unit Test Conditions ii 
Min Typ Max [~ 

III Input Leakage Current 1,4 ±1.0 ±20 fLA Vcc = Vce Max 
't 

VIN = Vcc or Vss 

ILO Output Leakage Current 1 ±1.0 ±20 fLA Vcc = Vce Max 
VOUT = Vec or Vss , 

\ 
", 

Iccs Vec Standby Current 1 0.4 O.B rnA Vce = Vcc Max 
CE# = Vcc = ±0.2V I: 

4 7 rnA CE# = VIH, Vcc = Vcc Max I~ 
ICCl V cc Active Read Current 1,2 25 50 rnA Vcc = Vcc, Max CE# = VIL IJ 

I' 

f = 6 MHz, lOUT = 0 rnA !I{ 
:",' 

ICC2 Vcc Write Current rnA Writing in Progress 
II" 

1,2 5.0 15.0 Ily 

ICC3 Vcc Erase Current 1,2 10.0 20.0 rnA Erasure in Progress 

ICC4 Vcc Write Verify Current 1,2 10.0 20.0 rnA VPP = VPPH 
Write Verify in Progress 

ICC5 Vcc Erase Verify Current 1,2 10.0 20.0 rnA VPP = VpPH 
Erase Verify in Progress 

Ipps VPP Leakage Current 1 ±BO fLA VPP s Vce Ii 
IpPl VPP Read Current 1,3 0.4 O.B 

rnA Vpp> Vce 
or Standby Current 

I 

±O.OB Vpp s Vce 

IpP2 Vpp Write Current 1,3 B.O 30 rnA VPP = VpPH 
Write in Progress 

IpP3 VPP Erase Current 1,3 10 30 I rnA Vpp = VPPH 
Erasure in Progress 

.-IpP4 VPP Write Verify Current 1,3 2.0 5.0 rnA VPP = VpPH 
Write Verify in Progress 

IpP5 VPP Erase Verify Current 1,3 2.0 5.0 rnA Vpp = VPPH 
Erase Verify in Progress 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 O.B V I 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.4 Vcc + 0.3 V ! 
VOL Output Low Voltage 0.40 V IOL = 3.2 rnA I 

VCC = Vcc Min i 

VOHl Output High Voltage 3.B V IOH = -2.0 rnA 
Vcc = Vec Min 

VPPL VPP during Read-Only 0.00 6.5 V Note: Erase/Write are 
Operations Inhibited when VPP = VPPL 

VpPH VPP during Read/Write 11.40 12.60 V 
Operations 

,: 

VLKO Vcc Erase/Write Lock 2.5 V 
Voltage 

NOTES: 
1. All currents are in RMS unless otherwise noted. Typical values at Vee = 5.0V, Vpp = 12.0V, T = 25'C. 
2. 1 chip active and 7 in standby for byte-wide mode. 
3. Assumes 1 Vpp is active. 
4. Due to 100 kO pull up resistors, OE#, CE1 #, CE2#, and WE# will exhibit,;; 55 /LA of additionallu when VIN = Vss. 

I 
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DC CHARACTERISTICS-Word Wide Mode 
Limits 

Symbol Parameter Notes Unit Test Conditions 
Min Typ Max 

III Input Leakage Current 1,4 ±1.0 ±20 p,A Vee = Vee Max 
VIN = Vee or VSS 

ILO Output Leakage 1 ±1.0 ±20 p,A Vee = Vee Max 
Current VOUT = Vee or Vss 

lees V cc Standby Current 1 0.4 O.S rnA Vee = Vee Max, 
CE# = Vee ±0.2V 

4 7 rnA Vee = Vee Max, CE# = VIH 

lee1 - Vee Active Read Current 1,2 40 SO rnA Vee = Vee, Max CE# == VIL 
f = 6 MHz, lOUT = 0 rnA 

lee2 Vee Write Current 1,2 5.0 25 rnA Writing in Progress 

lee3 Vee Erase Current 1,2 15.0 30 rnA Erasure in Progress 

lee4 Vee Write Verify Current 1,2 15.0 30 rnA Vpp = VPPH 
Write Verify in Progress 

lees Vee Erase Verify Current 1,2 15.0 30 rnA Vpp = VPPH 
Erase Verify in Progress 

Ipps Vpp Leakage Current 1 ±SO p,A Vpp::;;; Vee 

IpP1 Vpp Read Current 1,3 0.7 1.6 
rnA 

Vpp;:: Vee 
or Standby Current ±0.16 Vpp::;;; Vee 

IpP2 Vpp Write Current 1,3 16 60 rnA Vpp = VPPH 
Write in Progress 

IpP3 Vpp Erase Current ,1,3 20 60 rnA Vpp = VPPH 
Erasure in Progress 

IpP4 Vpp Write Verify Current 1,3 - 5.0 12 rnA Vpp = VPPH 
Write Verify in Progress 

IpP5 Vpp Erase Verify Current 1,3 5.0 12 rnA Vpp = VPPH 
Erase Verify in Progress 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 O.S V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.4 Vee + 0.3 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.40 V IOL = 3.2 rnA 
Vee = Vee Min 

VOH1 Output High Voltage 3.S V IOH'7' -2.0rnA 
Vee = Vee Min 

VPPL Vpp during Read-Only 0.00 6.5 V Note: Erase/Write are 
Operations Inhibited when Vpp = VPPL 

VPPH Vpp during Read/Write 11.40 12.60 V 
Operations 

VLKO Vee Erase/Write Lock 2.5 V 
Voltage 

NOTES: 
1. All currents are in RMS unless otherwise noted. Typical values at Vee = S.OV, Vpp = 12.0V, T = 2S'C. 
2. 2 chips active and 6 in standby for word-wide mode. 
3. Assumes2vpps are active. 
4. Due to 100 kO pull up resistors, OE#, CE1 #, eE2#, and WE# will exhibit s; 55 p.A of additionallu when VIN = Vss. 
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CAPACITANCE T = 25°C, f = 1.0 MHz 

Symbol, Parameter Notes 
Limits 

Unit Conditions 
Min Max 

CINl Address Capacitance 40 pF VIN = OV 

CIN2 Control Capacitance 40 pF VIN = OV 

COUT Output Capacitance 40 pF VOUT = OV 

CI/O I/O Capacitance 40 pF VI/O = OV 

AC TEST CONDITIONS 

Input Rise and Fall Times (10% to 90%) ...... 10 ns 
Input Pulse Levels ................. VOL and VOHl 
Input Timing Reference Level .......... VIL and VIH 
Output Timing Reference Level ........ VIL and VIH 

AC CHARACTERISTICS-Read-Only Operations 
Symbol Parameter Notes Min Max Unit 

tAvAV/tRC Read Cycle Time 2 200 ns 

tELQV/tCE Chip Enable Access Time 2 200 ns 

tAVQV/tACC Address Access Time 2 200 ns 

tGLQV/tOE Output Enable Access Time 2 100 ns 

tELQX/tLZ . Chip Enable to Output in Low Z 2 5 ns 

tEHQZ Chip Disable to Output in High Z 2 60 ns 

tGLQX/tOLZ Output Enable to Output in Low Z 2 5 ns 

tGHQZitOF Output Disable to Output in High Z 2 60 ns 

tOH Output Hold from Address, 1,2 5 ns 
CE # , or OE # Change 

tWHGL Write Recovery Time before Read 2 5 IJ-s 

NOTES: 
1. Whichever occurs first. 
2. Rise/Fall time';; 10 ns. 
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AC CHARACTERISTICS-For Write/Erase Operations 
Symbol Parameter Notes Min Max Unit 

tAVAV/twc Write Cycle Time 1,2 200 ns 

tAVWL/tAS Address Set-Up Time 1,2 0 ns 

tWLAX/tAH Address Hold Time 1,2 100 ns 

tOVWH/tOS Data Set-Up Time 1,2 80 ns 

twHOX/tOH Data Hold Time 1,2 30 ns 

tWHGL Write Recovery Time before Read 1,2 6 ,...s 

tGHWL Read Recovery Time before Write 1,2 0 ,...s 

twLOZ Output High-Z from Write Enable 1,2 5 ns 

twHOX Output Low-Z from Write Enable 1,2 60 ns 

tELwL/tcS Chip Enable Set-Up Time before Write 1,2 40 ns 

tWHEH/tcH Chip Enable Hold Time 1,2 0 ns 

tWLWH/twp Write Pulse Width 1,2 100 ns 

twHWL/twPH Write Pulse Width High 1,2 20 ns 

tWHWH1 Duration of Write Operation 1,2,3 10 ,...s 

tWHWH2 Duration of Erase Operation 1,2,3 9.5 ms 

tyPEL Vpp Set-Up Time to Chip Enable Low 1,2 100 ns 

NOTES: 
1. Read timing parameters during read/write operations are the same as durjng read-only operations. Refer to AC Charac-
teristics for Read-Only Operations. ' 
2. Rise/Fall time s: 10 os. 
3. The integrated stop timer terminates the writelerase operations, thereby eliminating the need for a maximumspecifica
tion. 

I 

ERASE/WRITE PERFORMANCE 
Parameter Notes Min Typ Max Unit 

Zone Erase Time 1,3,4 1.0 10 sec 

Zone Write Time 1,2,4 2.0 12.5 sec 

'MTBF 5 106 Hrs 

NOTES: 
1. 25"C, 12.0V Vpp. 
2. Minimum byte writing time excluding system overhead is 16 /ls (10 /ls program 
+ 6 /ls write recovery), while maximum is 400 /ls/byte (16 /ls x 25 loops allowed 
by algorithm). Max chip write time is specified lower than the worst case allowed by 
the write algorithm since most bytes write significantly faster than the worst case 
byte. 
3. Excludes OOH writing Prior to Erasure. 
4. One zone equals 128 Kbytes. 
5. MTBF = Mean Time Between Failure, 50% failure point for disk drives. 
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ALTERNATIVE CE # -CONTROLLED WRITES 
Symbol Parameter Notes Min Max Unit 

tAvAV Write Cycle Time 200 ns 

tAvEL Address Set-Up Time 0 ns 

tELAX Address Hold Time 100 ns 

tDvER Data Set-Up Time 80 ns 

tEHDX Data Hold Time 30 ns 

tEHGL Write Recovery Time before Read 6 fJ-s 

tGHEL Read Recovery Time before Write 0 fJ-s 

tWLEL Write Enable Set-Up Time before Chip-Enable 0 ns 

tEHWH Write Enable Hold Time 0 ns 

tELEH Write Puls'e Width 1 100 ns 

tEHEL Write Pulse Width High 20 ns 

tPEL Vpp Set-UpTime to Chip-Enable Low 100 ns 

NOTES: 
1. Chip Enable Controlled Writes: Wr~e operations are driven by the valid combination of Chip Enable and Write Enable. In 
systems where Chip Enable defines the write pulse width (with a longer Write Enable timing waveforms) all set-up, hold and 
inactive Write Enable times should be measured relative to the Chip Enable waveform. 
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
ER·20, "ETOX II Flash Memory Technology" 
RR·60, "ETOX II Flash Memory Reliability Data Summary" 
AP·343, "Solutions for High Density Applications using Flash Memory" 
RR70, "Flash Memory Card Reliability Data Summary" 

Order Number 
294005 
293002 
292079 
293007 

REVISION HISTORY 
Number Description 

03 -Removed PRELIMINARY 
-'-Removed ExCA Compliance Section 
-Clarified need for Valid Address during commands 
....:.Corrected Vpp = VpPH in Erase Algorithm 
-'-Increased ICC2-lcC5 D.C. current specs for both byte wide and word wide modes 
-Revised and updated Application Section discussion 
-Changed order number 
-Corrected Erase Algorithm Pulse count to 3000 

04 ....:.Change signals with bars to # 

....:.Change TIC values 
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INTRODUCTION 

Mass storage encompasses many different technologies. 
Though commonalities exist, mass storage strives for 
nonvolatility, low cost per bit, and high density. Disk 
drives provide the best known example. However, 
many environments now require higher performance 
and reliability with lower power consumption, even at 
the expense of capacity. Flash memory uniquely meets 
these demands. 

Flash memory can be used as a mass storage medium in 
applications including factory automation, notebook 
computers, high-end workstations, point of sale termi
nals, and data acquisition systems. Even desktop com
puters benefit from solid-state storage. The motivation 
to incorporate flash memory in any of these applica
tions becomes obvious to the system designer who un
derstands flash memory's benefits and density projec
tions. 

In an effort to understand these benefits, this document 
includes both conceptual and application oriented dis
cussions. These discussions will be kept to a minimum 
with the real focus being on specific design techniques 
and considerations. 

ADVANCED PACKAGING 

Mass storage is synonymous with high density. Disk 
drives have increased the bit density of the rotating me
dia via material improvements and closer tolerances. 
For semiconductors, density requires advanced packag-

I 

AP-343 

ing as well as higher capacity silicon (improVed photoli
thography). Intel's Flash Memory devices are based on 
the company's EPROM Tunnel Oxide (ETOX) tech
nology that enables the high degree of scaling required 
to achieve high density. 

Intel offers the high density flash memories in several 
package types. The standard packages are the Plastic 
Dual In-line Package (PDIP), the Plastic Leaded Chip 
Carrier (PLCC), and the Thin Small Outline Package 
(TSOP). Advanced modular packaging in the form of 
PCMCIA compatible memory cards and flash drives 
provide the total solution. 

Which package is best for your application? 

Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier (PLCC) 

The engineer striving to reduce board space is already 
using surface-mounted technology, such as PLCC. The 
PLCC is seen frequently on PC add-in cards and moth
erboards. Compared to the DIP, PLCC uses as little as 
35% the overall board space. Its small size, compared 
to the DIP, is attributed to the terminal center-to-cen
ter spacing-50 mils versus 100 mils-as well as its 
four-sided pinout. No drilling or lead-cutting is neces
sary as leads are soldered directly to pads on the circuit 
board. The PLCC's 50-mil pad pitch is compatible with 
most circuit board manufacturing equipment. Addi
tionally, components can be mounted on both sides of 
the board. However,the four-sided PLCC generally re
quires the use of a multi-layered board to layout con
ductor traces for maximum compaction. 
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Thin Small Outline Package (TSOP) 
When overall space constraints are critical, the TSOP is 
the best choif:e. This is best exemplified by Ie memory 
cards. Low height is the key attribute of the TSOP; 
measuring 1:2 mm versus 3.5 inm for the PLee. (Me
chanical drawingS iii Appendix.) State-of-the-art cen
ter-to-centerterminal spacing of 0.5 mm yields a small
er package and narrower conductor traceS than the 
PLee or DIP. In comparison, the volume of the TSQP 
is 112.8 mm3 versus 656.3 mm3 for the PLee and 
1812.3 mm3 for the DIP. 

'i, 0 ~ 
As 

A'3 
11,4 5 

An 

The TSOP is available in standard and reverse pin con
figurations (Figure. 1). Pins are located on only two 
ends of the package. This approach simplifies trace lay
out while reducing the number of board layers because 
traces can be routed out the. non-leaded sides of the 
devices. Very dense board layouts are accommodated 
because components can literally be. laid out end-to-end 
and side-by-side. Figure 2 displays an optimal layout 
best utilizing the TSOP's attributes. The close spacing 
allows one bypass capacitor to be used for two devices 
(provided they are not simultaneously selected). This 
optimal component layout can be mirror-imaged 
through the board to easily double the memory capaci
ty. 
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292079-17 

Figure 1. 28F020 32-Lead TSOP-Standard and Reverse Pinouts 
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Figure 2. TSOP Optimal Layout: Highest Density Configuration (Conceptual) 
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Memory Cards 

Many computer manufacturers are pursuing the IC 
memory card to incorporate a removable mass storage 
medium. This is an ideal application for the Intel Flash 
Memory TSOP, due to the package's minimal height. 

Solid-State Memory Alternatives 
ROM and SRAM are currently the dominant IC card 
memory technologies. ROM has the advantage of being 
inexpensive, but is not changeable. When newer soft
ware revisions (e.g. Lotus' 123, Windows, etc.) are 
available, the user must buy a new ROM card for each 
upgrade. Intel Flash Memory's reprogrammability 
minimizes the user's expense and the OEM's inventory 
risk. 

SRAM is reprogrammable but requires batteries to 
maintain data, risking data loss. Like magnetic disks, 
flash memory is truly nonvolatile and thus has virtually 

SYSTEM LEVEL 
Battery Voltage State Converalon Detoct SV-12V Circuit 

FLASH SRAM 

infinite storage time with power off (100 years typical). 
Additionally, SRAM is expensive and not a high derlsi
ty solution. Intel Flash Memory provides a denser, 
more cost effective and reliable solution. 

System level cost is about the same for Intel Flash 
Memory and SRAM + battery-

Flash memory requires 12V for programming and eras
ing. If a 12V supply is not available, 5V can easily be 
boosted. (See Application Note AP-316.) SRAM + 
battery requires battery state detect circuitry. 

Card level cost differences are substantial (Figure 3)-

SRAM must have a battery to retain data. It also re
quires aVec monitor and Write Lockout circuitry. In
tel's Flash Memory only requires Write Lockout cir
cuitry (switching Vpp to OV is an alternative write pro
tect). This leads to increased area for memory compo
nents. More importantly, Intel's Flash Memory density 
is 4 times that of static RAM, yielding lower cost per 
bit. 

CARD LEVEL 

Battery 

Higher Densities Vee Monitor 
CIrcuits 

Increased Area 
for Memory 

Writ. Components 
Lockout 
Circuit 

Writ. 
Lockout Lower 
CIrcuit Densttl.s 

FLASH SRAM 
292079-23 

Figure 3. Support Circuitry Cost Comparison 

'LOTUS is a registered trademark of LOTUS Development Corporation. 
"WINDOWS is a registered trademark of Microsoft. 
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Designing a PCMCIAI JEIDA Standard 
Memory Card 

Choosing among IC card design options depends on 
card architecture (standardization), memory capacity, 
data bus width, card intelligence, Vpp generation, and 
reliability. 

What are the advantages of a standardized memory card 
pinout? 

From the computer system's viewpoint, a standardized 
pinout enables the use of multiple third-party memory 
cards. This ensures competitive pricing and wide avail
ability. From the memory card point of view, standard
ization allows use in a variety of systems. 

The Personal Computer Memory Card International 
Association/Japan Electronic Industry Development 
Association (PCMCIA/JEIDA) 68-pin format has be
come the dominant IC memory card standard. Several 

74HC244 
ADDRESSES 

(Octal Buffer) 

AO ... -----:r...., 

AP-343 

proprietary formats are also available from their respec
tive manufacturers, but these same manufacturers now 

. offer PCMCIA/JEIDA versions. The PCMCIAI 
JEIDA standard specifies physical, electrical, informa
tion structure, and data format characteristics of the 
card. This standard accommodates either 8- or 16-bit 
system data bus widths. 

The following 2 Mbyte memory card design provides a 
byte-addressable interface using 8-28F020s (2 Mbit, 
256k x 8 devices) as. shown in Figure 4. The same prin
ciples may be applied to higher density cards using 

. higher density components. While TTL equivalent in
terfacing is shown, most cards will use gate arrays to 
reduce chip count. Address lines Al8 and A19 are de
coded with a 2-to-4 decoder (74HC139) to generate 
high and low byte chip select signals for each of the 4 
pairs of flash memory devices (one pair = high and 
low byte). The PCMCIA/JEIDA format specifies in
puts CEI # and CE2# (along with the AO address line) 
select the low and high byte, respectively. 

AO-17 
HIGH 

AO-17 

28F020 

LOW 

AO-17 

28F020 

292079-24 

Figure 4. Decoding for PCMCIA/JEIDA Standard Bus Interface 
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According· to· the . PCMCIA/JEIDA standard, the 
memory card is designed with the flexibility.to have 
both an 8Cbit or a 16cbitinterface, dependent upon the 
machine it is plugged into. When the .memory card is 
plugged into an 8-bitsystem, the high byte transceiver 
is muitiplelled to the low byte of the system. In Figure 
4, the highlighted transceiver (#2), maps the upper 
byte to the lower byte of the data bus (i.e., DS-15 to 
00-7)' Signals are. decoded according to the truth table 
in the Appendix. 

One can double the memory capacity lind select from 
among 8 pairs of flash memory devices by using a 3 to 8 
decoder with inputs AIS~2(); Notice that additional 
transceivers are not needed to support the additional 
data fanout. (See section on capacitive loading.) 

HARDWARE DESIGN 
IMPLEMENTATIONS 

Paged, linear, and I/O are the three fundamental ad
dressing methods that can be used for accessing an ar
ray of memory devices. Linear addressing offers the 
fastest and most direct access to a memory array. It 

intel® 
consumes the largest portion of the system's memory 
and is only practical in a 386 microprocessor (or other 
32-bit processor). family system because of the. targe 
memory space available above 1 Mbyte. The I/O 
mapped memory array consumes the smallest amount 
of the system address space but has the lowest perform
ance. A page-mapped memory array, also called a slid
ing AT window, is a hybrid of the linear and I/O de
signs. The memory array is usually very large relative 
to· the system interface, consisting of pages typically 
ranging in size from 8 Kbytes to 64 Kbytes. (LIM-EMS 
use four to twelve 16 Kbyte pages.) 

Design Example-A Paged-Mapped 
Memory Board . 

A paged desi~ employs addressing techniques similar 
to the Lotus-Intel-Microsoft expanded memory specifi
cation (LIM-EMS). It allows access to one or more 
sections (or pages) ofthe flash memory array at a time. 
This minimal interface is particularly useful within .the 
DOS 1 Mbyte memory space. The DOS map (Figure 5) 
shows 128 Kbytes of memory space available in the 
Optional I/O Adapter ROM area. 

1 OOOOOOH (16 MBytes) 

EXTENDED 
MEMORY 

1 OOOOOH (I MByte) 

PC/XT/AT PS/2 
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PAGE MEMORY BOARD CAN / 
BE INSTALLED 

WITHIN THIS 
128 Kbyte AREA ........... 

ROM-BIOS 

PC/AT PS/2 
ROM-BIOS 

OPTIONAL I/O 
ADAPTER ROM 

DISPLAY 
BUFFERS 

APPLICATIONS 

DEVICE DRIVERS 

DOS 

FOOOOH (960k) 

EOOOOH (896k) 

COOOOH (768k) 

AOOOOH (640k) 

OOOOOH 

Figure 5. DOS Memory Map 
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Figure 6 shows the block diagram of a page-mapped 
flash memory board design. (Except for the addressing 
method, all the functional components of a board could 
be used on a linear or I/O mapped flash memory ar
ray.) This PC-AT'" compatible design example con
sists of a flash memory array and the corresponding 
memory and I/O decoding, Vpp generation, and the 

interface to the system bus. A page size of 64 Kbytes is 
used. Depending on the system's Coilfiguration, memo
ry contention may require a smaller page size. (Note 
that the LIM EMS 4.0 standard uses 4 contiguous 
16 Kbyte pages. Multiple pages can exist as space pet
mits.) 

I 
ADDRESS I/o 

DATA DECODE 

I/O CONTROL 

~ SELECT 
Vpp ENABLE 

vpp FLASH 
SYSTEM GENERATOR 

vpp MEMORY BUS ARRAY 

1 - CHIP ENABLE' (CE#) 

MEMORY CONTROL MEMORY RD#, WEL#, WEH# 

DECODE 
TRANSCEIVER SELECT 

292079-26 

Figure 6. Page-Mapped Flash Memory Board 

-"PC-AT is a registered trademark of International Business Machine Corporation. 
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Ina system design usingPCMCIA/JEIDA stand~rd 
memory cards thernemory card is treated like a large 
memory array. Using a 64 Kbyte page size as an exam
ple: 

74F521 
COMPARATOR 

Au-15 

r---
I, 

A16- 23 
PO-7 00- 7 I--

AEN 
G# 

V) 
P=O h 

:::::> 
CD Control signals and data lines 

::IE 
I.&J 74F273 l-
V) (O-TYPE FLIP-FLOP) 

>-
V) 

00- 7 
00- 7 00-7 

10W# ----- ~ 
ClK 

ClR 

T 10 PAGE 
NUMBER 

Address lines AO-15 ate supplied directly from the sys
tem address bus {after buffering) .. Address lines A 16-23. 
which select the pages. are sent as data to a latch before 
entering the memory card (Figure 7). 

PCMCIA STANDARD 
MEMORY CARD 

SWITCH 
Au-15 ---

---
---
------
------ ---- Ao ] )- CE1 # 

1 
1_ 

BHE#:=J ~ I 
CE2 # -

A16- 23 .. 

SELECTS PAGES 
11,6-23 

(from I/O decode circuitry, RESET 
not shown) (forces pdgezeroon power up) 

292079-29 

Figure 7. Memory Card Interfacing 
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The Window Address 

A user-selectable window address can be set up on any 
64K boundary below 1 Mbyte. (The memory window 
should be placed between COOOOh and EOOOOh to be 
DOS compatible.) A DIP switch (connected to a trans
ceiver for reading) and the four address lines A 16-19 
are the inputs to the 74F521 comparator (Figure 8). 

. There are 16 possible window addresses. The compara
tor outputs the "Memory Decode Enable" signal when 

A16 ----fpo 
A17 PI 

~8----I 

GND (AEN·) 

74rS21 
COMPARATOR 

AP-343 

an address is selected that is within the 64 Kbyte win
dow. This signal (with AEN low) allows board level 
memory de.code. 

The location of this 64 Kbyte window can be moved 
above 1 Mbyte by adding A20-23 to the comparator's 
inputs P4 to P7 of the 74F521. Bits D4-7 of the data 
bus can be connected to the comparator's pinsQ4 to Q7 
to allow reading of the full base memory address . 

READ AS 10 PORT 

SWITCH 
Wo 

00 .... ~-+-+-.,;:Wli.t 

0 1 ......... -+-+-W""2"' 
02J--~i-.".;W34 
03 t-----4 ........ ~ 
04 
05 
06 
07 

USER SELECTS 16 POSSIBLE 
BASE ADDRESSES ON 
64 KBYTE BOUNDARIES 

AEN----aG# 
(ADDRESS ENABLE) 

p=o# MEMORY DECODE 
ENABLE 

292079-32 

• NOTE: 
Ignore the contents within parentheses. This is used for section on master/slave configuration. 

Figure 8. User Selects Base Memory Address 
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v PP ,Generation 

Vpp can be generated locally to ensure astable,switch" 
able 12V (±5%) supply. (Many systems generate their 
own 12V"power supply. However, it should not be used 
ifits regulation is greater than 5%.) On power-up, sys:. 
tern reset, or when Vee is below 4.5V, Vpp is forced 
otT. It is. enabled (or disabled) by writing to anI/Oport 
address that generates the VPPEN # signal. This 

Read to determine'i-___ -:::~ 
Vpp status 

10 DATA liNE a 

74F125 
Vee 

PR 

D 74HC74 Q 

(O-TYPE POSITIVE EDGE 
TRIGGERED FLIP-FLOP) 

270k 10W# 
VPPEN# 

ClK Q# 1--'V1IIr-.... --____ 

RESET# 
(Vpp OFF ON POWER-UP) 

Cl 

on/off capability is essential for..battery.operatedequip
ment and eliminates the need for WE# filtering (as 
discussed below). (See Intel data.sheet forVpp standby 
current.) The VPPEN# sjgnal"ORed" with the sys
tem I/O write, lOW # ,functions as the clock signal for' 
the, 74HC74 D-flip, flop (Figure 9). The D-input is 
latched when lOW # goes high. Writing a,one or azero 
turns V PI' on or off, respectively. 

....---'-41-+- Vpp 
(12V, 200 mAl 

I 100 "F 

GND 

GND 

r-----...... ------,......,--- RESET 
(from system bus) 

RESET# +---..... -OC 

292079-34 

Figure 9. Vpp and RESET# Generation 
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Linear Technology's LTlOn switching regulator is 
used as a SV to 12V boost converter. The FB input' 
regulates the voltage output. The 1O.7k and 1.24k resis
tors establish the correct reference voltage to obtain 
12V. The 100 ,...F capacitor at the output is used to 
handle up to 200 rnA. (See Linear Technology's 
LTlOn data sheet for more information.) Typically 
this will be much more than needed and a smaller ca
pacitor can be used. However, this will accommodate 
interleaving of 8 components but may not be practical 
in a battery-operated system. (See section on Interleav
ing in the Software Design Implementation chapter.) 
Additionally, sufficient time should be allowed when 
switching Vpp on. The delay is a factor of the load on 
the line and the quality of the passive components cho
sen. The diode, MURI20, keeps the inductor from ab
sorbing current from the charged output capacitor. The 
S.6V zener diode ensures that when Vpp is less than 
S.6V, the Vpp output is held at OV. (This is optional if 
Vpp :>: SV is tolerable.) 

Vee 

RESET# J 
MC34064P 10k 

AP-343 

During system power-up, some probability exists that 
noise may generate spurious writes which are actually 
the sequence of flash memory commands that initiate 
erasure or programming. Power-up protection in this 
design is provided by disabling Vpp until voltages have 
stabilized. The Motorola component, MC34064P, is an 
undervoltage sensing circuit that begins functioning 
when Vee is above IV. Between IV and 4.6V, the 
RESET # output is active. The RESET # output or a 
system RESET clears the 74HC74, keeping Vpp off 
when Vee is less than 4.6V. Alternatively, this signal, 
or a supply's "POWERGOOD" signal, may gate WE# 
or CE#, as is common with battery-backed SRAM or 
EEPROM designs. As an example, the RESET # out
put of the MC34064P can be tied to the active-high 
enable of the decoder to disable any CEs # until Vee 
= 4.6V, as shown in Figure 10. 

UNDERVOLTAGE 
74HC138 

I 

SENSING CIRCUIT 
A3 

A4 

As 

MEMDECODE# 

~ 
GND 

Chip Enables will not be active until Vee = 4.SV. 

3 TO 8 DECODER 

A 
YO 

B 

C Y1 

Y2 

Y3 

Y4 

Y5 

G1 Y6 
G2A# 

Y7 
G2B# 

At this point, signals are stable and involuntary writes will not occur. 

CEo# 

cE1 # 

CE2# 

CE3 # 

CE4 # 

CEs# 

cEs# 
CE7 # 

Figure 10. Protecting the Circuit from Involuntary Erasure and Programming. 

292079-35 

Use an Undervoltage Sensing Circuit, or a System's "POWERGOOD" Signal, to Control Chip Enables 
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Latching a one into the 74HC74 D-input puts a zero on 
the output Q# .This turns off the transistor 2N3904. 
When the 2N3904is off, the VC input ()fthe LTlOn is 
5V and the VOLTAGE SWITCH (VSW) output gener
ates 12V. 

Page Number Selection and Reading 

It is standard practice to use an I/O port· to gelllilrate 
the page number for 'this type of memory array. The 
potential number of pages that can be selected is deter
mined by the size of the data bus as well as the amount 
of decoding the system can practically handle. In this 
design, this I/O port allows selection of 256 64-Kbyte 
pages, for a total of 16 Mbytes of flash memory. The 
page number is written to the 74F273, Octal D-Type 
Flip-Flop (Figure 11). It is latched by the rising edge 

10 DATA 

10W# 

10 PAGE 
NUMBER 

(FOR STARTUP AT PA 

0-7 -
, 

-=D 
RESET# 

GE ZERO) 

inte!® 
clock signal derived by the "ORing" of the correspond~ 

'ing74F138 decode signal (I/O PAGE NUMBER) and 
the system IOW#. 

Page zero is automatically selected on power-up be
cause the 74F273 clear input is connected to RESET # 
(generated as part of the Vpp circuitry). This feature 
ensures that the board will power up in page zero. Giv
en the proper software, this board can be turned into 
the system's bootable drive. (See section on Software 
Design Implementations.) 

The current page number can be obtained by reading 
the same I/O port. The I/O decoder output, I/O 
PAGE NUMBER, "ORed" .with the system IOR#, 
produces the signal enabling the 74F245 bus transceiver 
(that is tied to the output of the 74F273). 

74F273 
(OCTAL O-TYPE FLIP-FLOP) 

00 00 

01 01 

02 02 

03 03 

04 04 

05 05· 

06 06 

07 07 

CLK 

CLR 

J 
....... AO BO r--

'--- A1 B1 
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10R# 

10 PAGE 
NUMBER 

A2 82 

A3 B3 

A4 84 

A5 85 

A6 B6 

A7 87 

::f' ~ G# 

-r::- D1R 

74F245 
(OCT ilL BUS TRANSCEIVER) 

Figure 11. Selecting or Reading Page Number 
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Optional Board Features 

So far we have described the components required to 
design a functional flash memory array. Optional fea
tures can be added to make an implementation more 
versatile in an application environment: 

Switchable Data Bus Width 

This feature allows a board to execute in a PC XT* 
(8-bit bus) or a PC AT system (16-bit bus). Memory 
card designs for adopting the PCMCIA/JEIDA format 

10 
EL CHANN 

DATA BU 5 -

An extra transceiver is used to redirect 
the upper data bus to the lower data bus 

I LOW 8-16-BIT I 
DO 00 

01 
PO 

01 

O2 
PI 

02 

03 
P2 

03 

04 
P3 

04 

05 
P4 

05 

06 
P5 

06 

~ 
P6 

07 
P7 

G# 

I 
OIR 

74F245 

08 

Dg 
PO 00 

0,0 
PI 01 

011 
P2 02 

0,2 
P3 ,03 

P4 04 
013 

014 
P5 05 

0,5 
P6 06 

P7 07 

G# 

~ 
,01R 

74F245 

IOR# 

SMEMR# 

f\. 
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must include similar provisions as shown earlier. At the 
PC-I/O channel interface, (for use in an 8-bit system), 
an extra transceiver redirects the upper data bus 
(D8-1S) to the lower data bus (Figure 12). The 16BIT# 
signal is generated from a ground on the PC AT I/O 
channel extension; it will be high (because of the pull
up resistor) when a PC XT is used. 

Linear Addressing 

Linear addressing directly maps the flash memory ar
ray into the system's memory space. "Instantaneous 

I HIGH 8-BIT I 
DO 00 

08 

01 
PO 

09 , 
01 

0,0 
O2 

PI 
02 

011 
°3 

P2 
03 012, 

°4 
P3 

04 013 
05 

P4 
05 

°14 
06 

P5 
06 015 

~ 
P6 

07 , 
P7 

G# 

,..-- OIR 

74F245 

LOW 8-16-BIT r-
'-.' --... 

HIGH 8-BIT o(:J=1 ~ 

16-BIT /'"""'j 
'-.. 

00-015 

Ao 

U~ EMOECOOE# 

OECOOE# 

II 10k 

16BIT# 

From 
ground 
of AT 
10 
channel 

292079-37 

Figure 12_1/0 Channel Transceiver Interface for 8- or 16-Blt Data Bus Selection 

'PCXT is a registered trademark of International Business Machine Corporation. 
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SHE" 

WE" 
High 'and low byte selection 

RO" 

74,244 

74F245 

DIRECTION 

ENABLE 

SWITCH 
INPUTS 

P=Q 

74.521 

GND 

An and A23 are 
system address inputs 

A, - 11,8 
TO 28,020. 

292079-44 

Figure 13. Linear Addressing Hardware Block Diagram 

Access" of the entire array is the obvious advantage 
over paging. Additionally, the decode circuitry is sim
plified. Figure 13 shows an example for accessing 16 
Intel Flash Memory 28F020s arranged in a 4 Mbyte 
linear array. 

The number of address lines used, as well as the decod
er type (2 to 4, 3 to 8, etc.), is determined by the flash 
memory device size. The address lines AI-AI8 
are used for byte selection within each device 
(256 Kbytes • 8). 

The decodes for the individual devices can be designed 
in a row-column method similar to that used for the 
page memory board. An alternative design uses an indi
vidual chip enable for each of the 16 devices. 

6-180 

The enable for the 74HC138 (3 to 8 decoder) is gov
erned by a 74F52l comparator. System address inputs 
to the comparator are chosen to locate this. array on a 
4 Mbyte boundary. (The array base address could be 
located on a non-4 Mbyte boundary but this would add 
to the decoding complexity.) With the inputs chosen in 
this example (A22-A23), the array base address will be 
between address 0 and 12 Mbytes to confine this memo
ry. array within the PC AT defined address space of 
16 Mbytes. A19-A21 are inputs to the decoder which 
generates one of the eight chip enables (CE#). (Use a 
74F245 transceiver for the data bus of every 8 flash 
memory devices. THe address lines also need buffering 
when connected to a PC bus.) 
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1/0 Addressing 

From the standpoint of the system's address space us
age, 1/0 addressing provides a conservative solution. 
As an example, four gigabytes of a flash memory array 
can be addressed through only two 1/0 ports. An 1/0 
write sends the flash memory addresses out on the data 
bus. This "data" is latched (using '574s) and made 
available to the flash memory devices and decoding cir
cuitry (Figure 14). A third 1/0 port, used as an enable 
for the flash memory device decoder and transceivers, 
helps conserve power when the array is not being ac
cessed. 

S 
Y 
S 

DATA BUS 
T 
E 00"'°,5 

M 

B 
U 
S 
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Relative to linear addressing, 1/0 addressing generally 
has limited access speed capability because of the 1/0 
"bottleneck": Read speed can be increased to match 
linear addressing by replacing the '574 latches with 
'191 counters. 

In the following circuit example, decoding for 1/0 is 
accomplshed with a 74F138, 3 to 8 decoder (Figure 15, 
UI). The base address for these 1/0 ports is' on an 
8-byte boundary. When any one of the 8110 addresses 
is selected, the comparator (U2) generates the enable 
signal (if AEN is low) for the decoder. 

ADDRESS LINES 

"o-A' 5 
FLASH 

MEMORY 

ADDRESS LINES ARRAY 
A,S-A31 

AND 

DECODING 

292079-45 

Figure 14. Data Bus Generates Flash Memory Addresses 

I 

IOW# 

RESET# 

lOR_ 

IOW# 
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Ul 

'010-------' 
"10------' 
~~~~~~~j=)-____ To ENABLE th, 

transceivers end 
device decoder 

>-----+ CLOCK_PULSE 

10------------- VppEN# 

'0 
Q1 
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" 0' 
Q7 

DIP SWITCH 
TO SET 

I/O BASE 
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Figure 15.1/0 Decode and Enable Circuitry 
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An 1/0· write to the first and. second ports' generates 
parallel load signals, PLo" and PLJ ". These signals 
latch the "data" (addresses) into the 4-bit counters 
(Figure 16, U3-'UIO). This latched data represents the 
address for the flash memory devices. 

TRANSCEIVER 
BurrERED GND 
OATA BUS 

00 o/u# 

---0;- • 
QA -'. 

0, 
B QB -" 

0, 
e Qe -', 
a DO _A, 

E# ReO#l P'o" 
Pl" 

ClOCK~PUL~ v-=~ 
o. ~ 

A QA _A. 
Os 

B QB -', O. 

0, 
C QC _As 
0 QO -" E" RCa"] 
Pl# 

'---~ 

0" ~ 
Dg 

A QA _A. 
0,. 

B QB _A, 

0" 
C QC -", 
0 DO _A" 
E" RCO#l 
Pl" 

- CP U5 -
0" ~ 
0" • Q' r--+ '12 
0,. 

B . QB f--+ ", 
0" 

C QC r--+ ". 
0 Qo f--+ A" 
E" RCO# 

Pl' 

- CP U6 
'74Hci91 

P4 # 

NOTE: 

A read or write from the selected flash IllemQryaddress 
is performed when the third. 1/0 port is accessed (Fig
ure 15, UI); this generates all enable for the flash mem
ory device decoder and associated transceivers (Figure 
17, To and.TJ). 

TO 16-
28F'020's 

GND A" .,:;.- . YO I>--, A,. 
0, o/u# -;:-- B YlI>--, 

0, • OA r--+, A'6 22-. e Y2 I>--, 

0, 
B QB f--+ A" Y3 1>--,. 

0, 
e Qe r--+ AI8 Y4 --0 Qo r--+ A" Vee Y5 I>--, 

E" ReO" n ENABLE 1:.. G1 Y6 I>--, 

Pl" from Ul Y7 I>--, 
CP U7 G2A# 

- r G'.' 

D. ~ 
-= 74F'138 

A QA r--+ Aio GND 
0, 

B OS r--+ A21 292079-48 
o. 

0, 
C QC r--+ A22 NOTE: 
0 QO f--+ '23 All counters are config-
E# RCO# 0 ured in the UP count 
Pl" mode. 

~ CP U8 -. 
0" ~ 
Dg 

A QA r--+ 11.24 

0,. 
B os r--+ A25 

0" 
C QC f--+ ',. 
0 00 r--+ A27 

E" ReO" n 
Pl" 

'-- CP U9 
"----

0" ~ - 0" • QA r--+ ',. 
0,. 

B QB f--+ A, • 
0" 

C Qe r--+ A" 
0 QD _A" 
E# Reo# 
Pl" 

'-- CP Ul0 

~ 

292079-41 

Ao-A31 are inputs to flash memory devices. Only address lines Ao-A18 are used forthe 
28F020s. 

Figure 16. Counter Circuitry 
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~--------------------------------------------------------WEL# $.0 
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292079-49 

The 16-2BF020's are arranged as a 16-bit word configuration. WEL # and WEH # are for the low and high bytes, respec
tively. 

Figure 17. Transceiver Enable Circuitry 

The fourth 1/0 port activates the circuitry that obtains 
very high performance from an 1/0 board. A read from 
the fourth 1/0 port address generates the clock signal 
for the 74HC191s, CLOC~PULSE. The counter in
crements on the rising edge of the clock (read signal), 
selecting the next flash memory address. This rising 
edge occurs at the end of the 1/0 read cycle and the 
data has already been read. This method is analogous 
to address pipelining. It is perfect for a "string" read 
because continuous reads from the fourth 1/0 port au
tomatically increments the address to access the next 
word of data stored in the flash memory array. 

I 

Capacitive Loading 

Capacitive loading is an important consideration for a 
solid-state mass storage device. If proper buffering 
techniques are not followed, performance degradation 
will occur. 

The specifications for Intel's Flash Memory devices are 
based on a test capacitive load of 100 pF. Each data line 
contributes 12 pF, therefore 8 devices connected to one 
data transceiver will not experience speed derating 
(12 pF • 8 = 96 pF). Additional flash memory devices 
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on that transceiver will increase the loading seen by any 
one device. 

Degradationis calculated as follows (Q = Amount of 
Charge, T = Time, C = Capacitance, V = Voltage, 
and 1= Current): 

COULOMBS LAW STATES: 

Q.= ItiT 

AND GIVEN THE RELATION: 

v = tiQ/C .... 1= C.tiV/tiT 

FROM THIS RELATION, THE CHANGE IN AC
CESS TIME CAN BE EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF 
CAPACITIVE LOAD: 

tiT = C tiV/I 

For example, using four SIMMs,. each with 8 compo
nents in a 16-bit configuration (4 components on high 
byte and 4 components on low byte), each Intel Flash 
Memory device sees a load of 15 devices(12 pF • 15 = 
180 pF). This loading is 80 pF in excess of the device 
specification so therefore: 

Time _ Additional x (Vee ~ VOL) 
Change - Capacitance . IOL 

'(5.0 - O.4)V 
=80pFX A = 64n5 

5.8 m 

(Reflecting worst case conditions.) 

SOFTWARE DESIGN 
IMPLEMENTATIONS 

Each hardware implementation discussed above can be 
used in several types of mass storage applications. The 
general .categories include: data recoders, Write-Once
Read-Many (WORM) drives for storing application 
programs and fixed data, and magnetic disk emulators. 

Data Recording . 

The applications for data recording represent an end
less list. Examples include digital imaging, digital pho· 
tography, point-of-sale terminals, patient monitors, and 
flight recorders. These systems. will . use Intel Flash 
Memory as' a more economical and reliable replace
menlfor SRAM + battery. Alternatively, mechanical 
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intel® 
disks will also be replaced by Intel's Flash Memory 
when higher reliability, lower power consumption, 

. higher performance, and lighter weight are required. 

Interleaving 

Although the basic concept of data recording is similar 
from system to system, variations. in implementation 
exist. For instance, some applications require high
speed data acquisition. Data programming rates are im
proved considerably by employing interleaving tech
niques. The majority of time spent programming or 
erasing a flash memory device results from the delay 
times in the software algorithms, (It is advised to re
view the standard algorithms first. See any Intel Flash 
Memory data sheet for Quick-Pulse Prpgramming algo
rithm.) Interleaving takes advantage of these delay 
times to begin programming consecutive devices. 

There are hardware and software mechanisms for inter
leaving. The flash memory array for hardware inter
leaving requires special decoding techp.iques (Figure 
18). Contrary to linear decoding, the system address 
lines Ao-A3 are decoded to provide the chip select sig
nals and individual bytes are selected with the address 
lines ~-A20. (For the Intel 28FOlO.) This decoding 
technique allows software to automatically access se
quential devices by writing or reading sequential mem
ory addresses. (Data accumulated with program inter
leaving will not be stored consecutively within a single 
device.) 

The interleaving algorithm to program the 2 Mbyte 
flash memory array is shown in Figure 20 and 21. The 
basic goal is to utilize the delay times. To simplfy the 
algorithm for this discussion, the data will be pro. 
grammed on a byte-wide basis. Wprd-wide and double 
word-wide techniques, discussed later, will further in
crease programming speeds. 

During mUlti-component programming, the number of 
pulses required could vary between different devices. 
Code is reduced if the programming loop !loes not have 
to selectiyely "decide" if a byte has programmed cor
rectly (verified). However, continual programming of a 
programmed byte is not necessary and should be avoid
ed. This is done by masking the command sent to that 
particular device. The RAM table in: Figure 19 is used 
aSa data and flash memory command buffer .. Aft~r a 
programmed byte has verified, its associated, data and 
commands in the RAM table are written with the value 
OFFH (RESET command for Intel flash memory). The 
data is also written as an OFFH sinc~ this is null pro
gram data. 
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CHIP 
SELECTS 

NOTE: 

A[ 4, 20J WORD SELECT 28FO 1 0 ________________ .. __ -!AO-16 

Ao A 
~ B 
A2 C 
A3 D 

CE2# 
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Connection of Pins 
at the Device Level 

System Device 
Address 

-+ 
Pin 

A.. -+ Ao 
A5 -+ A1 

A20 -+ A16 

Figure 18. Hardware Interleaving Block Diagram 

DEVICE# 

DATA 

PROGRAM COMMAND 

VERIFY COMMAND 

VERIFY DATA 

2 

D 1 T AI 

40H 40H 

COH COH 

D AI T AI 

3 4 5 6 7 

I IN P IU T I F ~ 0 I, M I / 

40H 40H 40H 40H 40H 

COH COH COH COH COH 

10rl~DIFr o M 

n n+1 n+2 

10 Ip OIR T 

40H 40H 40H 

COH COH COH 

A ~ 0 ~ E 

) 
292079-51 

n = 14 for the example shown in text. 

Figure 19. RAM Array Used as Data Buffer and Command Mask Storage 
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COUNTO=SIZLOf _COWPONENT 
PTR 1 = 1 ST ADDRESS Of fLASH WEWORY ARRAY 

~~~~. ;;;;;;;::~0 
LOAD RAW TABLE (AS SHOWN IN fiGURE 30 
fLAG=OHffH 
STORLPTR= PTR 1 
COUNT 1 =MALPROGRAW_ TRIES 

COUNT2= # _Of _COMPONENTS 
PTR2= 1ST ADDRESS Of RAM TABLE DATA 
PTR3= 1ST A.DDESS Of RAM TABLE PROGRAW_COMWAN 
PTR4= 1ST ADDRESS Of RAW TABLE VERifY-COMMAND 
PTR5=IST ADDRESS Of RAM TABLE VERifY-DATA 

CONTENTS . AT PTR I =CONTENTS AT PTR3 
CONTENTS AT PTRI=CONTENTS AT PTR2 
INCREMENT PTR1, PTR2, and PTR3 
COUNT2=COUNT2 - I 

NO 

PTR I =STORL PTR 
COUNT2= # _Of _COMPONENTS 

CONTENTS AT PTRI=CONTENTS AT PTR4 
INCREWENTPTR I AND PTR4 
COUNT2 = COUNT2 - I 

NO 

~~----------~D 
292079-52 

FLAG used as indicator for successful byte program 
verify. 

MAX PROGRAM TRIES = 25 

16 components for this example. 

Initialize pointers. 

Program command to flash device. 
Program data to flash device. 
To get to next byte location. 

All components gone through? 

Verify command to flash device. 

Figure 20. Program Interleaving "Algorithm 
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COUNT2= # OF COWPONENTS 
PTR 1 =STORE_PTR 
PTR2= 1 ST ADDRESS OF RAW TABLE DATA 
PTR3= 1 ST ADDRESS OF RAW TABLE PROGRAW_COWWAND 
PTR4= 1 ST ADDRESS OF RAW TABLE VERIFLCOWWAND 

INCREMENT PTR1, PTR2, PTR3, PTR4, AND PTR5 
COUNT2=COUNT2-1 

NO 

NO 

YES, GO TO PROGRAWMING ERROR 

NO 

NO 
'~-----""''lA 

292079-53 
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Does Flash Memory Byte = Verify 
Byte? 

Shift bits of flag left. 

Exceeded program tries, go to er
ror. 

All l's shifted out? 

To access next byte of each device. 

Figure 21. Program Interleaving Algorithm (Continued) 
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Software and hardware interleaving are very similar. 
Software interleaving is performed using conventional 
decoding and addressing methods. Instead of incre
menting flash memory addresses by one to access the 
next byte (as with hardware decoding), increment the 
address by the size of the component. While allowing 
the use of "general-purpose" (non-interleaved) hard
ware, software interleaving requires reading back the 
data in the same, non-sequential fashion as was used for 
recording. 

Interleaved erase is useful for quickly erasing an array 
of flash memory devices. This approach greatly reduces 
the total subsystem format time. As specified in the 
erase algorithm, each erase pulse requires a 10 ms de
lay. (See Quick-Erase algorithm in Intel Flash,Memory 
data sheet.) Without interleaving, the processor idles 
during this delay time. As with program interleaving, 
this time is used to begin the erasure of consecutive 
devices, thereby reducing the overall erase time. 

Further program and erase time can be saved by sup
plementing the byte-wide algorithm with 16· or 32-bit 
interleaving. Extra data and commands are added to 
the RAM Mask Table. The major difference in the al
gorithms involves the verify operation. Depending on 
the bus width, 2 or 4 bytes are verified simultaneously 
as shown in Figure 22 (for a l6-bit algorithm). 

Power Requirements for Interleaving 

Current consumption is an important consideration for 
interleaving. During programming, each device typical-

ly consumes 9 rnA (1 rnA IcC and 8 rnA Ipp) while 
programming or erasing; this translates to about 100 
mW. If interleaving with 16 devices, about 144 rnA (16 
devices • 9 rnA) or 1.6W, is drawn. Battery powered 
systems will have a practical limit on the number of 
components in the interleaving loop. Failure to accom
modate these current levels, resulting in Vpp voltage 
drop, will compromise programming and erase reliabili
ty. 

Wrlte-Once-Read-Many (WORM) 
Drives 

The optical disk is an example of a typical WORM 
drive application. Its strengths are extremely high den
sities and low cost per bit. However, it is an unaccept
able solution for a low powered, lightweight laptop 
computer system. It is this environmel).t that solid-state 
drives offer the greatest benefit. Solid-state ROMs have 
historically been used in. portable systems to store soft
ware programs that seldom change. When the software 
changes, discard the ROM "application hardfile" and 
program a new one. 

Unlike the ROM drive, Intel Flash Memories can be 
reused and reprogrammed in a true WORM fashion. A 
computer user can load favorite software programs on 
the flash memory drive. Add revised programs to the 
drive by writing to the next free space or by erasing and 
reprogramming the entire drive. Software drivers can 
be written to implement this functionality in most oper
ating systems. 

PROGRAILCOMMAND=~PROGRAM_COMMAND OR OOFFH) 
~-........ VERIf"CCOMMAND= VERIFY_COMMAND OR OOFFH) 

VERIFY_DATA= VERIFY_DATA OR OOFFH) 

PROGRAM_COMMAND=~PROGRAM_COMMAND OR FFOOH) 
~-........ VERIFY_COMMAND= VERIFY_COMMAND OR FFOOH) 

VERIFY_DATA= VERIFY_DATA OR FFOOH) 

292079-54 

NOTES: 
1. MASK the HI Byte with OOH. 
2. If the LO Byte verifies, then mask the data, program, and verify command with OOFFH (RESEn. 
3. Mask the LO Byte with OOH. . 
4. If HI Byte verifies, then mask the data, program, and verify command with OOFFH (RESET). 

Figure 22. 16-Blt Masking for Verify Operation 
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Disk Emulation 

Microsoft has a flash memory file system. It stores and 
retrieves data or application programs in a manner 
that, to the end user, appears similar to a disk drive. 
New files are written sequentially from beginning of 
memory. However, when the disk is full, it reclaims 
memory space for storing additional files. 

When an application accesses a disk through INT 21H, 
the MS-DOS' kernel checks the drive letter (Figure 
2~). If th~ d~ve h.as been declared as a flash memory 
disk, a bUilt-in redlrector services the call (analogous to 
~etworked drive accesses). Otherwise, if the drive letter 
IS that of a floppy or hard disk, the call is handled by 
the standard DOS file system. The File System provides 
the link between DOS and the Flash Memory and 
Hardware device driver. It changes DOS file system 
commands into a form understood by this unique file 
structure. 

AP"343 

The Flash File System Driver contains the "intelli
gence" of this file system. It searches for: 

I. A Boot Record that identifies the file system and 
version, and locates the start of the data area; 

2. The Root DireCtory Entry Record and many Direc
tory and File Entry Records. 

The file system driver is independent of the hardware 
interface to the flash memory disk. The PCMCIA de
vice drivers, developed by the OEM or BIOS software 
vendors, interfaces the flash memory disk to the flash 
file system. The actual implementation of the interface 
is dependent on the hardware configuration of the disk 
(I/O, paged, and linear addressing are examples). 

To minimize fragmentation losses and allow arbitrary 
extension of files, the flash memory file system uses 
variable sized blocks rather than the standard sector/ 
cluster method of more traditional file systems. The 

INTEL 
FLASH MEMORY 

SOLID-STATE> 
DISK 

292079-55 

Figure 23. Disk Interface Levels 

OMS-DOS and Microsoft are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. 
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fundamental structure employed to offer this flexibility 
is based on linked list concepts; files are chained togeth
er using address pointers located within directory en
tries for each file. 

Files and directories are written to the flash memory 
disk using sequentially free memory locations-a stack
like operation (Figure 24). Furthermore, file sizes can 
be variable, abandoning the traditional sector/cluster 
apptoach of DOS. Wh~n "the stack" fills up, (contain
ing deleted files), the intelligent software algorithm per
forms a cleanup operation to reclaim the "dirty" space. 

File and subdirectory information is essentiaIly at
tached to the beginning of each file, unlike the standard 
DOS approach of directory and FAT placement. As 
directory and file entries are added, they are located by 
building a linked-list. Besides containing the customary 
fields (e.g., name, <lxtension, time, date of creation, 
etc.), a directory and file entry contains a status byte 

and various pointers used for the linked-list· process. 
The status byte, besides indicating whether a file/subdi
rectory exists or is deleted, is also used to signify valid 
sibling and/or child pointers and to determine if a di
rectory entry pertains to a file or a directory. 

When a directory or file is requested or added, the flash 
memory disk is searched begittning at the head of the 
linked-list. The chain is followed from pointer to point
er untihhe correct entry is found. If the search arrives 
at the chain's end (an FNULL is encountered), the sys
tem responds analogously to DOS with a "File not 
found" message. 

This linked-list chain consists of two basic types of 
pointers: sibling and child. Sibling pointers are used to 
locate directories or files at the same hierarchial level. 
Child pointers are used to locate subdirectories or the 
first file of a particular directory. The following exam
pies elaborate these conc,epts. 

292079-56 

Figure 24. FFS Storage 
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In Figure 25. Directories Band C are subdirectories of 
Directory A. Specifically. Directory C is a sibling of 
Directory B and both are children of Directory A. 
FNULL indicates the end of the chain. 

Figure 26 shows two files (File A and File B) added to 
a directory (Directory A). File A and File B are at the 
same level. therefore they are siblings. A file's file entry 
contains an extent location pointer that indicates the 
start of its data area. 

When a file appears multiple times (because of deleted 
versions) on the flash memory disk, the file system 
must find the most recent version. The status byte con
tains bit fields that indicate whether that particular file 

DIRECTORY ENTRY A Slblin 
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is a valid or deleted file. The directory information of a 
deleted file is used for pointers of the linked list and the 
search would proceed until the most recent version is 
found. 

A key point to be made for using this method of file 
storage is that the user is in control of the rate in which 
the disk becomes full; using the flash memory disk pre
dominantly for application code storage and non-tem
porary data files reduces the frequency of "cleanup". 
However. flash memory will typically perform 100,000 
cycles and eliminates reliability concerns when used as 
a hard or floppy disk replacement. 

Slblin DIRECTORY ENTRY C !-;=~ .... 
Pointer (Subdirectory of A) 

STORAGE ON DISK 

FNULL 

Child 
Pointer LJ-------i 

DIRECTORY ENTRY A 
Dma~,-__________ ~ 

Area ROOT DIR 
Pointer '-------... 

292079-57 

Figure 25. Directory Arrangement 

DIRECTORY ENTRY A 
Sibling .1 

FNULLI 
Pointer 

Child! Pointer 

FILE ENTRY B 
Sibling 

FILE ENTRY C 
Sibling 

FNULL I 
Pointer Pointer I 

Child !pointer I Extent Location Pointer I Extent Location Pointer 

+ + I . FNULL I FILE B File sizes are variable rilE C 
. DATA DATA 

WASS CARRIBEAN 
STORACE VACATIONS 
APNOTE 

292079-58 

Figure 26. File Arrangement 
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Creating a Bootable'Drlve 

The startup time cif the PC can be decreased by booting 
from a flash memory disk instead of the magnetic disk. 
To do this, a "disk-image" is installed on the flash 
memory disk which is located iii. the system memory 
space between COOOOH and EOOOOH (Figure 10). (The 
"disk image" contains the Boot Record, Directory; and 
FAT.) This memory space is referred to as Expansion 
ROM. During the system Power-On-Self-Test (POST), 
tHe system searches this memory area Jor the ROM 
adapter signature, 055AAh, marking the beginning of 
the disk image. Orice this signature is, founa, the 
BOOTSTRAP process begins. The software to create 
and install this "disk image" is available as a product 
from Microsoft Corporation as ROM executable MS
DOS. 

WHY FLASH? 

CHARACTERISTICS OF INTEL FLASH 
MEMORY' . 

Power consumption, weight, performance, and reliabili
ty are the key criteria for a system design, Tb,e discus
sion of Intel flash memory as amass storage medium 
would not be complete without a perfoI1l}ance analysis 
and comparison to othertechnologjes. 

Power Consumption 

Portability of a computer demands battery longevity 
and consequently minimal power consumption. Small 
form factor diSk drives are being designed specifically 

, for the size and power requirements of laptops. 

A drive has three basic operating modes: active, power 
savings, and standby. The active mode consists of read
ing, writing, and ready. Ready condition allows "in
stantaneQus" transitions intQ the read or write states. In 
the power-savings mOde ollly the drive motor continues 
to run. Standby shuts off all functionality except for the 
circuitry needed to ,"spin-up" the ~ive. From the 
standby mode,' extra power and considerable 'time, is 
required to "spin7up" the disk. 

Power Consumption Comparison 
(Watts) . 

/ 

(Based on typical performance characteristics. The 
20 Mbyte Flash Memory diSk is baSed on th~ use of 80-
28F020s. Only two of the forty devices are accessed at a 
time, the remainder are in standby mode.) . 
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. . 
P()~er Consumpticm (Watts) 

Active Hard Disk Drive 
INTEL 

Modes (2.5" , 20 Mbytes) 
Flash Memory 

(20 Mb)'tes) 

Ready 1.7-2.0 0.05 
(Same as Standby) 

. 
Read 3.5-4.0 q.15 

Write 3.5-4.0 0.25 

Power Savings 1.5 0.05 
(Sa{\16 as Standby) 

Standby 0.1-0.5 0.05 . 

Spinup 9.3 0 
(from Standby) 

For a battery-powered system, ~-4 hours of operation 
is unacceptable. Battery longevity is achieved by using 
Intel Flash Memory' solid-state storage as a disk re-' 
placement. The following table relates battery life and 
the different functions of disk operation. A "AA" bat
tery with a capacity of 2215 mAH is used for the com
parison. Obviously, for a truly accurate representation, 
other components of the' system should be incI'uded. 
But from the data storage pOint of view, the flash mem
ory disk will operate many more hours than the hard 
disk drive on a set of batteries. 

Hours of Operation for a "AA" Battery 
(Based on Data from Previous Table 

and 2215 mAH Battery capacity) 

Hard Disk Drive 
INTEL 

(2.5" , 20 Mbytes) 
Flash Memory 

(20 Mbytes) 

Read 0.83 22.15 

, Write 0.83 13.29 

Standby 6.64 66.45 

Data Access Time 

Reading data from a magnetic disk is a very slow pro
cess compared toa solid-state disk (SSD). Disk transfer 
time is lengthy due to four time components: spin-up" 
seek time, latency, and data transfer time. Spin-up is a 
factor' to consider Jor battery-powered systems, where 
most disk accesses are begun from the standby mode. 
Duong the seek time, the' arm is repositioned to the 
correct track. Latency is the delay from arm reposition, 
ing until the first sector of the transfer moves under the' 
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read/write head. This is dependent on the speed of ro
tation. The actual transfer of data is the third compo
nent. The standard SCSI interface transfers data be
tween 5 Mbits and 10 Mbits per second, with which 
flash memory compares very favorable. 

For this example it is reasonable to assume a transfer 
rate of 1.0 Mbytes per second. Using a full word-wide 
(xI6) bus bandwidth (120 ns access speed of the de
vice), flash achieves a transfer rate of 16.6 Mbytes per 
second. 

Read Speed Comparisons 

Hard Disk Flash Memory 
(Standard Floppy (16-Blt Bus, 

SCSI Disk 120 ns 
Interface) Access) 

Seek Time 28ms 0 

Latency 8.3 ms 100ms 0 

Transfer Rate 1.0 Mbyte/s 62 Kbyte/s 16.6 Mbyte/s 

Total for 46.54ms 261.3 ms 0.62ms 
10 Kbyte File 

(Floppy disk drive specifications combine access into 
one category.) 

In this example, the flash memory disk has 75 times the 
read performance over the hard disk. Smaller files re
sult in even greater differences. Additionally, the 5 sec
ond spin-up of the hard disk gives the flash memory 
disk over 8,000 times the performance! 

A byte will typically program in Intel Flash Memory in 
one pulse. (See Intel Flash Memory Data sheet for pro
gramming algorithm.) Based on this and the parame
ters used in the example above, a 10 Kbyte file is writ
ten to the flash memory . disk in 87.04 ms. Because 
writes to a hard disk typically begin from spin-down, 
the flash memory disk is still over 50 times faster. Since 
reads are 80% of disk access, flash memory's user-per
ceptible performance advantage is substantial. 

Reliability 

The definition of hard disk mean-time-before-failure 
(MTBF) is extremely ambiguous. There are no indus
try-wide standards for making a reliable calculation. 
Disk drive manufacturers choose whichever method 
best suits their product's reliability perception. 
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One method uses the overall mean failure. The MTBF 
of all critical components is computer analyzed and the 
lowest one is selected. A second method tests 100 
drives. The hours of the first ones to fail are multiplied 
by the number of drives. How many reads or writes are 
performed? Is the disk stopped and started during the 
process? Standard answers do not exist. 

The vagueness of the test procedures makes it difficult 
to compare the MTBF for a flash memory solid-state 
disk and a hard disk. Based on the fact that disk usage 
is 80% reads and 20% writes, a reasonable comparison 
can be made. (What is not taken into account is that 
disks are an 'infinite' write, but finite read medium. 
Continuous reading causes reduced magnetic field 
strength, a failure mechanism hidden by re-writing the 
disk.) 

Intel's Flash Memory typically performs 100,000 
erase/program cycles. (Failure does not occur at this 
point. The only noticeable change is a gradual increase 
in program and erase times.) Assume a flash memory 
disk size of 4 Mbytes that functions like a WORM 
drive; it is erased and reused after filling. 

Based on a typical disk MTBF of 50,000 hours and the 
80/20% division, 10,000 hours are used for writing 
files. Assume the average' file size written to disk is 
10 Kbytes. A 4 Mbyte flash disk can store approxi
mately 400 X 10 Kbyte files (4 Mbyte/IOK = 408) 
before erasure is necessary. 

These 400 files could be writen to the disk 40 X 106 
times - (400 files X 100,000 cycles = 40 X 106). The 
result is that within a 10,000 hour period, one 10 Kbyte 
file could be written once every 0.9 seconds. 

10,000 hours x 3600 Seconds = 0.9 Seconds 
40 x 106 Files 1 Hour File 

It would be more realistic (although still extremely ag
gressive) to assume that this 10 Kbyte file is written to 
this disk every 10 minutes. At 100,000 cycles, 40 X 106 
files will have been written. The MTBF can be calculat
ed as follows: 

40 X .106 Files x 10 Minutes x ~ = 6.6 X 106 Hours 
File 60 Minutes 

This is an MTBF of over 6 million hours! (See Reliabili
ty Report RR60 for more details.) 

A flash memory solid-state disk outlasts its mechanical 
counterpart by at least two orders of magnitude, espe
cially if head parking problems and limited start/stop 
cycles of the mechanical disk are taken into account. 
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Weight 

Lowering the power consumption of your portable sys
tem . also lowers the we~ght. Reduced battery demands 
mean smaller and lighter batteries and power supplies. 
Weight savings is also gained by the proper choice of 
the mass storage medium. The small 20 Mbyte.2.5" 
disk drives weigh between 9 and 21 ounces. The equiva- . 
lent capacity of flash memory using 80"2 Mbit TSOPs 
(which individually weigh 1.16 x 10-2 ounces) weighs 
0.93 ounces plus the weight of the Circuit board. (See 
section on Intel flash memory packaging.) This differ
ence is critical when the computer weight requirement 
is under five (5) pounds. . 
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SUMMARY 

The advent ofIntei Flash Memoryhasled to the evolu
tion of solid"state mass storage. This application note 
has provided the building blocks that will allow the 
innovative manufacturer to remain on the forefront of 
technology; 

• Advanced packaging, such as the TSOP, Ie memo
rycards, and SIMM, is necessary for high-density 
applications. 

• Intel Flash Memory allows flexible system interfac
ing by using I/O, paged, or linear addressing meth
ods. 

• Software variations enable an unlimited number of 
mass storage applications for Intel Flash Memory. 

• Intel Flash Memory offers superior performance 
over the magnetic disk. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Intel's first generation flash memory cards(1) forever 
changed the vision of solid-state storage. Electrically 
rewritable, non-volatile, reliable, yet economical in high 
densities, these cards provided a unique solution for the 
portable computing industry demanding such media. 
The second generation of flash memory cards provide 
even higher densities, lower power consumption and a 
higher level of functionality. The Series 2 Flash Memo
ry Card delivers a major technology breakthrough by 
supporting densities up to 20 Mbytes(2), an integrated 
memory control register set (Component Management 
Registers or CMRs) and PCMCIA 2.0 compliance. 

Intel's 8-Megabit FlashFile™ Memory, 28FOO8SA, 
provides the foundation for the Series 2 Flash Memory 
Card. Its properties include data-write and block-erase 
automation, sixteen 64 Kbyte, separately-erasable 
blocks, a Ready/Busy# output pin, and a Powerdown 
mode. Within the Series 2 Card, high-functionality 
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ASICs link the flash memory devices with the 
PCMCIA-specified electrical interface. These ASICs 
handle buffering, decoding and all control signals. They 
also contain the CMRs and hardwired Card Informa
tion Structure (CIS) used by system software to en
hance device-level functions. 

The OEM has many hardware and software alterna
tives for using the Series 2 Card. From a hardware per
spective, the Intel 82365SL offers the most practical 
solution for controlling the PCMCIA socket in a PC 
solid-state drive application. This component, called 
the PC Card Interface Controller, provides the ExCA 
compliant hardware' interface between the host system 
and the Series 2 Cards. As shown in Figure 1, the fun
damental glue logic consists of a Vpp generator and 
Vee control, a latching transceiver and address and 
decode signal buffers. Embedded systems can provide 
proper card signals with discrete circuitry. 

InterfaCing the Series 2 Card to the 82365SL 

~ 

SO(15:S) X CO(15:S) 

SO(15:0) r SO(7:0) r---' C co (7:0) '" ..--
V 
R G\~ ~ 

OIR I+-

L1F= OIR l- S 
EXT OIR L 

0 
SA(11:0) ~ T 

B 
..J U A 
0 F I--0:: 
>-0« F z>-
00« 82365SL 

,;;,,,, T I r uo 

so (7:0) 

SA(16:0) CAROCTRL/STAT /INTR 

LA (23: 17) 
CONTROL 

CAOOR (25: 12) 
ISACTRL 

IRQ 
PWRCTRL 

Vpp GENERATOR 
PWR 

SYSCTRL f 
PORT Vee 

292096-1 
'This solution requires minimal glue logic. 

Figure 1. The 82365SL Requires Minimal Glue Logic 

NOTES: 
1. The Bulk-Erase iMC001 FLKA, iMC002FLKA, and iMC004FLKA (One, Two and Four Megabytes. respectively). 
2. Higher density cards may be realized in the future as component densities go beyond 8 Megabits. 
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Ser!es 2 Flash Memory Card 

r 
ASICS I ATTRIBUTE MEMORY PLANE 

I -{>c>- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
REG#! HARDWIRED CARD COMPONENT 

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 
STRUCTURE REGISTER.S 

FLASH DEVICES 

I COMMON MEMORY PLANE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
28FOO8SA 28FOO8SA 28FOO8SA 28FOO8SA 28FOO8SA 

~ 
t-sTA-TUS t-sTA'Tus rsrATUS ts;:A-TUS ts;:A'TUS 

~Lu 
REGISTER REGISTER REGISTER REGISTER REGISTER 

",L> 

~i~ 
28FOO8SA 28FOO8SA 28FOO8SA 28FOO8SA 28FOO8SA 

~ ..... t-sTATUS t-sTATUS 
1----

,STATUS rsrA-TUS t--si:A'TUS 

~~ REGISTER REGISTER REGISTER REGISTER REGISTER 

292096-2 
Operation Status Available at ASIC and Component Levels 

Figure 2. Selecting the Attribute or Common Memory Planes 

Computer systems using the Series 2 Card as a solid
state disk drive employ file management software, s~ch 
as Microsoft's' Flash File System. This software capi
talizes on the architectural benefits of flash memory. It 
includes drivers that interface directly to the Senes 2 
Card. Beyond specifying the harCiware architecture, 
PCMCIA provides a software solution that consists of 
modular software pieces designed for easy adaptation to 
the various hardware platforms and memory technolo
gies. The various pieces of the PCMCIA system may be 
obtained from your BIOS vendor. Essentially, this 
means that a system OEM is relieved of having to write 
any software for Series 2 Flash Memory Card. 

This application note supplements the information con
tained in the Series 2 Flash Memory Card Data Sheet. 
It benefits OEMs developing their own Series 2 Flash 
Memory Card software pieces, including custom flash 
file management software and software for embedded 
systems running non-DOS applications. Specifically, it 
describes the software aspects of implementing the 
card's CMRs which provide software control of many 
28FOO8SA functions, elevating the system designer 
above device-level issues used by higher-level file sys
tem software. 
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SERIES 2 COMPONENT 
MANAGEMENT REGISTERS 

The CMRs optimize the Series 2 Flash Memory Card's 
performance by supplying a software-controlled inter
face to the individual devices within the card. As shown 
in Figure 2, they are accessed as memory-mapped I/O 
in the Attribute Memory Plane by pulling the card's 
Register Select pin low (REG # , pin 61)(3). CMRs can 
be divided into two basic categories; those defined by 
the PCMCIA Release 2.0 specification and Intel de
fined "Performance Enhancement Registers". 

PCMCIA RELEASE 2.0 DEFINED 

Soft Reset Register 
(Configuration Option Register) 

During card operation, it may be necessary to place the 
card into a known state by resetting the 28FOO8SA-lev
el Status Registers and the CMRs in the ASICs to their 
power.on conditions (Figure 3). Specifically, in the 

NOTE: 
3. No switch-over setup-time from Common Memory is 
needed when PCMCIA timing requirements are met. 

I 
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Component Managment Reglsters(4) 

Defined by the PCMCIA R2.0 specification 
• Soft Reset Register (S)--(R/W) 
• Global Reset-Powerdown Register (6)--(R/W) 

PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT REGISTERS designed to deliver control benefits tied 
directly to the Intel 28FOO8SA: 

• Sleep Control Registers--(R/W) 
• Ready-Busy Status Registers--(RO) 
• Ready-Busy Mode Registers-(R/W) 
• Ready-Busy Mask Registers--(R/W) 
• Write Protection Registers--(R/W) 
• Card Status Register--(RO) 

ASICs, this reset affects the RP bit (Global Reset-Pow
erdown Register), the Sleep Control Register, the 
Ready-Busy Mode Register, the Ready-Busy Mask 
Register, and the CISWP and CMWP bits (Write Pro
tection Register). There are several ways to enter pow
er-on status: 

1. Issuing a hardware reset, with a complete system re
set or socket reset through the interface hardware, ' 
affects the entire system or the Series 2 Card, respec
tively. 

2. During normal operation of many portable systems, 
tremendous power savings are realized by entering a 
suspend state. In this state, power to the card's sock
et is removed. After reapplying power, the card auto
matically attains its power-on status. Therefore, be
fore removing power from the Series 2 Card, system 
software must save the contents of the Component 
Management Registers. It should also be pointed 
out, that a startup period must elapse to allow all 
internal circuitry to stabilize before accessing the 
card. This time period depends on host system power 
supply capabilities. (7) 

3. The third method utilizes a software-controlled 
mechanism built into the Series 2 Card. This option, 
activated with, the Soft Reset Register, provides a 
simple approach for placing the card in its power-on 
state without time delay. 

The Soft Reset Register (Figure 4) contains a soft reset 
(SRESET) bit that performs a function similar to the 
hardware reset invoked by the card's RESET pin 
(RST#, pin 58)(8). Achieve the reset condition by issu
ing a two-step write sequence to the SRESET bit (i.e. 
toggling from 0 to 1 and back to 0). 

During reset (SRESET = 1), the ASICs drive the flash 
memory array into the deep-sleep mode. This aborts 
any device operations in progress and resets each de
vice's Status Register. After initiating a soft reset, the 
SRESET bit must be cleared (zero) to enable access to 
the flash memory array or write to another CMR. The 
host system can clear this bit by writing in a zero or 
issuing a hardware reset. 

Power-On Conditions' 

ALL DEVICES IN STANDBY MODE. 
SOFTWARE WRITE-PROTECT DISABLED. 
ALL DEVICES' READY/BUSY # OUTPUTS UNMASKED. 
PCMCIA-READY/BUSY# MODE ENABLED. 
READY/BUSY# OUTPUT PIN GOES TO READY. 

NOTE: 

Generated by Hardware Reset or Toggling SRESET Bit. 

Figure 3 

NOTES: 
4. R = READ, W = WRITE, RO = READ ONLY 
5. Referred to as Configuration Option Register by PCMCIA R2.0. 
6. Referred to as Configuration and Status Register by PCMCIA R2.0. 
7. As specified by PCMCIA Release 2.0. 
8. Soft reset puts all devices into power-down mode and requires a recovery time after returning from soft reset (500 ns for 
reads and 1 ,..s for writes). 
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Soft Reset Register 

(Configuration Option Register) 

PCMCIA·Deflned 

CIS 
ADDRESS 

4000H 

BIT? 

SRESET 

II TogglE! SAESET to' reset and return to standby-mode . 
• For power-on default, SAESET = O. 

Figure 4. Useful for placing the card into a known state 

The other two fields (not implemented with the Series 2 
Card), defined in this register by the PCMCIA R2.0 
specification, include the Configuration Index and the 
LevIREQ. After powerup or soft reset, the Configura
tion Index contains zeros to maintain compatibility as a 
Memory-Only Interface. The LevlREQ bit is hardwired 
to zero. 

GLOBAL RESET-POWERDOWN 
REGISTER 

PCMCIA R2.0 Defined 

(Configuration and Status Register) 

The portable system designer strives to minimize power 
consumption in every conceivable way. Solid-state stor
age devices using Intel Flash Memory deliver signifi
cant power consumption reductions (When compared to 
the mechanical disk) and therefore play an important 
part of the system design considerations. The portable 

system aimed at power conservation looks to shut down 
portions of system circuitry not in use (Le. the solid
state drive not accessing files, the screen's backlight 
when the keyboard has not been touched in a certain 
amount of time, etc.). Powering down the entire socket 
achieves a minimal power usage status. However, the 
poweruprecovery time from this approach produces 
varying delays. 

The Series 2 Card offers the optimal solution with the 
Global Reset·Powerdown Register (Figure 5). Writing 
a one (I) to the Reset-PwrDwn Bit(RPbit 2) of this 
register puts all internal devices into the Deep-Sleep 
Mode by pulling every device's RP# input low(9). In 
the Deep-Sleep mode, a 20 Megabyte Series 2 Card con
sumes90% less current versus the standby mode cur· 
rent(lO). 

When the host system drives the. two card enable pins 
high(ll), the Series 2 ASIC circuitry blocks system-level 
address and data signals from the internal devices. Ad
ditionally, latching address buffers and data transceiv-

Global Powerdown Register 
(Configuration Option Register) 

PCMCIA-Defined 

• Aeset-Powerdown places all devices into ueElP-~SleE'p 
• Write zeros to maintain PCMCIA compatibility. 
• AP.,,;, 0 after reset. 

FigureS 

NOTES: 
9. The remaining fields in this register (Changed, SigChg, IOisa, Audio, Intr and Asvd) are tied low in the Series 2 Card for 
PCMCIA compatibility and for simplifying software masking. ' 
10. Iccs = 30 jJ.A vs, ICCSL = 0.2 IJ-A; refer to 28FOOaSA Data Sheet. The ASICs consume 1 IJ-A. 
11. CE1# (pin 7) and CE2# (pin 42) = VIH 
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SAMPLE BOXB6 CODE TO HANDLE RECOVERY-PERIOD TIMING 

GLOBAL_RP 
NOLRP 

EQU 4002H ;Global Reset-PowerDown Register 
EQUOH 

MOV AX, MEM_CARD_BASE 
MOV ES, AX 
MOV DI, GLOBAL_RP 

;Load card address 

;Pointer setup 

;Software assumes already in REG# mode access 
MOV BYTE PTR ES:[DI], NOT_RP ;ClearsRP bit 

MOV CX, RECOVERY_TIME 
FOR_A_WHILE: 

LOOP FOR_A_WHILE 

;Based on speed of processor 

Figure 6. Assembly Language Code for Returning from "Deep-Sleep" Mode 

ers on the host side eliminate address and data signal 
switching at the Series 2 Card input buffers further re
ducing power consumption levels. In other words, to 
achieve the lowest power consumption levels, these sig
nals should not be floated or tristated. 

successful status (Status Register = 80H) indicating 
the need for software drivers to use the reset-power
down function intelligently. 

After clearing the RP bit, the device-recovery times 
must be met before accessing the flash memory. As 
shown in Figure 6, the recovery period can be imple
mented using a simple software algorithm(12). 

Prior to entering' the Reset-Powerdown Mode, your 
softw!lre must check operation status for data-writes or 
block-erases in progress(13). Any operations in progress 
will be terminated when powering down the flash array. 
The 28FOO8SA does not maintain Status Register con
tents in the Reset-Powerdown Mode. Therefore, when 
the card returns to standby mode, all devices will report 

PERFORMANCE ENCHANCEMENT 
REGISTERS 

Sleep Control Register 
(Performance Enhancement Register) 

The reset-powerdown functionality of the Global Re
set-Powerdown Register has a global affect on all devic
es. In many solid-state storage applications, reading or 
writing files only requires access to select device pairs 
and the remaining devices could be kept in Deep-Sleep 
status until needed. 

Sleep Control Registers 
Performance Enhancement Register 

411AH 

4118H 

• For reset, all devices powered up (bits = 0). 
• On cards less than 20 megabytes, absent devices read as "O"s. 
• Bits cleared to zero by SRESET and RESET. 

Figure 7. Allows Selective Reset-Powerdown of Devices within the Series 2 Card 

NOTE: 
12. PCMCIA does not specify a maximum recovery time. Recovery times, varying for different card technologies, must be 
handled on a case-by-case basis. 
13. Polling the individual device's Status Register, the Ready/Busy Status Register, or the RDY/BSY# bit in the Card Status 
Register. 
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21FOOISA Status Register 81t Definition 

Figure I. Read during Write ol\Erase Operations to Determine Status 

The Sleep Control Register (Figure 7) offers this op
tion; each bit provides power down for a specific device 
pair. ExceptJor the global vs individual affect, this reg· 
ister functions identically to the Global Reset-Power
down Register. The global reset-powerdown can be en
abled while individual devices are sleeping. Disabling 
the global RESET-PWRDWN does not affect prior bit 
settings of the Sleep Control Register. 

In many applications using the Series 2 Card, the card 
will be in the Standby Mode a large percentage of the 
time. This avoids device recovery times associated with 
complete socket power off or entering the Deep-Sleep 
Mode. In the Standby, Mode, the Sleep Colltrol Regis
ter offers the greatest advantage over the Global Reset. 
Powerdown Register. With the capability of controlling 
individual device pairs,' a power savings improvement 
of approximately 16 times (based on typical current 
values) will be seen. This is derived from the following 
information: 

• 28FOO8SA devices in Deep-Sleep; Icc = 0.2 ,..,A, 
Ipp = 0.1 ,..,A. 

• 28FOO8SA devices in Standby; Icc = 30 p.A, 
. Ipp,= I,..,A. 

• ASICs in Standby and Sleep; Icc =.1 ,..,A. 

• With device-pair control,'unaccessed devices remain 
in Deep Sleep. ' 

Although the other operating modes (read, data-write, 
or block-erase) also experience power savings by using 
the Sleep Control Register, the effects are not as si~ifi
cant relative to the higher current 'requirements of 
those modes. 

When using the Sleep Control Register, SQftware must 
account for the same device-recovery time of the global 
reset-powerdown method. To access files (or data) that 
span multiple device pairs (and experience uninterrupt
ed access), software can perform a "look-ahead" func
tion to determine which' device '}»drs, must be powered 
up. 
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READY-BUSY STATUS REGISTER 

Performance Enhancement Register 
The automated data-write and block-erase capability of 
the Intel 28FOO8SA FlashFile Memory results in' a sig
nificant performance'improvemellt. Furthermore, auto
mation simplifies system-level interfacing as the user 
only delivers the proper command and monitors the 
operation's READY /BUSY, status. Referring to the 
28FOO8SA Data Sheet (or Figure 8). operation status 
can be obtained from the device's Statua Register or 
RY/BY# pin. The device's Status Register allows soft
ware,polling for ready status in addition to write and 
erase Status. The RY /BY # pin can be used to generate 
an interrupt when making a busy to ready transition. 
Regardless of the method uSed for determining ready 
status, the Status Register should be read to determine 
whether an, operation was successful. 

In the Series 2 Card, where multiple devices are present 
and muitiple simultaneous operations can occur, soft- ' 
ware polling each device's Status Register requires ex
tra I!Oftware and time. Furthermore, the, PCMCIA in
terface only has one RDY /BSY # pin which obviously 
prevents 20 devices from hooking their individUa1 
RY/BY# out to the system. The ASICs within the 
card take these signals and feed them into the BUSY # 
Status Register (Figure 9). This facilitates multiple de
vice-pair operations by allowing an analysis of all devic
es simultaneously. AfteJ:" initiating the data-write and 
block-erase operatio~, the system can switch the card 
to the Attribute Memory Plane to access these regis
ters: Alternatively, each device's RY /BY # signal fun
nels into a single "wired or" si~al that becomes the 
PCMCIA-RDY/BSY#pin driving an interrupt or 
polledthrougll an 1/0 port. ' ' , 

When performing single device pair operations, Ready 1 
Busy status should, be accessed directly from the Status 
Register of the"flash memory devices for the following 
reasons: 1) A device's Status Register must be read any
way to determine the result of. an operation; 2) This 
saves several instructions required to switch to the At
tribute Memory Plane. 

I 
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Ready-Busy Status Register 
Performance Enhancement Register 

CIS 
ADDRESS BIT3 BIT2 BIT 1 BITO 

4134H DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE 
19 1'S 17 16 

4132H DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 S 

4130H DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

• Each bit corresponds to a device's RY IBY 11 signal. 
• Devices not present (i,e, < 20 Megabytes) return ready status, 

Figure 9. Monitors Individual Device's RY /BY # Pins 

Example for Monitoring Ready/Busy Status 

(Assume ES contains memory card base address) 

;Register address RDLBSLSTATUS 
DEVICE_O 
DEVICE_l 
DEVICE_2 
DEVICE_3 
DEVICE_4 
DEVICE_5 

EQU 4l30H 
EQU OlH 
EQU 02H 
EQU 04H 
EQU OSH 
EQU lOR 
EQU 20H 

:Settings in register for specific devices 

XOR AX, AX ;Zero AX Register 
MOV DI, RDY_BSY_STATUS 

;Insert code to start write operation in first 3 Device Pairs 
;i.e. Devices 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

OR AX, DEVICE_O 
OR AX, DEVICE_l 
OR AX, DEVICE_2 
OR AX, DEVICE_3 
OR AX, DEVICE_4 
OR AX, DEVICE_5 

;Assume card already in REG mode. 
TEST BYTE PTR ES:[DI), AX :Zero flag cleared when programming 

;devices are ready. 
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READY-BUSY MASK REGISTER 
Performance Enhancement Register 

As described earlier, completion of 'a data-write or 
block-erase operation can be determined by attaching 
the card's RDY /BSY # pin into a system interrupt. 
This frees the host system to perform alternate tasks 
after initiating an operation.' In other words, device-lev
el automation allows Series 2 Card operations to be
come background tasks. 

Occasions exist where the interrupt generated from a 
device becoming ready produces unacceptable latency 
times. For instance, data-write operations, completing 
in only 10 ,""S, realize a performance penalty dealing 
with interrupt latenCies longer than the write time it
self. The data-write operations would achieve a higher 
level of performance by using software polling tech
niques(14). On the other hand, block-erase operations ' 
typically require one second. Therefore, these opera-

tions perform well as background tasks because the in
terrupt latency constitutes a small fraction of the total 
time. 

This discussion implies that the system interrupt should 
be disabled for data,writes and enabled for block-eras
es. What if an application requires simultaneous writes 
and erases? The Series 2 Flash Memory Card handles 
this situation with its Ready-Busy Mask Register (Fig
ure 10). Setting the appropriate mask bits in the Ready
Busy Mask Register blocks the corresponding device's 
RY/BY# signals. With a device's mask bit set, the 
card's RDY /BSY # pin and Card Status Register (bit 
0) always reflect a ready condition, regardless of the 
operation status. Figure 11 displays a conceptual mask 
circuit for a single device; The mask settings have no 
effect on the card's Ready-Busy-Status Registers (pro
viding direct access to each device's RY/BY# output) 
or the Devjce Status Register. This allows software 
polling in the usual manner. 

'Ready-Busy Mask Register 
Performance Enhancement Register 

CIS 
ADDRESS BIT3 BIT2 BIT 1 

4124H DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE 
19 18 17 

4122H DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 

4120H DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE DEVICE 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Figure 10. Allows Masking of Individual Device's Ready/Busy Signals 

Selecting the Appropriate Device to Mask 

Assume the register set DI:DX contains a 32-bit physical address into SERIES 2 card. 
Each device pair represents 2 Megabytes (i.e. 200000H). 

MOV CL, 5 ;Load shift count 
SHR DI, CL ;Result in DI is device ,pair number to mask. 

BITO 

DEVICE 
16 

DEVICE 
8 

DEVICE 
0 

MASKED 

;Now determine whether to mask device pair for word operations or use Bit 0 of 
the DX portion to determine high or low device (odd or even) for byte 
operations. 

NOTE: 
14. Polling the individual device's Status Register, the Ready/Busy Status Register, or the ROY /BSY # bit in the Card Status 
Register. 
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Single Device Representation of RDY IBS\' # Mask and Status 

o 
o READ IN READY/BUSY o STATUS REGISTER 
o 

~2~aF-O-O-a-SA-'~DE~V~IC~E~~~-i, 
~~ __ .. READY/BUSY 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

MASK ENABLE 
1-MASKED 

• Each device has a Ready/Busy (RY/BY#) output. 
• When mask enabled, devices always appear ready. 
• RY/BY# available in RDY-BSY# Status Register. 

COMBINE WITH ALL DEVICE 
OUTPUTS TO PRODUCE CARD 
INTERFACE AND CARD STATUS 
REGISTER READY/BUSY 

292096-3 

Figure 11. The Ready-Busy Mask is Very Useful for Write Optimization 

READY·BUSY MODE REGISTER 

Performance Enhancement Register 

The PCMCIA specification for the Ready/Busy inter
face states that "the RDY/BSY# line is driven low by 
the memory card to indicate that the memory-card cir
cuits are busy and unable to accept a data-transfer oper
ation." Contrary to the PCMCIA specification, device
level data-write and block-erase automation enables the 
Series 2 Card to perform mUltiple operations simulta
neously. Using the PCMCIA-specified method of 
RDY /BSY # functionality for multiple device opera
tions, the RDY /BSY # interrupt does not notify the 
system until all devices finish because busy devices hold 
the RDY/BSY# signal low, as shown in Figure 12. 
Multiple block erases (typical block erase time of 1 sec
ond) could present an unacceptable pushout if system 
software waits for the first available "clean" block to 
write data. 

I 

The Series 2 Card offers an alternative Ready/Busy 
mode (High-Performance Ready/Busy mode, alias 
"Levy"-mode) removing the performance impact of the 
PCMCIA mode. Circuitry internal to the ASIC catches 
every "READY-going" edge from each device. After 
an individual device becomes ready (Ready/Busy signal 
goes high), the system has the opportunity to immedi
ately service the interrupt. System software must now 
toggle the CLEAR bit (bit 1) in the Ready-Busy Mode 
Register (Figure 14) to reactivate the Ready/Busy sig
nal. Figure 13 demonstrates the resulting waveform. 

The Series 2 Card powers up in the PCMCIA-mode. 
Switching into the High Performance mode requires a 
two step prOcess; as shown in Figure 15. ASIC circuitry 
design prevents being able to write a zero to the RACK 
bit on the same cycle as entering the High-Performance 
RDY /BSY Mode. This intentional design technique 
eliminates the possibility of receiving a noise generated 
RDY/BSY# rising edge, which would trigger an un
wanted interrupt. 
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NOTES:, 

PCMCIA·Deflned RDY IBSY # Waveform for Multiple Device Operations 
IFirst operation finishes 

DEVICE 0 RY!BY# ----, .. __ ....,jI""._lnterrupt _' 
latency I 

DEVICE 1 RY !BY # 

DEVICE 2 RY !BY # j 
PCMCIA RDY!BSY# ---'L';.., --------...t:'-----, 

Interrupt occurs 
292096-4 

Figure 12. PCMCIA-Deflned RDY IBSY Waveform for Multiple·Devlce Operations 

High-Performance RDY IBSY # for Multiple Device Operations 

, , 
DEVICE 0 RY!BY# --' .. __ ~ 

DEVICE 1 RY!Byi; ----...., .. 1 -+, __ :---.,-, ----
, 3 

DEVICE 2 RY!BY# ------+: - ..... LI : __ -'*'I,t(------
(Masked) ,1..,. 

RDY!BSY# SIGNAL tL. ~ .... _~ ____ _ :v.-I 

I 2. I 

MASK BIT ~ RDY!BSY# 

RY !BY# ~ (PCMCIA-interface) 
292096-6 

292096-5 

1. Device 0 operation completes. RDY/BSY# generates system interrupt. A masked RY/BY# is zero. Unmasking 
simultaneously or after RY IBY # going high, still enables a low-to·high transition on ROY IBSY # to generate interrupt. 
2. Software clears bit 1 of Ready-Busy Mode Register pulling RDY/BSY# signal low. 
3. Last device operation completes. Masked ROY IBSY # signal does not generate interrupt. Software must poll to 
detect operation completion of masked device(s); 

Figure 13. Hlgh·Performance Mode Catches Each Device Going Ready 
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• Mode = Ready/Busy Mode 
o = PCMCIA Mode 

Ready/Busy Mode Register 
Performance Enhancement Register 

1 = High-Performance Mode 
• RACK = Ready Acknowledge Bit 

Clear this bit after receiving ready status to prepare for next device's ready transition 
• Register defaults to PCMCIA Mode for power on or reset. In PCMCIA Mode, RACK is a Don't Care 

Figure 14. To Prevent Accidental Ready Transitions, a Three Step 
Sequence mustbe Followed to Enter High-Performance Mode 

AP-361 

As discussed in the previous section, the block-erase 
operation benefits from the interrupt capabilities of the 
RDY IBSY # signal. However, if your software only 
erases one device pair at any time. the PCMCIA-RDY I 
BSY# Mode will be sufficient for two reasons: I) Both 
devices started simultaneously will complete the erase 
operation almost at the same time; 2) in 16-bit access 
mode. both devices of the pair must be erased before 
writing. 

To block-erase in multiple devices: 

1. Be sure to mask all devices (in Ready /Busy Mask 
Register). 

2. If not already done. place the Series 2 Card in the 
High"Perforrnance Mode (refer to Figure 15). 

3. Issue the block-erase command sequence to the ap
propriate devices. 

I 

Enabling High-Performance Ready/Busy Mode 

I SET ALL BITS IN I 
RY /BY# MASK 

IPUT CARD IN I 
HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
MODE 

! 
I CLEAR RACK BIT I 

292096-7 

Prevents ready devices from triggering an unwanted rising edge, and gener
ating an interrupt after clearing RACK bit. 

Write a one (1) to the Mode bit of the RY/BY# Mode Register. 

Write a zero (0) to the RACK bit of the RY/BY# Mode Register. The hard
ware requires this sequence to eliminate unwanted interrupts caused by sig
nal-bounce. 

Figure 15. Entering High-Performance Mode 
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4. Unmask appropriate Ready-Busy Mask Register 
bits. The circ/litry catches devices with already com
pleted erase operations with the conceptual setup , 
shown in Figure 13. Use a RAM-based variable or 
register for an erase"block queue to monitor erasing 
devices. 

The interrupt service routine (ISR) can be as simple as 
removing the erase block from the queue, It could also 
be used to notify the system that this block is free to 
use. Regardless of the ISR implementation, it. should 
include the following basic procedures: . 

1. Set all RY/BY# masks in the Ready-Busy Mask 
Register. This prevents additional interrupts within 
the ISR (i.e. preventre-entrant interrupt). Keep 
track of mask setup to reinstate before ISR exit. 

2. Check the queue of erasing devices and read the 
Ready-Busy Status Register to determine which de
vice completed the operation. 

, intel® 
3. Service the erased block(s). Even though one erased 

block generated the interrupt, more blocks may have 
completed· erasing at this. point. 

4. Clear RACK in the Ready-Busy Mode Register. 

S. Before exiting the ISR, reset the mask. This 
"catches" devices that went ready during the ISR 
and will cause a re-entrant ISR. However, at this 
point in the ISR, this will not affect system or soft
ware integrity. 

WRITE-PROTECTION REGISTER 

The. Series 2 Card contains a PCMCIA-defined, hard
wired Card Information Structure (CIS) accessed in the 
Attribute Memory Plane. This data structure provides 
fundamental, unchanging information pertaining to the 
card. It includes card size, type of components, access 
speed, etc. Situations exist where the user needs to in
clude custom-format information, such as card parti
tioning and operating system specific information. 

DIAGRAM OF COMMON MEMORY PLANE 
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• The first block pair of the first device pair is the common memory CIS; write protect using CISWP bit of Write 
Protection Register . 
• Write protect the remaining 159 block pairs using the CMWP bit of the Write Protection Register. 
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Figure 16_ The WRITE PROTECT REGISTER Blocks Writes 
to the Two Sections of the Common Memory Plane 
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This information can be loaded in the Common Memo
ry CIS during card format (refer to Figure 16). Typical
ly, after writing this information, it would rarely 
change. The Series 2 Card provides a means of locking 
this area of memory, as well as the remainder of the 
Common Memory array with the Write Protection 
Register (Figure 17). The Write Protection Register 
has an advantage over the mechanical write protect 
switch in that it allows software to control user write 
access to the card's data (the mechanical switch can be 
easily switched off enabling card writes). For example, 
a pen-based system may use this feature to protect its 
read-only operating system stored within the Series 2 
Card. 

AP~361 

The CIS Write Protect Bit (CISWP, bit 0) prevents 
writes to the Common Memory CIS blocks. When soft
ware determines that this block of memory contains 
valid, custom-format information (contains PCMCIA 
tuple data structure), the CISWP Bit could be set to 
prevent accidental data corruption by another applica
tion. Note that if an End-User format utility is provid
ed, this software must. be careful not to destroy the 
custom format information which could be accessed if 
the CISWP Bit was deactivated. The Common Memo
ry Write Protect Bit (CMWP, bit 1) prevents writes to 
the remainder of the Common Memory Plane (i.e. mi
nus the Common Memory CIS blocks). To "software"
write-protect the entire Common Memory Plane, both 
bits must be set. 

Write Protection Register 
Performance Enhancement Register 

• CISWP = Common Memory CIS Write Protect 
• CMWP = Common Memory Write Protect 
• "1" = Write Prcitected 

Figure 17. Provides a Software I,mplementatlon of the Write. Protect Switch 

CARD STATUS REGISTER 

Performance Enhancement Register 

This (Read-Only) register provides quick access to gen
eralized conditions within the Series 2 Card (Figure 
18). It provides a shorthand method for checking the 
following functions: 

• Ready /Busy Status 
• Ready/Busy Masking 
• Deep-Sleep Modes 
• Setting of Mechanical Write-Protect Switch 
• Software Write Protect Status 
• Soft Reset Status 

I 

Where the RY/BY# Bit(bit 0, Card Status Register) 
displays the operation status of the cumulative devices 
within the card, the Ready-Busy Status Registers re
flects the status of each individual device. Bit 0 (ROY / 
BSY#) mirrors the card's RDY/BSY# (Ready/Busy) 
output pin, also reflecting any Ready/Busy masking 
cOnditions. Two circumstances warrant the use of this 
bit: 1) When the hardware interrupt triggered by the 
ROY /BSY # pin produces an unacceptably long laten
cy period, this bit should be software polled instead to 
'increase performance; 2) When multiple devices have 
data-writelblock-erase operations in progress, reading 
this cumulative Ready/Busy status will be quicker than 
reading multiple status registers within each device. 
However, when the application requires immediate ac
cess to each device as it finishes an operation, individu
al Device Status Registers or the card's Ready-Busy 
Status Register must be used. 
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, Card Status Register 
Performance Enhancement Register 

• ROY IEiSY # == Reflects PCMCIA interface ROY IBSY # pin, 0 = busy 
• WP = Mechanical Write Protect Switch, 0 = off 

, • CISWP == Common Memory CIS Write Protect, 0 = off 
• RP = Reset-PowerdOwn Reflectll RP in Global Reset-Power Down Reg, 1 = Power Off 
• CMWP = Common Mode Write Protect, 0 = Off ' 
• SRESET = Soft Reset Reflects SRESET in SOFT RESET Reg, 1 = Soft Reset 
• ADS ,= Any Device Pair Powered Down,'OR'd'Condltion.of Sleep Control Reg, 1 = Power Off 
• ADM = Any Device Masked, OR'd Condition of Ready-Busy Mask. Reg, 1 = Masked 

Figure 18. Provides Generalized Card and Device Information 

Bit 1 reflects the card's mechanical switch poSition (1 
= Write Protected). This switch disables any writes to 
the card. Two software strategies can be implemented 
for this bit: 1) Assume the Card's Write-Proiect switch 
is oft'. Attempt to write to the card and only check the' 
Write-Protect status if the data-write fails (which it will 
if the switch is on); 2) Check the switch first to avoid 
the poSsibility of failing a data-write. The choice de
pends on the application; 

Bits 2 (CISWP = Commo~ Memory CIS) and 4 
(CMWP . = ,Common Memory Write Protect) are di
rect (Read Only) inputs from the Write-Proteet Regis
ter.These bits should be checked in a manner similar to 
that for Bit 1 (WP). For more detail refer to the Write-
Protection Register section. . 

The RP Bit (bit 3) provides a (Read Only) version of 
the RP Bit in the Global Reset.Powerdown Register 
(1 = RP). Only the Attribute Memory Plane.is avail
able With the Reset-Powerdown feature enabled, allow
ing access to the Component Management Registers, 
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The SRESET Bit (bit S) provides a (Read-Only) version 
of the SRESET Bit in the Soft Reset Register (1 
Locked in soft reset state). 

SUMMARY· 

The Series 2' Flash Memory Card delivers, the hardware 
capabilities required for implementing a solid-state 
storage device. Software engineers will find the features 
of this card both flexible and powerful when coupled 
with flash-optimized filing systems, such as Flash File 
System from Microsoft. this application note haS dis
. cussed the various methods of using the Component 
Management Registers to facilitate designs incorporat~ 
ing the SERlES 2 card. . 

• PCMCIA-Defined Registers provide generalized as
sistance for memory card interfacing. 

• performance Enhancement Registers booSt software' 
control over the card's internal flash memory devic
es. 
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GLOSSARY 

Attribute Plane: Memory plane within the card select
edby pulling the REG# pin low. This random access 
memory contains the CIS and Component Manage
ment Registers. 

Block-Erase: Erasing sections of a single flash memory 
device. 

Bulk-Erase: Erasing the entire flash device simulta
neously. 

Common Memory: The memory card's main memory 
array. 

Common Memory-Card Informadon Structure: The 
first block pair of the first device pair. Useful for stor
ing custom format information, such as partitioning of 
the card. 

Component Management Registers (CMR): Memory
mapped I/O registers used to control device-level func
tions. 

Deep-Sleep Mode: A special very low power mode use
ful for saving power when not accessing the flash mem
ory components. 

Device-Pair: Arrangement of the 8-bit 28FOO8SA de
vices in the SERIES 2 card in a word-wide manner. 

Hardwired Card Information Structure (CIS): Embed
ded into the Attribute Memory Plane to describe 
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non-changing information about the SERIES 2 Card 
(i.e. density, speed). 

Personal Compl,lter Memory Card International Asso
ciation <PCMciA>: The organization formed to pro
mote interchangeability of IC cards by providing a 
standardized mechanical, electrical and metaformat in
terface. 

Performance Enhancement Registers: Memory" 
Mapped I/O registers included by Intel in the Series 2 
Card to boost performance by providing software con
trol of the internal 28FOO8SA functions. 

Ready/Busy: Indicator used to determine when a data
write or block-erase operation has completed. Symbol
ized by RY /BY # for tJte 28FOO8SA and RSY /BSY # 
at the Series 2 Card interface. 

Status Register:. A register internal to a 28FOO8SA 
FlashFile™ Memory device used to determine write 
and erase operation status. 

RELATED DOCUMENTS 

28FOO8SA, 8 Megabit, FlashFile™ Memory Data 
Sheet 

Series 2 Flash Memory Card Data Sheet 
8236SSL, PC Card Interface Controller Data Sheet 
PCMCIA PC Card Standard Release 2.0 
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STANDARDIZATION 

What single word explains both the advantage. and dis
advantage 0/ a PCMCIA socket? Standardization! 

A customer buys a computer system with a PCMCIA 
slot and expects to be able' to plug any 68-pin 
PCMCIA-compatible PC card into that slot. Sure, the 
form factor allows it to fit-The electrical signals even 

. match Up,so there's no concern about damaging theIC 
card (or computer system). The surprise comes when 
that customer discovers that the system doesn't contain 
the software drivers that support his newly purchaSed 
card. Flash' memory, modems, faxes, and LAN cards, 
to name· but a. few, all require . some type of software 
driver to operate. For example, a flash file system that 
fits into the PCMCIA software model can easily sup
port new flash memory cards by using a Memory Tech
nology Driver (generically referrred to as a flash card 
driver). 

HOST SYSTEM 
and 

PCMCIA 
Compatible 

Socket 
Adapter 

-

This application brief explains. the benefits and .funda
mental techniques for building in the upgrade capabili
.ty required for new flash memory cards. 

SOFTWARE DRIVERS FOR FLASH 
CARDS 

From a read standpoint, all of Intel's flash memory 
cards (Series 1, Series 2, and even future generations of 
cards) have similar functionality. They don't require 
any special algorithms to read from them .. However, 
these cards do have very distinct differences, especially 
from a write and erase standpOint. For example, the 
Series 1 cards require manual algorithms versus the au
tomated algorithms of Series 2 cards '(Figure 2). But 
don't be fooled, this situation is not restricted to Intel 
alone. Flash memory writing and erase algorithms will 
differ significantly depending on the card manufactur
er, the included options, and the type of flash memory 
devices in the card. 

Flash 

, Memory 
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, , , Card 
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Figure 1. Any PCMCIA-Compatlble PC Card Plugs into Any PCMCIA Socket 
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Using a monolithic software model as shown in Figure 
3 (one approach for integrating Microsoft's Flash File 
System), the low-level driver, CARDDRV.EXE, con
tains all the code for interfacing the flash file system to 
the socket adapter hardware and flash memory cards. 
Specifically, it includes the write and erase algorithms 
for Intel's Series I and Series 2 Flash Memory Cards. 
After installing this monolithic piece of software in the 
computer system, any unsupported flash memory card 
could probably be read, but attempts to write or erase 
would probably not work, for one reason or another. 

Series 1 Manual Algorithm 

AB-56 

Using the "monolithic" model, including support for 
additional cards obviously requires a code modification 
to incorporate the new software algorithms. But if the 
system was already in the field, it would be most diffi
cult to upgrade the software for each additional card on 
the market. 

What if the new flash memory card algorithms could be 
"hooked" into the file system software without having 
to make any modifications? What if the new flash card 
algorithms could be installed automatically when the 
new card was inserted into the socket? This concept 
provides the foundation behind a flash card driver. 

Series 2 Automated Algorithm 

292136-2 

Figure 2. Depending on the Card, Write and Erase Algorithms Can Differ Significantly 
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Figure 3. Th~ Original Fjle System 
Approach Required Modifications for 

Every New Card and System 

.. Flash Card Driver Functions 

As shown in the PCMCIA softwaremddel below (Fig
ure 4), the flash card driver (referred to as Memory 
Technology Driver. or MTD) plays an integral role. The 
purposes behiitd the flash card driver include: 

• Isolation of the software required to monitor and 
control a specific flash memory card. 

• Increasing system performance by specifically opti
mizing software algorithms for flash memory cards. 

• Reducing system m~mory requirements by eliminat
ing software necessary to support other memory 
card types. In other words, the only driver that 
needs to be present is the one that supports the card 
currently installed in the PCMCIA slot. 

Fundamentally, the flash card driver manages 4 types 
of operations to work in association with a flash file 
system: 

• Read-Transfers the byte(s) specified from a PC 
memory c.ard to a buffer. -

• Write-Transfers the byte(s) specified from a buffer 
toa PC memory card. 
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• Copy-Transfers the specified data from one loca

tion to another within the same PC memory card, as 
seeit when doingblock-to"block transfer during flas\!. 
file system cleanup. 

• Erase-Restores all of the !:>ytes in the specified 
block to their erased state. 

Interfacing to the Flash Card. Driver 

In a PCMCIA-compatible implementation (Figure 4), 
Card Services interfaces between a flash file system and 
the Memory Technology Driver. The file system ~lls 
upon Card Services whenever it needs to perform one pf 
the operations listed. above. Card Services, in turn, calls 
uppn the MTD. 

Most computer systems will ship with some level of 
software support built into the box. For example, to 
support Intel's Series 2 Flash Memory Card, a PC sys
tem would ship with Mjcrosoft's Flash File System, 
CARDDRV.EXE (a low-level block device driver), 
Socket Services, and Card Services. The algorithms that 
write and erase this particular memory card would be 
included within this original software package. 

ROM/DOS 

292136-4 

Figure 4. The Flash File System Indirectly Calls 
the MTDthrough Card Services 
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Installing the Flash Card Drivers 

When Intel's next generation flash memory card be
comes available, a new flash card driver must be inte
grated into the system. How that happens will depend 
on the system's memory-storage architecture, as depict
ed in Table 1. 

Table 1. System Memory Storage Architectures 

Case 
Hard Floppy Flash ROM 
Drive Drive Disk Disk 

1 No No No Yes 

2 No No Yes No 

3 Yes External Don't Care Don't Care 

4 Yes Yes Don't Care Don't Care 

The new driver can be installed into the system in sev
eral ways: 

• Download the new driver from a bulletin board 

• Use a cable transfer utility 

• Floppy disk 

• Flash memory card 

From the customer's perspective, the flash card drivcr 
on the card provides the most automatic solution. It 
delivers the most convenient approach, especially if it is 
automatically pulled off the card without user interven
tion. The mechanism to accomplish this could proceed 
as shown in Figure 5: 

EXECUTABLE 
SYSTEM MEMORY SOCKET ADAPTER 

Special Loader 
Utility Pulls Driver 

From Cord Flosh Card Flash Cord Driver 1---.: Install I--r® ~ 
Flash Fite Cord 

System Driver 1----

292136-5 

Figure 5. A Flash Card Driver Can Be Pulled from 
the Card without User Intervention 

• After interpreting the Card Information Structure 
(CIS) to identify card and discovering an unsupport
ed card type (i.e., specific flash card driver not built 
into system), the file system realizes that it needs a 
new driver. 
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• A special loader utility can read the flash card driv
er from the card (hopefully it will have one). 

• A system described as Case 1 in Table 1 cannot per
manently store the new driver because it is ROM
based. After pulling the flash card driver from the 
card, it must be loaded into system RAM while be
ing used (i.e., until that card is removed). The other 
system cases have more flexibility because the new 
driver can be installed in flash -or on disk. However 
the most practical solution calls for putting the driv
er on the card and leaving it there, where it is auto
matically pulled off upon insertion into the socket. 

WHY SUPPORT NEW CARDS? 

What motivation do OEMs have to include support for 
flash card drivers and hence, new flash memory cards? 
Intel's next generation flash memory cards will provide 
much higher performance, densities greater than 
40 Megabytes, and increased functionality. The genera
tion after that will deliver even more technical advance
ments. Using these new cards will make a computer 
system more desirable, ultimately producing a competi
tive advantage. The ability to support new cards via the 
flash card driver method has the following benefits: 

• The OEM has a financial opportunity by selling 
these cards as retail products. 

• A system can accommodate any card already avail
able on the market. 

• An infinite number of drivers do not have to reside 
in the system at the same time. 

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
UPGRADABILITY AND 
COMPATIBILITY 

Upgradability allows a system to take advantage of new 
capabilities; compatibility only allows basic functionali
ty. At a minimum, compatibility implies that when try
ing to use a new flash memory card (i.e., not already 
supported within the system) the system will not lock 
up. Some OEMs may only desire to ship a computer 
that supports one and only one type of flash memory 
card. This system would not possess an upgrade path to 
any additional flash memory cards. 

This brings up the question of whether new flash mem
ory cards will even be compatible when plugged into 
this type of system. For the most part, the answer to 
this question will be "NO". Intel has taken great efforts 
to allow the Series 2 and next generation flash memory 
cards to be compatible, at least from the write/erase 
algorithm perspective. However some fundamental 
concepts must be considered: 
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Device Boundaries 

Assuming the block sizes, remain the same, higher den
sity flash devices (8 Mbit versus 16 Mbit) implies more 
blocks per device. This changes the device boundaries 
which only becomes an issue when performing multiple 
operations per card (Figure 6). For, example, assume 2 

28r008SA DEVICE PAIRS in a 4-,Mbyte Card 
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infel® 
simultaneous block erases in a Series 2 card (occurring 
in 2 separate devices). By virtue of the differences in 
device sizes, these same 2 operations in the next genera
tion card could be within the same device. The negative 
impact behind this depends on the specifics of thesys
tern's software, but at the very least, it' would prevent 
the second operation. 

28rO 16SA DEVICE PAIRS in a 4-Mbyte Card 
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Figure 6. The 28F008SA and,28F016SA Have Different Device Boundaries 
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Device ID 

Any new devices within a flash memory card will pos
sess a new device ID. For example, the 8-Mbit devices 
in Series 2 Cards have an ID value of A2H, and the 
16-Mbit will have a value of AOH. System software 
generally incorporates some type of lookup table to 
match these values and determine the proper algo
rithms to use. However, every system should also have 
a method for handling unrecognized values, which at 
the very least should be a "graceful" rejection. These 
values can be obtained from either the card's CIS or 
directly from the flash memory device (Intelligent Iden
tifier). 

SUMMARY 

The PCMCIA socket enables a computer system to 
support an unlimited number of capabilities simply by 
removing one IC card and inserting another. These 
cards ranging from modems to flash memory, require 
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some form of system software support. From a flash 
memory card perspective, software drivers perform the 
various read/write/copy/erase algorithms. These driv
ers can accommodate two levels of functionality: 

Compatibility-As a minimum, flash card drivers 
should support the basic write and erase algorithms re
quired by a flash memory card. The word compatibility 
implies that this software allows new flash memory 
cards to work without failing and nothing more. 

Upgradability-As Intel's flash memory technology 
evolves and improves, new,cards will require flash card 
drivers that optimize their functionality. From an end
user perspective, the simplest way to integrate these 
new drivers is to automatically install them from the 
flash memory cards. This implies that OEMs must be 
developing mechanIsms to "hook" these drivers. 

Be compatible for basic functionality. Upgrade to take 
advantage of the future!!! 
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INTRODUCTION 

As the PC evolves into what is truly a "personal" com
puter-one that can be held in your hand-a complete
ly different system memory architecture will emerge. 
Step aside ROM, DRAM, floppy disk, and hard disk; 
Intel's FlashFile™ memory is here. FlashFile memory 
will finally make it possible to build a thin, 2-pound 
notebook computer that runs for many hours on a few 
AA batteries. But before these mobile PCs are built, 
designers must learn some new ways to configure sys
tem memory. 

In April 1992, Intel introduced a new flash memory 
architecture with a combination of functionality and 
price that redefines mobile computing. This new archi
tecture, when implemented in new system memory con
figurations, enables nonvolatile executable system 
memory and removable file and program storage. 
Intel's new flash architecture lets designers create a 
portfolio of products that will clearly differentiate them 
from their competition. 

WHY A NEW MEMORY 
ARCHITECTURE? 

The ideal memory system is: 

• Dense (stores lots of code and data in a small 
amount of space and weighs very little) 

• Fast (lets you read and write data quickly) 

• Inexpensive (low cost per megabyte) 

• Nonvolatile (data remains when power is removed) 

• Power Conscious (prolongs battery life and reduces 
heat) 

• Reliable (retains data when exposed to extreme tem
perature and mechanical shock) 

Since PCs were introduced over 10 years ago, designers 
have grappled with how to construct memory systems 
that offer all these attributes. They have wisely elected 
to use to optimum combination of solid-state memory 
and magnetic storage, i.e:, DRAMs plus magnetic hard 
disks. DRAMs are dense and inexpensive, yet slower 
than the processors they serve, and they are volatile. 
SRAMs are used in caching schemes to compensate for 
DRAM's slowness. While SRAMs keep pace with to
day's high-performance microprocessors,· they are not 
as dense as DRAM, are inherently more expensive, and 
volatile. Magnetic hard disks are very dense, inexpen
sive on a cost-per-megabyte basis, and nonvolatile, but 
they are painfully slow, power hungry and subject to 
damage from physical shock. 
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ENTER FLASH MEMORY 

Because Intel's ETOXTM III flash memory cell is 
30"percent smaller than equivalent DRAM cells, the 
company expects it to track DRAM density closely. 
Intel's new 28F008SA FlashFile Memory can store 
8 megabits, or one megabyte, of data today. Flash 
memory is more scalable than DRAM due to its simple 
cell structure, so as DRAM technology shrinks towards 
0.25 microns and 64 megabits, flash will pace and ulti
mately overtake DRAM's technology treadmill. In 
fact, expect to see 256-Mbit flash memory by the end of 
the '90s. 

FLASH MEMORY IS FAST 

Don't be misled by technology-to-technology speed 
comparisons. Designing your system memory around 
flash will break the code/data bottleneck created by 
connecting a mechanical memory such as disks to a 
high-performance electronic system. For instance, data 
seek time for a 1.8" magnetic hard disk is 20 ms, plus 
an 8 ms average rotational delay, while flash is less than 
0.1 ms. At the chip level, current read speeds for'flash 
are about 90 ns. Thus, downloading from flash to sys
tem RAM or directly executing from flash will dramat
ically enhance system speed. 

FLASH MEMORY IS INEXPENSIVE 

At the 8-Mbit density, Intel flash pricing matches 
DRAM and Intel expects to continue decreasing price 
as both densities and volumes increase. 

FLASH 1$ NONVOLATILE 

Unlike SRAM orpseudo-SRAM (SRAM with built-in 
battery), flash needs no battery backup. Further, Intel's 
flash devices retain data typically for over 100 years, 
well beyond the useful lifetime of even the most ad
vanced computer. 

FLASH IS POWER CONSCIOUS 

FlashFile Memory in a hard-disk drive configuration 
consumes less than one two-hundredth. the. average 
power of a comparable magnetic disk drive based on 
the typical user model. At the chip level, the 28F008SA 
has a DEEP POWERDOWNmode that reduces power 
consumption to less than 0.2 /LA. 

FLASH IS RUGGED AND RELIABLE 

On average, today's hard-disk drives can withstand up 
to 10 Os of operating shock; Intel FlashFile memory 
can withstand as much as 1000 Os. FlashFile compo-
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nents can operate at up to 70"C while magnetic drives 
are limited to 55·C. Intel FlashFile memory can be cy
cled 100,000 times per block or segment. By employing 
wear-leveling techniques, a 20-Mbyte flash array can 
provide over 30 million hours before failure. 

WHY. NOW? 

Flash memory is not a new technology. Intel has been 
the flash technology and market leader since 1988. 
Then why hasn't flash taken the mobile PC market by 
storm yet? Why now? 

One reason that 1992 is the pivotal year for flash-based 
systems is the sharply increased demand for highlymo
bile computers. The other reason· is that a number of 
key capabilities, in development for sometime, reached 
maturity together. 

1. Intel Introduces FlashFlle™ 
Memory 

MS-DOS', the ubiquitous operating system for PCs, 
was developed specifically to optimize the sectoring 
scheme inherent to disk technology. Intel's first genera
tion "bulk .erase" flash required that all of the chip be 
erased before data could be re-written: a natural fit for 
updatable firmware and data acquisition, but not for 
data file storage or disk emulation. Intel FlashFile 
memory, based on a block-erase architecture, divides 
the ·flash memory space into segments that are some-· 
what analogous to the zones recognized by MS-DOS. 
For instance, the Intel 28F008SA contains sixteen iden
tical, individually-erasable, 64-Kbyte blocks. This orga
nization has been carefully optimized to maximize cy
cling capability while preserving the smallest granulari
ty possible. The ability to segment block memory into 
individual segments allows disk-like data-file storage. 

2.· Standardization of Delivery System 
and Interface -

Thanks to work by the Personal Computer Memory 
Card International Association (PCMCIA), and the 
Japanese Electronics Industry Development Associa
tion (JEIDA), there is now an internationally recog
nized standard for memory cards. PCMCIA cards are 
the size of a business card but about four times as thick. 
Intel is widely promulgating its Exchangeable Card Ar
chitecture (ExCATM), a hardware and software imple
mentation of the PCMCIA system interface. When 
used with the proper BIOS, ExCA/PCMCIA-compati
ble cards will be completely interchangeable between 
systems and vendors, and clln be equated to solid-state 
floppy disks, albeit with many advantages. 
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Flash-based solid-state disks, intended to replace mag
netic hard disks in certain applications, with IDE inter
faces will be "plug compatible" with existing systems 
that are already designed with IDE magnetic drives in 
mind. 

3. Flash File System 

Intel has worked very closely with Microsoft' to imple
men( a DOS flash memory extension called Flash File 
System (FFS) that transparently handles ,swapping of 
data between flash blocks, much as DOS now handles 
swaps betw~ disk sectors. With Flash File System, 
the user inputs a DOS comand and doesn't need to 
think about whether a magnetic disk or a flash memory 
is being \lsed. Flash File System employs wear leveling 
algorithms that prevent any block from being cycled 
excessively, thus ensuring millions of hours of use 
across multiple chips. 

4. Off-the-Shelf Hardware Interface 

The introduction of the Intel 82365SL PC Card Inter
face Controller provides a ready-made interface be
tween the PC:s ISA bus and up to two PCMCIA sock
ets. It is a key component for memory and 1/0 card 
implementations since the designer is relieved from 
building the interface from scratch. 

5. Cost Reductions 

Magnetic drives do not scale well; that is, it becomes 
increasingly difficult to improve or even retain density 
as platter size shrinks. Thus, every reduction. in drive 
size requires complete retooling and costly learning. 
Also, the complex controller circuitry provides a price 
floor under which magnetic drives cannot drop. Since 
flash is scalable, at some point in the near future, small 
magnetic drives are likely to become more expensive 
per megabyte than flash cards and are certain to have 
less capacity. But even today, the value of a particular 
memory technology is a result of more than just dollars 
per megabyte. 

Notes market analysis expert Dataquest: 

"The question is, "Can you put a floppy disk drive 
ina palmtop PC to take advantage of the cost dis
parity (between disk and flash)?" The answer· is, 
'No.' There is not enough power (or space). The 
issue then, is not cost. Here, the removable storage 
medium dictates the product's .capabilities and its 
success or failure in the marketplace. Without a 
memory card, a palmtop is nothing more than an 
electronic organizer. It. is the memory card that 
transforms a palmtop into a full-fledged personal 
computer." ... Nick Samaras, SAMS Newsletter. 
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All of the aforementioned features, Intel FlashFile 
memory's block-erase architecture,PCMCIA stan
dards, ExCA, Flash File System, 82365SL ISA
PCMCIA interface controller and reduced costs, are 
deliverables ... now. And not a moment too soon 
based on the tremendous market opportunity created 
by the increasing demjmd for truly mobile computers. 
Dataquest predicts that the worldwide sale of portable 
PCs will increase from six million units in 1992 to near
ly 30 million units in 1995. While laptop PCs are only 
expected to increase by about two million units, note
books, pen-based, and handheld PCs will increase from 
three million units in 1992 to nearly 25 million in 1995, 
an eight-fold increase. This extraordinary growth will 
be greatly assisted by FlashFile memory. 

ENABLING THE TRULY MOBILE 
COMPUTER 

In the world of the desktop PC, DRAM is used for 
executable code storage and data manipulation. Since 
DRAM is volatile, if power is lost, both programs and 
data are lost, hence the need for a nonvolatile magnetic 
hard disk. With the addition of the hard disk, programs 
and dat~ are stored on the hard disk and swapped in 
and out of DRAM as needed. Some part of the DRAM 
is reserved for use as a register to store temporary re
sults during compute-intensive operations. Today's PCs 
are typically. configured with 4 megabytes of DRAM 
and at least a 40-Mbyte disk. 

FlashFile memory fully supports this system configura
tion when used simply as a magnetic drive replacement. 
Instructions and data are, still swapped to DRAM but 
at a much faster rate. Plus, execution speed can be en' 
hanced if the DRAM is replaced with SRAM. 

In the solid-state computer, the "DRAM + magnetic 
hard drive" are replaced by a "flash memory + 
SRAM". The key to this architecture is the ability to 
eXecute-InPlace (XIP). Program instructions stored in 
the flash memory are read directly by the processor. 
Results are written directly to the flash memory. Com
pute-intensive operations that require the fastest memo
ry and byte-alterability use high-speed SRAM or pseu
do SRAM. Most of what we now think of as the 
"DRAM" is replaced by low-cost flash and only a rela
tively small part of the DRAM is replaced by SRAM. 
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The flash memory space is made even more storage-ef
ficient through the use of compression techniques 
which offer at least 2:1 compression. For example, one 
20-Mbyte flash card that uses 2:1 compression offers 
the same storage as a 4O-Mbyte hard disk! 

The advantages of a flash-based computer include: 

• Blazingly fast speed 

• Instant-on and instant-resume 

• Ultra-light PC (2-4 lbs.) 

• Very secure data retention 

• Flexible firmware 

As you can see, by changing the system memory archi
tecture to a. flash-based one, designers will be able to 
build a new generation of PCs that meets the needs of 
the computer user of both today and tomorrow. 

Progress has been made toward implementing this ap
proach with the introduction of Hewlett-Packard's suc
cessful HP95LX DOS-compatible palmtop. MS-DOS 
and Lotus 1-2-3* are stored in ROM. Internally, pseu
do-static RAM is used, and a PCMCIA memory socket 
is provided. Lotus 1-2-3 was re-written to allow ROM
based storage so it could execute in place. Other ROM
executable versions of popular operating systems are 
expected to be available shortly. 

DESIGNING YOUR SYSTEM WITH 
FLASHFILE MEMORY 

Details of the three Intel flash applications and imple
mentations-flash cards, silicon disks, and Resident 
Flash Array (RFA)--are presented below. 

APPLICATION NUMBER 1: MEMORY 
CARDS 

Memory cards arF the most rugged and reliable of the 
removable memory media. A card can be slipped into a 
shirt pocket and moved from location to location. With 
high-density flash cards, you can download files from 
the desktop and use the card in your notebook or palm
top. 
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M~ry cards .have been around for sOme time. The 
first cards to be hltroduced were ROM'"Only cards used 
in video games ,and pocket organizers. These were pro
duced in various formats prior tathe formation of 
PCMCIA and lEIDA.· Later cards included battery
backed SRA¥ and EEPROM. Neither became very 
popular due to their high cost of $500-$600 per mega
byte and limited capacity. Fla~ cards overcome the 
cost barrier and they are certain to bci mul~ply sourced, 
assuring availability and . Competitive . pricing.' A 
20-Mbyte fl8sh card has three times the real storage 
density of a 2O-Mbyte 1.8" magnetic drive 
(0.95 Mbyte/cm3 vs 0.34 Mbyte/cm3) and it has 10 
times the weight density'(2 Mbyte/gm vs 0.21 Mbytel 
gm). The PCMCIA has complete industry support, and 
enhanced versions, such as PCMCIA Version 2.0, are 
designed to be backward-compa,ible with earlier ver
sions. 

As part of itS flash product family, Intel's new Series 2' 
memory cards are the ~t to utilize chips processed on 
its 0.8-micron flash teChnology. Storing up to 2q mega
bytes, these cards are designated Series 2 to differenti
ate them from the earlier bulk-erase' flash cards. The 
cards consist of 4 to 20, 28FOO8SA TSOP FlashFile 
memory devices. Each 28FOO8SA contains 16 distinct, 
indiyidually-erasable, 64~Kbyte blocks. Therefore, each 
card contains from 64 to 320 blacks. 

With the re1el\SC of PCMCIA Version 2.0 in September 
of 1991, the PCMCIA-compatible field grew somewhat 
larger. The PCMCIA interface grew from memory
only. to one that supports many types of VO devices. 
Intel's system-level implementation of PCMCIA 2.0, 
called, ExCA; ensures that if there are two ExCA sock
ets available, one can be used for a flash memory card 
~d one for a' lIlodem; and the car!is may be inter~ 

.. ' changed. 

How difficult is it to design-iR an ExCA socket? Not 
verY. Intel's ppen ExCA specit1cation details the system 
illlplementation. Other than the .physical inconx>ration 
of the socket and card, the only required hardware is ali 
ISA-to.PCMCIA interface such as Intel's 82365SL 
chip, and an ExCA Compliarit BIOS from vendors like 

" " . . ,', . 
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SystemSpft, Award and Phoen~. You'll also need a 
flash file management 'system like' Microsoft's Flash 
File System~ Intel's block-erase architecture, along With 
the DOS Filing System and ExCAinos; makes it easy 
to incOrporate ExCA features. II! addition, ExCA-com~ 
pliant systems will !illow system-to-system interopera
bility much like flopP! disks. 

APPLICATIOt4 NUMBER 2:, 
FLASH~~ASED SOLID $TATE DISK 
The implementation of block-erase flash as a "solid
state disk" '(SSD) is' something of a misnomer. It is not 
Ii disk at all, rather a flash module that has. the same 
form, fit and function as a 2.5" or smaller magnetic 
drive. I 

A flash-based SSD implementation is the most direct 
route to adapting flash to an existing design. A built-in 
IDE' interface would make it plug-compatible. But 
what a difference a silicon disk will make! A 1.8" drive 
typically uses,one watt-hourlhour while: a silicon disk 
uses as little as 0.035 watt-hourlhour. This kind of 
power savings makes it possible to reduce battery size 
and weight considerably: Or,consider reliability; We've' 
already discussed differences in susceptibility to shock 
and temperature elttremes. In addition, an SSD theoret
ically has a mean-time-between-failure (MBTF) of 
250,000 hours, compared to loo,boo hoUrs for the mag
netic drive. 

With all th~ advantages, when should you use memo
ry cards and when is use ofa flash-based SSD prefer
able? 

First and foremost, the SSD is considered to be installa
ble while memory cards are removable and transp~r
table. In othet words,' the SSD is meant to be installed 
and then . left alone, while memory cards are designed 
for constant removal and reinsertion. In operation, the 
only change a user would notice in a notebOok comput
er equipped with a flash-based SSD is that access speed 
is Unprecedented. 
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The flash-based solid-state drive is one very good way 
to get to market early with flash technology. In Febru
ary 1992, Conner Peripherals, Inc., and Intel an-' 
nounced the signing of a joint product and technology 
development contract focused on designing and bring
ing to market proprietary FlashFile memory-based 
SSD storage products. 

Incidentally, manufacturers of magnetic drives are 
starting to take notice. In a manner much like the tail 
wagging the dog, 1.8" magnetic hard disks with 
PCMCIA interfaces are currently being developed. 

APPLICATION NUMBER 3: 
RESIDENT FLASH ARRAY 

The one approach that offers totally new capabilities is 
the Resident Flash Array (RFA). This is an arrange
ment of from 8 to 20, 8-Mbit FlashFilememories. In 
the long term, it replaces some of the motherboard's 
DRAM. This is the approach that is applicable to all 
levels of PC, from desktop to palmtop. For near-term 
applications, however, RF A is an ideal way of making 
code or ROM-executable operating systems such as 
DOS or Windows' updatable to protect the end-user's 
software investment. Also, when used as a resident ap-
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plication program and data-file storage medium on the 
local memory bus, RF A provides a high-performance, 
low-power solution. 

The Resident Flash Array provides the highest possible 
performance of any option, especially since the proces
sor can be closely coupled to it; and hence, would not 
be encumbered by IDE or PCMCIA interfaces, or even 
the ISA bus itself. The flash memory and the processor 
will sit side-by-side. 

The proliferation of flash memory card-based systems 
will accelerate the process of converting disk-oriented 
applications to a flash-eXecutable orientation. Those 
manufacturers who elect to be early adopters of Intel 
FlashFile memory will be able to develop a new genera
tion of PC-the truly "personal" computer you can 
hold in your hand, 

NOTE: 
ETOX, ExCA and FlashFile are trademarks of Intel 
Corporation. 
'Microsoft and MS-DOS are registered trademarks; 
Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 
'Lotus and 1-2-3 are registered trademarks of Lotus 
Development Corporation. 
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Intel ExCi\M Hardware Developer' sKit 
Product Brief 

Kit _ 1 PC·AT· Add·in Board with 
Contents 2 PCMCIA sockets 

_ ExCA Hardware Developer's 
Kit User's Guide 

_ Technical documentation 
describing Intel's Series 2 Flash 
Memory Card and FlashFile™ 
Components 

_ A copy oflntel's ExCA 
Specification 

_ An evaluation copy of 
Microsoft's* Flash File 
System Software 

_ iCardrv1.exe - Intel's Low 
Level Driver Software 

_ 8236SSL Diagnostic Software 
Intel's ExCATM Hardware Developer's Kit provides the mobile computer 
designer with the hardware, software and system interface to evaluate the 
benefits of Intel's Series 1 and Series 2 Flash Memory Cards. This kit will 
allow your design to be flash card ready, completing the evaluation, using 
your Series 1 or Series 2 cards. An ExCA add· in board in an IBM PC-AT* 
desktop PC using MS-DOS* serves as the development platform. 

Intel's ExCA Hardware Developer's Kit product number for ordering is 
EXCAHWEBD 

Kit Description 
A PC-AT add-inboard based on ExCA hardware, two PCMCIA slots, Microsoft's 
Flash File System arid associated Flash driver, diagnostic software and Intel's ExCA 
Specification, provides a hands-on evaluation/development tool for flash ready 
mobile computer designs. 

The Kit User's Guide,provides hardware and software installation instructions and 
advice on how to maximi~e kit usage. 

This kit will enable systems designers to: 

I. Familiarize yourself with Intel's Exchangeable Card Architecture 

2. Use your Series I and Series.2 cards in a PC-AT system. 

3. Plan your next mobile computer design to be Intel Series I or Series 2 Flash Card 
ready. 

The ExCA Developer'S Board will accept software upgrades that allow the 
integration of future Intel Flash Memory Cards as they become available. 

ExCA and FlashFile are trademarks of Intel Corporation 
=I< Other brands and names are the property of their respeitive owners. 

Order Number: 297293-002 intel~ 
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Flash Drive 
iFD005P2SAli FD01 OP2SA 

PCMCIA-ATA Type-2 PC Card • 5 and 10-Mbyte versions 

10 mW Idle, Standby, and Sleep • Embedded Flash Memory Cycle 

Power Management 

5 MB/s Interface Transfer Rate • Weighs only 1 oz. (29 gms) 

1000G Shock • Nonvolatile; No Batteries Required 

Four PCMCIA-ATA Modes • Single +5 Volt Supply 

IDE-ATA Mode • 32-Kbyte Buffer 

Absolutely Silent • Uses FlashFile™ Architecture 
ETOXTM III 0.81J Flash Memory 

Compatible with Standard Data Technology 
Compression Utilities 

Intel Corporation assumes no responsibility for the use of any circuitry other than circuitry embodied in an Intel product. No other circuit 
patent lic!!nses are implied. Information contained herein supersedes previously published specifications on these Intel devices. 
@INTELCORPORATlON, 1993 October 1993 Order Number: 290492-001 
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. INTRODUCTION 

Intel's Flash Drive brings FlashFile™ memory's 
mass storage advantages to PCMCIA-AT A and 
IDE-ATA-equipped mobile computers. These 
nonvolatile storage products provide performance, 
ruggedness, reliability, silent operation, and 
extended battery life that these systems need. 

In default mode, the flash drive operates in 
PCMCIA-ATA compliant sockets. It conforms to 
PCMCIA PC Card standard 2.01, or higher (with 
ATA version 1.01 or higher hardware and software). 

Its IDE-ATA auto-detect mode allows it to operate 
in standard IDE hardware- and BIOS-equipped 
systems (with 68-pin connector). It uses the 
industry-standard AT A command set so no 
software drivers are required. 

PCMCIA and ATA power management 
commands are supported. In addition, automatic 
power management reduces power without 
system intervention. Its instant-on capability allows 
it to enter a power-down mode when not active; this 
reduces power to less than 10 mW. 

[l]rrnnJ 
Controller 

Its proprietary energy-saving modes can double 
system battery life. Unlike disk drives that 
consume substantial disk-spinning and head
positioning power, the flash drive's solid state 
circuitry uses power only when managing and 
transferring data. 

Spinup, seeks, and rotational latency, which 
su~stantially degrade hard disk drive performance, 
are virtually non-existent in the flash drive. This, 
coupled with 5-MB/sec interface and 8-MB/sec 
read-media transfer rates, makes it the highest 
performance ATA drive available. 

The PCMCIA Type-2 profile maintains interface 
compatibility with Type-3 1.8" PCMCIA- and IDE
AT A magnetiC hard disk drives; at only half the 
thickness and half the weight. And, its solid
state construction, embedded flash memory 
management, 1000G shock speCification, built
in ECC, and flash memory's inherent reliability 
provide maximum data Integrity. 

1~111I#1 
15##1111#1 
15##1111#1 

Flash 
Array 

1,.........,1#t~II,...:...., 1#t~1 

11#111#1 

SARA_Bl..K.DS4.WMF 

Figure 1. The Flash Drive's Block Diagram 
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SPECIFICATION SUMMARY 

Capacity (CHS Auto-Translate) 
Formatted Bytes (cylinders, heads, sectors) 

iFD005, 5M 5,242,880 (160, 2, 32) 
iFD010, 10M 10,485,760 (320, 2, 32) 

Environmental 
Temperature 

Operating 
Non-operating 

Humidity, Operating 
(non-cond, 26°C wet bulb) 

Altitude, Operating 

Interfaces 
68-pin PCMCIA-ATA 

O°C to 60°C 
-30°C to + 70°C 

5% RH to 95% RH 
-60m to 12Km 

(-200 tt to 40K tt) 

PCMCIA PC Card Standard, Release 2.1 
PCMCIA PC Card ATA Specification 1.02 

68-pin IDE-ATA 1.8" disk-drive-type ATA 
ATA Interface for Disk Drives Standard 4A 

Performance 
Seek Time (maximum or track-to-track) ,< 1 ms 
Rotational Latency 
Spinup Time 

Oms 

Via Command (from deep power-down) 10ms 
Power-on to ready 2.5s (max) 

Media Transfer Rate 
Read 
Write 

Interface Transfer Rate (burst) 
Buffer Size 

8.0 MB/s 
.27 MB/s 
5.0 MB/s 

32KB 

Flash Drive iFD005P2SAliFD010P2SA 

Power (see DC specifications for details) 
Read 
Write 
Idle 
Standby 
Sleep mode 
Peak current 

0.5W 
0.7W 

0.010W 
0.010W 
0.010W 

0.7A (programming voltage start-up) 
Supply Voltage 5.0V ±5% 

Reliability 
MTBF 
(TA = 25°C) 

Read Error Rate 

250K power-on-hours 
(25KB write every 5 minutes) 
5M power-on-hours (typical) 

(with retries and ECC) 1 in 1014 bits read 
ECC (optimized for flash memory) 32 bits/sector 

Ruggedness (any axis or direction) 
Shock, op/non~operating 1000G 
Vibration,op/non,operating >15 G, 10-500 Hz 

Size 85.6mm x 54.0mm x 5.0mm 
(3.37" x 2.126" x 0.196") 

Weight 

Noise Absolutely silent operation 
(Sound Pressure Level) 

29gms 
(1.05 oz.) 

OSPL 
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Intel's Flash Drive has one surface·mount oircuit 
board. Dimensions and physical characteristics are 
industry·stahdard PCMCIA and 68-pin IDE·ATA 
disk drive compatible. 

RELIABILITY 

Non-Recoverable Error Rate 

Minimum error rate is 1 error per1014 bit-reads with 
retries and error correction enabled (typically 1 
error in 1017). Correctable defects are not included. 

Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) 

Mean time between failure (MTBF) estimates the 
time between physical repair or faulty-part 
replacement to restore a unit to full functionality. It 
is the reciprocal of failure rate during useful life, 
when failures are random and the .failure
occurrence rate is constant. Flash drive MTBF 
calculations incorporate flash cycling to give a 
clearer comparison to magnetic hard disk drives. 

MTBF conditions: 
Environment: (T A = 25°C) 
25KB write every 5 minutes over 250,000 hours 
on 10-Mbyte drive. 

Error Correction 

The 32-bit error correction code can correct one 
error burst (8 bits maximum) per 512-byte sector. 

Preventive Maintenance 

No preventive maintenance is required. 

LOW-POWER APPLICATIONS 

The flash drive's low-power modes make it ideai for 
battery. based applications. 

• Self-Initiated deep power-down mode places 
non-critical circuitry, including the flash array and 
programming power unit, into a power-down 
mode (which is transpar.ent to the host) when the 
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drive detects no activity. The drive powers up 
and responds to a host command within 10 ms. 

• Idle or standby commands initiate ,Idle or 
Standby modes. If requested by tMhost, the 
drive places itself in idle mode for about 1.5 
seconds. If no activity is detected, it transitions 
to standby mode, which is identical to its sleep 
mode (or deep power-down mode). The drive 
wakes.upon receiving any Command. 

• Host-initiated Sleep mode places all flash drive 
circuitry in a power-down state when the host 
executes a set sleep mode command. A 
hardware or software reset brings the drive out of 
sleep mode. 

PCMCIA-STANDARD.COMPATIBILITY 

Intel's Flash Drive is compatible with PCMCIA PC 
Card Standard, Release 2.1. To obtain this 
specification, write to: 

PCMCIA 
1030G East Duane Avenue 
Sunnyvale, Ca 94086 
Tel: (408) 720-0107 

. Fax: (408) 720-9416 

ATA-STANDARD & COMPATIBILITY 

The flash drive is compatible with the "AT
Attachment Interface for Disk Drives" draft proposal 
Revision 4A. See the intemal working document 
X3T9.2,a Task Group of Accredited Standards 
Committee X3 of the American National Standard 
for Information Systems and the A T Attachment 
Specification for detailed information. To obtain 
this specification, write to: 

AT-Attachment Document Distribution 
Global Engineering 
15 Inverness Way East 
Englewood, Co. 80112-5704 
Tel: (800) 854-7179 or (303)792-2181 
Fax: (303) 792-2192 

Flash Drive Physical Dimensions 

Figure 2 shows the drive's 68-pin PCMCIA Type-2 
memory-card case dimensions. 
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CONFIGURATIONS 

The flash drive has five addfessing configurations 
that allow system designers to tailor hardware and 
software for system requirements. These 
configurations, describecllater, are: 

1.8" AT·Attachment (IDE) Mode 

• 68-pin IDE-ATA disk drive emulation. 
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PCMCIA·ATA Modes 

• Memory Mode (2-KByte contiguous memory 
space) 

• Independent 1/0 (16 contiguous 1/0 addresses) 
• Primary Drive Address (1 FO-1 F7, 3F6 & 3F7) 
• Secondary Drive Address (17Q-1n, 376 & 3n). 

"\ 

SUrfaceA~ 

j 

85.60 
(3.370) 

3.30 i 
(.130).t---=rf ~1====I'o;;;;:: ==========~: I 

NOTE: (Inches in parenthesis) --Figure 2. Flash Drive Dimensions 
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Table 1 Flash Drive Pinout 
Pin PCMCIA PCMCIA· IDE·ATA Notes 

Memory, 110 ATA Mode 
Signa'· Mode 

1 GNO GNO GNO 
2 03 03 H03 
3 04 04 H04 
4 Os Os HOs 
5 Os De HOe 
6 07 07 H07 
7 CE1# CE1# HCSO# 
8 AlO Al0 N.U. 2 
9 OE# OE# IDE_DEn 6 
10 An N.C. N.C. 1 
11 A9 A9 N;U. 2 
12 As Ae N.U. 2 
13 A13 N.C. N.C, 1 
14 A14 N.C. N.C. 1 
15 WE#/PGM# WE# N.C. 1 
16 ROY/BSY#I ROY/BSY#I HIRQ 5 

IREQ# IREQ# 
17 Vee Vee Vee 
18 VPPl N.C. N.C. 1 
19 Ale N.C, N.C. 1 
20 A1S N.C. N.C. 1 
21 A12 N.C. N.C. 1 
22 A7 A7 N.U. 2 
23 Ae As N.U. 2 
24 As As N.U. 2 
25 A4 A4 N.U; 2 
26 As Aa N.U. 2 
27 A2 A2 HA2 
28 Al Al HAl 
29 Ao Ao HAo 
30 Do Do HOo 
31 01 01 HOl 
32 02 02 H02 
33 WP/lOIS16# WPIIOIS16# HI016#. 
34 GNO GNO GNO 
Notes: 
1. N.C. = Not connected intemally. 
2. N.U. = Not Used. Connected intemallybut not used in 

specified mode. 
3. D.U. = Don't Use in specified mode; intemally driven. 
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Pin PCMCIA PCMCIA· IDE-ATA Notes 
Memory, I/O ATA Mode 

Signal Mode 

35 GNO GNO GNO 
36 C01# C01# GNO 4 
37 On 011 HOll 
38 012 012 H012 
39 013 013 H013 
40 014 014 H014 
41 01S 015 H015 
42 CE2# CE2# HCS1# 
43 RFSH# N.C. N.C. 1 
44 IORO# IORO# HIOR# 
45 IOWR# IOWR# HIOWR# 
46 Au N.C. N.C. 1 
47 Ale N.C. N.C. 1 
48 Ale N.C. N.C. 1 
49 A20 N.C. N.C. 1 
50 A21 N.C. N.C; 1 
51 Vee Vee Vee 
52 VPP2 N.C. N.C. 1 
53 A22 N.C. N.C. 1 
54 A23 N.C. N.C; 1 
55 A24 N.C. N.C. 1 
56 A25 N.C. N.C; 1 
57 Reserved N.C. N.C. 1 
58 RESET RESET HRST# 5 
59 WAin WAIT# O.U. 3 
60 INPACK# INPACK# HOREQ 
61 REG# REG# HOACK# 
62 BV02 Pullup HOASP# 
63 . BV011 STSCHG# HPOIAG# 

STSCHG# 
64 De De HOe 
65 09 09 HOe 
66 010 010 H010 
67 C02# C02# GNO 4 
68 GNO GNO GNO 
4. CD1# and CD2# are internally pulled low with 470 ohm 

resistors. 
5. PCMCIA-ATA RESET and IREO# polarities are 

.. inverted to form HRST# and HIRO in IDE-ATA mode. 
S. IDE-ATA sockets ground this signal. This Signal is 

used during reset to determine PCMCIA-ATA or IDE
ATA configuration. 
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Table 2. Flash D' rive Pm Description 
Symbol Pin Direction Description 

GND 1,34,35, Ground between the host and drive. 
68 

DO-15 2-6,30- 1/0 PCMCIA-ATA mode: 16-bit bi-directional data bus between the 
32,37-41, host and drive. 

HDo-15 64-66 IDE-ATA mode: Register and ECG accesses use DO-7. Data 
transfers use 00-15. 

CE1# 7 I PCMCIA-ATA mode: Card Enable 1 enables even data bytes on 
00-7 (see table 3 for detailed description). 

HCSO# IDE-ATA mode: IDE-ATA Host Chip Select 0 accesses 
command block reQisters. 

AO-24 8, I PCMCIA-ATA Mode: Addresses AO-10 access data and registers 
10-14, depending on the memory or 1/0 mode chosen by the host (see 
19-29, table 3). Addresses A11-24 are not used. 

HAo-3 46-50, IDE-ATA mode: Only addresses AO-2 are used (see table 3). 
53-56 

OE# 9 I PCMCIA-ATA mode: Output Enable used to read attribute- and 
memory-mode data onto 00-15. 

IDE_DET# IDE-ATA mode: Detects IDE-ATA mode when externally 
Qrounded durinQreset (see table 3). 

WE# 15 I PCMCIA-ATA mode: Active-low Write Enable used to write 
attribute- and memory-mode data that is on 00-15. 
IDE-ATA mode: Not used. 

RDY/BSY# 16 0 PCMCIA-ATA mode: Indicates Internally timed activities status. 
Drive can accept host accesses when hiQh. 

HIRQ IDE-ATA mode: Host enables Interrupt Request only when drive 
is selected and the host activates the Digital Output register's 
IEN#. HIRQ (a three-state pin) is high-Z when IEN# is inactive or 
the drive is not selected. HIRQ is set when the drive's CPU sets 

, IRQ. HIRQ resets during Status register read or Command 
register write. 

Vee 17,51 I +5 Volt DC supply to the drive. 
VPP1,VPP2 18,52 N.C. + 12 Volt DC proQramminQ supply is not required. 
WP/I0IS16# 33 0 PCMCIA-ATA mode: Held low after the reset initialization 

sequence (Write Protect is not supported). 
H1016# IDE-ATA mode: Host 1/0 16 tells the host that the data register 

was accessed and the drive can send/receive 16-bit data. 
H1016# is a three-state pin. 

CD1#, CD2# 36,67 0 Card Detect pins, internally pulled low with 220n resistors, allow 
the host to determine that the drive is fully inserted in the socket. 

CE2# 42 I PCMCIA-ATA mode: Card Enable 2 enables odd data bytes on 
08-15 (see table 3). 

HCS1# IDE-ATA mode: Host Chip Select 1 selects drive control block 
registers. 

RFSH# 43 N.C. Not used. 
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Table 2. Flash Drive Pin Description (Continued) 
Symbol Pin Direction Description 

IORD# 44 I PCMCIA-ATA mode: Active-low 1/0 Read gates data onto DO,15 
. during I/O-mode accesses. 

HIOR# IDE.-ATA mode: Host 1/0 Read enables drive register data onto 
HDo-15. The host latches drive data on HIOR#'s rising edge. 

I/OWR# 45 I PCMCIA-ATA mode: Active-low 1/0 Write gates data from DO-15 
duringl/O-mode accesses. 

HIOW# IDE-ATA mode: Host 1/0 Write's rising edge strobes data into a 
drive register. 

Reserved 57 N.C. Reserved. 
RESET 58 I PCMCIA-ATA mode: At power-on or hardware reset, this active-

hioh sional resets all drive reoisters. 
HRST# IDE-ATA mode:· At power-on or hardware reset, this active-low 

sionai resets all drive registers. 
WAIT# 59 0 PCMCIA-ATA mode: The drive's WAIT# signals the host that the 

in-progress memory or 1/0 cycle is not complete. 
IOE:-ATA mode: Do not connect. 

INPACK# 60 0 PCMCIA-ATA mode: When .. selected, the drive asserts Input 
Acknowledge while respondino to an 1/0,read cycle. 

HDREQ IDE-ATA mode: Host DMA Request is not supported. 
REG# 61 I PCMCIA-ATA mode: Common memory is accessed when high. 

Attribute memory and ATA r~isters are accessed when low. 
HDACK# IDE-ATA mode: HDACK# is not sUpported. 
BVD2 62 0 PCMCIA-ATA mode: 10K Pull up to Vee. 
HDASP# IDE-ATA mode: Orive-Active/Second-Present drives an LED 

when the disk is accessed. This open-drain output is pulled up 
with a 10K-ohm resistor. 

BVD11 63 1/0 PCMCIA-ATA mode: Notifies the host of RDY/BSY# and Write 
STSCHG# Protect state charmes. 
HPDIAG# IDE-ATA mode: In· slave mode (not supported), Passed 

Diagnostics (low) tells a master that diagnostics.was passed. In 
master mode, it is an input. 

* Note: All pin directions are referenced to the dnve. 
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Table 3 Data Access Mode Truth Table 
COMMON MEMORY PLANE 
Function ADDR RIW REG# CE2# CE1# OE# WEI IORD# IOWRM 015-8 07-0 
Standby Ao=X1 X H H X X X X High-Z Hloh-Z 
Byte Ao=L Read H H L L H H H High-Z Even-Byte 

Ao=H H H L L H H H High-Z Odd-Byte 
Odd-Byte Ao=X H L H L H H H Odd-Byte Hioh-Z 
Word Ao=X H L L L H H H Odd-Byte Even-Byte 
Byte Ao=L Write H H L H L H H X Even-Byte 

Ao=H H H L H L H H X Odd-Byte 
Odd-Byte Ao=X H L H H L H H Odd-Byte X 
Word Ao=X H L L H l. H H Odd-Byte Even-Byte 
ATTRIBUTE MEMORY PLANE 
Standby Ao=X X H H X X X X High-Z Hioh-Z 
Byte Ao=L Read L H L L H H .H Hiah-Z Even-Byte 

Ao=H L H L L H H H High-Z Invalid 
Odd-Byte Ao=X L L H L H H H Invalid Hioh-Z 
Word Ao=X L L L L H H H Invalid Even-Byte 
Byte Ao=L Write L H L H L H H X Even-Byte 

Aa=H L H L H L H H X Invalid 
Odd-Byte Ao=X L L H H L H H Invalid X 
Word Ao=X L L L H L H H Invalid Even-Byte 

IDE-ATA MODE (Primar~ = 1 FO-1F7 3F6-3F7- Secondary = 170-177. 376-3n)2 
No Operation X X H H X X X X Hiah-Z Hiah-Z 
Invalid X H L L L X X X Invalid Invalid 
Data 0 Read H H L L H L H Data High Data Low 

Write H H L L H H L Data Hiah Data Low 
Error 1 Read H H L L H L H Invalid Error 
Set Feature Write H H L L H H L Invalid Feature 
Sector Count 2 Read H H L L H L H Invalid Sect. Cnt. 

Write H H L L H H L Invalid Sect. Cnt. 
Sector Number 3 Read H H L L H L H Invalid Sect. No. 

Write H H L L H H L Invalid Sect. No. 
Cylinder Low 4 Read H H L L H L H Invalid Cyl. Low 

Write H H L L H H L Invalid Cyl. Low 
Cylinder High 5 Read H H L L H L H Invalid Cyl. High 

Write H H L L H H L Invalid Cyl. Hioh 
Drive/Head 6 Read H H L L H L H Invalid . Drv/Hd 

Write H H L L H H L Invalid Drv/Hd 
Status 7 Read H H L L H L H Invalid Status 
Command Write H H L L H H L Invalid Command 
Invalid 0-5 H L H L X X X Invalid Invalid 
Alternate Status 6 Read H L H L H L H Invalid Alt. Status 
DJive Control Write H L H L H H L Invalid Control 
Drive Address 7 Read H L H L H L H Invalid Drv. Add. 

Write H L H L H H L Invalid Not Used 
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Table 3. Data Access Mode Truth TableJContinued) 
PCMCIA·ATA MODE (Independent 1/0 address = xxO-xxF)3 
Function ADDR R/W REG# CE2# CE1# OE# WEi 10RD# 10WR# 015.8 07.0 
No Operation X X H H X X X X High-Z High-Z 

H X X X X X X High-Z High-Z 
Data 0 Read L L L H H L 'H Data High Data Low 

Write L L L H H H L Data High Data Low 
Error 1 Read L H L H H L H Invalid Error 

L L H H H L H Error Invalid 
Set Feature Write L H L H H H L Invalid Feature 

L L H H H H L Feature . Invalid 

Sector Count 2 Read L X L H H L H Invalid Sect. Cnt. 
Write L X L H H H L Invalid Sect. Cnt. 

Sector Number 3 Read L H L H H L H Invalid Sect. No. 
L L H H H L hi Sect. No. Invalid 

Write L H L H H H L Invalid Sect. No. 
, 

L L H H H H L Sect. No. Invalid 
Cylinder Low 4 Read L X L H H L H Invalid Cyl. Low 

Write L X L H H H L Invalid Cyl. Low 
Cylinder High 5 Read L H L H H L H Invalid Cyl. High 

·L L H H H L H CyL High Invalid 
Write L H L H H H L Invalid Cyl. High 

L L H H H H L Cyl. High Invalid 
Drive/Head 6 Read L X L H H L H Invalid Drv/Hd 

Write L X L H H H L Invalid DrvlHd 
Status 7 Read L H L H H L H Invalid Status 

L L H H H L H Status Invalid 
Command Write L H L H H H L Invalid Command 

L L H H H 'H L Command Invalid 
Data (duplicate) 8 Read L X L H H L H Invalid Data Low 
(see note 6) Write L X L H H H L Invalid Data Low 

9 Read L H L H H L H Invalid Data High 
L L H H H L H Data High Invalid 

Write L H L H H H L Invalid Data High 
L L H H H H L Data High Invalid 

Invalid A-C L X X X X X X lilValid Invalid 
Error (duplicate) D Read L H L H H L H Invalid Error 

L L H H H L hi Error Invalid 
Write L H L H H H L Invalid Feature 

L L H H H H L Feature Invalid 
Alternate Status E Read L X L H H L H Invalid Alt. Status 
Drive Control Write L X L H H H L Invalid Control 
Drive Address F Read L H L H H L H Invalid Drv. Add. 

L L H H H L H Drv. Add; Invalid 
Write L H L H H H L Invalid Not Used 

L L H H H H L Not Used Invalid 
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Table 3. Data Access Mode Truth Table (Continued) 
PCMCIA-ATA MODE (Independent Memory address = OOO-OOF, 400-7FF)4 
Function ADDR RIW REG# CE2# CE1# OE# WEI IORD# IOWRtj 015-8 07-0 
No Operation X X H H X X X X High-Z High-Z 

L X X X X X X Hioh-Z Hioh-Z 
Data . 000 Read H L L L H H H Data High Data Low 

Write H L L H L H H Data High Data Low 
Error 001 Read H H L L H H H Invalid Error 

H L H L H H H Error Invalid 
Set Feature Write H H L H L H H Invalid Feature 

H L H H L H H Feature Invalid 
Sector Count 002 Read H X L L H H H Invalid Sect. Cnt. 

Write H X L H L H H Invalid Sect. Cnt. 
Sector Number 003 Read H H L L H H H Invalid Sect. No. 

H L H L H H H Sect. No. Invalid 
Write H H L H L H H Invalid Sect. No. 

H L H H L H H Sect. No. Invalid 
Cylinder Low 004 Read H X L L H H H Invalid Cvl. Low 

Write H X L H L H H Invalid Cyl. Low 
Cylinder High 005 Read H H L L H H H Invalid Cyl. High 

H L H L H H H Cvl. High Invalid 
Write H H L H L H H Invalid C.YI. High 

H L H H L H H Cyl. High Invalid 
Drive/Head 006 Read H X L L H H H Invalid Drv/Hd 

Write H X L H L H H Invalid Drv/Hd 
Status 007 Read H H L L H H H Invalid Status 

H L H L H H H Status Invalid 
Command Write H H L H L H H Invalid Command 

H L H H L H H Command Invalid 
Data (duplicate) 008 Read H X L L H H H Invalid Data Low 
(see note 6) Write H X L H L H H Invalid Data Low 

009 Read H H L L H H H Invalid Data Hioh 
H L H L H H H Data High Invalid 

Write H. H L H L H H Invalid Data Hioh 
H L H H L H H Data High Invalid 

Invalid OOA-OOC H X X X X X X Invalid Invalid 
Error (duplicate) OOD Read H H L L H H H Invalid Error 

H L H L H H H Error Invalid 
Write H H L H L H H Invalid Feature 

H L H H L H H Feature Invalid I,. 
Alternate Status OOE Read H X L L H H H Invalid Alt. Status 
Drive Control Write H X L H L H H Invalid Control 
Drive Address OOF Read H H L L H H H Invalid Drv. Add. 

H L H L H H H Drv. Add. Invalid 
Write H H L H L H H Invalid Not Used 

H L H H L H H Not Used Invalid 
Data (duplicate) 400-7FF Read H L L L H H H Data High Data Low 
(see note 7) Write H L L H L H H Data Hioh Data Low 
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Table 3 •. Data Acc~ss Mode Truth Table (Continued) 
PCMCIA-ATA MODE (Primary address = 1 FO-1F7, 3F6-3F7;Secondary address .. 110-177 3760377)5 
Function ADDR R/W REG' CE2# CE1# OE# WE; IORDI IOWRII D15-8 D7-o 
No Operati0r' ,x , X H H X X X X Hiah-Z Hiah"Z 

H X X X X X X . High-Z High-Z 
Data 1F~170~R~e=a=d~' ~=L~~=L~ __ ~L~~H~~H~~~L~~H~~D~a=ta~H~li~glh~D~a~ta~Lo~w~ 

Write L H L H H H L Data Hiah Data Low 
Error 1F1/111 Read ~=L~~X~. ·-+--=L::,;,.·-+.,:H'-'-f--'H-=-r--,::.L~--=H-=-+-.:':lh=::-va=l:.::id-+--=E::.:.rr;.,;:o.:':r-l 

L L H H H L H Error 'Invalid 
Set Feature Write I-.::L'--I-.:.:X'--1I-:=L--lr--:-H.!....1r--:-H..:.....I-:..:H_· +-7L--l-=ln:,!;v:.:a~lid=--~F:-=e=a:t==:u::-:re:..; 

L t H H H H L Feature Invalid 

Write 
Sector Count 1F~172~R~e=a=d~.,:L=--+-~X~r-.::L~~H~~H~~L=--+-~H~~I~nv~a=lid=--¥S~e:.:c~t.:.::C~n~t. 

L X L H H H L Invalid Sect. Cnt. 
Sector Number 1 F3I173 Read L X L H H 'L H Invalid Sect. No. 

L L H H H L H Sect. No. Invalid 
Write L X L H H H L Invalid Sect. No. 

L L H H H H L Sect. No. Invalid 
Cylinder Low 1 F4/174 ~R:..;.e~a::;:d~....;L::.. -+~X~r--=L'-I~H~....:.H~--=L=-+-~H~t--'I.:.:.nv~a=li.:;.d -I-.;;;;C"",yll,,-. L:;:.;O:..;.w:..; 

L ' X L H . H H L Invalid Cyl.- Low Write 
Cylinder High 1 F5/175 Read L X L H H L Hlnvalid Cyl. Hiah 

L L H H H L H Cyl. High Invalid 
Write L X L H H H L Invalid Cyl. High 

L L H H H H L Cyl. Hiah Invalid 
Drive/Head 1,F6/176 ~R~e=a=d~_L=--+-.:.X,!--r-.::L.yf-'-!.H~~H~.....,.:L=--+-~H~~I~nv~a=li=-d -+...;D:,:rv,!,:lH.:,,:,:::d-l 

Write L X L H H H . L Invalid DrvlHd 
Status 1 F7/177 Read ~.::.L~--=X-=-+--=L=--f--'H-=-~H~I--~L -+--=H-=-+-::,:ln~va=li:.::d-+-=,Sta=tu:::s-l 

L L H H H . L H Status Invalid 
Command Write L X L H H H, L Invalid Command 

L L H H H H L Command Invalid 
Invalid 3F/370-5 RIW L L H X X X X Invalid Invalid 

Altemate Status 3F61376I-R:..:.e~a::;:d+...;.L~I--'X"'-+-_L::..-t~H~~H~ __ L=-+-..:H~+-.:;ln.:.:v-=a=lid=-1-'-A~lt,,-. S~t=a=tu'"'is 
Drive Control Write LX· L H H H L Invalid Control 
Driv9Address 3F7/377 Read L X L H H L H Invalid Drv. Add. 

L L H H H L H Drv. Add. Invalid 
Write L XL' H H H L Invalid Not Used 

L L H , H H H L Not Used Invalid 
NOTES.: 
1. X = don't care. 
2. For AT-BIOS compatibility, a host adapter decodes 

thes.e 110 addresses. The flash drive decodes address 
lines Ao-2. 

3. The host must d(:lcode addresses A4-l0 and provide 
card enables CE1# and CE2# that place ihe drive on a 
16-byte,boundary .. The drive decodes Ap-3. 

4. The host must'decOde ilddresses above Al0 and 
provide card enal1les CEl # and CE2# that place the 
drive on a 2-Kbyte boundary .. The drive decodesAo-l0. 
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5. The drive. fully decodes thesE! addresses using 
addresses AO-l0. 

6. The drive operates in PCMCIA-ATA 16-bit data mode. 
Its auto-incrementing datil register transfers Ii new data 
word with. each access. Accessing address 008 
presents word .X's low byte; accessing address 009 
presents word X+ 1 's high byte. . 

7. In independent memory mode, each 'access to '. 
: addresses 400-7FF prliisent a new data-register word. 
This allows sequential accesses of up to 1-Kbyte using 
a single memory string-move instruction. 



PCMCIA FUNCTIONS 

Attribute Memory Access 

Attribute memory, which contains the card 
information structure (CIS), holds socket, card 
identification, and configuration information. The 
host reads this information by asserting REG#-Iow, 
CE1#-low, CE2#-high, OE#-Iow, WEI-high and 
even-numbered addresses (AO=VIL) starting at 
OOOOh. Table 3 shows PCMCIA signal levels for 
accessing the attribute memory plane. 

In addition to device, interface, features, and 
manufacturer information, the CIS conveys 
information about the drive's four PCMCIA-ATA 
configurations: independent I/O, independent 
memory, primary, and secondary addressing 
modes (described below). 

The host picks one mode that fits its hardware and 
software requirements. It writes the preferred 
option's index number to the Configuration Option 
register at card attribute memory address 200h. 
The host can also read/write the Card Configuration 
and Status, Pin Replacement, and Socket and 
Copy registers at attribute memory addresses 
202h, ~04h, and 206h. 

PCMCIA Card Configuration Registers 

These read/write one-byte registers are located on 
even-byte attribute~plane addresses to ensure 
single-cycle access in both 8- and 16-bit systems. 

Flash Drive iFD005P2SAliFD010P2SA 

Available card status information allows arbitration 
between resources that share interrupts and 
memory-only-card status of pins 16, 33, 62, and 63. 
Table 4 describes these registers. 

CONFIGURATION OPTION REGISTER 

The host uses the read/write Configuration Option 
register to configure the drive for one of its four 
PCMCIA-ATA addressing modes, establish the 
interrupt signal mode, and issue a soft reset. 

765 4 3 2 a 
Configuration Index 

SRST Resets the card when 1. When 0 
(default), the card is unconfigured, 
similar to the state following hardware 
reset or power-on (which also reset 
this bit to 0) , 

IRQLvl Selects level mode interrupts when 1; 
pulse mode interrupts when 0 (default) 

Conf lOX The host chooses an option from the 
card's configuration table tuples and 
writes that option's Configuration Index 
number into this field. When zero 
(default), the memory-only interface is 
chosen; I/O accesses are disabled. 

Table 4. PCMCIA Card Configuration Registers Truth Table 
Register Add. Offset* RIW REG# CE2# CE1# OE# WEI 015-8 07-0 
Configuration Option 200h Read L H L L H Invalid Option 

Write L H L H L Invalid Option 
Card Configuration and 202h Read L H L L H Invalid Status 
Status Write L H L H L Invalid ConfiQ. 
Pin Replacement 204h Read L H L L H Invalid Pin Status 

Write L H L H L Invalid Pin Status 
Socket and Copy 206h Read L H L L H Invalid Socket 10 

Write L H L H L Invalid Socket 10 
Note. The host obtains the attribute-memory address offset from the Configuration Tuple's TPCC_RADR field when it reads· 

the drive's CIS. 
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CARD CONFIGURATION AND STATUS 
REGISTER 

The read/write Card Configuration and Status 
register contains card condition information. 

7 6 5 4 3 ,2 1 0 

I Chng ISigChcllOiS81 0 IAudiol PwrDn I Intr I 0 

Chng The Change bit indicates that a Pin 
Replacement register bit was set (1) 

SigChg The host sets/resets the Signal 
Changed bit to enable/disable a state
change signal from the status register. 
When set and the drive is' configured 
for I/O, Chng controls pin 63 and is 
called the Changed Status signal. 
This bit should be 0 (BVD1/STSCHG# 
held high when configured for I/O) if no 
state change signal is desired 

IOis8 This bit is ignored 

Audio Audio is not supported 

PwrDn Setting PwrDn places the drive in 
sleep mode. Host-initiated ATA task
file-register commands can also invoke 
low-power modes 

Intr This bit represents the interrupt 
request's internal state. Its value is 
available whether or not. interrupts are 
configured. It remains true until the 
initiating-interrupt request is serviced. 

PIN REPLACEMENT REGISTER 

The read/write Pin Replacetnent register provides 
card status information that is otherwise provided 
on memory-only interface pins 16, 33, 62, and 63. 
When written, bits 0-3 are masks for setting 

. corresponding bits 4·7. 

CBvd1,2 Set when w~tten, otherwise zero 
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Crdyl 
bsy# 

cwp 
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Set when Rrdy/bsy# changes state 
or when written by the host 

Set when written by the host, 
otherwise zero 

RBvd1,2 Cleared when written by the host, 
otherwise set 

RWP Set when written by the host, 
otherwise zero, since the flash drive 
has no write protect switch. 

SOCKET AND COPY REGISTER 

The read/write Socket and Copy register allows the 
drive to distinguish between similar drives at the 
same address. The flash drive does not support 
this feature. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 o 
o Copy Number Socket Number 

Copy # The twin-card option is not supported. 
These bits are ignored 

Socket # The socket number is ignored. 

Memory and I/O transfers can be either 8 or 16 bits. 
wide. The card asserts 101S16# when active I/O 
addresses contain 16-bit data. The ATA data 
register supports only 16-bit accesses. All other 
ATAtask-file registers are 8-bit (see table 3 for 
available modes). 

IDE-AlA Mode 

The host Ul:;es programmed I/O to address the 
drive. To access a desired register, the host 
asserts the drive's address lines (HAo.2), a drive 
select (HCSO# or HCS1 #), and an I/O read or write 
strobe (HIOR# or HIOW#). 

The host· generates two interface drive selects. 
The high-order sEllect, HCS1#, accesses registers 
XX6 and XX7 (typically 3F6 and 3F7 or 376 and 
377). The low order select, HCSO#, accesses 
registers XXO-XX7 (typically 1 FO-1 F7 or 170-177). 



H1016# indicates to the host that data bus HOS-15 is 
active when it accesses the data register. ECC 
transfers occur on bits HOo-7 only during read- or 
write-long operations. 

PCMCIA-ATA Independent 110 Mode 

Once the host configures the socket for PCMCIA
ATA independent I/O mode, it addresses the drive 
using programmed I/O. To access a desired 
register, the host asserts REG#, the drive's address 
lines (AO-3), card select(s) (CE1# and/or CE2#), and 
an I/O read or write strobe (IORO# or 10WR#). 

The host generates two card selects. The high
order select, C52#, accesses high-byte data or 
odd-register contents onto data lines OS-15. The 
low-order select, C51#, accesses low-byte data or 
even-register contents onto data lines 00·7. 
Asserting both card selects while accessing the 
data register. places high-byte data-register 
contents onto OS·15 and low-byte data"register 
contents onto 00-7. The host must decode 
addresses A4-10 to place the drive on a 16-byte1l0 
boundary. The drive decodes addresses AO-3 as 
described in table 3. 

101516# indicates to the host that data bus 00-15 is 
active when it accesses the data register. ECC 
transfers occur on bits 00-7 only during read- or 
write-long operations. . 

PCMCIA-ATA Independent Memory 
Mode 

Once the host configures the socket for PCMCIA
ATA independent memory mode, it uses memory 
instructions and a memory window, within the 
host's PCMCIA interface chip, to address the drive. 
To access a desired register, the host de-asserts 
REG#, asserts the drive's address lines (AO-l0), 
card select(s) (CE1# and/or CE2#), and a read or 
write strobe (OE# or WE#). 

The host generates two card selects. The high
order select, C52#, accesses high-byte data or 
odd-register contents onto data lines 01\-15. The 
low-order select, C51#, accesses low-byte data or 
even-register contents onto data lines 00-7. 
Asserting both card selects while accessing the 
data register places high-byte data-register 
contents onto 08-15 and low-byte data-register 
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contents onto 00-7. The hOst must decode 
addresses above Al0 to place the drive on a 2-
Kbyte. memory boundary. The drive decodes 
addresses AO-l0 as described in table 3. 

101516# indicates to the host that data bus 00-15 is 
active when it accesses the data register. ECC 
transfers occur on bits 00-7 only during read- or 
write-long operations. 

Primary or Secondary Address Mode 
(1 FO-1F7, 3F6,3F7 or 170-177, 376, 377) 

Once the host configures the socket for PCMCIA
ATA primary or secondary drive-address I/O mode, 
it uses programmed 110 to address the drive. To 
access a desired register, the host asserts REG#, 
the drive's address lines (Ao-g), card select(s) 
(CE1# and/or CE2#), and an 110 read or write 
strobe (IORO# or 10WR#). 

The host generates two card selects. The high
order select, C82#, accesses high-byte data or 
odd-register contents onto data lines OS-15. The 
low-order select, C81 #, accesses low-byte data or 
even-register contents onto data lines 00-7. 
Asserting both card selects while accessing the 
data register places high-byte data-register 
contents onto OS-15 and low-byte data-register 
contents onto 00-7. The host must decode 
addresses above Ag to generate drive chip selects 
when the primary (1 FO-1F7, 3F6, and 3F7) or 
secondary (170-177, 376, and 377) drive-address 
range is selected. The drive decodes addresses 
Ao·g as described in table 3. 

101816# indicates to the host that data bus 00-15 is 
active when it accesses the data register. ECC 
transfers occur on bits 00-7 only during read- or 
write-long operations. 

Table 3 defines all 1/0- and memory-mapped 
register addresses and their functions. ATA 
register descriptions follow. 
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ATA FUNCTIONS 

Register Description 

In the following, unused read bits are "don't cares" 
and unused write bits are zeros. The. data register 
is 16-bits wide; all others are 8-bits wide. 

DATA REGISTER (READIWRITE) 

Data· block PIO(programmed 1/0) transfers 
between the drive's data buffer and the host use 
this 16-bit register. A format track command 
transfers sector information through this register. 

ERROR REGISTER (READ) 

The Error register contains la~t drive-command
executed status or a diagnostic code. At any . 
command completion, - except execute drive 
diagnostic, the Error register's contents are Villid 
when the Status register's ERR is 1. It contains a 
diagnostic code (see table 6) following power-on, 
reset, or execute drive diagnostic command. 

76543210 

I BBK I UNC I· MC IIDNFI MCR IABRTjTONFI AMNFI 

BBK 

UNC 

MC 

Bad Block mark detected in the 
requested sector's 10 field 

Uncorrectable Data Error encountered 

Removable Media Changed; media 
access ability has changed -- not 
supported 

IDNF Requested sector's ID-field Not Found 

MCR 
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Media Change Request indicates that 
the removable-media drive's latch has 
changed, indicating that. the user 
wishes to remove the media -- not 
supported 

ABRT Drive status error or aborted invalid 
command 

TONF Track 0 Not Found during a recalibrate 
command 

AMNF Address Mark Not Found after finding 
the correct ID field. 

Unused bits are zero. 

WRITE PRECOMP REGISTER (WRITE) 

This register previously set write precompensation; 
now it enables .look-ahead reads. 

SECTOR COUNT REGISTER (READIWRITE) 

This register contains the number of data sectors to 
be transferred during.a read or write operation. A 
zero register value specifies 256· sectors: The 
command was successful if this register is zero at 
command completion. If the request is not 
completed, the register contains the number of 
sectors left to be transferred. 

Some commands (e.g. initialize drive parameters or 
format track) may redefine this register's·contents. 

76543210 

I sC71 sC61 sC51 sC41 scal SC21 SC1 Isco I 

SECTOR NUMBER REGISTER (READIWRITE) 

In CHS (cylinder, head, sector) mode, this regi~ter 
contains the subsequent command~s starting sector 
number. The sector number can be from 1 to the 
maximum number of sectors per track; See the 
command descriptions for register contents at 
command completion (whether successful or 
unsuccessful). 

in LBA (logical block address) mode, this register 
contains LBA bits 0-7. It reflects updated LBA bits 
0-7 at command completion. 

7 6 5. 4 3 2 1 0 

ISN71 SN61 SN51 SN41 SN31 SN21sN1 I SNO 
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CYLINDER LOW REGISTER (READIWRITE) 

In CHS mode, this register contains the current 
cylinder number's low-order 8 bits at any disk 
access start or at command completion. 

in lBA mode, this register contains lBA bits 8-15 
and reflects their status at command completion. 

76 5 4 3 2 0 

I Cl71 Cl61 CL51 CL41 CL3I CL2I CL1 I CLO 

CYLINDER HIGH REGISTER (READIWRITE) 

In CHS mode, this register contains the current 
cylinder number's high-order 8 bits at any disk 
access start or at command completion. 

in LBA mode, this register contains lBA bits 16-23 
and reflects their status at command completion. 
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DRIVE/HEAD REGISTER (READIWRITE) 

This register contains the drive and head numbers 
(heads minus 1, when executing an initialize drive 
parameters command). 

7 6 

L 

l 

DRV 

HS3-0 

5 4 3 2 1 0 

I DRV I HS31HS21 HS1 I HSO! 

Address mode select. O=CHS 
(cylinder, head, sector) mode; 1=lBA 
(logical block address) mode 

Binary drive select number; DRV=O 
selects drive 0, DRV=1 is ignored (on 
HDDs this bit selects drive 1) 

If l=O: HS3-0 is the selected head's 
binary coded address (e.g. if HS3-0 is 
0011 b, head 3 is selected). At 
command completion, these bits 
reflect the currently selected head 

If l=1: HS3-0 contain lBA bits 24-27 
and reflect their status at command 
completion. 
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STATUS REGISTER (READ) 

This register contains drive status, which is updated 
at each command's completion. When BSY is 
cleared, register bits are valid within 400 nsec. If 
set, no other Status register bits are valid. A host 
read, while interrupt is pending, constitutes interrupt 
acknowledge which clears any pending interrupt. 
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I BSY IDRDY!DWFI DSC IDROlcORRllDXI ERR! 

BSY The drive can access command block 
registers (the host should not access 
them) when set; any command block 
register read returns the Status 
register contents. The drive sets BSY: 

within 400 nsec after HRST# negation 
or after setting the Device Control 
register's SRST. Following reset, the 
drive sets BSY for up to 31 seconds 

within 400 nsec of host command: 
read, read long, read buffer, seek, 
recalibrate, read verify, initialize drive 
parameters, identify drive, execute 
drive diagnostic 

within 5 Ilsecs after a 512 byte write, 
format track, or write buffer command 
or data-plus-ECC write long command 

DRDY Drive Ready indicates that the drive 
can respond to a command. On error, 
DRDY changes only after the host 
reads the Status register; the bit again 
indicates drive readiness. Power-on 
clears this bit; it remains clear until the 
drive can accept a command 

DWF 

DSC 

Drive Write Fault status. On error, it 
changes only after the host reads the 
Status register; the bit again indicates 
the current write fault status 

Drive Seek Complete indicates that the 
requested sector was found. On error, 
it changes only after a host Status 
register read; the bit again indicates 
the current seek complete status 
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ORO Data Request indicates that the drive 
can transfer a data word or byte 

CORR Indicates that a data error was 
Corrected; transfer is not terminated 

lOX ,Index is not used 

ERR An Error occurred during the previous 
command's execution. The Error 
register indicates the error's cause. 

COMMAND REGISTER (WRITE) 

. E:xecution commences when this register receives 
a host command. Table 5 lists executable 
command codes and indicates valid parameters. 

ALTERNATE STATUS REGIST.ER (READ) 

This register contains command block Status 
information (see Status register). Unlike reading 
the Status register, reading this register does not 
acknowledge or clear an interrupt. 

7 6 5 4 3 2 ,1 <I 

I BSY IDRDylDWFI Dsci FROlcORRllDXI ERRI 

DRIVE CONTROL REGISTER (WRITE) 

This register contains two control bits: 

7 6 5 4 3 2 , 0 

I SRST IIEN# I 

SRST Reset holds the drive in reset. The 
drive is enabled when cleared. 

IEN# Controls Interrupt Enable to the host 
(three-state pin HIRO) when .the drive 
is selected. When inactive (1) or drive 
not selected, HIRO is high-Z 
regardless of a pending .interrupt. 

DRIVE ADDRESS REGISTER (READ) 

This register reflects the drive and its heads. 

76543210 
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High-Z For floppy drive address-space 
compatibility, bit 7 is not driven (it is 
high-Z) when this register's address is 
accessed. This allows a floppy-drive's 
disk-change bit to provide bit 7 data 

, 
WTG# Write Gate bit is active during in

progress disk writes 

HSs-o# Ones complement of the currently 
selected head number. For example, 
head 3 is selected if HSs-o is 11 OOb 

DS1# 

DSO# 

Drive Select 1 is low when drive 1 is 
selected and active (not supported) 

Drive Select 0 is low when drive 0 is 
selected and active. 

AT-ATTACHMENT COMPATIBILITY 

The flash drive is hardware and software 
compatible with the IDE-AT-Attachment interface 
standard. It supports all mandatory, most optional, 
and several vendor unique comrt;lands. 

The drive can operate in either CHS (cylinder, 
head, sector) or LBA (logical block address) mode 
on a by-command basis. Identify driVe command 
parameters indicate LBA mode compatibility. 

If the host selects LBA mode via the Drive/Head 
register, DrivelHead bits 3-0, Sector Number, and 
Cylinder-low and high registers contain the zero
based LBA. In LBA mode, drive-sectors are 
linearly mapped with LBAo at: 

cylinder = 0, head = 0, sector = 1. 

Regardless of host-set translation mode geometry, 
a given sector's LBA address does not change: 

LBA = [(cylinder • number~of-heads + heads) • 
sectors/track] + sector-1. 

AT A Command Descriptions 

Writing Command register codes and block-register 
parameters issues commands. The drive responds 
and executes a new command by aborting an in
progress command, even if it can be completed. 
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Command Code (hex) 
1o-1F 
20 
21 
22 
23 
30 
31 
32 
33 

40 

41 
50 
70-7F 

90 
91 
94 EO 
95 E1 
96 E2 
97 E3 
98 E5 
99 E6 
C4 

C5 
C6 
C8 
C9 
CA 
CB 
E4 
E8 
EC 
EF 
80-8F. 9A. CO-C3. FO-FF 
CY = Cylinder Registers 
DH = Drive/Head Register 
SC = Sector Count Register 

.. SN = Sector Number R~ister 
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Table 5. Comman dR I eglster Cd o es 
Command Name Supported FR SC SN CY DH 
Recalibrate fI' D 
Read Sector(s) (wI retry) fI' y Y Y Y 
Read Sector(s) (w/o retry) fI' y Y Y Y 
Read Long (wI retry) fI' y Y Y Y 
Read Long (w/o retry) fI' y Y Y Y 
Write Sector(s) (wI retry) fI' * Y Y Y Y 
Write Sector(s) (w/o retry) fI' * Y Y Y Y 
Write ~ong (wI retry) fI' * Y Y Y Y 
Write Long (w/o retry) fI' * Y Y Y Y 
Read Verify Sector(s) (wI retry) fI' y Y Y Y 
Read Verify Sector(s) (w/o retry) fI' y Y Y Y 
Format Track 
Seek 
Execute Drive Diagnostic 
Initialize Drive Parameters 
Standby Immediate 
Idle Immediate 
Standby 
Idle 
Check Power Mode 
Set Sleep Mode 
Read Multiple 
Write Multiple 
Set Multiple Mode 
Read DMA (wI retry) 
Read DMA (w/o retry) 
Write DMA (wI retry) 
Write DMA (w/o retry) 
Read Buffer 
Write Buffer 
Identify Drive 
Set Features 
Vendor Unique 

fI' * Y Y 
fI'. y Y 
fI' 

fI' y 
fI' 

fI' 

fI' y 
fI'. y 
fI' y 
fI' 

fI' y Y Y 
fI' * Y Y Y 
fI' -y 

y y y 
y y y 
y y y 
y y y 

fI' 
fI' 

fI' 

fI' y 

.. 
FR = Features Register (see command descnptlons) 
y = Register has a valid parameter. 

Y 
Y 
D 

Y 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

Y 
Y 
D 

Y 

Y 
Y 
Y 
D 
0 

D 
D 

D = Only the drive. not the head, parameter is valid. 
• = Maintained for compatibility 
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RECALIBRATE, 1X 

Recalibrate completes and returns status. 

, READ SECTOR($), 20 O.R 21 

This command reads from 1 to 256 sectors as 
specified in the Sector Count register; a sector 
count of 0 requests' 256 sectors. The Sector 
Nulllber register specifies the beginning sector. 

ORO is always set prior to data transfer, even in the 
presence of an error condition. 

If an error occurs, read terminates at the erred 
sector. The sector buffer retains flawed data. 

At command completion, command block registers 
contain the last-read sector's cylinder, head, and, 
sector numbers (or LBA). 

READ LONG, 22 OR 23 

The read long command is similar to the read 
sectors command but returns the desired sector's 
data field and ECC bytes (a-bits wide). During a 
read long command, the drive does not check the 
ECC bytes to determine data errors. Only single
sector read long operations are supported. 

WRITE SECTOR(S), 30 OR 31 

This command writes from 1 to 256 sectors' as 
specified in the Sector Count register beginning at 
the specified sector; a sector count of 0 transfers 
256 sectors. The Sector Number register specifies 
the beginning sector. Buffer data followed by ECC 
bytes are wlmen to the sector's data fieid. 

If. an error occurs during a multiple sector write, 
writing terminates at the· erred sector. The host 
may read the command block to discern the error 
and erred sector .. See the Error Posting section for 
Error and Status register contents. 

At command completion, command block registers 
contain the last written sector's cylinder, head, and 
sector number (or LBA~. 
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WRITE. LONG, 32 OR 33 

This command is' similar to the write sectors 
command but writes data and ECC bytes directly 
from the sector buffer; .the drive does not generate 
ECC bytes itself. Only single sector write long , 
operations are supported. . 

READ VERIFY SECTOR(S), 40 OR 41 

This command, identical to the read sectors 
. command, transfers no data and resets ORO.' 
When the requested sectors are verified, the drive 
clears BSY and generates an interrupt. 

If an error occurs, verify terminates at the erred 
sector. The Sector Count register contains .the 
number of unverified sectors. 

Upon command completion, command block, 
registers contain the last verified sector's cylinder, 
head, and sector number (or LBA). 

FORMAT TRACK, 50 

This command marks a track's sectors . as 
'deleted." The next time a reclamation procedure 
is invoked" these sectors are returned to the, 
available flash-memory pool. 

Cylinder' High and Cylinder Low registers specify , 
the track address (or LBA). The Sector Count 
register specifies the number of sectors. When the 
command is accepted, the drive sets ORO and 
waits for· the host to fill the sector buffer. The 
sector buffer'S contents are not written to the media 
and are, in fact, ignored. The drive then clears 
ORO, sets BSY, and begins command execution. 

SEEK,7X 

This command completes, and immediately r,eturns 
successful seek status. 

EXECUTE DRIVE DIAGNOSTIC, 90 

This command performs internal self-diagnostic 
tests. The drive posts its diagnostic results, clears 
BSY, generates an interrupt, and loadS its Error 
register's status code: Table 6 .shows a-bit Error 
rE;lgister diagnostic codes. 
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Code Description 
01h No error detected 
02h Formatter device error 
03h Sector buffer error 
04h ECC circuitry error 
05h Controlling microprocessor error 
8xh Drive 1 failed (not used) 

INITIALIZE DRIVE PARAMETERS, 91 

This command sets the sectors per track (Sector 
Count register) and the number of heads (minus 1) 
per cylinder (Drive/Head register). Upon command 
receipt, the drive sets BSY, saves the parameters, 
clears BSY, and generates an interrupt. 

This command does not check sector-count and 
head-value validity. If invalid, no error is posted 
until another command makes an illegal access. 

STANDBY IMMEDIATE, 94 OR EO 

This command places the drive in standby mode. 
The drive sets the interrupt before completing the 
standby mode transition. If the drive is already in 
standby, the standby sequence is not re-executed. 

IDLE IMMEDIATE, 95 OR E1 

At this command, the drive sets BSY, enters idle 
mode, clears BSY, and generates an interrupt 
(even if it has not fully transitioned to idle mode). 

STANDBY, 96 OR E2 

This command places the drive in standby mode. 
The drive sets the interrupt before transitioning to 
standby mode. If the drive is already in standby 
mode, the standby sequence is not re-executed. 

A non-zero Sector Count register value enables the 
automatic power down sequence and begins timer 
count-down when the drive returns to idle mode. If 
the Sector Count register is zero, the automatic 
power-down sequence is disabled. 

IDLE, 97 OR E3 

Idle causes the drive to set BSY, enter idle mode, 
clear BSY, and generate an interrupt (even if the 
drive has not fully transitioned to idle mode). The 
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spinup sequence is not executed if the drive is 
already active. 

If the Sector Count register is non-zero then the 
automatic power-down sequence is enabled and 
the timer immediately begins counting down. If the 
Sector Count register is zero, the automatic power
down sequence is disabled. 

CHECK POWER MODE, 98 OR E5 

This command checks the power mode. If the drive 
is in, going to. or recovering from standby mode, it: 

• sets BSY 
• resets (OOh) the Sector Count register 
• clears BSY 
• generates an interrupt. 

If it is in idle mode, the drive: 

• sets BSY 
• sets the Sector Count register to FFh 
• clears BSY 
• generates an interrupt. 

SET SLEEP MODE, 99 OR E6 

This command places the drive in sleep mode. The 
drive powers down all internal circuitry, clears BSY, 
generates an interrupt, and deactivates the 
interface. If the drive is already asleep, the sleep 
sequence is not re-executed. 

A drive does not self-power-on or remain in sleep 
mode following host reset. Power-on, hardware 
reset, or host-issued software reset are the only 
exit from sleep mode. 

READ MULTIPLE, C4 

The read multiple command is similar to the read 
sectors command. An interrupt is not generated by 
every sector but by a block transfer. The set 
multiple mode command, which must be executed 
prior to the read multiple command, determines the 
sector block count to be transferred without 
intervening interrupts. ORO qualification is required 
only at the data block's start, not at each sector. 

The Sector Count register contains the number of 
sectors requested (not the number of blocks or the 
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block count). If a non-even block count is 
requested, all possible full blocks are transferred 
followed by a partial block; remainder of (sector 
count / block count). 

The read multiple command is rejected with an 
aborted-command error if it is executed before a 
set multiple mode command or if read multiple 
commands are disabled. 

Disk errors encountered during read multiple 
commands· are posted at the beginning of a block 
or partial block transfer. ORO is still set and the 
data, including corrupted-data, transfers normally. 

Command block register contents are undefined 
following a sector-in-error data block transfer. The 
host should retry the transfer as individual requests 
to obtain error information. 

Subsequent or partial blocks are transferred only if 
the data-error was correctable. Other errors stop 
the command after transferring the error-containing 
block. Interrupts are generated when the beginning 
of each block or partial block transfer sets ORO. 

WRITE MULTIPLE, C5 

This command is similar to the write sectors 
command. The drive sets BSY within 400 nsec 
after the command. Interrupts don't occur after 
each sector transfer but after a block transfer. The 
set multiple command executed prior to the write 
multiple command defines the number of sectors 
transferred without intervening interrupts. ORO 
transfer-qualification is required only at the data 
block start, not at each sector. 

The Sector Count register contains the number of 
sectors requested (not the number of blocks or the 
block count). If a non-even block count is 
requested, all possible full blocks are transferred 
followed by a partial block; remainder of (sector 
count / block count). 

The write multiple command is rejected with an 
aborted-command error if it is executed before a 
set multiple mode command or if write multiple 
commands are disabled. 

Disk errors during write multiple commands are 
posted after the attempted block or partial block 
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disk write. The write multiple command ends with 
the erred sector, even if it was in the middle of a 
block; subsequent blocks are not transferred. 
Setting ORO generates interrupts at the beginning 
of each block or partial block. 

Command block register contents are undefined 
following a sector-in-error data block transfer. The 
host should retry the transfer as individual requests 
to obtain error information. 

SET MULTIPLE MODE, C6 

This command lets the drive perform read- and 
write-multiple operations and establishes the 
command block count. At the command, the drive 
sets BSY and checks the Sector Count register. 

The Sector Count register receives the sectors-per
block number. The flash drive supports 2, 4, 8, and 
16 sector block sizes. 

If the Sector Count register value is valid and the 
block count is supported, command execution is 
enabled and subsequent read- and write-multiple 
commands use this value. If a block count is not 
supported or the Sector Count register contains 0, 
an aborted-command error is posted, and read- and 
write-multiple commands are disabled. 

At po\o\(er-on, or after hardware reset, read- and 
write-multiple modes are disabled (default). 

READ DMA, C8 OR C9 

This command is not supported. 

WRITE DMA, CA OR CB 

This command is not supported. 

READ BUFFER, E4 

This command allows the host to read sector buffer 
contents. When issued, the drive sets BSY, sets 
the sector buffer for a read operation, sets· ORO, 
clears BSY, and generates an interrupt. The host 
then reads up to 512 data bytes. 

The drive synchronizes write and read buffer 
commands so sequential commands access the 
same 512 buffer bytes. 
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WRITE BUFFER, E8 

This command allows the host to overwrite the 
drive's sector buffer contents with any data pattern. 
The drive synchronizes write and read buffer 
commands so sequential commands access the 
same 512 buffer bytes. 

interrupt. The host then reads the sector buffer. 
Table 7 defines arguments and their meanings. 
Reserved bits or words are zero. 

SET FEATURES, EF 

Contact Intel for set features command options. 

IDENTIFY DRIVE, EC Error Posting 

The identify drive command allows the host to 
receive drive parameter information. When issued, 
the drive sets BSY, transfers parameter information 
in the sector buffer, sets ORO, and generates an 

Table 8 defines each command's valid errors. See 
Error and Status register bit definitions. 

Table 7. Identify Drive Arguments 
Word1 Bit Description 

0 General configuration bit-significant information: 
15 1 = non-magnetic drive 

14 o = format speed tolerance gap not required 

13 o = track offset option available 

12 o = data strobe offset option available 

11 o ;. rotational speed tolerance is > 0.5% 

10 o = disk transfer rate> 10 Mbs 

9 1 = disk transfer rate> 5 Mbs but <= 10 Mbs 

8 o = disk transfer rate::;; 5 Mbs 

7 o = removable cartridge drive 

6 1 = fixed drive 

5 o = spindle motor control option implemented 

4 o = head switch time> 15 IJsec 

3 1 = not MFM encoded 

2 1 = soft sectored 

1 o = hard sectored 

0 0= reserved 
12 Number of cylinders in the default translation mode 

32 Number of heads in the defallit translation mode 

42 Number of unformatted bytes per track in the default translation mode 
52 Number of unformatted bytes per sector in the default translation mode 

62 Number of sectors per track in the default translation mode 

10-19 Serial No. 20 ASCII chars, right justified, space padded (20h); OOOOh=not specified 

203 Buffer Type 

OOOOh Not specified; 0004h-FFFFh Reserved 

0001 h Single port single sector buffer; no simultaneous host-disk transfer 

0002h Dual port multi-sector buffer; simultaneous host-disk transfers 

0003h Dual port multi-sector buffer; simultaneous transfers with read caching 

21 Buffer size in 512-byte increments (OOOOh=not specified) 
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, Word1 

22 
23-26 

27-46 

47 

48 

49 

51 4 

52 

54 
55 

Bit 

,7-0 

15-10 

9 
8 

15-8 

15-8 

Table 7. Identify Drive Arguments (continued) 
Description 

Number of ECC bytes passed on readlwrite long commands (OOOOh=not specified) 
Firmware rev.; 8 ASCI! chars, left justified, space padded (20h); OOOOh=not specified 

Model NoAO ASCII chars, left justified, space padded (20h); OOOOh=not specified 

Max readlwrite multiple sectors transferredlinterrupt (OOh=not allowed)' 

OOOOh = cannot perform doubleword I/O;OOO1h = can performdoubleword 1/0 
Capabilities; 0 == reserved 

1 = LBA mode supported; 0 = CHS mode supported 

1 = DMA supported; 0 = DMA not supported 

PIO data transfer cycle timing mode 

DMA data transfer cycle timing mode (not supported) 

Number of current cylinders in the current translation mode 

Number of current heads in the current translation mode 

56 Number of current sectors-per-track in the current translation, mode 

57-58 Current sector capacity, excluding device-specific sectors, = words (54 * 55 * 56) 

59 8 1 = Multiple sector setting, bits7-0,is valid 

7-0 No. of sectors set to transfer per interrupt on readiwrite multiple commands 

60-61 Total number of user addressable sectorS if LBA mode is supported, CHS mode = 0 

, 62 15-8 Single-word DMA transfer mode active, indicated by bits 7-0; (not supported) 

7-0 Single-word DMA transfer modes available; (not supported) 

63 15-8 Multi-word DMA transfer mode active, indi~ted by bit~ 7-0; (not supported) 

7-0 Multi-word DMA transfer modes available; (not supported) 

1. Words not listed are ATA or Intel reserved. ' 4. Each ATA deVIce's transfer timing falls into unique 
2. Initialize drive parameters does not affect words1-S. parametric timing specification categories, determined 
3. These codes, not typically used by an operating by compa,ring the cycle time specified in figure 7 with 

system, are for diagnostic program initialization. bits 15-8. 'Mode 0 is the default timing. ' 
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Command 

Check Power Mode 
Execute Drive Diags 
Format Track 
Identify Drive 
Idle 
Idle Immediate 
Initialize Drive params 
Recalibrate 
Read Buffer 
Read DMA 
Read Long 
Read Multiple 
Read Sector(s) 
Read Verify Sector(s) 
Seek 
Set Features 
Set Multiple Mode 
Sleep 
Standby 
Standby Immediate 
Write Buffer 
Write DMA 
Write Long 
Write Multiple 
Write Same 
Write Sector(s) 
Write Verify 
Invalid Command 
v = Valid for this command 
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T bl 8 R . a e . eglster C ontents D . E urlng rrOr p osting 
Error Register Status Reg ister 

BBK UNC IDNF ABRT TKONF AMNF DRDY DWF DSC CORR ERR 
V V V V V 

V 
V V V V V V 

V V V V V 
V V V V V 
V V V V V 

V V V 
V V V V V V 
V V V V V 

V V V V V V V V V V 
V V V V V V V V V V 
V V V V V V V V V V 
V V V V V V V V V V 
V V V V V V V V V V 

V V V V V V 
V V V V V 
V V ... V V V 
V V V V V 
V V V V V 
V V V V V 
V V V V V 

V V V V V V V 
V V V V V V V 
V V V V V V V 
V V V V V V V 
V V V V V V V 
V V V V V V V V V V 

V V V V V 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS· 
Operating temperature1 ....................... O°C to +60°C 
Storage temperature ........................ -30°C to +70°C 
Any pin voltage, from ground2 ••••••••••• -2.0V to + 7.0V 
vee voltage, from ground ...... : .......... -0.5V to +6.0V 

NOTES: 
1 . Operating temperature is for commercial product 

defined by this specification. 

2. Minimum DC input voltage is -0.5V. During 
transitions, inputs may undershoot to -2.0V for 
periods less than 20ns .. Maximum DC output-pin 
voltage is Vee + 0.5V which may overshoot.to 
Vee + 2.0Vfor periods less than 20ns. 

*NOTICE: Stresses beyond those listed under 
"Absolute Maximum Ratings· may permanently 
damage the flash drive. This is a stress rating only. 
Flash drive functional operation at or beyond 
conditions 'in this specification's operational 
sections is not implied. Extended exposure to 
absolute maximum, rating conditions may affect 
flash drive reliability. 

NOTICE: This data sheet contains initial 
production-development. and sampling-phase 
information. Specifications may change without 
notice.· Obtain the latest data sheet from your 
local Intel sales office before finalizinQ a desiQn. 

DC CHARACTERISTICS' TA - O°C to 60°C Vee - 4 75V to 5 25V - , -
Symbol Parameter Notes 

III Input Leakage Current 

ILO Output Leakage Current 

leeR Vee Read Current 

leew, Vee Write Current 

leel Vee Idle Current 1 

Ices Vee Standby Current 2 

lecE Vee Reclamation (erase) Current 

leesl Vee Sleep Current 1,2,3 

leep Vee Peak Current at Vpp Startup 

Vil Input Low Voltage 

VIH Input High Voltage 

VOL Output Low VoltaQe 

VOH Output High VoltaQe 
1. leel Max current applies only when a host idle 

command forces the drive into idle mode. If no activity 
is detected after about 1.5 seconds, the drive 
automatically transitions to standby mode. 
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Min Typ Max Unit Test Condition 

±1 ±20 IJA Vee = Vee Max 
VIN = Vee or GND 

±1 ±20 IJA Vee = Vee Max 
VIN = Vee or GND 

100 mA 

140 mA 

2 80 mA 

2 mA 

140 mA 

2 mA 

700 mA 

-0.5 0.8 V 

2.0 Vee+0.3 V 

Vss 0.45 V Vee = Vee Min 

2.4 Vee V Vee = Vee Min 
2. Standby and Sleep modes are equivalent. 
3. After command completion. the drive enters standby 

mode. It wakes and responds to a host command 
within 10 ms. 
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Symbol 

tM 

tN 

tp 

t6 

tR 

ts 

INPUT .:~TESTPOINTS:~ >C 
I· --...·1 

OUTPUT =>< I:ST POINTS-=-:<::>C 

AC test Inputs are driven at VOH (2.4V) for a logic "1" and VOL (0.45V) for a logic "0". 
Input timing begins at VIH (2.0V) and VIL (0.8V). Output timing ends at VIH and VIL. 
Input rise and fall times (10% to 90%) < 10ns. 

Figure 3. AC Input/Output Reference Waveform 

HRST# \~ __ ~ 
I-tM 

BSY 

HDASP# 

Control 
Register'$ 

IEEE 

tSLSH 

tSHYH 

tSHDSPH· 

tDSHDSL 

tSHOSL 

·tOSHOSLE 

r-----~~----

r----tQ---eoj ,--
I 

~ _____ -'_ L- __ 

t-----tR---...,..---ts .1 

------~----cC== C 
Figure 4. Reset Timing Diagram 

T bl 9 P a e • ..() d R ower nan eset TI· P arameters mlng 

Parameter Min Max 

HRST# pulse width 10 

HRST#toBSY 100 

HRST# to HDASP# high 1 

HDASP# pulse width 30 

HRST# to HDASP# low 450 

HDASP# pulse width (extended) 30.5 

Units 

IlS 
ns 

ms 

sec .. 
ms 

sec 
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Flash Orive iFD005P2SAliFD010P2SA 
intet' 

to 
tl 

Address, REG# ~ ~ 
t13 '-t9 --

CS1#, CS2# 
t3 t22 

\ -tlS-- -
t14 --tl0 -I tl11--

t15 
OE#,WE# 

-t17-\ 
I 

t2 ts I-- -- t,2--

WAIT# V 
-ts I u---- - t20 l-I 

Write Data 
(00-15 or 00-7) 

Read Data 
(00-15 or 00-7) 

READ 
Symbol IEEE 
tl tAVAVR 

t2 tAVOV 
t3 tELOV 
t4 tGLONZ 
ts tGLOV 
ts tGLWtV 
t7 tWtLWtH 
ts tOVWtH 
t9 tAxox 
ttO tGHEH 
ttt tEHOZ 
t12 tGHOZ 

7-28 

------ ..,....., ~ --
---,--- -- "- --

-'-+ t19 - t16 t21 r--
r:-- ..., 

f-- ... 
-t4-

is 

Figure 5. Attribute and Memory-mode Timing Diagram 

Table 10. Attribute and Memory-mode Timing Parameters 

Parameter Min Max Units 
Read cycle time 300 ns 
Address access time 300 ns 
Card Enable access time 300 r;lS 

Output Enable to data change 5 ns 
Output Enable acceSs time 150 ns 
Wait valid from Output Enable 35 ns 

'Wait pulse width 12 IJS 

Data setup for Wait released 0 ns 
. Data valid after address change 0 ns 
Card Enable hold time 20 ns 
Data disable from Card Enable high 100 ns 
Data disable from Output Enable high 100 ns 
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Table 10. Attribute and Memory-mode Timing Parameters (continued) 

WRITE 
Symbol IEEE 

to 

t13 

t14 

t15 

t16 

t17 

t18 

t19 

120 
121 

122 

tAVAVW 

tAVWH 

tELWH 

tWLWH 

tDVWH 

tAVWL 

tELWL 

tWLOZ 

tWHDX 

twHONZ 

twHAX 

Address 

REG# 

CS1#,C82# 

10RD#, 10WR# 

I NPACK# 
(Read Only) 

101816# 

WAIT# 

Write Data 
(00-15 or 00-7) 

Read Data 
(00-15 or 00-7) 

Parameter Min 

Write cycle time 200 
Address valid to Write Enable high 140 
Card Enable to Write Enable high 140 
Write Enable pulse width high 120 
Data valid to Write Enable high 60 
Address valid to Write Enable low 20 
Card Enable setup to Write Enable low 0 
Write Enable to previous read·data disabled 

Data hold after Write Enable high 30 
Data driven after Write Enable high 5 

Address hold after Write Enable high 30 

tso 

=x 
I--t51 t54 

~ts2 155 

~153-. 

\ / 

\ 
-t56 

- t66-j 

- t70 -157 I 158 J t59-

I -,...----
~--,--

Figure 6. I/O-Mode Timing Diagram 

Max Units 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

90 ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

~ 
t61 r----

I- --l ts2 

~ t63 -1 

i+- -t64 --I 

. -t65---1 

I 

t60:.-

l. "'\ 
-'I or 
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Table 11. U ·ModeT mlng o I· P arameters 

READ 

Symbol IEEE Parameter Min Max Units 

150 tAVAVR Read cycle time 300 ns 

151 tAVIGL Address valid to 10RD# low 70 ns 

tS2 tRGLlGL REG# low to 10RD# low 5' ns 

tS3 tELlGL Card Enable to 10RD# low 5 ns 

tS4 tlGLlGH 10RD# pulse width 165 ns 

tss tlGLQV 10RD# to data valid 100 ns 

tS6 tlGLlAL 10RD# low to INPACK# low 0 45 ns 

tS7 tlGLWTL 10RD# low to WAIT# low 35 ns 

158 twrLWTH WAIT#pulse width 12 us 

159 tWTHQV WAIT# to Data valid 35 ns 

t60 tlGHQX Dala hold after 10RD# hi~h 0 ns 

t61 tlGHAX Address hold after 10RD# hioh 20 ns 

t62 IIGHRGH 10RD# high 10 REG# high 0 ns 

163 IIGHEH 10RD# high 10 Card Enable hiah 20 ns 

164 IIGHIAH' 10RD# high 10 INPACK# high 45 ns 

165 lAVISH Address chan~e to 101516# hiah 35 ns 

166 IIAVISL Address valid 10 101516# low 35 ns 

WRITE 

Symbol IEEE Parameter Min Max Units 

t50 IAVAVR Wrile cycle lime 300 ns 

151 IAVIWL Address valid 10 IOWR# low 70 ns 

152 IRGLlWL REG# low 10 10WR# low 5 ns 

153 IELlWL Card Enable t6 10WR# low 5 ns 

154 t,WLIWH 10Wf'!# pulse width 165 ns 

157 IIWLWTL 10WR# low 10 WAIT# low 35 ns 

158 IWTLWTH WAIT#pulse width 12 US 

160 IIWHQX Data hold after 10WR# hiah 30 ns 

161 IIWHAX Address hold after 10WR# hioh 20 ns 

162 IIWHRGH 10WR# high 10 REG# high 0 ns 

163 IIWHEH 10WR# hiOh 10 Card Enable hioh 20 ns 

165 tAvlSH Address change to 101516# high 35 ns 

t66 tlAVISL Address valid to 101516# low 35 ns 

170 IQVIWL Data valid 10 10WR# 60 ns 
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Address Valid 
HCSO#, HCS1# ~~----------~----~)~---

1----- b1-----I-- b2----foo-- b9-+- b8 

HIOR#, HIOW# 

Write Data Valid 
(HOO-15 or HOQ-7) 

Read Data Valid 
(HOQ-15 or HOQ-7) 

- - - - - r-----'---+"-'\ 

- - - - - '--------+-

H1016# ---"~,---I ____ ---,r 
Figure 7. IDE-ATA Programmed 1/0 Timing Diagram 

Table 12. IDE-ATA Programmed 1/0 Timing Parameters 
Svmbol IEEE Parameter 
t30 tlGLlGL Cycle time 
lsi tAVIGL Address HCSO# HCS1# to HIOR#/HIOW# setup_ 

t32 tlGLlGH HIOR#/HIOW# pulse width 
t33 tDVIGH Data setup to HIOW# high 

t34 tlGHDX HIOW# data hold 
t35 tOVIGH Oata setup to HIOR# hiQh 
t36 tlGHOX HIOR# data hold 
t37 tAVISL Address, HCSO#, HCS1# valid to H1016# assertion 
be tAXISH Address HCSO# HCS1# valid to HI016# negation 
t39 tlGHAX HIOR#/HIOW# to address HCSO# HCS1 # invalid 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

iFD005P2SAXXXXX 
iFD010P2SAXXXXX 

Where: 

FD 
005,010 
P 
2 
S 
A 

Intel 
Flash drive 
Density in Megabytes 
PCMCIA-ATA 
PCMCIA Type-2 form factor 
Power supply voltage = 5V 
Revision or stepping number 

Min 

333 
50 

80 
20 

10 

0 
0 

10 

Max Units 

ns 
ns 

ns 

ns 
ns 

50 ns 
5 ns 

30 ns 
20 ns 

ns 
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iFD005P2SA/OIOP2SA Flash Drive Product Brief 

Product - PCMCIA·ATA Interface 
Highlig· hts • PCMCIA·ATAinterfaceand 

command set 

7·32 

• Uses standard ATA host 
software driver 

• Compatible with PCMCIA 
2.0 sockets 

• Compatible with 1.8" 
ATA·IDE sockets 

• Compatible with standard 
data compression utilities 

_ . Low Battery Drain 
• Supports power management 

drive commands 
• Autoinatic integrated power 

management 
• 10 mW Sleep Mode 

_ High Performance 
• No Spinup Time 
• No Rotational Latency 
.. Seek Time < Imsec 

_ Extremely Rugged and Reliable 
• Solid·state reliability 
• 1000G Operating & 

Non'operating Shock 
• 250K Power·on Hour MTBF 

_ Absolute Silent Operation 

_ Small Size, Low Weight 
• PCMCIA Type 2 form factor 
• 65 gms (2.0 oz.) 

_ 5, 10Mbyte versions 

_ Embedded Flash Memory 
Management 

_ Non volatile (Zero· Power Data 
Retention) 
• No Batteries Required 

_ Uses ETOXTM nash Memory 
Technology Chips 
• Intel FlashFile™ Architecture 

_ Single +5 Volt Supply 

Intel's Flash Drive brings the mass storage advantages of Intel's 
FlashFile™ memory to mobile computers equipped with the PCMCIA·ATA 
hard disk drive interface .. Offering up to 10 megabytes of nonvolatile 
storage; the iFDOIOP2SA provides the battery life, peiformance, 
ruggedness, reliability and totally silent operation needed by leading edge 
mobile computing applications. 

The flash drive extends the system battery life by only using power when it 
needs it. There are no spinning disks continually consuming power. 
Automatic integrated power management reduces current without special 
system BIOS support. Systems can have battery life extended up to 100%by 
the flash drive. 

The flash drive is intelface compatible with PCMCIA -AT A magnetic drives, 
so using the flash drive is as easy as replacing the disk drive with a flash 
drive. No additional system software drivers are typically required. 

With its Type 2, 5mmformfactor the flasn drive is very compact, only one 
half the thickness of a 1.8" Type 3 hard disk drive, allowing two cards to 
occupy the space of one disk drive. 

The flash drive's solid state construction yields high pelformance and a 
IOOOg shock specification, andflash memory reliabilityprovide the ultimate 
in data integrity for critical data applications. 



I 
Specification Summary 

Capacity (CHS Auto-Translate) 
Formatted iFDOO5 5M 

iFDOIO 10M 
Environmental 

Temperature, operating/non-operating 
Temperature Gradient 
Humidity, Operating (non-cond, 26% wet bulb) 
Altitude, Operating 

Interface 
System 

Performance (Typical) 
Seek Time (Maximum of Track-to-track) 
Controller Overhead (Command to DRQ) 
Rotational Latency 
Spinup Time via Command, Power-on to ready 
Media Transfer Rate . 
Interface Transfer Rate 
Sustained Transfer Rate 
Buffer Size 

Power (RMS, Typical) 
Read 
Write 
Reclamation (additional to above) 
Idle 
Standby 
Sleep mode 
Supply Voltage 

Reliability 
MTBF (TA = 25'C) 
Read Error Rate (with retries and ECC) 
Start/Stop Cycles 
ECC 

Ruggedness 

Size 

Shock, op/non-operating 
Vibration, op/non-operating 

Length 
Width 
Thickness 

Weight (with mounting hardware) 
Noise (Sound Pressure Level) 

Order Number: 297348-001 

Bytes (cylinders, heads, sectors) 
5,242,880 
10,653,696 

O'C to 6O'C / -20"C.to+85'C 
20"C/hr 
5 to 95% RH 
-200 to40K ft (-60 to 12Km) 

68-pin, PCMCIA-ATA 
PCMCIA, PC Card Standard, Release 2.02 
PCMCIA-ATA Standard, Release 1.01 

68-pin, \.8" ATA-IDE (a.k.a. "68 pin ATA") 

< 1 ms 
<Ims 
Oms 
IOms/2Oms (Read/Write), 58 (max) 
8.0.27 MB/s (Read/Write) 
5.0 MB/s Burst* 
4.0.27 MB/s (Read/Write) 
32KB 

500 mW 
700 mW 
200 mW 
400 mW 
150 mW 
10 mW 
5.0V±5% 

250K power-on-hours (typical usage) 
1 in 1014 bits read (min, tested) 
not applicable 
32 bits per sector (Optimized for flash memory) 

1000 G, any axis or direction 
15+ G, 1O-500Hz, any axis or direction 
PCMCIA Type 2 
85.6mm (3.37") 
54.Omm (2.126") 
5.0mm (0.196") 
65gms (2.0 oz.) 
Absolutely silent operation (0 SPL) 

All other company, brand and product names are ttademarks or registered trademarks of their respective cOmpanies. 
©INTEL CORPORATION 1993 
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A28F400BX-T IB 
4-MBIT (256K x16, 512K x8) BOOT BLOCK FLASH 

MEMORY FAMILY 
Automotive 

• x8/x16 Input/Output Architecture 
-A28F400BX-T, A28F400BX-B 
- For High Performance and High 

Integration 16-blt and 32-bit CPUs 

• Optimized High Density Blocked 
Architecture 
- One 16 KB Protected Boot Block 
- Two 8 KB Parameter Blocks 
- One 96 KB Main Block 
-Three 128 KB Main Blocks 
- Top or Bottom Boot Locations 

• Extended Cycling Capability 
- 1,000 Block Erase Cycles 

• Automated Word/Byte Write and Block 
Erase .. 
- Command User Interface 
- Status Register 
- Erase Suspend Capability 

• SRAM-CompatibleWrlte Interface 

• Automatic Power Savings Feature 
- 1 mA Typical Icc Active Current In 

Static Operation 

October 1993 
Order Number: 290601-001 

• Very High-Performance Read 
- 90 ns Maximum Access Time 
- 4S ns Maximum Output Enable Time 

• Low Power Consumption 
- 2S mA Typical Active Read Current . 

• Deep Power-Down/Reset Input 
- Acts as Reset for Boot Operations 

• Automotive Temperature Operation 
- -40"C to + 12SoC 

• Write Protection for Boot Block 

• Hardware Data Protection Feature 
- Erase/Write Lockout During Power 

Transitions 

• Industry Standard Surface Mount 
Packaging 
- JEDEC ROM Compatible 

44-Lead PSOP 

• 12V Word/Byte Write and Block Erase 
""":,,,Vpp =.12V ±S% Standard 

• ETOXTM III Flash Technology 
-SV Read 
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Intel's 4-Mbit Flailh Memory ,Family is an extensio,{of the Boot Block Architecture which includes block
selective erasure, automated wme and erase operations and standard microprocessor interlace. The 4-Mbit 
Flash.t-1emorY Family enhances the Boot Block Architecture by adding more density and blocks, x8/x16 inputl 
output control, very high speed, low power" an industry standard ROM compatible pinout and surface mount 
packaging. The 4-Mbit flash family is an easy upgrade from Intel's 2-Mbit Boot Block Flash Memory Family. . 

The Intel A28F400BX-T/B'are l6-bit wide flash memory offerings optimized to meet the rigorous environmen~ 
tal requirements of AutomQtlve Applications. These high ,density flaSh memories provide user s,electable bus 
operation for either S-bit or l6-bit applicatioris. The A28F400BX-T and A28F400~XT.B are 4,194,304-bit non
volatile memories organize9 as either 524,288 bytes or 262,144 words of information. They are offered in 44-
Lead plastic SOP packages; The x8/x16 pinout conforms to the industry standard ROM/EPROM pinout. Read 

, and Write characteristics are guaranteed over the ambient temperature range of - 40·C to + 125·C. 

These devices use an iritegrated Command U~er Interface (CUI) and Write State Machine (WSM) for simplified 
word/byte write arid block erasure. The A28F400BX-T provide block locations compatible with Intel's 
MCS-186 family, 80286, i386™, i486™,i860TM and 80960CA microprocessors~ The A28F400BX-B provides 
compatibility, with Intel's 80960KX and 80960SX families as well as other embedded microprocessors. 

The boot block includes a data protection feature to protect the boot code in critical applications. With a 
maximum access time of 90 os, these 4-Mbit flash devices are very high performance memories which 
interface at zero-wait-state to a wide range of microprocessors and microcontrollers. 

Manufactured on Intel's 0.8 micron ETOXl'M III process, the 4-Mbit flash memory family provides world class 
quality, reliability and cost-effectiveness,at the 4-Mbit density level. . 
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1.0 PRODUCT FAMILY OVERVIEW 

Throughout this datasheet the A28F400BX refers to 
both the A28F400BX-T and A28F400BX-B devices. 
Section 1 provides an overview of the 4-Mbit flash 
memory family including applications, pinouts and 
pin descriptions. Section 2 describes in detail the 
specific memory organization for the A28F400BX. 
Section 3 provides a description of the family's prin
ciples of operations. Finally the family's operating 
specifications are described. 

1.1 Main Features 

The A28F400BX boot block flash memory family is a 
very high performance 4-Mbit (4,194,304 bit) memo
ry family organized as either 256-KWords (262,144 
words) of 16 bits each or 512-Kbytes (524,288 
bytes) of 8 bits each. 

Seven Separately Erasable Blocks including a 
Hardware-Lockable boot block (16,384 Bytes), 
Two parameter blocks (8,1,92 Bytes each) and 
Four main blocks (1 block of 98,304 Bytes and 3 
blocks of 131,072 Bytes) are included on the 4-Mbit 
family. An erase operation erases one of the main 
blocks in typically 3 seconds and the boot or param
eter blocks in typically 1.5 seconds independent of 
the remaining blocks. Each block can be indepen
dently erased and programmed 1,000 times. 

The Boot Block is located at either the top 
(A28F400BX-T)or the bottom (A28F400BX-B) of the 
address map in order to accommodate different mi
croprocessor protocols for boot code location. The 
hardware lockable boot block provides the most 
secure code storage. The boot block is intended to 
store the kernel code required for booting-up a sys
tem. When the RP# pin is between 11.4V and 12.6V 
the boot block is unlocked and program and erase 
operations can be performed. When the RP# pin is 
at or below 6.5V the boot block is locked and pro
gram and erase operations to the boot block are 
ignored. 

The A28F400BX products are available in the ROM/ 
EPROM compatible pinout and housed in the 
44-Lead PSOP (Plastic Small Outline) package as 
shown in Figure 3. 

The Command User Interface (CUI) serves as the 
interface between the microprocessor or microcon
troller and the internal operation of the A28F400BX 

, flash memory. 

Program and Erase Automation allows program 
and erase operations to be executed using a two
write command sequence to the CUI. The internal 
Write State Machine (WSM) automatically executes 

A28F400BX· T IB 

the algorithms and timings necessary for program 
and erase operations, including verifications, there
by unburdening the microprocessor or microcontrol
ler. Writing of memory data is performed in word or 
byte increments typically within 9 ,...s which is a 
100% improvement over previous flash memory 
products. 

The Status Register (SR) indicates the status of the 
WSM and whether the WSM successfully completed 
the desired program or erase operation. 

Maximum Access Time of 90 ns (T ACC) is achieved 
over the automotive temperature range, 10% Vee 
supply range (4.5V to 5.5V) and 100 pF output load. 

Ipp maximum Program current is 40 mA for x16 
operation and 30 mA for x8 operation. Ipp Erase 
current is 30 mA maximum. Vpp erase and pro
gramming voltage is 11.4V to 12.6V (Vpp = 12V 
± 5%) under a" operating conditions. Typical 
Icc Active Current of 25 mA is achieved. 

The 4-Mbit boot block flash memory family is also 
designed with an Automatic Power Savings (APS) 
feature to minimize system battery current drain and 
allows for very low power designs. Once the device 
is accessed to read array data, APS mode will imme
diately put the memory in static mode of operation 
where lee active current is typically 1 mA until the 
next read is initiated. 

When the CE# arid RP# pins are at Vee and the 
BYTE# pin is at either Vee or GND the CMOS 
Standby mode is enabled where Icc is typically 
80/-tA. 

A Deep Power-Down' Mode is enabled when the 
RP # pin is at ground minimizing power consumption 
and providing write protection during power-up con
ditions. Icc current during deep power-down mode 
is 50 ,...A typical. An initial maximum access time or 
Reset Time of 300 ns is required from RP# switch
ing until outputs are valid. Equivalently, the device 
has a maximum wake-up time of 210 ns until writes 
to ,the Command User Interface are recognized. 
When RP# is at ground the WSM is reset, the 
Status Register is cleared and the entire device is 
protected from being written to: This feature pre
vents data corruption and protects the code stored 
in the device during system reset. The system Reset 
pin can be tied to RP# to reset the memory to nor~ 
mal read mode upon activation of the Reset pin. 
With on-chip program/erase automation in the 
4-Mbit family and the RP# functionality for data pro
tection, when the CPU is reset and even if a program 
or erase command is issued, the device will not rec
ognize any operation until RP# returns to its normal 
state. 
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A28F400BX-T/B 

For the A28F400BX,Byte-wide or Word-wide In
put/Output Control is possible by controlling the 
BYTE # pin. When the BYTE # pin is at a logic low 
the device is in the byte-wide mode (x8) and data is 
read and written through 00[0:7]. During the byte
wide mode, OQ [8: 14] are tri-stated and 0015/ A-1 
becomes the lowest order address pin. When the 
BYTE # pin is at a logiC high the device is in the 
word-wide mode (x16) and data is read and written 
through 00[0:15]. 

1.2 Applications 

The 4-Mbit boot block flash memory family com
bines high density, high performance, cost-effective 
flash memories with blocking and hardware protec-

8-4 

tion capabilities. Its flexibility and versatility will re
duce costs throughout the product life cycle. Flash 
memory is ideal for Just-In-Time production flow, re
ducing system inventory and costs, and eliminating 
component handling during the production phase. 

During the product life cycle, when code updates or 
feature enhancements become necessary, flash 
memory will reduce the update costs by allowing ei
ther a user-performed code change via floppy disk 
or a remote code change via a serial link. The 4-Mbit 
boot block flash memory family provides full func
tion, blocked flash memories suitable for a wide 
range of automotive applications. 
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0[7:0] 
" 

A[10:0] SRAM 

'" 2K x 8 
V 

WE# 

OE# 

--II CE# 

WR# - WE# 

RO# - OE# 

r--. A15 
ALE - ALE A15 I- CE# 

;L~ lATCHES A[14:l] 

'" AO[15:0] A[13:0] 

1rv 0[15:0] 
.. 

8XC196KC '" 0[15:0] 

BUSWIOTH 
I/' 

SRAMCS J A28F400BX 

LI\ FLASH 

"--Y A[lS:11] MEMORY 

PORTS { 
EPLD ::::::: AU 

A1S 

::::::: A16 
A17 

XTAl1 

I ClK 
ClK READY l 

READY 
Vee 

POWERGOOO J RESET# RP# BYTE# 

Vee .r: Vpp "L Vee 
PORT .- -. MONITORING D+l : Vpp EXTERNAL _ CIRCUIT 

RESET RESET# ~ _ _! SWITCH 

12V 
290501-1 

Figure 1. A28F400BX Interface to 8XC196KC 
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1.3 Pinouts 

The A28F400BX 44-Lead PSOP pinout follows the 
industry standard ROM/EPROM pinout as shown in 
,Figure 2. . 

27C400 

NC vpp 

NC DU 

A17 ~7 

A7 A7 

A6 As 

A5 AS 

A4 A4 

A3 A, 

A2 A2 
APA28F400BX A1 ~ 

Ao Ao 11 44 LEAD PSOP 
CE# CE# 0.525" X 1.110" 
GNO GND 

TOP VIEW 
OE# 0[# 

000 000 

DOs DOs 

001 0°1 

009 DOg 

002 0°2 

0010 0°10 

003 DO, 

0011 0°11 

RP# 

WE# 

As 

41 Ag 

~O 
All 

~2 
~, 

~4 

~s 

~s 
BYTE# 

GNO 
31 D01S /A- 1 

O~ 

0014 

DOs 

DO" 

DOS 

DO, 2 

D04 

Vec 

290501-3 

Figure 2. PSOP Lead ConfiguratiQn 
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27C400 

NC 
NC 
As 
A9 
A10 
A11 
A12 
A13 
A14 
A15 
A16 

BYTE#/Vpp 
GNO 

0015/A-1 
007 
0014 
006' 
0013 
005 
0012 
004 
Vee 
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1.4 A28F400BX Pin Descriptions 
Symbol Type Name and Function 

Ao-A17 I ADDRESS INPUTS for memory addresses. Addresses are internally latched during a write 
cycle. 

Ag I ADDRESS INPUT: When Ag is at 12V the signature mode is accessed. During this mode Ao 
decodes between the manufacturer and device 10's. When BYTE # is at a logic low only the 
lower byte of the Signatures are read. 0015/ A -1 is a don't care in the signature mode when 
BYTE # is low. 

000-007 I/O DATA INPUTS/OUTPUTS: Inputs array data on the second CE # and WE # cycle during a 
program command. Inputs commands to the command user interface when CE # and WE # 
are active. Data is internally latched during the write and program cycles. Outputs array, 
intelligent identifier and Status Register data. The data pins float to tri-state when the chip is 
deselected or the outputs are disabled. 

008-0015 I/O DATA INPUTS/OUTPUTS: Inputs array data on the second CE# and WE# cycle during a 
program command. Data is internally latched during the write and program cycles. Outputs 
array data. The data pins float to tri-state when the chip is deselected or the outputs are 
disabled as in the byte-wide mode (BYTE # = "0"). In the byte-wide mode 0015/ A-1 
becomes the lowest order address for data output on 000-007. 

CE# I CHIP ENABLE: Activates the device's control logic, input buffers, decoders and sense 
amplifiers. CE # is active low; CE # high deselects the memory device and reduces power 
consumption to standby levels. If CE # and RP # are high, but not at a CMOS high level, the 
standby current will increase due to currentflow through the CE# and RP# input stages. 

RP# I RESET/POWER-DOWN: Provides three-state control. Puts the device in deep power-down 
mode. Locks the boot block from program/erase. 

When RP# is at logic high level and equals 6.SV maximum the boot block is locked and 
cannot be programmed or erased. 

When RP# = 11.4V minimum the boot block is unlocked and can be programmed or 
erased. 

When RP # is at a logic low level the boot block is locked, the deep power-down mode is 
enabled and the I,NSM is reset preventing any blocks from being programmed or erased, 
therefore providing data protection during power transitions. When RP# transitions from 
logic low to logic high the flash memory enters the read array mode. 

OE# I OUTPUT ENABLE: Gates the device's outputs through the data buffers during a read cycle. 
OE# is active low. 

WE# I WRITE ENABLE: Controls writes to the Command Register and array blocks. WE # is active 
low. Addresses and data are latched on the riSing edge of the WE # pulse. 

BYTE# I BYTE # ENABLE: Controls whether the device operates in the byte-wide mode (x8) or the 
word-wide mode (x16). BYTE # pin must be controlled at CMOS levels to meet 130 p,A 
CMOS current in the standby mode. BYTE # = "0" enables the byte-wide mode, where data 
is read and programmed on 00o-D07 and 0015/ A -1 becomes the lowest order address 
that decodes between the upper and lower byte. 008-0014 are tri-stated during the byte-
wide mode. BYTE # = "1" enables the word-wide mode where data is read and 
programmed on 000-0015. 

Vpp PROGRAM/ERASE POWER SUPPLY: For erasing memory array blocks or programming 
data in each block. 
Note: Vpp < VPPLMAX memory contents cannot be altered. 

Vee DEVICE POWER SUPPLY (5V ± 10%) 

GNO GROUND: For all internal circuitry. 

NC NO CONNECT: Pin may be driven or left floating. 

OU DON'T USE PIN: Pin should not be connected to anything. 
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2.1 A28F400BX Memory Organization 

2.1.1 BLOCKING 

The A28F400BX uses a blocked array architecture 
to provide independent erasure of memory blocks. A 
block is erased independently of other blocks in the 
array when an address is given within the block ad
dress range and the Erase Setup and Erase Confirm 
commands are written to the CUI. The A28F400BX 
is a random read/write memory. only erasure is per
formed by block. 

2.1.1.1 Boot Block Operation and Data 
Protection 

The 16-Kbyte boot block provides a lock feature for 
secure code storage. The intent of the boot block is 
to provide a secure storage area for the kernel code 
that is required to boot a system in the event of pow
er failure or other disruption during code update. 
This lock feature ensures absolute data integrity by 
preventing the boot block from being written or 
erased when RP# is not at 12V. The boot block can 
be erased and written when RP# is held at 12V for 
the duration of the erase or program operation. This 
allows customers to change the boot code when 
necessary while providing security when needed. 
See the Block Memory Map section for address lo
cations of the boot block. for the A28F400BX-T and 
A28F400BX-B. 

2.1.1.2 Parameter Block Operation 

The A28F400BX has 2 parameter blocks (8 Kbytes 
each) . .The parameter blocks are intended to provide 
storage for frequently updated system parameters 
and configuration or diagnostic information. The pa
rameter blocks can also be used to store additional 
boot or main code. The parameter blocks however. 
do not have the hardware write protection feature 
that the boot block has. The parameter blocks pro
vide for more efficient memory utilization when deal
ing with parameter changes versus regularly blocked 
devices. See the Block Memory Map section for ad
dress locations of the parameter blocks for the 
A28F400BX-T and A28F400BX-B. 

2.1.1.3 Main Block.Operatlon 

Four main blocks of memory exist on the 
A28F400BX (3 x 128 Kbyte blocks and 1 x 96-Kbyte 
blocks). See the following section on Block Memory 
Map for the address location of these blocks for the 
A28F400BX-T and A28F400BX-B products. 

A28F400BX-T/B 

2.1.2 BLOCK MEMORY MAP 

Two versions of the A28F400BX product exist to 
support two different memory maps of the array 
blocks in order to accommodate different microproc
essor protocols for 1>90t code location. The 
A28F400BX-T'memory map is inverted from the 
A28F400BX-B memory map. 

2.1.2.1. A28F400BX-B Memory Map 

The A28F400BX-B device has the 16-Kbyte boot 
block located from OOOOOH to 01 FFFH to accommo
date those microprocessors that boot from the bot
tom of the address map at OOOOOH. In the 
A28F400BX-B the first 8-Kbyte parameter block re
sides in memory space from 02000H to 02FFFH. 
The second 8-Kbyte parameter block resides in 
memory space from 03000H to 03FFFH. The 96-
Kbyte main block resides in memory space from 
04000H to OFFFFH. The three 128-Kbyte main 
block resides in memory space from 10000H to 
1 FFFFH. 20000H to 2FFFFH and 30000H to 
3FFFFH (word locations). See Figure 4. 

(Word Addresses) 

3FFFFH 

3OOO0H 
2FFFFH 

20000H 
lFFFFH 

l0000H 
OFFFFH 

04000H 
03FFFH 

03000H 
02FFFH 

02000H 
01FFFH 

OOOOOH 

12B-Kbyte MAIN BLOCK 

128·Kbyte MAIN BLOCK 

128·Kbyte MAIN BLOCK 

9B-Kbyte MAIN BLOCK 

B-Kbyte PARAMETER BLOCK 

B-Kbyte PARAMETER BLOCK 

lB-Kbyte BOOT BLOCK 

Figure 4. A28F400BX-B Memory Map 
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2.1.2.2 A28F400BX-TMemory Map 

The A28F400BX-T device has the 16-Kbyte boot 
block located from.3EOOOH to 3FFFFH to accommo
date those microprocessors that boot from the top 
of the address map. In the A28F400BX-T the first 
8-Kbyte parameter block resides in memory space 
from 30000H to 30FFFH. The second 8-Kbyte· pa
rameter block resides in memory space from 
3COOOH to 3CFFFH. The. 96-Kbyte main block re
sides in memory space from 30000H to 3BFFFH. 
The three 128-KbytEj main blocks reside in memory 
space from20000H to 2FFFFH, 10000H to 1 FFFFH 
and OOOOOH to OFFFFH as shown below in Figure 5. 
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(Word Addresses) 

3FFFFH 

3EOOOH 
3DFFFH 

3DOOOH 
3CFFFH 

3COOOH 
3BFFFH 

30000H 
2FFFFH 

20000H 
1FFFFH 

10000H 
OFFFFH 

OOOOOH 

16-Kbyle BOOT BLOCK 

S·Kbyte PARAMETER BLOCK 

S-Kbyte PARAMETER BLOCK 

96-Kbyle MAIN BLOCK 

12S-Kbyte MAIN BLOCK 

12S-Kbyte MAIN BLOCK 

12S-Kbyte MAIN BLOCK 

Figure 5. A28F400BX-T Memory Map 

intel® 
3 . .0 PRODUCT FAMILY PRINCIPLES 

OF . OPERATION 

Flash memory augments EPROM functionality with 
in-circuit electrical write and erase. The 4-Mbit flash 
family utilizes a Command User Interface (CUI) and 
internally generated and timed algorithms to simplify 
write and erase operations. 

The CUI allows for 100% TTL-level· control inputs, 
fixed power supplies during erasure and program
ming, and maximum EPROM compatibility. 

In the absence of high voltage on the Vpp pin, the 
4-Mbit boot block flash family will only successfully· 
execute the following commands: Read Array, Read 
Status Register, Clear Status Register and Intelli
gent Identifier mode. The device provides standard 
EPROM read, standby and output disable opera
tions. Manufacturer Identification and Oevice'ldenti
fication data can be accessed through the CUI or 
through the standard EPROM A9 high voltage ac-

. cess (VID) for PROM programming equipment. 

The same EPROM read, standby and output disable 
functions are available when high voltage is applied 
to the Vpp pin. In addition, high voltage on Vpp al
lows write and erase of the device. All functions as
sociated with altering memory contents: write and 
erase, Intelligent Identifier read and Read Status are 
accessed via the CUI. 

The purpose of the Write State Machine (WSM) is to 
completely automate the write and ,erasure of the 
device. The WSM will begin operation upon receipt 
of a signal from the CUI and will report status back 
through a Status Register. The CUI will handle the 
WE # interface to the data and address latches, as 
well as system software requests for status while the 
WSM is in operation. 

3.1 Bus Operations 

Flash memory reads, erases and writes in-system 
via the local CPU. All bus cycles to or from the flash 
memory conform to standard microprocessor bus 
cycles. 
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Table 1. Bus Operations for WORD-WIDE Mode (BYTE # = V'H) 

Mode Notes RP# CE# OE# WE# Ag Ao Vpp DQO-15 

Read 1,2,3 VIH VIL VIL VIH X X X DOUT 

Output Disable VIH VIL VIH VIH X X X HighZ 

Standby VIH VIH X X X X X HighZ 

Deep Power-Down 9 VIL X X X ·X X X HighZ 

Intelligent Identifier (Mfr) 4 VIH VIL VIL VIH VID VIL X 0089H 

Intelligent Identifier (Device) 4,5 VIH VIL VIL VIH VID VIH X 4470H 
4471H 

Write 6,7,8 VIH VIL VIH VIL X X X DIN 

Table 2. Bus Operations for BYTE-WIDE Mode (BYTE = V,Ll 

Mode Notes RP# CE# OE# WE# Ag Ao A-1 Vpp DQO-7 DQS-14 

Read 1,2,3 VIH VIL VIL VIH X X X X DOUT HighZ 

Output Disable VIH VIL VIH VIH X X X X HighZ HighZ 

Standby VIH VIH X X X X X X HighZ HighZ 

Deep Power-Down 9 VIL X X X X X X X HighZ HighZ 

Intelligent 4 VIH VIL VIL VIH VID VIL X X 89H HighZ 
Identifier (Mfr) 

Intelligent 4,5 VIH VIL VIL VIH VID VIH X X 70H HighZ 
Identifier (Device) 71H 

Write 6,7,8 VIH VIL VIH VIL X X X X DIN HighZ 

NOTES: 
1. Refer to DC Characteristics. . 
2. X can be VIL, VIH for control pins and addresses, VPPL or VPPH for Vpp. 
3. See DC Characteristics for VPPL, VpPH, VHH, VIO voltages. 
4. Manufacturer and Device codes may also be accessed via a CUI write sequence. A1-A17 = X. 
5. Device ID = 4470H for A2SF400BX-T and 4471H for A2SF400BX-B. 
6. Refer to Table 3 for valid DIN during a write operation. 
7. Command writes for Block Erase or Word/Byte Write are only executed when Vpp = VPPH. 
S. To write or erase the boot block, hold RP# at VHH. 
9. RP# must be at GND ±0.2V to meet the SO /LA maximum deep power-down current. 

3.2 Read Operations 

The 4-Mbit boot block flash family has three user 
read modes; Array, Intelligent Identifier, and Status 
Register. Status Register read mode will be dis
cussed in detail in the "Write Operations" section. 

During power-up conditions (VCC supply ramping), it 
takes a maximum of 300 ns from when VCC is at 
4.5V minimum to valid data on the outputs. 

3.2.1 READARRA Y 

If the memory is not in the Read Array mode, it is 
necessary to write the appropriate read mode com
mand to the CUI. The 4-Mbit boot block flash family 
has three control functions, all of which must be logi
cally active, to obtain data at the outputs. Chip-En
able CE # is the device selection control. Reset! 

. Power-Down, RP# is the device power control. Out
put-Enable OE# is the DATA INPUT/OUTPUT 
(DO[0:15] or DO[0:7]) direction control and when 
active is used to drive data from the selected memo
ry on to the I/O bus. 
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3.2.1.1 Output Control 

With OE# atlogic-highlevel (VIH), the output from 
the device is disabled and data input! output pins 
(00[0:15] or 00[0:7] are tri-stated. Data input is 
then controlled by WE # . 

. 3.2.1.2 Input Control 

With WE # at logic-high level (VIH), input to the de
vice is disabled. Data Input!Output pins (DQ[0:15] 
or 00[0:71) are controlled by OE #. 

3.2.2 INTELLIGENT IDENTIFIERS 

The manufacturer and device codes are read via the 
CUI or by taking the Ag pin to 12V. Writing 90H to 
the CUI places the device into Intelligent 'Identifier 
read mode.' A read of location OOOOOH outputs the 
manufacturer's identification code, 0089H, and loca
tion 00001 H outputs the device code; 4470H for 
A28F400BX-T, 4471H for A28F400BX-B. When 
BYTE # is at a logic low only the lower byte of the 
above signatures is read and D015/A-l is a "don't 
care" during Intelligent Identifier mode. A read array 
command must be written to the memory to return to 
the read array mode. 

3.3 Write Operations 

Commands are written to the CUI using standard mi
croprocessor write timings. The CUI serves as the 
interface between the microprocessor and the inter
nal chip operation. The CUI can decipher Read Ar
ray, Read Intelligent Identifier, Read Status Register, 
Clear Status Register, Erase and Program com
mands. In the event of a'read command, the CUI 
simply points the read path at either the array, the 
Intelligent Identifier, or the status register depending 
on the specific read command given. For a program 
or erase cycle, the CUI informs the write state ma
chine that a write or erase has been requested. Dur
ing a program cycle, the Write State Machine will 
control the program sequences and the CUI will only 
respond to status reads. During an erase cycle, the 
CUI will respond to status reads and erase suspend. 
After the Write State Machine has completed its 
task, it will allow the CUI to respond to its full com
mand set. The CUI will stay in the current command 
state until the microprocessor issues another com
mand. 

The CUI will successfully initiate an erase or write 
operation only when Vpp is within its voltage range. 
Depending upon·theapplication, the system design
er may choose to make the Vpp power supply 
switchable, available only when memory .updates 
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are dElsired. The system designer can also choose 
to "hard-wire" Vpp to 12V. The 4-Mbit boot block 
flash family is designed to accommodate-either de
sign practice. It is strongly recommended that RP# 
be tied. to logical Reset for data protection during 
unstable CPU reset function as described in the 
"Product Family Overview" section . 

3.3.1 BOOT BLO,CK WRITE OPERATIONS 

In the case of Boot Block modifications (write and 
erase), RP# is set to VHH = 12V typically, in addi

. tion to Vpp at high voltage. 

However, if RP# is not at VHH when a program or 
erase operation of the boot block is attempted, the 
corresponding status register. bit (Bit 4 for Program 
and Bit 5 for Erase, refer to Table 5 for Status Regis
ter Definitions) is set to indicate the failure to com
plete the operation. 

3.3.2 COMMAND USER INTERFACE (CUI) 

The Command User Interface (CUI) serves as the 
interface to the microprocessor. The CUI points the 
read/write path to the appropriate circuit block as 
described in the previous section. After the WSM 
has completed its task, it will set the WSM Status bit 
to a "1", which will also allow the CUI to respond to 
its full command set. Note that after the WSM has 
returned control to the CUI, the CUI will remain in its 
current state. 

3.3.2.1 Command Set 

Command 
Device Mode 

Codes 

00 InvalidlReserved 
10 Alternate Program Setup 
20 Erase Setup 
40 Program Setup 
50 Clear Status Register 
70 Read Status Register 
90 Intelligent Identifier 
BO Erase S,uspend ' 
DO Erase Resume/Erase Confirm 
FF Read Array 

3.3.2.2 Command Function Descriptions 

Device operations are selected by writing specific 
commands into the CUI. Table 3 defines the 4-Mbit 
boot block flash family commands. 
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Table 3. Command Definitions 

Bus Notes First Bus Cycle Second Bus Cycle 
Command Cycles 

Req'd 8 Operation Address Data Operation Address Data 

Read Array 1 1 Write X FFH 

Intelligent Identifier 3 2,4 Write X 90H Read IA liD 

Read Status Register 2 3 Write X 70H Read X SRD 

Clear Status Register 1 Write X 50H 

Erase Setup/Erase Confirm 2 5 Write· BA 20H Write BA DOH 

Word/Byte Write Setup/Write 2 6, 7 Write WA 40H Write WA WD 

Erase Suspend/Erase Resume 2 Write X BOH Write X DOH 

Alternate Word/Byte 2 6, 7 Write WA 10H Write WA WD 
Write Setup/Write 

NOTES: 
1. Bus operations are defined in Tables 1, and 2. 
2. IA = Identifier Address: OOH for manufacturer code, 01 H for device code. 
3. SRD = Data read from Status Register. 
4. 110 = IntelliQent Identifier Data. 
Following the Intelligent Identifier Command, two read operations access manufacturer and device codes. 
5. BA =. Address within the block being erased. 
6. WA = Address to be written. 
WD. = Data to be written at location WD. 
7. Either 40H or 10H commands is valid. 
8. When writinq commands to the device, the upper data bus [DQ8-oo15] = X which is either Vee or Vss to avoid buming 
additional current. 

Invalid/Reserved 

These are unassigned commands. It is not recom
mended that the customer use any command other 
than the valid commandS specified above. Intel re
serves the right to· redefine these codes for future 
functions. 

Read Array (FFH) 

This single write command points the read path at 
the array. If the Host CPU performs a CEnOE# 
controlled read immediately following a two-write se
quence that started the WSM, then the device will 
output status register contents,. If the Read Array 
command is given after Erase Setup the device is 
reset to read the array. A two Read Array command 
sequence (FFH) is required to reset to Read Array 
after Program Setup. . 

Intelligent Identifier (90H) 

After this command is executed, the CUI points the 
output path to the Intelligent Identifier circuits. Only 
Intelligent Identifier values at addresses 0 and 1 can 
be read (only address Ao is used in this mode, all 
other address inputs are ignored). 

Read Status Register (70H) 

This is one of the two commands that is executable 
while the state machine is operating. After this com
mand is written, a read of the device will output the 
contents of the status register, regardless of the ad
dress presented to the device. 

The device automatically enters this mode after pro
gram or erase has completed. 

Clear Status Register (SOH) , 

The WSM .can only set the Program Status and 
Erase Status bits in· the status register, it can not 
clear them. Two reasons exist for operating the 
status register in this fashion. The first is a synchro
nization. The WSM does not know when the host 
CPU has read the status register, therefore it would 
not knoW when to clear the status bits. Secondly, if 
the CPU is programming a string of bytes, it may be 
more efficient to query the status register after pro
gramming the string. Thus, if any errors exist while 
programming the string, the status register wiU return 
the accumulated error status. 



Program Setup(40H or 10H) 

This command simp~ iI,ets the CUI into a state such 
that the next write Will load the address and data 
registers. Either 40Hor 10H can be usect for Pro
gram Setup. Both commands" are included to ac
commodate efforts to achieve an industry ,$tandard 
command code !\EIt. ' 

Program 

The second write after the program setup command, ' 
will latch addresses and data. Also, the CUI initiates 
the WSM to begin execution of the program algo
rithm. While the WSM finishes the algorithm, the de
vice will output Status Register contents. Note that 
the WSM cannot be suspended during program
ming. 

Erase Setup (20H) 

Prepares the CUI for the Erase Confirm command. 
No other action is taken. If the next command is not 
an Erase Confirm command then the CUI will set 
both the Program Status and Erase Status bits of the 
Status Register to a "1", place the device into the 
Read Status Register state, and wait for another 
command. ' 

Erase Confirm (DOH)c 

If the previous command was an Erase Setup com-' 
mand, then the CUI will enable the WSM to erase, at 
the same time closing the address and data latches, 
and respond only to the Read Status Register and 
Erase Suspend commands. While the WSM is exe
cuting, the device will output StatU$ 'Register data 
when OE,; is toggled low. StatU$ Register data can 

, only be updat~ by toggling either OE # or CE # low. 

Era .. SUspend (BOH) 

This command only has meaning while the WSM i$ 
executing an Erase operation, and therefore ,will only 
be responded to during an' era$e operation. After 
this command has been executed, the CUI will set 
an output that directs the WSM to suspend Erase 
operations, arid then retum to re$ponding to only 
Read 'Status Register or to the Erase Resume com- ' 
mands. Once the WSM ha$ reached the Suspend 
$tate, it will !\EIt an output into the CUI which allows 
the CUI to respond to the Read Array, Read Status 
Regi$ter, and Erase Re$ume comman'ds. In this 
mode, the CUI will not respond to any other,com
mand$. The WSM will al$Clset the WSM Status bit to 
a "1". The WSM will continue to run, idling in the 
SUSPEND state, regardless of the state of all input 
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control pins, with the exclusion of RP#. RP# will 
immediately s!lut down the WSM and the remainder 
of the Chip. During, a $u$pend operation, the data , 
and address latches will remain closed, but the ad
dress pads are able to drive the address into the 
read path. 

Erase Resume (DOH) , 

Thi$ command will cause the CUI to clear the SU$
pend state and set the WSM Status bit to a "O!', but 
only if an Erase Suspend command was previously 
issued. Erase Resume will not have any effect in all 
other conditions. 

3.3.3 STATUS REGISTER 

The 4-Mbit boot block flash family contains a status 
register which may be read to determine when a pro
gram or erase operation is complete, and whether 
that operation completed successfully. The status 

, register,may be read at any time by writing the Read 
Status command to the CUI. After writing this com
mand, all subsequent Read operations output data 
from the status register until another command is 
written to the CUI. A Re~d Array cpmmand must be 
written to the CUI to return to the Read Array mode. 

The status register bits are output on 00[0:7] 
whether the device is in the byte-wide (x8) or word
wide (x16) mode. In the word-wide mode the upper 
byte, 00[8:15] is set to DOH during a Read Status 
command. In the byte-wide mode, 00[8:14] are tri
stated and 001s/A-1 retains the low order address 
function. 

It should be noted that the contents of the status 
regi$ter are latched on the falling edge of OE # or 
CE # whichever occurs' la$t in the read cycle. This 
prevents possible bus errors which might occur if the 
contents of the status register change while reading 
the status ,register.CE#' or OE# must be toggled 
with each subsequent status read, or the completion 
ofa prograinorerase' operation will not be evident. 

The Status Register is the interface between the mi-
, croprocessor and the Write State Machine (WSM). 

When the' WSM is active, this register will indicate 
, the status of..the WSM, and will also hold the. bits 
indicating whether or not the WSM was successful in 
performing the deSired operation. The WSM sets 
status bits "Three'; through "Seven" and clears bits 
"Six" and "Seven", but cannot clear status bits 
"Three"through "Five": These bits can only be 
cleared by the controlling CPU through the use of 
the Clear Status Register command. 
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3.3.3.1 Status Register Bit Definition 

Table 4. Status Register Definitions 

I WSMS I ESS ES PS I VPPS I R I R I R I 
7 6 

SR.? = WRITE STATE MACHINE STATUS 
1 = Ready 
0= Busy 

SR.6 = ERASE SUSPEND STATUS 
1 = Erase Suspended 
o = Erase in Progress/Completed 

SR.5 = ERASE STATUS 
1 = Error in Block Erasure 
o = Successful Block Erase 

SR.4 = PROGRAM STATUS 
1 = Error In BYte/Word Program 
o = Successful Byte/Word Program 

SR.3 = Vpp STATUS 
1 = Vpp Low Detect; Operation Abort 
0= Vpp OK 

SR.2-SR.O = RESERVED FOR 
FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

3.3.3.2 Clearing the Status Register 

5 4 

Certain bits in the status register are set by the write 
state machine, and can only be reset by the system 
software. These bits can indicate various failure con
ditions. By allowing the system software to control 
the resetting of these bits, several operations may 
be performed (such as cumulatively programming 
several bytes or erasing multiple blocks in se
quence). The status register may then be read to 
determine if an error occurred during that program
ming or erasure series. This adds flexibility to the 
way the device may be programmed or erased. To 
clear the status register, the Clear Status Register 
command is written to the CUI. Then, any other 
command may be issued to the CUI. Note again that 
before a read cycle can be initiated, a Read Array 
command must be written to the CUI to specify 
whether the read data is to come from the array, 
status register, or Intelligent Identifier. 

3 2 o 

NOTES: 

Write State Machine Status bit must first be checked to 
determine byte/word program or block erase comple· 
tion, before the Program or Erase Status bits are 
checked for success. 

When Erase Suspend is issued, WSM halts execution 
and sets both WSMS and ESS bits to "1". E$S bit re
mains set to "1" until an Erase Resume command is 
issued. 

When this bit is set to "1". WSM has applied the maxi
mum number of erase pulses to the block and is still 
unable to successfully perform an erase verify. 

When this bit is set to "1", WSM has attempted but 
failed to Program a byte or word. 

The Vpp Status bit unlike an AID converter, does not 
provide continuous indication of Vpp level. The WSM 
interrogates the V pp level only after the byte write or 
block erase command sequences have been entered 
and informs the system if Vpp has not been switched 
on. The Vpp StE!tus bit is not guaranteed to report ac
curate feedback between VPPL and VpPH. 

These bits are reserved for future use and should be 
masked out when polling the Status Register. 

3.3.4 PROGRAM MODE 

Program is executed by a two-write sequence. The 
Program Setup command is written to the CUI fol
lowed by a second write which specifies the address 
and data to be programmed. The write state ma
chine will execute a sequence of internally timed 
events to: 

1. Program the desired bits of the addressed mem
ory word (byte), and 

2. Verify that the desired bits are sufficiently pro-
grammed. 

Programming of the memory results in specific bits 
within a byte or word being changed to a"O". 

If the user attempts to program "1"s, there will be no 
change of the memory cell content and no error oc
curs. 
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Simirar to erasure, the status register indicates 
whether programming is complete. While the pr()
gram sequence is executing, bit 7 of the status regis
ter is a "0". The status register can be polled by 

, toggling either CE # or OE # to determine when the 
program sequence is complete. Only the Read 
Status Register command is valid while program
ming is active. 

When programming is complete, the status bits, 
which indicate whether the program operation was 
successful, should be checked. If the programming 
operation was unsuccessful, Bit 4 of the status regis
ter is set to a "1" to indicate a Program Failure. If 
Bit 3 is set then Vpp was not within acceptable limits, 
and the WSM will not execute the programming se
quence. 

The status register should be cleared before. at
tempting the next operation. Any CUI instruction can 
follow after programming is completed; however, it 
must be recognized that reads from the memory, 
status register, or Intelligent Identifier cannot be ac
complished until the CUI is given the appropriate 
command. A Read Array command must first be giv
en before memory contents can be read. 

Figure 6 shows a system software flowchart for de
vice byte programming operation. Figure 7 shows a 
similar flowchart for device word programming oper
ation (A28F400BX-only). 

3.3.5 ERASE MODE 

Erasure of a single block is initiated by writing the 
Erase Setup and Erase Confirm commands to the 
CU I, along with the addresses A [12: 171, identifying 
the block to be erased. These addresses are latched 
internally when the Erase Confirm command is is
sued. Block erasure results in all bits within the block 
being set to "1". 

The WSM will execute a sequence of internally 
timed events to: 

1. Program all. bits within the block 

2. Verify that all bits within the block are sufficiently 
programmed 

3. Erase all bits within the block and 

4. Verify that all bits within the block are sufficiently 
erased 
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While the erase sequence is executing, Bit,7 of the 
status register is a "0". 

When the status register indicates that erasure is 
complete, the status bits, which indicate whether the 
erase operation was successful, should be checked. 
If the erasure operation was unsuccessful, Bit 5 of 
the status register is set to a "1" to indicate an 
Erase Failure. If Vpp was not within acceptable limits 
ilfter the Erase Confirm command is issued, the 
WSM will not execute an erase sequence; instead, 
Bits of the status register is set to a ': 1" to indicate 
an Erase Failure, and Bit 3 is set to a "1" to identify 
that Vpp supply voltage was not within acceptable 
limits. 

The status register should be cleared before at
tempting the next operation. Any CUI instruction can 
follow after erasure is completed; however, it must 
be recognized that reads from the memory array, 
status register, or Intelligent Identifier can not be ac
complished until the CUI is given the appropriate 
command. A Read Array command must first be giv
en before memory contents can be read. 

Figure 8 shows a system software flowchart for 
Block Erase operation. 

3.3.5.1 Suspending and Resuming Erase 

Since an erase operation typically requires 1.5 to 3 
seconds to complete, an Erase Suspend command 
is provided. This allows erase-sequence interruption 
in order to read data from another block of the mem
ory. Once the erase sequence is started, writing the 
Erase Suspend command to the CUI requests that 
the Write State Machine (WSM) pause the erase se
quence at a predetermined point in the erase algo
rithm. The status register must be read to determine 
when the erase operation has been suspended. 

At this point, a Read Array command can be written 
to the CUI in order to read data from blocks other 
than that which is being suspended. The only other 
valid command at this time is the Erase Resume 
command or Read Status Register operation. 

Figure 9 shows a system software flowchart detail
ing the operation. 



During Erase Suspend mode, the chip can go into a 
pseudo-standby mode by taking CE# to VIH and the 
active current is now a maximum of 10 mA. If the 
chip is enabled while in this mode by taking CE # to 
VIL, the Erase Resume command can be issued to 
resume the erase operation. 

Upon completion of reads from any block other than 
the block being erased, the Erase Resume com
mand must be issued. When the Erase Resume 
command is given, the WSM will continue with the 
erase sequence and complete erasing the block. As 
with the end of erase, the status register must be 
read, cleared, and the next instruction issued in or
der to continue. 

A28F400BX· T IB 

3.3.6 EXTENDED CYCLING 

Intel has designed extended cycling capability into 
its ETOX III flash memory technology. The 4-Mbit 
boot block flash family is designed for 1 ,000 pro
gram/ erase cycles on each of the seven blocks. The 
combination of low electric fields, clean oxide pro
cessing and minimized oxide area per memory cell 
subjected to the tunneling electric field, results in 
very high cycling capability. 
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290501-5 

Full Status Check Procedure 

Vpp Range 
Error 

Byte Program 
Error 

290501-6 

Bus 
Operation 

Write 

Write 

Read 

Standby 

Command 

Setup, 
Program 

Program 

Comments 

Data = 40H 
Address = Byte to be 
programmed 

Data to be programmed 
Address = Byte to be 
programmed 

Status Register Data. 
Toggle OE# or CEll' to update 
Status Register 

Check SR.? 
1 = Ready, 0 = Busy 

Repeat for subsequent bytes. 

Full status check can be done after each byte or after a 
sequence of bytes. 

Write FFH after the last byte programming operation to 
reset the device to Read Array Mode. 

Bus 
Operation 

Standby 

Standby 

Commsnd Comments 

CheckSR.3 
1 = Vpp Low Detect 

CheckSR.4 
1 = Byte Program Error 

SR.3 MUST be cleared, if set during a program attempt, 
before further attempts are allowed by the Write State 
Machine. 

SR.4 is only cleared by the Clear Status Register 
Command, in cases where multiple bytes are programmed 
before full status is Checked. 

If error is detec1ed, clear the Status Register before 
attempting retry or other error recovery. 

Figure 6. Automated Byte Programming Flowchart 
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Full Status Check Procedure 

vpp Range 
Error 

Word Program 
Error 

290501-8 

A28F400BX-T IB 

Bus 
Command Comments 

Operation 

Write Setup Data = 40H 
Program Address = Word to be 

programmed 

Write Program Data to be programmed 

Address = Word to be 
programmed 

Read Status Register Data. 
Toggle DE # or CE # to update 
Status Register 

Standby Check SR.7 
1 = Ready, 0 = Busy 

Repeat for subsequent words. 

Full status check can be done after each word or after a 
sequence of words. 

Write FFH after the last word programming operation to 
reset the device to Read Array Mode. 

Bus 
Operation 

Standby 

Standby 

Command Comments 

CheckSR.3 
1 = Vpp Low Detect 

Check SR.4 
1 = Word Program Error 

SR.3 MUST be cleared, if set during a program attempt, 
before further attempts are allowed by the Write State 
Machine. 

SR.4 is only cleared by the Clear Status Register 
Command, in cases where multiple words are programmed 
before full status is checked. 

If error is detected, clear the Status Register before 
attempting retry or other error recovery. 

Figure 7. Automated Word Programming Flowchart 
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290501-9 

Full Status Check Procedure 

Vpp Range 
Error 

Command Sequence 
\ Error 

Block Erose 
Error 

290501-10 

intel® 
Bus 

Command Comments 
Operation 

Write Setup Data ~ 20H 

Erase Address = Within block to be 
erased 

Write Erase Data = DOH 
Address ~ Within block to be 
erased 

Read Status Register Data. 
Toggle OE # or CE # to update 
Status Register 

Standby CheckSR.7 
1 = Ready,O = Busy 

Repeat for subsequent blocks. 

Full status check can be done aiter each block or after a 
sequence of blocks. 

Write FFH after the last block erase operation to reset the 
device to Read Array Mode. 

Bus 
Operation 

Standby 

Standby 

Standby 

Command Comments 

Check SR.3 
1 = Vpp Low Detect 

Check SRA,5 
Both 1 = Command Sequence 
Error 

CheckSR.5 
1 = Block Erase Error 

SR.a MUST be cleared, if set during an erase attempt, 
before further attempts are allowed by the Write State 
Machine. 

SR.5 is only cleared by the Clear Status Register 
Command, in cases where multiple blocks are erased 
before full status is checked. 

If error is detected, clear the Status Register before 
attempting retry or other error recovery. 

Figure 8. Automated Block Erase Flowchart 
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Bus 
Command Comments 

Operation 

Write Erase Data = BOH 

Suspend 

Read Status Register Data. 
ToggleOE# orCE# to 
update Status Register 

Standby CheckSR.7 
1 = Ready 

Standby Check SR.6 
1 = Suspended . 

Write Read Array Data = FFH 

Read Read array data from block 
other than that being 
erased. 

Write Erase Resume . Data = DOH 

Figure 9. Erase Suspend/Resume Flowchart 

3.4 Power Consumption 

3.4.1 ACTIVE POWER 

With CE# at a logic-low level and RP# at a logic
high level, the device is placed in the active mode. 
The device Icc current is a maximum 65 mA at 
10 MHz with TTL input signals. 

3.4.2 AUTOMATIC POWER SAVINGS 

Automatic Power Savings (APS) is a low pwer fea
ture during active mode of operation. The 4-Mbit 
family of products incorporate Power. Reduction 
Control (PRC) circuitry which basically allows the de
vice to put itself into a low current state when it is 
not being accessed. After data is read from the 
memory array, PRC logic controls the device's. pow
er consumption by entering the APS mode where 

maximum Icc current is 3 mA and typical Icc current 
is 1 mA. The device stays in this static state with 
outputs valid until a new location is read. 

3.4.3 STANDBY POWER 

With CE# at a logic-high level (VII·d, and the CUI in 
read mode, the memory is placed in standby mode 
where the maximum Icc standby current is 100 jJ-A 
with CMOS input signals. The standby operation dis
ables much of the device's circuitry and substantially 
reduces device power consumption. The outputs 
(00[0:15] or 00[0:7]) are placed in a high-imped
ance state independent of the status of the OE # 
signal. When the 4-Mbit boot block flash .family is 
deselected during erase or program functions, the 
devices will continue to perform the erase or pro
gram function and consume program or erase active 
power until program or erase is completed. 
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3.4.4 DEEP POWERDOWN 

Tl1e 4-Mbit boot block flash family has a RPi! pin . 
which places the device in the deep powerdown 
mode. When RP# is at a logic-low (GND ±O.2V), all 
circuits are turned off and the device typically draws 
a maximum 80 p,A of Vee current. 

During read modes, the RP # pin going low dese
lects the memory and places the output drivers in a 
high impedance state. Recovery from the deep pow
er-down state. requires a minimum of 300 ns to ac
cess valid data (tpHQV). 

During erase or program modes, RP# low will abort 
either erase or program operation. The contents of 

. the memory are no longer valid as the data has been 
corrupted by the RP# function. As in the read mode 
above, all. internal circuitry is turned off to achieve 
the low current level. RP# transitions to VIL or turn
ing power off to the device will clear the status regis

.ter. 

This use of RP# during system reset is important 
with automated write/erase devices. When the sys
tem comes out of reset it expects to read from the 
flash memory. Automated flash memories provide 
status information when accessed during write/ 
erase modes. If a CPU reset occurs with no flash 
memory reset, proper CPU initialization would not 
occur because the flash memory would be providing 
the status information instead of array data. Intel's 
Flash Memories allow proper CPU initialization fol
lowing a system reset through the use of RP# input. 
In this application RP# is controlled by the same 
RESET# signal that resets the system CPU. 

3.5 Power-up Operation 
The 4-Mbit boot. block flash family is designed to 
offer protection against accidental block erasure or 
programming during power transitions. Upon power
up the 4-Mbit boot block flash family is indifferent as 
to which power supply, Vpp or Vee. powers-up first. 
Power supply sequencing is not required. 

, 

The 4-Mbit boot block flash family ensures the CUI is 
reset to the read· mode on power-up. 

In addition, on power-up the user must either drop 
CE # low or present anew address to .ensure valid 
data at the outputs. 

A system deSigner must guard against spurious 
writes for Vee voltages above VLKO when Vpp is 
active. Since both WE # and CE # must be low for a 
command write, driving either signal to VIH will inhibit 
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writes to the device. The CUI architecture provides 
an added level of protection since alteration of mem
ory contents can only occur after successful com- . 
pletion of the two-step command sequences. Finally 
the device is disabled untilRP# is brought to VIH, 
regardless of the state of its control inputs. This fea
ture provides yet another level of memory protec
tion. 

3.6 Power Supply Decoupllng 
Flash memory's power switching characteristics re
quire careful device decoupling methods. System 
designers are interested in 3 supply current issues: 

• Standby current levels (Ices) 

• Active ourrent levels (leeR) 
• Transient peaks produced by falling. and riSing 

edges of CE # . 

Transient current magnitudes depend on the device 
outputs' capacitive and inductive loading. Two-line 
control and proper decoupling capacitor· selection 
will suppress these transient voltage peaks. Each 
flash device should have a 0.1 p,F ceramic capacitor 
connected between each Vee and GND, and be
tween its Vpp and GND. These high frequency, low
inherent inductance capacitors should be placed as 
close as possible to the package leads. 

3.6.1 Vpp TRACE ON PRINTED CIRCUIT 
BOARDS 

Writing to flash memories while they reside in the 
target system, requires special consideration of the 
Vpp power.supply trace by the printed circuit board 
designer. The Vpp pin supplies the flash memory 
cells current for programming and erasing. One 
should use similar trace widths and layout consider
ations given to the Vee power supply trace. Ade
quate Vpp supply traces and decoupling will de
crease spikes and overshoots. 

3.6.2 Vee. Vpp AND RP# TRANSITIONS 

The CUI latches commands as issued by system 
software and is not altered by Vpp or CE# tran
sitions or WSM actions. Its state upon power-up, af
ter exit from deep power-down mode or after Vee 
transitions below VLKO (Lockout voltage), is Read 
Array mode. . 

After any word/byte write or block erase operation is 
complete and even after Vpp trar;tsitions down to 
VPPL, the CUI must be reset to Read Array mode via 
the Read Array command when accesses to the 
flash memory are desired. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS· 

Operating Temperature 
During Read ................ - 40"C to + 125·C 
During Block Erase 
and Word/Byte Write ........ - 40·C to + 125·C 
Temperature Under Bias ..... -40"C to + 125·C 

Storage Temperature ..•....•.. - 65·C to + 150·C 

Voltage on Any Pin 
(except Vee. VPP. As and RP#) 
with Respect to GND .....•.. - 2.0V to + 7.0V(2) 

Voltage on Pin RP# or Pin As 
with Respect to GND .••.. - 2.0V to + 13.5V(2, 3) 

Vpp Program Voltage with Respect 
to GND during Block Erase 
and Word/Byte Write ..•.• - 2.0V to + 14.0V(2, 3) 

Vee Supply Voltage 
with Respect to GND .•...... - 2.0V to + 7.0V(2) 

Output Short Circuit Current. ...••....... 100 mA(4) 

NOTES: 

A28F400BX· T IB 

NOTICE: This data sheet contains information on 
products in the sampling and initial production phases 
of development. The specifications are subject to 
change without notice. Verify with your local Intel 
Sales office that you have the latest data sheet be
fore finalizing a design. 

• WARNING: Stressing the device beyond the "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not recommended and ex
tended exposure beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. 

1. Operating temperature is for commercial product defined by this specification. 
2. Minimum De voltage is -O.5V on input/output pins. During transitions, this level may undershoot to -2.0V for periods 
<20 ns. Maximum De voltage on input/output pins is Vee + 0.5V which, during transitions, may overshoot to Vee + 2.0V 
for periods < 20 ns. 
3. Maximum De voltage on Vpp may overshoot to + 14.0V for periods <20 ns. Maximum De voltage on RP# or Agmay 
overshoot to 13.5V for periods <20 ns. 
4. Output shorted for no more than one second. No more than one output shorted at a time. 

OPERATING CONDITIONS 
Symbol Parameter Notes Min Max Units 

TA Operating Temperature -40 125 ·C 

Vee Vee Supply Voltage (10%) 5 4.40 5.50 V 

DC CHARACTERISTICS 
Symbol Parameter Notes Min Typ Max Unit Test Condition 

III Input Load Current 1 ±1.0 /LA Vee = Vee Max 
VIN = Vee or GND 

ILO Output Leakage Current 1 ±10 /LA Vee = Vee Max 
VOUT = VeeorGND 
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DC CHARACTERISTICS, (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Notes Min Typ Max Unit Test Condition 

Ices Vee Standby .Current 1,3 1.5 rnA Vee = Vee Max 
CE# = RP# = VIH 

130 /LA Vee = Vee Max 
CE# e= RP# = Vee ±0.2V 
2SF200BX: 
BYTE#.= Vee ±0.2VorGND 

I.eeo Vee Deep Powerdowl'1 Current 1 SO /LA RP# = GND ±0.2V 

leeR Vee Read Current for 1,5, 60 rnA Vee = Vee Max, CE# = GND 
2SF400BX Byte-Wide 6 f = 10 MHz,IOUT = 0 rnA 
and Word-Wide Mode CMOS Inputs 

65 rnA Vee = Vee Mal<, CE# = VIL 
f = 10 MHz, lOUT = 0 rnA 
TTL Inputs 

leew Vee Word/Byte Write Current 1,4 65 rnA Word Write in Progress 

IeeE Vee Block Erase CUrrent 1,4 30 rnA Block Erase in Progress 

leeES Vee Erase Suspend Current 1,2 5 10 rnA Block Erase Suspended, 
CE# = VIH 

IpPS Vpp Standby Current 1 ±10 /LA Vpp ~ Vee 

Ippo Vpp Deep PowerDown Current 1 5.0 /LA RP# = GND ±0.2V 

IpPR Vpp Read Current 1 200 /LA Vpp> Vee 

Ippw Vpp Word Write Current 1 40 rnA Vpp= VPPH 
Word Write in Progress 

Ippw Vpp Byte Write Current 1 30 rnA Vpp = VpPH 
Byte Write in Progress 

IpPE Vpp Block Erase Current 1 30 rnA Vpp = VPPH 
Block Erase in Progress 

IpPES Vpp Erase Suspend Current 1 200 /LA Vpp = VPPH 
Block Erase Suspended 

IRP# RP# Current 1,4 500 p,A RP# = VHH 

110 AS Intelligent Identifier Current 1.4 500 /LA Ag = VIO 

VIO Aglntelligent Identifier Voltage 11.5 13.0 V 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 O.S V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee + 0.5 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.45 V Vee = Vee Min 
I IOL = 5.SrnA 
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DC CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Notes Min Typ Max Unit Test Condition 

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V Vcc = Vcc Min 
IOH = -2.5 mA 

VPPL Vpp during Normal Operations 3 0.0 6.5 V 

VPPH Vpp during Erase/Write Operations 7 11.4 12.0 12.6 V 

VLKO Vcc Erase/Write Lock Voltage 2.0 V 

VHH RP# Unlock Voltage 11.5 13.0 V Boot Block Write/Erase 

CAPAC IT ANCE(4) T A = 25°C, f = 1 MHz 

Symbol Parameter Typ Max Unit Condition 

CIN Input Capacitance 6 8 pF VIN = OV 

COUT Output Capacitance 10 12 pF VOUT = OV 

NOTES: 
1. All currents are in RMS unless otherwise noted. Typical values at Vcc = 5.0V, VPP = 12.0V, T = 25°C. These currents 
are valid for all product versions (packages and speeds). 
2. ICCES is specified with the device deselected. If the device is read while in Erase Suspend Mode, current draw is the sum 
of ICCES and ICCR. 
3. Block Erases and Word/Byte Writes are inhibited when Vpp = VPPL and not guaranteed in the range between VPPH and 
VpPL· 
4. Sampled, not 100% tested. 
5. Automatic Power Savings (APS) reduces ICCR to less than 1 mA typical in static operation. 
6. CMOS Inputs are either VCC ±0.2V or GND ±0.2V. TTL Inputs are either VIL or VIH. 
7. VPP = 12.0V ± 5% for applications requiring 1,000 block erase cycles. 

STANDARD TEST CONFIGURATION 

STANDARD 
AC INPUT/OUTPUT REFERENCE WAVEFORM 

2.4 ---'\. r::-::---~~--_ ~2.0::-----
INPUT 2.0 > TEST POINTS < OUTPUT 

0.45 ___ " ,,0;,;;.8::.-_.......!;~ __ .1 ,,0;,;;.8::.-__ _ 

290501-12 

AC test inputs are driven at VOH (2.4 VnLl for a Logic "1" and VOL 
(0.45 VnLl for a logic "0". Input timing begins at VIH (2.0 VnL) and VIL 
(O.B VnLl. Output timing ends at VIH and VIL. Input rise and fall times (10% 
to 90%) < 10 ns. 

STANDARD 
AC TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

1.3V 

1N914 

r-~~-oOUT 

290501-13 
CL = 100 pF 
CL Includes Jig Capacitance 
RL = 3.3 KO 
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AC CHARACTERISTIC5-ReadOnly' Operations(1) 

Versions A28F400BX-90(4,5) 
Unit 

Symbol Parameter Notes Min Max 

tAVAV tRC Read Cycle Time 90 ns 

tAVQV tACC Address to 90 ns 
Output Delay 

tELQV tCE CE # to Output Delay 90, ns 

tpHQV tPWH RP# High to 300 ns 
Output Delay 

tGLQV tOE OE # to Output Delay 2 45 ns 

tELQX tLz CE # to Output Low Z 0 ns 

tEHQZ ~HZ CE# High to Output 35 ns 
HighZ, 

tGLQX tOLZ OE # to Output Low Z 3 0 ns 

tGHQZ tOF OE # High to Output 3 35 ns 
HighZ. 

tOH Output Hold from 3 0 ns 
Addresses, 
CE # or OE # Change, 
Whichever is First 

tELFL CE# to BYTE # 3 5 ns 

tELFH Switching 
Low or High 

tFHQV BYTE # Switching 3,5 90 ns 
High to Valid 
Output Delay 

tFLQZ BYTE# Switching 3 35 ns 
Low to 
Output High Z 

NOTES: 
1. See AC Input/Output Reference Waveform for timing measurements. 
2. OE,# may be delayed up to teE-tOE after the falling edge of, CE#without impact on teE, 
3. Sampled, not 100% tested. 
4. See Standard Test Configuration. 
5. tFLQV, BYTE # switching low to valid output delay, will be equal to tAVQV from the time OQ1s/A_1 becomes valid. 
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A28F400BX-T IB I 
AC CHARACTERISTICS-WE # Controlled Write Operations(1) 

Versions(4) A28F400BX-9O(9) 
Unit 

Symbol Parameter Notes Min Max 

tAVAV twc Write Cycle Time 90 ns 

tPHWL tps RP# High Recovery to 210 ns 
WE# Going Low 

tELWL tcs CE # Setup to WE # Going Low 0 ns 

tPHHWH tpHS RP# VHH Setup to WE# 6,8 100 ns 
Going High 

tVPWH tvps Vpp Setup to WE # Going High 5,8 100 ns 

tAVWH tAS Address Setup to WE # 3 60 ns 
Going High 

tovwH tos Data Setup to WE# Going High 4 60 ns 

tWLWH twp WE # Pulse Width 60 ns 

tWHOX tOH Data Hold from WE# High 4 0 ns 

tWHAX tAH Address Hold from WE# High 3 10 ns 

tWHEH tCH CE# Hold from WE# High 10 ns 

tWHWL tWPH WE# Pulse Width High 30 ns 

tWHQV1 Duration of Word/Byte 2,5 7 /Ls 
Programming Operation . 

tWHQV2 Duration of Erase Operation (Boot) 2,5,6 0.4 s 

tWHQV3 Duration of Erase Operation 2,5 0.4 s 
(Parameter) 

tWHQV4 Duration of Erase Operation (Main) 2,5 0.7 s 

tQWL tVPH Vpp Hold from Valid SRD 5,8 0 ns 

tQVPH tpHH RP# VHH Hold from Valid SRD 6,8 0 ns 

tpHBR Boot-Block Relock Delay 7,8 100 ns 
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AC CHARACTERISTICS-WE# Controlled.· Write Oper,8tlons(1) (Continued) 

NOTES: 
1. Read timing characteristics during write and erase operations are the same as during read-only operations. Refer to AC 
characteristics during Read Mode. 
2. The on-chip WSM completely automates program/erase operations; program/erase algorithms are now controlled inter
nally which includes verify and margining operations. 
3 .. Refer to command definition table for valid AIN. 
4. Refer to command definition table for valid DIN. 
5. Program/Erase durations are measured to valid SRD data (successful operation, SA. 7 = 1 l. 
6. For Boot Block Program/Erase, RP# should be held at VHH until operation completes successfully. 
7. Time tpHBR is required for successful relocking of the Boot Block. 
8. Sampled but not 100% tested. 
9. See Standard Test Configuration. 

BLOCK ERASE AND WORD/BYTE WRITE PERFORMANCE Vpp = 120V ±5% 

A28F400BX-90 
Parameter Notes Unit 

Min Typ(1) Max 

Boot! Parameter 2 1.5 , 10.5 s 
Block Erase Time 

Main Block 2 3.0 18 s 
Erase Time 

Main Block Byte 2 1.4 5.0 s 
Program Time 

Main Block Word 2 0.7 2.5 s 
Program Time 

, 

NOfES: 
1. 25'C 
2. Excludes System-Level Overhead. 
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A28F400BX;'T/B infel® 
AC CHARACTERISTICS--CE#-CONTROLLED WRITE OPERATIONS(1,9) 

Versions A28F400BX-90(10) 
Unit 

Symbol Parameter Notes Mi,n Max 

tAvAV twc Write Cycle Time 90 ns 

tpHEl tps RP# High Recovery to CE # Going Low 210 ns 

tWlEl tws WE # Setup to CE # GOing Low 0 ns 

tPHHEH tpHS RP# VHH Setup to CE#Going High 6,8 100 ns 

tVPEH tvps Vpp Setup to CE # Going High 5,8 100 ns 

tAVEH tAS Address Setup to CE # Going High 3 60 ns 

tOVEH tos Data Setup to CE# Goiog High 4 60 ns 

tElEH tcp CE# Pulse Width 60 ns 

tEHOX tOH Data Hold from CE # High 4 0 ns 

tEHAX tAH Address Hold from CE # High 3 10 ns 

tEHwH tWH WE# Hold from CE# High 10 ns 

tEHEl tCPH CE # Pulse Width High 30 ns 

tEHOVl Duration of Word/Byte Programming 2,5 7 p,s 
Operation 

tEHOV2 Duration of Erase Operation (Boot) 2,5,6 0.4 s 

tEHOV3 Duration of Erase Operation (Parameter) 2,5 0.4 s 

tEHOV4 Duration of Erase Operation (Main) 2,5 0.7 s 

tOWl tVPH Vpp Hold from Valid SRD .. 5,8 0 ns 

tovPH tpHH RP# VHH Hold from ValidSRD 6,8 0 ns 

tPHBR Boot:Block Relock Delay 7 100 ns 

NOTES: 
1. Chip-Enable Controlled Writes: Write operations are driven by the valid combination-of CE# and WE# in systems where 
CE# defines the write pulse-width (within a longer WE# timing waveform), all set-up, hold and inactive WE# times should 
be measured relative to the CE# waveform. 
2,3,4,5,6,7,8: Refer to. AC Characteristics for WE#-Controlled Write Operations. 
9. Read timing characteristics during write and erase operations are the same as during read-only operations. Refer to AC 
Characteristics during Read Mode. 
10. See Standard Test Configuration. 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

VALID. COMBINATIONS: 
APA28F400B>,<·T90 
APA28F400BX~B90 

I A I p I A 1-21,81 r ,141 0 I 0' lsi X 1-191 0 I 
I P!CK:GE L-r:= ACCESS SPEED (ns) 

PA = 44 LEAD PSOP 90 ns 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
A28F200BX Datasheet 

28F200BX/28F002BX Datasheet 

28F200BX·Ll28F002BX·L Datasheet 

28F400BX·Ll28F004BX·L Datasheet 

AP·363 "Extended Flash BIOS Design for Portable Computers" 

ER·28 "ETOXTM III Flash Memory Technology" 

ER·29 "The Intel2/4·MBit Boot Block Flash Memory Family" 
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A28F200BX-T IB 
2-MBIT (128K x 16, 256K x 8) BOOT BLOCK 

FLASH MEMORY FAMILY 
Automotive 

• x8/x16 Input/Output Architecture 
- A28F200BX-T, A28F200BX-B 
- For High Performance and High 

Integration 16-bit and 32-bit CPUs 

• Optimized High Density Blocked 
. Architecture 

- One 16 KB Protected Boot Block 
- Two 8 KB Parameter Blocks 
- One 96 KB Main Block 
- One 128 KB Main Block 
- Top or Bottom Boot Locations 

• Extended Cycling Capability 
-1,000 Block Erase Cycles 

• Automated Word/Byte Write and 
Block Erase 
- Command User Interface 
- Status Register 
- Erase Suspend Capability 

• SRAM-Compatible Write Interface 

• Automatic Power Savings Feature 
- 1 rnA Typical Icc Active Current in 

Static Operation 

• Hardware Data Protection Feature 
- Erase/Write Lockout during Power 

Transitions 

October 1993 
Order Number: 290500-001 

• Very High-Performance Read 
- 90 ns Maximum Access Time 
- 45 ns Maximum Output Enable Time 

• Low Power Consumption 
- 25 rnA Typical Active Read Current 

• Deep Power-Down/Reset Input 
- Acts as Reset for Boot Operations 

• Automotive Temperature Operation 
- -40·C to + 125·C 

• Write Protection for Boot Block 

• Industry Standard Surface Mount 
Packaging 
- JEDEC ROM Compatible 

44-Lead PSOP 

• 12V Word/Byte Write and Block Erase 
- Vpp = 12V ± 5% Standard 

• ETOXTM III Flash Technology 
-5V Read 

• Independent Software Vendor Support 
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Intel's 2-Mbit Flash Memory Family is an extension of the Boot Block Architecture which includes block-selec
tive erasure, automated write and erase operations and standard microprocessor interface. The 2 Mbit Flash 
Memory Family enhances the Boot Block Architecture by adding more density and blocks, x8/x16 input/out
put control, very high speed, low power, an industry standard ROM compatible pinout. The 2-Mbit flash family 
allows for an easy upgrade to Intel's 4-Mbit Boot Block Flash Memory Family. 

The Intel A2SF200BX-T/B are 16-bit wide flash memory offerings optimized to meet the rigorous environmen
tal requirements of Automotive Applications. These high density flash memories provide user selectable bus 
operation for either S-bit or 16-b.it applications. The A2SF200BX-T and A2SF200BX-B are 2,097,152-bit non
volatile memories organized as either 262,144 bytes or 131,072 words of information. They are offered in 44-
Lead plastic SOP packages. The xS/x16 pinout conforms to the industry standard ROM/EPROM pinout. Read 
and Write Characteristics are guaranteed over the ambient temperature range of -40·C to + 125·C. 

These devices use an integrated Command User Interface (CUI) and Write State Machine (WSM) for simplified 
word/byte write and block erasure. The A2SF200BX-T provides block locations compatible with Intel's 
MCS~1S6family, S0286, i3S6™, i4S6™, iS60TM and S0960CA microprocessors. The A2SF200BX-B provides 
compatibility with Intel's S0960KX and S0960SX families as well as other embedded microprocessors. 

The boot block includes a data protection feature to protect the boot code in critical applications. With a 
maximum access time of 90 ns, these 2 Mbit flash devices are very high performance memories which 
interface at zero-wait-state to a wide range of microprocessors and microcontrollers. 

Manufactured on Intel's O.S micron ETOXTM III process, the 2-Mbit flash memory family provides world class 
quality, reliability and cost-effectiveness at the2-Mbit density level. 
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1.0 PRODUCT FAMILY OVERVIEW 

Throughout this datasheet the A28F200BX refers to 
both the A28F200BX-T and A28F200BX-B devices. 
Section 1 provides an overview of the 2-Mbit flash 
memory family including applications, pinouts and 
pin descriptions. Section 2 describes -in detail the 
specific memory organization. Section 3 provides a 
description of the family's principles of operation. Fi
nally, the family's operating specifications are de
scribed. 

1.1 Main Features 

The A28F200BX boot block flash memory family is a 
very high performance 2-Mbit (2,097,152 bit) memo
ry family organized as either 128-KWords (131,072 
words) of 16 bits each or 256-Kbytes (262,144 
bytes) of 8 bits each. 

Five Separately Erasable Blocks including a hard
ware-lockable boot block (16,384 Bytes), two pa
rameter blocks (8,192 Bytes each) and two main 
blocks (1 block of 98,304 Bytes and 1 block of 
131,072 Bytes) are included on the 2-Mbit family. An 
erase operation erases one of the main blocks in 
typically 3 seconds, and the boot or parameter 
blocks in typically 1.5 seconds. Each block can be 
independently erased and programmed 1,000 times. 

The Boot Block is located at either the top 
(A28F200BX-T) or the bottom (A28F200BX-B) of the 
address map in order to accommodate different mi
croprocessor protocols for boot code location. The 
hardware lockable boot block provides the most 
secure code storage. The boot block is intended to 
store the kernel code required for booting-up a sys
tem. When the RP# pin is between 11.4V and 12.6V 
the boot block is unlocked and program and erase 
operations can be performed. When the RP# pin is 
at or below 6.5V the boot block is locked and pro
gram and erase operations to the boot block are 
ignored. 

The A28F200BX products are available in the ROMI 
EPROM compatible pinout and housed in the 
44-Lead PSOP (Plastic Small Outline) package as 
shown in Figure 3. 

The Command User Interface (CUI) serves as the 
interface between the microprocessor or microcon
troller and the internal operation of the A28F200BX 
flash memory. 

A28F200BX-T/B 

Program and Erase Automation allows program 
and erase operations to be executed using a two
write command sequence to the CUI. The internal 
Write State Machine (WSM) automatically executes 
the algorithms and timings necessary for program 
and erase operations, including verifications, there
by unburdening the microprocessor or microcontrol
ler. Writing of memory data is performed in word or 
byte increments for the A28F200BX family typically 
within 9 p.s which is a 100% improvement over pre
vious flash memory products. 

The Status Register (SR) indicates the status of the 
WSM and whether the WSM successfully completed 
the desired program or erase operation: 

Maximum Access Time of 90 ns (T ACC) is achieved 
over the automotive temperature range (-40°C to 
125°C), 10% Vcc supply voltage range and 100 pF 
output load. 

Ipp maximum Program current is 40 mA for x16 
operation and 30 mA for x8 operation. Ipp Erase 
current Is 30 mA maximum. Vpp erase and pro
gramming voltage is 11.4V to 12.6V (Vpp = 12V 
± 5%) under all operating conditions. Typical Icc 
Active Current of 25 mA is achieved. 

The 2-Mbit boot block flash family is also designed 
with an Automatic Power Savings (APS) feature to 
minimize system battery current drain and allow for 
very low power deSigns. Once the device· is ac
cessed to read array data, APS mode will immedi
ately put the memory in static mode of operation 
where ICC active current is typically 1 mA until the 
next read is initiated. 

When the CE# and RP# pins are at Vcc and the 
BYTE# pin is at either Vcc or GND the CMOS 
Standby mode is enabled where Icc is typically 
80 p.A. 

A Deep Power-Down Mode is enabled when the 
RP# pin is at ground minimizing power consumption 
and providing write protection during power-up con
ditions. Icc current during deep power-down mode 
is 50 ,xA typical. An initial maximum access time or 
Reset Time of 300 ns is required from RP# switch
ing until outputs are valid. Equivalently, the device 
has a maximum wake-up time of 210 ns until writes 
to the Command User Interface are recognized. 
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A28F200BX· T IB 

When RP# is at ground the WSM is reset, the 
Status Register is cleared and the entire device is 
protected from being written to. This feature pre
vents data corruption and protects the code stored 
in the device during system reset. The system Reset 
pin can be tied to RP # to reset the memory to nor
mal read mode upon activation of the Reset pin. 
With on-chip program/erase automation in the 
2 Mbit family and the RP# functionality for data pro
tection, when-the CPU is reset and even if a program 
or erase command is issued, the device will not rec
ognize any operation until RP# returns to its normal 
state. 

For the A28F200BX, Byte-wide' or Word-wide In
put/Output Control is possible by controlling the 
BYT,E# pin. When the BYTE# pin is at a logic low 
the device is in the byte-wide mode (x8) and data is 
read and written through 00[0:7]. During the byte
wide mode, 00[8: 14] are tri-stated and 0015/ A-1 
becomes the lowest order address pin. When the 
BYTE # pin is at a logic high the device. is in the 
word-wide mode (x16) and data is read and written 
through 00[0:15]. 

r 
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.1.2 Applications 
The· 2"Mbit boot block flash family combines high 
density, high performance, cost-effective flash mem
ories with blocking and hardware protection capabili
ties. Its flexibility and Versatility will reduce costs 
throughout the product life cycle. Flash memory is 
ideal for Just-In-Time production flow, reducing sys
tem inventory and costs, and eliminating component 
handling during the production phase. During the 
product life cycle, when code updates'or feature en
hancements become necessary, flash memory will 
reduce the update costs by allowing either a user" 
performed code change via floppy disk or a remote 
code change via a serial link. The 2-Mbit boot block 
flash family provides full function, blocked flash 
memories suitable for a wide range of automotive 
applications. 
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1.3 Piriouts 
The A28F200BX 44·Lead PSOP pinout follo~s the 

. industry standard F,lOM/EPROM pinout as shown in 
Figure 2 with an upgrade to the 28F400BC (4-Mbit 
flash family). 

A28F400BX 

Vpp 
Ou 
A17 
A7 
As 
A5 
A4 A4 

A3 
A2 
Al 
Ao 

CE;!! CE# 

GNO 'GND 

OE;!! OE# 

000 DOo 
OOs DOs 
001 DO, 

009 D<lg 
002 D02 

POlO DO, 0 

003 DQ3 

0011 DO,l 

APA28F200BX 
44 LEAD PSOP 
0.525" X 1.110" 

TOP VIEW 

RP# 

WE" 

A8 

As 
A,o 
A,.1 

A,4 

BYTEII 

GND 

00,5 / A.. , 

00, 

00,4 

DOs 
00,3 
DOs 
00,2 
D04 
Vee 
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Figure 2. PSOP Lead Configuration 
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1.4 Pin Descriptions for the x8/x16 A28F200BX 
Symbol Type Name and Function 

Ao-A16 I ADDRESS INPUTS for memory addresses. Addresses are internally latched 
during a write cycle. 

II ..•. f 

I 
'~ 

Ag I ADDRESS INPUT: When Ag is at 12V the signature mode is accessed. Ouring this 
mode Ao decodes between the manufacturer and device 10's. When BYTE # is at 
a logic low only the lower byte of the signatures are read. 0015/ A -1 is a don't 
care in the signature mode when BYTE # is low. 

000-007 I/O DATA INPUTS/OUTPUTS: Inputs array data on the second CE# and WE# cycle 
during a program command. Inputs commands to the Command User Interface 
when CE # and WE # are active. Oata is internally latched during the write and 
program cycles. Outputs array, intelligent identifier and Status Register data. The 
data pins float to tri-state when the chip is deselected or the outputs are disabled. 

008-0015 110 DATA INPUTS/OUTPUTS: Inputs array data on the second CE# and WE# cycle 
during a program command. Oata is internally latched during the write and program 
cycles. Outputs array data. The data pins float to tri-state when the chip is 
deselected or the outputs are disabled as in the byte-wide mode (BYTE # = "0"). 
In the byte-wide mode 0015/ A-1 becomes the lowest order address for data 
output on 000-007. 

CE# I CHIP ENABLE: Activates the device's control logic, input buffers, decoders and 
sense. amplifiers. CE# is active low; CE# high desel.ects the memory device and 
reduces power consumption to standby levels. If CE# and RP# are high, but not 
at a CMOS high level, the standby current will increase due to current flow through 
the CE # and RP # input stages. 

RP# I RESET/POWER-DOWN: Provides three-state control. Puts the device in deep 
power-down mode. Locks the boot block from program/erase. 

When RP# is at logic high level and equals 6.5V maximum the boot block is 
locked and cannot be programmed or erased. 

When RP # = 11.4V minimum the boot block is unlocked and can be programmed 
or erased. 

When RP# is at a logic low level the boot block is locked, the deep power-down 
mode is enabled and the WSM is reset preventing any blocks from being 
programmed or erased, therefore providing data protection during power 
transitions. When RP# transitions from logic low to logic high the flash memory 
enters the read array mode. 

OE# I OUTPUT ENABLE: Gates the device's outputs through th(:l data buffers during a 
read cycle. OE#is active low. 

WE# I WRITE ENABLE: Controls writes to the Command Register and array blocks. 
WE# is active low. Addresses and data are latched on the rising edge of the WE# 
pulse. 

BYTE # I BYTE # ENABLE: Controls whether the device operates in the byte-wide mode 
(x8) or the word-wide mode (x16). BYTE # pin must be controlled at CMOS levels 
to meet 130 ,...A CMOS current in the standby mode. BYTE # = "0" enables the 
byte-wide mode, where data is read and programmed on 000-007 and 
0015/ A-l becomes the lowest order address that decodes between the upper 
and lower byte. 008-0014 are tri-stated during the byte-wide mode. 
BYTE # = "1" enables the word-wide mode where data is read and programmed 
on 000-0015. 

Vpp PROGRAM/ERASE POWER SUPPLY: For erasing memory array blocks or 
programming data in each block. 
Note: Vpp < VPPLMAX memory contents cannot be altered. 

Vee DEVICE POWER SU,PPL Y (5V ± 10%) 

GNO GROUND: For all internal circuitry. 

NC NO CONNECT: Pin may be driven or left floating. 

OU DON'T USE PIN: Pin should not be connected to anything. 
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2.1 A28F200BX Memory Organization 

2.1.1 BLOCKING 

The A2SF200BX uses a blocked array architecture 
to provide independent erasure of memory blocks. A 
block is erased independently of other blocks in the 
array when an address is given within the block ad
,dress range and the Erase Setup and Erase Confirm 
commands are written to the CUI. The A2SF200BX 
is a random read/write memory, only erasure is per
formed by block. 

2.1.1.1 Boot Block Operation and Data 
Protection 

The 16-Kbyte boot block provides a lock feature for 
secure code storage. The intent of the boot block is 
to provide a secure storage area for the kernel code 
that is required to boot a system in the event of pow
er failure or other disruption during code update. 
This lock feature ensures absolute data integrity by 
preventing the boot block from being written or 
erased when RP# is not at 12V. The boot block can 
be erased and written when RP# is held at 12V for 
the duration of the erase or program operation. This 
allows customers to change the boot code when 
necessary while providing security when needed. 
See the Block Memory Map section for address lo
cations of the boot block for the A2SF200BX-T and 
A2SF200BX-B. 

2.1.1.2 Parameter Block Operation 

The A2SF200BX has 2 parameter blocks (S-Kbytes 
each). The parameter blocks are intended to provide 
storage for frequently updated system parameters 
and configuration or diagnostic information. The pa
rameter blocks can also be used to store additional 
boot or main code. The parameter blocks however, 
do not have the hardware write protection feature 
that the boot block has. The parameter blocks pro
vide for more efficient memory utilization when deal
ing with parameter changes versus regularly blocked 
devices. See the Block Memory Map section for ad
dress locations of the parameter blocks for the 
A2SF200BX-T and A2SF200BX-B. 
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2.1.1.3 Main Block Operation 

Two main blocks of memory exist on the 
A2SF200BX (1 x 12S-Kbyte block and 1 x 96-Kbyte 
block). See the following section on Block Memory 
Map for the address location of these blocks for the 
A2SF200BX-T 

and A2SF200BX-B products. 

2.1.2 BLOCK MEMORY MAP 

Two versions of the A2SF200BX product exist to 
support two different memory maps of the array 
blocks in order to accommodate different microproc
essor protocols for boot code location. The 
A2SF200BX-T memory map is inverted from the 
A2SF200BX-B memory map. 

2.1.2.1 A28F200BX·B Memory Map 

The A2SF200BX-B· device has the 16-Kbyte boot 
block located from OOOOOH to 01 FFFH to accommo
date those microprocessors that boot from the bot
tom of the address map at OOOOOH. In the 
A2SF200BX-B the first S-Kbyte parameter block re
sides in memory space from 02000H to 02FFFH. 
The second S-Kbyte parameter block resides in 
memory space from 03000H to 03FFFH. The 
96-Kbyte main block resides in memory space from 
04000H to OFFFFH. The 12S-Kbyte main block re
sides in memory space from 10000H to 1FFFFH 
(word locations). See Figure 4. 

(Word Addresses) 

1FFFFH 

10000H 
OFFFFH 

04000H 
03FFFH 

03000H 
02FFFH 

02000H 
01FFFH 

OOOOOH 

128·Kbyte MAIN BLOCK 

96·Kbyte MAIN BLOCK 

8·Kbyte PARAMETER BLOCK 

8·Kbyte PARAMETER BLOCK 

16·Kbyte BOOT BLOCK 

Figure 4. A28F200BX-B Memory Map 
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2.1.2.2 A28F200BX-T Memory Map 

The A28F20.DBX-Tdevicehas the 16-Kbyte boot 
block located from 1 EOOOH to 1 FFFFH to accommo
date those microprocessors that boot from the top 
of the address map. In the A28F200BX-T the first 
8 Kbyte parameter block resides in memory space 
from 1 DOOOH to 1 DFFFH. The se.cond 8-Kbyte pa
rameter block resides in memory space . from 
1 COOOH to 1 CFFFH. The 96-Kbyte main block re
sides in memory space from.1 OOOOH to 1 BFFFH. 
The 128-Kbyte main block resides in memory space 
from OOOOOH to OFFFFH as shown in Figure 5. 

(Word Addresses) 

lFFFFH 

1 EOOOH 
lDFFFH 

lDOOOH 
lCFFFH 

lCOOOH 
lBFFFH' 

10000H 
OFFFFH 

OOOOOH 

lS·Kbyte BOOT BLOCK 

B·Kbyte PARAMETER BLOCK 

B·Kbyte PARAMETER BLOCK 

9S·Kbyte MAIN BLOCK 

12B·Kbyte MAIN BLOCK 

Figure 5. A28F200BX-T Memory Map 

3.0 PRODUCT FAMILY PRINCIPLES 
OF OPERATION 

Flash memory augments EPROM functionality with 
in-circuit electrical write and erase. The 2-Mbit flash 
family utilizes a Command User Interface (CUI) and 
internally generated and timed algorithms to simplify 
write and erase operations. 
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The CUI allows for 100% ntAevel control inputs, 
fixed power supplies during erasure and program
ming, and maximum EPROM compatibility. 

In the absence .of high voltage on the Vpp pin, the 
2-Mbit boot block flash family will only. successfully 
execute the following commands: Read. Array, Read 
Status Register, Clear Status Register and Intelli
gent Identifier mode. The device provides standard 
EPROM read, standby and output disable opera
tions. Manufacturer Identification and Device Identi
fication data can be accessed through the CUI or 
through the standard EPROM A9 high voltage ac
cess (VID) for PROM programming equipment. 

The same EPROM read, standby and output disable 
functions are available. when high voltage is applied 
to the Vpp pin. In addition, high voltage on Vpp al
lows write and erase of the device. All functions as
sociated with altering memory contents: write and 
erase, Intelligent Identifier read and Read Status are 
accessed via the CUI. 

The purpose of the Write State Machine (WSM) is to 
completely automate the write and erasure of the 
device. The WSM will begin operation' upon receipt 
of a signal from the CUI and will report status back 
through a Status Register. The CUI will handle the 
WE # interface to the data and address latches, as 
well as system software requests for status while the 
WSM is in operation. 

3.1 Bus Operations 

Flash memory reads, erases and writes in-system 
via the local CPU. All bus cycles to or from the flash 
memory conform to standard microprocessor bus 
cycleS. ' 
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Table 1. Bus Operations for WORD-WIDE Mode (BYTE # = VI H) 

Mode Notes RP# CE# OE# WE# Ag Ao Vpp DQO-15 

Read 1,2,3 VIH VIL VIL VIH X X X DOUT 

Output Disable VIH VIL VIH VIH X X X HighZ 

Standby VIH VIH X X X X X HighZ 

Deep Power-Down 9 VIL X X X X X X HighZ 

Intelligent Identifier (Mfr) 4 VIH VIL VIL VIH VID VIL X 0089H 

Intelligent Identifier (Device) 4,5 VIH VIL VIL VIH VID VIH X 2274H 
2275H 

Write 6,7,8 VIH VIL VIH VIL X X X DIN 

Table 2. Bus Operations for BYTE-WIDE Mode (BYTE# = Vld 

Mode Notes RP# CE# OE# WE# Ag Ao A-1 Vpp DQO-7 DQS-14 

Read 1,2,3 VIH VIL VIL VIH X X X X DOUT HighZ 

Output Disable VIH VIL VIH VIH X X X X HighZ HighZ 

Standby VIH VIH X X X X X X HighZ HighZ 

Deep Power-Down 9 VIL X X X X X X X HighZ HighZ 

Intelligent Identifier (Mfr) 4 VIH VIL VIL VIH VID VIL X X 89H HighZ 

Intelligent Identifier 4,5 VIH VIL VIL VIH VID VIH X X 74H HighZ 
(Device) 75H 

Write 6,7,8 VIH VIL VIH VIL X X X X DIN HighZ 

NOTES: 
1. Refer to DC Characteristics. 
2. X can be VIL or VIH for control pins and addresses, VPPL or VPPH for Vpp. 
3. See DC characteristics for VPPL, VPPH, VHH, VIO voltages. 
4. Manufacturer and Device codes may also be accessed via a CUI write sequence. A1-A17 = X. 
5. Device 10 = 2274H for A28F200BX-T and 2275H for A28F200BX-B. 
6. Refer to Table 3 for valid DIN during a write operation. 
7. Command writes for Block Erase or Word/Byte Write are only executed when Vpp = VPPH. 
8. To write or erase the boot block, hold RP# at VHH. 
9. RP# must be at GND ±0.2V to meet the 80 ",A maximum deep power-down current. 

3.2 Read Operations 

The 2-Mbit boot block flash family has three user 
read modes; Array, Intelligent Identifier, and Status 
Register. Status Register read mode will be dis
cussed in detail in the "Write Operations" section. 

During power-up conditions (VCC supply ramping), it 
takes a maximum of 300 ns from when VCC is at 
4.5V minimum to valid data on the outputs. 

3.2.1 READ ARRAY 

If the memory is not in the Read Array mode,. it is 
necessary to write the appropriate read mode com
mand to the CUI. The 2-Mbit boot block flash family 
has three control functions, all of which must be logi
cally active, to obtain data at the outputs. Chip-En
able CE # is the device selection control. Reset! 
Power-Down RP# is the device power control. Out
put-Enable OE# is the DATA INPUT/OUTPUT 
(DO[0:15] or DO[O:7]) direction control and when 
active is used to drive data from the selected memo
ryon to the 1/0 bus. 
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3.2.1.1 Output Control 

With OE # at logic-high level (VIH), the output from 
the device is disabled and data input/output pins 
(00[0:15] or 00[0:7]) are tri-stated. Data input is 
then controlled by WE # . 

3.2.1.2 Input Control 

With WE# at logic-high level (VIH), input to the de
vice is disabled. Data Input/Output pins (00-[0:15] 
or 00[0:7)) are controlled by OE#. 

3.2.2 INTELLIGENT IDENTIFIERS 

The manufacturer and device codes are read via the 
CUI or by taking the Ag pin to 12V.Writing 90H to 
the CUI places the device into Intelligent Identifier 
read mode. A read of location OOOOOH outputs the 
manufacturer's identification code, 0089H, and loca
tion 00001H outputs the device code; 2274H for 
A28F200BX-T, 2275H for A28F200BX-B. When 
BYTE # is at a. logic low only the lower byte of the 
above signatures is read and D01S/A-1 is a "don't 
care" during Intelligent Identifier mode. A read array 
90mmand must be written to the CUI to return to the 
read array mode. 

3.3 Write Operations 

Commands are written to the CUI using standard mi
croprocessor write timings. The CUI s.erves as the 
interface between the microprocessor and the inter
nal chip operation. The CUI can decipher Read Ar
ray, Read Intelligent Identifier, Read Status Register, 
Clear Status Register, Erase and Program com
mands. In the event of a read command, the CUI 
simply points the read path at either the array, the 
Intelligent Identifier, or the status register depending 
on the specific read command given. For a program 
or erase cycle, the CUI informs the write state ma
chine that a write or erase has been requested. Dur
ing a program cycle, the write State Machine will 
control the program sequences and the CUI will only 
respond to status reads. During an erase cycle, the 
CUI will respond to status reads and erase suspend. 
After the Write State Machine has completed its 
task,it will allow the CUI to respond to its full com
mand set. The CUI will stay in the current command 
state until the microprocessor issues another com
mand. 

The CUI will' successfully initiate an erase or write 
operation only when Vpp is within its voltage range. 
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Depending upon the application, the system design
er may choose to make the Vpp power supply 
sWitchable,' available only when merpory updates 
are desired. The· system designer can also choose 
to "hard-wire" Vpp to 12V. The 2-Mbit boot plock 
flash family is designed to accommodate either de
sign practice. It is strongly recommencled that RP# 
be tied to logical Reset for data protection' during 
unstable CPU reset function as described in the 
"Product Family Overview" section. 

3.3.1 BOOT BLOCK WRITE OPERATIONS 

In the case of Boot Block modifications (write and 
erase), RP# is set to VHH = 12V typically, in addi
tion to Vpp at high voltage. However, if RP# is not at 
VHH when a program or erase operation of the boot 
block is attempted, the corresponding status register 
bit (Bit 4 for Program and Bit 5 for Erase, refer to 
Table 4 for Status Register Definitions) is set to indi
cate the failure to complete the operation. 

3.3.2 COMMAND USER INTERFACE (CUI) 

The Command User Interface (CUI) serves as the 
interface to the microprocessor. The CUI points the 
read/write path to the appropriate circuit block as 
described in the previous section. After the WSM 
has completed its task, it will set the WSM Status bit 
to a "1", which will also allow the CUI to respond to 
its full command set. Note that after the WSM has 
returned control to the CUI, the CUI will remain in its 
current state. 

3.3.2.1 Command Set 

Command 
Device Mode 

Codes 

00 Invalid/Reserved 
10 Alternate Program Setup 
20 Erase Setup 
40 Program Setup 
50 Clear Status Register 
70 Read Status Register 
90 Intelligent Identifier 
BO Erase Suspend 
DO Erase Resume/Erase Confirm 
FF Read Array 

3.3.2.2 Command Function Descriptions 

Device operations are selected by writing specific 
commands into the CUI. Table 3 defines the 2-Mbit 
boot block flash family commands. 
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Table 3. Command Definitions 

Bus Notes First Bus Cycle Second Bus Cycle 
Command Cycles 

Req'd 8 Operation Address Data Operation Address Data 

Read Array/Reset 1 1 Write X FFH 

Intelligent Identifier 3 2,4 Write X 90H Read IA 110 

Read Status Register 2 3 Write X 70H Read X SRD 

Clear Status Register 1 Write X 50H 

Erase Setup/Erase Confirm 2 5 Write BA 20H Write BA DOH 

Word/Byte Write Setup/Write 2 6, 7 Write WA 40H Write WA WD 

Erase Suspend/Erase Resume 2 Write X BOH Write X DOH 

Alternate Word/Byte Write Setup/Write 2 6,7 Write WA 10H Write WA WD 

NOTES: 
1. Bus operations are defined in Tables 1, 2. 
2. IA = Identifier Address: OOH for manufacturer code, 01 H for device code. 
3. SRD = Data read from Status Register. 
4. 110 = Intelligent Identifier Data. . 
Following the Intelligent Identifier Command, two read operations access manufacturer and device codes. 
5. BA = Address within the block being erased. 
6. PA = Address to be programmed. 
PO = Data to be programmed at location PA. 
7. Either 40H or 10H command is valid. 
a. When writing commands to the device, the upper data bus [ooa-DQ15] = X which is either Vee or Vss to avoid burning 
additional current. 

Invalid/Reserved 

These are unassigned commands. It is not recom
mended that the customer use any command other 
than the valid commands specified above. Intel re
serves the right to redefine these codes for future 
functions. 

Read Array (FFH) 

This single write command points thE! read path at 
the array. If the host CPU performs a CE#/OE# 
controlled read immediately following a two-write se
quence that started the WSM, then the device will 
output status register contents. If the Read Array 
command is given after Erase Setup the device is 
reset to read the array. A two Read Array command 
sequence (FFH) is required to reset to Read Array 
after Program Setup. 

Intelligent Identifier (90H) 

After this command is executed, the CUI points the 
output path to the Intelligent Identifier circuits. Only 
Intelligent Identifier values at addresses 0 and 1 can 
be read (only address AO is used in this mode, all 
other address inputs are ignored). 

Read Status Register (70H) 

This is one of the two commands that is executable 
while the state machine is operating. After this com
mand is written, a read of the device will output the 
contents of the status register, regardless of the ad
dress presented to the device. 

The device automatically enters this mode after pro
gram or erase has completed. 

Clear Status Register (50H) 

The WSM 'can onl'y set the Program Status and 
Erase Status bits in the status register, it can not 
clear them. Two reasons exist for operating the 
status register in this fashion. The first is a synchro
nization. The WSM does' not know when the host 
CPU has read the status register, therefore it would 
not know when to clear the status bits. Secondly, if 
the CPU is programming a string of bytes, it may be 
more efficient to query the status register after pro
gramming the .string. Thus, if any errors exist while 
programming the string, the status register will return 
the accumulated error status. 
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Program Setup (40H or 10H) .' 
i 

This command simply sets t.heCUI into a state such 
that the nf3xt write will load the address and data 
regi~ters. Either 4:OH or 10H can be used for. Pro
gram Setup. Both commands are ·included to ac
commodate efforts to .achieve an industry standard 
command code set. 

Program 

The second write after the program setup' command, . 
will latch addresses and data. Also, the CUI initiates 
the. WSMto begin execution of the program algo
rithm. While the WSM finishes the algorithm, the de
vice will output Status Register contents. Note that 
the WSM cannot be suspended during program
ming. 

Erase Setup (20H) 

Prepares the CUI for the Erase' Confirm' command. 
No other. action is taken. If the next command is not 
an Erase Confirm command. then the CUI will set 
both the Program Status and Erase Status bits of the 
Status ,Register to a "1", place the device into the 

, Read Sta~us Register state, and wait for another 
c:ommand. 

EraSe Confirm (DOH) . 

If the previous c.ommand was an Erase Setup com
mand, then the CUI will enable the WSM to erase, at 
the salTle time closing the address and data latches, 

, and respond only to the Read Status Register and 
Erase Suspend commands. While the. WSM is exe
cuting, 'the device will output Status Register data 
when DE # is toggled low. Status. Register data can 
only be updated by toggling either OE# or CE# low. 

Erase Suspend (BOH) . 

This command only has meaning while. the WSM is 
executing an Erase operation, and therefore will only 
be responded to during an erase operation. After 
this command has been executed, the CUI will set. 
an output that directs the WSM to suspend Erase 
operations, and then return to· responding to only 
Read Status Register or to the Erase Resume com-

. mands. OnCe the WSM has reached the Suspend 
state, it.will set an output into the cut Which allows 
the CUI to respond to the Read Array, Read Status 
Register, and Erase Resume commands. In this 
mode, the CU I will. not respond to any other com
mands. The WSM will also set the WSM Status bit to 
a "1". The WSM'wili continue to run, idling in the 
SUSPENID state, regardless of the state of all input 
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control pins, witli the exclusion of RP#. RP# will 
immediately shut down the WSM and the remainder 
of the chip. Ouring a suspend operation, the data 
and address latches will remain closed, but the ad
dress pads are able to drive the address into the 
read path. 

Erase Resume (DOH) 

This command will cause the CUI to clear the Sus
pend state and set the WSM Status bit to a "0", but 
only if an Erase Suspend command was previously 
issued. Erase Resume will not have any effect in all 
other conditions. 

3.3.3 STATUS REGISTER 

The 2-Mbit bootblock flash family contains a status 
register which may be read to determine when a pro
gram or erase operation is complete, and whether 
that operation completed successfully. The status 
register may be read at any time by writing the Read 
Status command to the CUI. After writing thiS com
mand, all subsequent Read operations output data 
from the status register, until another command is 

. written to the CUI..A Read Array command must be 
,written to the CUI to return to the Read Array mode. 

The status register bits are output on 00[0:7] 
whether the device is in the byte-wide (x8) or word
wide (x16) mode. In the word-wide mode the upper 
byte, 00[8:15] is set to OOH during a Read Status 
command. In the byte-wide mode, 00[8:14] are tri
stated and' 00151 A -1 retains the low order ad-
dress function~ . 

It should be noted that the contents of the status' 
register are latched 6n the falling edge of OE # or 
CE # whichever occurs last in the read cycle. This 
prevents possible bus errors which might occur if the 
contents of the status register change while reading 
the status register. CE#. or OE# must be toggled 
with each subsequent status read; or the completion 
of a program or erase operation will not be evident. 

The Status Register is the interface between the mi
croprocessor and the Write State Machine (WSM). 
When the WSM is active, this register will indicate 
the status of the WSM, and will also. hold the bits 
indicating whether or not the wsM was successful in 
performing the desired operation. The. WSM sets 
status bits "Three" through"Seven" and clears bits 
"Six" and "Seven", but cannot clear status bits 
"Three" through "Five". These ,bits can only be 
cleared by the. controlling CPU through the use of 
the Clear Status Regi,ster command. 
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3.3.3.1 Status Register Bit Definition 

Table 4. Status Register Definitions 

I WSMS I ESS ES 

785 

SR.7 = WRITE STATE MACHINE STATUS 
1 = Ready 
0= Busy 

SR.6 = ERASE SUSPEND STATUS 
1 = Erase Suspended 
o = Erase in Progress/Completed 

SR.5 "" ERASE STATUS 
1 = Error in Block Erasure 
o =. Successful Block Erase 

SR.4 = PROGRAM STATUS 
1 = Error in Byte/Word Program 
o = Successful Byte/Word Program 

SR.3 = Vpp STATUS 
1 = Vpp Low Detect; Operation Abort 

.0 = VppOK 

PS 

4 

SR.2-SR.O 
MENTS 

RESERVED FOR FUTURE ENHANCE-

3.3~3.2 Clearing the Status Register 

Certain bits in the status register are set by the write 
state machine, and can only be reset by the system 
software. These bits can indicate various failure con
ditions. By allowing the system software to control 
the resetting of these bits, several operations may 
be performed (such as cumulatively programming 
several bytes or erasing multiple blocks in se
quence). The status register may then be read to 
determine if an error occurred during that program
ming or erasure series. This addl;l flexibility to the 
way the device may be programmed or erased. To 
clear the status register, the Clear Status Register 
command is written to the CUI. Then, any other 
command may be issued to the CUI. Note again that 
before a read cycle can be initiated, a Read Array 
command must be written to the CUI to specify 
whether the read data is to come from the array, 
status register, or Intelligent Identifier. 

R R 

3 2 o 

NOTES: 

Write State Machine Status bit must first be checked to 
determine byte/word program or block erase completion, 
before the Program or Erase Status bits are checked for 
success. 

When Erase Suspend. is issued, WSM halts execution 
and sets both WSMS and ESS bits to "1". ESS bit re
mains set to "1" until an Erase Resume command is is
sued. 

When this bit is set to "1". WSM has applied the maxi
mum number of erase pulses to the block and is still un
able to successfully perform an erase verify. 

When this bit is set to "1", WSM has attempted but failed 
to Program a byte or word. 

The Vpp Status bit, unlike an AID converter, does not 
provide continuous indication of Vpp level. The WSM· in
terrogates the Vpp level only after the byte write or block 
erase command sequences have been entered and in
forms·the system if Vpp has not been switched on. The 
Vpp Status bit is not guaranteed to report accurate feed
back between VPPL and VPPH. 

These bits are reserved for future use and should be 
masked out when polling the Status Register. 

3.3.4 PROGRAM MODE 

Program is executed by a two-write sequence. The 
Program Setup command is written to the CUI fol
lowed by a second write which specifies the address 
and data to be programmed. The write state ma
chine will execute a sequence of internally timed 
events to: 
1. Program the desired bits of the addressed memo

ry word (byte), and 

2. Verify that the desired bits are sufficiently pro-
grammed 

Programming of the memory results in specific bits 
within a byte or word being changed to a "0". 

If the user attempts to program "1 "s, there will be no 
change of the memory cell content and no error oc
curs. 

Similar to erasure, the status register indicates 
whether programming is complete. While the pro
gram·sequence is executing, bit 7 of the status regis
ter is a '~O". The status register can be polled by 
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toggling either CE # or OE # to determine when the 
program sequence is complete. Only. the Read 
Status Register command is .valid while program~ 
ming is active. 

, 

When programming is complete, the status bits, 
Which indicate whether the. program operation was 
successful, should be Checked. If the programming 
operation was unsuccessful, Bit 4 of the status regis
ter is set to a "1" to indicate a Program Failure. If Bit 
3 is set then Vpp was not within acceptable limits, 
and the WSM will not execute the programming se
quence. 

The status register should be cleared before at
tempting the next operation. Any CUI instruction can 
follow after programming is completed; however, it 
must be recognized that reads from the memory, 
status register, or Intelligent Identifier cannot be ac
.complished until the CUI ·is given the appropriate 
commalJd. A Read Array command must first be giv
en before memory contents can be read. , 

Figure 6 shows a system software flowchart for de
vice byte programming operation. Figure 7 shows a 
similar flowchart for device word programmingoper
ation (A28F200BX-only). 

3.3.5 ERASE MODE 

Erasure of a single block is initiated by writing the 
Erase Setup and Erase Confirm commands to' the 
CUI, along with the addresses, A[12:16], identifying 
the block to be erased; These addresses are latched 
internally when the Erase Confirm command is is
sued. Block erasure results in all bits within the bldc~ 
being set to "1". 

, 
The WSM will execute a sequence of internally 
timed eyents to: 
1. Program all qits within the block 
2. Verify that all bits within the block are sufficiently 

programmed 
3. Erase all. bits within the block and 
4. Verify that a:1I bits within the block are sufficiently 

erased 

While the erase sequence is executing, Bit 7 of the 
status register is a "0". 

When the statlJs register indicates that erasure is 
complete, the status bits, which indicate whether the 
erase operation was successful, should be checked. 
If the erasure operation was unsuccessful, Bit 5 cif 
the status register is set to a "1" to indicate an 
Erase Failure. If Vpp was not within acceptable limits 
after, the Erase Confirm command is issued, the 
WSM will not axecute an erase sequence; instead, 
Bit 5 oUhe status register is set to a "1" to indicate 
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an Erase Failure, and Bit 3 is set to a "1~' to identify 
that Vpp.supply voltage was I)ot within acceptable 

'limits. ' 

The status register should be cleared before at
tempting the next operation. Any CUI instruction can 
follow after erasure is completed; however, it must 
be, recogniz8d that reads, from the memory array, 
status register, or Intelligent Identifier can not be ac. 
complished until the CUI is given the appropriate 
command. A Read Array command must first be giv
en before memory contents can be read. 

Figure 8 shows a system software flowchart for 
Block Erase operation. 

3.3.5.1 Suspendlnlil and Resuming Erase 

Since an erase operation typically requires 1.5 to 3 
~econds to complete, an Erase Suspend command 
is provided. This allows erase-sequence interruption 
in order to read data from another block of the mem
ory. Once the erase sequence is started, writing the 
Erase Suspend command to the CUI requests that 
the Write State Machine (WSM) pause the erase Se
quenceat a predetermined point in the erase algo
rithm. The status register must be read to determine 
when the erase operation has been suspended. 

At this pOint, a Read Array command can be written 
to the CUI. in order to read data from blocks other 
than that which is being suspended. The only other 
valid command at this time is the Erase Resume 
command or Read Status Register operation. 

Figure 9 shows a system software flowchart detail
ing the operation. 

During Erase Suspend mode, the chip' can go into a 
pseudo-standby mode by taking CE# to VIH and the 
active current is now a maximum of 10 rnA. 'If the 
chip is enabled while in thi!! mode by taking CE # to 

. VIL, the Erase Resume command can be issued to 
resume the erase operation, ' 

Upon completion of reads from any block other than 
the block being erased, the' Erase Resume com
mand must be issued. When the Erase Resume 
command is given, the WSM will continue with'the 
erase sequence and comp,lete erasing the block. As 
with the end of erase, ttiestatus register must be 
read, cleared, and the next instruction issued in or
der to continue. 

3.4.6 EXTENDED CYCLING 

Intel .has designed 'extended. cycling capability into 
its ETOX III flash memory. technology. The 2-Mbit 
boot block flash farT)ily is designed fof 1 ,000 pro. 
gram/erase cycles on each of the five blocks; The 
combination of low electriC fields, ctean oxide pro
cessing and minimized oxide area per memory cell 
subjected to the tunneling electric field, results in 
very high cycling capability, 
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Full Status Check Procedure 

Vpp Range 
Error 

Byte Pro9ram 
Error 
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Bus 
Command Comments 

Operation 

Write Setup Data = 40H 
Program Address = Byte to be 

programmed 

Write Program Data to be programmed 
Address = Byte to be 
programmed 

Read Status Register Data. 
Toggle OE # or CE # to update 
Status Register 

Standby CheckSR.7 

1 = Ready, 0 = Busy 

Repeat for subsequent bytes. 

Full status check can be done after each byte or after a 
sequence of bytes. 

Write FFH after the last byte programming operation to 
reset the device to Read Array Mode. 

Bus 
Operation 

Standby 

Standby 

Command Comments 

CheckSR.3 
1 = V PP Low Detect 

Check SR.4 
1 = Byte Program Error 

SR.3 MUST be cleared, if set during a program attempt, 
before further attempts are allowed by the Write State 
Machine. 

SR.4 is only cleared by the Clear Status Register 
Command, in cases where multiple bytes are programmed 
before full status is checked. 

If error is detected, clear the Status Register before 
attempting retry or other error recovery. 

Figure 6. Automated Byte Programming Flowchart 
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Full Status Check ProceduJre 

Vpp Range 
Error 

Byte Program 
-Error 

290500-8 

Bus 
Operation 

Write 

Write 

Read 

Standby 

Command 

Setup 
Program 

Program 

intet® 
Comments 

Data = ,\OH 
Address = Word to be 
programmed 

Data to be programmed 
Address = Word to be 
programmed 

Status Register Data. 
Toggle OE # or CE # to update 
Status Register 

CheckSR.7 
1 = Ready, 0 = Busy 

Repeat for subsequent words. 

Full statos check can be done after each word or after a 
sequence of words. 

Write FFH after the last word programming operation to 
reset the device to Read Array Mode. 

Bus 
Operation 

Standby 

Standby 

Command Comments 

Check SR.3 
1 = Vpp Low Detect 

Check SR.4 
1= Worlj Program Error 

SR.3 MUST be cleared, if set during a program attempt, 
before further attempts are allowed by the Write State 
Machine. 

SR.4 is only cleared by the Clear Status Register 
Command, in cases where multiple words are programmed 
before full status is checked. 

If error is detected, clear the Status Register before 
attempting retry or other error recovery. 

Figure 7. Automated Word Programming Flowchart 
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Full Status Check Procedure 

Vpp Range 
Error 

290500-10 

Bus 
Operation 

Write 

Write 

Read 

Standby 

Command 

Setup 
Erase 

Erase 

A28F200BX-T /B 

Comments 

Data = 20H 
Address = Within block to be 
erased 

Data = DOH 

Address = Within block to be 
erased 

Status Register Data. 
ToggleOE# or CEll' to update 
Status Register 

Check SR.7 
1 = Ready, 0 = Busy 

Repeat for subsequent blocks. 

Full status check can be done after each block or after a 
sequence of blocks. 

Write FFH after the last block erase operation to reset the 
device to Read Array Mode. 

Bus 
Operation 

Standby 

Standby 

Standby 

Command Comments 

CheckSR.3 
1 = Vpp Low Detect 

Check SR.4,5 
Both 1 = Command Sequence 
Error 

CheckSR.5 

1 = Block Erase Error 

SR.3 MUST be cleared, if set during an erase attempt, 
before further attempts are allowed by the Write State 
Machine. • 

SR.5 is only cleared by the Clear Status Register 
Command, in cases where multiple blocks are .erased 
befere full status is checked: 

[1 

If error is detected, clear the Status Register before 
attempting retry or other error recovery. 

Figure 8. Automated Block Erase Flowchart 
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intel® 
Bus 

Command Comments 
Operation 

Write Erase Data = SOH 
Suspend 

Read Status Register Data. 
ToggleOE# orCE# to 
update Status Register 

Standby Check SR.7 
1 = Ready 

Standby Check SR.6 
1 = Suspended 

Write Read Array Data = FFH 

Read Read array data from block 
other than that being 
erased. 

Write Erase Resume Data = DOH 

Figure 9. Erase SuspendlResume Flowchart 

3.4 Power Consumption 

3.4.1 ACTIVE POWER 

With CE# at a logic-low level and RP# ata logic
high level, the device is placed in the active mode. 
The device Icc current· is a maximum of 65 rnA at 
1,0 MHzwith TI.L input signals. 

3.4.2 AUTOMATIC POWER SAVINGS 

Automatic Power Savings (APS) is a low powerfea
ture . during active mode of operation. The 2-Mbit 
family of products incorporate Power Reduction 
Control (PRC) circuitry which basically allow8')the de
vice to put itself into a low current state when it is 
not being accessed. After data is read from the 
memory array, PRC logic controls the device's pow
er consumption by entering the APS mode where 
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maximum Icc current is 3 rnA and typical Icc current 
is 1 rnA. The device stays in this static state with 
outputs valid until a new location is read. 

3.4.3 .STANDBY POWER 

With CE # at a logic-high level (VIH), and the CUI in 
read mode, the memory is placed in standby mode 
where the maximum Icc standby current is. 1 00 p.A 
with CMOS input signals. The standby operation dis
ables much of the device's circuitry and substantially 
reduces device power consumption. The outputs 
(00[0:t5]or 00[0:7]) are placed ina high-imped
ance state independent of the status of the OE# 
signal. When the 2-Mbit boot block flash family is 
deselected during erase or program functions, the 
devices will continue to perform the. erase or pro
gram function and consume program or erase active 
power until program or erase is completed. 



3.4.4 RESET IDEEP POWER-DOWN 

The 2-Mbit boot block flash family has a RP# pin 
which places the device in the deep power-down 
mode. When RP# is at a logic-low (GND ± 0.2V), all 
circuits are turned off and the device typically draws 
a maximum 80 p.A of Vee current. 

During read modes; the RP# pin going low dese
lects the memory and places the output drivers in a 
high impedance state. Recovery from the deep pow
er-down state, requires a minimum of 300 ns to ac
cess valid data (tpHQV)' 

During erase or program modes, RP# low will abort 
either erase or program operation. The contents of 
the memory are no longer valid as the data has been 
corrupted by the RP# function. As in the read mode 
above, all internal Circuitry is turned:off to achieve 
the low current level. . 

RP# transitions to VIL or turning power off to the 
device will clear the status register. 

This use of RP# during system re~et is important 
with automated writel erase devices. When the sys
tem comes out of reset it expects to read from the 
flash memory; Automated flash' memories provide 
status information when accessed during writel 
erase modes. If a CPU reset occurs with no flash 
memory reset, proper CPU initialization would not 
occur because the flash memory would be providing 
the status information instead of array data. Intel's 
Flash Memories allow proper CPU initialization fol
lowing a system reset through the use of the RP# 
input. In this application RP# is controlled by the 
same RESET# signal that resets the system CPU. 

3.5 Power-Up Operation 

The 2-Mbit boot block flash family is designed to 
offer protection against accidental block ,erasure or 
programming during power transitions. Upon power
up the 2-Mbit boot block flash family is indifferent as 
to which power supply, Vpp or Vee, powers-up first. 
Power suppy sequencing is not required. 

The 2-Mbit boot block flash family ensures the CUI is 
reset to the read mode on power-up. 

In addition, on power-up the user must either drop 
CE# low or present a I)ew address to ensure valid 
data at the outputs. 

A system designer must' guard against spurious 
writes for Vee voltages above VLKO when. Vpp is 
active. Since both WE# and CE# must be low for a 
command write, driving either signal to VIH will inhibit 
writes to the device. The CUI architecture provides 
an added level of protection Sirce alteration of memo. 

A28F200BX-T /B 

ory contents can only occur after successful com
pletion of the two-step command sequences. Final
ly, the device is disabled until RP# is brought to VIH, 
regardless of the state of its control inputs. This fea
ture provides yet another level of memory protec
tion. 

3.6 Power Supply Decoupllng 

Fiash memory's power switching characteristics re
quire careful device decoupling methods. System 
designers are interested in 3 supply current issues: 

• Standby current levels (lees) 

• Active current levels (lecR) 
• Transient peaks produced by falling and rising 

edges of CE # . 

Transient current magnitudes depend on the device 
outputs' capacitive and inductive loading. Two-line 
control and proper decoupling capacitor selection 
will suppress these transient voltage peaks. Each 
flash device should have a 0.1 p.F ceramic capacitor 
connected between each Vee andGND",and be
tween its Vpp and GND. These high frequency, low
inherent inductance capaCitors should be placed as 
close as possible to the package leads. 

3.6.1 Vpp TRACE ON PRINTED CIRCUIT 
BOARDS 

Writing to flash memories while they reside in the 
target system, requires special consideration of the 
Vpp power supply trace by the printed circuit board. 
designer. TheVpp pin supplies the flash memory' 
cell's current for programming and' erasing. One 
should use similar trace widths and layout consider
ations given to the Vec power supply trace. Ade
quate Vpp supply traces and decoupling will de
crease spikes and overshoots: 

3.6.2 Vee. Vpp AND RP# TRANSITIONS 

The CUI latches commands as issued by system 
software and is not altered by Vpp or CE# tran.! 
sitions or WSM actions. Its state upon power-up, af
ter 'exit from deep power-down mode or after Vee 
transitions below VLKO (Lockout voltage); is Read 
Array mode. 

After any word/byte write. or block erase operation is 
complete and even' after Vpp transitions down to 
VPPL, the CUI must be reset to Read Array mods-via 
the Read Array command when accesses to the 
flash memory are desired. 
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'ABSOLUTE, MAXIMUM RATINGS· 

AUtomatic Operating Temperature ' 
During Read ••••. ' ...•.•.•.•. -40°C to + 125°C 
During Block Erase 
and Word/Byta Write •....•.• - 4QoC to + 125°C 
TemPerature Under Bias ..•.• -40°C to + 125°C 

Storage Temperature ..•.•••... -,65°C to + 150°C 

Voltage on Any Pin 
(except Yee,Ag. Vppand RP#) 
with Respect to GND .•..•••• - 2.0V to + 7.0V(2) 

Voltage on Pin RP# or Pin Ag 
with Respect to GND ...•. - 2.0V to + 13.5V(2. 3) 

Vpp Program Voltage with ,Respect 
to GND during Block Erase 

, and Word/Byte Write ..... - 2.0V to + 14.0V(2, 3) 

Vee Supply Voltage 
with Respect to GND ....•... - 2.0Y to + 7.0V(2) 

Output Short Circuit Current ......•.•.••. 100 mA(4) 

NOTES~ 

NOTICE: This data sheet coritains information on 
products in t!1e sampling and initial production phasel!l 
of _ development. The spec::ifications are subject to 
change without notice. Verify with your local Intel 
-Sales office that you !lave the latest data: sheet be
fore finalizing a deSign. 

• WARNING: Stressing the device beyond the "Absolute 
Maximu,;, Ratings" may cause permanent -damage. 

, These are -stress ratings only. Ope,.,tion beyond the 
"Operaflng Conditions" is not recommended, and ex
tended exposurtJ beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. 

1. Operating temperature is for automotive product defined by this specification. 
2. Minimum Qe voltage is ~0.5V on input/output pins. During transitions. this level may undershoot to -2.0V for periods 
<20 ns. Maximum be voltage on input/outpUt pins is Vee -I: 0.5V w!1ich. duriogtransitionll, may overshoot to Vee +2.0V 
for periods < 20 ns. - , 
3. Maximum DC voltage-on Vpp may overshoot to + 14.0V for periods <20 'ns. Maximum DC voltage 01'1 RP# or Ag may 
overshoot to 13.5V for periods <20ns. ' 
4. Output shorted for no more than one second. No more than one output shorted at a time. 

OPERATING CONDITIONS 
Symbol Parameter Notes Min Max Units 

TA Operating Temperature -40 125 °C 

Vee Vee Supply Voltage (10%) 5 4.50 5.50 V 

DC CHARACTERISTICS 
Symbol Parameter Notes Min Typ Max Unit Test Condltio,n 

III Input Load Current 1 ±1.0 p.A Vee == Vee Max 
VIN= Vee or GND 

ILO Output Leakage Current 1 ±10 p.A Vee = Vee Max 
VOUT = VeeorGND 

lees Vee Standby Current 1,3 1.5 rnA Vee == Vee Max 
CE#= RP# = VIH 

130 p.A ' Vee = Vee Max 
CEil! = RP# = Vee ±0.2V 
A28F200BX: 

r 

BYTE # = Vee ± 0.2V or GND 
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DC CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Notes Min Typ Max Unit Test Condition 

Icco Vcc Deep Power-Down Current 1 80 p.A RP# = GND ±0.2V 

ICCR Vcc Read Current for 1,5, 60 mA Vcc = Vcc Max, CE# = GND 
A28F200BX Byte-Wide and 6 f = 10 MHz, lOUT = 0 mA 
Word-Wide Mode CMOS Inputs 

65 mA Vcc = Vcc Max, CE# = VIL 
f= 10 MHz, lOUT = OmA 
TTL Inputs 

ICCW V cc Write Current 1,4 65 mA Word Write in Progress 

ICCE V cc Block Erase Current 1,4 30 mA Block Erase in Progress 

ICCES V cc Erase Suspend Current 1,2 5 10 mA Block Erase Suspended, 
CE# = VIH 

Ipps Vpp Standby Current 1 ±0.15 p.A Vpp:::: Vcc 

Ippo Vpp Deep Power-Down Current 1 5.0 p.A RP# = GND ±0.2V 

IpPR Vpp Read Current 1 200 p.A Vpp> Vcc 

Ippw Vpp Word Write Current 1 40 mA Vpp = VPPH 
Word Write in Progress 

Ippw Vpp Byte Write Current. 1 30 mA Vpp = VPPH 
Byte Write in Progress 

IpPE Vpp Block Erase Current 1 30 mA Vpp = VPPH 
Block Erase. in Progress 

IpPES Vpp Erase. Suspend Current 1 200 p.A Vpp = VpPH 
Block Erase Suspended 

IRP# RP# Current 1,4 500 p.A RP# = VHH 

110 A9 Intelligent Identifier Current 1,4 500 p.A A9 = VIO 

VIO A9 Intelligent Identifier Voltage 11.5 13.0 V 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vcc + 0.5 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.45 V VCC = Vcc Min 
IOL = 5.8 mA 

VOH Output High Voltage 2.4 V Vcc = VcC Min 
IOH = -2.5mA 

VPPL Vpp during Normal Operations 3 0.0 6.5 V 

VPPH Vpp during Erase/Write Operations 7 11.4 12.0 12.6 V 

VLKO Vcc Erase/Write Lock Voltage 2.0 V 

VHH RP# Unlock Voltage 11.5 13.0 V Boot Block Write/Erase 
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CAPACITANCE(4) T A = 25°C, f = 1 MHz 

Symbol Parameter Typ Max Unit Condition 

CIN Input Capacitance 6 8 pF VIN = OV 

COUT Output Capacitance 10 12 pF VOUT = OV 

NOTES: 
1. All currents are in RMS unless otherwise noted. Typical values at Vcc = 5.0V, VPP = 12.0V, T = 25'C. These currents 
are valid for all product versions (packages and speeds). 
2. leCES is specified with the device deselected. If the device is read while in Erase Suspend Mode, current draw is the sum 
of leeES and ICCR. 
3. Block Erases and Word/Byte Writes are inhibited when VPP = VPPL and not guaranteed in the range between VPPH and 
VPPL· 
4. Sampled, not 100% tested. 
5. Automatic Power Savings (APS) reduces ICCR to less than 1 mA typical in static operation. 
6. CMds Inputs are either Vce ±0.2V or GND ±0.2V. TIL Inputs are either VIL or VIH. 
7. VPP = 12.0V ±5% for applications requiring 1,000 block erase cycles. 

STANDARD TEST CONFIGURATION 

STANDARD AC INPUT/OUTPUT 
REFERENCE WAVEFORM 

STANDARD AC TESTING 
LOAD CIRCUIT 

2.4 --~ --2 o~---1~--"" 1'~2.0~---
INPUT • > TEST POINTS < OUTPUT 

0.45 ___ " ~,;;,;O';;;.8 ---ir----' ~O';;;.8 __ _ 

290500-12 
AC, test inputs are driven at VOH (2.4 VnLl for a Logic "1" and VOL 
(0.45 VnLl for a logic "0". Input timing begins at VIH (2.0 VnLl and VIL 
(0.8 VnLl. Output timing ends at VIH and VIL. Input rise and fall times (10% 
to 90%) < 10 ns. 

DEVICE 
UND~R 

TEST 

1.3V - r 

~ iI' lN914 

1\ 

fct 
OUT 

290500-13 
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AC CHARACTERISTICS-Read Only Operations(1): 
Versions A28F200BX-90(4) 

Unit 
Symbol Parameter Notes Min Max 

tAVAV tRC Read Cycle Time 90 ns 

tAVQV tACC Address to 90 ns 
Output Delay 

tELQV teE CE # to Output Delay 2 90 ns 

tpHQV tPWH RP# High to 300 ns 
Output Delay 

tGLQV tOE OE # to Output Delay 2 45 ns 

tELQX tLZ CE # to Output Low Z 3 0 ns 

tEHQZ tHZ CE # High to Output 3 35 ns 
HighZ 

tGLQX tOLZ OE # to Output Low Z 3 0 ns 

tGHQZ tDF OE # High to Output 3 35 ns 
HighZ 

tOH Output Hold from 3 0 ns 
Addresses, 
CE # or OE # Change, 
Whichever is First 

tELFL CE# to BYTE # 3 5 ns 

tELFH Switching 
Low or High 

tFHQV BYTE # Switching 3,5 90 ns 
High to 
Valid Output Delay 

tFLQZ BYTE# Switching 3 35 ns 
Low to 
Output High Z 

NOTES: 
1. See AC Input/Output Reference Waveform for timing measurements. 
2. OE# may be delayed up to tCE-toE after the falling edge of CE# without impact on tCE. 
3. Sampled, not 100% tested. 
4. See Standard Test Configuration., 
5. tFLOV, BYTE# switching low to valid output delay, will be equal to tAVOV, measured from the time OQs/A-1 becomes 
valid. 
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A28F200BX-T IB 

AC CHARACTERISTICS For WE#-Controlled Write Operations(1): 

Verslons(4) A28F200BX-90(9) 
Unit 

Symbol Parameter Notes Min Max 

tAVAV twc Write Cycle Time 90 ns 

tPHWl tps RP# High Recovery to 210 ns 
WE # GOing Low 

tElWl tcs CE # Setup to WE # Going Low 0 ns 

tPHHWH tpHS RP# VHH Setup to WE# Going High 6,8 100 ns 

tVPWH tvps Vpp Setup to WE# Going High 5,8 100 ns 

tAVWH tAS Address Setup to WE # Going High 3 60 ns 

tOVWH tos Data Setup to WE # Going High 4 60 ns 

tWlWH twp WE # Pulse Width 60 ns 

tWHOX tOH Data Hold from WE # High 4 0 ns 

tWHAX tAH Address Hold from WE # High 3 10 ns 

·tWHEH tCH CE# Hold from WE# High 10 ns 

tWHWl tWPH WE # PulseWidth High 30 ns 

tWHOV1 Duration of Word/Byte .. 2,5 7 f.ts 
Write Operation 

tWHOV2 Duration of Erase Operation (Boot) 2,5,6 . 0.4 s 

tWHOV3 Duration of Erase 2,5 0.4 s 
Operation (Parameter) 

tWHOV4 Duration of Erase Operation (Main) 2,5,6 0.7 s 

tOWl tVPH Vpp Hold from Valid SRD 5,8 0 ns 

taVPH tpHH RP# VHH Hold from Valid SRD 6,8 0 ns 

tpHBR Boot-Block Relock Delay 7,8 100 ns 

NOTES: 
1. Read timing characteristics during write and erase operations are the same as during read-only operations. Refer to AC 
Characteristics during Read Mode. . 
2. The on-chip WSM completely automates program/erase operations; program/erase algorithms are now controlled inter
nally which includes verify and margining operations. 
3. Refer to command definition table for valid AIN. . 
4. Refer to command definition table for valid DIN. 
5. Program/Erase durations are measured to valid SRO data (successful operation, SR.7= 1). 
6. For BOot Block Program/Erase. RP# should be held at VHH until operation completes successfully. 
7. Time tpHBR is required for successful relocking of the Boot Block. 
8. Sampled but not 100% tested. 
9. See Standard Test Configuration. 
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BLOCK ERASE AND WORD/BYTE WRITE PERFORMANCE: Vpp = 12.0V ± 5% 

A28F200BX-90 
Parameter Notes Unit 

Min Typ(1) Max 

Boot/Parameter 2 1.5 10.5 s 
Block Erase Time 

Main Block 2 3.0 18 s 
Erase Time 

Main Block Byte 2 1.4 5.0 s 
Program Time 

Main Block Word 2 0.7 2.5 s 
Program Time 

NOTES: 
1. 25'C, 12.0V Vpp. 
2. Excludes System-Level Overhead. 
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A28F200BX-T IB 

AC CHARACTERISTICS FOR CE#-CONTROLLED WRITE OPERATIONS(1,9) 
Versions A28F200BX-90(10) 

Unit 
Symbol Parameter Notes Min Max 

tAVAV twc Write Cycle Time 90 ns 

tpHEL tps RP# High Recovery 210 ns 
to CE # GOing Low 

tWLEL tws WE # Setup to CE # 0 ns 
Going Low 

tpHHEH tPHS RP# VHH Setup to 6,8 100 ns 
CE # Going High 

tVPEH tvps Vpp Setup to CE # 5,8 100 ns 
Going High 

tAVEH tAS Address Setup to 3 60 ns 
CE # Going High 

tovEH tos Data Setup to CE # 4 60 ns 
Going High 

tELEH tcp CE # Pulse Width 60 ns 

tEHOX tOH Data Hold from 4 0 ns 
CE# High 

tEHAX tAH Address Hold 3 10 ns 
from CE # High 

tEHWH tWH WE # Hold from CE # High 10 ns 

tEHEL tCPH CE# Pulse 30 ns 
Width High 

tEHOVl Duration of Word/Byte 2,5 7 JLs 
Programming 
Operation 

tEHOV2 Duration of Erase 2,5,6 0.4 s 
Operation (Boot) 

tEHOV3 Duration of Erase 2,5 0.4 s 
Operation (Parameter) 

tEHOV4 Duration of Erase 2,5 0.7 s 
Operation (Main) 

taWL tVPH Vpp Hold from 5,8 0 ns 
ValidSRD 

tOVPH tpHH RP# VHH Hold 6,8 0 ns 
from Valid SRD 

tpHBR Boot-Block Relock Delay 7 100 ns 

NOTES: 
1. Chip-Enable Controlled Writes: Write operations are driven by the valid combination of CE# and WE# in systems where 
CE # defines the write pulse-width (within a longer WE # timing waveform), all set-up, hold and inactive WE # time should be 
measured relative to the CE # waveform. 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8~ Refer to AC Characteristics for WE # -Controlled Write Operations. 
9. Read timing characteristics during write and erase operations are the same as during read-only operations. Refer to AC 
Characteristics during Read Mode. 
10. See Standard Test Configuration. 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

I A I P I A 12181 F 121 0 I 0 181 X 1-191 0 I 
I . P~CK~GE ~ ACCESS SPEED (ns) 

PA = 44 LEAD PSOP 90 ns 

Valid Combinations: 
APA28F200BX-T90 APA28F200BX-B90 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

A28F400BX Datasheet 

28F400BX/28F004BX Datasheet 

A28F200BX-l/28F002BX-L Datasheet 

28F400BX-l/28F004BX-L Datasheet 

AP-363 "Extended Flash BIOS Design for Portable Computers" 

ER-28 "ETOXTM III Flash Memory Technology" 

ER-29 "The Intel2/4-Mbit Boot Block Flash Memory Family" 

A28F200BX-T IB 

290500-18 

Order Number 

290501 

290451 

290449 

290450 

292098 

204012 

294013 
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A28F010 
1024K (128K x8) CMOS FLASH MEMORY 

(Automotive) 

• Extended Automotive· Temperature • Integrated Program/Erase Stop Timer 
Range: - 40°C to + 125°C • Comm~nd Register Architecture for 

• Flash Memory Electrical Chip-Erase Microprocessor /Microcontroller 
- 1 Second Typical Chip-Erase Compatible Write Interface 

• Quick-Pulse Programming Algorithm • Noise Immunity Features 
- 10 ,..,s Typical Byte-Program - ± 10% Vee Tolerance 
:..... 2 Second Chip-Program - Maximum Latch-Up Immunity 

• 1,000 Erase/Program Cycles Minimum through EPI Processing 

over Automotive Temperature Range • ETOXTM III Flash Nonvolatile Memory 

• 12.0V ± 5% Vpp Technology 
- EPROM-Compatible Process Base 

• High-Performance Read - High-Volume Manufacturing 
-150 ns Maximum Access Time Experience 

• CMOS Low Power Consumption • JEDEC-Standard Pinouts 
- 30 mA Maximum Active Current ....,. 32-Pin Plastic DIP 
-100,..,A Maximum Standby Current ..... 32-Lead PLCC 

(Sire Packaging Spec., Order # 231369) 

Intel's 28F010 CMOS flash memory offers the most cost-effective and reliable alternative for read/write 
random access nonvolatile memory. The 28F010 adds electrical chip-erasure and reprogramming to familiar 
EPROM technology. Memory contents can be rewritten: ina test socket; in a PROM-programmer socket; on
board during subassembly test; in-system during final test; and in-system after-sale. The 28F010 increases 
memory flexibility, while contributing to time- and cost-savings. 

The 28F010 is a 1024-kilobit nonvolatile memory organized as 131,072 bytes of 8 bits. Intel's 28F010 is 
offered in 32-pin Plastic DIP or 32-lead PLCC packages. Pin assignments conform to JEDEC .standards. 

Extended erase and program cycling capability is designed into Intel's ETOXTM III (EPROM Tunnel Oxide) 
process technology. Advanced oxide processing, an optimized tunneling structure, and lower electric field 
combine to extend reliable cycling beyond that of traditional EEPROMs .. With the 12.0V Vpp supply, the 
28F010 performs a minimum of 1,000 erase and program cycles well within the time limits of the Quick-Pulse 
Programming and Quick-Erase algorithms. 

Intel's 28F01 0 employs advanced CMOS circuitry for systems requiring high-performance access speeds, low 
power consumption, and immunity to noise. Its 150 nanosecond access time provides no-WAlT-state perform
ance for a wide range of microprocessors and microcontrollers. Maximum standby current of 100 p,A trans
lates into power savings when the device is deselected. Finally, the highest degree of latch-up protection is 
achieved through Intel's unique EPI processing. Prevention of latch-up .is provided for stresses up to 100 mA 
on address and data pins, from -1V to Vee + 1V. 

With Intel's ETOX III process base, the 28F010 leverages years of EPROM experience to yield the highest 
levels of quality, reliability, and cost-effectiveness. 

In order to meet the rigorous environmental requirements of automotive applications, Intel offers the 28F01 0 in 
extended automotive temperature range. Read and write characteristics are guaranteed over the range of 
-40·C to + 125°C ambient. 
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AUTOMOTIVE TEMPERATURE FLASH 
MEMORIES"", 

The Intel Automotive Flash memories have received 
additional processing to enhance product character
istics. The automotive temperature range is - 40·C 
to + 125°C during the read/write/erase/program 
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Figure 2. 28F010 'Pin Configurations 

Table 1. Pin Description 

Symbol Type Name and FunCtion 

Ao-A16 INPUT ADDRESS INPUTS for memory addresses. Addresses are internally 
latched during a write cycle. '. . 

000-007 . INPUT/OUTPUT DATA INPUT/OUTPUT: Inputs data during memory write cycles; 
outputs data during memory read cycles. The data pins are active high 
and float to tri-state OFF when the chip is deselected or the outputs 
are disabled. Data is internl;llly latched during a write.;cycle .. 

eE# INPUT CHIP ENABLE: Activates the device'slcontrollogic, input buffers, 
decoders and sense amplifiers. eE# is active low; eE# high 
deselects the memory device and reduces power consumption to 
standby levels. 

OE# I"!PUT OUTPUT ENABLE: Gates the devices output through the data buffers 
during a read cycle. OE# is-active lo~. 

WE# INPUT WRITE ENABLE: Controls writes to the cdntrol register and the array. 
Write enable is active low. Addresses are latched on the falling edge 
and data is latched on the rising edge of the WE # pulse. 
Note: With Vpp ::;; 6.5V, memory contents cannot be altered. 

Vpp ERASE/PROGRAM POWER SUPPLY for writing the command 
register, erasing the entire array, or programming bytes in the array. 

Vee DEVICE POWER SUPPLY (5V±10%) 

"ss GROUND 

Ne NO INTERNAL CONNECTION to device. Pin may bedrilien or left 
floa:ting. 
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APPLICATIONS 

The 28F010 flash-memory adds electrical chip-era
sure and reprogrammability to EPROM non-volatility 
and ease of use. The 28F010 is ideal for storing 
code or data-tables in applications where periodic 
updates are required. The 28F010 also serves as a 
dense, nonvolatile data acquisition and storage me
dium. 

The need for code updates pervades all phases of a 
system's life-from prototyping to system manufac
ture to after-sale service. In the factory, during proto
typing, revisions to control code necessitate ultravio
let erasure and reprogramming of EPROM-based 
prototype codes. The 28FO 10 replaces the 15- to 
20-minute ultraviolet erasure with one-second elec
trical erasure. Electrical Chip-erasure and repro
gramming occur in the same workstation or PROM
programmer socket. 

Diagnostics, performed at subassembly or final as
sembly stages, often require the socketing of 
EPROMs. Socketed test codes are ultimately re
placed with EPROMs containing the final program. 
With electrical Chip-erasure and reprogramming, the 
28F010 is soldered to the circuit board. Test codes 
are programmed into the 28F01 0 as it resides on the 
circuit board. Ultimately, the final code can be down
loaded to the device. The 28F010's in-circuit altera
bility eliminates unnecessary handling and less-reli
able socketed connections, while adding greater 
test flexibility. 

Material and labor costs associated with code 
changes increase at higher levels of system integra
tion-the most costly being code updates after sale. 
Code "bugs", or the desire to augment system func
tionality, prompt after-sale code updates. Field revi
sions to EPROM-based code require the removal of 
EPROM components or entire boards. 

I 
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Designing with the in-circuit alterable 28F010 elimi
nates socketed memories, reduces overall material 
costs, and drastically cuts the labor costs associat
ed with code updates. With the 28F010, code up
dates are ,implemented locally via an edge-connec
tor, or remotely over a serial communication link. 

The 28F010's electrical chip-erasure, byte repro
grammability, and complete nonvolatility fit well with 
data accumulation needs. Electrical Chip-erasure 
gives the designer a "blank-slate" in which to log 
data. Data can be periodically off-loaded for analy
sis-erasing the slate and repeating the cycle. Or, 
multiple devices can maintain a "rolling window" of 
accumulated data. 

With high density, nonvolatility, and extended cycling 
capability, the 28F010 offers an innovative alterna
tive for mass storage. Integrating main memory and 
backup storage functions into directly executable 
flash memory boosts system performance, shrinks 
system size, and cuts power consumption. Reliability 
exceeds that of electromechanical media, with 
greater durability in extreme environmental condi
tions. 

A high degree of on-chip feature integration simpli
fies memory-to-processor interfacing. Figure 3 de
picts two 28F010s tied to the 80C186 system bus. 
The 28F010's architecture minimizes interface cir
cuitry needed for complete in-circuit updates of 
memory contents. 

With cost-effective in-system reprogramming and 
extended cycling capability, the 28F010 fills the 
functionality gap between traditional EPROMs and 
EEPROMs. EPROM-compatible specifications, 
straightforward interfacing, and in-circuit alterability 
allows designers to easily augment memory flexibili
ty and satisfy the need for updatable nonvolatile 
storage in today's designs. 
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Figure 3. 28F010 in a 80C186 System 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

Flash·memory augments EPROM functionality with 
in-circuit electrical erasure and reprogramming. The 
28F010 introduces a command register to manage 
this new functionality. The command register allows 
for: 100% TTL-level control inputs; fixed power sup
plies during erasure and programming; and maxi
mum EPROM compatibility. 

In the absence of high voltage on the Vpp pin, the 
28F010 is a read-only memory. Manipulation of the 
external memory-control pins yields the standard 
EPROM read, standby, output disable, and Intelli
gent Identifier operations. 

The same EPROM read, standby, and output disable 
operations are available when high voltage is ap
plied to the Vpp pin. In addition, high voltage on Vpp 
enables erasure and programming of the device. All 
functions asspciated with altering memory con
tents-Intelligent Identifier, erase, erase verify, pro
gram, and program verify-are accessed via the 
command register. 

Commands are written to the register using standard 
microprocessor write timings. Register· contents 
serve as input to an internal state-machine which 
controls the erase and programming circuitry. Write 
cycles also internally latch a~dresses and data 
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needed for programming or erase operations. With 
the appropriate command written to the register, 
standard microprocessor read timings output array 
data, access the Intelligent Identifier codes, or out
put data for erase and program verification. 

Integrated Program/Erase Stop Timer 

Successive command write cycles define the dura
tions of prowam and erase operations; specifically; 
the program or erase time durations are normally 
terminated by associated program or erase verify 
commands. An integrated stop timer provides simpli
fied timing control over these operations; thus elimi
nating the need for maximum program/erase timing 
specifications. Program and erase pulse durations 
are minimums only. When the stop timer terminates 
a program or erase operation, the device enters an 
inactive state and remains inactive until receiving the 
appropriate verify or reset command. 

Write Protection 

The command register is only alterable when Vpp is
at high Voltage. Depending upon the application, the 
system designer may choose to make the Vpp pow
er supply switchable-available only when memory 
updates are desired. When high voltage is removed, 

I 
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Table 2. 28F010 Bus Operations 

Pins Vpp(1) Ao As CE# OE# WE# DQo-DQ7 
Operation 

Read VPPL Ao Ag VIL VIL VIH Data Out 

Output Disable VpPL X X VIL VIH VIH Tri-State 

READ·ONLY Standby VpPL X X VIH X X Tri-State 

Intelligent Identifier (Mfr)(2) VpPL VIL VID(3) VIL VIL VIH Data = 89H 

Intelligent Identifier (Device)(2) VPPL VIH VID(3) VIL VIL VIH Data = B4H 

Read VPPH Ao Ag VIL VIL VIH Data Out(4) 

READ/WRITE Output Disable VPPH X X VIL VIH VIH Tri-State 

Standby(S) VpPH X X VIH X X Tri-State 

Write VPPH Ao Ag VIL VIH VIL Data In(6) 

NOTES: 
1. VPPL may be ground, a no-connect with a resistor tied to ground, or s 6.SV. VPPH is the programming voltage specified 
for the device. Refer to D.C. Characteristics. When Vpp = VpPL memory' contents can be read but not written or erased. 
2. Manufacturer and device codes may also be accessed via a command register write sequence. Refer to Table 3. All other 
addresses low. 
3. VIO is the Intelligent Identifier high voltage. Refer to DC Charactjlristics. 
4. Read operations with Vpp = VPPH may access array data or the Intelligent Identifier codes. 
S. With Vpp at high voltage, the standby current equals Icc + Ipp (standby). 
6. Refer to Table 3 for valid Data-In during a write operation. 
7. X can be VIL or VIH. 

the contents of the registElr default to the read com
mand, making the 28F010 a read-only memory. 
Memory contents cannot be altered. 

Or, the system designer may choose to "hardwire" 
Vpp, making the high voltage supply constantly 
available. In this instance, all operations are per
formed in conjunction with the command register. 
The 28F010 is designed to accommodate either de
sign practice, and to encourage optimization of the 
processor-memory interface. 

The two-step Program/Erase write sequence to the 
Command Register provides additional software 
write protection. 

BUS OPERATIONS 

Read 

The 28F01 0 has two control functions, both of which 
must be logically active, to obtain data at the out
puts. Chip~Enable (CE #) is the power control and 
should be used for device selection. Output-Enable 
(OE#) is the output control and should be used to 
gate data from the output pins, independent of de
vice selection. Figure 6 illustrates read timing wave
forms. 

When Vpp is low (Vppd, the read only operation is 
active. This permits reading the data in the array and 
outputting the Intelligent Identifier codes (see Ta-

I 

ble 2). When Vpp is high (VPPH), the default condi
tion of the device is the read only mode. This allows 
reading the data in the array. Further functionality is 
achieved though the Command Register as shown 
in Table 3. 

Output Disable 

With Output-Enable at a logic-high level (VIH), output 
from the device is disabled. Output pins are placed 
ina high-impedance state. 

Standby 

With Chip-Enable at a logic-high level, the standby 
operation disables most of the 28F010's circuitry 
and substantially reduces device power consump
tion. The outputs are placed in a high-impedance 
state, independent of the Output-Enable signal. If 
the 28F010 is deselected during erasure, program
ming, or program/erase verification, the. device 
draws active current until the operation is terminat
ed. 

Intelligent Identifier Operation 

The Intelligent Identifier operation outputs the manu
facturer code (89H) and device code (B4H). Pro
gramming equipment automatically matches the 
device with its proper erase and programming 
algorithms. 
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With Chip-Enable and Output-Enable at a logic low 
level, raising A9 to high voltage VID (see DC Charac
teristics) activates the operation. Data read from lo
cations OOOOH, and 0001 H represent the manufac
turer's code and the device code, respectively. 

The manufacturer- and device-codes can also be 
re,ad via the command register, for instances where 
the 28F010 is erased and reprogrammed in the tar
get system. Following a write of 90H to the com
mand register, a read from address location OOOOH 
outputs the manufacturer code (89H). A read from 
address 0001 H outputs the device code (B4H). 

Write 

Device erasure and programming are accomplished 
via the command register, when high voltage is ap
plied to the Vpp pin. The contents of the register 
serve, as input to the internal state-machine. The 
state-machine outputs dictate the function of the 
device. 

The command register itself does not occupy an ad
dressable memory location. The register is a latch 

in1:el® 
used to store the command, along with address and 
data information needed to execute the command. 

The command register is written by bringing Write
Enable to a logic-low level (VILl, while Chip-Enable is 
low. Addresse's are latched on the falling edge of 
Write-Enable, while data is latched on the rising 
edge of the Write-Enable pulse. Standard microproc
essor write timings are used. 

Refer to A.C. Write Characteristics and the Erase/ 
Programming Waveforms for specific timing 
parameters. 

COMMAND DEFINITIONS 

When low voltage is applied to the Vpp pin, the con
tents of the command register default to OOH, en
abling read-only,operations. 

Placing high voltage on the Vpp pin enables read/ 
write operations. Device operations are selected, by 
writing specific data patterns into the command, reg
ister. Table 3 defines these 28F010 register 
commands. 

Table 3. Command Definitions 

Bus 
First Bus Cycle Second Bus Cycle 

Command Cycles 

Req'd Operation(1) AdClress(2) 

Read Memory 1 Write X 

Read Intelligent Identifier Codes(4) 2 Write X 

Set-up Erase/Erase(5) 2 Write X 

Erase Verify(5) 2 Write EA 

Set-up Program/Program(6) 2 Write X 

Program Verify(6) 2 Write X 

Reset(7) 2 Write ~ 

NOTES: 
1. Bus operations are defined in Table 2. 
2. IA "7 Identifier address: OOH for manufacturer code, 01 H for d~vice code. 

EA ,= Address of memory location to be read during erase verify. 
PA = Address of memory location to be programmed. 
Addresses are latched on the falling edge of the Write-'Enable pulse. 

Data(3) Operatlon(1) 

OOH 

90H Read 

20H Write 

AOH Read 

40H Write 

COH Read 

FFH Write 

3. ID = Data read from location IA during device identification (Mlr = 89H, Device = B4H). 
EVD = Data read from location EA during erase verify. 
PD = Data to be programmed at location PA. Data is latched on the rising edge of Write-Enable. 
PVD = Data read from location PA during program verify. PA is latched on the Program commal)d. 

Address(2) 

IA 

X 

X 

PA 

X 

X 

4. Following the Read Intelligent 10 command, two read operations access manufacturer and device codes. 
5. Figure 5 illustrates the Quick-Erase Algorithm. ' 
6. Figure 4,illustrates the Quick-Pulse Programming Algorithm. 
7. The second bus cycle must be followed by the desired command register write. 
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Read Command 

While Vpp is high, for erasure and programming, 
memory contents can be accessed via the read 
command. The read operation is initiated by writing 
OOH into the command register. Microprocessor 
read cycles retrieve array data. The device remains 
enabled for reads until the command register con
tents are altered. 

The default contents of the register upon Vpp pow
er-up is OOH. This default value ensures that no spu
rious alteration of memory contents occurs during 
the Vpp power transition. Where the Vpp supply is 
hard-wired to the 28F010, the device powers-up and 
remains enabled for reads until the command-regis
ter contents are changed. Refer to 'the AC. Read 
Characteristics and Waveforms for specific timing 
parameters. 

Intelligent Identifier Command 

Flash-memories are intended for use in applications 
where the local CPU alters memory contents. As 
such, manufacturer- and device-codes must be ac
cessible while the device resides in the target sys
tem. PROM programmers typically access signature 
codes by raising AS to a high voltage. However, mul
tiplexing high voltage onto address lines is not a, de
sired system~design practice. 

The 28F01 0 ,contains an' inteligent Identifier opera
tion to supplement traditional PROM-programming 
methodology. The operation is initiated by writing 
SOH into the command register. Following the com
mand write, a read cycle from address OOOOH re
trieves the manufacturer code of 8SH. A read cycle 
from address 0001 H returns the device code of 
B4H. To terminate the operation, it is necessary to 
write another valid command into the register. 

Set-up Erase/Erase Commands 

Set-up Erase is a ,command-only operation that 
stages the device for electrical erasure of all bytes in 
the array. The set-up erase operation is performed 
by writing 20H to the command register. 

To commence chip-erasure, the erase command 
(20H) must again be Written to the register. The 
erase operation begins with the rising edge of the 
Write-Enable pulse and terminates with the rising 
edge of the next Write-Enable pulse (i.e., Erase-Veri-
fy Command). _ 

This two-step sequence of set-up followed by execu
tion ensures that memory contents are not acciden
tally erased. Also, chip-erasure can only occur When 
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high voltage is applied to the Vpp pin. In the absence 
of this high voltage, memory contents are protected 
against erasure. Refer to AC. Erase Characteristics 
and Waveforms for specific timing parameters. 

Erase-Verify Command 

The erase command erases all bytes of the array in 
, parallel. After each erase operation, all bytes must 

be verified. The erase verify operation is initiated by 
writing AOH into the command register. The address 
for the byte to be verified must be supplied as it is 
latched on the falling edge of the Write-Enable 
pulse. The register write terminates the erase opera
tion with the rising edge of its Write-Enable pulse. 

The 28F010 applies an internally-generated margin 
voltage to the addressed byte. ReadingFFH from 
the addressed byte indicates that all bits in the byte 
are erased. 

The erase-verify command must be written to the 
command register prior to each byte verification to 
latch its address. The process continues for each 
byte in the array until a byte does not return FFH 
data, or the last address is accessed. 

In the case where the'data read is not FFH, another 
erase operation is performed. (Refer to Set-up 
Erase/Erase). Verification then resumes from the 
address of the last-verified byte. Once all bytes in 
the array have been verified, the erase step is com
plete. The device can be programmed. At this point, 
the verify operation is terminated by writing a valid 
command (e.g. Program Set-up) to the command 
registe~. Figure 5, the Quick-Erase algorithm, illus
trates how commands and bus operations are com-

, binedto pen:orm electrical erasure of the 28F010. 
Refer to AC. Erase Characteristics and Waveforms 
for specific timing parameters. 

Set-up Program/Program Commands 

Set-up program is a command-only operation that 
stages the device for byte programming. Writing 40H 
into the command register performs the set-up 
operation. ' 

Once the program set-up operation is performed, 
the next Write-Enable pulse causes a transition to 
an active programming operation. Addresses are in
ternally latched on the falling edge of the Write-En
able pulse. Data is internally latched on the rising 
edge of the Write-Enable pulse. The rising edge of 
Write"Enable ,also begins the programming opera
tion. The programming operation terminates with the 
next rising edge of Write-Enable, used to write the 
program-verify command. Refer to AC. Program-
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ming Characteristi.cs and Waveforms for specific 
timing parameters. 

. . 
Program~Verlfy Command 

The 28F01 0 .is programmed on a byte-by-byte basis. 
Byte programming may occur sequentially or at ran
dom. Following each programming operation; the 
byte just programmed must be verified. ' 

The program-verify operation is initiated by writi~g 
· COH into the· command register. The register write 
· terminates the programming operation with the ris
ing edge of .its Write-Enab'e pulse. The program-ver
ify operation stages the device for verification of the 
byte last programmed. No new address information 
is latched. . 

The 28F010 applies an internally-generated ,margin 
voltage to the byte. A' microprocessor read. cycle 
outputs the data. A successful comparison between 
the progra(Tlmed byte and true data means that the 
byte is successfully programmed. Programming then ' 
proceeds to the next, desired byte location. Figure 4, 
the 28FO.10 Quick-Pulse Programming algorithm, il
lustrates how commands are combined with busop-· 
erations to perform byte programming. Refer to A.C. 
Programming Characteristics and Waveforms for 
specific timing parameters. 

Reset Command 

A reset command is provided as a means to safely 
abort the eraSe- or Program-command sequences. 
Following either set~up command (erase or program) 
with two consecutive writes of FFH will safely abort 
the operation. Memory contents will not be altered. 

· A valid command must then be written to placethe 
device in the desired state. 

EXTENDED ERASE/PROGRAM CVCLlN~ 

EEPROM cycling failures have always concerned 
users. The high electrical field required by ~hin oxide 
EEPROMs for tUnneling can literally tear .apart the 
oxide at defect regions. To combat this, some sup
pliers' have implemented redundancy schemes, re
ducing cycling failures to insignificantlevels. Howev~ 

· er, redundancy requires that cell size be double~ 
, an expensive solution. 

Intel has deSigned extentled 'cYCling capability into 
its ETOX-II flash memory technology. Resulting im
provements in cycling reliability come without in
creasing memory cell· size or com'pll;!xity. First, an 
advanced tunnel oxide increases the cnarge carryc 
ing ability ten-fold. Second, .the ox.ide area. per cell 
subjected' to the tunneling ~Iectric field is one-tenth 
that of commonEEPROMs, minimizing the probabili-
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ty of oxide defects in the region. Finally, the peak 
electric field during erasure is apprOXimately 2 MV / 
cm lower than, EEPROM.' The lower electric field 
greatly reduces oxide stress and the probability. of 
faHur~ncreasing time to wearout by a factor of 
100,000,000. 

The device is programmed and erased using. Intel's 
Quick-Pulse Programming and Quick-Erase algo': 

, rithms. Inte.I's algorithmic approach uses a series of 
operations (pulses), along with byte verification, to 
completely and reliably erase and program the de-
vice.. . 

QUICK-PULSE PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM. 

The Quick-Pulse Programming algorithm uses pro
gramming operations·of 10 p.s duration. Each opera
tion is followed by a byte verification to c;ietermine' 
when the addressed byte has been successfully pro
grammed. The algorithm allows for up to '25 pro
gramming operations per byte, although most bytes 
verify on the first or second operation, The entire 
sequence of programming and byte verification is 
performed with Vpp at high voltage. Figure 4' illus
trates the Quick-Pulse Programming algorithm. 

QUICK-ERASE ALGORITHM 

Intel's Quick-Erase ,algorithm yields fast and reliable 
electrical erasure of memory contents. The algo

'rithm employs a closed~loop flow, . similar to tlJe 
Quick-Pulse Programming algorithm, to simulta
neously remove charge from all bits in the array. 

Erasure begins with a read of memory contents. The 
28F010 is erased when shipped from the factory. 
Reading FF!-I' data 'from the device would immedi
ately be followed by device programming. 

For devices being .erased· and reprogrammed, uni- . 
form and reliable erasure is ensured by first pro-

. gramming all.bits in the device to their charged state 
(Data = OOH). This is accomplished, using the 
Quick-Pulse < Programming algOrithm, in approxi-
matelytwo seconds. . " 

, I 

Erase execution tl:len continues with an initial erase 
operation. Eraseverification (data = FFH) begins at: 

, address OOOOH arid continues through the array to 
the last address, or until data other than, FFH is en
countered. With each erase openition, an increasing 
number of' bytes verify to the erased state. Erase 
efficiency may be improved by storing the address of 
the last byte verified in a register. Following the next, 
erase operation, verification starts at that stored ad
dress location. Erasure· typically occurs in one sec
ond. Figure' 5' illustrates the Quick-Erase algorithm, 

I 



290266-5 
NOTES: 
1. See DC Characteristics for value of VPPH' The VPP 
power supply can be hard-wired to the' device or 
switchable. When VPP is switched, VPPL may be 
ground, no-connect with a resistor tied to ground, or 
less than 6.5V. Refer to Principles of Operation. 
2. Refer to Principles of Operation. 

A28F010 

Bus Command Comments Operation 

Standby Wait for VPP Ramp to VPPH(1) 

Initialize Pulse-Count 

Write Set-up Data = 40H 
Program 

Write Program Valid Address/Data 

Standby Duration of Program 
Operation (tWHWH1) 

Write Program(3) Data = COH; Stops Program 
Verify Operation(2) 

Standby tWHGL 

Read Read Byte to Verify 
Programming 

Standby Compare Data Output to Data 
Expected 

Write Read Data = OOH, Resets the 
Register for Read Operations 

Standby Wait for VPP Ramp to Vppd1) 

3. Program Verify is only performed after byte program
ming. A final read/compare may be performed (option
al) after the register is written with the Read command. 

4. CAUTION: The algorithm MUST BE FOLLOWED 
to ensure proper and reliable operation of the de
vice. 

Figure 4. 28F010 Quick-Pulse Programming Algorithm 
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290266-6 
NOTES: 
1. See DC Characteristics for value of VPPH. The Vpp 
power supply can be hard-wired to the device or 
switchable. When Vpp is switched. VPPL may be 
ground. no-connect with a .resistor tied to ground.' or 
less than 6.5V. Refer to Principles of Operation. 
2. Refer to Principles of Operation. 

Bus Command Comments 
Operation 

Entire Memory Must = 'OOH 
Before Erasure 

Use Quick-Pulse 
Programming Algorithm 
(Figure 4) 

Standby Wait forVpp Ramp to VpPH(1) 

Initialize Addresses and 
Pulse-Count 

Write Set-up Data = 20H 
Erase 

Write Erase Data = 20H 

Standby Duration of Erase Operation 
(tWHWH2) 

Write Erase(3) Addr = Byte to Verify; 
Verify Data = AOH; Stops Erase 

Operation(2) 
Standby tWHGL 

Read Read Byte to Verify Erasure 
~ 

Standby Compare Output to FFH 
Increment Pulse-Count 

'. 
Write Read Data = OOH. Resets the 

Register for Read Operations 

Standby Wait for Vpp Ramp to Vppd1) 

3. Erase Verify is performed only after chip-erasure. A 
final read/compare may be performed (optional) after 
the register is written with the read command. 
4. CAUTION: The algorithm MUST BE FOLLOWED 
to ensure proper and reliable operation of the de
vice. 

Figure 5. A28F010 Quick-Erase Algorithm 
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DESIGN CON~ IDERATIONS 

Two-Line Output Control 

Flash-memories are often used in larger memory ar
rays. Intel provides two read-control inputs to ac
commodate multiple memory connections. Two-line 
control provides for: 

a. the lowest possible memory power dissipation 
and, 

b. complete assurance that output bus contention 
will not occur. 

To efficiently use these two control inputs, an ad
dress-decoder output should drive chip-enable, 
while the system's read signal controls all flash
memories and other parallel memories. This assures 
that only enabled memory devices have active out
puts, while deselected devices maintain the low 
power standby condition. 

Power Supply Decoupling 

Flash memory power-switching characteristics re
quire careful device decoupling. System designers 
are interested in three supply current (Ieel issues
standby, active, and transient current peaks pro
duced by falling and rising edges of chip-enable. The 
capacitive and inductive loads on the device outputs 
determine the magnitudes of these peaks. 

Two-line control and proper decoupling capacitor 
selection will suppress transient voltage peaks. 
Each device should have a 0.1 /LF ceramic capacitor 
connected between Vee and Vss, and between Vpp 
and Vss. 

Place the high-frequency, low-inherent-inductance 
capacitors as close as possible to the devices. Also, 
for every eight devices,.a 4.7 /LF electrolytic capaci
tor should be placed at the array's power supply 
connection, between Vee and Vss. The bulk capaci
tor will overcome voltage slumps caused by printed
circuit-board trace inductance, and will supply 
charge to the smaller capacitors as needed. 

Vpp Trace on Printed Circuit Boards 

Programming flash-memories, while they reside in 
the target system, requires that the printed circuit 
board designer pay attention to the Vpp power sup
ply trace. The Vpp pin supplies the memory cell cur
rent for programming. Use similar trace widths and 
layout considerations given the Vee power bus. Ad
equate Vpp supply traces and decoupling will de
crease Vpp voltage spikes and overshoots. 

I 

A28F010 

Power Up/Down Protection 

The 28F010 is designed to offer protection against 
accidental erasure or programming, caused by spur
ious system-level signals that may exist during pow
er transitions. Also, with its control register architec
ture, alteration of memory contents only occurs after 
successful completion of the two-step command se
quences. Power supply sequencing is not required. 
Internal circuitry of the 28F010 ensures that the 
command register architecture is reset to the read 
mode on power up. 

A system designer must guard against active writes 
for Vee voltages above the VLKO when Vpp is ac
tive. Since both WE # and CE # must be low for a 
command write, driving either to VIH will prohibit 
writes. The control register architecture provides an 
added level of protection since alteration of memory 
contents only occurs after successful completion of 
the two-step command sequences. 

28F010 Power Dissipation 

When designing portable systems, designers must 
consider battery power consumption not only during 
device operation, but also for data retention during 
system idle time. Flash nonvolatility increases the 
usable battery life of your system because the 
28F010 does not consume any power to retain code 
or data when the system is off. Table 4 illustrates the 
power dissipated when updating the 28F010. 

Table 4. 28F010 Typical Update 
Power Dissipation(4) 

Operation 
Power Dissipation 

(Watt-Seconds) 

Array Program/ 0.171 
Program Verify 

Array Erase/ 0.136 
Erase Verify 

One Complete 0.478 
Cycle 

NOTES: 

Notes 

1 

2 

3 

1. Formula to calculate typical Program/Program Verify 
Power = [Vpp x # Bytes x typical # Prog Pulses 
(twHWHl x IpP2 typical + tWHGL X IpP4 typical)] + [Vcc 
x # Bytes x typical # Prog Pulses (tWHWHl x ICC2 typi
cal + tWHGL x ICC4 typical]. 
2. Formula to calculate typical Erase/Erase Verify Power 
= [Vpp (VPP3 typical x tERASE typical + IpP5 typical x. 
tWHGL X # Bytes)] + [VCC (ICC3 typical x tERASE typical 
x ICC5 typical x tWHGL x # Bytes)]. 
3. One Complete Cycle = Array Preprogram + Array 
Erase + Program. 
4. "Typicals" are not guaranteed, but based on a limited 
number of samples from production lots. 
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ABSOLUTE; MAXIMUM RATINGS· 

Operating Temperature 
DUririgRead' ...•••....•... -4.o·C to + 125·C(1) 
Duri~g Erase/Program ....... - 4.o·C to +125·C 

Temperature Ul")derBia~ ...... ' .. - 4.o·C ~o . + 125·C 

Storage Temperature ...•. ' ..... - SS·C to + 15.o·C , 

Voltage on Any Pin with 
. Respect to Ground, .......... -2 . .oV to + 7 . .oV(2) 

Voltage on Pin Ag with 
Respect to Ground ....... - 2 . .oV to + 13.5V(2, 3) 

Vpp Supply Voltage with 
Respect to Ground 
During Erase/Program .... - 2 • .oV to +- 14 . .oV(2, 3) 

NOTES: 

Vee Supply Voltage with ' 
Respect to Ground ...•..•... - 2.0V to + 7 . .oV(2) 

Output,Short Circuit Current ....•... ; •... 1.0.0 mA(4) 
Maximum JunctionTemperature(TJ) ...... +- 1'4.o·C 

NOTICE: This is a production data sheet. The specifi
cations are subject,to ct'lange withollt notice. 

• WARNING: Stressing the device beyond the "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not recommended and ex
tended exposure beyond the "Opereting Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. ' 

1. Operating temperature is for automotive product defined by this specification. 
2. Minimum De input voltage is -0.5V. During transitions, inputs may undershoot tq -2.0V for periods less than 20 ns. 
Maximum De voltage on output pins is Vee + 0.5V, which may overshoot to Vee + 2.0V for periods less than 20 ns. 
3. Maximum DC voltage on Ag or Vpp may overShoot to + 14.0V for periods less than 20 ns. . 
4. Output s,horted for no more than one second. No more than one output shorted at a time: 

OPERATING CONDITIONS' 

Symbol Parameter 
Limits, 

Unit Comments 
Min Max 

TA Operating Temperature· -4.0 +125 ·C For Read-Only and 
Read/Write Operations 

Vee Vee Supply Voltage 4.5.0 5.5.0 V 

DC CHARACTERISTICS-TTL/NMOS COMPATIBLE 

Symbol Parameter Notes 
Limits 

Unit Test Conditions 
Min Typical Max 

III Input Leakage Current 1 ±1 . .o p.A Vee = Vee Max 
VIN = Vee or Vss 

ILO Output Leakage Current 1 ±1.o p.A Vee = Vee Max 
VOUT= Vee or Vss 

lees Vee Standby Current 1 1 .. .0 mA Vee = Vee Max 
CEI< = VIH 

lec1 Vee Active Read Current 1 10 3.0 mA Vee = Vee Max, CE# ",; VIL 
f = 6 MHz, lOUT = .0 mA 

lec2 Vce Programming Current 1,2 1 . .0 3.0 mA Programming in Progress 

lees Vee Erase Current 1,2 5 . .0 3.0 mA Erasure in Progress 

feC4 Vee Program Verify Current 1,2 5 . .0 3.0 mA Vpp = VpPH Program Verify in Progress 

'leC5 Vec Erase Verify Current 1,2 5 . .0 3.0 mA Vpp = VPPH Erase Verify in Progress 

IpPS ' Vpp Leakage Current 1 ±1.o 
I . p.A VPP :s:Vec 

IpP1 VPP Read Current or 1 9.0 2.0.0 p.A Vpp > Vcc 
Standby Current ±1.o p.A Vpp s; Vec 

8-8.0 
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A28F010 

DC CHARACTERISTICS-TTL/NMOS COMPATIBLE (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Notes 
Limits 

Unit Test Conditions 
Min Typical Max 

IpP2 VPP Programming Current 1,2 8.0 30 rnA Vpp = VPPH 
Programming in Progress 

IpP3 VPP Erase Current 1,2 4.0 30 rnA VPP = VPPH 
Erasure in Progress 

IpP4 VPP Program Verify Current 1,2 2.0 5.0 rnA VPP = VPPH 
Program Verify in Progress 

IpP5 VPP Erase Verify Current 1,2 2.0 5.0 rnA VPP = VPPH 
Erase Verify in Progress 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee + 0.5 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.45 V IOL = 2.1 rnA 
Vee = Vee Min 

VOHl Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = -2.5 rnA 
Vee = Vet Min 

VIO Ag Intelligent Identifer Voltage 11.50 13.00 V Ag = VID 

110 Vee ID Current 
1 

10 30 rnA 
Ag = VIO 

VPP ID CURHENT 90 500 p.A 

VPPL VPP during Read-Only Operations 0.00 6.5 V NOTE: Erase/Program are 
Inhibited when VPP = VPPL 

VPPH VPP during Read/Write Operations 11.40 12.60 V 

VLKO Vee Erase/Write Lock Voltage 2.5 V 

DC CHARACTERISTIC5-CMOS COMPATIBLE 

Symbol Parameter Notes 
Limits 

Unit Test Conditions 
Min Typical Max 

III Input Leakage Current 1 ± 1.0 p.A Vee = Vee Max 
VIN = Vee or Vss 

ILO Output Leakage Current 1 ±10 p.A Vee = Vee Max 
VOUT = Vee or Vss 

lees Vee Standby Current 1 50 100 p.A Vee = Vee Max 
CE# = Vee ±0.2V 

leel Vee Active Read Current 1 10 30 rnA Vee = Vee Max, CE = VIL 
f = 6 MHz, lOUT = 0 rnA 

lee2 Vee Programming ,Current 1,2 1.0 30 rnA Programming in Progress 

lee3 Vee Erase Current 1,2 5.0 30 rnA Erasure in Progress 

Ipps VPP Leakage Current 1 ±10 p.A VPP::;; Vee 

IpPl VPP Read Current or 1 90 200 p.A Vpp> Vee 
Standby Current 

±10 VPP::;; Vee 
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A28F010 intel® 
DC CHARACTERISTICS-CMOS COMPATIBLE (Continoed) 

" 

Limits 
Parameter Symbol Notes Unit Test Conditions 

Min Typical Max 

IpP2 Vpp 1,2 8.0 30 rnA Vpp = VPPH 
Programming Programming in Progress 
Current , 

IpP3 Vpp Erase 1,2 4.0 30 rnA Vpp = VPPH 
Current Erasure in Progress 

IpP4 Vpp Program 1,2 2.0 5.0 rnA Vpp = VPPH Program 
Verify Current Verify in Progress 

IpP5 VppEras~ Verify 1,2 5.0 5.0 rnA Vpp = VpPH 
Current Erase Verify in Progress 

VIL Input Low -0.5 0.8 V 
Voltage 

VIH Input High 0.7 Vee Vee + 0.5 V 
Voltage 

VOL Output Low 0.45 V IOL = 2.1mA 
Voltage Vee = Vee Min 

VOH1 Output High 0.85 Vee V 
IOH = - 2.5 rnA, 

Voltage Vee ~' Vee Min 

VOH2 Vee - 0.4 IOH = -100/LA, 
Vee = Vee Min 

VID Aglntelligent 11.50 13.00 V 
Identifier Voltage 

lID Vee 10 Current 1 10 30 rnA Ag = 10 

110 VpplO Current 1 90 500 /LA Ag = 10 

VPPL Vpp during Read- 0.00 6.5 V NOTE: Erase/Programs 
Only Operations are Inhibited when 

Vpp = VPPL 

VPPH Vpp during 11.40 12:60 V 
Read/Write 
Operations 

VLKO Vee Erase/Write 2.5 V 
Lock Voltage 

CAPACITANCE(3) T A = 25°C, f = 1.0 MHz 

Symbol Parameter 
Limits 

Unit Conditions 
Min Max 

CIN . Address/Control Capacitance 8 pF VIN = OV 

COUT Output Capacitance 12 pF VOUT = OV 

NOTJOS; 
,1. All currents are inRMS unless otherwise noted. Typical values at Vee = 5.0V, Vpp = 12.0V, T= 25°e. 
2. Not 100% tested: characterization data available. 
3, Sampled, not 100% tested. 
4. "Typicals" are not guaranteed, but are based on a limited n,umber of samples from production lots. 
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AC TESTING INPUT/OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

2.4V 

INPUT 
O.45V 

OUTPUT 
2.0V:> 
O.BV TEST POINTS 

290266-7 

AC Testing: Inputs are driven at 2.4V for a logic "I" and O.4SV for 
a logic "0". Testing measurements are made at 2.0V for a logic 
"I" and 0.8V for a logic "0". Rise/Fall time ,;; IOns. 

AC TEST CONDITIONS 

Input Rise and Fall Times (10% to 90%) ...... 10 ns 

Input Pulse Levels ................ 0.45V and 2.4V 

Input Timing Reference Level ....... 0.8V and 2.0V 

Output Timing Reference Level ...... 0.8V and 2.0V 

AC TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

2.:~ 

~~IN914 

3.3K I DEVICE 1 
UNDER 11--+-0 OUT 
TEST I. CL =100pr 

CL = 100 pF 
CL includes Jig Capacitance 

AC CHARACTERISTIC5-Read-Only Operations(2) 
Versions 28F010-150 

Notes 
Symbol Characteristic Min Max 

tAvAv/tRC Read Cycle Time 3 150 

tELQV/tCE Chip Enable Access Time 150 

tAVQV/tACC Address Access Time 150 

tGLQV/tOE Output Enable 55 
Access Time 

tELQXltLZ Chip Enable to 3 0 
Output in Low Z 

tEHQZ Chip Disable to 3 55 
Output in High Z 

tGLQX/tOLZ Output Enable to 3 0 
Output in Low Z 

tGHQZ/tOF Output Disable to 4 35 
Output in High Z 

tOH Output Hold from Address, 1,3 0 
CE # , or OE # Change 

tWHGL Write Recovery Time 6 
before Read 

NOTES: 
1. Whichever occurs first. 
2. Rise/Fall Time';: 10 ns. 
3. Not 100% tested: characterization data available. 
4. Guaranteed by design. 

I 

A28F010 

I ·.~· ., 
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Unit 

. ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

JA-s 
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A28F010 

AC CHARACTERISTICS-Write/Erase/Program Operations(1, 3) 

Versions 
Notes 

28F010-150 
Unit 

Symbol Characteristic Min Max 

tAYAy/tWC Write Cycle Time 150 ns 

tAYWL/tAS Address Set-Up Time 0 ns 

tWLAX/tAH Address Hold Time 2 60 ns 

tDYWH/tDS Data Set-up Time 50 ns 

tWHDX/tDH Data Hold Time 10 ns 

tWHGL Write Recovery Time before Read 6 IJ-s 

tGHWL Read Recovery Time before Write 0 IJ-s 

tELWL/tCS Chip Enable 2 20 ns 
Set-Up Time before Write 

tWHEH/tCH Chip Enable Hold Time 0 ns 

tWLWH/tWP Write Pulse Width(2) 2 80 ns 

tELEH Alternative Write(2) 2 80 ns 
Pulse Width 

tWHWL/tWPH Write Pulse Width High 20 ns 

tWHWH1 Duration of Programming Operation 4 10 IJ-s 

tWHWH2 Duration of Erase Operation 4 9.5 ms 

tYPEL Vpp Set-Up 1.0 ms 
Time to Chip Enable Low 

NOTES; 
1. Read timing characteristics during read/write operations are the same as during read-only operations, Refer to AC Char
acteristics for Read-Only Operations. 
2. Chip-Enable Controlled Writes: Write operations are driven by the valid combination of Chip-Enable and Write-Enable. In 
systems where Chip-Enable defines the write pulse width (within a longer Write-Enable timing waveform) all set-up, hold, and 
inactive Write-Enable times should be measured relative to the Chip-Enable waveform. 
3. Rise/Fall time:;:; 10 ns. 
4. The internal stop timer terminates the programming/erase operations, thereby eliminating the need for a maximum speci
fication. 

ERASE AND PROGRAMMING PERFORMANCE 

Parameter Notes Limits Unit Comments 
Min Typ Max 

Chip Erase Time 1,3,4,6 1 60 Sec Excludes OOH Programming 
Prior to Erasure 

Chip Program Time 1,2,4 2 12.5 Sec Excludes System-Level Overhead 

Erase/Program Cycles 1,5 1,000 100,000 Cycles 

NOTES; 
1. "Typicals" are not guaranteed, but based on a limited number of samples taken from production lots. Data taken at 
T = 25'C, Ypp = 12.0Y, Yee = 5.0Y. 
2. Minimum byte programming time excluding system overhead is 16 ,...sec (10 ,...sec program + 6 ,...sec write recovery), 
while maximum is 400 ,...sec/byte (16 ,...sec x 25 loops allowed by algorithm). Max chip programming time is specified lower 
than the worst case allowed by the programming algorithm since most bytes program significantly faster than the worst case 
byte. 
3. Excludes OOH programming prior to erasure. 
4. Excludes system-level overhead. 
5. Refer to RR-60 "ETOX Flash Memory Reliability Data Summary" for typical cycling data and failure rate calculations. 
6. Maximum erase specification is determined by algorithmic limit and accounts for cumulative effect of erasure at 
T = - 40'C, 1,000 cycles, Ypp = 11.4Y, Yee = 4.5Y. • 
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Figure 7. 28F010 Typical Programming Capability 
See Note 1, Page 8·85. 
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Figure 9. 28F010Typicai Erase Capability 
See Note 1, Page 8-85. 
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Figure 10. 28F010 Typical Erase Time at 12V 
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A28F010 

Ordering Information 

Valid COmbinations: 

AUTOMOTIVE TEMP , 
-4O"C to +125"C 

AP28F010-150 AN28F010-150 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

ER-20, "ETOXTM II Flash Memory Technology" 

ER-2( "The Intel 28F010 Flash Memory" 

L..----ACCESS SPEEI) (ns) 
150ns 

RR-60,-"ETOXTM Flash Memory Reliab~lity Data Summary" 

AP-316, "Using Flash Memory.for In-System Reprogrammable 
Nonvolatile Storage" 

AP-325, "Guide to Flash Memory Reprogramming" 

REVISION HISTORY 
Description, 

Changed Erase/Program Cycles to 1,000 minimum 

8-90 
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Order Number 

294005 

294008 

293002 

292046 

292059 
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A28F512 
512K (64K x 8) CMOS FLASH MEMORY 

(Automotive) 

• Extended Automotive Temperature • Integrated ProgramlErase Stop Timer 
Range: -40·C to + 125°C • Command Register Architecture for 

• Flash Electrical Chip-Erase Microprocessor lMicrocontrolier 
- 1 Second Typical Chip-Erase Compatible Write Interface 

• Quick-Pulse Programming Algorithm • Noise Immunity Features 
- 10 IJ-s Typical Byte-Program - ± 10% Vee Tolerance 
- 1 Second Chip-Program - Maximum latch-Up Immunity 

• 1,000 EraselProgram Cycle Minimum through EPI Processing 

Over Automotive Temperature Range • ETOXTM II Flash Nonvolatile Memory 

• 12_0V ±5% Vpp Technology 
- EPROM-Compatible Process Base 

• High-Performance Read - High-Volume Manufacturing 
-1201150 ns Maximum Access Time Experience 

• CMOS low Power Consumption • JEDEC-Standard Pinouts 
- 30 mA Maximum Active Current ....;. 32-Pin Plastic DIP 
- 100 IJ-A Maximum Standby Current - 32-Pin PlCC 

(See Packaging Spec., Order # 231369) 

Intet's 2SF512 CMOS flash memory offers the most cost-effecttveand ,reliable alternative for read/write 
random access nonvolatile memory. The 28F512 adds electrical chip-erasure and reprogramming to familiar 
EPROM technology. Memory contents can be rewritten: ina test socket; in a PROM-programmer socket; on
board during subassembly test; in-system during final test; and in-system after-sale. The 28F512 increases 
memory flexibility, while contributing to time- and cost-savings. 

The 28F512 is a 512-kilobit nonvolatile memory organized as 65,536 bytes of 8 bits. Intel's 28F512 is offered 
in 32-pin cerdip or 32-lead PLCC packages. Pin assignmE;!nts conform to JEDEC standards. 

Extended erase and program cycling capability is designed into Intel's ETOXTM II (EPROM Tunnel Oxide) 
process technology. Advanced oxide processing, an optimized tunneling structure, and lower electric field 
combine to extend reliable cycling beyond that of traditional EEPROMs. With the 12.0V Vpp supply, the 
28F512 performs a minimum of 1,000 erase and program cycles well within the time limits of the Quick-Pulse 
Programming and Quick-Erase algorithms. 

Intel's 28F512 employs advanced CMOS circuitry for systems requiring high-performance access speeds, low 
power consumption, and immunity to noise. Its 150 nanosecond access time provides no-WAlT-state perform
ance for a wide range of microprocessors and microcontrollers. Maximum standby current of 100 /LA trans
lates into power savings when the device is deselected. Finally, the highest degree of latch-up protection is 
achiE;!ved through Intel's unique EPI processing. Prevention of latch-up is provided for stresses up to 100 mA 
on address and data pins, from -1V to Vee + 1V. 

With Intel's ETOX II process base, the 28F512 leverages years of EPROM experience to yield the highest 
levels of quality, reliability, and cost-effectiveness. 

In order to meet the rigorous environmental requirements of Automotive applications, Intel offers the 28F512 
in extended Automotive temperature range. Read and Write Characteristics are guaranteed over the range of 
- 40°C to + 125°C ambient. 

September 1993 
Order Number: 290265-004 8-91 
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Figure 1. 28F512 Block Diagram 

AUTOMOTIVE TEMPERATURE FLASI1 
MEMORIES 

The Intel Automotive Flash Memories have received 
additional processing to enhance product character
istics. The automotive temperature range is - 40·C 
to + 125·C during the read/write/erase/program 
operations. 
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Figure 2. 28F512 Pin Configurations 

Table 1. Pin Description 

Name and Function 

ADDRESS INPUTS for memory addresses. Addresses are internally 
latched during a write cycle. 

DATA INPUT/OUTPUT: Inputs data during memory write cycles; 
outputs data during memory read cycles. The data pins are active high 
and float to tri-state OFF when the chip is deselected or the outputs 
are disabled. Data is internally latched during a write cycle. 

CHIP ENABLE: Activates the device's control logic, input buffers, 
decoders and sense amplifiers. CE # is active low; CE # high 
deselects the memory device and reduces power ~onsumption to 
standby levels. 

OUTPUT ENABLE: Gates the devices output through the data buffers 
during a read cycle. OE# is active low. 

WRITE ENABLE: Controls writes to the control register and the array. 
Write enable is active low. Addresses are latched on the falling edge 
and data is latched on the rising edge of the WE # pulse. 
Note: With Vpp S 6.5V, memory contents cannot be altered. 

ERASE/PROGRAM POWER SUPPLY for writing the command 
register, erasing the entire array, or programming bytes in the array. 

DEVICE POWER SUPPLY (5V ± 10%) 

GROUND 

NO INTERNAL CONNECTION to device; Pin may be driven or left 
floating. 
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A28F512 

APPLICATIONS 

The 28F512 flash-memory adds electrical chip-era
sure and reprogrammability to EPROM non-volatility 
and ease of use. The 28F512 is ideal for storing 
code or data-tables in applications where periodic 
updates are required. The 28F512 also serves as a 
dense, nonvolatile data acquisition and storage me
dium. 

The need for code updates pervades alf phases of a 
system's life-from prototyping to system manufac
ture to after-sale service. In the factory, during proto
typing, reviSions to control code necessitate ultravio
let erasure· and reprogramming of EPROM-based 
prototype codes. The 28F512 replaces the 15- to 
20-minute ultraviolet erasure with one-second elec
trical erasure. Electrical chip-erasure and repro
gramming occur in the same workstation or PROM
programmer socket. 

Diagnostics, performed at subassembly or final as
sembly stages, often require the socketing of 
EPROMs. Socketed test codes are ultimately re
placed with EPROMs containing the final ·program. 
With electrical chip-erasure and reprogramming, the 
28F512 is soldered to the circuit board. Test codes 
are programmed into the 28F512 as it resides on the 
circuit board. Ultimately, the final code can be down
loaded to the device. The.28F512's in-circuit altera
bility eliminates unnecessary handling and less-reli
able socketed. connections, while adding greater 
test flexibility. 

Material and labor costs associated with code 
changes increase at higher levels of system integ~a
tion-the most costly being code updates after sale. 

8-94 

Code "bugs", or the desire to augment system func
tionality, prompt after-sale code updates. Field revi
sions to EPROM-based code require the removal of 
EPROM components or entire boards. 

DeSigning with the in-circuit alterable 28F512 elimi
nates socketed memories, reduces overall material 
costs, and drastically cuts the labor costs associat
ed with code updates. With the 28F512, code up
dates are implemented locally via an edge-connec
tor, or remotely over a serial communication link. 

The 28F512's electrical chip-erasure, byte repro
grammability,and complete nonvolatility fit well with 
data accumUlation needs. Electrical chip-erasure 
gives the deSigner a "blank-slate" in which to log 
data. Data can be periodically off-loaded foranaly
Sis-eraSing the slate and repeating the cycle. Or, 
multiple devices can maintain,a "rolling window" of 
accumulated data. ' 

With high density, nonvolatility, and extended cycling 
capability, the 28F512 offers an innovative alterna
tive for mass storage. 

Integrating main memory and backup storage func
tions into directly executable flash memory boosts 
system performance, shrinks system size, and cuts 
power consumption. Reliability exceeds that of elec
tromechanical media, with greater durability in ex
treme environmental conditions. 

A high degree of on-chip feature integration simpli
fies memory-to-processor interfacing. Figure 3 de
picts two 28F512s tied to the 80C186 system bus. 
The 28F512's architecture minimizes interface cir
cuitry needed for complete in-circuit updates of 
memory contents. 

I 
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Figure 3. 28F512In an 80C186 System 

With cost-effective in-system reprogramming and 
extended cycling capability, the 28F512 fills the 
functionality gap between traditional EPROMs and 
EEPROMs. EPROM-compatible specifications, 
straightforward interfacing, and in-circuit alterability 
allows designers to easily augment memory flexibili
ty and satisfy the need for updatable nonvolatile 
storage in today's designs. 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

Flash-memory augments EPROM functionality with 
in-circuit electrical erasure and reprogramming. The 
28F512 introduces a command register to manage 
this new functionality. The command register allows 
for: 100% TIL-level control inputs; fixed power sup
plies during erasure and programming; and maxi
mum EPROM compatibility. 

In the absence of high voltage on the Vpp pin, the 
28F512 is a read-only memory. Manipulation of the 
external memory-control pins yields the standard 
EPROM read, standby, output disable, and Intelli
gent Identifier operations. 

The same EPROM read, standby, and output disable 
operations are available when high voltage is ap
plied to the Vpp pin. In addition, high voltage on Vpp 
enables erasure and programming of the device. All 
functions associated with altering' memory con
tents-Intelligent Identifier, erase, era~e verify, pro
gram, and program verify-are accessed via the 
command register. 

l 

Commands are written to the register using standard 
microprocessor 'write timings. Register contents 
serve as input to an internal state-machine which 
controls the erase and programming circuitry. Write 
cycles also internally latch addresses and data 
needed for programming or erase operations. With 
the appropriate command written to the register, 
standard microprocessor read timings output array 
data, access the Intelligent Identifier codes, or out
put data for erase and program verification. 

Integrated Program/Erase Stop Timer 

Successive command write cycles define the dura
tionsof program and erase operations; specifically, 
the program or erase time durations are normally 
terminated by associated program or erase verify 
commands. An integrated stop timer provides simpli
fied timing control over these operations; thus elimi
nating the need for maximum program/erase timing 
specifications. Program and erase pulse durations 
are minimums only. When the stop timer terminates 
a program or erase operation, the device enters an 
inactive. state and remains inactive until receiving the 
appropriate verify or reset c()mmand. 

Write Protection 

The command register is only alterable when Vpp is 
at high voltage. Depending upon the application, the 
system designer may choose to make the Vpp pow
.er supply switchable-available only when memory 
updates are desired. When high voltage is removed, 
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Table 2 28F512 Bus Operations 

Pins Vpp(1) Ao Ag CE# OE# WE# DQo-DQ7 
Operation 

Read VPPL Ao Ag VIL VIL VIH Data Out 

Output Disable ; VPPL X X VIL VIH VIH Tri-State 

READ-ONLY Standby VPPL X X VIH X X Tri-State 

Intelligent Identifier (Mfr)(2) VPPL VIL VI0(3) VIL VIL VIH Data = 89H 

Intelligent Identifier (Device)(2) VPPL VIH VI0(3) VIL VIL VIH Data =B8H 

Read VPPH Ao Ag VII:' VIL VIH DataOut(4) 

READ/WRITE Output Disable VPPH X X VIL VIH VIH Tri-State 

Standby(5) VPPH X- X VIH X X Tri~State 

Write VPPH Ao Ag VIL VIH VIL Data In(6) 

NOTES: , 
1. VpPL may be ground, a no-connect with a resistor tied to ground, or ,,; 6.5V. VPPH is the programming voltage specified 
for the device. Refer to D.C. Characteristics. When Vpp = VPPL memory contents can be'read but not written or erased. 
2. Manufacturer and device codes may also be accessed via a command register write sequence. Refer to Table 3. All other 
addresses low. . 
3. VIO is the Intelligent Identifier high voltage. Refer to DC Characteristics. 
4. Read operations with Vpp = VPPH may access array data or the Intelligent Identifier codes. 
5. With Vpp at high voltage, the standby current equals Icc + Ipp (standby). 
6. Refer to Table 3 for valid Data-In during a wriie operation. 
7. X can be VIL or VIH. . 

the contents of the register default to the read com
mand, making the .28F512 a read-only memory. 
Memory .contents cannot be altered. 

Or, the system designer may choose to "hardwire" 
Vpp, .making the high voltage supply constantly 
available .. In this instance, all operations are per
formed in conjiJnction with the command register. 
The 28F512 is designed to accommodate either de
sign practice, and to encourage optimization 'of the 
processor-memory interface. 

The two~step programl erase write sequence to the 
Command Register provides additional software 
write protection. 

BUS OPERATIONS 

Read , . 
The 28F512 has two control functions, both of which 
must be logically active, to obtain data at the out
puts. Chip-Enable (CE #) is the power control and 
should be used for device selection. Output-Enable 
(OE #) is the output control and should be used to 
gate data from the output pins,independent of de~ 
vice selection. Figure. 6. illustrates r~ad timing wave-
forms. . 
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When Vpp is low (Vppu, the read only operation is 
active. This permits reading the data in the array and ,. 
outputting the Intelligent Identifier codes (see Table 
2). When ypp is high (VPPH), the default condition of 
the device is the read only mode. This .allows read
ing the data in the array. Further functionality is 
achieved though the Command Register as shown 
in Table 3. 

Output Disable 

With Output-Enable at a logic-high level (VIH), output 
from the device is disabled. Output pins are placed 
in a high-impedance state. 

Standby 

With Chip-Enable at a logic-high level, the standby 
operation disables most of the 28F512's circuitry 
and substantially reduces device power consump
tion. The outputs are placed in a high-impedance 
state, independent of the Output-Enable signal. If 
the 28F512 is deselected during erasure, program
rT1ing, or program/erase verification, the device 
draws aCtive current untiL the operation is terminat
ed. 

Intelligent Identifier Operation 

The Intelligent Identifier operation outputs th.e manu
facturer code (89H) and device code (B8H), Pro-



gramming equipment automatically matches the de
vice with its proper erase and programming algo
rithms. 

With Chip-Enable and Output-Enable at a logic low 
level, raising A9 to high voltage VIO (see DC Charac
teristics) activates the operation. Data read from 10-
catio[ls OOOOH and 0001 H represent the manufac
turer's code and the device code, respectively. 

The manufacturer- and device-codes can also be 
read via the command register, for instances where 
the 28F512 is erased and reprogrammed in the tar
get system. Following a' write of 90H to the com
mand register, a read from address location OOOOH 
outputs the manufacturer code (89H). A read from 
address 0001 H outputs the device code (B8H). 

Write 

Device erasure and programming are accomplished 
via the command register, when high voltage is ap
plied to the Vpp pin. The contents of the register 
serve as input to the internal state-machine. The 
state-machine outputs dictate the function of the 
device. 

A28F512 

The command register itself does not occupy an ad
dressable memory location. The register is a latch 
used to store the command, along with address and 
data information needed to execute the command. 

The command register is written by bringing Write
Enable to a logic-low level (VIL>, while Chip-Enable is 
low. Addresses are latched on the falling edge of 
Write-Enable, while data is latched on the rising 
edge of the Write-Enable pulse. Standard microproc
essor write timings are used. 

Refer to A.C. Write Characteristics and the Erasel 
Programming Waveforms for specific timing 
parameters. 

COMMAND DEFINITIONS 

When low voltage is applied to the Vpp pin, the con
tents of the command register default to OOH, en
abling read-only operations. 

Placing high voltage on the Vpp pin enables readl 
write operations. Device operations are selected by 
writing specific data patterns into the command reg
ister. Table 3 defines these 28F512 register 
commands. 

Table 3. Command Definitions 

Bus 
First Bus Cycle Second Bus Cycle 

Command Cycles 
Req'd Operatlon(1) Address(2) 

Read Memory 1 Write X 

Read Intelligent Identifier Code(4) 2 Write X 

Set-up Erase/Erase(5) 2 Write X 

Erase Verify(5) 2 Write EA 

Set-up Program/Program(6) 2 Write X 

Program Verify(6) " 2 Write X 

Reset(7) 2 Write X 

NOTES: 
1 ~ Bus operations are defined in Table 2. 
2. IA = Identifier address: OOH for manufacturer code, 01 H for device code. 

EA = Address of memory location to be read during erase verify. 
PA = Address of memory location to be programmed. 
Addresses are latched on the falling edge of the Write~Enable pulse. 

Data(3) Operatlon(1) 

OOH 

90H Read 

20H Write 

AOH Read 

40H Write 

COH Read 

FFH Write 

3. 10 = Data read from location IA during device identification (Mfr = 89H, Device = B8H). 
EVO = Data read from location EA during erase verify. ' 
PO = Data to be programmed at location PA. Data is latched on the rising edge of Write-Enable. 
PVO = Data read from location PA during program verify. PA is latched on the Program command. 

Address(2) 

IA 

X 

X 

PA 

X 

X 

4. Following the Read Intelligent 10 command, two read operations access manufacturer and device codes. 
5. Figure 5 illustrates the Quick-Erase algorithm. 
6. Figure 4 illustrates the Quick-Pulse Programming algorithm. 
7. The second bus cycle must be followed by the desired command register write. 

I 

Data(3) 

ID 

20H 

EVD 

PD 

PVD 

FFH 
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Read Command 

While Vpp is high, for erasure and programming, 
memory contents can be accessed via the read 
command. The read operation is initiated qy writing 
OOH into the command register. Microprocessor 
read cycles' retrieve' array data. The device remains, 
enabled for reads until the command register. con
tents are altered. 

/ 

The default contents of the register upon Vpp pow
er-up is OOH. This default value ensures that no spu
rious alteration of memory contents occurs during 
the Vpp power transition. Where the Vpp supply is 
hard-wired to the 28F512, the device powers-up and 
remains enabled for reads until the command-regis
ter contents are- changed. Refer to the A.C. Read 
Characteristics and Waveforms for specific timing 
parameters. 

Intelligent Identifier Command 

Flash-memories are intended for use in applications 
where the local CPU alters memory contents. As 
such, manufacturer- and device-codes must be ac
cessible while the device resides itl the target sys
tem. PROM programmers typically access signature 
codes by raising AS to a high voltage. However, mul
tiplexing high voltage onto address lines is not a de
sired system-design practice. 

The 28F512 contains an Intelligent Identifier opera
tion to supplement traditional PROM-programming 
methodology. " The operation is initiated by writing 
SOH into the command register. Following the com
mand write, a read' cycle from address OOOOH re
trieves the manufacturer code of 8SH. A read cycle 
from address 0001 H returns the device code of 
B8H. To terminate the operation, it is necessary to 
write another valid command into the register. 

Set-up Erase/Erase Commands 

Set-up Erase is a command-only operation that 
stages the device for electrical erasure of all bytes in 
the array. The set-up erase operation is performed 
by writing 20H to. the command register. 

To commence chip-erasure, the erase command 
(20H) must again be written to the register. The 
erase operation begins with the rising edge of the 
Write-Enable pulse and terminates with the rising 
edge of the next Write-Enable pulse (i.e., Erase-Veri
fy Command). 

This two-step sequence of set-up followed byexecu
tion ensures that memory contents are not acciden
tally erased. Also,chip-erasure can only occur When 
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intel® 
high voltage is applied.to the Vpp pin. In the absence 
of this,high voltage, memory contents are protected 
against erasure. Refer to A.C. Erase Characteristics 
and Waveforms for specific timing parameters. 

Erase-Verify Command 

The erase command erases all bytes of the array in 
parallel. After each erase operation, all bytes must 
be verified. The erase verify operation is initiated by 
writing AOH into the command register. The address 
for the byte to' be verified must be supplied as it is 
latched on the falling edge of the Write-Enable 
pulse. The register write terminates the erase opera
tion with the rising edge of its Write-Enable pulse. 

The 28F512 applies an internally-generated margin 
voltage to the addressed byte. Reading FFH from 
the addressed byte indicates that all bits in the byte 
are erased. 

The erase-verify command must be written to the 
command register prior to each byte verification to 
latch its address. The process continues for each 
byte in the array until a byte does not return FFH 
data, or the last address is accessed. 

In the case where the data read is not FFH, another 
erase operation is performed. (Refer to Setcup 
Erase/Erase). Verification then resumes from the 
address of the last-verified byte. Once all bytes in 
the array have been verified, the erase step is com
plete. The device can be programmed. At this point, 
the verify operation is terminated by writing a valid 
command (e.g. Program Set-up) to the command 
register. Figure 5, the Quick-Erase algorithm, illus
trates how commands and bus operations are com
bined to perform electrical erasure of the 28F512. 
Refer to A.C. Erase Characteristics and Waveforms 
for specific timing parameters. 

Set-up Program/Program Commands 

Set-up program is a command-only operation that 
stages the device for byte programming. Writing 40H 
into the command register performs the set-up 
operation. 

Once the program set-up operation is performed, 
the next Write·Enable pulse causes a transition to 
an active programming operation. Addresses are in
ternally latched on the falling edge of the Write-En
able pulse. Data is internally latched on the rising 
edge of the Write-Enable pulse. The rising edge of 
Write-Enable also begins the programming opera
tion. The programming operation terminates with the 
next rising edge of Write-Enable, used to write the 
program-verify command. Refer to A.C. Program-

I 



ming Characteristics and Waveforms for specific 
timing parameters. 

Program-Verify Command 

The 28F512 is programmed on a byte-by-byte basis. 
Byte programming may occur sequentially or at ran
dom. Following each programming operation, the 
byte just programmed must be verified. 

The program-verify operation is initiated by writing 
COH into the command register. The register write 
terminates the programming operation with .the ris
ing 'edge of its Write-Enable pulse. The program-ver
ify operation stages the device for verification of the 
byte last programmed. No new address information 
is latched. 

The 28F512 applies an internally-generated margin 
voltage to the byte. A microprocessor read cycle 
outputs the data. A successful comparison between 
the programmed byte and true data means that the 
byte is successfully programmed. Programming then 
proceeds to the next desired byte location. Figure 4, 
the 28F512 Quick-Pulse Programming algorithm, il
lustrates how commands are combined with bus op
erations to perform byte programming. Refer to A.C. 
Programming Characteristics and Waveforms for 
specific timing parameters. 

Reset Command 

A reset command is provided as a means to safely 
abort the erase- or program-command sequences. 
Following either set-up command (erase or program) 
with two consecutive writes of FFH will safely abort 
the operation. Memory contents will not be altered. 
A valid command must then be written to place the 
device in the desired statE!. 

EXTENDED ERASE/PROGRAM CYCLING 

EEPROM cycling failures have always concerned 
users. The high electrical field required by thin oxide 
EEPROMs for tunneling can literally tear apart the 
oxide at defect regions. To combat this, some sup
pliers have implemented redundancy schemes, re
ducing cycling failures to insignificant levels. Howev
er, redundancy requires that cell size be doubled
an expensive solution. 

. Intel has designed extended cycliMg . capability into 
its ETOX-II flash memory technology. Resultingim
provements in cycling reliability come without in
creasing memory cell size or complexity. First, an 
advanced tunnel oxide increases the charge carry
ing ability ten-fold. Second, the oxide area per cell 
subjected to the tunneling electric field is one-tenth 
that of common EEPROMs, minimizing the probabili-
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ty of oxide defects in the region. Finally, the peak 
electric field during erasure is approximately 2 MV / 
cm lower than EEPROM. The lower electric field 
greatly reduces oxide stress and the probability of 
failure-increasing time to wearout by a factor Of 
100,000,000. 

The device is programmed and erased using Intel's 
Quick-Pulse Programming and Quick-Erase algo
rithms. Intel's algorithmic approach uses a series of 
operations (pulses), along with byte verification, to 
completely and reliably erase and program the de
vice. 

QUICK-PULSE PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 

The Quick-Pulse Programming' algorithm uses pro
gramming operations of 10 ,""S duration. Each opera
tion is followed by a byte verification to determine 
when the addressed byte has been successfully pro
grammed. The algorithm allows for up to 25 pro
gramming operations per byte, although most bytes 
verify on the first or second operation. The entire 
sequence of programming and byte verification is 
performed with Vpp at high voltage; Figure 4 illus
trates the Quick-Pulse. Programming algorithm. 

QUICK-ERASE ALGORITHM 

Intel's Quick-Erase algorithm yields fast and reliable 
electrical erasure of memory contents. The algo
rithm employs a closed-loop flow, similar to the 
Quick-Pulse Programming algorithm, to simulta
neously remove charge from all bits in the array. 

Erasure begins with a read of memory contents. The 
28F512 is erased when shipped from the factory. 
Reading FFH data from· the device would immedi
ately be followed by device programming. 

For devices being erased and reprogrammed, uni
form and reliable erasure is ensured by first pro- . 
gramming all bits in the device to their charged state 
(Data = OOH). This is accomplished, using the 
Quick-Pulse Programming algorithm, in approxi-

. mately one second. 

Erase execution then continues with an initial erase 
operation. Erase verification (data ~ FFH) begins at 
address OOOOH and continues through the array to 
the last address, or until data other than FFH is en
countered. With each erase operation, an increaSing 
number of bytes verify to the erased state. Erase 
efficiency may be improved by storing the address of 
the last byte verified in a register. Following the next 
erase operation, verification starts at that stored ad
dress location. Erasure typically· occurs in one sec
onds. Figure 5 illustrates the Quick-Erase algorithm. 
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290265-5 
NOTES: 
1. See DC Characteristics for value of VpPH. The VPP 
power supply can be hard-wired fo. the device or 
switchable. When VPP is switched,· VPPl may be 
ground, no-connect with· a resistor tied t() ground,· or 
less than6.5V. Refer to Principles of Operation. 
2. Refer to Principles of Operation. 

Bus 
Operation Command 

Standby 

Write. Set-up 
Program 

Write Program 

Standby 

Write Program(3) 
Verify . 

Standby 

Read 

Standby 

Write Read 

Standby 

intel® 
Comments 

Wait for Vpp Ramp to VPPH(1) 

Initialize Pulse-Count 

Data T' 40H 

Valid Address/Data 

Duration of Program 
Operation (tWHWH1) 

Data = COH; Stops Program 
Operation(2) 

tWHGL 

Read Byte to Verify 
Programming 

Compare. Data Output to Data 
Expected 

Data = OOH, Resets the 
Register for Read Operations 

Wait for VPP Ramp loVppL(1) 

. 3. Program Verify is only performed after byte program
ming. A final read/compare may be performed (option
al) after the register is written with the Read command. 
4_ CAUTION: The algorithm MUST BE FOLLOWED 

. • 0 ensure proper and reliable operation of thede
vice. 

Figure 4 .• 28F512 Quick-Pulse Programming Algorithm 
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290265-6 
NOTES: 
1. See DC Characteristics for value of VPPH. The VPP 
power supply can be hard·wired to the device or 
switchable. When Vpp is switched, VpPL may be 
ground, no·connect with a resistor tied to ground, or 
less than 6.5V. Refer to Principles of Operation. 
2. Refer to Principles of Operation. 

Bus Command Operation 

Standby 

Write Set·up 
Erase 

Write Erase 

Standby 

Write Erase(3) 
Verify 

Standby 

Read 

Standby 

Write Read 

Standby 

A28F512 

Comments 

Entire memory must = OOH 
before erasure 

Use Quick·Pulse 
Programming Algorithm 
(Figure 4) 

Wait for Vpp Ramp to VPPH(1) 

Initialize Addresses and 
Pulse·Count 

Data = 20H 

Data = 20H 

Duration of Erase Operation 
(tWHWH2) 

Addr = Byte to Verify; 
Data = AOH; Stops Erase 
Operation(2) 

tWHGL 

Read Byte to Verify Erasure 

Compare Output to FFH 
Increment Pulse·Count 

Data = OOH, Resets the 
Register for Read Operations 

Wait for VPP Ramp to Vppd1) 

3. Erase Verify is performed only after chip·erasure. A 
final read/compare may be performed (optional) after 
the register is written with the read command. 
4. CAUTION: The algorithm MUST BE FOLLOWED 
to ensure proper and reliable operation of the de
vice. 

Figure 5. 28F512 Quick-Erase Algorithm 
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Two-Line Output Control 
Flash-memories are often used in larger memory ar
rays. Intel provides two read-control inputs to ac
commodate multiple memory connections. Two-line 
control provides for: 

a. the lowest possible memory power dissipation 
and, 

b. complete assurance that output bus contention 
will not occur. 

To efficiently use these two 'control inputs, an ad
dr~ss-decoder output should drive chip-enable, 
while the system's read signal controls all flash
memories and other parallel memories. This assures 
that only enabled memory devices have active out
puts, while deselected devices maintain the low 
power standby condition. 

Power Supply Decoupling 

Flash memory power-switching characteristicsre
quire careful device decoupling. System designers 
are interested in three supply current (Ieel issues
standby, active, and transient current peaks pro
duced by falling and rising edges of chip-enable. The 
capacitive and inductive loads on the device outputs 
determine the magnitudes of these peaks. 

Two-line control and proper decoupling capacitor 
selection will suppress transient voltage peaks. 
Each device should have a 0.1 /LF ceramic capacitor 
connected between Vee and Vss, and between Vpp 
and Vss. 

8-102 

Place the high-frequency, low-inherent-inductance 
capacitors as close as possible to the devices. Also, 
for every eight devices, a 4.7 J.l.F electrolytic capaci
tor should be placed at the array's power supply 
conn~ction, between Vee and Vss. The bulk capaci
tor Will overcome voltage slumps caused by printed
circuit-board trace inductance, and will supply 
charge to the smaller capacitors as needed. 

Vpp Trace on Printed Circuit ,Boards 
Programming flash-memories, while they reside in 
the target system, requires that the printed circuit 
board designer pay attention to the Vpp power sup
ply trace. The Vpp pin supplies the memory cell cur
rent for programming. Use similar trace widths and 
layout considerations given the Vee power bus. Ad
equate Vpp supply traces and decoupling will de-
crease Vpp voltage spikes and overshoots. \ 

Power Up/Down Protection 

The 28F512 is designed to offer protection against 
accidental erasure or programming, caused by spuri
ous system-level signals that may exist during power 
transitions. Also, with its control register architec
ture, alteration of memory contents only occurs after 
successful completion of the two-step command se
quences. Power supply sequencing is not required. 
Internal circuitry of the 28F512 ensures that the 
command register architecture is reset to the read 
mode on power up. 

A system designer must guard against active writes 
for Vee voltages above the VLKO when Vpp is ac
tive. Since both WE # and CE # must be low for a 
command write, driving either to VIH will prohibit 
writes. 

I 



The control register architecture provides an added 
level of protection since alteration of memory con
tents only occurs after successful completion of the 
two-step command sequences. 

28F512 Power Dissipation 

When designing portable systems, designers must 
consider battery power consumption not only during 
device operation, but also for data retention during 
system idle time .. Flash nonvolatility increases the 
usable battery life of your system because the 
28F512 does not consume any power to retain code 
or data when the system is off. Table 4 illustrates the 
power dissipated when updating the 28F512. 
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Table 4_ 28F512 Typical Update 
Power Dlsslpatlon(4) 

Operation Power Dissipation 
(Watt-Seconds) 

Array Program/ 0.085 
Program Verify 

Array Erase/ 0.092 
Erase Verify 

One Complete Cycle 0.262 

NOTES: 

Notes 

1 

2 

3 

1. Formula to calculate typical Program/Program Verify 
Power = [Vpp x # Bytes x typical # Prog Pulses 
(tWHWH1 x IpP2 typical + tWHGL X IpP4 typical») + [Vcc 
x # Bytes x typical # Prog Pulses (twHWH1 x ICC2 typi
cal + tWHGL X ICC4 typical»). 
2. Formula to calculate typical Erase/Erase Verify Power 
= [Vpp (lpP3 typical x tERASE typical + IpP5 typical x 
tWHGL X # Bytes») + [VCC (lCC3 typical x tERASE typical 
+ Iccs typical x tWHGL X # Bytes»). 
3. Once Complete Cycle = Array Preprogram + Array 
Erase + Program. 
4. "Typicals" are not guaranteed, but based on a limited 
number of samples from production lots. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS* 

Operating Temperature 
During Read,;" ,,'., ..... -40·C to + 125·C(1) 
During Erase/Program ....... - 40·C to + 125·C 

Temperature Under Bias ........ -40·C to/+ 125·C 

Storage Temperature .......... - 65·C to. + 150·C 

Voltage on Any Pin with 
Respect to Ground .......... - 2.0V to + 7.0V(2) 

Voltage on Pin Ag with 
Respect to Ground ....... - 2.0V to + 13.5V(2, 3) 

Vpp Supply Voltage with 
Respeqtto Ground 
During EraseIProgram .. ,. -2.0V to + 14.0V(2, 3) 

NOTES: 

intel® 
. Vee Supply Voltage with 

Respect to Ground .......... - 2.0V to + 7.0V(2) 

Output Short Circuit Current ............. 100 mA(4) 

Maximum Junction Temperature (TJ) ........ 140·C 

NOTICE: This is a production data sheet. The specifi~ 
cations are subject to change without notice. 

• WARNING: Stressing the device beyond the "Absolute 
Maximum Rati,?gs" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress. ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not recommended and ex
tended exposure beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability." 

1. Operating temperature is for automotive product as defined by this specification. 
2. Minimum De input voltage is -0.5V. During transitions, inputs may undershoot to -2.0V for· periods less than 20 ns. 
Maximum De voltage on output pins is Vee + 0.5V, which may overshoot to Vee + 2.0V for periods less than 20 ns. 
3. Maximum De voltage on Ag or Vpp may overshoot to + 14.0V for periods less than 20 ns. 
4. Output shorted for no more than one second. No more than one output shorted at a time. 

OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Symbol Parameter 
limits 

Unit Comments 
Min Max 

TA Operating Temperature -40 125 ·C For Read-Only and 
Read/Write Operations 

Vee Vee Supply Voltage 4.50 5.50 V 

DC CHARACTERISTICS-TTL/NMOS COMPATIBLE 

Symbol Parameter Notes 
Limits 

Unit Test Conditions 
Min Typical. Max 

III Input Leakage 1 ±1.0 JJ-A Vee = Vee Max 
Current V,N = Vee or Vss 

ILO Output Leakage 1 ±10 JJ-A Vee = Vee Max 
Ourrent VOUT = Vee orVss 

lees' Vee Standby Current 1 1.0 mA Vee = Vee Max 
CE# = V,H 

lee1 Vee Active Read 1 10 30 mA Vee = Vee Max, CE# = V,L 
Current f = 6 MHz, lOUT = 0 mA 

leC2 Vee Programming Current 1,2 1.0 30 mA Programming in Progress 

leC3 Vee Erase Currant 1,2 5.0 30 mA Erasure in Progress 

lee4 Vee Program Verify 1,2 5.0 30 mA Vpp = VPPH 
Current Program Verify in Progress 

lee5 Vee Erase Verify Current 1,2 5,0 30 mA Vpp = VpPH 
Erase Verify in Progress 

Ipps Vpp Leakage Current 1 . ±10 JJ-A Vpp s Vee 

IpP1 Vpp Read Current or 
1 

90 200 JJ-A Vpp > Vee 
Standby Current 

±10 JJ-A Vpp s Vee 
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DC CHARACTERISTICS-TTL/NMOS COMPATIBLE (Continued) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Notes Unit Test Conditions 

Min Typ Max 

IpP2 Vpp Programming 1,2 8.0 30 rnA Vpp = VPPH i: 
Current Programming in Progress 

IpP3 Vpp Erase Current 1,2 4.0 30 rnA Vpp = VPPH 
Erasure in Progress 

IpP4 Vpp Program Verify 1,2 2.0 5.0 rnA Vpp = VpPH 
Current Program Verify in Progress 

IpP5 Vpp Erase Verify 1,2 2.0 5.0 rnA Vpp = VpPH 
Current Erase Verify in Progress 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee + 0.5 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage , 0.45 V IOL = 2.1 rnA 
Vee = Vee Min 

VOH1 Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = -2.5 rnA 
Vee = Vee Min 

VID A9 Intelligent Identifier 11.50 13.00 V A9 = VIO 
Voltage 

liD Vee ID Current 1 10 30 rnA A9 = VID 

Vpp ID Current 90 500 /LA 

VpPL Vpp during Read-Only 0.00 6.5 V NOTE: Erase/Program are 
Operations Inhibited when Vpp = VpPL 

VpPH Vpp during Read/Write 11.40 12.60 V 
Operations 

VLKO Vee Erase/Write Lock 2.5 V 
Voltage 

DC CHARACTERISTICS-CMOS COMPATIBLE 
limits 

Test Conditions Symbol Parameter Notes Unit 
Min Typ Max 

III Input Leakage Current 1 ± 1.0 /LA Vee = Vee Max 
VIN = VeeorVss 

II ILO Output Leakage Current 1 ±10 /LA Vee = Vee Max 
VOUT = Vee or Vss 

Ices Vee Standby Current 1 50 100 /LA Vee = Vee Max 
CE# = Vee ±0.2V 

lee1 Vee Active Read Current 1 10 30 rnA Vee = Vee Max, CE# = VIL 
f = 6 MHz, lOUT = 0 rnA 

lee2 Vee Programming Current 1,2 1.0 30 rnA Programming in Progress 

lee3 Vee Erase Current 1,2 5.0 30 rnA Erasure in Progress 

lee4 Vee Program Verify Current 1,2 5.0 30 rnA Vpp = VPPH Program Verify in Progress 

lee5 Vee Erase Verify Current 1,2 5.0 30 rnA Vpp = VpPHErase Verify in Progress 

, 
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DC CHARACTERISTICS-CMOS COMPATIBLE (Continued) 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Notes Unit Test Conditions 

Min Typ Max 

Ipps Vpp Leakage Current 1 ±10 ",A Vpp s:: Vee 

IpP1 Vpp Read Current or 1 90 200 
",A 

.Vpp> Vee 
Standby Current 

±10 Vpp ~ Vee 

IpP2 Vpp Programming Current 1,2 8.0 30 rnA Vpp = VPPH 
Programming in Progress 

IpP3 Vpp Erase Current 1,2 4.0 30 rnA VPP '" VPPH 
Erasure in Progress 

IpP4 Vpp Program Verify 1,2 2.0 5.0 rnA VPP = VPPH 
Current Program Verify in Progress 

IpP5 VPP Program Erase Verify 1,2 2.0 5.0 rnA VPP = VPPH 
Current Erase Verify in Progress 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 0.7 Vee Vee + 0.5 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.45 V IOL = 2.1 rnA 

Vee = Vee Min 

VOH1 Output High Voltage 0.85 Vee V IOH = - 2.5 mA, 

Vee = Vee Min 

VOH2 Vee - 0.4 IOH = -100 ",A, 

Vee = Vee Min 

VIO Ag Intelligent Identifier 11.50 13.00 V 
Voltage 

110 Vee 10 Current 1 10 30 rnA Ag = 10 

110 VPP 10 Current 1 90 500 mA Ag = 10 

VPPL VPP during Read-Only 0.00 6.5 V NOTE: Erase/Programs are 
Operations Inhibited when VPP = VPPL 

VPPH VPP during Read/Write 11.40 12.60 V Vpp = 12.0V 
Operations 

VLKO Vee Erase/Write Lock 2.5 V 
Voltage 

CAPACITANCE(3) TA = 25°C, f = 1.0 MHz 

Limits 
Symbol Parameter Unit Conditions 

Min Max 

CIN Address/Control Capacitance 8 pF VIN = OV 

COUT Output Capacitance 12 pF VOUT = OV 

NOTES: 
1. All currents are in RMS unless otherwise noted. Typical values at Vee = 5.0V, Vpp = 12.0V, T = 25°C. 
2. Not 100% tested: characterization data available. 
3. Sampled, not 100% tested. 
4. "Typicals" are not guaranteed, but are based on a limited number of samples from production lots. 
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AC TESTING INPUT/OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

2.4V 

INPUT 
O.4SV 

OUTPUT 2.0V> 
O.BV TEST POINTS 

290265-7 

AC Testing: Inputs are driven at 2.4V for a logic "I" and 0.45V for 
a logic "0". Testing measurements are made at 2.0V for a logiC 
"I" and 0.8V for a logic "O"~ RiS4!/Fall time s: 10 ns. 

AC TEST CONDITIONS 

Input Rise and Fall Times (10% to 90%) ...... 10 ns 

Input Pulse Levels .........•...... 0.45Vand 2.4V 
Input Timing Reference Level ....... O.BV and 2.0V 

Output Timing Reference Level ...... O.BV and 2.0V 

AC TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

.!:~ 

~l1N914 

3.3K I DEVICE , 
UNDER ,1---1--0 OUT 
TEST I CL =100pF 

CL = 100 pF 
CL includes Jig Capacitance 

AC CHARACTERISTICS-Read-Only Operatlons(2) 
Versions 28F512-120 28F512-150 

Symbol Characteristic 
Notes 

Min Max Min Max 

tAVAV/tRC Read CyclE! Time 3 120 150 

tELQV/tCE Chip Enable 120 150 
Access Time 

tAVQV/tACC Address Access Time 120 150 

tGLQV/toE Output Enable 50 55 
Access Time 

tELQX/tLZ Chip Enable to 3 0 0 
Output in Low Z 

tEHQZ Chip Disable to 3 50 55 
Output in High Z 

tGLQX/toLZ Output Enable to 3 0 0 
Output in Low Z 

tGHQZ/tOF Output Disable to 4 , 30 35 
Output in High Z 

toH Output Hold from 3 
Address, CE # , 0 0 
or OE# Change(1) 

tWHGL Write Recovery Time 6 6 
before Read 

NOTES: 
1. Whichever occurs first. 
2. Rise/Fall Time,,;; 10 ns. 
3. Not 100% tested characterization data available. 
4. Guaranteed by design. 
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Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

""S 
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AC CHARACTERISTICS-Write/Erase/Program Operations(1, 3) 

Versions 
Notes 

28F512·120 28F512·150 
Unit 

Symbol Characteristic Min Max Min Max 

tAvAV/tWC Write Cycle Time 120 150 ns 

tAVWL/tAS Address Set-Up Time 0 0 ns 

tWLAX/tAH Address Hold Time 2 60 60 ns 

tOVWH/tOS Data Set-up Time 50 50 ns 

tWHOX/tOH Data Hold Time 10 10 ns 

tWHGL Write Recovery Time 6 6 /l.s 
before Read 

tGHWL Read Recovery Time 0 0 /l.s 
before Write 

tELWL/tCS Chip Enable 2 20 20 ns 
Set-Up Time before Write 

tWHEH/tCH Chip Enable Hold Time 0 0 ns 

tWLWH/tWP Write Pulse Width(2) 2 80 80 ns 

tELEH Alternative Write(2) 2 80 80 ns 
Pulse Width 

tWHWL/tWPH Write Pulse Width High 20 20 ns 

tWHWH1 Duration of 4 10 10 /l.s 
Programming Operation 

tWHWH2 Duration of Erase Operation 4 9.5 9.5 ms 

tVPEL Vpp Set-Up 1.0 1.0 ms 
Time to Chip Enable Low 

NOTES: 
1. Read timing characteristics during read/write operations are the same as during read-only operations. Refer to AC Char
acteristics for Read-Only Operations. 
2. Chip-Enable Controlled Writes: Write operations are driven by the valid combination of Chip·Enable and Write-Enable. In 
systems where Chip-Enable defines the write pulse width (within a longer Write-Enable Jiming waveform) all set-up, hold, and 
inactive Write-Enable times should be measured relative to the Chip-Enable waveform. 
3. Rise/Fall time';; 10 ns. 
4. The integrated stop timer terminates the programming/erase operations, thereby eliminating the need for a maximum 
specification. 

ERASE AND PROGRAMMING PERFORMANCE 

Parameter 
Limits Notes 

Unit Comments 
Min Typ Max 

Chip Erase Time 1 60 1,3,4,6 Sec Excludes OOH Programming 
Prior to Erasure 

Chip Program Time 1 6.25 1,2,4 Sec Excludes System-Level Overhead 

Erase/Program Cycles 1,000 100,000 1,5 Cycles 

NOTES: 
1. "Typicals" are not guaranteed, but based on a limited number of samples taken from production lots. Oata taken at 
T = 25'C, Vpp = 12.0V, Vee = 5.0V. 
2. Minimum byte programming time excluding system overhead is 16 "'S (10 "'S program + 6 "'S write recovery), while 
maximum is 400 ",s/byte (16 "'S x 25 loops allowed by algorithm). Max chip programming time is specified lower than the 
worst case allowed by the programming algorithm since most bytes program significantly faster than the worst case byte. 
3. Excludes OOH programming prior to erasure. 
4. Excludes system-level overhead. 
5. Refer to RR-60 "ETOX Flash Memory Reliability Oata Summary" for typical cycling data and failure rate calculations. 
6. Maximum erase specification is determined by algorithmic limit 'Ind accounts for cumulative effect of erasure at 
T = -40'C, 1,000 cycles, Vpp = 11.4V, Vee = 4.5V. 
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Figure 7. 28F512 Typical Program Time at 12V 
See Note 1, Page 8·109. 
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Figure 8. 28F512 Typical Programming Capability 
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Figure 9. 28F512 Typical Erase Time at 12V 
See Note 1, Page 8-109. 
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NOTE: 
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A28F512 

Ordering Information 

IAlp121alrls11121-1112101 
L..I~ L..--J 

, LPACKAGE 
P = 32-PIN POIP 
N = 32-LEAO PLCC 

'-----ACCESS SPEED (ns) 
150ns 

'-----....,...-AUTOMOTIVE TEMP 
-40°C TO + 125°C 

Valid Combinations: 

AP28F512-150 
AP28F512-120 

AN28F512-150 
AN28F512-120 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

E;R-20, "ETOXTM II Flash Memory Technology" 

ER-23, "The Intel A28F512 Flash Memory" 

RR-60, "ETOXTM Flash M~mory Reliability Data Summary" 

AP-316, "Using Flash Memory for In-System Reprogrammable 
Nonvolatile Storage" 

AP-325 "Guide to Flash Memory Reprogramming" 

, REVISION HISTORY 

Number Description 

002 Changed Erase/Program Cycles to 1,000 minimum. 

003 Added 120 ns speed 

8-114 

120nl 

29026S-16 

Order Number 

294005 

294007 

293002 

292046 

292059 



A28F256A 
256K (32K x 8) CMOS FLASH MEMORY 

Automotive 

• Extended Automotive Temperature • Command Register Architecture for 
Range -40°C to + 125°C Microprocessor/Microcontroller 

• Flash Electrical Chip-Erase Compatible Write . Interface 

- 1 Second Typical Chip-Erase • Noise Immunity Features 

• Quick-Pulse Programming Algorithm - ± 10% Vee Tolerance 
-10 ,..,s Typical Byte-Program - Maximum Latch-Up Immunity 

- 0.5 Second Chip-Program through EPI Processing 

1,000 Erase/Program Cycles Minimum • ETOXTM II Flash Nonvolatile Memory • Over Automotive Temperature Range Technology 
- EPROM-Compatible Process Base 

• 12.0V ±5% Vpp - High-Volume Manufacturing 

• High-Performance Read Experience 
-120(150 ns Maximum Access Time • JEDEC-Standard Pinouts 

• CMOS Low Power Consumption - 32-Pin Plastic-DIP 
- 30 mA Maximum Active Current - 32-Lead PLCC 
-100,..,A Maximum Standby Current (See Packaging Spec., Order #231369) 

• Integrated Program/Erase Stop Timer 

Intel's 28F256A CMOS flash memory offers the most cost·effective and reliable alternative for updatable non· 
volatile memory. The 28F256A adds electrical chip-erasure and reprogramming to familiar EPROM technolo
gy. Memory contents can be erased and reprogrammed: in a test socket; in a PROM-programmer socket; on
board during subassembly test; in-system during final test; and in-system after-sale. The 28F256A increases 
memory flexibility, while contributing to time- and cost-savings. The 28F256A is targeted for alterable code- or 
data-storage applications where traditional EEPROM functionality (byte-erasure) is either not required or not 
cost-effective. The 28F256A can also be applied where EPROM ultraviolet erasure is impractical or time-con
suming. 

The 28F256A is a 256-kilobit non-volatile memory organized as 32768 bytes of 8 bits. Intel's 28F256A is 
offered in 32-plri Plastic~DIP or 32-lead PLCC packages. Pin assignments conform to JEDEC standards. 

Extended erase and program cycling capability is designed into Intel's ETOXTM II (EPROM Tunnel Oxide) 
process technology. Advanced oxide processing, an optimized tunneling structure, and lower electric field 
combine to extend reliable cycling beyond that of traditional EEPROMs. With the 12.0V Vpp supply, the 
28F256A performs a minimum of 1,000 erase and program cycles well within the time limits of the Quick-Pulse 
Programming and Quick-Erase algorithms. 

Intel's 28F256A employs advanced CMOS circuitry for systems requiring high-performance access speeds, 
low power consumption, and immunity to noise. Its 150 nanosecond access time provides no-WAlT-state 
performance for a wide range of microprocessors and microcontrollers. Maximum standby current of 100 ,..,A 
translates into power savings when the device is deselected. Finally, the highest degree of latch-up protection 
is achieved through Intel's unique EPI processing. Prevention of latch-up is provided for stresses up to 100 mA 
on address and data pins, from - 1 V to Vee + 1V. 

With Intel's ETOX-II process base, the 28F256A leverages years of EPROM experience to yield the highest 
levels of quality, reliability, and cost-effectiveness. 

In order to meet the rigorous environmental requirements of Automotive Applications, Intel offers the 28F256A 
in extended Automotive temperature range. Read and Write Characteristics are guaranteed over the range of 
- 40·C to + 125·C ambient. 

September 1993 
Order Number: 290168-006 8-115 
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Figure 1. 28F256A Block Diagram 

AUTOMOTIVE TEMPERATURE FLASH 
MEMORIES -

The Intel Automotive Flash Memories have received 
additional processing to enhance product character
istics. The Automotive temperature range is - 40·C 
to +125·C during the read/write/ erase/program 
operations. 
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28F256A 
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NC 
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A7 
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Ao 
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Figure 2. 28F256A Pin Configurations 

Table 1. Pin Description 

Name and Function 

ADDRESS INPUTS for memory addresses. Addresses are internally 
latched during a write cycle. 

DATA INPUT/OUTPUT: Inputs data during memory write cycles; 
outputs data during memory read cycles. The data pins are active high 
and float to tri-state OFF when the chip is deselected or the outputs 
are disabled. Data is internally latched during a write cycle. 

CHIP ENABLE: Activates the device's control logic, input buffers, 
decoders and sense amplifiers. CE# is active low; CE high deselects 
the memory device and reduces power consumption to standby levels. 

OUTPUT ENABLE: Gates the devices output through the data buffers 
during a read cycle. OE# is active low. 

WRITE ENABLE: Controls writes to the control register and the array. 
Write enable is active low. Addresses are latched on the falling edge 
and data is latched on the rising edge of the WE # pulse. 
Note: With Vpp ::;: 6.5V, memory contents cannot be altered. 

ERASE/PROGRAM POWER SUPPLY for writing the command 
register, erasing the entire array, or programming bytes in the array. 

DEVICE POWER SUPPLY (5V ± 10%) 

GROUND 

NO INTERNAL CONNECTION to device. Pin may be driven or left 
floating. 
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A28F256A 

APPLICATIONS 

The 28F256A flash memory adds electrical chip-era
sure and reprogrammability to EPROM non-volatility 
and ease of use. The 28F256A is ideal for storing 
code or data,tables in applications where periodic 
updates are required. The 28F256A also serves as a 
dense, nonvolatile data acquisition and storage me
dium. 

The need for code updates pervades all phases of a 
system's life-from prototyping to system manufac
ture to after-sale service. In the factory, during proto
typing, revisions to control code necessitate ultravio
let erasure and reprogramming of EPROM-based 
prototype· codes. The 28F256A replaces the 15- to 
20-minute ultraviolet erasure with one-second elec
trical erasure. Electrical chip-erasure and repro
gramming occur in the same workstation or PROM
programmer socket. 

Diagnostics, performed at subassembly or final as
sembly stages, often require the socketing of 
EPROMs. Socketed test codes are ultimately re
placed with EPROMs containing the final program. 
With electrical chip-erasure and reprogramming, the 
28F256A is soldered to the circuit board. Test codes 
are programmed into the 28F256A as it resides on 
the circuit board. Ultimately, the final code can be 
downloaded to the device. The 28F256A's in-circuit 
alterability eliminates unnecessary handling and 
less-reliable socketed connections, while adding 
greater test flexibility. 

ADo-AD7 ~ 
ALE 

tAeS-51 

Ae-A14 

WR# 

PSEN# -
RO# 

j 

LATeH 
STB 

T 

'inte!® 
Material and labor costs associated with code 
changes increase at higher levels of system integra
tion-the most costly being code updates after sale. 
Code "bugs", or the desire to augment system func
tionality, prompt after-sale code updates. Field revi
sions to EPROM-based code require the removal of 
EPROM components or entire boards. 

Designing with the in-circuit alterable 28F256A elimi
nates sock,eted memories, reduces overall material 
costs, arid drastically cuts the labor costs associat
ed with code updates. With the 28F256A, code up
dates are implemented locally via an edge-connec
tor, or remotely over a serial communication link. 

The 28F256A's electrical chip-erasure, byte repro
grammability, and complete nonvolatility fit well with 
data accumulation needs. Electrical Chip-erasure 
gives the designer a "blank-slate" in which to log 
data. Data can be periodically off-loaded for analy
sis-erasing the slate and repeating the cycle: Or, 
multiple devices can maintain a "rolling window" of 
accumulated data. 

A high degree of on-chip feature integration simpli
fies memory-to-processor interfacing. Figure 3 illus
trates the interface between the MCS®-51 micro
controller and one 28F256A flash memory in a 
minimum Chip-count system. Figure 4 depict~ two 
28F256As tied to the 80C186 system bus. In both 
instances, the 28F256A's architecture minimizes in
terface circuitry needed for complete in-circuit up
dates of memory contents. (Comprehensive system 
design information is included in AP-316, "Using 

Vee i rpp 

~°D-DO-, 

°1 
As-A7 

eE" 

28F256A 

As -A14 

WE# 

OE# 

290168-4 

Figure 3. 28F256A In an MCS®-51 System 
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Figure 4. 28F256A in an 80C186 System 

the 28F256A Flash Memory for In·System Repro
grammable Nonvolatile Storage", Order Number 
292046-002). 

With cost-effective in-system reprogramming and 
extended cycling capability, the 28F256A fills the 
functionality gap between traditional EPROMs and 
E2PROMs. EPROM-compatible specifications, 
straightforward interfacing, and in-circuit alterability 
allows designers to easily augment memory flexibili- . 
ty and satisfy the need for updatable nonvolatile 
storage in today's designs. 

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

Flash-memory augments EPROM functionality with 
in-circuit electrical erasure and reprogramming. The 
28F256A introduces a command register to manage 
this new functionality. The command register allows 
for: 100% TTL-level control inputs; fixed power sup
plies during erasure and programming; and maxi
mum EPROM compatibility. 

In the absence of high voltage on the Vpp pin, the 
28F256A is a read-only memory. Manipulation of the 
external memory-control pins yields the standard 
EPROM read, standby, output disable, and intelli
gent identifier operations. 

The same EPROM read, standby, and output disable 
operations are available when high voltage is ap
plied to the Vpp pin. In addition, high voltage on Vpp 

I 

enables erasure and programming of the device. All 
functions associated with altering memory con
tents-intelligent identifier, erase, erase verify, pro
gram, and program verify-are accessed via the 
command register. 

Commands are written to the register using standard 
microprocessor write timings. Register contents 
serve as input to an internal state-machine which 
controls the erase and programming circuitry. Write 
cycles also internally latch addresses and data 
needed for programming or erase operations. With 
the appropriate command written to the register, 
standard microprocessor read timings output array 
data, access the intelligent identifier codes, or out
put data for erase and program verification. 

Integrated Program/Erase Stop Timer 

Successive command write cycles define the dura
tions of program and erase operations; specifically, 
the program or erase time durations are normally 
terminated by associated program or erase verify 
commands. An integrated stop timer provides simpli
fied timing control over these operations; thus elimi
nating the need for maximum program/erase timing 
specifications. Programming and erase pulse dura
tions are minimums only. When the stop timer termi
nates a program or erase operation, the device en
ters an inactive state and remains inactive until re
ceiving the appropriate verify or reset command. 
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Table 2. 28F256A Bus Operations 

Pins vppf1r lAo Ag CE# OE# WE# DQo-DQ7 
Operation 

Read VPPL Ao Ag VIL VIL VIH Data Out 

O~tput Disable VPPL X X VIL VIH VIH Tri-State 

READ-ONLY Standby VpPL X X VIH X X Tri-State 

intelligent 10 Manufacturer(2) VpPL VIL VID(3) VIL VIL VIH Data = 89H 

intelligent 10 Device(2) VPPL VIH VID(3) VIL VIL VIH Data = 89H 

Read VpPH Ao Ag VIL VIL VIH Data Out(4) 

READ/WRITE Output Disable VpPH X X VIL VIH VIH Tri-State 

Standby(S) VpPH X X VIH X X Tri-State 

Write VpPH Ao Ag VIL VIH VIL Data In(S) 

NOTES: 
1. VPPL may be ground, a no-connect with a resistor tied to ground, or ,;; S.SV. VpPH is the programming voltage specified 
for the device. Refer to D.C. Characteristics. When Vpp = VpPL memory contents can be read but not written or erased. 
2. Manufacturer and device codes may also be accessed via a command register write sequence. Refer to Table 3. All other 
addresses low. , 
3. VID is the intelligent identifier high voltage. Refer to DC Characteristics. 
4. Read operations with Vpp = VPPH may access array data or the intelligent 10. 
5. With Vpp at high voltage, the standby current equals Icc + Ipp (standby). 
6. Refer to Table 3 for valid Data-In during a write operation. 
7. X can be VIL or VIH. 

Write Protection 
The command register is only alterable when Vpp is 
at high voltage. Depending upon the application, the 
system designer may choose to make the Vpp pow
er supply switchable-available only when memory 
updates are desired. When high voltage .is removed, 
the contents of the register default to the read com
mand, making the 28F256A a read-only memory. 
Memory contents cannot be altered,. 

Or, the system designer may choose to "hardwire" 
Vpp, making the high voltage supply constantly 
available. In this instance, all operations are per
formed in conjunction with the command register. 
The 28F256A is designed to accommodate either 
design practice, and to encourage optimization of 
the processor-memory interface: ' 

The two-step Program/Erase write sequence to the 
command register provides additional software write 
protection. ' 

BUS OPERATIONS 

Read 

The 28F256A has two control functions, both of 
which must be logically active, to obtain data at the 
outputs. Chip:Enable (CE #) is the power control and 
should be used for device sell9ction. Output-Enable 
(OE #) is the output control and should be used to 

8-120 

gate data from the output pins, independent of de
vice selection. Figure 7 illustrates read timing wave
forms. 

When Vpp is low (VppLl, the read only operation is 
active. This permits reading the data in the array and 
outputting the intelligent identifier codes (See Table 
2). When Vpp is high (VPPH), the default condition of 
the device is the read-only mode. This allows read
ing the data in the array: Further functionality is 
achieved through the Command Register as shown 
in Table 3. 

Output Disable 

With Output-Enable at a logic-high level (VIH), output 
from the device is disabled. Output pins are placed 
in a high-impedance state. 

Standby 

With Chip-Enable at a logic-high level, the standby 
operation disables most of the 28F256A's circuitry 
and substantially reduces device power consump
tion. The outputs are placed in a high-impedance 
state, independent of the Output-Enable signal. If 
the 28F256A is deselected during erasure, program
ming, or program/erase verification, the device 
draws active current until the operation is terminat
ed. 

I 



Intelligent Identifier Operation 

The Intelligent Identifier operation outputs the manu
facturer code (89H) and device code (B9H).Pro
gramming equipment automatically matches the de
vice with its proper erase and programming 
algorithms. 

With Chip-Enable and Output-Enable at a logic low 
level, raising A9 to high voltage, VID (See DC Char
acteristics), activates the operation. Data read from 
locations OOOOH and 0001 H represent the manufac
turer's code and the device code, respectively. 

The manufacturer- and device-codes can also be 
read via the command register, for instances where 
the 28F256A is erased and reprogrammed in the tar
get system. Following a write of 90H to the com
mand register, a read from address location OOOOH 
outputs the manufacturer code (89H). A read from 
address 0001 H outputs the device code (B9H). 

Write 

Device erasure and programming are accomplished 
via the command register, when high voltage is ap
plied to the Vpp pin. The contents of the register 
serve as input to the internal state-machine. The 

A28F256A 

state-machine outputs dictate the function of the 
device. 

The command register itself does not occupy an ad
dressable memory location. The register is a latch 
used to store the command, along with address and 
data information needed to execute the command. 
The command register is written by bringing Write
Enable to a logic-low level (Vld, while Chip-Enable is 
low. Addresses are latched on the falling edge of 
Write-Enable, while data is latched on the rising 
edge of the Write-Enable pulse. Standard microproc
essor write timings are used. 

Refer to A.C. Write Characteristics and the Erase/ 
Programming Waveforms for specific timing 
parameters. 

COMMAND DEFINITIONS 

When low voltage is applied to the Vpp pin, the con
tents of the command register default to OOH, en
abling read-only operations. 

Placing high voltage on the Vpp pin enables read/ 
write operations. Device operations are selected by 
writing specific data patterns into the command reg
ister. Table 3 defines these 28F256A register 
commands. 

Table 3. Command Definitions 

Bus First Bus Cycle . Second Bus Cycle 
Command Cycles 

Req'd Operation(1) Address(2) Data(3) Operation(1) Address(2) 

Read Memory 1 Write X OOH 

Read Intelligent ID(4) 1 Write X 90H 

Set-up Erase/Erase(S) 2 Write X 20H 

Erase Verify(S) 2 Write EA AOH 

Set-up Program/Program(6) 2 Write X 40H 

Program Verify(6) 2 Write X COH 

Reset(7) 2 Write X FFH 

NOTES: 
1. Bus operations are defined in Table 2. 
2. IA = Identifier address: OOH for manufacturer code, 01 H for device code. 

EA = Address of memory location to be read during erase verity. 
PA = Address of memory location to be programmed. 
Addresses are latched on the falling edge of the Write-Enable pulse. 

Read 

Write 

Read 

Write 

Read 

Write 

3. ID = Data read from location IA during device identification (Mfr = 89H, Device = B9H). 
EVD = Data read from location EA during erase verify. 
PD = Data to be programmed at location PA. Data is latched on the rising edge of Write-Enable. 
PVD = Data read from location PA during program verity. PA is latChed on the Program command. 

IA 

X 

X 

PA 

X 

X 

4. Following the Read Intelligent 10 command, two read operations access manufacturer and device codes. 
S. Figure 6 illustrates the QuiCk-Erase Algorithm. 
6. Figure S illustrates the Quick-Pulse Programming Algorithm. 
7. The second bus cycle must be followed by the desired command register write. 

I 

Data(3) 

ID 

20H 

EVD 

PD 

PVD 

FFH 
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Read Command 

While Vpp is high,for erasure and programming, 
memory contents can be accessed via the read 
command. The Jeadoperationis initiated by writing 
OOH into the· command . register. Microprocessor 
read cycles retrieve array data. The device remains 
enabled for reads until the command register con
tents are altered. 

The default contents of the register upon Vpp pow
er-up is OOH. This default value ensures that no spu
rious alteration of memory contents occurs during 
the Vpp power transition. Where the Vpp supply is 
hard-wired to the 28F256A, the device powers-up 
and remains enabled for reads until the command
register contents are changed. Refer to the A.C. 
Read Characteristics and Waveforms for specific 
timing parameters. 

Intelligent Identifier Command 

Flash memories are intended for use in applications 
where the local CPU alters memory contents. As 
such, manufacturer- and device-codes must be ac-. 
cessible while the device. resides in the target sys
tem. PROM programmers typically access signature 
codes by raising A9 to a high voltage. However, mul
tiplexing high voltage onto address lines is not a de
sired system-design practice. 

The 28F256A contains an Intelligent Identifier oper
ation to supplement traditional PROM-programming 
methodology. The operation is initiated by writing 
90H into the command register. Following the com
mand write, a read cycle from address OOOOH re
trieves the manufacturer code of 89H. A read cycle 
from address 0001 H returns the device code of 
89H. To terminate the operation, it is necessary to 
write another valid command into the register. 

Set-up Erase/Erase Commands 

Set-up Erase is a command"only operation that 
stages the device for electrical erasure of all bytes in 
the array. The set-up erase operation is performed 
by writing 20H to the command register. 

To commence chip-erasure, the erase command 
(20H) must again be written to the register. The 
erase operation begins with the rising edge of the 
Write-Enable pulse and terminates with the rising 
edge of the next Write-Enable pulse (Le., Erase-Veri
fy Command). 

This two-step sequence of set-up followed by execu
tion ensures that memory contents are not acciden
tally erased. Also, chip-erasure can only occur when 
high voltage is applied to the Vpp pin. In the absence 
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intel® 
of this high voltage, memory contents are protected 
against erasure. Refer to AC. Erase Characteristics 
and Waveforms for specific timing parameters. 

Erase-Verify Command 

The erase command erases all bytes of the array in 
parallel. After each erase operation, all bytes must 
be·verified. The erase verify operation is initiated by 
writing AOH into the command register. The address 
for the byte to be verified must be supplied as it is 
latched on the falling edge of the. Write-Enable 
pulse. The register write terminates the erase opera
tion with the rising edge of its Write-Enable pulse. 

The 28F256A applies an internally-generated margin 
voltage to the addressed byte. Reading FFH from 
the addressed byte indicates that all bits in the byte 
are erased. 

The erase-verify command must be written to the 
command register prior to each byte verification to 
latch its address. The process continues for each 
byte in the array until a byte does not return FFH 
data, or the last address is acc,essed. . 

In the case where the data read is not FFH, ahother 
erase operation is performed. (Refer to Set-up 
Erase/Erase). Verification then resumes from the 
address of the last-verified byte. Once all bytes in 
the array have been verified, the erase step is com
plete. The device can be programmed. At this point, 
the verify operation is terminated by writing a valid 
command (e.g. Program Set-up) to the command 
register. Figure 6, the Quick-Erase AlgOrithm, illus
trates how commands and bus operations are com
bined to perform electrical erasure of the 28F256A 
Refer to AC. Erase Characteristics and Waveforms 
for specific timing parameters. 

Set-up Program/Program .Commands 

Set-up program is a command-only operation that 
stages the device for byte programming. Writing 40H 
into t.he command register performs the set-up 
operation. 

Once the program set-up operation is performed, 
the next Write-Enable pulse causes a transition to 
an active programming operation. Addresses are in
ternally latched on the falling edge of the Write-En
able pulse. Data is internally latched on the rising 
edge of the Write-Enable pulse. The rising edge of 
Write-Enable also begins the programming opera
tion. The programming operation terminates with the 
next rising edge of Write-Enable, used to write the 
program-verify command. Refer to AC. Program
ming Characteristics and Waveforms for specific 
timing parameters. 
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Program-Verify Command 

The 28F256A is programmed on a byte-by-byte ba
sis. Byte programming may occur sequentially or at 
random. Following each programming operation, the 
byte just programmed must be verified. 

The program-verify operation is initiated by writing 
COH into the command register. The register write 
terminates the programming operation with the ris
ing edge of its Write-Enablt!l pulse. The program-ver
ify operation stages the device for verification of the 
byte last programmed. No new address information 
is latched. 

The 28F256A applies an internally-generated margin 
voltage to the byte. A microprocessor read cycle 
outputs the data. A successful comparison between 
the programmed byte and true data means that the 
byte is successfully programmed. Programming then 
proceeds to the next desired byte location. Figure 5, 
the 28F256A Quick-Pulse Programming Algorithm, 
iIIust~ates how commands are combined with bus 
operations to perform byte programming. Refer to 
A.C. Programming Characteristics and Waveforms 
for specific timing parameters. 

Reset Command 

A reset command is provided as a means to safely 
abort the erase- or program-command sequences. 
Following either set-up command (erase or program) 
with two consecutive writes of FFH will safely abort 
the operation. Memory contents will not be altered. 
A valid command must then be written to place the 
device in the desired state. 

EXTENDED ERASE/PROGRAM CYCLING 

EEPROM cycling failures have always concerned 
users. The high electrical field required by thin oxide 
EEPROMs for tunneling can literally tear apart the 
oxide at defect regions. To combat this, some sup
pliers have implemented redundancy schemes, re
ducing cycling failures to insignificant levels. Howev
er, redundancy requires that cell size be doubled
an expensive solution. 

Intel has designed extended cycling capability into 
its ETOX-II flash memory technology. Resulting im
provements in cycling reliability come without in
creasing memory cell size or complexity. First, an 
advanced tunnel oxide increases the charge-carry
ing ability ten-fold. Second, the oxide area per ceU 
subjected to the tunneling electric field is one-tenth 
that of common EEPROMs, minimizing the probabili
ty of oxide defects in the region. Finally, the peak 
electric field during erasure is approximately 
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2 mV/cm lower than EEPROM. The lower electric 
field greatly reduces oxide stress and the probability 
of failure-increasing time to wearout by a factor of 
100,000,000. 

The device is programmed and erased using Intel's 
Quick-Pulse Programming and Quick-Erase algo
rithms. Intel's algorithmic approach uses a series of 
operations (pulses), along with byte verification, to 
completely and reliably erase and program the de
vice. 

For further reliability information, see Reliability Re
port RR-60 (ETOX II Reliability Data Summary). 

QUICK-PULSE PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 

The Quick-Pulse Programming algorithm uses pro
gramming operations of 10 J.ts duration. Each opera
tion is followed by a byte verification to determine 
when the addressed byte has been successfully pro
grammed. The algorithm allows for up to 25 pro
gramming operations per byte, although most bytes 
verify on the first or second operation. The entire 
sequence of programming and byte verification is 
performed with Vpp at high voltage; Figure 5 illus
trates the Ouick-Pulse Programming algorithm. 

QUICK-ERASE ALGORITHM 

Intel's Quick-Erase algorithm yields fast and reliable 
electrical erasure of memory contents. The algo
rithm employs a closed-loop flow, similar to the 
Quick-Pulse Programming algorithm, to simulta
neously remove charge from all bits in the array. 

Erasure begins with a read of memory contents. The 
28F256A is erased when shipped from the factory. 
Reading FFH data from the device would immedi
ately be followed by device programming. 

Uniform and reliable erasure is ensured by first pro
gramming all bits in the device to their charged state 
(Data = DOH). This is accomplished, using the 
Quick-Pulse Programming algorithm, in approxi
mately, one-half second. 

Erase execution then continues with an initial erase 
operation. Erase verification (data = FFH) begins at 
address OOOOH and continues through the array to 
the last address, or until data other than FFH is en
countered. With each erase operation, an increasing 
number of bytes verify to the erased state. Erase 
efficiency may be improved by storing the .address of 
the last byte verified in a register. Following the next 
erase operation, verification starts at that stored ad
dress location. Erasure typically occurs in one sec
ond. Figure 6 illustrates the Quick-Erase Algorithm. 
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Bus COmmand Operation 

Standby 

Write Set-up 
Program 

Write Program 

Standby 

Write Program(3) 
Verify 

Standby 

Read 

Standby 

Write Read 

Standby 

NOTES: 

Comments 

Wait for Vpp Ramp to VpPH(1) 

Initialize Pulse-Count 

Data = 40H 

Valid Address/Data 

Duration of Program 
Operation (tWHWH1) 

Data = COH; Stops Program 
Operation(2) 

tWHGl 

Read Byte to Verify 
Programming 

Compare Data Output to Data 
Expected 

Data = OOH. Resets the 
Register for Read Operations 

Wait for Vpp Ramp to Vppd1) 

1. See DC Characteristics for value of VPPH. The Vpp 
power supply can be hard-wired to the device or switcha
ble. When Vpp is switched. VpPl may be ground. no-con
nect with a resistor tied to ground. or less than 6.5V. Re
fer to Principles of Operation. 
2.· Refer to Principles of Operation: 
3. Program Verify is only performed aiter byte program
ming. A final read/compare may be performed (optional) 
aiter the register is written with the Read command. 
4. CAUTION: The algorithm MUST BE FOLLOWED to 
ensure proper and reliable operation of the device. 

Figure 5. 28F256A Quick~Pulse Programming Algorithm 
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NOTES: 
1. See DC Characteristics for value of VPPH. The VPP 
power supply can be hard-wired to the device or 
switchable. When VPP is switched, VPPL may be 
ground, no-connect with a resistor tied to ground, or 
less than 6.5V. Refer to Principles of Operation. 
2. Refer to Principles of Operation. 

A28F256A 

Bus Command Comments Operation 

Entire memory must = OOH 
before erasure 

Use Quick-Pulse 
Programming Algorithm 
(Figure 5) 

Standby Wait for VPP Ramp to VPPH(1) 

Initialize Addresses and 
Pulse-Count 

Write Set-up Data = 20H 
Erase 

Write Erase Data = 20H 

Standby Duration of Erase Operation 
(tWHWH2) 

Write Erase(3) Addr = Byte to Verify; 
Verify Data = AOH; Stops Erase 

Operation(2) 

Standby tWHGL 

Read Read Byte to Verify Erasure 

Standby Compare Output to FFH 
Increment Pulse-Count 

Write Read Data = OOH, Resets the 
Register for Read Operations 

Standby Wait for VPP Ramp to Vppd1) 

3. Erase Verify is performed only after chip-erasure. A 
final read/compare may be performed (optional) after 
the register is written with the read command. 
4. CAUTION: The algorithm MUST BE FOLLOWED to 
ensure proper and reliable operation of the device. 

Figure 6. 28F256A Quick-Erase Algorithm 
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D.ESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

Two-Line Output Control 

Flash memories are often used in larger memory ar
rays. Intel provides two read-control inputs to ac
commodate multiple memory connections. Two-line 
control provides for: 

a. the ·Iowest possible memory power dissipation 
and, 

b. complete assurance- that output bus contention 
will not occur. 

To efficiently use these two control inputs, an ad
dress-decoder output should drive chip-enable, 
while the system's read signal controls all flash 
memories and other parallel memories. This. assures 
that only enabled memory devices have active out
puts, while deselected devices maintain the low 
power standby condition. 

Power Supply Decoupling 

Flash memory power-switching characteristics· re
quire careful device decoupling. System designers 
are interested in three supply current (led issues
standby, active, and transient current peaks pro
duced by falling. and rising edges of chip-enable. The 
capacitive and inductive loads on the device outputs 
determine the magnitudes of these peaks. 

Two-line control and proper decoupling capacitor 
selection will suppress transient voltage peaks. 
Each device should have a 0.1 p.F ceramic capacitor 
connected between Vee and Vss, and between Vpp 
and Vss. 

Place the high-frequency, low-inherent-inductance 
capacitors as close as possible to the devices. Also, 
for every eight devices, a 4.7 p.F electrolytic capaci
tor should be placed at the array's power supply 
connection, between Vee and Vss. The bulk capaci
tor will overcome voltage slumps caused by printed
circuit-board trace inductance, and will supply 
charge to the smaller capacitors as needed. 
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Vpp Trace on Printed Circuit Boards 

Programming flash memories, while they reside in 
the target system, requires that the printed circuit 
board designer pay attention to the Vpp power sup
ply trace. The Vpp pin supplies the memory cell cur
rent for programming. Use similar trace widths and 
layout considerations given the Vee power bus. Ad
equate Vpp supply traces and decoupling will de
crease Vpp voltage spikes and overshoots. 

Power Up/Down Protection 

The 28F256A is designed to offer protection against 
accidental erasure or programming, caused by spuri~ 
ous system-level signals that may exist during power 
transitions. Also, witli its control register architec
ture, alteration of memory contents only occurs after 
successful completion of the two-step command se
quences. Power supply sequencing is not required. 
Internal circuitry of the 28F256A ensures that the 
command register architecture is reset to the read 
mode on power up: 

A system designer must guard against active writes 
for Vee voltages above VLKO when Vpp is active. 
Since both WE # and CE # must be low for a com
mand write, driving either to VIH will inhibit writes. 
The control register architecture provides an added 
level of protection since alteration of memory con
tents only occurs after successful completion of the 
two-step command sequences. 

28F256A Power Dissipation 

When designing portable systems, deSigners must 
consider battery power consumption not only during 
device operation, but also for data retention during 
system idle time. Flash memory nonvolatility in
creases the usable biittery life of your system be
cause the 28F256A does not consume any power to 
retain code or data when the system is off. Table 4 
illustrates the power dissipated when updating the 
28F256A. 
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Table 4. 28F256A Typical Update Power Dissipatlon(4) 

Operation 
Power Dissipation 

Notes 
(Watt-Seconds) 

Array Program/Program Verify 0.043 1 

Array Erase/Erase Verify 0.083 2 

One Complete Cycle 0.169 3 

NOTES: 
1. Formula to calculate typical Program/Program Verify Power = [Vpp x # Bytes x typical # Prog Pulses (tWHWHl x IpP2 
typical + tWHGL x IpP4 typical)] + [Vcc x # Bytes x typical # Prog Pulses (tWHWHl x ICC2 typical + tWHGL x ICC2 
typical)]. 
2. Formula to calculate typical Erase/Erase Verify Power = [Vpp (lPP3 typical x tERASE typical + IpP5 typical x tWHGL x 
# Bytes)] + [VCc(ICC3 typical x tERASE typical + Iccs typical x tWHGL x # Bytes)]. 
3. One Complete Cycle = Array Preprogram + Array Erase + Program. 
4. "Typicals" are not guaranteed, but based on a limited number of samples from production lots. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUMRATINGS* 

Operating Temperature 
During Read .............. - 40°C to + 125°C(1) 
During Erase/Program ....... -40°C to + 125°C 

Temperature Under Bias ........ -40°C to + 125°C 

Storage Temperature .......... -65°C to· + 150°C 

Voltage on Any Pin with 
Respect to Ground .......... - 2.0V to + 7.0V(2) 

Voltage on Pin Ag with 
Respect to Ground ....... - 2.0V to + 13.5V(2, 3) 

Vpp Supply Voltage With 
Respect to Ground 
During Erase/Program .... - 2.0V to + 14.0V(2, 3) 

NOTES: 

intel® 
Vee Supply Voltage with 

Respect to Ground· .......... - 2.0V to + 7.0V(2) 

Output Short Circuit Current .......... ; .. 1 00mA(4) 

Maximum Junction Temperature (TJ) ........ 140°C 

NOTICE: This is a production data sheet. The specifi
cations are subject to change without notice. 

• WARNING: Stressing the device beyond the "Absolute 
Maximum Ratings" may cause permanent damage. 
These are stress ratings only. Operation beyond the 
"Operating Conditions" is not recommended and ex
tended exposure beyond the "Operating Conditions" 
may affect device reliability. 

1. Operating temperature is for automotive product defined by this specification. 
2. Minimum De input voltage is - 0.5V. During transitions, inputs may undershoot to - 2.0V for periods less than 20 ns. 
Maximum De voltage on output pins is Vee + 0.5V, which may overshoot to Vee + 2.0V for periods less than 20 ns. 
3. Maximum De voltage on Ag or Vpp may overshoot to + 14.0V for periods less than 20 ns. 
4. Output shorted for no more than one second. No more than one output shorted at a time. 

OPERATING CONDITIONS 

Symbol Parameter 
limits 

Unit Comments 
Min Max 

TA Operating Temperature -40 +125 °C For Read-Oniy and 
Read/Write Operations 

Vee Vee Supply Voltage 4.50 5.50 V 

DC CHARACTERISTICS-TTL/NMOS COMPATIBLE 

Symbol Parameter Notes 
Limits 

Unit Test Conditions 
Min Typical Max 

III Input Leakage Current 1 ± 1.0 p.,A Vec = Vce Max 
VIN= Vce or Vss 

ILO Output Leakage Current 1 ±10 p.,A Vcc = Vcc Max 
VOUT = Vee or Vss 

lecs Vec Standby Current 1 1.0 mA Vce = Vec Max 
CE# = VIH 

ICC1 Vce Active Read Current 1 10 30 mA Vee = Vee Max, CE# = VIL 
f = 6 MHz, lOUT = 0 mA 

ICC2 Vee Programming Current 1,2 1.0 30 mA Programming in Progress· 

lec3 Vce Erase Current 1,2 5.0 30 mA Erasure in Progress 

lec4 Vee Program Verify Current 1,2 5.0 30 mA Vpp = VpPH 
Program Verify in Progress 

lec5 Vee Erase Verify Current 1,2 5.0 30 mA VPP = VPPH 
Erase Verify in Progress 

IpPS VPP Leakage Current 1 ±10 p.,A VPP ~ Vcc 
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DC CHARACTERISTICS-TTL/NMOS COMPATIBLE (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Notes Limits Unit Test Conditions 
Min Typical Max 

IpP1 Vpp Re~d Current or 1 90 200 "A Vpp> Vee 
Standby Current ±10 "A Vpp S; Vee 

IpP2 Vpp Programming Current 1.2 8.0 30 mA Vpp = VPPH 
Programming in Progress 

IpP3 Vpp Erase Current 1.2 4.0 30 mA Vpp = VPPH 
Erasure in Progress 

IpP4 Vpp Program Verify Current 1.2 2.0 5.0 "A Vpp = VPPH 
Program Verify in Progress 

Ipps Vpp Erase Verify Current 1.2 2.0 5.0 mA Vpp = VPPH 
Erase Verify in Progress 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 2.0 Vee + 0.5 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.45 V IOL = 2.1 mA 
Vee = Vee Min 

VOH1 Output High Voltage 2.4 V IOH = -2.5mA 
Vee = Vee Min 

VIO Ag Intelligent Identifer Voltage 11.50 13.00 V Ag = VIO 

110 Vee 10 Current 1 10 30 mA 
Ag = VIO 

Vpp 10 Current 90 500 "A 

VPPL Vpp during Read-Only Operations 0.00 6.5 V NOTE: Erase/Program are 
Inhibited when Vpp = VPPL 

VPPH Vpp during Read/Write Operations 11.40 12.60 V 

VLKO Vee Erase/Write Lock Voltage 2.5 V 

DC CHARACTERISTIC&-CMOS COMPATIBLE 

Symbol Parameter Notes Limits Unit Test Conditions 
Min Typical Max 

III Input Leakage Current 1 ±1.0 "A Vee = Vee Max 

II VIN = Vee or Vss 

ILO Output Leakage Current 1 ±10 "A Vee = Vee Max • 
VOUT = VeeorVss 

Ices Vee Standby Current 1 50 100 "A Vee = Vee Max 
CE# = Vee ±0.2V 

lee1 Vee Active Read Current 1 10 30 mA Vee = Vee Max. CE# = VIL 
f = 6 MHz. lOUT = 0 mA 

lee2 Vee Programming Current 1.2 1.0 30 mA Programming in Progress 

lee3 Vee Erase Current 1.2 5.0 30 mA Erasure in Progress 

1CC4 Vee Program Verify Current 1.2 5.0 30 rnA Vpp = VPPH Program Verify in Progress 

lees Vee Erase Verify Current 1.2 5.0 30 mA Vpp = VPPH Erase Verify in Progress I 
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DC CHARACTERISTICS-CMOS COMPATIBLE (Continued) 

Symbol Parameter Notes 
Limits 

Unit Test Conditions 
Min Typical Max 

Ipps Vpp Leakage Current 1 ±10 /LA Vpp s Vee 

IpP1 Vpp Read Current or , 1 90 200 
/LA 

Vpp> Vee 
Standby Current ±10 Vpp s Vee 

IpP2 Vpp Programming Current 1,2 8.0 30 mA Vpp = VPPH 
Programming in Progress 

IpP3 Vpp E(ase Currellt 1,2 4.0 30 mA Vpp = VPPH 
Erasure in Progress 

IpP4 Vpp Program Verify Current 1,2 2.0 5.0 mA Vpp = VPPH 
Program Verify in Progress 

IpP5 Vpp Erase Verify Current 1,2 2.0 5.0 mA Vpp = VPPH 
Erase Verify in Progress 

VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.8 V 

VIH Input High Voltage 0.7 Vee Vee + 0.5 V 

VOL Output Low Voltage 0.45 V IOL = 2.1 mA 
Vee = Vee Min 

VOH1 Output High Voltage 0.85 Vee V 
IOH = - 2.5 mA, 
Vee = Vee Min 

VOH2 Vee - 0.4 
IOH = -100/LA, 
Vee == Vee Min 

VIO Ag Intelligent Identifer 11.50 13.00 V 
Voltage 

110 . Vee 10 Current 1 10 30 mA Ag = 10 

110 Vpp 10 Current 1 90 500 /LA Ag = 10 

VPPL Vpp during 0.00 6.5 V NOTE: Erase/Programs are 
Read-Only Operations Inhibited when Vpp = VPPL 

VpPH Vpp during Read/ 11.40 12.60 V Vpp = 12.0V 
Write Operations 

VLKO Vee Erase/Write Lock Voltage 2.5 V 

CAPACITANCE(3) T A = 25°C, f = 1.0 MHz . 
Symbol Parameter 

Limits 
Unit Co,nditions 

Min Max 

CIN Address/Control Capacitance' 8 pF VIN = OV 

COUT Output Capacitance 12 pF VOUT = OV 

NOTES: 
1. All currents are inRMS unless otherwise noted. Typical values at Vee = 5.0V. Vpp = 12.0V. T = 25'e. 
2. Not 100% tested: characterization data available. 
3. Sampled, not 100% tested. 
4. "Typicals" are not guaranteed, but are based ona limited number of samples from production lots. 
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AC TEST CONDITIONS 

Input Rise and Fall Times (10% to 90%) ...... 10 ns 

Input Pulse Levels ................ 0.45V and 2.4V 

Input Timing Reference Level ....... 0.8V and 2.0V 

Output Timing Reference Level ...... 0.8V and 2.0V 

AC TESTING INPUT/OUTPUT WAVEFORM 

2.4V 

INPUT 
a.45V...Il----------

2.av > TEST POINTS 
a.8V 

290168-8 

AC Testing: Inputs are driven at 2.5V for a logic "1" and 0.45V for 
a logic "0". Testing measurements are made at 2.0V for a logic 
"1" and 0.8V for a logic "0". Rise/Fall time ,;; 10 ns. 

AC TESTING LOAD CIRCUIT 

1.3V 

lN914 

3.3K 

t--+-o OUT 

CL = 100 pF 
CL includes Jig Capacitance 

AC CHARACTERISTIC5-Read-Only Operations(2) 
Versions 28F256A-120 28F256A-150 

Symbol Characteristic Notes Min Max Min Max 

tAVAV/tRC Read Cycle Time 3 120 150 

tELQv/tCE Chip Enable 120 150 
. Access Time 

tAVQv/tACC Address Access Time 120 150 

tGLQV/tOE Output Enable 50 55 
Access Time 

tELQX/tLZ Chip Enable to 3 0 0 
Output in LolO/ Z 

tEHQZ Chip Disable to 3 50 55 
Output in High Z 

tGLQX/tOLZ Output Enable to 3 0 0 
Output in Low Z 

tGHQZ/tOF Output Disable to 4 30 35 
Output in High Z 

tOH Output Hold from 1,3 
Address, CE # , 0 0 
or OE # Change 

tWHGL Write Recovery Time 6 6 
before Read 

NOTES: 
1. Whichever occurs first. 
2. Rise/Fall Time s 10 ns. 
3. Not 100% tested: characterization data available. 
4. Guaranteed by design. 
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Unit 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

/Ls 
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AC CHARACTERISTICS-Write/Erase/Program Operations(1,3) 
Versions 28F256A-120 28F256A-150 

Symbol Characteristic Notes Min Max Min Max 
Unit 

tAVAV/tWC Write Cycle Time 120 150 ns 

tAVWL/tAS Address Set-Up Time 0 0 ns 

tWLAX/tAH Address Hold Time 2 60 60 ns 

tDVWH/tDS Data Set-up Time 50 50 ns 

tWHDX/tDH Data Hold Time 10 10 ns 

tWHGL Write Recovery Time 6 6 IJ-s 
before Read 

tGHWL Read Recovery Time 0 0 IJ-s 
before Write 

tELWL/tcs Chip Enable 2 20 20 ns 
Set-Up Time before Write 

tWHEH/tCH Chip Enable Hold Time 0 0 ns 

tWLWH/tWP Write Pulse Width 2 80 80 ns 

tELEH Alternative Write 2 80 80 ns 
Pulse Width 

tWHWL/tWPH Write Pulse Width High 20' 20 ns 

tWHWH1 Duration of 4 10 10 IJ-s 
Programming Operation 

tWHWH2 Duration of 4 9.5 9.5 ms 
Erase Operation 

tVPEL Vpp Set-Up 1.0 1.0 ms 
Time to Chip Enable Low 

NOTES: 
1. Read timing characteristics during read/write operations are the same as during read-only operations. Refer to AC Char
acteristics for Read-Only Operations. 
2. Chip-Enable Controlled Writes: Write operations are driven by the valid combination of Chip-Enable and Write-Enable. In 
systems where Chip-Enable defines the write pulse width (within a longer Write-Enable timing waveform) all set-up, hold, and 
inactive Write-Enable times should be measured relative to the Chip-Enable waveform. 
3. Rise/Fall time s 10 ns. 
4. The integrated stop timer terminates the programming/erase operations, thereby eliminating the need for a maximum 
specification; 

ERASE AND PROGRAMMING PERFORMANCE 

Parameter Notes Limits Unit Comments 
Min Typ Max 

Chip Erase Time 1,3,4,6 1 60 Sec Excludes OOH Programming 
Prior to Erasure 

Chip Program Time 1,2,4 0.5 3.1 Sec Excludes System-Level Overhead 

Erase/Program Cycles 1,3,5 1,000 100,000 Cycles 

NOTES: 
1. "Typicals" are not guaranteed, but based on a limited number of samples taken from production lots. Data taken at 
T = 25°C, Vpp = 12.0V, Vee = 5.0V. ' 
2. Minimum byte programming time excluding system overhead is 16 "'S (10 "'S program + 6 "'S write recoveM, while 
maximum is 400 ",s/byte (16 "'S x 25 loops allowed by algorithm). Max chip programming time is specified lower than the 
worst case allowed by the programming algorithm since most bytes program significantly faster than the worst case byte. 
3. Excludes OOH Programming prior to erasure. 
4. Excludes system-level overhead. 
5. Refer to RR-60 "ETOX Flash Memory Reliability Data Summary" for typical cycling data and failure rate calculations. 
6. Maximum erase specification is determined by algorithmic limit and accounts for cumulative. effect of erasure at 
T = -40°C, 1,000 cycles, Vpp = 11.4V, Vee = 4.5V. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Intel's ETOXTM II (EPROM tunnel oxide) flash mem
ory technology is derived from theCHMOS" III-E 
EPROM technology. It replaces ultraviolet erasability 
with a non-volatile memory cell that is electrically eras
able in bulk array form. Intel flash memory combines 
the EPROM programming mechanism with EEPROM 
erase, producing a versatile memory device that is high
ly reliable and cost effective. This report describes the 
fundamentals of the ETOX II flash memory cell in 
comparison to the standard EPROM, and gives insight 
into its operation in a system environment. 

The ETOX II flash memory cell is nearly identical in 
size to CHMOS III-E EPROM. This allows compara
ble densities. The primary difference between ETOX II 
flash memory and EPROM cells is the flash memory 
cell's thinner gate oxide, which permits the electrical 
erase capability. (See Photo 1.) 

ETOX II FLASH MEMORY CELL 

Intel's ETOX II flash memory cell is composed of a 
single transistor with a floating gate for charge storage, 
like the traditional EPROM. (See Figure 1.) In con
trast, conventional two-transistor EEPROM cells are 
typically much larger. Intel produces ETOX II flash 
memory devices on LOp. photolithography. 

The ETOX II cell's programming mechanism is identi
cal to the EPROM; that is, hot channel electron. injec
tion. The device programming mode forces the cell's 
control gate and drain to a high voltage while leaving 
the source grounded. The high drain voltage generates 
"hot" electrons that are swept across the channel. 
These hot electrons collide with other atoms along the 
way, creating even more free electrons. Meanwhile, the 
high voltage on the control gate attracts these free elec
trons across the lower gate oxide into the floating gate, 
where they are trapped. (See Figure 2.) Typically, this 
process takes less than 10 p.s. 

Flash memory's advantage over EPROM is electrical 
erasure, discharging the floating gate without ultravio
let light exposure. The erase mechanism is an 
EEPROM adaptation which uses "Fowler-Nordheim"! 
tunneling. A high electric field across the lower gate 
oxide pulls electrons off the floating gate. The erase 
mode routes the same external voltage used for pro
gramming to the source of the memory cell, while the 
gate is grounded and the drain is left disconnected. 
(Figure 3.) 
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MEMORY ARRAY CONSIDERATIONS 

The ETOX II flash memory cells have the same array 
configuration as standard EPROM, thereby matching 
EPROM in density. Also, identical peripheral circuitry 
for normal access achieves the same read performance 
as the Intel CHMOS III-E EPROMs. 

Intel flash memory's programming circuitry is also 
identical to Intel's EPROM designs. Row decoders 
drive the selected wordline to high voltage, while input 
data combined with column decoders determine the 
number of bitlines that are gated to high voltage. This 
provides the same byte programmability as an 
EPROM. Intel Flash Memories offer the efficient 
Quick-Pulse Programming algorithm that is featured 
on advanced EPROMs. 

Array erase is unique to flash memory technology. Un
like conventional EEPROMs, which use a select tran
sistor for individual byte erase control, flash memories 
achieve much higher density with single transistor cells. 
Therefore, the erase mode supplies high voltage to the 
sources of every cell simultaneously, performing a full 
array erasure. A programming operation must be per
formed before every erase to equalize the amount of 
charge on each cell. Then Intel's. Quick-Erase algo
rithm intelligently erases the array down to the 'appro
priate minimum threshold level required to read all 
"ones" data. This procedure ensures a tight distribution 
of erased cell thresholds throughout the array. 

ETOX II FLASH MEMORY RELIABILITY 

The reliability of Intel's CHMOS ETOX II flash mem
ory process is equivalent to its sister EPROM technolo
gy. The ETOX II and EPROM processes share the 
same data retention characteristics. Qualification data 
shows that 1 Megabit flash memories produced on the 
ETOX II process provide 100,000 program and erase 
cycles with. no cycling failures due to oxide stress or 
breakdown. This extended cycling capability is attribut
ed to improvements in tunnel oxide processing and ad
vantages inherent in the ETOX II cell approach. 

1M. Lenzlinger, E.H. Snow, "Fowler-Nordheim Tunneling into Thermally Grown Si02," Journal of Applied Physics, Vol. 40 
(1969), p. 278. 
"Intel's ETOX II flash memory process has patents pending. 

""CHMOS is a patented process of Intel Corporation. 
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SUMMARY 
ETOX II flash memory technology is the optimal com
bination of EPROM and EEPROM technologies. In~ 
tel's ETOX II flash memory process offers· extended 
cycling capability with the density and manufacturabil
ity of EPROMs. From an· application standpoint,flash 
memory technology provides the capability to 
improve overall system quality throughout the product 

intel® 
development and manufacturing stages. Also,flash 
memory density is ideally suited for applications requir
ing version u~ates of entire programs which, in turn, 
suit the "flash" characteristics of erasing the entire ar
ray at once. In addition, individual byte programming 
allows for data acquisition. Flash memory devices pro
duce on the ETOX II process provide a high density, 
low cost solution to many system memory storage re
quirements which·were previously unavailable. 

Table I 

EPROM ETOX II Flash EEPROM Memory 

Normalized Cell Size 1.0 1.2-1.3 3.0 

Programming: 
Mechanism Hot Electron Hot Electron Tunneling 

Injection Injection Byte 
Resolution Byte Byte 5ms 
Typ. Time < 100 fJ-s < 10 fJ-s 

Erase: 
Mechanism UV Light Tunneling Tunneling 
Resolution Bulk Array Bulk Array Byte 
Typ. Time 20 Min. < 1 Sec. 5ms 

294005-1 

Figure 1. ETOX II Flash Memory Cell Layout (Top View) 

294005-2 

Figure 2. ETOX \I Flash Memory Cell during Programming (Side View) 
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PHOTO 1 

I 

294005-3 

Figure 3. ETOX II Flash Memory Cell during Erase (Side View) 

ETOX II Cell 
(50,000 x Magnification) 

294005-4 

CHMOS III-E EPROM Cell 
(SO,OOOx Magnification) 
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INTRODUCTION 

Intel's ETOXTMIII (EPROM tunnel oxide) flash 
memory technology builds on previous flash and 
EPROM processes spanning over two decades of man
ufacturing. experience. This third-generation process 
produces devices, based on 0.8 ""m photolithography. 
Intel's Flash Memories combine EPROM program
ming with EEPROM-like in-system electrical erasure. 
This functionality, experience and technology yield a 
versatile non-volatile memory that is highly reliable and 
cost effective. 

ETOX III cell integrity enables applications requiring 
100,000 write/erase cycles. New designs incorporate ar
ray blocking schemes and on-chip automation of write 
and erase to simplify customer designs and software 
interface. These features combine with existing Intel 
Flash Memory technology to produce a device that can 
be termed a block-alterable non-volatile RAM. Access 
time (tACe) and die size decrease via this smaller pho
tolithography, making new Intel Flash Memories com
petitive with DRAM in read speed and cost. 

This report describes the fundamentals of Intel's ETOX 
III flash memory cell. It provides insight into device 
reliability and performance enhancements based on 
ETOX III advances, and compares other semiconduc
tor memory technologies. 

9-8 

The Intel 28FOO8SA. 8-Mbit flash memory is the first 
ETOX III product offering. This report references the 
28FOO8SA to explain device-level concepts, and ends by 
highlighting important flash memory application 
trends. 

ETOX '" FLASH MEMORY CELL 

ETOX III is a 0.8 ""m double-polysilicon N-well and 
P-well CMOS process. This lithographic advance i1l1-
proves memory cell/array compaction more than two
fold over its predecessor, the 1.0 ""m ETOX II process. 
ETOX III-aided compaction allows for a 4x product 
density growth given current packaging constraints. 

Second-generation device architecture (see Appendix 
A) and 0.8 ""m geometries increase byte-write and read 
access performance by 2x over ETOX II products. 
Double-metal technology enhances these improvements 
by aiding die size compaction, and wordline strapping. 
EPI wafer processing, which reduces latch-up, also fac
tors into this performance boost by shrinking transistor 
layout. 

I 



Cell Processing 

Intel's single-transistor Flash Memory cell stores 
charge on a floating polysilicon gate. Dimensions of 2.5 
JJ.m by 2.9 JJ.m make an ETOX III cell measuring 7.25 
JJ.m2. Cell layout locates the polysilicon control gate 
above the floating gate (Figure I). Tungsten silicide, de
posited on the control gate, reduces wordline resist
ance. Two .dielectrics isolate metal-I from the control 
gate. 

ER-28 

Inter-poly dielectrics of oxide and nitride isolate the 
floating gate from the control gate. A very thin tunnel 
oxide ( - lOOt\.) separates the floating gate from its sili
con interface. Both the floating and control gates have 
additional isolation between them and their respective 
source/drain regions. A deeper source diffusion pre
vents breakdown during erase operations. In the array 
metal-2 straps the wordline to enhance access times. ;\s 
with ETOX I and ETOX II, metal-I carries bitline data 
to the sense amps and routes voltages to cell sources. 

294012-18 

Figure 1. ETOX III Flash Memory Cell (Side View) 

Byte Write 

Writing data to an addressed byte transitions selected 
cells from the "I" (erased or no charge) state to the "0" 
(charged) state. This involves a programming mecha
nism called channel hot-electron injection. When pro
gramming (Figure 2), a cell's control gate (wordline) 
connects to the external programming supply voltage 
(V pp at 12V). The drain (bitline) sees an intermediate 
level (- Vpp/2), while the source is at ground. Vpp on 
the control gate capacitively couples to the floating gate 
through the intervening dielectric. This coupling raises 
the floating gate to a programming voltage, inverting 
the channel underneath. 

I 

The channel electrons now have a higher drift velocity, 
with resulting increased kinetic energy. Collisions be
tween these electrons and 'substrate atoms heat the sili
con lattice. At the programming bias voltage, the elec
trons cannot transfer their kinetic energy to the atoms 
fast enough to maintain a thermal balance. They be
come "hotter," and many scatter toward the tunnel ox
ide. These electrons overcome the 3.leV (electron volt
age) tunnel oxide barrier and accumulate onto the float
ing gate. 
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Vn = Vpp 
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Figure ~. ETOX '" Flash Memory Cell 
during Programming (Side View) 

The electrons stored on the' floating gate raise the turn
on voltage threshold (V V of that cell. During device 
read operations this transistor remains in the off state. 
A "0" results at the output because the "off" cell does 
not pass current, causing the bitline to electrically stay 
at/pull-up to the V cc read voltage. 

The internal programqtlng pulse on ETOX III is 4 p.s 
(excluding WSM overhead), reduced· from 10 p.s on 
ETOX II devices. This optimi2ed pulse width yields 
faster byte-write times and greater cycling reliability. 
Like previous ETOX· products, the automated WSM 
allows for the occasional byte requiring ~ore than one 
pulse. 

Block Erase 

During erasure, electrons are pulled off selected memo
ry cells simultaneously. The erase process ("Fowler
Nordheim" tunneling) starts by routing Vpp to the 
source, ground to. the select gate, and floats the drain 
(Figure 3). 

9-10 
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Figure 3. ETOX '" Flash Memory 
Cell during Erase (Side View) 

While biased in this fashion, electrons tunnel off the 
floating gate. They pass through the thin oxide to the 
source, lowering that cell's Vt. During a read operation, 
the resulting "I" at the output corresponds to an "on" 
cell discharging its bitline through the grounded source. 

Erase automation sets the internal Vpp pulse to 10 ms, 
The WSM provides sufficient 10 ms pulses, and auto
matically verifies all memory cells in a given block. 
This optimized pulse width enhances block-erase time 
and cycling endurance. 

ETOX III PROCESS 
CHARACTERISTICS 

Intel leverages over two decades of EPROM/flash 
technology and manufacturing. eXPerience to produce 
reliable memory products. Refined processing tech
niques inherent to new Intel memory technologies and 
continuous improvements in process control ensure 
tunnel oxide quality. A scaled substrate EPI thickness 
reduces product latch-up. Double-metal technology re
quires improved planarization processing, which in 
turn enhances moisture performance. Additionally, de
creases in defect density show lasting cell integrity in 
cycling and data retention.. ' 

Write/Erase Performance with Voltage 
and Temperature 

Voltage affects byte-write and block-erase performance. 
Maximum Vpp improves byte-write and block-erase 
times. Figure 4 shows little difference in block-write 
time versus Vpp, but visible . differences in block-erase 
performance. A secondary and negligible effect results 
from the operating supply voltage (V Ce). Byte-write 
and block-erase times are guaranteed to specification 
across minimum and maximum voltage levels. 

Temperature also affects byte-write and block-erase 
performance. Low temperatures cause block-erase 
times to increase and byte-write times to improve (Fig
ure 4). When cold, the breakdown voltage at the source 
lowers, clamping the external voltage applied for block 
erase. This nets a lower potential between the source 
and gate, slowing the tunneling process. Increased erase 
time results from the WSM providing extra pulses. Al
though electron mobility decreases at hotter tempera
tures, typical cells still require only one programming 
pulse. 

I 
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Write/Erase Cycling 

Intel designs extendeci' cycling capability into its ETOX 
III products. For example, the 28F008SA is designed 
for 100,000 write/erase cycles on each of its sixteen 
64-Kbyte blocks. Low electric fields, advanced 
low-defect oxides, and minimal oxide area per cell com
bine to greatly reduce oxide stress and the probability 
of failure. 

From a performance perspective, an intrinsic mecha
nism occurs in long-term cycling that cause byte-write 
and block-erase times to increase (Figure 5), but still 
conform to specification. Specifically, hot electrons 
from programming trap in the tunnel oxide near the 
drain junction. This creates a negatively-charged barri
er, slowing hot-electron injection. Similarly, erase times 
increase due to charge trapping near the source junc
tion, making tunneling less efficient. The robustness of 
ETOX III minimizes these effects. Write and erase 
times remain consistent over the first 10,000 cycles, and 
typically double as the device nears 100,000 cycles. 
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Process Variation 
Intel's process control of ETOX III critical cell dimen
sions keep write and erase electrical characteristics on 
target. with little variance. This capability produces de
vices with consistent byte-writelblock-erasetimes mak
ing product performance predictable. 

Over the processes lifetime, internal cell dimensions 
may exhibit some small variance. The primary process 
variable affecting erase is tunnel oxide thickness. Chan
nell length (Leff) has. the largest impact on program
ming. Outgoing product testing ensures performance to 
specification regardless of these minor variances. 

Electrical Testing 
Electrical testing provides added value to Intel Flash 
Memory products. This elaborate testing gives insight 
to device characteristics and ensures product longevity. 
Moreover, flash reliability qualifications assure product 
performance and long-term durability. 

Electrical erase at wafer and package test allow high 
confidence of detecting oxide. defects. This. electrical 
testing also ensures that outgoing products perform to 
specified temperature extremes. Optimization of 
ETOX III process and designs, developed from previ
ous ETOX generations and continuous data collection, 
yield a very manufacturable and cost-effective technol
ogy. 

ETOX III FLASH MEMORY 
ARRAY CONSIDERATIONS 
Intel Flash Memory architecture has evolved from bulk 
arrays (full-chip electrical erase), to array segmentation 
referred to as blocking. Blocking divides the device 
memory array into smaller sections that function as in
dividually-erasable units. 

BLOCK 0 BLOCK 1 BLOCK 2 BLOCK 3 

Y-DECODE 

.. 

BLOCK 8 BLOCK 9 BLOCK 10 BLOCK 11 

...... c 
o 
~ 
C 
I 

X 

28F008SA Array Architecture 
Figure 6 illustrates the 28FOO8SA. Sixteell equal 
64-Kbyte blocks make up this8,388,608-bit memory 
array. Each block coI1sists of 512 columns by 1024 
rows. Columns in each block are further subdivided 
into eight input/outputs, each pontaining 64 columns. 
Typical block-erase and block-write times for this de
vice are 1.6 and 0.6 seconds. Typical byte-write time, 
including WSM overhead, is 9 /Ls. 

28F008SA Byte-Write Operation 
During byte write, column address decoding deter
mines which eight bitlines of a target block connect to 
the intermediate programming voltage (- Vpp/2). 
Row decoding determines wordline drive to Vpp. For 
example, writing a byte of data in block 0 sets that one 
wordline to Vpp. Address selection sets all other word
lines in the array to ground. Array decoding/layout 
and cell durability assure device performance and reli
ability, and long-term data retention. 

28F008SA Block-Erase Operation 
Erasing a block involves simultaneous erasure of all bits 
in that block. For example, erasing block 0 sets all 
block 0 sources to Vpp and all block 0 wordlines to 
ground. Address decoding drives all other wordlines, 
bitlines and sources in the array to ground. This elimi
nates the possibility of corruption to data stored in non
selected blocks. 

28F008SA Cell Voltage Threshold 
Efficient blocking layout and optimized decoding result 
in smaller die size. Blocking tightens program and erase 
V tS by dividing process variation into smaller regions. 
The internal WSM algorithms and their associated pro
gram/erase and verify Circuits also keep V t variations 
to a minimum. This design for manufacturing approach 
increases product stability . 

BLOCK 4 BLOCK 5 BLOCK 6 BLOCK 7 

Y-DECODE 

BLOCK 12 BLOCK 13 BLOCK 14 BLOCK 15 

294012-6 

Figure 6. Intel 28F008SA Memory Array Layout 
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FLASH VS. OTHER SEMICONDUCTOR 
MEMORY TECHNOLOGIES 

Intel's scaling advances in flash memory manufacturing 
and design provide optimal cell/array compaction. In 
roughly twenty years, Intel non-volatile memory densi-
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ty has gone from 2,048 bits to 8,388,608 bits, a 4096x 
increase. Figure 7 compares other memory types to 
show relative density progression. The fast ramp in 
ETOX flash memory density results from its similarity 
to EPROM. 

1982 1986 1990 1994 1998 

PRODUCTION YEAR 
294012-7 

Figure 7. Memory Evolution 
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Figure 8 illustrates the relationship between cell sizes of 
different memory. types and minimum geometries. As 
dimensions scale, certain memory types become cellsize . 
limited (i.e. some components cannot shrink pro-

portionaIly). The memory cost per bit learning curve 
shows flash in a strong position. This curve, shown in 
Figure 9, reflects how Intel's experience reduces cost 
for incr.eased memory density. 
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intel~ 
Since the late 1 980s, a new memory sub-system has 
arrived on the market, offering an alternative to high
density. file system media. Inters Series 2 Flash Memo
ry Cards take advantage of the 28FOO8SA and its' sec
ond-generation architecture to provide card densities of 
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up to 20 Mbytes and new functionality. This relatively 
new technology offers a solid-state file system (Figure 
10) that will double in density with new ETOX genera
tions. 
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Figure 10. ETOX Component and Memory Card Density Over Time 
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Figure 11. Six-Transistor SRAM Cell Schematic 

SRAM and DRAM 

SRAM and DRAM have fast read/write speeds. Both 
are volatile memories requiring continuous power to 
retain data. Standard SRAMs (Figure 11) require four 
to six transistors for each flip-flop cell. This greatly 
reduces memory capacity per unit area, raising product 
cost for a given density. 

DRAM requires constant refresh of the capacitor-like 
storage mechanism (Figures 12 and 13) due to leakage 

I 

currents and read operations. Charge storage require
ments limit size reduction of the capacitor, which in 
tum limits memory array compaction. With smaller 
geometries, DRAM cell structures are more complex, , 
requiring more process manufacturing steps. 

294012-12 

Figure 12. Stacked DRAM Cell (Side View) 
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Figure 13. Trenched DRAM Cell (Side View) 
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Most DRAMs require a read parity bit for two reasons. 
First, alpha particle strikes can disturb cells by ionizing 
radiation, resulting in lost data. Second, when rtiading 
DRAM, the cell's storage mechanism capacitively 
shares its charge with the bitline through a select tran
sistor. This creates a small voltage differential to be 
sensed during read access. This low voltl\ge differential 
can also be influenced by nearby bitline. voltages and 
device noise. \ 

ETOX III floating-gate technology electrically isolates 
the substrate from the charge storage mechanism. Un
like DRAM, floating-gate charge determines cell VtS, 
which in tum controls bitline voltages. This allows 
flash memory read sensing to easily detect cell V tS. A 
current swing of 70 /lA, from strong cell VtS, make 
bitline voltage transitions a· key factor to fast read 
speeds. 

Most DRAMs require high active power consumption. 
Charge storage requirements and read signal strength 
constrain DRAM cell compaction. Low-power ETOX 
III flash memory has a simple single-transistor cell with 
only minor scaling limitations through the year 2000. 
This results ina mainstream memory that does not 
need power to retain data. . 

EPROM 

Intel's EPROM and Flash Memory cells share a com
mon stacked-gate profile (Figure 14), with two basic 
differences relating to their respective erase mecha
nisms. EPROM requires ultraviolet light to erase; flash 
erases electrically. For this reason, flash has a thinner 
cell oxide to allow Fowler-Nordheim tunneling, and a 
deeper source junction to prevent breakdown during 
erase. 
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Figure 14. EPROM Cell (Side View) 

EPROM technologies that migrate toward smaller geo
metries make floating-gate discharge (erase) via UV ex
posure increasingly difficult. One problem is that the 
width of metal bitlines cannot reduce proportionally 
with advancing process technologies. EPROM metal 
width requirements limit bitline spacing, thus reducing 
the amount of high-energy photons that reach charged 
cells. EPROM products built on submicron technolo
gies will face longer UV exposure times. 

9-.16 
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Intel's ETOX'· III technology. employs double-metal 
processing to strap wordlines in metal for improved 
read performance. This advance is not likely to appear' 
on EPROM because it would· block even more UV 
light. Since flash memory electrically erases, it elimi
nates these concerns. Moreover, flash electrical erasure 
eliminates the UV window and its associated cost, and 
allows for the· most advanced and innovative plastic 
surface-mount packaging solutions. 

EEPROM 

Conventional two-transistor EEPROM cells (Figures 
15 and 16) limit layout density. This is primarily due to 
the second tran$istor (bit select) and associated decod
ing.required for single byte program and erase capabili
ty. Technology design requirements make EEPROM 
cells, like triple poly, significantly larger than flash. 
Typical EEPROM technologies are more complex, 
making wafer manufacturing difficult and expensive. 

1--) -) 

( 
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Figure 15. Flotox EEPROM Cell (Side View) 
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Figure 16. Triple Poly EEPROM Cell (Side View) 

_ Because of their traditional al'plication, EEPROMs use 
a very high internal voltage (17V to 30Y) to· achieve fast 
program and erase times. These high voltages and re
sulting electric fields cause cell oxides to breakdown, 
shortening cycling life and degrading cell· thresholds. 
Additionally, this high voltage stresses periphery tran
sistors. Intel's Flash Memories are more akin to 
EPROM; both use a significantly lower voltage around 
12V. 
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Futuristic types of EEPROM (Figure 17) that have 
shifted from highly-manufacturable NOR-gate archi
tectures, appear to provide ETOX-likedensity on a per 
cell basis and potential use in similar applications. A 
closer examination reveals internal positive and nega
tive charge pumping. When applied across a memory 
cell, the dual charge pumps net a high voltage that 
cause oxide stress. These stacked-gate cells program 
and erase via tunneling. They program from the sub
strate to the floating gate, and erase in the reverse bias. 

. Bit Line 

Select Gate 1 ---H--~;_---

Control Gate 8 --..... I#--~;.....---

CG7--~~--~------

CG 6 --~I#--~;.....---

CG5----~~----~-------

CG4----Ht---~;_----

CG3---~~----~-----

CG2----I#----~;.....-----

CG1----~~----~-------

Select Gate 2 -----H---~;_----
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Figure 17. Eight Cell NAND Configuration 

Layout of the NAND array groups eight cells as a set, 
each set requires two select transistors to control bitline 
access. Due to this NAND configuration, the read path 
goes through other cells making access slow. Increased 
read speed requires an internal SRAM page buffer, 

I 
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however the first read always remains slow. Fast write 
times require a page buffer for full wordline program
ming. Several wordlines erase at once, setting the block 
size. Product scaling becomes limited from high-voltage 
requirements on periphery transistors and isolation 
technology. Compared to EEPROM, the NAND ap
proach improves array compaction at the expense of 
more complex decoding and periphery circuitry. 

SUMMARY 

Intel's technology advances result in products that are 
more efficient, more reliable, less expensive and higher 
performance. Submicron geometries and double-metal 
technology allow considerable memory array compac
tion, providing increased read. and byte-write perform
ance. Design compaction also improves with EPI wa
fers that reduce latch-up, allowing closer transistor lay
out. Strong cycling endurance results from the quality 
of the thin low-defect tunnel oxide, and the electrical 
characteristics of internal program and erase opera
tions. Cycling, voltage and temperature exhibit only a 
small influence on byte-write and block-erase speeds. 
Products built on Intel's CMOS ETOX III flash memo
ry technology require minimal power consumption dur
ing writes, erasure, read, and low-power sleep or stand
by modes. 

Intel Flash Memory products designed on ETOX III 
will satisfy many different applications. The Thin Small
Outline Package (TSOP) provides customers with high 
memory density in the smallest footprint. Some appli
cations for ETOX III flash products include memory 
cards, solid-state drives, non-volatile operating systems, 
high-performance system storage, data acquisition, and 
application and embedded code storage. The solid-state 
nature of flash results in improved ruggedness over me
chanical rotating media. With blocking, applications 
can perform background erase to optimize system per
formance. Today, Intel's technological advances in 
flash memory are driving cost to parity with DRAM. 
This steep decline in the price learning curve enables 
new classes of systems and system architectures. 

OTHER REFERENCES 

Related documents of interest to readers of this engi
neering report: 

28FOO8SA Data Sheet (Order No. 290429) 

Series 2 Memory Card Data Sheet (Order No. 290434) 

ER-27: The Intel 28FOO8SA Flash Memory (Order No. 
2940!1) 
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APPENDIX A 

Fir~t-generation flash devices, like the 28F020, use ex
ternally-controlled algorithms for byte write and bulk 
erase. These algorithms require that customer software 
control: 

• Sell pulse widths, and pulse repetition where re
quired. 

• Erase preconditioning (i.e. pre-programming all 
cells before erase). 

• Timeout delays to allow cell voltages to transition 
from program or erase levels to read verify levels. 

• Read compare operations to determine success. 

Second-generation architectures, like that on the 
28FOO8SA, contain an internal Write State Machine 
(WSM) to simplify software development. This WSM 
provides internal control of all of these first-generation 

~-18 

requirements, as well as reporting on activity progress/ 
success through the internal Status Register. A dedicat
edoutput on the 28FOO8SA allows immediate hard
ware signaling of WSM activity status. The Command 
User Interface (CUI) provides customer control. 

The other major architectural feature of second-genera
tion devices is array segmentation, also referred to as 
"blocking". First-generation products erase in bulk. 
This means that all cells in the array erase simulta
neously. Second-generation "sectored" architectures di
vide the array into separately-erasable block segments. 
This provides logical segmentation· of customer code, 
and allows reads of other device blocks while one is 
erasing (i.e. via the erase-suspend/resume commands). 

I 
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INTRODUCTION 

Intel's ETOXTM IV (EPROM with Tunnel Oxide) 
NOR-based Flash Memory technology builds on 
three previous generations of ETOX process 
learning, while also leveraging decades of stacked
gate memory cell manufacturing experience dating 
back to the development of the first EPROM in 
1971. This fourth-generation ETOX process yields 
devices based on 0.6-llm minimum-design-rule 
geometries. 

Intel's ETOX Flash Memories combine state-of-the
art EPROM programming methodology with 
EEPROM-like in-system electrical erasure. 
Sectoring of the large memory array into smaller 
independent-erase blocks, coupled with on-chip 
automation of their write and erase algorithms, 
enables a flash product that can be termed a B1ock
Alterable Non-volatile Random-Access Memory 
(BANRAM). This functionality, combined with 
Intel's accumulated years of manufacturing 
experience, electrical-test and temperature-stress 
data collection, and advanced design/architectural 
technology innovation, yields a very 
manufacturable and versatile non-volatile memory 
that is highly reliable, extremely stable and cost 
effeetive. 

Intel considered all aspects of product technology 
and usage, and balanced the associated tradeoffs of 
cell size, array architecture and system design to 
generate a very robust and well-rounded flash 
memory approach. ETOX IV cell integrity produces 
devices with 100,000-cycle minimum write/erase 
endurance per block (1,000,000 cycles are 
obtainable with proper software control techn,iques). 
Write/erase times and die size decrease via ETOX 
IV's finer photolithography, allowing Intel Flash 
Memories to gain on DRAM in-system performance 
and cost-per-megabyte advances. Manufacture on 8" 
wafer technology significantly increases the number 
of die per wafer vs. 6" fabrication. This capacity 
demands investment in new capital equipment, but 
in the end bears yet another path to reduce product 
cost. 

ER-33 

This report describes the fundamentals of Intel's 
ETOX IV Flash Memory cell. It provides insight to 
device operating characteristics and reliability with 
focus on ETOX IV -related performance 
enhancements, and compares other semiconductor 
and flash memory technologies. The 28F016SA 
16-Mbit FlashFile™ Memory is Intel's second 
ETOX IV product offering. This report references 
the 28F016SA to explain device-level concepts and 
ends by highlighting important flash memory 
application trends. 

More information on the 28F016SA can be found in 
the following documents: 

-28FOI6SA Data Sheet 
-28F032SA Data Sheet 
-28FOI6SA User's Manual 
-ER-31: the Intel 28FOl6SA FlashFile Memory-
Architecture and Characterization Summary 
(Available QI'94) 
-AP-375: Upgrade Considerations from the 
28F008SA to the 28FO l6SA 
-AP-377: the 28F016SA Software Drivers 
-AP-378: System Optimization using the Enhanced 
Features of the 28F016SA 

ETOX IV FLASH MEMORY CELL 

ETOX IV is a 0.6 Ilm, double-metal, double
polysilicon, N-well and P-well CMOS 
manufacturing process. Its lithographic advance 
improves memory cell and array compaction more 
than" two-fold over its predecessor, the 0.8 ]Jm 
ETOX III process. 

Such a significant level of compaction greatly 
lessens the economic impact associated to 
incorporate additional logic. Consequently, 
advanced circuits can be cost-effectively 
implemented to provide the system designer with 
enhanced product flexibility and operating 
characteristics, and new modes of user functionality. 
Additionally, ETOX IV compaction allows for a 4x 
density growth path given current packaging 
constraints (i.e., the leadframe of the l4-mm-long x 
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20-mm-wide x 1.0-mm-thick 56-ld Thin Small
Outline Package). 

Data-Write performance dramatically· improves via 
0.6-J.lm geometric scaling advances. Raw cell 
programming time decreases to 2.5 J.lS, nearly 
halving the 4 J.ls pulsewidth of ETOX III products, 
and a 4x reduction from 10 J.ls on 1.0-J.lm ETOX II 
products. 

Erase performance also improves. 28F016SA Block 
Erase (64-KB block size) is typically 800 ms. This 
duration is 50% faster than the ETOX III 
28F008SA, with identical block size. From the 
process perspective, erase timing gains come from 
the aforementioned boost to cell programming 
performance (during Block-Erase pre-conditioning) 
and a higher degree of cell and array uniformity. 
Streamlining and enhancement of the internal state 
machine's algorithm and support circuitry contribute 
design improvements that speed up erase. 

Cell Processing 

Intel's single-transistor 0.6-J.lm ETOX IV Flash 
Memory cell, with dimensions of 1.8 J.lm x 2.0 J.lm, 
measures a mere 3.6 J.lm2. Figure 1 shows a 
photomicrograph cross section of this cell. 

A floating polysilicon gate (poly-I) provides the 
charge storage mechanism used on both ETOX flash 
and EPROM technologies. This component is 
depicted at the center of the photomicrograph. 
Intel's ultra-pure thin-oxide formation technology 
produces a low-defect tunnel oxide (-lOOA) which 
separates the floating gate from its silicon.interface. 

Cell construction locates a poly-2 control gate 
directly above the floating gate. Inter-poly 
dielectrics isolate the floating gate from the control 
gate. Both the floating and control gates have 
additional isolation between them and their 
respective source/drain regions (side or spacer 
oxide). Tungsten silicide, deposited on the control 
gate, reduces wordline resistance. A dielectric layer 
isolates metal-l from the control gate. 

Figure 1. Photomicrograph qf ETOX IV Flash Memory Cell (Side View) 
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A graded source diffusion improves erase 
efficiency. This grading is achieved via a 
phosphorous implant incorporated into the source 
junction. The deeper implant also improves 
reliability by preventing source/oxide junction 
breakdown during erase. 

As with ETOX I, II and III, metal-I carries bitline 
data to the sense amplifiers and routes voltages to 
cell sources. Throughout the array, metal-2, which 
was first used on ETOX III, straps the wordline to 
reduce its resistance. This technique enhances 
device read (tACC) performance and the routing of 
signals and voltages during program and erase 
operations. 

Double-metal technology also aids ~ACC 
improvements via its role in compacting the array. 
EPI wafer processing, which practically eliminates 
latch-up, also helps read.access timings by allowing 
tighter transistor layout.' 

In addition to smaller geometries, ETOX IV offers 
several other major advancements to this process 
generation via new manufacturing and contacting 
capabilities. These advancements tighten cell 
dimensions and improve step coverage. 

New processing steps maintain very strict 
manufacturing adherence to tight cell dimensional 
tolerances. Cumulatively, these individual 
adherences translate into a more uniform array. 
Tighter dimensioning at the cell level enhances 
individual source-to-tloating-gate coupling 
consistency, and therefore erase efficiency. Spread 

ER-33 

across the full array, this provides greater control of 
erase-threshold distribution. 

New technologies and materials improve mask layer 
interconnecting through the narrower contact holes 
of ETOX IV geometries. This enhanced step 
coverage reduces fallout at wafer electrical test. 

Tighter cell dimensions, improved array uniformity, 
and superior step coverage in both the array and 
periphery also contribute toward a higher degree of 
cell/array compaction and a more planar silicon 
formation. In combination with erase-threshold 
control improvements and reduced electrical test 
fallout, the, following device characteristics 
improve: 

.Yields (and thus cBst) 
-Erase Performance 
-Moisture Performance 
-Reliability 
-Durability 
-Stability 

Data Write 

Writing data to an addressed memory location 
transitions selected cells from the "1" (erased or no 
charge) state to the "0" (charged) state. This 
involves the EPROM programming mechanism of 
Channel Hot-Electron (CHE) injection. When 
programming (Figure 2), a cell's control gate links 
to the external Vpp supply voltage via wordline 
connection and row decoding. The drain sees an 
intermediate level of -Vppl2 via bitline connection 
and column decoding; the source is at ground. 
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Figure 2. ETOX IV Flash Memory Cell during Programming (Side View). CHE Injection produces 
electron migration across the tunm;ll-oxide barrier; the electrons store on the isolated floating 
gate, raising this cell's tum-on threshold. ' 

Vpp on the control gate (VCG= 12V)capacitively 
couples to the floating gate through the intervening 
dielectric. This coupling raises the floating gate to a 
programming bias voltage, which in turn inverts the 
p-type channel underneath. After channel itlversion 
(now taking on characteristics of n-type material), 
the aforementioned intermediate-level voltage is 
appljed to the drain. This drain voltage attracts 
electrons, the majority charge carrier in n-type 
material, from the source. 

As the drain voltage ramps, channel electrons gain a 
higher drift velocity with resulting increased kinetic 
energy. Collisions between them and substrate 
atoms energize the silicon lattice. At that point, 
these channel electrons cannot transfer their kinetic 
energy to the atoms fast enough to maintain a 
thermal balance. They become "hotter" and many 

\ 
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scatter toward the tunnel oxide. At some point they 
overcome the 3.1eV (electron Voltage) tunnel-oxide 
barrier and accumulate onto the floating gate. 

Electron storage on the floating gate creates a 
negative potential opposing voltage (e.g., read or 
margin-verify bias)applied to the control gate. This 
opposition results in' a higher turn-on threshold 
voltage (V t' Figure 3) for that transistor (memory 
cell). An unprograrmned cell has a turn-on Vt <Vte; 
programming increases this threshold to >Vtp. This, 
threshold is guaranteed by an internally-conducted 
margin-bias read producing a <:urrent (lPMrgn) that 
is sensed against a program reference circuit 
providing a current relationship to V tp (lPRef)' See 
Figures 4 and 5 for detail of the program reference 
circuit and current. 



VOLTAGE 

VtpMIN 

Vt.MAX 

#OFCELLS 
Figure 3. ETOX IV Program and Erase Thresholds. The upper plot shows Vt distribution for "0" 
cells (programmed), the lower plot displays for "1" cells (erased). 
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Figure 4. 28F016SA Program Verify Scheme. Cell current IPMrgn' derived by a program margm 
bias, is sensed against current IPRef (from Program Reference Circuit). The sensed outputs are 
then compared to the original data written and stored in a Data Queue Register. 

los 

Figure 5. ETOX IV Program, Erase and Read Reference Currents. The reference circuitry, shown in 
Figures 4, 6, 8 and 9, provides these currents for sensing against cell program and erase 
verification currents, and read currents during memory access. 
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During read operations (Figure 6) Vee (or a 
boosted voltage for 3.3V operation) is placed on the 
control gate, the source is grounded and a drain bias 
is applied. In this mode, a programmed cell 
conducts little to no current. The bitline (column) 

,vcc 

Vt>Vtp-4CG~ 

\ ,.18881381 
s 

Cro •• Section 01 
Cen being Reed 

o 
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current for this cell is sensed agBinst the current 
produced by a read reference circuit. If the current 
in the read reference circuit is greater than that 
through the programmed cell, a ·0· results at the 
output of the sense amplifier. 

+VD 

Read Reference Circuits 

• • • 

J j 1 j 

WSM 

current lrom 
_therce' 
being reed 

IPRead < IRRef 
------------------------~Ompm=O 

CUI 

110 
Logic 

Figure 6. ETOX IV Flash Memory Read Scheme (Programmed Cell). The negaOve charge stored on 
the poly-1 floating gate (FG) Increases this cell's tun'l-on threshold, thus with VCC applied to the 
control gate (CG) Its current IPRead < IRRef (Read Reference Current). 

The internal ETOX IV programming pulse is 2.S f.lSj 
this optimized pulsewidth yields faster Data-Write 
performance and greater cycling reliability. The 
28F016SA's on-chip write/erase automation circuits, 
governed by a functionBi unit called the Write State 
Machine (WSM), impart an additional 3.S f.lS of 
overhead to the programming operation. The 
combined 6-f.l5 duration begi.ns with the laSt WEN 
rising edge (WEN-controlled timings) of the 
command/data bus-cycle string for a Data-Write 
sequence. This 3.S-f.ls . overhead is required to 
activate WSM support circuits, decode 
programming voltages onto correct cell locations 
and run through the flow of the internal algorithm. 

Additionally, part of this same overhead is needed 
for voltages to switch from a programming bias to 
an elevated read bias in preparation for margin 
sensing against a program reference current. This 
margin-sense activity is followed with a comparison 
to the origlnBl data written and held by an input 
register (see Figure 4 of this report. and the sensing 
and data comparator sections of the 28F016SA. 
Block Diagram in Data Sheet or ER-31). 

Cell current IpM n' which in. the case of Data
Write verification ~s derived ftom an elevated read 
bias on that cell, is fed, as well as program reference 
current IPRef\ into a sense amplifier. The output of 
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multipl~ sense amplifiers (8 for byte-wide 
operations, or 16 for word-wide ,'''operations) is 
routed into a data comparator, for collation'with the 
'original input' held by one of, the data-in queue 
registerS. The cbrilparato~ signals the WSM with the 
outcome of this data-compare operation. Like 
previouS Intel Flash Memory products,', the 
automated WSM allows for the occasional word or 
byte requiring more than one pulse. 

When programming completes, the WSM updates 
the R~ady/Busy# (RYIBY#) bit, of the device's 
internal Status Registers and the dedicated RYIBY# 
acknowledgement pin. Additional status bits detail 
success/error information, and the probable reason 
for failure, if one occurs. 

Erase, 

Erasure forces all memory cells in, selected blocks to 
the "I" (no charge) state. This action involves an 

EEPROM-like erase mechanism called Fowler-
, Nordheim (F-N) tunneling. Outing erase, VppiS 

routed to all source connections within a single 
block via the appropriate block source switch (see 
Figure 10, and its corresponding text in ER-31). All 
control gates are grounded and the drains for the 
block to erase are floated (see Figure 7 of this report 
for individual cell configuration); all other block 
drains are grounded. 

While a cell is biased in this fashion, electrons 
previously stored on the floating gate now attract 
towards the SO\lrce. The electrons tunnel through the 
thin oxide layer, producing the desired effect of 

'lowering that cell's Vt' ThiS Vt is verified <Vte in a 
method similar to programming operations (see 
Figure 8 for Erase-Verify diagram); the difference 
being, erase reference (Figure 5) is adjusted to Ii 
current relationship with V teo 

n + DRAIN 

293002-2 ' 

Figure 7. ETOX IV Flash Memory Cell during Erase (Side-View). F-Ntunnelihg frees electrons so 
that they can migrate fr~m floating,gate to source. This action returns the cell Vt level to theun-
programmed state. ' 

, ' 
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Figure 8. 28F016SA Erase Verify Scheme. Cell current IEMr..gn' derived from. a erase-margin bias, IS 
sensed against current IERef (from Erase Reference Circuit). The sensed outputs are then 
compared to data FFFFH. 
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Figure 9. ETOX IV Flash Memory Read Scheme (Erased Cell). The absence of floating-gate (FG) 
charge gives this cell a turn-on threshold similar to a MOSFET. Therefore, with.VCC applied to the 
control gate (CG), its current IERead > IRRef (Read Reference Current). 

Without a floating-gate-stored negative potential to 
overcome, erased-cell thresholds produce a higher 
current relative to the read reference circuit. During 
read operations then, a "1" is seen at the output 
(Figure 9). 

Since NOR-type flash memories do not contain the 
two-transistor storage-and-selection cell structure of 
EEPROM technology, they cannot ,erase with 
wordlbyte granUlarity. Instead, flash memories erase 
in bulk (entire device) or via blocks (sectored 
portion of array). This means that many cells have 
their floating-gate charge dep,leted simultaneously. 

To avoid device damage (I.e., over-erasure), the 
internal flash-erase algorithm (or the external 
customer-controlled algorithm on older products) 
first pre-conditions the block to be erased (I.e., 
programs all cells to "0"). After successfully 
completing this portion of the erase operation, the 
WSM can then initiate erase pulsing. 
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• The ETOX IV erase pulse is 10 ms; this pulse 
duration is optimized and balanced for fast Block
Erase time and enduring cyclability. After each 
pulse attempt, the WSM signals for margined 
sensing against the erase reference current, and 
compare to data value FFFFH for all word addresses 
withih the associated block. 

An internal address counter controls selection for 
. the array data location to be sensed (see Figure 8 of 
this report,' and the address counter section of .the 
28F016SA Block Diagram in Data Sheet or ER-31). 
This counter starts at the last word location within a 
block, then. decrements its pointer through the 
remaining addresses via increments of one. 

The WSM halts this internal margin-sense/data
compare function when a word location does not 
verify. In this instance, another 10 ms erase pulse is 
applied. The location last checked is then re-tested, 
and if successful, address sequencing and verify
testing recommences; if not, another erase pulse is 

I 
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applied. This testing, re-pulsing and re-testing flow 
continues until all block memory words confirm 
erased. 

As with programming, the WSM updates Status 
Register RYIBY#and dedicated hardware RYIBY# 
indicators at erase completion. Additional register 
bits provide success/error status, and the probable 
reason for failure, if one occurs. 

ETOX IV PROCESS 
CHARACTERISTICS 

This section expands on key device performance, 
stability and reliability characteristics relative to the 
process, showing influences of voltage and 
temperature. The following topics are covered: 

-WritelErase Performance with Voltage and 
Temperature 
-WritelErase Cycling 
-Process Variation 
-Electrical Testing 

Write/Erase Performance with 
Voltage and Temperature 

Voltage. influences Data-Write and Block-Erase 
performance. Maximum Vpp bias significantly 
reduces Block-Erase times, while providing, only 
slight improvement to Data Write (i.e., averaged 
Data-Write times over numerous operations). The 
effect on erase. is more pronounced because' Data
Write operations typically require a single 
programming pulse at nominal V pp, therefore gains 
from raising Vpp are not discernible on single 
WordlByte Writes. Conversely, reduction in the 
number of pulses r"quired for Block Erase, when 
using VpPMAX' is perceptible. 

VCC also influences Data-Write and Block-Erase 
times. The WSM is designed using clocked logic 
circuits, with a ring oscillator generating their clock 
signals. The frequency of a standard ring oscillator 
varies with processing, temperature and .supply 
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voltage. Improved designs mmlmlze these 
variations, but some level will always exist. For 
Data Write, V CC's influence on the oscillator's 
operating frequency imparts the primary effect to 
these operations (as mentioned above, Vpp's effects 
are secondary). V CC min-max variances, while in 
S.OV or 3.3V mode are negligible, but the difference 
between modes is observable. For Block Erase, 
V CC's influence is secondary, about 112 to 113 the 
impact seen by varying V pp to minimum, nominal 
and maximum levels. Despite these dependencies, 
write and erase times are guaranteed to specification 
across all minimum and maximum voltage comers. 

TemperatUre also affects Data-Write and Block
Erase times. Low temperatures cause a decline in 
Block-Erase performance, but Data-Write 
operations improve. When cold, the breakdoWn 
voltage at the source lowers, thus clamping the 
internal B~ock-Erase voltage. This nets a lower 
potential between source and gate, slowing the 
tunneling process. The time increase results from 
extra WSM pulses. 

Cold temperatures enhance Data-Write performance 
because electron mobility improves. Increased 
mobility yields a higher rate of electron travel 
toward the drain producing fewer, but stronger 
collisions with substrate atoms. These CQllisions, 
now more fierce, impart greater kinetic energy to 
the electrons being freed. This energy gain aids their 
migration across the isolation barrier of the tunnel
oxide . layer, resulting in greater electron 
accumulation onto the floating gate per unit time. 
Although 'electron mobility decreases at hotter 
temperatures, typical cells still require only one 
programming pulse. 

Figures 10 and 11 depict the voltage and 
temperature dependencies of 28FOl6SA Word
Write and Block-Erase times. For Figure 10, it is 
shown that higher V CC levels and colder 
temperatures improve Data-Write performance, 
Figure 11 reveais maxim~m Vpp and hot. 
temperature enhances Block-Erase times, as well as 
high V CC bias. 
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Write/Erase Cycling 

Cycling is a critical consideration for applications 
like filing systems using flash-based memory cards. 
or solid-state drives in harsh mobile or industrial 
computing environments, or a notebook/pad 
computer DRAM suspend storage array built with 
flash memory chips on the motherboard. Other 
parameters, such as read-access timings, write/erase 
performance,. power consumption and data retention 
follow in order of precedence, and of course, flash 
solid-state ruggedness is far superior to electro
mechanical rotating media, hence not a concern 
here. 

Intel designs extended cycling capability into its 
ETOX IV products. As an example, the 28F016SA 
is specified for a minimum of 100,000 write/erase 
cycles on each of its thirty-two 64-KB (32-KW) 
blocks. Furthermore, the 28F016SA can deliver 
1,000,000 Bock-Erase cycles provided wear
leveling concepts and block-retirement methods are 
employed. 

Wear-leveling concepts, like those contained in 
'Microsoft's Flash File System and the embedded 
control code for Intel's Flash Drive product, 
periodically cycle stable data segments to other 
blocks, ensuring distributed usage. Block 
retirement. is a methodology whereby the system 
logs cycling count data on all blocks; as each block 
reaches 1,000,000 cycles, they are tagged for no 
more erases. 

To bring a 1,000,000-cycle specification into 
perspective, it would take> 10,740 hours to cycle 
every block on a single 28FO 16SA device 1,000,000 
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times, i.e., given blocks were continually erased and 
rewritten as fast as these operations could be 
performed. (This assumes byte-wide mode with 225 
ns ,of overhead to initiate each programming 
operation. No Status Register Read times are 
included, and only one pulse is assumed for all 
2,097,152,000,000 programming sequences. Erase 
is calculated at the 800-ms typical duration for all 
32,000,000 sequences.) Of course this is not 
realistic usage- typical modus operandi for file
storage media is 80% reads vs. 20% writes. Also, 
the average human user does not work 24 hours a 
day saving data files, just to rewrite them. 

Cycling-induced hard failures do not occur until an 
intrinsic wearout mechanism, caused by electron 
trapping, becomes so severe that the allotted 
maximum number of internal WSM program or 
erase pulses cannot overcome their opposing 
potential. Low electric fields, advanced low-defect 
oxides and minimal oxide area per cell combine to 
greatly reduce oxide stress and prolong the 
probability of this failure. 

From a performance perspective, electron trapping 
eventually pushes out write. and erase times. Within 
the poundary conditions of the device, these times 
still conform to specification. Explicitly, hot 
electrons from programming trap in the tunnel oxide 
near the drain junction. This creates a ilegatively
charged barrier slOWing CHE injection. Similarly, 
electrons trap near the source junction because of 
erase. Their negative potential makes F-N tunneling 
less efficient. Figures 12 and 13 show the reslilt of 
these degradations over long-term cycling. 
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Program and erase V t distributions are a critical 
factor in determining device reliability. Since the 
amount of electron trapping differs from cell to cell, 
post-program and -erase thresholds spread 
somewhat with cycling (Figures 14 and 15). The 
purity of Intel's ETOX IV thin-oxide formation 
technology, coupled with optimally-short WSM 
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pulsewidth durations and a smaUer oxide area under 
stress, reduces electron trapping. Reduced trapping 
behavior prolongs buildup of electrons near the 
drain and source junctions, keeping threshold 
distributions tight while extending the livelihood of 
the tunnel-oxide isolation layer. 

To Be Available Next Revision 
(Order No. 294016-002) 

in QI'94 

Figure 14. 28F016SA Typical Process Data for Program Vt vs. Cycles. Post Data-Write threshold 
distribution increases by only a small degree with cycling. 
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Figure 15. 28F016SA Typical Process Data for Erase Vt vs. (fycles. Erase *hreshold distribution Is . 
affected more by cycling than Data Write, but still remains well within acceptable limits. 

The robustness of ETOX IV minimizes the negative 
effects of write/erase cycling. Write and erase times 
remain consistent over the first 10,000 cycles, and 
typically double as the d~vice nears 100,000 cycles. 
For programming, this means the likelihood of a 
second 2.5-I1S WSM pulse; and for erase, the 
requi~et'nentJor double the number oftO-ms pulseS. 

Process Variation 

Intel's process control of ETOX IV critical cell 
dimensions keep Data-Write and Block-Erase 
electrical characteristics on target with little 
variance. This capability assures manufacture of 
devices with consistent write/erase performance, 
making product operation predictable. 

Statistical variation, inherent to any process, will 
cause internal cell dimensions to exhibit some small 
degree of deviation. The primary process variable 
affecting erase is tunnel~xide thickness. Channel 
length (Leff) has the largest impact on 

< programming. Outgoing product testing ensures 
performance to specification regardless of these 
minor variances. 
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Since statistical variation is inherent to any 
manufacturing process, post-program and -erase Vts 
for flash memory devices will display Some normal 
distribution. The exact time necessary to program or, 
erase a particular cell differs across the array, and 
from device to device. Be.cause the WSM algorithm 
uSes set program and erase pulsewidths (2.5 lis and 
10 ms), cells with slow moving Vts can lengthen 
overall Data-Write and Block-Erase durations by 
requiring additional pulses. These. small variances, 
affecting write and erase times, can be seen in 
Figures 16 and 17. 

In addition to employing program, erase and verify 
methods designed to reduce .celi Vt variation, ETOX 
IV devices like the 28F016SA are aided by blocking 
and new process capabilities. . 

Blocking tightens program and erase Vts by 
dividing process variation into sQlaller regions. The 
64-KB (32~KW) block size is optimized to balance 
threshold control and layout efficiency, so that 
accurate V tS can be maintained while keeping die 
size to a minimum. 



To Be Available Next Revision 
(Order No. 294016-002) 

in Ql'94 

Figure 16. 28F016SA Word-Write Times across Process Variation. Control of ETOX IV process 
variables via electrical testing and in-line monitors ensures Word-Write conformance to 
specification. 

To Be Available Next Revision 
(Order No. 294016-002) 

in Ql'94 

Figure 17. 28F016SA Block-Erase Times across Process Variation. Control of ETOX IV process 
variables via electrical testing and in-line monitors ensures Block-Erase conformance to 
specification. 
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New process manufacturing steps maintain very 
strict dimensional compliance to stringent 
tolerances. Greater dimensional accuracy improves 
individual cell erase efficiencies, and therefore 
speed. By proliferating theseaccllracies across the 
entire array, all . cells erase more efficiently. 
Additionally, a uniform array structure makes 
source-to-floating-gate coupling more consistent, 
thereby providing yet another means to tighten erase 
V t distribution. 

The combined benefits of blocking and consistent 
accurate dimensions greatly enhances erase 
performance and V t distribution.. Improved cell 
erase efficiency, made consistent across entire 
blocks, lowers the number of WSM-directed pulses 
required to successfully complete Block-Erase 
op~rations. Reduced pulsing requirements provides 
additional benefit by decreasing the potential for 
electron trapping, which completes the circle by· 
also aiding to keep erase Vt distributions narrow. 

This design for manufacturing approach provides 
significant enhancement to product stability and 
reliability, while also benefiting the customer via 
lower cost. 

Electrical Testing. 

Electrical testing gives added value to Intel Flash 
Memory products. This elaborate testing provides 
valuable insight to device characteristics and 
ensures product longevity. Electrical test is 
performed at both wafer and package levels (Figure 
18). All die pass through wafer sort. This testing 
involves a screen of the array for defects and 
verifies overall circuit functionality. In so doing, 
each flash cell on every die is checked for integrity 
and proper operation. Additionally, a very high 
level of fault coverage is obtained via exercise of 
the peripheral logic circuits. 

.. +:.;:;.. In"",.; 

Figure 18. ETOX IV Electrical Testing Flow. 
Electrical test and its associated data 
collection ensures product integrity and 
quality meet high levels, while providing 
valuable information to further enhance 
process control. 

All product shipped proceeds through finished 
package test prior to mark. This level of tests 
verifies correct assembly, . checks· for defects made 
visible from bum-in stressing and guarantees 
operation to all timing specifications. The array and 
peripheral circuits are again checked for correct 
operation. 

Supply and input voltage levels and ambient 
temperature (T A) are cycled to worst-case minimum 
and maximum com!!rs during testing to. ensure 
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outgoing product performs to those parameters. 
Healthy guardbands compensate for tester 
tolerances and tester-to-tester variations. 

In addition to guaranteeing that each part meets 
specifications, electrical testing serves as a means 
for continuous data collection. This accrual of 
information allows for a meaningful and optimized 
evolution of process and design, contributing 
toward a very robust, manufacturable and cost
effective technology. 

ETOX IV PROCESS-RELATED 
IMPROVEMENTS 

This section begins with a Historical and 
Evolutionary preface, and expands on the following 
areas: 

-Cell/Array Compaction 
-Enhanced Contact Technology 
-Improved Cell/Array Uniformity 
-Write/Erase Performance 
-Cycling Performance 
-Read Access 

History and Evolution 

To put the scope of such an advanced flash memory 
manufacturing process into perspective, it would be 
helpful to understand the evolutionary and 
revolutionary steps involved to reach that point. 
Intel, the world's largest IC supplier, is also the most 
widely experienced manufacturer of semiconductor 
technologies. From the memory side, the company 
leverages a long history in a broad variety of 
different types and associated processes including: 
Static, Dynamic, Pseudostatic and Integrated RAMs 
in Bipolar, MOS (PMOS and NMOS) and CMOS 
configurations, MOS/CMOS Erasable and Bipolar 
PROMs, MOS ROMs, Magnetic Bubble Memories, 
EEPROMs and NVRAMs. .Intel invented and 
commercialized DRAM and EPROM technologies 
via: 

-the 1103, 1024 x I-bit Dynamic MOS RAM in 
1970 
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-the 1702,256 x 8-bit UV-Erasable MOS PROM in 
1971 

The 1702, using a charge storage element referred to 
as a Floating-gate Avalanche-injection MOS 
(F AMOS) device, gave birth to Intel's EPROM 
product family. This device had a cell size 
measuring 909 11m2 via IO-Ilm lithography. The 
upgrade I702A-2 offered this product's fastest 
maximum access time of 650 ns via +5V ±5% on 
three VCC inputs and one VBB input, and -9V 
±5% on VDD and VGG. The requirements for 
programming input and· supply voltages (with 
respect to the three V CC inputs held at OV) were: 

-VBB held at+I2V ±1O% 
-VDD and PGM pulsed to -47V ±IV 
-VGG pulsed to -37.5V ±2.5V 
-Address input voltages at OV for logic "1" and 
-44V ±4V for logic "0" 
-Data input voltages were OV (cell remains 
unchanged) or -47V ±IV to program a logic "1" 
(output high in read mode) 

Programming time for this device was very slow 
relative to today's technology; it required 
approximately 64 seconds for the tiny 2048-bit 
array. A large .part of this was due to the greater 
number of input pins requiring transition with 
longer setup, . hold and pulsewidth durations. 
However; the .. biggest factor affecting throughput 
was that the programmer had to scan through all 
addresses in ascending binary sequence 32 times 
(i.e., a data location could not be pulsed 32 times 
before moving up to next byte). 

Since those early days, substantial advances have 
been made in the manufacturing process and 
architectural design resulting from a strong 
commitment to continuous test data collection and 
process monitoring, capital expenditure to maintain 
equipment and facilities on the forefront ofleading
edge capabilities, and extensive R&D spending to 
lay the groundwork for today's technologies. These 
advancements made possible Intel's final EPROM 
development vehicle, the 8,388,608-bit 0.8-llm 
27C800 in late 1990. This device, with a cell size of 
6.5 11m2, advanced then current EPROM technology 
to the state-of-the-art for read access and 
programming. Advanced array layout design and 
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improved read path technology enabled an 85 ns 
maximum tACC from a single +5V V CC 
requirement. A theoretical array programming time 
of 6 seconds resulted from a simplified algorithm 
flow (very simple relative to the 1702 or 2708) with 
individual byte pulses at 10 flS, and address/data 
setup and hold times in the 400 ns and I flS range. 
Voltage requirements (referenced to the GND pin) 
were: 

.Vpp at 12V ±0.2SV 
• VCC at S.OV ±JO% during programming and 
6.25V ±0.25V for margined verification 
.Address, data and control inputs at CMOSrrTL
compatible voltages 

In retrospect, early EPROMs like the 1702 and 
1702A were constructed with p-channel MOS 
transistors, and had minimum-design-rule 
geometries of 10 flm. The first major technological 
milestone came about in 1975 when EPROMs 
transitioned to n-channel devices. Intel's 1024 x 8-
bit 2708 dramatically improved device read 
performance because of the inherent higher speed of . 
n-channel charge carriers (electrons) in silicon. 

The 2708, which was manufactured on 6-flm 
technology, required three power supplies for read: 

.VCC at+5V'±5% 
• VBB at -5V ±5% 
.VDD at +12V ±5% 

Its 2708-1 version was specified at 350 ns 
maximum tACe- Programming for' this device, 
which was specified at 100-seconds typical for all 8 
Kbs, allowed use of the same VILIIHTTL-Ievel 
address/data input signals required during reads. 
The following additional input voltages (referenced 
to the GND pin) were required: 

• CS#IWE input held at + 12V ±5% 
.PGM input pulsed to +26V ±IV 

The 2716, introduced in 1977, evolved the 
technology to a single +5V ±5% V CC supply 
requirement for read. Access time though, remained 
at 350-ns maximum for the fastest product offering. 
The 2716 also incorporated a dedicated 
programming supply input, Vpp, requiring +25V 
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±IV, with address and. data setup and hold time 
minimums reduced to 2flS. 

It wasn't until 1980 though, when Intel's 2764, the 
first EPROM manufactured on. the company's 
patented HMOS-E (High-PerfOrnlance ncchannel 
MOS) technology, that read performance made a 
large gain by achieving 200 ns. This device 
incorporated a 159-flm2 cell via 4-flm geometries. 
The next HMOS-E device,.a 2732A (stepping of the. 
2732) reduced cell size to 100.6flm2 via 3-flm 
geometries . 

Since then, HMOS-E progressed to HMOS II-Eand 
HMOS III-E, with dimensions shrinking from 4/3 
flm to 2.0/1.5 flm to 1.2 flm. These process 
evolutions enabled shorter programming pulsewidth 
durations and address/data setup and hold times, as 
well as a reduction in the VPP programming 
voltage. New algorithm flows could be developed, 
enhanCing production programming throughput. 
Also, coupled with architectural design advances in 
array layout, d,coding and sense amplifier circuitry, 
read performance continued to improve to 150ns. 

CMOS circuits, implemented for the periphery of 
the device, were first used on the 27C64. This was 
the next major milestone for EPROM technology, as 
it provided significant reduction to device power 
consumption. This advancement ushered in Intel's 
next pate!1ted EPROM. process- CHMOS II-E 
(Complementary HMOS), which fostered 
geometries of 1.5 flm and 1.2 flm. CHMOS III-E 
produced a geometric reduction to 1.0 flm, and 0.8 
flm was realized on what would have been CHMOS 
Iv-E if Intel had continued to stay in the EPROM 
market. It was also becoming very apparent, at this 
point, that migration toward smaller geometries 
would make floating-gate discharge (erase) via 
ultra-violet light exposure increasingly longer and 
more difficult to achieve . 

Intel's first Flash Memory device, the 57F64, was a 
8-K x 8 Flash EPROM manufactured on the 
company's CHMOS II-E process. This device, when 
introduced in early 1988, leveraged a three-year 
manufacturing base built on the CHMOS process. It 
laid the groundwork for the first ETOX I product, 
the 27F64 flash memory, which was soon followed 
by the higher-density 27F256,. 28F256PI and 
28F256P2 devices. 
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Intel's 28F256A, 28F5l2, 28FOIO, 28FOOIBX and 
28F020 flash memories, which were introduced in 
1990 and 1991, are manufactured on the ETOX II 
process, which itself .had knowledge gained from 
l.O-f.1m CHMOS II~-E technology. ETOX III 
devices such as the 28F002BX, 28F200BX, 
28F004BX, 28F400BX and 28F008SA, which were 
introduced in ,1992, leveraged the earlier 0.8f.1m 
development work performed on the 27COIOA and 
27C800. The 28FOIO, 28FOOIBX and 28F020 have 
since transferred to 0.8-f.1m manufacture. 

This long history of experience has allowed Intel to 
travel further along the semiconductor memory 
learning curve than any other flash manufacturer in 
the world. Continuous improvements ih process 
control have culminated in the highest levels of 
quality, reliability and manufacturability which are 
inherent to the company's ETOX IV process. The 
most notable sign of this quality and reliability is in 
the cleanliness and integrity of the ETOX IV tunnel 
oxide. All areas of performance for a flash device, 
such as consistent timings, data retention and 
cycling durability depend, to a great extent, on the 
tunnel oxide. 

ETOX IV maintains an advanced scaled substrate 
EPI thickness to practically eliminate product latch
~p, and uses double-metal technology to carry 
bitline data and strap the wordline. These process 
advancements aid cell/array compaction and 
enhance device read/write times. Array compaction, 
in turn also boosts read/write performance. Double
metal technology, 'first used on ETOX III, requires 
improved planarization processing. A desirable by
product of improved planarization is enhanced 
moisture performance. 

ETOX III achieved a very high level of 
planarization through several ' of its process 
improvements. The enhanced contact materials and 
methodologies of ETOX IV aid in making the array 
structure even more planar. Additionally, tighter cell 
dimensions proliferated across the entire array 
enhance planarity by making it more consistent. 

Greater structural uniformity and improved step 
coverage enhance process manufacturability, 
improve product reliability, and make program and 
erase threshold distributions and read/write timings 
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more consistent. Also, ETOX IV's smaller oxide 
~ea per cell,' coupled with extremely low defect 
density, provide lasting integrity for cycling and 
data retention. 

Cell/Array Compaction 

Not too many years ago, it was doubtful whether 
semiconductor minimum dimensions would ever 
scale below 1.0 f.1m. Through roughly six years of 
Intel Flash Memory development, ETOX process 
geometries have shrunk from l.2f.1m on a device 
like the 28F256-PIC2 to 0.6 !1m on the 28FOI6SA. 
This rapid advance in reducing minimum-design
rule geometries not only exhibits superior technical 
prowess, but also increases cell, density per unit 
area, thus keeping flash memory cost-per-bit 
learning on track with prior expectations. 

The shrinking of minimum dimensions also enables 
the capacity to cost-effectively incorporate higher 
levels of logic integration, while maintaining or 
reducing the periphery-to-array transistor ratio. This 
logic integration brings .the control functions for 
flash memory operations on the chip. Also, new 
features can be cost-effectively added into designs 
(28FOI6SA as example). 

In addition to higher integration, array ~ompaction 
allows a means for packing dense memory devices 
into ultra-small packages like 56-ld TSOP (14-mm
long x 20-mm-wide x l.O-mm-thick Thin Small
Outline Package). This small package gives the 
versatility to ~uild compact high-density modules 
and systems like a 40-MB Flash Memory Card with 
form and fit to PCMCIA 68-pin type-II mechanical 
specifications. 

Enhanced Contact Technology 

Ever-shrinking geometries mandate continuous 
improvement to existing production methodologies 
and materials; and development/use of new 
capabilities. These improvements and developments 
allow compaction not possible via minimum
design-rule reductions only. 
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The enhanced contact. technology of ETOX IV is 
such an example of new development and 
continuous improvement, enabling the tighter 
placement of array. cells via metal-I-to-silicon 
contact hole minimization. Step coverage and 
contact resistance improve via these advances, 
enhancing yields, reliability and performance. 

Improved Cell/Array Uniformity 

Large flash memory arrays require uniform cell 
structures to maintain tight program and erase V t . 
distributions. Consistent V t distributions are critical 
for reliable device operations, especially Block 
Erase. 

ETOX IV employs new manufacturing techniques 
that improve cell, and therefore array layout 
uniformity. In addition to improved threshold 
distribution, this uniformity provides: 

more consistent read, write and erase timings, 
increased product reliability, 
a higher degree of cell/array compaction, 
a more planar silicon formation, 
and greater manufacturing yields. 

Write/Erase Performance 

Data-Write and Block-Erase timings are reduced 
from previous product generations via the combined 
effects of geometric scaling, enhanced cell/array 
dimensional uniformity and optirnization of WSM 
pulses, support circuitry and algorithmic flows. 
Additionally, new device features like multiple 
command queuing, a Block-Erase tagging 
mechanism and fast data-in caching buffers improve 
write and erase performance at the system level. 

An externally-controlled timeout of 100 J,lS 
. programs a byte on the l.5-J,lm 28F2~6-170PIC2. 

An internally-controlled pulsewidth of 2.5 J,lS 
programs a word. or byte on the 28FOI6SA. 
28FOl6SA erase, which includes WSM pre-erase 
conditioning of all block bits (64-K:B/32-KW 
block), typically requires 800 ms. A combination of 
4-second typical chip-program and I-second typical 
chip-erase times is necessary to net the same erase 
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result on the 32~KB 28F256-170PIC2, whose entire 

. array is half that of one 28FOI'6SA erase block. 

Cycling Performance 

Cycling durability has made tremendous gains from 
early first-generation devices, such as the 28F256-
170PIC2 with a 100-cycle specification. Current 
products, such as Intel's ETOX III 28F008SA, are 
registering above 1,000,000 cycles. Experiments 
with these units have been conducted to prove their 
reliability. These parts typically do not produce 
hard failures, instead they see program and erase 
timings push out. 

ETOX cycling longevity has progressed due to 
continued improvements in tunnel-oxide qUality. As 
oxide layers become cleaner and more consistent, 
cycling-induced electron trapping mmlmlzes. 
Reduced electron trapping helps to keep Vt 
distributions tight. Additionally, reduced electron 
trapping improves program and erase pulsing 
efficiencies. Improved pulsing efficiency lessens the 
number of pulses required for a given operation to 
succeed, which in tum also reduces electron 
trapping. Since trapping is the primary source of 
program/erase timing pushout (Le., more pulses 
required), higher quality oxides reduce this 
degradation and extend cycling performance. 

Improved source-to-floating-gate coupling 
consistency via enhanced cell/array uniformity also 
extends cycling longevity by lowering the number· 
of erase pulses required. Additionally, the Intel 
ETOX cell, in combination with optimal WSM 
control, typically requires a very low number of 
pulse repetitions to achieve a program or erase state 
(typically one pulse for programming). This also 
lowers the pulse count, extending cycling 
livelihood. . 

Improvements in isolation, both from cell to cell 
and around the floating gate, have practically 
eliminated charge retention and data disturb 
concerns. Contrary to competitor reports, parts with 
more than 1,000,000 cycles retain data as well as 
devices with much less cycling. 
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Read Access 

Intel Flash Memory architecture has evolved by 
leaps and bounds since its inception. Read access 
time (tACe> has made significant gains, while 
maintaining very high levels of noise immunity. 
The 27F64's fastest speed bin was ISO ns with 
±S%V CC' while the 28FOl6SA wiJI offer a S.OV 
70/80-ns version with ±5/10%VCC tolerance and a 
3.3V ±O.3V 120,-ns version. 

Double metal, introduced on ETOX III, has been the 
biggest contributing factor toward improving read 
access times. This enhancement reduces wordline 
and bitline resistance, thereby enabling faster cell 
turn-on and sensing paths during read operations. 
Continually-improved circuit designs also 
contribute to shorter read timings. Again, cell and 
array compaction enables inclusion of 
new/additional circuitry that enhance read 
performance, and will also allow future 3.3V parts 
with access times much faster than their S.OV 
predecessors. 
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FLASH VS. OTHER 
SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORY 
TECHNOLOGIES 

Intel's scaling advances in flash memory 
manufacturing and design provide optimal cell/array 
compaction. In roughly twenty-two years, Intel non-
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volatile memory density hIlS grown from 2,048 bits 
to 16,777,216 bits, a factor of·8192x. Figure 19 
compares other memory types to show relative 
density progression. The fast ramp in ETOX flash 
memory density results from' its similarity to 
EPROM. 
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Figure 19. Memory Evolution 
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Figure 20 illustrates the relationship between cell 
sizes of different memory types 1IIld minimum 
geometries. As dimensions scale, certain memory 
types become cell-size limited (i.e., some 
components cannot shrink proportionally). The 
memory cost-per-bit learning curve shows flash in a 
strong position. This curve, shown in Figure 21, 
reflects how Intel's experience reduces cost for 
increased memory density. 
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Since the late 1980's, a new memory sub-system has 
arrived on the market offering an alternative to 
high-denisty file system media. Intel's Series 2+ 
Flash Memory Cards take advantage of the 
28FO 16SA an 'its third-generation . architecture to 
provide card densities of up to 40 Mbytes and·new 
functionality. This relatively new technology offers 
a solid-state file system (Figure 22) that will double 
in denisty with new ETOX gellerations. 

2.0 1.2 1.0 .8 .7 .6 ,5 

MINIMUM FEATURE SIZE ("') 
294012-8 

Figure 20. Memory Cell Size Trends 
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Figure 21. Memory Cost/Bit Learning Curves 
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Figure 22. ETOX Component and Memory Card Density Over Time 

SRAM and DRAM 

SRAM and DRAM have fast read/write speeds. 
Both though, are volatile memories requiring 
continuous power to retain data. Standard SRAMs 
(Figure 23) require four to six transistors for each 
flip-flop cell. This greatly reduces memory capacity 
per unit area, raising product cost for a given 
density. 

DRAM requires constant refresh of its capacitor-like 
storage mechanism (Figures 24 and 25) due to 
leakage currents and read operations. Charge 
storage requirements limit size reduction of this 
capacitor, which in turn limits memory array 
compaction. With smalier geometries, DRAM cell 
structures become increasingly complex requiring 
additional and more difficult manufacturing steps. 

294012-11 

FIgure 23. Six-Transistor SRAM Cell 
Schematic 
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Figure 24. Stacked -DRAM Cell (Side View) 

S = SOURCE D = DRAIN 
CG = CONTROL GATE 
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Figure 25. Trenched DRAM Cell (Side View) 

Most DRAMs require. read parity. This additional 
bit is needed for two reasons: First, alpha-particle 
strikes can disturb cells via ionizing radiation, with 
resulting loss of data. Second, during reads, only a 
small voltage differential is available for sensing 
because the cell's storage mechanism capacitively 
shares its charge with the bitline through the select 
transistor. This low:voltage differential can also be 
influenced by nearby bitline voltages and device 
noise. 

Parity bits are not required .on floating-gate 
technology because the -substrate is electrically 
isolated from the charge storage mechanism. Unlike 
DRAM, floating-gate charge determines cell Vts, 

.' +_J In-e-;. 
which in turn controls bitline voltages. This allows 
flash memory read sensing to easily detect cell Vts. 

Most DRAMs require high active. power 
consumption. Charge storage requirements and read 
signal strength constrain DRAM cell compaction. 
Low-power ETOX IV flash memory has a simple 
single-transistor cell with only minor scaling 
limitations through the year 2000. This results in a 
mainstream memory that does not need power to 
retain data. 

EPROM 

Intel's prior EPROM technology and Flash Memory 
cells share a common stacked-gate profile (Figure 
26), with two basic differences relating to their 
respective erase mechanisms. EPROM requires 
ultraviolet light to erase, flash erases. electrically. 
Electrical erase is possible because flash. has a 
thinner cell oxide to allow F-N tunneling, and a 
graded. source diffusion to improve source-to
floating-gate coupling and rrevent . breakdown 
during erase. 

CG 

FG 

) SiD) 
('--------->{ 

S=SOURCE 
CG=CONTROL GATE 

D=DRAIN 
FG=FLOATING GATE 

Figure 26. EPROM Cell (Side View) 

EPROM technologies migrating to smaller 
geometries will find floating-gate discharge (erase) 
via UV exposure increasingly difficult. One 
problem is that metal bitline widths cannot reduce 
proportionally with process technology 
advancements. EPROM metal-width requirements 



limit bitline compaction in order to maintain low 
resistance. As such, they reduce the amount of high
energy photons that otherwise would reach charged 
cells. Additionally, as dimensions scale, airborne 
(and other) particles that were once insignificant, 
now become a factor as they also obscure photons. 
Therefore, EPROMs built on sub-micron 
technologies will face longer UV exposure times. 

Intel's ETOX IV technology employs a second
metal processing step to strap word lines for 
improved read performance. This advance is not 
likely to appear on EPROM because it would block 
even more UV light. Since flash memory 
electrically erases, it eliminates these concerns. 
Moreover, flash electrical erasure eliminates the UV 
window and its associated cost. This allows ready 
acceptance of the most advanced and innovative 
plastic surface-mount packaging solutions. 

EEPROM 

Conventional two-transistor EEPROM cells limit 
layout density. In addition to the main cell shown in 
these figures (27 and 28), a second transistor works 
as a bit select. This extra transistor and decoding 
circuitry are required for single byte program and 
erase capability. Technology design requirements 
make EEPROM cell, like triple-poly, significantly 
larger than flash. Typical EEPROM technologies 
are more complex, making 'wafer manufacturing 
difficult and expensive. 

Because of their traditional application, EEPROMs 
use a very high internal voltage (17V to 30V) to 
achieve fast program and erase times. These high 
voltages and resulting electric fields cause cell 
oxides to breakdown, shortening cycling life and 
degrading cell thresholds. Additionally, this high 
voltage stresses periphery transistors. Intel's Flash 
Memories are more akin to EPROM; both use a 
significantly lower voltage around 12V. 
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Figure 27. Flotox EEPROM Cell (Side View) 

P 9 
S = SOURCE D = DRAIN 
CG = CONTROL GATE FG = FLOATING GATE 

EG = ERASE GATE 
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Figure 28. Triple-Poly EEPROM Cell (Side 
View) 

PROCESS/DESIGN TRADEOFFS TO 
ACHIEVE THE PERFECT FLASH 
MEMORY 

There are two main differences in flash memories 
today. The first is in the structure of how the 
individual' flash cell is built. Examples are Intel's 
stacked-gate approach and SunDisk's triple-poly 
flash cell. The second difference is in the 
architecture of the array. Array layout not only 
affects the structure and complexity of the chip, but 
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it· also influences the methods used to write, erase 
and read the device, and the subsequent 
performance of these operations. This section 
describes several oftoday's prominent flash memory 
technologies, and discusses various characteristics 
for each. 

NOR Flash 

There are several types of NOR flash in 
development today, most of which use structures 
similar· to Intel's stacked"gate ETOX cell. The 
defining characteristic of NOR technology is array 
layout (Figure 29). In this implementation, many 
flash cells are connected, via their drains, to a 
common column, or bitline. Many bitlines are 
grouped to make up individual I/0s. A select line, 
or wordline, serves as the control gates for a row of 
flash cells, one on each bitline. This layout allows 
for many cells, usually a byte or word, to be 
accessed in parallel, thereby providing . for fast 
random read/write access performance. Different 
NOR technologies vary mainly in erase 
methodology. 

8~ 0 

I 

BL BL 

Figure 29. NOR Flash Array 
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eTOX Flash 

Intel's ETOX NOR technology uses a High-voltage 
Source with grounded-gate' Erase (HSE) 
methodology, as described earlier in this report 
(Figure 7). A paper published by Toshiba Corp. in 
1992 entitled, "Comparison of Current Flash 
EEPROM Erasing' Methods: Stability and How to 
Control", describes Intel's HSE as "the most stable 
scheme for the control of erasing speed and erased 
threshold voltage distribution." It also concluded 
that certain tools are needed for "suppressing the 
erased-Vt distribution width" in other methods of 
erase, such as Negative Gate-bias Erase (NGE). 
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Negative Gate-Bias Erase (NGE) 

The method of erasing flash cells via NGE is 
inherently more complex than Intel's HSE approach. 
There are two main variations of this scheme. The 
first is a Negative Gate with positive Source Erase 
(NGSE) method. NGSE requires a large negative 
voltage on the cell's control gate while placing an 
intermediate positive voltage on the source. 
Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. uses this approach 
with voltages as seen in Figure 30. The second is a 
Negative Gate with positive Channel Erase 
(NGCE). This practice is being considered by NEC 
Corp. by placing voltages as seen in Figure 31 on 
the cell. 

S=SOURCE 
CG=CONTROL GATE 

--10V 

CG 

D=DRAIN 
FG=FLOATING GATE 

Figure 30. NGSE Cell Erase Voltages 

S=SOURCE 
CG=CONTROL GATE 

--13V 

CG 

-5V 
D=DRAIN 
FG=FLOATING GATE 

Figure 31. NGCE Cell Erase Voltages 
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Routing negative voltages throughout the device 
requires a higher degree of isolation in the periphery 
than needed for HSE devices. Consequently, the 
peripheral circuitry consumes a larger percentage of 
total die area. In addition to increased isolation, a 
triple-well process or large p-channel devices are 
necessary to switch the negative voltages onto cell 
gates. An on-chip charge pump must generate this 
negative voltage. These three requirements increase 
die size, thus inflating the product's cost. 

In general, a more complex manufacturing process 
is required to produce flash memory devices using 
NGE. Small statistical variations in manufacturing 
parameters can cause threshold voltage instability in 
these devices. Without the use of advanced tools 
and close process monitoring, this complex process 
can lead to inherently less reliable and inconsistent 
flash memory devices. 
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NAND Flash 

NAND flash· memories, such·· as those produced at· 
Toshiba Corp., use a cell similar to NOR, but with a 
distinctively ·different array layout (Figure 32). NOR 
cells are accessed in parallel, while NAND access is 
serial. This serial access unfortunately leads to very 
slow random read timings. Toshiba's 16-Mb NAND 
has random read timings that are more than two 
orders .of magnitude longer (15 f.lS vs. 70 ns) than 
those available via a NOR-layout approach. 

Also, if the data-read requirement is greater than 
256 bytes in length, additional delays occur. These 
additional delays happen on the first memory access 
when page boundaries are traversed (i.e., the 
Toshiba 16-Mb NAND array is decoded into 256-
byte pages; switching to read from another 256"byte 
boundary causes a 15 f.lS delay to valid data-out. 

NAND program and erase methodologies differ 
from those of NOR devices. Toshiba Corp. employs 
F-N electron tunneling for both operations. A very 
high voltage (20V) is applied to the control gate 
during programming, and to the substrate for 
erasure (Figure 33). This high voltage amplifie~ 
reliability risks in both cases. Tunnel-oxide 
breakdowll is more probable than with Intel's ETOX 
technology. In fact, Toshiba Corp.'s flash memories 
compensate for these concerns by incorporating 
extra bytes in each page for error correction. 

NAND's serial scheme allows tighter compaction in 
the array because its architecture only requires one 
contact for each string of 8 or 16 cells, vs. one 
contact per each .cell pair in NOR devices. The 
downside for NAND is that this gain is lost due to 
an overall drop in array efficiency. This loss results 
from increased decoder size and complexity 
necessary to handle the serial array structure. Also, 
large charge pumps and extra isolation in the 
periphery are needed because of the requirement for 
very high write and erase voltages. Besides 
impacting reliability, high voltage isolation also 
induces fixed limitations to the future scalability of 
this technology. 
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Figure 32. NAND Flash Array 
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Figure 33 .. NAND Cell Program and Erase Voltages 

Triple-Poly Flash 

The name of this technology reveals its cell 
structure difference from the ETOX double-poly 
stacked gate. . See Figure 34 for a schematic 
representation of this cell and array configuration. 
Although the theory behind triple-poly is sound, 
manufacture is very difficult. As such, SunDisk 
Corp. uses extensive error correction and 
redundancy in their devices to provide yield and 
reliability enhancement. 

This technology incorporates a poly-l floating gate, 
storing charge in much the same way as an ETOX 
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cell. Programming, via CHE injection, proceeds by 
placing 12V on the poly-2 control gate and 7V on 
the drain (Figure 35). The source and erase gate are 
atOV. 

The third poly layer is used during erase operation. 
Poly-to-poly tunneling is invoked by bringing the 
poly-3 erase gate to voltages ramping between 12V 
and 22V. This high voltage prevents minimum 
design-rule scaling below certain limits, and 
increases the likelihood of oxide wearout due to a 
high field stress, acr~ss the small oxide area. 
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Figure 34. Triple-Poly Flash Cell Schematic and Array Configuration 
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Figure 35, Triple-Poly Cell Program and Erase Voltages 
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SUMMARY 

Intel's technological advances result in flash 
memory products that are more efficient, more 
reliable, less expensive and higher performance. 
Finer geometries, double-metal technology and EPI 
wafer processing allow considerable gains in 
memory array compaction. This compaction nets 
improved write/erase performance and lower 
product cost. 

New ETOX IV manufacturing steps and contacting 
technologies also contribute to cell compaction and 
improved reliability. Extremely high cycling 
endurance results from the superior quality of Intel's 
ultra-pure thin tunnel oxide and the electrical 
characteristics of internal program and erase 
operations. 

Cycling, voltage and temperature exhibit only a 
small influence on Data-Write and Block-Erase 
speeds. Products built on Intel's CMOS ETOX IV 
Flash Memory technology require very low power 
consumption during Data-Write, Block-Erase, Read, 
Sleep and Standby modes. 

Intel Flash Memory products designed on ETOX IV 
will satisfy many different applications. The Thin 
Small-Outline Package (TSOP) provides high 
memory density in an extremely small footprint. 
Some applications include memory cards, solid
state drives, resident code (O/S and application) and 
file storag~, data acquisition and embedded code 
storage. 

The solid-state nature of flash provides far superior 
ruggedness over mechanical rotating media. With 
blocking, applications can perform erase as a 
background task to optimize system performance. 

Today, Intel's technological advances in flash 
memory are driving cost to parity with DRAM. This 
steep decline in the price learning curve enables 
new classes of systems and system architectures. 
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WP 3.6: Flash Solid·State Drive with 6MB/s ReadlWrite 
Channel and Data Compression 

Steven Wells, Don Clay' 

Intel Corporation, Folsom, CAI'Conner Peripherals Incorporaled, Longmon~ CO 

Flash memory densities are sufficient for solid-state mass 
storage applications. Hard-drive emulation using flash memory 
provides a standardized system interface with characteristics 
superior to those of magnetic drives in read and seek perfor
mance, energy consumption, acoustics, ruggedness, and reli
ability. This 42MB 2.5" drive includes a thirty 8Mb device 
flash array, an embedded processor, and interface ASIC. The 
O.7i1m standard-cell ASIC contains drive interface circuitry, 
4-port butTer manager, flash interface, and a LempeVZiv type 
hardware compressor. Flash device architecture is optimized 
for cost-etTective high-density systems. 

The dominsnt cost of the flash-based drive is in the flash 
device. Two issues have significant impact on flash device 
costs: 1) number of cells in the erase-block, and 2) required 
erase performance. Prior reported triple-poly and NAND de
vice architectures closely match erase-block with drive- sector 
size and require high-performance erase before each sector 
write [1,2]. This flash drive supports a large erase-block size 
and reduces requirements on erase performance allowing use 
oflower-cost stacked-gate NOR flash devices (Table 1) [3]. A 
large erase-block reduces flash die size and complexity of 
decoders and drivers. Reduced requirements on erase perfor
mance reduce cost by simplifying the flash cell and enhancing 
yield. 

The system block diagram is shown in Figure 1. The device 
array is organized into pairs for increased performance. The 
embedded processor handles drive commands and manages 
the flash. A butTer RAM provides drive-interface compatibility 
and allows caching. 

A linear write algorithm executed by the embedded processor 
writes each sector to the next available location in the flash 
array and notes the sector number. A prior copy of a sector 
stored in the flash array is marked ·old" and is no longer 
referenced. Reclamation of old sectors is managed by the 
embedded processor transparent to the drive interface by 
identifying erase-blocks with old sectors, moving remaining 
sectors to other blocks and initiating erase. Measured pro
gram/erase cycling with this algorithm is shown in Figure 2. 
Optimum erase-block size for stacked gate NOR flash devices 
minimizes the time required to reclaim old sectors (Figure 3). 

A custom interface ASIC is designed for maximum transfer 
performance from flash to drive interface. A 20MB/s circuit 
transfers data from flash to the butTer RAM. A 4-port priori
tized butTer controller interfaces the flash transfer circuits, 
the drive interface, and the embedded processor with sus
tained 6MB/s on both drive interface and flash media. The 
interface controller is state-machine controlled to allow the 
embedded processor to focus on acquiring the next sector or 
flash reclamation. The drive is capable of sustained 4MBls 
random read transfers. 

© 1993 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from 

Zero spindle-energy provides 30x energy savings over conven
tional magnetic drives. This drive quickly enters and exits 
lowest power oscillator-disabled sleep modes. An intermediate 
energy-saving mode disables ASIC clock distribution during 
momentary idle times; a data request re-enables it within 
5Ons. Figure 4 diagrams the oscillator control and clock distri
bution circuit. REQUEST strobes the oscillator or clock dis
able request into latches Ll and LB. Latch Ll, which stores the 
clock on/otT request (CLlCEN), disables the ASIC clock via 
embedded processor command ACTIVATE A host interrupt 
re-enables it through latch L2. Latch LB stores the embedded 
processor oscillator-disable request from OSC_EN. Latches 
L4-LS ensure glitch-free clock-signal propagation. The ASIC 
vendor optimized latch elements reduce metastability. 

A LempeVZiv data compressor is integrated into the read/ 
write channels to enhance read/write performance, reduce 
energy consumption, increase density, and enhance etTective 
butTer bandwidth. The compressor operates on 512B ~sectors 
and achieves an average compression ratio of 1.6x at a sus
tained 6MB/s for read and write. The linear write algorithm 
combined with large erase blocks is key for efficiently storing 
variable-size sectors. Increased density is achieved through 
drive interface protocol enhancements. Sectors that generate 
compression ratios <1 are stored uncompressed. 

Overall system performance is compared to a typical 2.5" drive 
in Table 2. Figure 5 shows drive read timing with parallel host, 
sector butTer, and flash transfer. A photograph of the system 
is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 1: System block diagram. 
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Figure 6: See page 262. 

Feature size 
CeIl 
Organization 
Erase block 
Die size 
Read throughput 

. Program throughput 
Erase throughput 

0.8J.U1l 
7.25J.U1l2 stacked-gate NOR 
8Mbx8 . 
64kB 
102mm2 
70nsIB 
111kBIs 
64kB1s 

Table 1: Flash device features. 
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Interface rate 
Compression 
Media rate 

This System (read/writel 
6MB/s, 6MB/s 
Yes 
9.6MBls, 0.36MBls 
(with compression) 

Spinup time 3ms, 6m. 
Shock, oplnon-op lkGllkG 
Seek, avg/trk-trk <O.25m., O.25m. 
Rotational latency . Om. 
Acoustics Silent 

Table 2: Drive performance. 

Mag Drive 
8MBls 
No 
1.6MBls 

7 - 20. 
101100G 
15ms,2.5ms 
8ms 
34dBA 



WP 3.6: Flash Solid-State Drive with 64Mbls ReadiWrite Channel and Data Compr~ssion 

Figure 6: Solid-state drive micrograph. 
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STORAGE? 
ARE DISKLESS COMPUTERS THE 

WAVE OF THE FUTURE? 

I magine, in the' future, when you 
turn on your personal computer 
and the next sound you hear 

, is ... silence. There is no familiar 
whir of the hard drive veeting you, 
just the low murmur /?f the power sup
ply. Inside, the rigid disk has been 
replaced by the solid-state advantages 
of flash chip technology, 

Sure, it's a conceivabl~ scenario, but 
don't expect it to be in the n,ear future. 
Although flash chip technology has 
already found its way onto some desk~ 
tops and portable computers-used. 
for either the BIOS or as a hard drive 
~eplacement-even flash manufactur
ers apn't believe their product will 

by Walter, Chen 

eventually make hard disks obsolete. 
And with, competing technologies such 
'as SRAM, EPROM and EEPROM 
,already established, flash will have to 
shine above this group before it can 
take on the big boys. 

"We have all kinds of way of niching 
against disk technology in the desktop 
market, but we're not pursuing it for 
the time being because we don't see 
that as 'high growth,» said .Bruce 
McCormick, the marketing director 
for Intel's flash card. ,Instead, 
McCormick added, Intel is focusing 
more on low-end computers and con
sumer products as the future bread and 
butter of flash. 

Flash technology, which was pio
neered by Toshiba in the mid-1980s, 
uses non-volatile solid state memory 
chips. Because it retains ,data when 
power'is turned off and because it's 
rewritable and rugged, flash chips have, 
become especially appealing in some 
applications. In portable environ
ments, for example, where small form 
factor and durability are crucial 
requirements, flash appears to be the 
next revolution. 

But flash also has considerable disad
vantages, the most noted of which is 

, price. Still a technology in its infancy, 
flash chips cost about $30 per 
megabyte, compared to hard drive 

Reprinted with permission from Storage Magazi~e, November/December 1992 edition 
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prices that have fallen to as low as $2 to 
$3 per megabyte. Additionally, the 
capacity of flash chip. drives, or cards, 
remains expensive compared to con
ventional storage devices .. Twenty 
megabytes is the upper capacity of flash 
cards now, while even some small form 
factor hard drives have capacities of a 
gigabyte or more. And even with 
expected price drops in flash technolo
gy as well as improvements 
in capacitY, some industry 
observers say they diln't 
believe flash will pose a seri
ous threat to drive makers in 
the near future. 

"I do not see flash as a 
hard drive killer. I believe it 
will put mass storage capac
ity in very small things," said 
Walt Lahti, the vice presi
dent of In-Stat, a market' 
research firrn based in 
Scottsdale, Ariz. 

Lahti. said there is no 
doubt that flash will be 
able to find a' market 
despite the vast variety of 
drives and other solid state 
chip' makers. However, he 
added, drive makers will 
always have the advantage 
ofla~ger capacity. 

In addition, flash has a 
limited life, the majority of 
flash products on the market 
today requires two power 
supplies and unlike some 
other solid state technolo-
gies, data can't be written to the chip 
on a byte-basis. Until recently, chang
ing data on a flash chip required eras
ing and rewriting the entire chip. 
AT&T recently introduced a flash card 
that allowed data to be erased in block 
sizes of 256 bytes. 

Even head-to-head on form factors, 
hard disks have become even smaller, 
with the introduction of 1.8- and 1.3-
inch drives. Cards complying with the 
Personal Computer Memory Card 
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International Association (PCM
CIA), flash cards measure 3.3 by 2.1 
by .1 inches. 

But what flash has to offer is also 
unmatched. Similar to EPROM 
(erasable ROM) and EEPROM (elec
tricallyerasable ROM), flash cells are 
smaller and use just one transistor per 
memory bit. In a flash chip, data stor
age is achieved by trapping electrons in 

ATar. flash card 

a capacitor. They stay there even after 
electricity has been turned off. To 
reprogram the chip, voltage is. reversed 
and the capacitor is purged through 
what's called a tunneling process. 
According to Intel, data is retained for 
as long as 100 years. 

In other technologies, like ROM, 
information is stored in a fixed bit pat
tern that can't be altered. EPROM is 
similar to ROM except that data can 
be ch~nged by exposing the chip to 

ultraviolet light. In EEPROM, strong 
electrical currents, rather than ultravi
olet light, are used to change the data. 
EEPROM is also more expensive and 
slower than flash. 
, While RAM-both static and 

dynamic-can also act as storage 
devices, they are volatile, meaning 
data are lost the moment electricity 
is turned off. While batteries are 

sometimes used to 
keep data contained in 
SRAM, this technolo
gy still doesn't. offer 
the advantage of flash. 
DRAM, however, is 
not threatened by 
flash. because it is 
needed for data 
manipulation, which 
flash is unable to do. 

Similarly, flash is 
faster than small form 
factor hard drives, 
weighs less and con
sumes less power. It's 
also more, rugged than 
hard drives, whose 
mechanical parts are 
vulnerable to shock. 

Although the cost 
of flash is roughly 10 
times that of rigid disks 
now, those prices are 
falling at a dramatic 
rate. For insrance, Intel 
said its cost-per-
megabyte for flash was 
$64(j in 1988. It also' 

predicts that by the end of the century 
the per-megabyte cost will be below $1'. 

Additionally, while chip density is 
currently at 8Mbit, a 16Mbit chip is 
soon expected, allowing 40MB cards 
to be made, said Glen Riley, th~ mar
keting applications manager for 
AT&T's flash memory division. The 
telecommunications giant jointly 
worked on developing a flash card with 
SunDisk and has introduced a 20MB 
card that can be paired up in an IDE. 
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controller to provide up to 40MB of 
storage capacity. 

He said that while current chips only 
have densities of 8Mb irs, he predicts 
16Mbit chips available by 1994, 
32Mbits by 1997 and a 64 or128Mbit 
chip by the end of the centuty. Simi
larly, he said he sees the cost drop by 
half evety two.or three years. ' 

If,. indeed, flash costs can fall dra
matically, the technology is likely .to 
show up in mor~ than just computers. 
It's likely tei be found in evetyday con
sumer goods, printers and other elec
tronics requiring mass- storage in a 
small form factor. 

Already, flash cards are appearing in 
a number of products, including sev
eral notebook computers, deskt()p 
computers for storing BIOS and med-
ical equipment. .' 

For example, Hewlett-Packard 
recently introduced a flash card sys
tem to its 95LX palmtop computer, 
which weighs 11 ounces. The card, 
produced by SunDisk and which 
corries in a 20MB size, gives the com
puter far more sto.rage than its SRAM 
memory, which had a maximum 
capacity of 1MB. 

Richard Kirby, the developers pro
gram manager with HP's portable 
computing Corvallis division, . said 
flash provides much more storage than 
SRAM and allows users to have access 
to more appli<iations. . 

~I think there are things that can't 
be done with the small amount of 
memory that SRAM provides," he 
said, "and flash will increase the 
amount of applications." 

Ironically, HP,whose recently intro
duced Kittyhawk disk drive will com
pete with flash cards, is jUst one of the 
handful of companies using flash in 
their products. Kittyhawk, which is the 
industty's first 1.3~inch hard drive, is 
the smallest disk drive on the market .. 
Psion last year introduced a flash-based 
laptop that, while disappointingly 
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underpowered, nevertheless was one of 
the first to market with a f}ash
equipped computer. 

Already, some 20 companies are 
looking to flash 'as the next cash cow. 
Companies like AT&T, SuO:Disk, 
Advance Micro' Devices, Fujitsu and 
others are ttying to catch 'up to Intel. 
For instance, AMD and F~jitsu agreed 
in July to develop both EPROM and 

flash devices. 

INTEL THE LEADER 
Still, they have much ground to make 
up to match Intel, the clear leader. The 
company manufactures several prud
ucts, including memoty cards with 
capacities of four, 10 and 20 
megabytes. Lahti said the chip maker 
last year dominated 75percerit of the 

MICROSOFT FI'lE SYSTEM ALLOWS 
FLASH TREATED AS DISK DRIVES 
Microsoft, whose MS-DOS has 
become the standard operating system 
for the ~Ciridustty, appears poised to 
lead the development of flash applica
tions as well with its flash file system. 

The file system contains essentially 
three drivers that .make flash cards 

, appear to users as if they were magnet
ic disks. Through hard disk emulation, 
Windows and DOS applications can 
be executed on flash cards without 
extensive. modifications of the soft
ware, said John Kechejian, the product 
manager for MS-DOS at Microsoft. 
This also' aids developers of software, 
headded .. 

The drivers are loaded into the 

CONFIG.SYS file of DOS. One. dri
ver interfaces with the operating sys
tem and acts as a translator fora sec
ond driver, which carries out the 
command on the flash cards. A third 
driver, said Kechejian, enables com
pression on the flash card. 

Kechejian said the flash file system is . 
designed to complement flash cards' 
unique characteristics. 

Because the life of flash chips is lim
ited to about 100,000 write-erase 
cycles, the drivers have. to make sure 
data are placed c;venly throughout the. 
card t.() ensure an even wear of the 
chips; othetwise, "hot spots", are creat
ed that lead to premature failures. 



$130 million market, a market that is 
expected to see explosive growths in 
coming years. 

Market Intelligence, a market 
research group, said flash sales this year 
are projected ro account for six percent 
of the rotal market for ~mall form fac
tor storage devices, which include 
micro disk drives and flash cards. But 
by 1998, flash is expected to dominate, 
growing to 41.1 percent of the market, 
which is expected to grow to $11.6 bil
lion by then. 

"It's an evolutionary thing. We had 
ROM and then EPROM and then 
EEPROM," said Sandeep Mahesh
wari, an analyst with the Mountain 
View, Calif. firm. "Flash is certainly a 
superior technology. It takes the bene
fits of both EPROM and EEPROM." 

Maheshwari said he sees flash even
tually muscling out low-capacity 
hard drives and wHi compete with 
drives in the 150 to 200MB range. 
With such memory hogs like UNIX, 
Windows and other graphic user 
interfaces becoming more popular, 
he said there will be greater, demands 
for mass storage. 

FLASH'S MARKET 
Flash won't, however, replace all hard 
drives, say analysts and even some 
flash makers. 

"Definitely Fujitsu believes there's a 
future in flash. My only question is 
whether it's going to replace disk. We 
don't think it's going to happen," said 
Alex Goldberger, the director of s.trate
gic marketing at Fujitsu. "Personally I 
keep seeing that for every quantum 
leap in solid state storage, there's a 
quantum leap in rigid disk storage." 

And as flash prices fall, observer say, 
prices for hard drives will do the same. 
And some believe that flash will simply 
never be able to catch up to hard disk 
drive on a per-megabyte cost. If any
thing, flash is poised to displace 
EPROM, some say. 
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So if the proliferation of portable com
puters continues to lag, flash may be 
even less of a threat to hard drive. 

"The EPROM market will be the 
one most heavily impacted," Lahti 
added, pointing out that once flash 
supplants EPROM, its next battle will 
likely to be with EEPROM chips. 
"The EEPROM versus the flash (card) 
is the most direct socket-for-socket 
battle that will take place." 

But the optimistic outlook on flash 
is also based on anticipated high 
growth in the portable computing 
market, which Riley said has grown to 
expectations, adding that" 1992 was a 
disappointment for us in the mobile 
computing year because it didn't take 
off as fast as we thought." He said that 
there are probably less than 50,000 
portable computers using flash now. 

That's why, McCormick added, 
Intel is interested in placing flash chips 
in consumer electronics, products that 
enjoy a much broader customer base. 
He sees items such as cameras, medical 
instrumentation, flight recorders and 
others as virgin territory for flash, 
holding much promise. 
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FLASH MEMORY: MEETING THE NEEDS OF MOBILE COMPUTING 
1992 Pen-Based Expo 

Brian Dipert 
Intel Corporation 

INTRODUCTION 
Have you noticed the diversity of approaches that computer 
manufacturers are laking as they develop and introduce their 
initial pen-based computers? Different. CPUs, different 
combinations of input devices, different types and sizes of 
mass storage subsystems, different product "packaging", 
size and weight ..... the industry is struggling to frrst define 
just what is a pen-based computer for their specific target 
markets, and then provide product features and capabilities 
t9 match. This paper will present flash memory in all its 
forms as a key technology that will help bridge the gap 
between the pen-based computers of today and their "ideal" 
counterparts of tomorrow. 

Industry analysts are predicting an impending market de
mand explosion for portable computing platforms with pen
based human interfaces. This customer interest will par
tially come from existing users, who value the capabilities 
of fully mobile computing. Equally enticing to hardware 
OEMs for their total market grpwth Potential, however, are 
the new users, who today are not computer "literate", and 
who will purchase these machines precisely because tJley do 
not operate like today' s computers. These potential custom
ers are intimidated by today's keyboards, bulky and heavy 
hardware "packaging" and cryptic command interface. 

redesign of the computer architecture, away from the "desk
top" model which has served the industry for the last 10years 
(and the "mainframe" model before that), and toward anew 
model for computing in the '90s and beyond. The central 
improvements needed center around the 4 "P"s of portable 
computing: Performance, Portability, PC Compatibility and 
Pen Interface. 

Performance 
Tomorrow's computing subsystems will handle increas
ingly complex data types (including still and full motion 
video images, and hi-fidelity stereo sound), and manipulate 
this data faster and more "invisibly" than ever before. This 
demands improvements not only in the CPU itself, but also 
in the memory subsystems and how they are accessed. For 
today's PC users that will upgrade in the future, the goal is 
replicate the desktop PC on the road .... or totally replace it! 
Woven into this hunger for greater performance is the 
diametrically opposed need for greater and greater battery 
life, and smaller and smaller batteries. This leads to thenext 
up" ...... . 

Portability 
Today's mobile computers have come a long way from 
1985 's Compaq Portable. However, when the author travels 

Tomorrow's computing consumers, who will continue the on the road, his notebook PC with extra battery pack and AC 
market explosion begun in 1975 with the introduction of the power supply still weighs more than 15 pounds, is over 2" 
Altair, don't understand computers in great detail an~I'don'~ thick and requires its own separate carrying bag. A one-way 
want to have to learn. They don't want a tutorial in file plane flight across the United States is more than enough 
system fundamentals. They want unlimited variety in the time to drain both batteries. Today's portable PCs are in 
types of data they can interchange with each other, and most cases portable only in that they can be transported 
straightforward, intuitive methods to accomplish this inter- from one location to another; they must still be operated on 
change. Finally, they won't accept (within reason) limita- a stable, flat, non-mobile surface like a table top. The goal 
tions in the environments and ways that they operate their . of pen-based computing is to provide a comparable usage 
computing platforms. Look at the telephone for a model of model to today' s pencil and pad of paper. To do So requires 
the ideal "computer" of tomorrow; it should be just as "pen-and-paper-like" attributes: much longer battery life, 
straightforward to operate. Why don't the vast majority of and much lighter and thinner packaging. 
VCR owners use the recording capability of their units, and 
why do the clocks on these VCRs "blink" annoyingly with 
the familiar "12:00" display? Because the mechanism to 
program a VCR, or to reset its clock after a power outage,are 
not straightforward or intuitive! 

The computer industry's challenge to satisfy the needs of 
tomorrow's users is indeed a tall one. It requires fundamen, 
tal reshaping of the way the software industry architects its 
user interfaces, to make a computer less a "puzzle" and more 
a "tool". The goal of the computer hardware industry is 
equally ambitious. This objective demands a fundamental 

© INTEL CORPORATION, 1992 
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PC Compatibility 
Today's installed volume oflnrel-based personal computers 
numbers over 100 million units. Compatibility and <4ta . 
interchange capability with this installed base is essential. 
This does not necessarily mean that tomorrow's mobile 
computers must run the same MS-DOS*, Windows* or OS/ 
2* as their desktop brethren. What itdoes mean, however, 
is that file read/write adaptability and exchange must be 
preserved. Additionally, a falJ1iliar software interface will 
assIst users that work with both types of computers. One way 
to implement this latter goal is thru a ..... 
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Pen Interface 
A recent article in PC Week, reviewing today's pen-centric 
hardware, software operating systems and extensions, re
ported that, "If the point of using these systems is to input 
information by writing it, the technology (today) won't 
work" 1_ Quotes in the same article from test group users 
reflect this opinion. "I was just amazed at the difficulty in 
using the pen-based system ... .!t was unresponsive and time, 
consuming, and I spent more time than I should have 
inputting answers to questions,,2. "I spent 35 minutes to an 
hour just trying to record my name .... .! don't know who 
would use it-you'd go crazy. I can sit down and key a lot 
faster than I write"3. "The purpose of writing is to write at 
yourn()rmaipace ... .!flhavetoslowlywriteA ...... B ...... C ....... , 
I may as well type,4. Handwriting recognition software of 
the future must continue to improve in its handstroke 
translation power and ease of use. 

HOW DO WE ACHIEVE THE IDEAL? 
The last several paragraphs have spoken in generalities 
about the attributes of the ideal mobile computer. Now for 
some hard facts; how do we get there from today? What are 
the "weak links" in today's mobile computer architecture 
that must be improved or replaced to achieve the ideal? 

Make it Lighter 
The heaviest subsystems iiI a computer are the keyboard, the 
battery pack and power supply, and the floppy and hard disk 
drives. Resolving the first item is easy: remove the keyboard 
(or make it an option) and replace it with a lightweight pen 

, interface. Efficient power management, both in hardware 
and software, will minimize system power draw and enable 
lighter and smaller batteries and power supplies. Finally 
eliminate the floppy disk drive and remove (or reduce the 
density of) the hard disk drive, achieving both aims via 
alternative non-rotating memory media. More on this 
later .... 

Make it Thinner 
The two biggest contributors to the thickness of today's 
portable PCs are the floppy and hard disk drives. Again 
following the recommendation above, removing the FDD ' 
and HDD is the means of achieving this ideal. An array of 
1.2 mm tall high-density memory components spread out on 
the system motherboard will make the <1" thick mobile 
computer a reality. 

Give it Longer Battery Life 
The screen is one of the largest power consumers in a 
computer. Recent (and future) advances in screen technol
ogy promise tremendous advances in this area. Continued 
CPU andchipsetinnovations,coupled with software "hooks", 
will produce more intelligent power management as semi-

conductor manufacturers drive innovation and on-chip inte
gration in this area. Today's system DRAM requires 
constant refresh to maintain valid data contents (even during 
SUSPEND modes). Reduced reliance on DRAM as a main 
system memory will result in system power savings. Finally, 
the motors in today's rotating mass storage media are 
inherently power-hungry. Solid state mass storage is the key 
to eliminating this source of shortened battery life. 

Give it Higher Performance 
Ever-increasing silicon "intelligence" will result in future 
CPUs with performance measured notin MIPS, butin MIPS/ 
watt. Beyond the raw speed improvements of the processor 
"engine", a transition to a main memory subsystem consist
ing of a direct-execute, nonvolatile, updateable code array 
eliminates the slow seek and rotation delay of code loaded 
from the HDD. 

Make it More Rugged 
Continued advances in composition and manufacturing 
technology will improve display screen ruggedness, an 
"Achilles Heel" of today's portable PCs. Rotating mass 
storage media is relatively fragile. In comparison, solid state 
devices are inherently rugged; ready to take the punishment 
of the truly mobile computing environment. A comparison 
of flash memory card specifications (1,000 G operating 
shock resistance) to HDD specs (10 G) shows a 100x 
improvement. Will tomorrow's mobile computer user wait 
for the HDD to park its heads before tossing his/her "tablet" 
PC on the front seat of the delivery truck? How valuable is 
the data stored on this "tablet"? 

Make it Easily Upgradeable, Enhanceable 
Consumers value upgradeability, to the latest version of 
their favorite software, to the latest power management 
BIOS, to the latest set of "whizbang" features and capabili
ties. A very good way to ensure long-term customer loyalty 
is to design a system that is not obsolete 6 months after he/ 
she buys it. Customers also don't appreciate buying initiai 
production products full of "bugs" that are difficult, expen
sive or impossible to fix in tomorrow's compact, integrated 
systems. Easy system upgradeability and enhanceability, 
done by the user instead of an expensive technician, is a 
powerful customer service differentiator in a market of 
many competing alternatives. 

Give it an Integrated Pen Interface 
This last point is an automatic given. What better way to 
increase the number of computer users than by providing 
them an intuitive interface that they've used since child
hood; the pen? However, continued innovation both in pen 
hardware and software are essential to make this goal a 
reality. 
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FLASH MEMORY: ENABLING SUPERIOR 
MOBILE COMPUTING 

The past several pages have described the ideal mobile 
computer, and the improverpents to today'shardware and 
software designs that will lead to this ideal. What has any 
of this to do with flash memory? Flash memory is a 
fundamentally new memory approach that is a key enabling 
technology for superior mobile computing products. In a -
few words, flash memory: 
o Makes mobile computers lighter and smaller 
o Makes mobile computers faster . 
o Enables PC software compatibility,and 
o Enables easy upgradeability and enhancement. 
The next few pages will detail flash memory usage in 
specific application areaS. First, however, it is useful to 
explain flash memory and its characteristics in some depth. 

What is Flash Memory? 
Flash memory, first introduced by Intel Corporation in 1988, 
is at its core derived from fundamental EPROM technology. 
It combines ideal attributes ofsever!ll of today 's mainstr~am 
memory approaches. Flash memory (as shown in Figure 1) 
combines the: 
o High speed of DRAM 
o Nonvolatility of hard disk drives and floppy disk 

drives 
o Updateability of RAM or EEPROM, and 
o High density of ROM 
Comparative cell diagrams foran EPROM ceII andETOX™ 
flash memory cell are shown in figure 2. Clearly, ETOX 
flash memory and EPROM share similar cell structures; this 
makes flash memory highly manufacturable .and scaleable. 
Their bit program mechanisms are identical. However, the 
narrower gate-to-substrateoxide thickness of a flash memory 
cell enables electrical erasure, versus the UV erasure of 
EPROM. 

Flash memory is programmable (writing. data" 1 "s to "O"s) 
on a bit-by-bit resolution. Erasure (changing "O"s back to 
"1 "s) is accomplished on a block-by-block level (as small as 

CONTROL GATE 

SOURCE 
SUBSTRATE 

EPROM CELL 

Figure 1. Flash Memory, the Optimum Nonvolatile Memory 

4Kbytes on some devices). A C;:ommand Register architec
ture results in SRAM-Iike command write timings to flash 
components, and newer devices integrated a Write State 
Machine to automate and internalize program and erase 
algorithms. 

Characteristics of today's state-of-the-art flash memory 
components and cards are shown in Table 1. 

WHERE CAN FLASH MEMORY BE USED 
IN MOBILE COMPUTING? 

Flash memory usage centers around the following four 
applications: 
o BIOS storage 
o The Resident Flash Array 
o Flash Memory Cards, and 
o The Solid State Drive 

CONTROL GATE 

FLOATING GATE-

SOURCE DRAIN 
SUBSTRATE 

INTEL ETOX™ FLASH CELL 
Figure 2. Comparison of EPROM lind Intel ETOX Fla.h Memory Cells 
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Table 1. Flash Memory Charactarlstlcs (Currant as of Paper Publication Date) 

60ns Maximum (Component) 
Read Access Time 

200ns Maximum (Cards) 

B~/BytelWord Write Time 9 IJsec Typical (SRAM-Like Command Write Speed) 

Block Erase Time 1.6 sec Typical (64KByte Block) 

Minimum Block Erase Cycles 100,000 Cycles 

32KBytes to 1 MByte (Components) 
Density 

1 MByte to 20 MBytes (Cards) 

Read (Operating) Voltage 5V ± 10%, 3.3V ± 0.3V 

Program/Erase Voltage 12V ± 5% 

BIOS 
The term BIOS stands for Basic Input-Output System code. 
As Figure 3 indicates, BIOS is the lowest level software 
interface between. the system software and hardware. BIOS 
is in a sense the "glue" that binds multiple diverse hardware 
implementations to a common set of software operating 
systems. In the IBM-compatible world, the BIOS is viewed 
as the basis of PC compatibility. The BIOS specifically 
controls such hardware subsystems as the CPU and 
coprocessor, its chipset, the graphics and main memory 
subsystems, keyboard/mouse/pen, networking interface and 
secondary storage subsystems. Also often lumped under the 
general "umbrella" of the BIOS is software such as power 
management code, "docking station" software and any 
resident "ROM"-executable operating systems and applica
tions. It should be clear just how crucial proper BIOS code 
execution is to correct operation of the computer! 

greater potential for software "bugs", especially in the last
minute rush to bring a new system to market ahead of the 
competition. As hardware becomes increasingly integrated, 
the resultant systems are more· and more compact, and 
difficult and expensive, if not impossible, to disassemble if 
the BIOS component requires replacement. 

What is the current and future environment under which a 
BIOS is developed and operated? Today' s hardware designs 
are becoming more and more integrated, with increasingly 
higher functionality CPUs and chipsets. In some aspects, 
this tends to make hardware design a "simpler" task. 

In conjunction with this hardware trend, computer users are 
demanding more powerful and flexible computers. This 
results in more and more complex software of all kinds, 
including the system BIOS. Simpler hardware design, 
coupled with more complex software requirements, means 
that the BIOS development often gates time-to-market for 
new computer designs. More intricate software equates to 

I APPLICATION J 
CODE 

.J 
I 

OPERATIING J SYSTEM 

: 
I BIOS J 

: 
I HARDWARE I 

Figure 3. BIOS; Lowest Level Hardware/Software Interface 
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Common BIOS storage solutions include ROM (Read-Only 
Memory) and EPROM (Eraseable Programmable Read
Only Memory). ROM has a low per-device cost to system 
manufacturers, and theBIOS code is "burned" in the device 
at the semiconductor vendor fab. However, a minimum 
ROM order quantity of multiple-thousand devices is often 
required. ROM is not reprogrammable, so if a "bug" is 
discovered in the "burned-in" code, the devices must be 
scrapJXl.d. ROM is also not reprogrammable once instaIled 
in a system. If a "bug" is discovered once the computer is 
in a customer's hands, the unit must be disassembled to 
replace the defective ROM code. In-system BIOS enhance
ments are also not possible. EPROM, while more expensive 
than ROM, is shipped "blank" from the semiconductor 
vendor and programmable by the .computer manufacturer. 
Again, however, it is not in-system reprogrammable and 
must be removed and replaced if the code contained inside 
is found to be faulty. What alternative exists that allows 
factory programming (and reprogramming) and easy in
system field update? Flash memory! 

Flash memory, by virtue of its electrical programming and 
erasure, is easily updated under system software control 
while physically connected to the computer motherboard. 
This allows, for example, a manufacturer to download test 
code as the system moves down the manufacturing line, and 
reprogram the exact BIOS required as the computer leaves 
the factory. One hardware design can therefore easily be 
customized to match the needs of multiple markets. Finally, 
by simply running an "update" routine and accessing code 
from an OEM-supplied diskette or electronic BBS, a cus
tomer can easily update hislher system BIOS to remove 
initial production "bugs" or enhance capabilities. The result 
is a longer system lifetime, postponed obsolescence and 
long-term customer satisfaction. 

Intel's BootBlock product line has been architected specifi
cally with features that satisfy the requirements of BIOS 
storage in mobile computers. For more information on these 
devices, please reference the Additional Literature section 
at the conclusion of this paper. 

Resident Flash Array 
Today's memory subsystem is shown in Figure· 4a. The 
process by which a CPU accesses a byte of code is today a 

lengthy and complex ordeal. The code is first accessed from 
the hard disk drive (after waiting a relatively long time for 
the drive rotation and seek delay). It is copied from theHDD 
to system DRAM, and from there to the high-speedSRAM 
cache. Then, and only then, can the CPU fetch and execute 
it. 

There appears to be a redundancy between the "memory" 
systems of the HDD and the DRAM array. Why are both 
needed? Simply, they exist to counterbalance each other's 

. shortcomings. DRAM's read access speed is relatively fast, 
but it is a volatile memory (in other word!dt loses its data if 
it loses power or is not refreshed). SRAM is similarly 
volatile. The HDD, while fuIly nonvolatile, has a relatively 
very slow read access time. 

Figure4b suggests an alternate approach, the RF A (Resident 
Flash Array). Flash is an ideal memory technology for mass 
storage in that it combines the fast read access time of 
DRAM with the non volatility of a hard disk drive. A high
density array of flash memory, storing "ROM"-executable 
code such as Microsoft*'s MS-DOS* 5.0 ROM Version 
(currently in production) and Windows 3.1 ROM Version 
(currently in betasite testing), provides high-performance 
"instant-on" execution and task switching, and much lower 
system power consumption by replacing the rotating HDD 
and a majority of constantly-refreshing DRAM. The annoy
ing delay of staring at the Windows "hourglass" while code 
slowly loads from the HDD to DRAM is eliminated! 

Why use flash memory versus ROM? Flash memory's in
system updateability is as invaluable here as it is when used 
for BIOS storage. When the next version of a user's favorite 
"ROM" -executable application is released, flash memory 
provides himlher the opportunity to easily upgrade the RF A. 
It is important to note that flash memory (by virtue of its 
block-erase characteristics) can displace, but will not totaIly 
replace, system DRAM. DRAM will continue to be utilized 
where fuIl bit alterability is required (such as in manipula
tion and storage of application temporary data, video graph
ics dataor interrupt vector tables). However, for application 
code storage where read-only capability is sufficient, the 
RFA provides a superior solution to the redundancy of 
DRAM and disk. 

I~:~ +RAM~ ·I,D::] CPU ... FLASH 
t.:: 

r..ar. ... DRAM 
48. Today's Memory Paradigm 4b. The Future, Using Flash Memory 

Figure 4. Flash Memory Revolutionizes the Architecture of Computing· 
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Where "ROM"-executable code is not available, the RFA 
concept is equally useful in a resident solid-state "drive" 
configuration. In this respect the RFA "HDD" is not unlike 
today's "RAM drives" made up of DRAM and configured 
via software. Of course there is one important difference; a 
"Flash Drive" is completely nonvolatile and won't lose its 
data when power is removed! By putting the necessary code 
in the system BIOS, this "Flash Drive" can even be made 
bootable. 

Intel's FlasbFilelM component product line is the RFA 
architecture of choice for mobile computers. For more 
information on these devices, please reference the Addi
tional Literature section at the conclusion of this paper. 

Flash Memory Cards 
Mobile computers by their nature and operating environ
ment require connectivity and code/data interchange with 
other computer systems. Today, two solutions exist for this 
purpose; neither of them is by any means an optimum 
approach. 

The floppy disk drive is a common means today of passing 
data between portable and desktop computers. The 3.5" 
floppy is an established medium, disks are plentiful and 
easily available, and no added software knowledge is re
quired beyond standard DOS commands. However, the 
FDD has the following disadvantages: 
o The floppy disk drive, due to its rotating media 

motor drive, is a significant consumer of battery 
power in portable pes. 

o The FDD, along with the HDD, are the two most 
significant contributors to system height. The 
FDD also negatively impacts system weight. 

o The FDD suffers from even longer head seek and 
rotation delay than the HDD. File read and 
write times are annoyingly long. System 
performance is significantly impacted 

o Rotating storage media is very sensitive to the 
everyday "beating" and temperature extremes 
of the mobile environment. Storage media must 
be able to resist shock and vibration of large 
magnitude and from all axes and angles, and 
remain operational while non-stationary and in 
all possible orientations. The FDD, along with 
the HDD, has been shown to be inadequate to 
meet these specifications. 

o Beyond ruggedness, magnetic media is 
unreliable. How many of you have ever saved a 
file to disk, only to be unable to access it at a 
later date? Don't put your diskettes near the 
video display; don't put your diskettes near the 
power supply ... the litany of warnings is 
numerous! As users rely more and more on their 
computing platforms for data storage and 
manipulation (and broaden use of these 
computers), the value of this ~ta exponentially 

increases beyond the cost of the system. Data 
loss is therefore unacceptable. 

The other means used to interface between computers is with 
'software such as LapLinklM, which enables communica
tion thru cable connecting serial ports. Disadvantages of 
serial port transfer include: 
o A "free" serial port must be available on each 

machine (not used by a modem, mouse or 
printer). Given the complexity of today's 
computer systems, this requirement is often 
difficult to achieve. Hardware hookup is a 
complex task to many computer users. 

o Serial ports must be easy to physically access for 
cable hookup. 

o This transfer method is extremely slow, on a bit
by-bit basis (Plus error-detecting bits). 
Performance is comparable to a modem-based 
file upload or download. 

o Additional software commands must be learned 
beyond the standard DOS operations. 

o In summary, serial port transfer requires 
knowledge of computer hardware and software 
beyond the level of all but computer "experts". 
This method is not for the "faint-of-heart"! 

Does a solution exist that answers the disadvantages of the 
above methods? Again, the answer is flash memory; this 
time in card-based form! 
o Flash memory cards are available in densities up 

to 20 Mbytes! This is plenty of room to store 
not only data but also full application file sets. 

o The only computer hardware required to 
interface to a flash memory card is a low-height 
68 pin connector (2.25" x 0.25" x OS'), an 
easily-integrated and compact 12V converter for 
flash memory write/erase, and miscellaneous 
interface logic. The system height and weight 
limitations constrained by the FDD have been 
eliminated. 

o Solid-state storage media, by its absence of a 
motor and its instantaneous "on/off', is much 
lower power than a FDD or HDD. See the next 
section on The Solid State Drive for additional 
information. 

o Flash memory cards are very high performance, 
with read access times of 200ns and a x 16 
parallel interface for high data throughput. No 
seek and rotation delay; no serial access! 

o Solid state media is significantly more rugged 
than rotating media. Data stored in flash 
memory is intrinsically nonvolatile for 100 
years! 

o Microsoft's Flash File System allows flash-based 
storage to emulate today's FDD and HDD, with 
identical DOS commands. No additional 
software learning curve is needed. 
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Table 2. Flash Memory Comparison to Hard Disk 'Drlvea 

Characteristic Flash Specification 

Power Consumption 0.05 Watt-Hour 

Volume 15 Cubic cm 

Weight 36 grams 

Ruggedness 1000 G 

Reliabiiity 1,000,000 Hrs MTBF 

Time-To-First Access 200 ns 

Media Transfer Rate 10 MB/sec 

o Card interface is simple via the integrated 
PCMCIA connector. Complex hardware 
contortions are eliminated. 

Flash memory cards are writeable and updateable; capabili
ties lacking in ROM cards. Compared to battery-backed 
RAM, flash memory cards are fully nonvolatile (no battery 
to fail), higher density, and lower cost on a per-Mbyte basis. 
Intel's FlashFile Series 2 memory card product line offers a 
powerful removeable mass storage media for mobile com
puters. For more information on these devices, please 
reference the Additional Literature section at the conclusion 
of this paper. 

The Solid State Drive 
Many future pen-based computers will use flash memory 
cards exclusively as their mass storage systems. Where 
additional solid-state storage beyond the density capability 
of cards is needed, or where "plug-and-play" rugged storage 
upgrade to existing HDD designs is desired, a solid state 
drive is the solution of choice. The IDE- or SCSI -compatible 
solid state drive market is still in its infancy. Within the next 
year, expected product announcements from several ven
dors will validate the concept of flash memory for "disk 
drive"-like mass storage. In particular, Intel Corporation 
and Connor Peripherals Inc. have signed and publicly an
nounced an agreement to jointly develop solid-state based 
storage products. 
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HOD Specification 

1 Watt-Hour 

60 Cubic cm 

70 grams 

10 G 

100,000 Hrs MTBF 

20ms 

1.4 MB/sec 

Table 2 details comparisons between current 1.S" hard disk 
drives and Intel Series II flash memory cards. Flash's 
dominance in all areas is clearly evident. William Schroeder, 
vice Chairman of Connor Peripherals, Inc., a hard disk drive 
manufacturer, sums it up best. "Because a mechanical drive 
requires a mechanical arm to move over the disk to access 
information, portable applicatio~s for this technology will 
be limited to those in which the unit is stationary when 
operated. For a majority of mobile computing applications 
that are active while moving, solid-state disks will domi
nate".5 

SUMMARY 
The emerging mobile computer market is the high growth 
segment in this industry, and offers computer manufacturers 
tremendous opportunities for differentiation. Success in this 
market requires analysis of the specific applications and 
their requirements, followed by selection of enabling tech
nologies to answer these needs. ETOX flash memory is such 
a technology. Only ETOX flash memory satisfies all 
portable computing essentials: ruggedness, high reliability, 
light weight, compact size, low power and high perfor
mance. Whether in component, card or subsystem form, 
flash memory is uniquely positioned to help lead mobile 
computing into the future. 
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ADDITIONAL LITERATURE 
For additional information on the Intel flash memory products mentioned in this article, please reference the following 
documents, available thru your local Intel sales representative. ., 

BootBlock Components 
28FOOIBX Datasheet 
28F200BX/28FOO2BX Datasheet 
28F400BX/28FOO4BX Datasheet 
AP-341 "Designing an Updateable BIOS Using Flash Memory" 
AP-343 "Extended Flash BIOS Design for Portable Computers" 
ER-26 ''The Intel 28FOOIBX-T and 28FOOIBX-B Flash Memories" 
ER-29 "The Intel 2/4 Mbit BootBlock Flash Memory Family" 
TP-355 "Flash: The Optimum BIOS Storage Device" 

FlashFile Components 
28FOO8SA Datasheet 

. AP-359 "28F008SA Hardware Interfacing" 
AP-360 "28FOO8SA Software Drivers" 
AP-364 "28FOO8SA Automation and Algorithms" 
ER-27 "The Intel 28FOO8SA Flash Memory" 

FlashFile Series 2 Cards 
Series 2 Flash Memory Card Datasheet 
AP-361 "Implementing the Integrated Registers of the Series 2 

Flash Memory Card" 

General Flash Information 
AP-357 "Power Supply Solutions for Flash Memory" 
ER-20 "ETOXTM II Flash Memory Technology" 
ER-28 "ETOXTM III Flash Memory Technology" 

Order Number 
290406 
290448 
290451 
292077 
292098 
294010 
294013 
297003 

Order Number 
290429 
292094 
292095 
292099 
294011 

Order Number 
290434 
292096 

Order Number 
292092 
294005 
294012 

1 ::Pen Computing Disappoints Judges," PC Week, July 20, 1992, p. 80. 
2 .. Pen Computing Disappoints Judges," p. 80. 
3 "Pen Computing Disappoints Judges," p. 80. 
4 Pen Computing Disappoints Judges," p. 80. 
5"Flashy Mass Storage Challenges Magnetic in Laptop Computers," Electronic Buyers' News, September I, 1992 

Microsoft, MS-DOS and Windows are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. OS/2 is a trademark ofInternational Business 
Machines. LapLink is a trademark of Traveling Software, Inc. ETOX and FlashFile are trademarks of Intel Corporation. 
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Flash Memory For Top Speeds In 
Mobile Computing Applications 
by Bruce Bonner 

The access time advantage of 
a semiconductor mass storage 
technology like flash is key in 
giving performance benefits 
over a 1.8-in. rotating magnetic 
disk drive. Users can expect no
ticeable performance increases 
when using flash instead of hard 
disk drives in most cases inas
much as access time is such a 
large component of normal DOS 
cluster read and write opera
tions. Joined with its low power 
consumption, small size, light 
weight, silence and ruggedness, 
flash clearly advances minia
ture mass storage technology 
for mobile computing, and the 
state-of-the-art in mobile com· 
puting in general. 

The time for a typical 1.8-in. 
hard disk drive to get the first 
byte of data is about 25.6 msec, 
whereas for the flash memory 
card it is 0.2 msec, more than a 
100:1 ratio (Fig 1). This ratio is 
the reason for the success of 
disk caching programs such as 
SMARTDrive in Microsoft Win
dows 3.x. On a repetitive basis 
data is obtained from system 
DRAM, instead of mechanical 
disk, giving significant gains in 
apparent disk performance. 

Power-Off Access Time 

Disk drives consume the 
most energy when moving a 
mechanical part, such as the 
rotating disk( s) or heads. To 
conserve battery life in mobile 
computers the drive spins 
down during idle times. 1)rp
ically the drive is automatically 

SEEK ACCESS TIME (MSECS) 
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Fig 1 The seek/access time greatly affects the time required to read and write 
one DOS 5.0 disk cluster. 

put into this 'sleep' mode after a 
minute or two of idle time by 
system BIOS power manage
ment software. (The. exact idle 
duration time is contigl,lrable by 
the user.) The drive stays asleep 
until the user needs to read or 
write data to the disk, at which 
time it is 'spun up: 1)rpical hard . 
disk drives take at least a sec
ond to do this. During idle, the 
hard disk drive does no produc
tive tasks, so power expended is 
totally wasted energy. 

stabilize before continuing, and 
makes a tradeoff between long 
battery life (the disk not spin
ning all the time) and fast ac
cess time (the disk spinning all 
the time). 

Flash, by comparison, is 'in
stant on: It takes a·flash mem
ory card 1 f.Lsec to come out of 
sleep mode. Flash need only be 
turned on during read or write 
operations, saving an enor
mous amount of power, without 
asking the user to make any 
compromises. , The action that wakes up the 

drive is a system disk read or 
write, which is the result of the Media Data1i'ansfer Rate 
user saving or retrieving data to 
the disk. The user has to wait 
for the drive to spin up and 

Hard disk drives read and 
write to the rotating magnetic 
media at the same rate. This is 

Reprinted by permission of the Publisher from the June 1992 issue of COMPUTER 
TECHNOLOGY REVIEW® Order Number: 295083-001 
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Data Accessffmnsfer Rates In A Flash 
determined by the rotation 
speed of the disk, which trans
lates into a linear velocity under 
the read/write head, and the 
write clock frequency of the flux 
reversals produced by the head. 
This corresponds to the bits per 
inch (bpi) of the disk drive. 
Modern miniature disk drives 
usually have variable recording 
frequencies (higher for outer 
cylinders) to obtain a more 
constant bpi and higher capaci
ties. For instance, one 1.8-in. 
drive has a media data transfer 
rate of 9.9 Mbps (1.28 Mbytes/ 
sec) at the inner most cylinder, 
and 21.4 Mbps (2.675 Mbytes/ 
sec) at the outer most cylinder. 
Further, magnetic disk drives 
directly overwrite previous 
data, combining erase and 
write functions. 

Flash, being a nonvolatile 
semiconductor technology, 
uses another approach. Read, 
write (program) and erase are 
separate functions. Writing re
quires that the block of flash 
memory to be written to previ
ously be erased to an all I's 
state. One 8-Mbit flash device, 
for instance, has a block size of 
64 Kbytes; the typical erase 
time of a block in the flash 
memory is 1.6 secs. Some would 
suggest that this makes flash 
fall short in write performance. 

But erase time is not a prob
lem, because in practice eras-

. ing is carried out as a back
ground task so that there are 
always erased flash memory lo
cations ready to accept data. ··In 
a flash memory card, multiple 
chips can be simultaneously 
executing independent erase 
operations, further reducing the 
impact of block erase time. The 
erase rate for a 20-Mbyte card 
could be as high as 800 Kbytes/ 
sec, assuming all flash chips are 

erasing blocks, giving plenty of 
sustained bandwidth for writes. 

When it comes to writing, the 
typical flash card media data 
transfer rate is 200 Kbytes/sec, 
which results from a 10 f.Lsec 
write time for a 16-bit word. 
This is a sustained transfer rate, 
assuming that a new 200-nsee 
access occurs for every word. 
The hard disk drive's sustained 
data transfer rate of about 1.9 
Mbytes/sec is dependent on the 
head staying on one track, 
which does not realistically 
happen for a file that has been 
modified over time; it becomes 
fragmented, and occupies clus
ters scattered over the surfaces 
of the disks. Not having 1:1 in
terleave, which is common with 
AT-class computers, will also 
drastically reduce sustained 
data transfer rate. 

Reading data from flash is a 
very high speed operation, 
roughly the same speed as 
DRAM at the chip level. One 
flash memory card has an ac
cess time of 200-nsec, equating 
to a 10 Mbytelsec 16-bit word 
transfer rate. Again, the disk 
will have about a 1.9 Mbyte/sec 
transfer rate dependent on hav
ing data contiguously . located, 
which is not an limitation with 
flash. 

Finally, combining transfer 
rate with access times gives the 
amount of time it takes to read 
and write data with the two 
technologies. On reads flash is 
always much faster than disk 
On writes flash is faster if the 
amount of data transferred is 
less than about 5 Kbytes. This 
shows the assumed amount of 
data to be moved is a key issue. 
Looking to normal usage for 
guidance, let's assume the 
block size that Microsoft DOS 
5.0 uses in disk accesses, which 

is 2 Kbytes (4 x 512 byte sec
tors). DOS in most cases treats 
multiple cluster accesses (such 
as in a large file) as separate 
events. 

Real users both read and 
write data to a mass storage 
device. Intel's research indi
cates a typical user reads 
four times more data than is 
written, owing to the fact that 
program loading and execution 
is mostly a read only pro
cedure, while saving data files 
are mostly write-only opera
tions. System level results 
based on this user model point 
to an overallll: 1 benefit of using 
flash (Fig 2). Because every 
user is different, the perfor
mance benefit of flash will vary, 
but it will always be large since 
it is non-mechanical. • 
Bruce Bonner is the SSD prod
uct manager at FlashCard 
Systems Group, Intel Corp. 
(Folsom, CA). 
For more information circle 
207. 
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The characteristics of Flash Memory allow it to permeate into 
many types of applications, from code storage to disk drives. In 
this paper, we will discuss this memory evolution focusing in 
particular on using the new Series 2 Flash Memory Card as a 
mechanical disk drive replacement. 

A MEMORY EVOLYTIOH 

Think about all the uses for memory in a computer system. Memory 
for code and BIOS storage. Memory for code execution and data 
manipulation. Mass storage memory for user's applications and 
data files. Traditionally, each of these applications has been • 
associated with one or more memory technologies." EPROMs typically 
handle code and BIOS storage. Disk drives store the applications 
and user data files that get downloaded to system DRAM during 
execution. In demanding "environments, battery-backed SRAMs have 
taken the place of disk drives. Or for increased flexibility and 
nonvolatility in low densities, EEPROMs may replace anything from 
EPROMs to SRAM. When flash memory appeared in the industry a few 
years ago, it demonstrated the technical ability to displace each 
of these memory types to a varying degree (Figure 1). With 
properties that include nonvolatility, high density, in-circuit 
write and erase capability, random access, high reliability and 
low power consumption, flash memory's degree of utilization ties 
directly to cost and design considerations. 

Reprinted with permission from IC Card Expo Conference Proceedings 1992. For more 
information about IC Card Systems and Design, please call 303-220-0600. 
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Figurel. The Flash Memory Technology Provides Versatility for Use in Many Applications. 

Intel holds approximately 85% of the flash market with its ETOX 
(EPROM tunnel oxide) Flash Memory devices,. The ETOX flash memory 
cell provides a very scalable lithographic process which has 
re~ulted in a very rapid increase in component density and 
decrease in cost. From the start, flash memory prices allowed it 
to replace EEPROMs and SRAMs in many applications requiring code 
and data updates. Despite a price differential, it quickly 
became obvious that flash could replace EPROMs for improving 
customer service by fixing software bugs and upgrading systems 
with easy field updates. 

Meanwhile, back at the ranch, the computer industry was 
undergoing an evolution of its own. Smaller size, lower power, 
higher performance and mobility have become the new driving 
factors. A new breed of machines, from notebook PCs to Federal 
Express delivery trackers, placed new demands on system 
designers. Space and power constraints and the need for 
performance and reliability improvements are factors that make 

disk drives a focal point for system improvement. Although disk 
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drive manuf.acturers strive towards meeting the new requirements, 
many application goals can only be achieved by using solid-state 
devices. With the recent introduction of the Intel 28F008SA, one 
megabyte flash memory device, pricing came on parwi.th DRAMs. 
This prompted QEMs to use flash for disk drive alternatives and 
even as part of system memory, especially in. small form-factor 
portable machines. 

INTROPUCING FLASH MEMORY SOLID-STATE STORAGE 

In any given system, mass stor,age memory, in general, exists in 
two basic flavors: . fixed and removable. Naturally, for 
mechanical disks, this means hard disks and floppy disks, 
respectively~ For solid-state storage, this implies chips on the 
system motherboard and removable memory cards,· respectively. For 
flash memory drives specifically, the system motherboard houses 
the 28F008SA devices connected directly to the CPU bus (referred 
to as a Resident Flash Array or RFA). This approach provides the 
highest performance because the AT bus. does not limit access 
speed, as it would with removabl.e mem(,)ry cards. In this format, 
the flash memory array can also be used for ROM DOS and ROM 
WINDOWS. The true flash value becomes apparent when new software 
revisions arrive allowing the user to perform a simple update 
procedure. 

In support of removable memory technologies, .the Personal 
Computer Memory Card Association (PCMCIA) standardized the 
electrical and mechanical interface for memory and I/O cards. 
This made removable mass storage memory practical by establishing 
a non-proprietary interface and facilitating system-to-system 
transfer of data and applications via memory cards. In 
accordance with the PCMCIA specification, Intel developed a20 
Megabyte card, called the Series 2 Flash Memory Card. The card 
contains up to 20 28F008SA devices arranged in pairs to. provide a 

16-bit data path. The functionality of this flash memory card 

(and the 2,8F008SA),. in conjunction with n~w software drivers, 
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allow it to perform high-performance disk emulation. 

THI TECHNICAL SIPI OF FLASH MEMORY SOLIP-STATE STORAGI 
To understand the operation of a flash memory solid-state disk, 
we begin with a discussion of the technology. All the bytes in a 
flash memory device erase simultaneously, (hence the name 
'FLASH') and after writing to all bytes, the device must be 
erased before it can be rewritten. In a typical system with a 

mechanical disk drive, files (or data) are constantly being 
written and deleted. When handling these modifications, a 

mechanical disk drive continuously modifies the Directory and FAT 
structures. Furthermore, files can be written simply by 
overwriting deallocated space. Unlike a mechanical disk, which 
can rewrite data in small, 512 byte sectors, a flash memory drive 
must employ unique software designs to effectively allow it to 
appear functionally similar. 

Microsoft's Flash File System (MS-Flash) exemplifies this type of 
software. To overcome the Directory and FAT structure rewrite 
issue, MS-Flash stores and locates files using a linked-list data 
structure (Figure 2). With this technique, file information 

(name, date, time, attributes,etc) attaches directly to the file 
itself, rather than having a dedicated directory space. 

Furthermore, files only get written to clean, unused flash memory 
in a stack-like manner. Deleted files remain intact, to avoid 
continuously erasing and rewriting the flash memory card. 

Eventually the entire flash memory array gets used up. The real 

trick lies in removing the deleted files (referred to as 'taking 
out the garbage'). With deleted files mixed in with valid files, 

the valid data must be relocated (to isolate the two) as a 
background task, imperceptible to the user, to deliver disk-like 

functionality. 
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RASH FILE SYSTEM STRlJCTlIE 

RLEB 
(FILE ClF£CTCRf nJ CONTENfS) 

tELETED RLE I.e. ClR1YSPACE 

RLEA 

(FILEClF£CTCRf nJ CONTENfS) 

figure 2. Linked List Pointers Locate files~ 

As a first step in this garbage removal process, the software 
writes the valid file data into a previously reserved,spare 
flash device pair (referred to a~ a copy operation) •. But to make 
this operation practical from a memory utilization and 
performance standpoint, a card must .contain many device pairs. 
The Series 2 Card fe~tures become important here. Let's start 
with the 28F008SA, the flash memory technology within the card. 
This device consists of 16 separately-erasable blocks (64Kbytes 
each), which means the entire device does not have to be. erased 
before-it can be rewritten. As Figure 3 displays, an erasable 
block actually consists of 64KWords, in device.-pair format. 
Nevertheless, a 20 Megabyte Series 2 Card contains 160 of these 
erasable blocks, and reserving 2 or more of these blocks for tbe 
cleanup process. has negligible impact (1% of the card's blocks). 
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SERIES 2 FLASH MEMORY CARD 

rl PCMCIA INTERFACE r-
I I 
CARD CONTRCllOGlC 

+ + + + 
DEVICE PAIR 9 

+ • V,. 4. HI-DevICe slock , 
13-i ! 

! 12. 
11. 

! / 10. 14k x 8 
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LO-DevIce Block 

14k x 8 

28FOOBSA 28FOOSSA .. 
I" 

1. , 
! 

~ 
.. 
5. 

1 
1 4. 

3-, 
1 2. I i 1. 

o. t t 
l OM E PAIR 0 BL OCK PAIR J 

- PCMCIA COMPATIBLE 
- UP TO 20 28F008SA FLASH MEMORY DEVICES 
- EACH DEVICE CONTAINS 16 64KBYTE BLOCKS 
- ARRANGED IN A 16-BIT CONFIGURATION 

Figure 3. The Series 2 Card Contains up to 160 Block Pairs_ 

To facilitate the cleanup process, the 28F008SA uses built-in 
circuitry to automate the write operations (and block-erases), 
everything from timing loops to data verification. This 

functionality provides a performance increase and a reduced need 
for host system involvement. As a matter of fact, once the 
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28F008SA receives the appropriate command (and data), the host 
CPU is free to perform alternate tasks until the flash memory 
device signals operation complete with its READY/BUSY pin. The 
READY/BUSY pins from the individual 28F008SAs are wire-OR'd 
together within the Series 2 Card to form the PCMCIA-defined 
RDY/BSY output. This output can be connected to a system-level 
interrupt to allow asynchronous notification of a completed 
operation. 

The copy function, discussed above, actually consists of a 
varying number of data writes. Typically, a single, data-write 
operation requires only 7·sec. Obviously, we wouldn't want an 
interrupt to occur after every write because the interrupt 
latency time would be considerably longer than the write 
operation itself. The Series 2 Card has a mechanism in a special 
mask register that selectively filters individual component's 
READY/BUSY pins from the card's interface. So if an interrupt is 
filtered, how does the system know when a data-write operation 
completes? Each 28F008SA has an internal status register, with a 
READY/BUSY bit, that can be polled periodically (Figure 4). 
Additionally, this register reports whether the operation was 
successful. 

28F008SA STATUS REGISTER BIT DEFINITION 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BITS BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

WSM ERASE ERASE WRITE VPP 
STATUS SUSPEND STATUS STATUS STATUS RES ERV ED 

STATUS 

Figure 4. The status Register Internal to the 28F008SA. 

During the second step of the cleanup process, which creates a 
new spare block from the dirty, old block, software gives the 
dirty block the erase command (Figure 5). During this operation, 
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the system would not want the interrupt blocked so software 
ensures that the mask was not enabled for the block erasing. 
block-erase operation typically takes 1 second, but once 
initiated, the host can go off until it receives the interrupt 
generated by the READY/BUSY signal making this process 
imperceptible to the user. 

BLOCK LEVEL CLEAN UP MECHANISM 

SPARE 
BLOCK 

Figure 5. Block Cleanup Mechanism. 

THE CONTINVING EVOLUTION 

SPARE 
BLOCK 

FREE 
SPACE 

Step 1) Valid files (data) copied to 
spare block. 

Step 2) Dirty, old block erased 
becoming new spin block. 

The dirty-file cleanup discussed above, is the fundamental 
process a flash memory drive must perform to deliver disk-like 
functionality. In addition, the Series 2 Card provides many 
disk-desired features, ranging from very low power modes to 
various write protection mechanisms. 

Continuously improving hardware and software compression 
techniques will soon allow flash memory drives to approach hard 
disk densities and prices. Along with the technology 
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.improvements of the 28F008SA, domes faster read access and direct 
code execute cap~ility ~ this eliminates the disk-to-DRAM 
download and implies that a Series 2 Card can partially replace 
system memory. 

In the future, OEMs will break paradigms .and begin designing 
computer systems without the concern for maintaining 
compatibility with historical, traditional technologies. Just 
like the evolution from card readers to tape to mechanical disk 
drives, flash memory a~d new software drivers, such as 
Microsoft's Flash File System, will continue to support 
evolution, and systems will continue to be optimized for the 
newer and better technology provided by flash memory. 
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THE NEED FOR A STANDARD FLASH 
FlLESYSTEM 
Why do we bother with standards? How do 
standards get established? More specifically. 
how should we choose a me system standard for 
flash memory that will enable the visions of 
PCMCIA for interchanging PC cards between 
sockets of different systems? Ultimately. this is 
the benefit of having standardized physical and 
electrical interfaces. But these interfaces are of 
minimal value when the data format of the 
information within the flash memory card has 
not been standardized (Figure 1). This issue. 
among others. represents the subject of this 
paper in which we will try to provide you with 
an appreciation for establishing a standard 
media manager and data structures for 
removable flash memory cards. 

Flash Memory Card 

~11an,jardized c.rd 

Standardized as.,ln 
EIo.trlcoll .... " ... 

Structure 

Figure 1: Card Standards Exist for Everything 
but the File Storage. 

As our world becomes more and more electronic 
information intensive. the need to share 
information across many environments becomes 
a necessity. The communication industry is 
rapidly promoting a new class of computer 

architecture using a myriad of processors and 
operating systems. Two main requirements must 
be fulfilled in order to provide a common link 
and share information: 

Q First. and foremost. the information, or file 
contents. must be in a sharable form. The 
scope of this situation certainly goes beyond 
the boundaries of one standard. but various 
attempts have been made. Examples of 
these standards include Postscript. TIFF. 
SGML. RTF (Rich Text Format). 
Quicktime. and A VI (Audio . Video 
Interleave). 

Q Standardized file structures must also be 
used for removable media to support the 
progression of the standardization of file 
contents. An example, familiar to most. is 
the directory and FAT structures of OOS. A 
container can be used to give a good 
analogy to this situation . The information 
is the contents of the container .and the file 
structures are the container itself.. We need 
a standard container so that all equipment. 
or operating systems, can access the 
information. 

WHY USE A FLASH FILE SYSTEM 
The flash memory technology has witnessed an 
incredibly fastacceptaoce in the industry as an 

. excellent media for solid-state information 
storage and sharing. It can replace RAM-based 
drives because of its lower cost and higher 
densities. It can replace ROM·based drives 
because of its rewritability and flexibility. It can 
even replace mechanical drives in systems 
where performance, power. reliability • and size 
are a concern. 

Reprinted with permission from IC Card Expo Conference Proceedings 1993. For more 
Info;mation about IC Card Systems and Design, please call. 303-220-0600. Order Number: 295085-001 
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Regardless of the memory technology, soft'Yate 
must be used to link the medi.a to the operating 
system. The device drivers available to build a 
RAM drive allows it to emulate the. behavior of 
mechanical drives, even down to the level of 
partitioning the media into sectors.. The 
functionality of flash memory differs 
significantly from the memories that 
traditionally perfonn disk emulation. This leads 
us into a brief explanation. of why flash memory 
needs a specml file system. 

From a read perspective, flash· memory has the 
random access behavior of RAM. The bytes 
within a flash memory device may also be 
written in a random fashion. But, once a bit 
changes from 1 to 0 (referred to as the 
programmed state), the entire block must be 
erased to convert a 0 back to a 1. You may 
immediately notice that this does not resemble 
the mechanical drive model (Figure 2). In a 
mechanical drive, data may only be . read or 
written in units of a sector,nominally 512 bytes. 
This is significantly different from flash 
memory, which may be read and written to on a 
byte level and must be erased on a block level to 
be rewritten. This means that the standard 
sector-based file system cannot be directly 
utilized on flash memory. 

Flah MemoryTypicaly Rewrites Da. in 128 KB (i. •.• Erase Blocks) 

Mechanical Qriv. Typicaly ReMi. Data in 512 Bytes (i.e,; ~S) 

Figure 2,' Flash Memory and Mechanical Drives 
Have Different Structures. 

CHOOSING A FLASH FILE SYSTEM 
Even though flash memory has proven its 
technical merits, computer· designers still use 
disk·drive compatible file systems ona media 
that only remotely resembles adisk drive. These 
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can be referred to as disk·drive emulators. On 
the other hand, Microsoft's Flash File System, 
specifically designed to utilize the capabilities of 
flash memory, has also found a place in its share 
of computers. It may . not seem like a problem 
having a variety. of flash file systems available, 
and in some cases it's not. 
However; when . the flash memory resides in 
removable IC cards that can be transferred 
between different .computer systems, this·fiIe
system smorgasbord has the potential of creating 
a disconcerting amount of incompatibilities. 

The selection of a flash file system should be 
based on an educated decision. Three 
fundamental approaches can be taken for 
choosing a flash file system: 

I. Ignore any concerns for incompatibility and 
'let the marker decide. The choice for a file 
system can be made strictly on marketing 
persl,lasions and measured perfonnance 
differences. Actually, this approach is the 
most popular choice· but it does not 
represent the best interest of flash. users and 
manufacturers. Furthennore, this. approach 
will only stall the acceptance of flash 
memory. 

2. Use a disk-drive emulator to mimic the· 
sector scheme of the· mechanical disk. This 
approach has the advantage of utilizing the 
more ·traditional file structures (e.g., seCtors 
and file allocation tables). In the DOS 
world, it also provides compatibility with 
some of the disk drive service routines (e.g., 
INT J3H), although the majority of 
applications only use Interrupt 21H. Several 
problems exist with disk-drive emulators: 

a. They use file structures specific to the 
operating system that it runs under. This 
means that the implementation will nottake 
advantage of the unique characteristics of 
flash memory. 

b. Multiple versions of disk-drive 
emulators on the market. indicates the lack 
of compatibility, even within computer 
systems running the same operating system. 
Each vendor has created unique data 
structures to manipulate the flash memory. 
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SPACE 

FILE3.DOC 
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File Info 
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FILE3.DOC 
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FILE2.DOC 
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NAME 
FILE2.DOC 
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• Variable Length, Link-List Data Structures 
• N'on-Centralized File Allocation Table and Directory 

Figure 3: Linked-List Pointers Connect Variable Length File Entries. 

In other words, a flash memory card 
formatted for 'Disk Emulator A' may not be 
compatible in the same system running 
'Disk Emulator B'. 

c. Operating specific file structures in general 
are not designed to support attributes, whicQ 
other operating systems may require. By 
designing an extensible file system, instead 
of using a lowest common denominator file 
system such as DOS, we can use one set of 
file structures for most operating systems. 

d. They do not support background cleanup or 
wear leveling on the flash memory because 
they only perform tasks that the operating 
system requests them to do. Background 
cleanup and wear leveling require a file 
system that has 'insight' into managing the 
media. This can best be accomplished 
through a redirected file system. 

3. Use an installable and extensible file system 
that Qptimizes the capabilities of flash 
memol)' without forcing it to behave like a 
mechanical disk. This approach is used in 
the design and implementation of 
Microsoft's Flash File System. In DOS, this 
is implemented as a redirector, similar to a 
network drive or CD ROM. Information 
stored with this file system is located using 
variable length, link-list data structures 
stored in non-centralized directory entries. 
This eliminates set sector sizes which 
indirectly helps to miI)imize. fragmentation, 
and maximizes the efficient use of flash 
memory (Figure 3). The primary problem 
with this approach is that not all systems 
have documented their installable file 
system's interface. This will temporarily 
prevent developers from wrItmg 
implementations that these systems require. 
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The First Step Towards Stanru.rdization 
. Microsoft has made its data structures publicly 
available to allow the creation of. 'custom' 
implementations .. This implies that any flash 
memory card formatted .with these data 
structures cim be used in any computer system 

'. using a Microsoft Flash File System compatible 
implementation, regardless of that system's 
processor or operating system. This has ali'eady 
been demonstrated by Saville . Associ~tes who 
developed an implementation that interfaces to 
GO's Penpoint operating system. Although the 
effort to develop this impleinentation was non
trivial, this initial work will facilitate the 
development of other implementations' for other 
environments. Ultimately, implementations of 
the Microsoft Flash File· System will become 
available on most platforms, therefore, 
beco~ing the defacto standard. 

As the need for inter-system communication. 
increases, it· will become more and more 
important to have a standardized flash file 

. system in place. Regardless of any of the 
opinions. stated above, it only matters that the. 
industry, as a whole, make a choice and allow 
that choice to become the standard. 
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Overview 

This article reviews Intel BootBlock flash memory interface 
to MCS® 96 embedded processors. Three specific exam
ples will illustrate various techniques and options available 
to the system designer. The article will also discuss general 
recommendations for all MCS 96/flash designs. 

Intel's MCS 96 products, in conjunction with the 
BootBlock flash memory family, proviCle a powerful proces
sor/memory combination for today's embE:dded control 
designs. MCS 96 devices are high-performance 16-bit 
microcontrollers with integrated memory and peripherals, 
including ports, timers, pulse width modulators and A/D 
converters. They easily handle high speed calculations and 
fast input/output operations. 

Flash memory brings easy updateability to designs that in 
the past might have used ROM or EPROM for system code 
storage. Unlike battery-backed SRAM, flash memory is fully 
nonvolatile. Flash memory has, demonstrated orders of 
magnitude better reliability, and much higher density, 
than EEPROM. Flash memory, with its much simpler cell 
structure, is also cheaper on a cost-per-bit basis than either 
SRAM or EEPROM. 

BootBlock flash memory products have been specifically 
defined for the requirements of embedded control code 
storage. Features of these devices include: 

• Blocked an;hitecture (including a hardware-lockable 
"boot" block) integrates functions of multiple memo
ries in one device 

Boot block to replace boot ROM/EPROM 
Main block to upgrade bulk-erase flash 
furictionality 
Two parameter blocks replace EEPROM, battery
backed SRAM 

• x16 interfaces (on some devices) 
High bandwidth read/write 

• Multiple package proliferations 
- TSOP for space-coristrained designs 

• Fast read access time 
High performance 

• Automated write and erase 
Simple update algorithms 

• 3.3V-read operation (on some devices), and 

Reprinted from Embedded Applications Journal 
Q1,1993 
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• Multiple low power operation modes. 
Ideal for battery-operated systems 

80C198 Design Example 

This design example interfaces the 28FOOl BX-B 120 to the 
80C198-16~ The 80C198-16 is a 16 MHz member of the 
MCS 96 family, with an 8-bit external data bus and an 
,integrated AID converter. The 28FOOl BX-B120 is a 12Qns 
tACC version of the 128 KByte x8 BootBlock flash memory 
family, with the boot block located at the bottom of the 
memory map (see Figure 1). A system diagram is shown in 
figure 2, with a corresponding system memory map in fig
ure 3. This example highlights the following design tech
niques: 

• Programmable logic utilization for generating higher
order flash memory addresses 

• Flash memory address inversion to match the MCS 96 
boot location 

• Integrating external SRAM in t~e design 

Higher-Order Address Generation 

Most members of the MCS 96 family are address pin-con
strained to a 64 KByte memory map. To access the 128 
KByte 28FOOl BX, plus any other extemal memory/periph
eral devices, upper addresses are generated using the pro-, 
grammable logic device U4 as shown in Figures 2 and 3. 
Flash memory addresses A 16-15 powerup and reset to 
"O"s, and are changed by writing the desired value to an 
internal'two-bit "register" within the EPLD, using data bits 
01-0 . An alternate sources of ,upper address bits is the 
High Speed Outputs (HS03-0) of the 80C198, if not used 
elsewhere in the design. As shown in Figure 3, 8QC198 
register, port and interrupt vector location are common to 
all "pages". 

1FFFFH 

04000H 
03FFFH 

03000H 
02FFFH 

02000H 
01FFFH 

OOOOOH 

128 KByte, Main Block 

4 KByte Parameter Block 

4 KByte Parameter Block, 

Figure 1. 28FOO 1 8X-8 Device Memory Map 

Order Number: 295090-001 
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Figure 2 .. 80C198/28FOOI 8x-8 System Interface 

Flash Memory Address Inversion 

The 28FOOl BX boot block is intended to store core 
unchanging system initialization code, port pin !'page con
trol" software and the flash memory program/erase algo
rithms. On the 28F001 BX-B, it is located at device address
es OOOOh"l FFFh (see Figure 1). ,Inverting address A 13 with 
component U4 alters the 28F001 BX-B memory map as it 
appears to the 80C198, as shown in Figure 4. This 
"moves" the boot block to addresses 2000h-3FFFh, com
patible with the 80C198 booVreset address of 2080h. 
Software developers, take note: this approach also. "moves": 
8 KByte main'block segments. 

External SRAM 

CO'T'ponent U3 is a 2Kx8 SRAM, with the follo~ing uses: 

• Data storage beyond the 80C198 internal register 
capacity 

• Code storage for execution of port pin "page control" 
software 

• ,~ode storage for execution of flash mem'Qry update 
software 
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For the latter two uses, the software must be executed 
exte'rnal to the flash memory, either to change flash mem
ory "pages" or to up(late flash memory contents; 
Therefore, the SRAM must be commonly located in every 
64 Kbyte memory "page". The logic of component U4 
that generates CE for the SRAM, being independent of the 
state of 28FOO1 BX "addresses" A 15 and A 16, ensures this 
(see Figure 3). 

The code that executes port pin "page control" and flash 
memory update software is stored in the 28F001 BX boot 
block, and is copied to the external SRAM. A "JUMP" to 
the SRAM memory address begins execution. . 

Miscellaneous Details 

Latch U5 latches address A7 -0 for use' by the 28F001 BX 
and SRAM. Buffer U6 eliminates bus contention as the 
SRAM is selected and the 28F001 BX is deselected, due to 
the fast data bus "enable" of the SRAM compared to the 
bus "release" delay of the flash memory. 

Ta~le' 1 details the external memory timings of the , 
80C198-16 (along with the external logic shown) at vari
ous wait states, and the corresponding timings of the 
28F001 BX-B120. As can be seen, this is a 1 wait state design. 

PAGED 

-FFFF 

7FFF 

3FFF 

lFFF 

0000 '-------'--..... 

PAGES 1-3 

FLASH MAIN BLOCK 
(INCLUDES 
PRIMARY. 

SECONDARY 
INTERRUPT 

VECTOR 
'TABLE) 

FLASH MAIN BLOCK, 
8OC198 REGISTERSIPORTS 

Figure 3, 80C198/28F0018X-8 System Memory Map 



lFFFFH 

04000H 
03FFFH 

02000H 
01FFFH 

01000H 
OOFFFH 

OOOOOH 

128 KByte Main Block 

4 KByte Parametar Block 

4 KByte Parameter Block 

Figure 4. 28FOO 1 BX-B Memory Map 
(as it appears to the system after A 13 address inversion) 

If higher density flash memory is needed in this x8 design, 
the 256 KByte 28FOO2BX or 512 KByte 28F004BX can be 
used. Both of these devices offer 60ns speed bins, for high
performance no-wait-state read access. 

tDVWH (Data Setup to Write Enable 
32.5 Going High) 

tWHDX (Data Hold from Write 
10 Enable High) 

tWHAX (Address Hold from Write 
32.5 Enable High) 

tWHEH (Chip Enable Hold from 
32.5 Write Enable High) 
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80C196KR Family Design Overview 
The 80C196KR product family consists of four devices 
(80C196KR, 80C196KQ, 80C196]Q and 80C196]Q) that 
differ in the size of SRAM and the number of integrated 
peripheral devices. They all communicate with external 
memory and logic through a 16-bit external data bus. If ' 
the 80C196KR family is used for the embedded processor, 
interface to flash memory is much simpler than in the ear
lier 80C198 example. 

These microcontrollers integrate not only data SRAM but 
also code SRAM on-chip, in 128 or 256 byte densities. This 
code SRAM size is sufficient to store "page control" and 
flash update software. Therefore, external SRAM is only 
needed if internal data SRAM size is insufficient for the 
given application. 

The 28F200BX or 28F400BX are the recommended 
BootBlock flash memory devices for the 80C196KRfamily. 
These flash memories both have x16 data bus interfaces, 
and their 60ns read speeds enable high-performance no
wait-state access. Both the 28F200BX and 28F400BX (see 
Figures 5 and 6) integrate 16 KByte boot blocks located at 

ns 

50 ns 

10 ns 

10 ns 

10 ns 

Table 1. Timing Analysis for 80(1 98-16/28FOOI BX-BI20 Design (See Figure 2) 
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device addresses OOOOh-3FFFh. This overlaps the MCS 96 
2080h boot address, so n9 address "swapping" to relocate 
the boot block is required. 

The 80C196KR family, like the 80C198, is address pin-con
strained to a 64 KByte memory map. As in the 80C198 
design example earlier, alternate means are used to "con_ 
struct" upper system address bits and access the full densi
ty of the 28F200BX or 28F400BX. In this case, the port 1 
outputs, if available, provide a straightforward means of 
'implementing upper address bits. Since they power up 
and reset to "1 '''s, the port pins are inverted, as shown in 
Figure 7, to allow system boot from page "0" (see 
Figure 3), 

8xC196NT Family Design Overview 

The newly-introduced 8xC196NT and 8xC196NQ are 
upgraded versions of the 80C19KR. They retain the 
80C196KR integrated code SRAM, and in addition include 
additional address pins. This raises the amount of directly
accessed external memory from 64 KBytes to 1 MByte, 
more than sufficient to handle the density of Intel's 
BootBlock flash memory devices. System address recon
struction using port pins is not needed in 8xC196NT fami
ly designs, Again, the recommended .flash memories for 
these designs are the 28F 200BX and 28F400BX. 

General MCS 96 Flash Memory Interface 
Recommendations 

The following tips are common design techniques for all 
MCS 96 microcontroller designs. . 
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3FFFFH 

1FFFFH 

08000H 
07FFFH 

06000H 
05FFFH 

04000H 
03FFFH 

OOOOOH 

128 KByte Main Block 

96 KByte Main Block 

8 KByle Parameter Block 

8 KByte Parameter Block 

Figure 5. 28F200BX-8 Device Memory Map 

Redirection of Interrupt Vectors 

The design example and overviews described earlier all 
map the common MCS 96 boot location of 2080h to the 
boot, block of the appropriate BootBlock flash memory. 
The boot block is harc:iware-Iockable via the flash memory 
PWD input, and code in the boot block is not nor'mally in
system updated. The boot block also stores the lower and 
upper interrupt vectqr tables, at system addresses 2000h-
201311 and 2030h-203Fh, respectively. As flash memory 
system code is updated, the'starting address locations of 
interrupt service routines correspondingly change. To 
encompass this change, point the primarily interrupt vec
tor table locations (in the boot block) to a secondary inter
rupt vector table at a fixed location in an updateable main 
or parameter block. As the system code is updated, this 
secondary vector table is also updated to reflect the new 
interrupt routine starting address locations. 

7FFFFH ,----------------, 

128 KByte Main Block 

5FFFFH 1--------------1 

128 KByte Main Block 

3FFFFH 1-___________ --1 

128 KByte Main Block 

1FFFFH 1---------------1 

96 KByte Main Block 

08000H 
07FFFH 1--------------1 

06000H 
05FFFH 

04POOH 
03FFFH 

OOOOOH 

8 KByte Parameter Block 

8 KByte Parameter Block 

Figure 6, 28F400BX-B Device Memory Map 



12V Converters 

Intel flash memory devices require 12V ± 5% for byte pro
gram and block erase. Where a voltage supply with these 
specifications is not already available to service other com
ponents of the system, a broad range of 12V converters is 
available that translate existing power supply voltages 
(higher or lower) to meet flash memory requirements. 
These converters have been optimized around one or sev
eral of the following key parameters: 

• Current output 
• Integration 
• Minimal board space 

• Lowest cost 
Application note AP-357 "Power Supply Solutions for Flash 
Memory" (order number #292092) compares a wide 
range of 12V solutions against the above parameters. It is 
available from your local Intel or distributor sales office. 
The following vendors are representative of those offering 
12V converters. 

Linear Technology Corporation 

1630 McCarthy Blvd. 
Milpitas, CA 95035-7487 
(408) 432-1900 

Maxim Integrated Products 

120 San Gabriel Drive 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(408) 737-7600 

Motorola Semiconductor Inc. 

616 West 24th St. 
Tempe, AZ 85282 
(800) 521-6274 

National Semiconductor 

2900 Semiconductor Dr. 
P.O. Box 58090 
Santa Clara, CA 95052 
(408) 721-5000 

EMBEDDED APPLICATIONS JOURNAL 

[ P12~ P1'1" v~""""""""."""."" •• "" •• 

P1.0~ 
::: ] 
A15 

FROM 
MCS96 

TO 
FLASH MEMORY 

Figure 7. High-Order Flash Memory Address Generation 
Using MCS 96 Port Pins 

PWD Control 

The PWD input in BootBlock devices has several functions: 

• "Unlocks" the boot block, when brought to 1 2V, for 
program/erase of this block 

• Puts the device in a very low current draw "Deep 
Powerdown" mode when brought to VIL 

• Terminates any BootBlock automation currently in 
progress when it transitions to VIL, and resets the flash 
memory to enable read of array data 

• Blocks any unwanted writes to the flash memory dur-
ing system powerup and powerdown, when at VIL 

The design example shown in Figure 2 gates the 
BootBlock PWD input with a system RESET generated by 
any external RESET input (if present), and by the output of 
the MAX705 (U7). The MAX705 is a vec monitoring cir
cuit available from Maxim Integrated Products, and is rep
resentative of comparable offerings by several semicon
ductor vendors. If power consumption is a concern in the 
end design, the PWD input can be further gated by a 
MCS 96 port pin, to access Deep Powerdown mode. Since 
the boot block is typically programmed before the flash 
memory is soldered on the system board, no provision for 
12V on the PWD input is shown in Figure 2. A hardware 
jumper is one way of accomplishing this, if required. 

For more information on the products or concepts dis
cussed in this article, please contact your local Intel or dis
tributor sales office. 
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FAX: (714) 541-9157 
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Tel: (800) 628-8686 
FAX: (818) 995-6624 

COLORADO 

*tlntel Corp. 
600 S_ Cherry SI. 
Suite 700 
Denver 80222 
Tel: (800) 628-8686 
TWX: 910-931-2289 
FAX: (303) 322-8670 
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tlntal Corp. 
103 Mill Plain Road 
Danbury 06811 
Tel: (800) 628-8686 
FAX: (203) 794-0339 

FLORIDA 

tlnte;1 Corp. 
800 Fairway Drive 
Suite 160 
Deerfield Beach 33441 
Tel: (800) 628-8686 
FAX: (305) 421-2444 

Intel Corp. 
2250 Lucien Way 
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Tel: (800) 628-8686 
FAX: (407) 660-1283 
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Annapolis Junction ~0701 Intel Corp. Tel: (800) 628-8666 
Tel: (800) 628-8686 6801 N. Broadway FAX: (414) 789-2746 
FAX: (410) 206-3678 Suite 115 

Oklahoma City 73162 
MASSACHUSETTS Tel: (800) 628-8686 CANADA 
*tlntel Corp. 

FAX: (405) 840-9819 

Westford Corp. Center OREGON 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 5 Carlisle Road 

2nd Floor T~J~~C~~ .. Greenbrier Pkwy. Westford 01886 Intel Semiconductor of 
Tel: (800) 628-8686 Building B Canada, Ltd. 
TWX: 710-343-6333 Beaverton 97006 999 Canada Place 
FAX: (508) 692-7867 Tel: (800) 628-8686 Suite 404, #11 

TWX: 910-467-8741 Vancouver V6C 3E2 
MICHIGAN FAX: (503) 645-8181 Tel: (800) 628-8686 

tlntel Corp. PENNSYLVANIA 
FAX: (604) 844-2813 

7071 Orchard Lake Road 
*tlntel Corp. Suite 100 ONTARIO 

West Bloomfield 48322 .925 Harvest Drive 
Tel: (800) 628-8686 Suite 200 tlntel Semiconductor of 
FAX: (313J 851-8770 Blue Bell 19422 Canada; Ltd. 

Tel: (800) 628-8686 2650 Queensvlew Drive 

MINNESOTA 
FAX: (215) 641-0785 Suite 250 

Ottawa K2B 8H6 
tlntel Corp. SOUTH CAROLINA Tel: (800) 628-8686 
3500 W_ 801h SI. Intel Corp. FAX: (613) 820-5936 
Suite 360 7403 Parklane Rd., Suite 3 
Bloomington 55431 Columbia 29223 tlntel Semiconductor of 
Tel: (800) 628-8686 Tel: (800) 628-8686 Canada, Ltd. 
TWX: 910-576-2867 FAX: (803) 788-7999 190 Attwell Drive 
FAX: (612) 831-6497 Suite 500 \ 

Intel Corp. Rexdale M9W 6H8 
NEW JERSEY 100 Executive Center Drive Tel: (800) 628-8686 

Suite 109, B183 FAX: (416) 675-2438 
Intel Cqrp. Greenvjlle 29615 
2001 Route 46, Suite 310 Tel: (800) 628-8686 . 

QUEBEC Parsippany. 07054-1315 FAX: (803) 297-3401 
Tel: (800) 628-8686 

tlntei Semiconductor of FAX: (201) 402-4893 TEXAS Canada, Ltd. 
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NORTH AMERICAN DISTRIBUTORS 
ALABAMA Arrow/Schwaber Electronics ~~~o~~~;:~:e~kWY. Avnet Computer Arrow/Schwaber Electronics 

Arrow/Schwaber Electronics 
26707 W. Agoura Road 55 Federal Road, #103 4250 E. Aivergreen Pkwy., #E 
Calabasas 91302 Irvine 92713 Danbury 06810 Dululh 30136 

1015 Henderson Road Tel: (616) 660-9666 Tel: (714) 753-9953 Tel: (203) 797-2860 Tel: (404) 497-1300 ;·r. ~ Huntsville 35806 FAX: (818) 772-8930 FAX: (714) 753-9877 FAX: (203) 791-9050 FAX: (404) 476- I 493 , 
Tel: (205) 837-6955 1;1 
FAX: (205) 721-1581 Arrow/Schweber Electronics Wyle Laboratories Hamilton Hallmark Avnet Computer 
Hamilton Hallmark 48834 Kata Road, Suite 103 15360 Barranca Pkwy .• #200 125 Commerce Court, Unit 6 3425 Corporate Way, #G I':~ 4890 University Square, #1 Fremont 94538 Irvine 92713 Cheshire 06410 Duluth 30136 
Huntsville 35816 Tel: (510) 490-9477 Tel: (714) 753-9953 Tel: (203) 271-2844 Tel: (404) 623-5452 
Tel: (205) 837-8700 Arrow/Schwaber Electronics 

FAX: (714) 753-9877 FAX: (203) 272-1704 FAX: (404) 476-0125 '1~ 

FAX: (205) 830-2565 !Il 
6 Cromwell #100 Wyle Laboratories Pioneer Standard Hamilton Hallmark I, 

~g~Src:~~~ate Dr., #120 
Irvine 92718 2951 Sunrise Blvd., # 175 2 Trap Falls Road 3425 Corporate Way, #G & #A !t Tel: (714) 838-5422 Rancho Cordova 95742 Shelton 06484 Dululh 30136 

:t Huntsville 35805 FAX: (714) 454-4206 Tel: (916) 638-5282 Tel: (203) 929-5600 Tel: (404) 623-5475 
Tel: (205) 830-9526 

Arrow/Schweber Electronics FAX: (916) 638-1491 FAX: (404) 623-5490 
FAX: (205) 830-9557 

9511 Ridgehaven Court 
Wyle Laboratories FLORIDA Pioneer Technologies Group 

" Pioneer Technologies Group San Diego 92123 :t ~~~~S~i~:~~~~square, #5 
Tel: (619) 565-4800 9525 Chesapeake Drive 

Anthem Electronics 
425Q C. Rivergreen Parkway 

~:, ~~~o5~~~J~71 Duluth 30136 FAX: (619) 279-8062 598 South Northlake Blvd., #1024 Tel: (404) 623-1003 I' 
Tel: (205) 837-9300 Ahamonte Springs 32701 I 
FAX: (205) 837-9358 Arrow/Schweber Electronics FAX: (619) 365-0512 

Tel: (813) 797-2900 
FAX: (404) 623-0665 

1180 Murphy Avenue 
Wyle Laboratories San Jose 95131 Wyle Laboratories FAX: (813) 796-4880 Wyle Laboratories 
7800 Governers Drive Tel: (408) 441-9700 3000 Bowers Avenue 

Arrow/Schwaber Electronics 
6025 The Corners Pkwy., #111 

Tower Building, 2nd Floor FAX: (408) 453-4810 Santa Clara 95051 Norcross 30092 
Huntsville 35806 Tel: (408) 727-2500 400 Fairway Drive, #102 Tel: (404) 441-9045 
Tel: (205) 830-1119 Avnet Computer FAX: (408) 727-5896 Deerfield Beach 33441 FAX: (404) 441-9086 
FAX: (205) 830-1520 3170 Pullman Street Tel: (305) 429-8200 

Costa Mesa 92626 Wyle Laboratories FAX: (305) 428-3991 
ARIZONA Tel: (714) 641-4150 17872 Cowan Avenue ILLINOIS 

FAX: (714) 641-4170 Irvine 92714 Arrow/Schweber Electronics 
Anthem Electronics Tel: (714) 863-9953 37 Skyline Drive, #3101 Anthem Electronics 
1555 W. 10th Place, #101 Avnet Computer FAX: (714) 263-0473 Lake Mary 32746 1300 Remington Road, Suite A 
Tempe 85281 1361B Wesl 190th Sireet Tel: (407) 333-9300 Schaumberg 60173 
Tel: (602) 966-6600 Gardena 90248 Wyle Laboratories FAX: (407) 333-9320 Tel: (708) 884-0200 
FAX: (602) 966-4826 Tel: (800) 426-7999 26010 Mureau Road, #150 FAX: (708) 885-0480 

Arrow/Schweber Electronics FAX: (310) 327-5389 Calabasas 91302 Avnet Computer 

2415 W. Erie Drive Tel: (818) 880-9000 3343 W. Commercial Boulevard Arrow/Schweber Electronics 

Tempe 85282 Avnet Computer FAX: (818) 880-5510 Bldg. C/O, Sune 107 1140 W. Thorndale Rd. 
755 Sunrise Boulevard, #150 Ft. Lauderdale 33309 Itasca 60143 Tel: (602) 431-0030 Roseville 95661 Zeus Arrow Electronics Tel: (305) 730-9110 Tel: (708) 250-0500 FAX: (602) 252-9109 Tel: (916) 781-2521 6276 San Ignacio Ave., #E FAX: (305) 730-0368 

Avnet Computer FAX: (916) 781-3819 San Jose 95119 Avnet Computer 
1626 S. Edwards Drive Tel: (408) 629-4789 Avnet Computer 1124 Thorndale Avenue 
Tempe 85281 Avnet Computer FAX: (408) 629-4792 3247 Tech Drive North Bensenville 60106 
Tel: (602) 902-4600 1175 Bordeaux Drive, #A St. Petersburg 33716 Tel: (708) 860-8572 
FAX: (602) 902-4640 Sunnyvale 94089 Zeus Arrow Electronics m(~J~§N~2~~~;4 FAX: (708) 773-7976 

Hamilton Hallmark 
Tel: (408) 743-3454 22700 Savi Ranch Pkwy. 
FAX: (408) 743-3348 Yorba Linda 926874613 Hamilton Hallmark 

4637 S. 36th Place Tel: (714) 921-9000 Hamilton Hallmark 1130 Thorndale Avenue 
Phoenix 85040 ~r7~ ~~fau~~;eet FAX: (714) 921-2715 3350 N.w. 53rd St., #105-107 Bensenville 60106 
Tel: (602) 437-1200 Ft. Lauderdale 33309 Tel: (708) 860-7780 
FAX: (602) 437-2348 Woodland Hills 91376 Tel: (305) 484-5482 FAX: (708) 860-8530 
Wyle Laboratories 

Tel: (818) 594-8301 COLORADO FAX: (305) 484-2995 
4141 E. Raymond 

FAX: (818) 594-8333 MTI Systems 
Phoenix 85040 Hamilton Hallmark Anthem Electronics Hamilton Hallmark 1140 W. Thorndale Avenue 
Tel: (602) 437-2088 3170 Pullman Street 373 Inverness Drive South 10491 72nd 51. North fiasca 60143 
FAX: (S02) 437-2124 Costa Mesa 92626 Englewood 80112 Largo 34647 Tel: (708) 250-8222 

Tel: (714) 641-4100 Tel: (303) 790-4500 Tel: (813) 541-7440 FAX: (708) 250-8275 
CALIFORNIA FAX: (714) 641-4122 FAX: (303) 790-4532 FAX: (813) 544-4394 

Pioneer Standard 
Anthem Electronics Hamilton Hallmar1< Arrow/Schweber Electronics Hamilton Hallmark 2171 Executive Dr., #200 
9131 Oakdale Ave. 1175 Bordeaux Drive, #A 61 Inverness Dr. East, #105 7079 University Boulevard Addison 60101 
Chatsworth 91311 Sunnyvale 94089 Englewood 80112 Winter Park 32792 Tel: (708) 495-9680 
Tel: (818) 775-1333 Tel: (408) 435-3500 Tel: (303) 799-0258 Tel: (407) 657-3300 FAX: (708) 495-9831 
FAX: (818) 775-1302 FAX: (408) 745-6679 FAX: (303) 373-5760 FAX: (407) 678-4414, 

Anthem Electronics Wyle Laboratories 

1 Oldfield Drive Hamilton Hallmark Hamihon Hallmark Pioneer Technologies Group 2055 Army Trail Road, #140 

Irvine 92718·2809 ~~ DY~~~1e~venue 12503 E. Euclid Drive, #20 337 Northlake Blvd., #1000 Addison 60101 

Tel: (714) 768-4444 Englewood 80111 Alta Monte Springs 32701 Tel: (800) 853-9953 

FAX: (714) 768-8456 Tel: (619) 571-7540 Tel: (303) 790-1662 Tel: (407) 834-9090 FAX: (708) 620-1610 
FAX: (619) 277-6136 FAX: (303) 790-4991 FAX: (407) 834-0665 

Anthem Electronics 
q,80 Menlo Drive, #8 Hamilton Hallmark Hamihon Hallmark Pioneer Technologies Group INDIANA 
Rocklin 95677 21150 Califa 51. 710 Wooten Road, #102 674 S. Military Trail 

Arrow/Schweber Electronics Tel: (916) 624-9744 Woodland Hills 91367 Colorado Springs 80915 Deerfield Beach 33442 
FAX: (916) 624-9750 Tel: (818) 594-0404 Tel: (719) 637-0055 Tel: (305) 428-8877 7108 Lakeview Parkway West Dr, 

Anthem Electronics 
FAX: (818) 594-8234 FAX: (719) 637-0088 FAX: (305) 481-2950 Indianapolis 46268 

Tel: (317) 299-2071 
9369 Carroll Park Drive Hamilton Hallmark Wyle Laboratories Pioneer Technologies Group FAX: (317) 299-2379 

~:r ~i1'£°4~~~JJ05 580 Menlo Drive, #2 451 E. 124th Avenue 8031-2 Phillips Highway 
Rocklin 95762 Thornton 80241 Jacksonville 32256 Avnet Computer 

FAX: (619) 546-7893 Tel: (916) 624-9781 Tel: (303) 457-9953 Tel: (904) 730-0065 485 Gradle Drive 

Anthem Electronics FAX: (916) 961-0922 FAX: (303) 457-4831 Carmel 46032 

1160 Ridder Park Drive Pioneer Standard 
Wyle Laboratories Tel: (317) 575-8029 

San Jose 95131 1000 112 Circle North FAX: (317) 844-4964 

Tel: (408) 452-2219 5850 Canoga Blvd., #400 CONNECTICUT St. Petersburg 33716 
FAX: (408) 441-4504 Woodland Hills 91367 Tel: (813) 530-3400 Hamihon Hallmark 

Tel: (818) 883-4640 Anthem Electronics FAX: (813) 579-1518 4275 W, 96th 
Arrow Commercial Systems Group 61 Matlatuck Heights Road Indianapolis 46268 
1502 Crocker Avenue Pioneer Standard Waterburg 06705 Tel: (317) 872-8875 
Hayward 94544 217 Technology Dr .. #110 Tel: (203) 575-1575 GEORGIA FAX: (317) 876-7165 
Tel: (510) 499-5371 Irvine 92718 FAX: (203) 596-3232 
FAX: (510) 489-9393 Tel: (714) 753-5090 Arrow Commercial Systems Group Pioneer Standard 

Arrow Commercial Systems Group P.ioneer Technologies Group 
Arrow/Schweber Electronics 3400 C. Corporate Way 9350 Priority Way West Dr. 
12 Beaumont Road Duluth 30136 Indianapolis 46250 

14242 Chambers Road 134 Rio Robles Wallingford 06492 Tel: (404) 623-8825 Tel: (317) 573-0880 
Tustin 92680 San Jose 95134 Tel: (203) 265-7741 FAX: (404) 623-8802 FAX: (317) 573-0979 
Tel: (714) 544-0200 Tel: (408) 954-9100 FAX: (203) 265-7988 
FAX: (714) 731-8438 FAX: (408) 954-9113-
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NORTH AMERICAN DISTRIBUTORS (Contd.) 
KANSAS Hamilton Hallmark MISSOURI NEW YORK Pioneer Technologies Group 

Arrow/Schwaber electronics 
10 0 Centennial Drive , 

Arrow/Scliweber Electronics Anthem electronics 2200 Gateway Ctr. Blvd, #215 

~:r~~&) 0~1~~430 Morrisville 27560 
r:~!~e&~1 ~oad 2380 Schuetz Road 47 Mall Drive Tel: (919) 460-1530 

FAX: (508) 532-9802 SI. louis 63141 Commack 11125 FAX: (919) 460-1540 
Te~ (913) 54t-9542 Tel: (314) 567-6888 Tel: (516) 684-6600 
FAX: (913) 541-0328 Pioneer Standard FAX: (314) 567-1164 FAX: (516) 493-2244 

Avnet Computer 
44 Hartwell Avenue 

Avnet Computer Arrow/Schwaber Electronics OHIO 
15313 w. 95th Street ~:f:i7~1~) g~i ?s~oo 741 Goddard Avenue 3315 Brighton Henrietta Arrow Commercial Systems Group Lenexa 61219 Che.tertield 63005 Townline Rd. 
Tel: (913) 541-7989 

FAX: (617) 863-1547 
Tel: (314) 537-2725 Rochester 14623 284 Cramer Creek Court 

Dublin 43017 FAX: (913) 541-7904 f5~h~b~~:~~~S FAX: (314) 537-4248 Tel: (716) 427-0300 
Tel: (614) 889-9347 FAX: (716) 427-0735 

Hamilton Hell marl< Burlington 01803 Hamilton Hallmark FAX: (614) 889-9680 
10809 Lakeview Avenue Tel: (617) 272-7300 3183 Rider Trail South Arrow/Schweber ElectroniCs 
Lenexa 66215 FAX: (617) 272-6809 f:17~39:J'{ :~-~50 

20 Oser Avenue Arrow/Schweber Electronics 
Tel: (913) 888-4747 Hauppauge 11188 8573 Cochran Road, #E 
FAX: (913) 888-0;23 MICHIGAN FAX: (314) 291-0362 Tel: (516) 231-1000 $olon 44139 

FAX: (516) 231-1072 Tel: (216) 248-3990 

KENTUCKY Arrow/Schweber Electronics NEW HAMPSHIRE ~;~e~~t~~~~~~ay 
FAX: (216) 248-1106 

Hamilton Hallmark 
19880 Haggerty Road 

Avnet Computer Arrow/Schweber Electronics Livonia 48152 Hauppauge 11188 
1847 Mercer Road, #G Tel: (800) 231-7902 2 Executive Park Drive Tel: (516) 434-7443 

8200 Washington Village Dr. 

~:~i7ro'iJ~ ~gg-~'o39 FAX: (313) 462-2686 Bedford 03102 Centerville 45458 
Tel: (800) 442-8638 

FAX: (516) 434-7426 Tel: (513) 435-5.563 
FAX: (606) 288-4936 ~~~~t 2~~~Gt~~~t, S. W., #5 

FAX: (603) 624-2402 Avnet Computer FAX: (513) 435-2049 
2060 Townline Rd. 

MARYLAND Grandville 49418 
NEW JERSEY Rochester 14623 Avnet Computer 

Tel: (616) 531-9607 Tel: (716) 272-9110 b~64o~:~~~fon Village Dr. 
Anthem Electronics FAX: (616) 531-0059 Anthem Electronics FAX: (716) 272-9685 

Ter(513) 439-6756 7168A Columbia Gateway Drive Avnet Computer 26 Chapin Road, Unit K Hamilton Hallmark Columbia 21046 Pine'Brook 01058 FAX: (513) 439-6719 . 
Tel: (410) 995-6640 

41650 Garden Brook Ad. #120 
Tel: (201) 227-7960 933 Motor Parkway 

Novi 48375 Hauppauge 11788 Avn~ Computer FAX: (4 to) 290-9862 Tel: (313) 347-1820 FAX: (201) 227-9246 
Tel: (516) 434-7470 30325 Bainbridge Rd .. , Bldg. A 

Arrow Commercial Systems Group FAX: (313) 347-4067 Arrow/Schweber E!ectronics FAX: (516) 434-749.1 Solon 44139 

~~9t~:~~J;~r~:¥7 Hamilton Hallmark 4 East Stow Rd., Unit 11 Hamilton Hallmark Tel: (216) 349-2505 
44191 Plymouth Oaks Blvd., #1300 Marlton 08053 1057 E. Henrietta Road FAX: (216) 349-1·894 

Tel: (301) 670-1600 Plymouth 48170 Tel: (609) 596-8000 Rochester 14623 FAX: (301) 670-0188 Tel: (313) 416-5800 FAX: (609) 596:9632 Tel: (716) 475-9130 Hamilton Hallmark 
Arrow/Schweber Electronics FAX: (313) 416-5811 Arrow/Schweber Electronics FAX: (716) 475-9119 b~~o~:~~waton Village Dr. 
9800J Patuxent Woods Or. 43 Route 46 East 
Columbia 21046 Hamilton Hallmark Pine Brook 07058 Hamilton Hallmark Tel: (513) 439-6735 

Tel: (301) 596-7800 
41650 Garden Brook Rd., #100 

Tel: (201) 227-7880 
3075 Veterans Memorial Hwy, FAX: (513) 439-6711 

Novl49418 Ronkonkoma 11779 FAX: (301) 995-6201 Tel: (313) 347-4271 FAX: (201) 538-4962 Tel:, (516) 737-0600 Hamilton Hallmark 
Avnet Computer FAX: (313) 347-4021 Avnet Computer FAX: (516)737-0838 5821 Harper Road 
7172 Columbia Gateway Or., #G Pioneer Standard l-B Keystone .Ave., Bldg. 36 MTI Systems Solon 44139 
Columbia 21045 4505 Broadmoor S.E. Cherry Hill 08003 1 Penn Plaza Tel: (216) 498-1100 
Tel: (301) 995-3571 Grand Rapids 49512 Tel: (609) 424-8961 250 W. 34th Street FAX: (216) 248-4803 
FAX: (301) 995-3515 Tel: (616) 698-1800 FAX: (609) 751-2502 New York 10119 Hamilton Hallmark 
Hamilton Hallmark FAX: (616) 698-1831 Hamilton Hallmark' Tel: (212) 643-1280 777 Dearborn Park Lane, #L 
10240 Old Columbia Road Pioneer Standard 1 Keystone Ave., Bldg. 36 FAX: (212) 643-1288 Worthington 43085 
Columbia 21046 13485 Slamford Cherry Hill 08003 Pioneer Standard Tel: (614) 888-3313 
Tel: (410) 988-9800 Livonia 48150 Tel: (609) 424-0110 68 Corporate Drive FAX: (614) 888-0767 
FAX: (410) 381-2036 Tel: (313) 525-1800 FAX: (609) 751-2552 Binghamton 13904 
North Atlantic Industries FAX: (313) 427-3720 Hamilton Hallmark Tel: (607) 722-9300 MTI Systems 

FAX: (607) 722-9562 23404 Commerce Park Rd. 
Systems Division 10 Lanidex Plaza West Beachwood 44122 

7125 River Wood Dr. MINNESOTA Parsippani 07054 Pioneer Standard Tel: (216) 464-6688 
Columbia 21046 Anthem Electronics Tel: (201) 515-5300 &'O~d~~s;,ar:";~s~~~t 11797 

FAX: (216) 464-3564 
. Tel: (301) 312-5800 7646 Golden Triangle Drive FAX: (201) 515-1601 

FAX: (301) 312-5350 Eden Prair~e 55344 MTI Systems 
Tel: (516) 921-8700 Pioneer Standard 

Pioneer Techno!ogies Group Tel: (612) 944-5454 43 Route 46 East 
FAX: (516) 921-2143 4433 Interpoint Boulevard 

15810 Gaither Road FAX: (612) 944-3045 Pinebrook 07058 Pioneer Standard Dayton 45424 

r;~it~~i;Wu~~/g:~ Arrow/Schweber ElectrOnics Tel: (201) 862-8780 840 Fairport Park Tel: (513) 236-9900 

FAX: (201) 539-6430 Fairport 14450 FAX: (513) 236-8133 

FAX,: (301) 670-6746 10100 Viking Drive, #100 rei: (716) 381-7070 Eden Prairie 55344 Pioneer Standard FAX: (716) 381-5955 Pioneer Standard 
Wyle Laboratories Tel: (612) 941-5280 14·A Madison Rd. 4800 E. 131 st Street 
7180 Columbia Gateway Or. FAX: (612) 942-7803 Fairfield 07006 Zeus Arrow Electronics Cleveland 44105 
Columbia 21046 Avne1 Computer Tel: (201) 575-3510 100 Midland Avenue Tel: (216) 587-3600 
Tel: (410) 312-4844 FAX: (201) 575-3454 Port Chester 10513 FAX: (216) 663-1004 
FAX: (410) 312-4953 10000 West 76th Street Tel: (914) 937-7400 

Eden Prairi~ 55344 Wyle Laboratories FAX: (914) 937-2553 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Tel: (612) 829-0025 20 Chapin Road, Bldg. 10-13 OKLAHOMA 
FAX: (612) 944-2781 Pine brook 07058 NORTH CAROLINA 

Anthem Electronics Hamilton Hallmark Tel: (201) 882-8358 Arrow/Schweber Electronics 
Arrow/Schweber Electronics 

36 Jonspin Road 9401 James Ave South, #140 FAX: (201) 882-9109 12101 E. 51st Street, #106 
5240 Greensdairy Road Tulsa 74146 Wilmington 01887 ~~~:o~~n2~t~~1~~~6 Raleigh 27604 Tel: (918) 252-7537 Tel: (508) 657-5170 NEW MEXICO Tel: (919) 876-3132 FAX: (918) 254-0917 FAX: (508) 657-6008 FAX: (612) 881-9461 

Alliance Electron'ics, Inc. FAX: (919) 878-9517 

Arrow/Schweber Electronics Pioneer Standard 10510 Research Ave. Avnet Computer Hamilton Hallmark 
25 Upton Dr. 7625 Golden Triange, Dr., #G Albuquerque 81123 2725 Millbrook Rd., #123 5411 S. 125th E. Ave., #305 

~:~!~8J)~~-~~0 Eden Prairie,55344 Tel: (505) 292-3360 Raleigh 27604 Tulsa 74146 
Tel: (612).944-3355 FAX: (505) 275-6392 Tel: (919) 790-1735 Tel: (918) 254-6110 

FAX: (508) 694-1754 FAX: (612) 944-3794 
Avnet Computer FAX: (919) 872-4972 FAX: (918) 254-6207 

Avnet Computer Wyle Laboratories 7801 Academy Rd. Hamilton Hallmark Pioneer Standard 
10 D Centennial Drive 1325 E. 79th Street, #1 Bldg. 1, Suite 204 5234 Greens Oairy Road 9717 E. 42ndSt., #105 

~:~=) °J:.g886 ~~~~~~~f~~3~~~~~ Albuquerque 87109 ~:I~l~~9~7~~-0819 Tulsa 74146 
Tel: (505) 828-9725 Tel: (918) 685-7B40 

FAX: (SOB) 532-9660 FAX: (612)853-2298 FAX: (505) 828-0360 FAX: (919) 878-8729 FAX: (918) 665-1891 
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intel® 
NORTH AMERICAN DISTRIBUTORS (Contd.) 

OREGON Arrow/Schwaber Electronics UTAH Hamilton Hallmark Avnet Computer 

Almac Arrow Electronics 3220 Commander Dr. 
Anthem Electronics 

2440 S. 179th Street Canada System Engineering Group 
Carrol"on 75006 New Berlin 53146 151 Superior Blvd. 1885 N. W. 169th Place Tel: (214) 360-6464 1279 West 2200 South Tel: (414) 797-7844 Mississuaga l5T 2L 1 Beaverton 97006 FAX: (214) 248-7208 Sa" Lake City 84119 FAX: (414) 797-9259 Tel: (416) 795-3835 Tel: (503) 629-6090 Tel: (801) 973-8555 FAX: (416) 677-5091 FAX: (503) 645-0611 Arrow/Schweber Electronics FAX: (801) 973-8909 Pioneer Standard 

Anthem Electronics ~~~~to~I~~~~st Dr., #100 Arrow/Schweber Electronics 
120 Bishop Way #163 Avnet Computer Brookfield 53005 9090 S.W. Gemini Drive Tei: (713) 530-4700 1946 W. Parkway Blvd. Tel: (414) 784-3480 190 Colonade Road 

Beaverton 97005 
~:n ~a"~1i ~~_~U9 ~AX: (414) 780-3613 Nepean K2E 7 J5 

Tel: (503) 643-1114 Avnet Computer Tel: (613) 727-2000 
\£l FAX: (503) 626-7928 4004 BeltUne, Suite 200 FAX: (801) 972-0200 Wyle Laboratories FAX: (613) 226-1184 

Avnet Computer Dallas 75244 Avnst Computer W226 N555 Eastmound Drive 

:1 Tel: (214) 308-8181 Waukesha 53186 Hamilton Hallmark 9750 Southwest Nimbus Ave, 1100 E. 6600 South, #150 Tel: (414) 521-9333 151 Superior Blvd., Unit 1-6 Beaverton 97005 FAX: (214) 308-8129 salt Lake City 84121 FAX: (414) 521-9498 Misslssauga l5T 2L 1 ~ tel: (503) 627-0900 Avnet Computer Tel: (801) 266-1115 Tel: (416) 564-6060 FAX: (502) 526-6242 1235 No~h Loop West, #525 FAX: (801) 266-0362 ALASKA FAX: (416) 564-8033 
Hamilton Hallmark Houston 77008 Hamilton Hallmark i,!t 
9750 S,W. Nimbus Ave. Tel: (713) 867-8572 1 tOO East 6600 South, #120 Avnet Co"",puter Hamilton Hallmark ~.~ Beaverton 97005 FAX: (713) 861-6851 Salt Lake City 84121 1400 West Benson Blvd., #400 190 Colonade Road 
Tel: (503) 526-6200 Hamilton Hallmark Tel: (801) 266-2022 ~~F~~~~e2~~~908~9 Nepean K2E 7 J5 :~ FAX: (503) 641-5939 

12211 Technology Blvd. FAX: (801) 263-0104 FAX: (907) 277-2639 Tel: (613) 226-1700 
Wyle laboratories Austin 78727 Wyle laboratories 

. FAX: (613) 226-1184 
9640 Sunshine Court Tel: (512) 258-8848 1325 West 2200 South, #E CANADA Zentronics I Bldg. G, Suite 200 FAX: (512) 258-3777 West Valley 84119 5600 Keaton Crescent, #1 Beaverton 97005 

Hamilton Hallmark Tel: (801) 974-9953 Misslssauga l5R 3S5 ,Tel: (503) 643-7900 
11420 Page Mill Road FAX: (801) 972-2524 ALBERTA Tel: (416) 507-2600 FAX: (503) 646-5466 
Danas 75243 WASHINGTON ~~~~t2~~rGt;'!~ Northeast 

FAX: (416) 507-2831 
PENNSYLVANIA Tel: (214) 553-4300 

FAX: (214) 553-4395 Almac Arrow Electronics ~:119~~3j22~~~84 Zentronics Anthem Electronics 14360 S.E. Eastgate Way 155 Colonnade Rd., South 355 Business Center Dr. Hamilton Hallmark Bellevue 98007 FAX: (403) 250-1591 #17 Horsham 19044 8000 Westglen Tel: (206) 643-9992 Nepean K2E 7Kl Tel: (215) 443-5150 Houston 77063 FAX: (206) 643-9709 Zentronics Tel: (613) 226-8840 FAX: (215) 675-9875 Tel: (713) 781-6100 6815 8th Street N.E., #100 FAX: (613) 226-8352 
Avnet Computer 

FAX: (713) 953-8420 Anthem Electronics Calgary T2E 7H 

Pioneer Standard 
19017 - 120th Ave., N.E_ #102 Tel: (403) 295-8838 213 Executive Drive, #320 Bothell 98011 FAX: (403) 295-8714 QUEBEC Mars 16046 1826-0 Kramer Lane Tel: (206) 483-1700 Tel: (412) 772-1688 Austin 78758 FAX: (206) 486-0571 BRtTISH COLUMBIA ,"; FAX: (412) 772-1890 Tel: (512) 835-4000 Arrow/Schweber Electronics 

Pioneer Technologies Group FAX: (512) 835-9829 Avnet Computer Almac Arrow Electronics 1100 S1. Regis Blvd. 
17761 N.E. 78th Place . 8544 Baxter Place Dorval H9P 2T5 259 Kappa Drive Pioneer Standard Redmond 98052 Burnaby V5A 4T8 Tel: (514) 421-7411 

~~~~m~h i~:'~~oo 13765 Beta Road Tel: (206) 867-0160 Tel: (604) 421-2333 FAX: (514) 421-7430 Dallas 75244 FAX: (206) 867-0161 FAX: (604) 421-5030 FAX: (412)963-8255 Tel: (214) 263-3168 
Hami'lton Hallmark Arrow/Schweber Electronics 

Pioneer Technologies Group FAX: (214) 490-6419 Hamilton Hallmark 500 Boul. St.-Jean-Baptiste Ave, 8630 154th Avenue 8610 Commerce Court 500 Enterprise Road Pioneer Standard Redmond 98052 Burnaby V5A 4N6 Quebec H2E 5R9 
Keith Valley Business Center 10530 Rockley Road, #100 Tel: (206) 881-6697 Tel: (604) 420-4W1 Tel: (418) 871-7500 
Horsham 19044 Houston 77099 FAX: (206) 867-0159 FAX: (604) 420-5376 FAX: (418) 871-6816 
Tel: (713) 530~700 Tel: (713) 495-4700 

f~~8~!:~o;~~ 1 
FAX: (713) 495-5642 f~:5~~~~a~~~treet Zentronics Avnet Computer 

~:ctO~oB~~d8~~ol~~d., #108 2795 Reu Halpern 
Mar"on 08053,3185 Wyte Laboratories Redmond 98052 St. Laurent H4S 1 P8 
Tel: (609) 985-7953 1810 Greenville Avenue Tel: (206) 881-1150 Tel: (604)273-5575 Tel: (514) 335-2483 
FAX: (609) 985-8757 ' Richardson 75081 FAX: (206) 881-1567 FAX: (604) 273-2413 FAX: (514) 335-2481 

Tel: (214) 235-9953 
TEXAS FAX: (214) 644-5064 WISCONSIN ONTARIO Hamilton Hallmark 

Anthem Electronics Wyte laboratories Arrow/Schweber Electronics Arrow/Schweber Electronics 7575 Transcanada Highway 
#600 651 N. Plano Rood, #401 4030 West Braker Lane, #330 200 N. Patrick, #100 1093 Meyerside, Unit 2 St. laurent H4T 2V6 Richardson 75081 Austin 78758 Brookfield 53045 Mississauga l5T 1 M4 Tel: (514) 335-1000 Tel: (214) 238-7100 Tel: (512) 345-8853 Tel: (414) 792-0150 Tel: (416) 670-7769 FAX: (514) 335-2481 FAX: (214) 238-0237 FAX: (512) 345-9330 FAX: (414) 792-0156 FAX: (416) 670-7781 

Arrow/Schweber Electronics Wyle Laboratories Avnet Computer Arrow/Schweber Electronics Zentronics 
11500 Metric Blvd., #160 11001 South Wllcrest, #100 20875 Crossroads Circle, #400 36 Antares Dr., Unit 100 520 McCaffrey 
Austin 78758 Houston 77099 Waukesha 53186 Nepean K2E 7W5 St. laurent H4T 1 N3 
Tel: (512) 835-4180 Tel: (713) 879-9953 Tel: (414) 784-8205 Tel: (613) 226-6903 Tel: (514) 737-9700 
FAX: (512) 832-5921 FAX: (713) 879-6540 FAX: (414) 784-6006 FAX: (613) 723-2018 FAX: (514) 737-5212 
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infel~ 
FINLAND 

Intel Finland OY 
Ruosilantie 2 
00390 Helsinki 
Tel: (358) 0 544844 
FAX: (358) 0 544 030 

FRANCE 

Intel Corporation S.A.R.L. 
1, Rue Edison-BP 303 
780548t. Quentin-en-Yvelines 
Cedex 
Tel: (33) (1) 30 57 70 00 
FAX: (33) (1)30646032 

EUROPEAN SALES OFFICES 
GERMANY 

Intel GmbH 
Dornacher Strasse 1 
85622 FeldkircheA/Muenchen 
Tel: (49) 089/90992-0 
FAX: (49) 089/9043948 

ISRAEL 

Intel Semiconductor Ltd. 
Atidim Industrial Park-Neve Sharet 
P.O. Box 43202 
Tel-Aviv 61430 
Tel: (972) 03 498080 
FAX: (972) 03491870 

ITALY 

Intel Corporation Italla S.p.A. 
Milanofiori Palazzo E 
20094 Assago 
Milano 
Tel: (39) (2) 575441 
FAX: J39) (2) 3498464 

NETHERLANDS 

Intel Semiconductor B.V. 
PoStbu5 84130 
3009 CC Rotterdam 
Tel: (31)1040711 11 
FAX: (31) 10 455 4688 

RUSSIA 

~r~~~~~~~~~~:a ~. 
121357 Moscow 
Tel: 007-095-4439785 
FAX: 007-095-4459420 
TLX: 612092 smail suo 

SPAIN 

Intel Iberia SA 
Zubaran,28 
28010 Madrid 
Tel: (34) (1) 308 2552 
FAX: (34) (I) 410 7570 

SWEDEN 

Intel Sweden A.B. 
Datvagen 24 
17136 Solna 
Tel: (46) 8 705 5600 
FAX: (46) 8 278085 

UNITED KINGDOM 

~~!~~;ation (U.K.) Ltd. 

Swindon, Wiltshire SN3 1 RJ 
Tel: (44) (0793) 696000 
FAX: (44) (0793) 641440 

EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTORS/REPRESENTATIVES 
AUSTRIA 

t*Elbatex GmbH 
Eitnergasse 6 
A-1231 Wlen 
Tel: (43) 1816020 
FAX: (43) 181652141 

tSpoerle Electronic 
Heiligenst. Str. 62 
A-1190Wien 
Tel: (43)1 31872700 
FAX: (43)1 369 22 73 

BELGIUM 

t*lnelco Distribution 
Avenue des CrOix de Guerre 94 
1120 Sruxelles 
Tel: (32) 2 244 2811 
FAX: (32) 2 216 3304 

*Diode Bel~um 
Keibe~ II, inervastraat, 14/82 
1930 ventem 
Tel: (32) 2 725 46 60 
FAX: (32) 2 725 45 11 

DENMARK 

*Avnet Nortec AlS 
Transformervej 17 
DK-2730 Herlev 
Tel: (45) 4284 2000 
FAX: (45) 4492 1552 

t*ITT Multikomponent AS 
Naverland 29 
DK-2600 Glostrup 
Tel: (45) 4245 6645 
FAX: (45) 4245 7624 

FINLAND 

t*OY Fintronic AB 

~~Jti~sZoo 
Tel: (358) 0 887 331 
FAX: (358) 088733 343 

FRANCE 

*Arrow Electronique 
73-79 Rue des Solels 
Silic 585 
94663 Rungis Cedex 

. Tel: (33) (1) 49784978 
FAX: (33) (1) 4978 0596 

*Avnet 
79, rue Pierre Sernard 
92322 Chatillon 
Tel: (33) (1) 4965 2500 
FAX: (33) (1) 4965 2769 

tMetrologie 
Tour d'Asnieres 
4, Avenue laurent Cely 
92606 Asnieres Cedex 
Tel: '(33) (I) 40809000 
FAX: (33) (1) 4791 0561 

*Tekelec 
Cite des Bruyeres 
5, Rue Carle Vernet-BP 2 
92310 Sevres 
Tel: (33) (1) 4623 2425 
FAX: (33) (1) 45072191 

*Components 
tSystems 

GERMANY 

"'Avnet Electronic 2000 
Stahlgruberring 12 
81829,Muenchen 
Tel: (49) 8945110-01 
FAX: (49) 89 45110129 

*Jermyn GmbH 
1m Dachsstueck 9 
65549 Limburg 
Tel: (49) 6431 5080 
FAX: (49) 6431 508289 

tMetrologie GmbH 
Steinerstrasse 15 
81369 Muenchen 
Tel: (49) 69 724470 
FAX: (49) 89 72447111 

*Proelectron Vertriebs GmbH 
Max-Planck-Strasse'1-3 
63303 Dreieich 
Tel: (49) 6103 304343 
FAX: (49) 6103 304425 

tRein Elektronik GmbH 

~~~~~tt~t:P ~ 
Tel: (49) 2153 7330 
FAX: (49) 2153 733513 

GREECE 

tErgodata 
Aiglroupoleos 2A 
176 76 Kal~hea 
Tel: (30) 1 95 10 922 
FAX: (30) 1 9593160 

~~~:~~:;~~~;:XV.150 
Athens 17671 
Tel: (30) 1 924 2072 
FAX: (30) 1 9241068 

IRELAND 

t*Mlcro Marketing 
Taney Hall 
Eglinton Terrace 
DUndrum 
Dublin 14 
Tel: (353) (1) 2989400 
FAX: (353) (1) 29B 9628 

ISRAEL 

t*Eastronics Limited 
Rozanis 11 
P.O.B.39300 
Tel Baruch 
Tel-Aviv 61392 
Tel: (972) 36458777 
Fill<: (972) 3 6458 886 

ITALY 

*Intesi DiY. Della Deutsche 
Divisione'm Industries GmbH 
P.I.08550110156 
Mllanofiorl Palazzo e5 
20094 Assago (Milano) 
Tel: (3a) 2824701 
FAX: (39) 2 8242631 

"'Lasi Elettronica 
P.I.00839OOO155 
Viale Fulvio Testi, N.280 
20126 Milano 
Tel: (39) 2681431 
FAX: (39) 2 66101385 

tOmnilogic Telcom 
Via Lorenteggio 270/A 
20152 Milano 
Tel: (39) 2 48302640 
FAX: (39) 2 43802010 

NETHERLANDS 

tDatelcom SV. 
Meidoomkade 22 
3993 AE HOUlen 
Tel: (31)340357222 
FAX: (31)340357220 

*Diode Components 
Coltbaan 17 
3439 NG N",uwegeln 
Tel: (31) 3402 9 12 34 
FAX: (31) 3402 3 59 24 

t*Konlng en Hartman 
Energleweg 1 
2627 AP Delft 
Tel: (31)15609 906 
FAX: (31)15619194 

NORWAY 

*Avnet Nortec AlS 
Postboks 123 
N-1364 Hv.lstad 
Tel: (47) 284 6210 
FAX: (47) 284 6545 

tComputer System Integration AlS 
Postbox 198 

~~F(~~ S~~tt:~ 411 
FAX: (47) 638 45 310 

PORTUGAL 

*ATD Electronlca LOA 
Edlflclo Anelo 
Rua 3 piso 5-sala 505 
Urbanizacao de Matinha 
1900 Usboa 
Tel: (351) (1) 858 0191 /2 
FAX: (351) (1) 858 7841 

~:,re~1~~i~bg~~!:~~~ 3A 
1900 Usboa 
Tel: (351) (1) 847 2202 
F.!IJ(: (351) (1) 8472197 

SOUTH AFRICA 

t·EBE 
PO Box 912-1222 
Silverton 0127 
178 Erasmus Street 
M"yerspark 
Pretoria 0184 
Tel: (2~12 803 7680-93 
FAX: (2 12 80~ 8294 

SPAIN 

*ATO Electronlca 
Avenue de la Industria, 32, 2S 
28100 Alcobendas 
Madrid 
Tel: (34) (I) 661 6551 
FAX: (34) (1) 681 6300 

A~d~~~~3u~~?:.r~_2 
28100 Alcobendas 
Madrid 
Tel: (34) (1) 661 1142 
FAX: (34) (I) 661 5755 

SweDEN 

tAvnet Computer AS 
Box 184 
S-123 23 Farsta 
Tel: (46) 8 705 18 00 
FAX: (46) 8 735 2373 

*Avnet Nortec AS 
Box 1830 
5-171 27 Solns 
Tel: (46) 8705 1800 
FAX: (46) 883 6918 

*ITI Multikomponent AB 
Ankdammsgatan 32 
Box 1330 
S-171 26 Solna 
Tel: (46) 8 830020 
FAX: (46) 8 27 13 03 

SWITZERLAND 

tElbalex AG 
Hardstr.7 
CH-5430 Wettlngen 
Tel: (41) 56 27 50 00 
FAX: (41) 27 1924 

tFabrimex AG 

~H:~~"r!u~Ch 
Tel: (41) 1 3868688 
FAX: (41) 1 383 23 79 

tlMIC Microcomputer 
Zurichstrasse 
CH-8185 Wlnkel-Rutl 
Tel: (41) (I) 8820055 
FAX: (41) (1) 8620288 

t*lndustrade AG 
Hertistrasse 31 
CH-8304 Wallisellen 
Tel: (41) (1)8328111 
FAX: (41) (1) 8307550 

TURKEY 

*Empa Electronic 
FJorya Is Merkezl 
Besyol Londra Asfalti 

r.~gt,I~W5~~g~J 
FAX: (90) (1) 599 3061 

'UNITED KINGDOM 

*Arrow Electronics 
St. Martins Business Centre 
Cambridge Road 
Badlord - MK42 OlF 
Tel: (44) 234 270272 
FAX: (44) 234 211434 

*Avnet EMG Ltd. 
Jubilee House 
Jubilee Road 
Letchworth 
Hertsfordshire - SG6, 1 QH 
Tel: (44) 462 488 500 
F.!IJ(: (44) 462488567 

*Bytech Componen1s 
128 Cedarwood 
Chlneham BUSiness Park 
4 Crockford lane 
Baslngstoke 
Hants RG12 lRW 
Tel: (44) 256 707 107 
FAX: (44) 256 707 162 

tB~ech Systems 

~ast:r~t~:3 Centre 
Sracknell 
Berks - RG12 2PW 
Tel: (44) 344 55 333 
FAX: (44) 344 867 270 

*Datrontech 
42-44 Birchett Road 
Aldershot 
Hants-GUlllLU 
Tel: (44) 252 313155 
FAX: (44) 252 341939 

*Jermyn Electronics 
Vestry Estate 
Ottord Road 
Sevenoaks 
Kent TN14 5EU 
Tel: (44) 732 743 743 
FAX: (44) 732451 251 

tMetrologie VA 
Rapid House 
Oxlord Road 
High Wycombe 
Bucks - HPII 2E 
Tel: (44) 494 526 271 
FAX: (44) 494 421 860 

·MMD/Rapid ltd. 

~f~~~!ib~urt 
Bennet Road 

~:~~~~G2 oax 
Tel: (44) 734 750 697 
FAX: (44) 734313255 
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AUSTRALIA 

Intel Australia Ply. Ltd. 
Unit 13 
Altambie Grove Business Park 
25 Frenchs Forest Road East 
Frenchs Forest, NSW, 2086 
Sydney 
Tel: 61-2-975-3300 
FAX: 61-2-975-3375 

Intel Australia Pty. Ltd. 
711 High Street 
1st Floor 
East Kw. Vic., 3102 
Melbourne 
Tel: 61-3-810-2141 
FAX: 61-3-819 7200 

BRAZIL 

Intel Semicondutores do Brasil 
RUB Florida, 1-703-2 and CJ.22 
CEP 04565-001 Sao Paulo 
SP Brazil 
Tel: 55-11-530-2296 
FAX: 55-11-531-5765 

CHINA/HONG KONG 

Intel PRC Corporation 
Room 517-518 
China World Tower 
1 Jia" Guo Men Wai Avenue 
Beijing 100004 
Republic of China 
Tel: 861-505-0386 
FAX: 861-505-0383 

INTERNATIONAL SALES OFFICES 
Intel Semiconductor Ltd. >I- Intel Japan K.K. * Intel Japan,K.K.* 
32/F Two Pacific Place Hachioji ON Bldg. TK Gotands Bldg. 9F 
88 Queensway ~·~~1ojr.r~I~'T~~~h;92 8-3-6 Nishi Gotanda 
Central Shinagawa, Tokyo 141 
Hong Kong Tel: 0426-48-8770 Tel: 03-3493.aoSl 
Tel: (852) 844-4555 FAX: 0426-48-8775 FAX: 03-3493-5951 
FAX: (852) 868-1989 

Intel Japan K.K. * 
KOREA Kawa-ass Bldg. 

INDIA 2-11-5 Shin-Yokohama 
Koho+<u-ku, Yokohama-shi Intel Korea, Ltd. 

Inlel Asia ElectroniCS, Inc. Kanagawa, 222 16th Floor, life Bldg. 
4/2, Samrah Plaza Tel: 045-474-7860 61 Vaido-dong, Youngdeungpo-Ku 
S1. Mark's Road FAX: 045-471-4394 Seoul 150-010 
Bangalore 560001 Tel: (2) 784-8186 
Tel: 91-80-215065 ~litel Japan K.K. * FAX: (2) 784-8096 
FAX: 91-80-215067 Ryokuchi-Eki Bldg. 
TLX: 953-845-2646 INiL IN 2·4·' Terauchi 

~~r~~~_~iQg~saka 560 
MEXICO 

JAPAN FAX: 06-863-1084 Intel Tecnologia de Mexico 
SA de C.V. 

Intel Japan K.K. Intet Japan K.K. Av. Mexico No. 2798-98, S.H. 
5-6 Takodai, Tsukuba-shi Shinmaru Bldg. 44680 Guadalajara, Jal. 
Ibaraki, 30()'26 1-5-' Marunouchi Tel: 011-523-640-1259 
Tel: 0298-47-8511 Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100 FAX: 011-523-642-7861 
FAX: 0298-47-8450 Tel: 03-3201-3621 

FAX: 03-3201-6850 

SINGAPORE 

lritel Singapore Technology, Ltd. 
101 Thomson Road #08-05 
United Square 
Singapore 1130 
Tel: (65) 250-7811 
FAX: (65) 250-9256 

TAIWAN 

Intel Technology Far East Ltd. 
Taiwan Branctl 
8th Floor, No:" 205 
Bank Tower Bldg. 
Tung HUB N. Road 
Taipei 
Tel: 886-2-5144200 
FAX: 886-2-717-2455 

886-2-719-6184 • 

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS/REPRESENTATIVES 
ARGENTINA GUATEMALA SES Computers & Technologies Okays Koki SOUTH AFRICA 

Oafsys Consulting SA Abinitio 
Pvt. ~td. 2~4~ 18 Sakae 

11/18, SNS Chambers Naka-ku, Nagoya-shi 460 Electronic Building Elements Chacabuco, 9O~6 Piso 11 Calle 2-Zona 9 239 Palace Upper Orchards Tel: 052-204-8315 
1 D69-Buenos Aires Guatemala City ~:~~:ro~.,o~sb ~~~ashlvanagar FAX: 052-204-8380 

178 Erasmus SI. 
Tel. & FAX: 54.1334.1871 Tel: 5022-32-4104 ~:y~r~~!~~~~~!~la, 0184 FAX: 5022-32-4123 Tel: 91-812-348481 Ryoyo Electro Corp. 
AUSTRALIA FAX: 91-812-343685 KonwaBldg. 

Tel: 011-2712-803-7680 
FAX: 011-2712-803-8294 

NJS Electronics Australia INDIA 
SES Computers & Technologies 

1-12-22 TsukijJ 
1 N37 Ricketts Road ¥~~~:.3s!g~81 ~ 04 Mount Waverley, VIC 3149 Priya International Limited Pvt. Ltd. 
Tel: 61-3-558-9868 0-6, II Floor Arvind Chambers FAX: 03-3546-5044 TAIWAN 
FAX: 61-3-558-9929 Devatha Plaza 194, Andheri-Kurla Road 

NSO-Australla 
131/132 Residency Rd. Andheri (East) 

KOREA Micro ElectroniCS Corporation 
Bangalore 560 025 Bombay 400 069 

205 Middleborough Rd. Tel: 91-80-214027, 91-80-214395 Tel: 91-22-6341584, 91-22-6341667 12th Floor, Section 3 

Box Hili, Victoria 3128 FAX: 91-80-214105 FAX: 91-22-4937524 Samsung Electronics ¥:~p~~~~~.~~ast Road 
Tel: 03 8900970 Samsung Main Bldg. 
FAX: 03 8990819 Priya International Limited SES Computers & Technologies ~;~J.a:&r..~~~-RO'2KA, Chung-Ku 

Tel: (886) 2-7198419 

Apeejay House, 4th Floor Pvt. ltd. FAX: (886) 2-7197916 

BRAZIL 130 Apollo Street 605-A, Ansal Chambers II C.P.O. Box 8780 

Hitech 
Bombay 400 023 No.6, Bhikaji Camaplace Tel: (822) 751-3680 Acer Sertek Inc. 

Luis Carlos Berrini, 801 CJ121 Tel: 91-22-2660949, 91-22-2665622 New Delhi 110 086 TWX: KORSST K 27970 15th Floor, Section 2 
Tel: 91-11-6881663 FAX: (822) 753-9065 Chien Kuo North Rd. 

04571, Sao Paulo, SP Brazil Priya International Limited FAX: 91-11-6840471 Taipei 18479 R.O.C. 
Tel: 5511-536-0355 Flat No.8, 10th Floor Tong Saek Electronic Co., Ltd. Tel: 886-2-501-0055 
FAX: 5511-240-2650 Akashdeep Building 16-58 Hangang-ro 3-ga TWX: 23756 SERTEK 
Microlinear Barakhamba Rd. JAMAICA Yongsan-gu, Seoul FAX: (886) 2-5012521 
Avenida Wilhelm Winter, 345 New Delhi 110 001 Tel: 82-2-715-6623 
Distrito Industrial- Jundiai, SP Tel: 91-11-3314512, 91-11-3310413 MC Systems FAX: 82-2-715-9374 

13213-000 FAX: 91-11-3719107 10-12 Grenada Crescent 

Tel: 5511-732-6111 Kingston 5 URUGUAY 

FAX: 5511-732-2892 ~~J.acl~~~~r;:t~~~ Limited Tel: (809) 926-0104 SAUDI ARABIA 
FAX: (809) 929-5678 

ME Systems, Inc. 
Interfase 

CHILE 560-562 Mount Road, Teynampet Blvr. Espana 2094 
Madras 600 018 642 N. Pastoria Ave. 11200 Montevideo 

Sisteco Tel: 91-44-451031, 91-44-451597 JAPAN Sunnyvale, CA 94086 Tel: 5982-49-4600 
Vecinal 40 - Las Condes FAX: 91-44-813549 U.S.A. FAX: 5982-49-3040 
Santiago Asahi Electronics Co. Ltd. Tel: (408) 732-1710 
Tel: 562-234-1644 Priya International Limited KMM Bldg. 2-14-1 Assno FAX: (408) 732-3095 
FAX: 562-233-9895 No. 10, II Floor, Minerva House Kokurakita-ku TLX: 494-3405 ME SYS 

94 Sarojini Devi Rd. Kitakyushu-shi 802 VENEZUELA 
CHINA/HONG KONG Secunderabad 500 003 Tel: 093-511-8471 

Tel: 91-842-813120, 91-642-813549 FAX: 093-551-7861 SINGAPORE 
Unixel CA Novel Precision Machinery Co., Ltd. 

Room 728 Trade Square Priya International Limited Dia Semicon Systems, Inc. Electronic Resources Pte, Ltd. 4 Transversal de Monte Cristo 

681 Cheung Sha Wan Road Lords, III Floor Flower Hill Shinmachi Higashi~kan 17 Harvey Road Edt. AXXA, Piso 1, of. 1 &2 
Kowloon, Hong Kong 7/1 Lord Sinha Road 1-23 Shinmachi, Setagaya-ku #03-01 Singapore 1336 Centro Empresarial Boleita 

Tel: (852) 360-8999 Calcutta 700 071 Tokyo 154 Tel: (65) 283-0888 Caracas 

TWX: S2032 NVTNL HX Tel: 91-33-222378, 91-33·222379 Tel: 03-3439-1600 TWX: RS 56541 ERS Tel: 582-238-7749 

FAX: (852) 725-3695 FAX: 91-33-224884 FAX: 03-3439-1601 FAX: (65) 289-5327 FAX: 582-238-1816 
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ALABAMA 

BirminQham 
Huntsville 

ALASKA 

Anchorage 

ARIZONA 

Phoenix· 
Tucson 

ARKANSAS 

Little Rock 

CALIFORNIA 

Bakersfield 
Brea 
Carson· 
Fresno 
Livermore 
Mar Del Ray 
Ontario· ' 
Orange 
Sacramento· 
San Diego'll 
San Francisco'll 
Santa Clara'll 
Ventura 
Sunnyvale 
Walnut Creek'll 
Woodland Hills'll 

COLORADO 

Colorado Springs 
Denver 
Englewood'll 

CONNECTICUT 
Glastonbury'll 

DELAWARE 

NewCastle 

FLORIDA 

Ft Lauderdale 
Heathrow 
Jacksonville 
Melbourne 
Pensacola 
Tampa 
West Palm Beach 

ARIZONA 

Computervision Customer 
Education 
2401 W. Behrend Or., Suite 17 
Phoenix 85027 
Tel: 1-800·234·8806 

MINNESOTA 

3500 W. 80th Str.et 
Suite 360 

~~~:O~;~~~~5~~~ 

·Carry·in locations 

NORTI:i AMERICAN SERVICE OFFICES 
COMPUTERVISION 

Intel Corporation's North American Preferred Service Provider 
Central Dispatch: 1-800-876-SERV (1-800-876-7378) 

GEORGIA MICHIGAN NORTH DA~OTA 

Atlanta* Ann Harbor Bismark 
Savannah Benton Harbor 
West Robbins Flint OHIO 

Grand Rapids* 
HAWAII Leslie Cincinnati· 

Livonia- Columbus 
Honolulu SI. Joseph ~~~ndence" Troy· Mid~e Heights' 

ILLINOIS 
MINNESOTA Toledo· 

Buffalo" Bloomington· , OREGON Calumer City Oeluth Chicago Beaverton" 
lansing 

MISSOURI Oak Brook PENNSYLVANIA 
Springfield 

~~~~7~d* INDIANA St. Louis* 

Carmel'" NEVADA East Erie 
Ft. Wayne Pittsburgh'" 

Minden Wayne'" 
KANSAS Las Vegas 

Reno SOUTH CAROLINA 
Overland Park'" Charleston Wichita NEW HAMSHIRE 

Cherry Point 
Manchester* ColUmbia 

KENTUCKY Fountain Inn 

Lexington NEW JERSEY 
SOUTH DAKOTA Louisville Edison'll 

Madisonville Hamton Town'll Sioux Falls 
Parsippany'll 

LOUISIANA TENNESSEE 
NEW MEXICO 

Bartlett Baton Rouge 
Metarie Albuquerque Chattenooga 

Knoxville 

MAINE NEW YORK Nashville 

Brunswick Albany'll 
Amherst'll 

TEXAS 

Dewitt'll Austin 
MARYLAND Fairport'll BayCily 

Frederick 
Farmingdale'" Beaumont 

Linthicum'" 
New York City'" Canyon 

Rockville'" 
College Station 

NORTH CAROLINA Houston'll 

~~~nto~iO MASSACHUSETTS Brevard 
Charlotte Tyler 

Boston'" Greensboro 
Natick'll Haveluch UTAH Norton'll Ralei~h 
Springfield Wilmington ~It Lske Cny' 

CUSTOMER TRAINING CENTERS 
ILLINOIS 

Computervision Customer 
Education 
1 Oakbrook Terrace 
Suite 600 
Oakbrook 60181 . 
Tel: 1-800-234-8806 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Computervision Customer 
Education 
11 Oak Park Drive 
Bedford 01730 
Tel: 1-800·234·8806 

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING OFFICES 
NEW YORK 

2950 Expressway Dr., South 
Islandia 11722 
Tel: (506) 231-3300 

VIRGINIA 

Charlottesville 
Glen Allen 
Macleanfll 

Norfolk 
Virginia Beach 

WASHINGTON 

Bellevue* 
Olympia 
Renton 
Richlend 
Spokene 
Verdale 

WASHINGTON D.C." 

~EST VIRGINIA 

5t. Albans 

WISCONSIN 

Brookfield' 
Groan Bay 
Madlson 
Wausau 

CANADA 

Calgary'll 
Edmonton 
Halifax 
London'll 
Montreal'll 
Ottawa 
Toronto'll 
Vancouver, ·BC* 
Winnipeg 
Regina 
SI. John 
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